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Dell I Desktops

Individual Solutions for
Individual Businesses

Save up to £70 on selected Dimension and Inspiron Business Systems.

Dell- recommends Microsoft' Windows° XP Professional for Business

Dell Dimension 2400

Your business is unique. That's why we build your business an individual
solution. Just tell us what your technology needs to do, and what your
budget is, and we'll recommend the right solution for you. Our skilled
advisors take the time to work out what you want to achieve. Whether
it's one of our systems featured here or a completely customised system,
either way, we'll build it just for you. Customised Dell solutions mean
quality, power and flexibility at a price that won't break the budget. Call
us or go online. Our experts are ready to help.

Kinder To Your Budget - That's Dell
You can now make amazing savings of up to £70 on selected Dimension
and Inspiron Business systems. This great Dimension 2400 has a 2.40 GHz
processor and a 40GB hard drive. Already superb value at £269, we've
gone one better and taken a further £30 off, making it an astonishing deal
at £239. Do your budget a favour - call Dell or go online now!

SAVE
celeron®

DeIITM Dimension- 2400 2.40GHz

Superb Value

 Intel' Celeron' Processor 2.40GHz

 Microsoft' Windows® XP Home Edition

 128MB DDR RAM

 40GB IDE Hard Drive

 1r CRT Colour Monitor (15.9" v.i.s, 0.28 dot pitch)

 20/48x Max CD-ROM Drive

 Integrated Intel® Extreme Graphics

 Integrated Audio

 Integrated Intel® 10/100 Ethernet

 Microsoft° Works 7.0

Was Now

5269" £239 £338.40
excl. Del. & VAT excl. Del. & VAT incl. Del. & VAT

Typical example 48 monthly technology business plan at

Elk
Incl. Del. & VAT* E -VALUE Code: 001 D21

Axinf" X3 Standard PDA
Ideal companion for your desktop.
Includes MS' Windows®
Mobile 2003

(integrated WiFi optional)
Prices from

£139 £163.33
excl. VAT incl. VAT

LNLINE Easy as DOL
Order online for the latest offers and superb savings Call between 8am and 8pm weekdays,

10am to 4pm Saturday.

www.dell.co.uk/biz O 0870 152 4650



Get what you need

Money Off offer due to end 24th March 2004.

Dell I Mobile

SAVE
£30

aimmill11111111111111111111- MUM

Dell®x recommends Microsoft' Windows' XP Professional for Business

DelITM Inspiron' 5150 2.40GHz GT
Mobile Performance
 Intel Pentium® 4 Processor 2.40GHz

 Microsoft' Windows® XP Home Edition
 256MB DDR SDRAM

 40GB Hard Drive

 14.r XGA TFT (1024 x 768) Screen

 32MB ATI® Mobility'" Radeon' 7500
Graphics Card

 8x DVD-ROM
 Integrated Touchpad

 Integrated 56K Modem - 10/100 Ethernet Card
 Microsoft Works 7.0

1 Year Euro Collect and Return Service

Was Now

f659 £629 £79665
excl. Del. & VAT excl. Del. & VAT incl. Del. & VAT

Typical example 48 monthly technology business plan at

£24 PM

incl. Del. & VAT* E -VALUE Code: 001 iO3

SAVE

MOBILE
TECHNOLOGY

SAVE
£30

Dell Inspiron 1100 2.40GHz GT
Mobile Value

Intel' Celeron® Processor 2.40GHz
 Microsoft' Windows° XP Home Edition
 256MB DDR SDRAM
 20GB Hard Drive
 14.1" XGA TFT (1024 x 768) Screen
 Integrated Direct AGP Graphics
 24x CD-ROM Drive
 Integrated Touchpad
 Integrated 56K V92 Modem -

10/100 Ethernet Card
 Microsoft° Works 7.0
 1 Year Euro Collect and Return Service

WAS NOW

£499' £469 £608.65
excl. Del. & VAT incl. Del. & VAT

Typical example 48 monthly technology business plan at

£19 PM

incl. Del. & VAT* E -VALUE Code: 001 i01

SAVE
£70

Inspiron 510m 1.40GHz GT
Mobile Style
 Intel Centrino® Mobile Technology

Intel® Pentium® M Processor 1.40GHz
Intel® PRO/Wireless Network Connection 8.02.11b
Microsoft° Windows® XP Home Edition

 256MB DDR SDRAM
 40GB Hard Drive

14.1" XGA (1024x768) Screen
Integrated Direct AGP Graphics

 8x DVD-ROM Drive
Integrated 56K V92 Modem -
10/100 Ethernet Card
Microsoft' Works 7.0

 Year Euro Collect and Return Service

WAS NOW

£109 £659 £831.90
ex® Del. & VAT incl. Del. & VAT

Typical example 48 monthly technology business plan at

£25,.
incl. Del. & VAT* E -VALUE Code: 001 i10

Dell Inspiron 8600 1.50GHz WLT Dell Inspiron 9100 3.20GHz
Mobile Multimedia Media
 Intel' Centrino Mobile Technology

Intel® Pentium' M Processor 1.50GHz
Intel® PRO/Wireless Network Connection 8.02.11b

 Microsoft° Windows® XP Home Edition
 256MB DDR SDRAM
 60GB Hard Drive
 15.4" Wide Aspect Ultrasharp WXGA

(1280 x 800) Screen
 64MB nVidia GeForce' FX G05200 graphics card

8 x DVD / 24 x CDRW Combo Drive
 Integrated Touchpad and Trackstick
 Integrated 56K V92 Modem -

10/100 Ethernet Card
 Microsoft' Works 7.0

1 Year Euro Collect and Return Service

Mobile Performance
 Intel Pentium 4 Processor 3.20GHz with HT

Technology
 Microsoft- Windows"' XP Home Edition
 512MB DDR RAM
 80GB Hard Drive
 15.4 Wide Aspect Ultrasharp WSXGA

(1680x1050)
 128MB ATI° Mobility' Radeon° 9700 graphics
 4 x DVD + RW Drive
 Integrated Touchpad
 Integrated 56K V92 Modem -

10/100 Ethernet Card
 Microsoft' Works 7.0
 1 Year Euro Collect and Return Service

WAS NOW WAS NOW

£929 £859 £1066.90 £11-99" £1129 £1384.15
excl. Del. & VAT incl. Del. & VAT excl. Del. & VAT incl. Del. & VAT

Typical example 48 monthly technology business plan at Typical example 48 monthly technology business plan at

£32,. £41 P.
incl. Del. & VAT* E -VALUE Code: 001 i07 incl. Del. & VAT* E -VALUE Code: 001 i09

1Easy as D011111

Order online for the latest offers and superb savings Call between 8am and 8pm weekdays,
10am to 4pm Saturday.

www.dell.co.uk/biz 0 0870 152 4650



at a price to match your budget

Dell ! Desktops

Dell' Dimension' 2400 2.40GHz
Superb Value

 Intel® Celeron® Processor 2.40GHz
 Microsoft® Windows`® XP Home Edition
 128MB DDR RAM
 40GB IDE Hard Drive
 17' CRT Colour Monitor (15.9" v.i.s, 028 dot pitch)

 20/48x Max CD-ROM Drive
 Integrated Intel® Extreme Graphics
 Integrated Audio
 Integrated Intel® 10/100 Ethernet
 Microsoft® Works 7.0

WAS NOW

£269" £239 £338.40
excl. Del. & VAT incl. Del. & VAT

Typical example 48 monthly technology business plan at

£11,m
incl. Del. & VAT* E -VALUE Code: 001 D21

Dell Dimension 2400 3.06GHz

Superb Value
 Intel' Pentium' 4 Processor with HT

Technology at 3.06GHz and 533MHz fsb
 Microsoft' Windows' XP Home Edition and

Microsoft' Works 7.0
 256MB DDR RAM
 40GB Hard Drive
 15" Analogue Flat Panel Monitor
 Integrated Intel' Extreme Graphics
 Integrated Audio
 20/48x Max CD-ROM Drive
 Integrated 10/100 NIC

Was Now

fA29 £399 £526.40
excl. Del. & VAT excl. Del. & VAT incl. Del. & VAT

Typical example 48 monthly technology business plan at

£16,.
incl. Del. & VAT* E -VALUE Code: 001 D22b

Recommended Upgrades'
Microsoft' Office' 2003 £100 excl. VAT.

Dell All -In -One Printer A920
(Print, Scan, Copy)

£117.50 incl. VAT.

£56 excl. VAT.
£65.80 incl. VAT.

Dell Dimension 4600 2.80GHz

Value and Power
 Intel' Pentium® 4 Processor at 2.80GHz
 Microsoft' Windows® XP Home Edition
 256MB Dual Channel DDR RAM
 80GB Hard Drive
 15' Analogue Flat Panel Monitor

(15.9" v.i.s., 0.28 dot pitch)
 Integrated Intel® Pro 10/100 NIC
 Integrated Intel® Extreme Graphics
 Integrated Audio
 48x CD-RW Drive
 Microsoft' Works 7.0
Was Now

f489 £439 £573.40
excl. Del. & VAT excl. Del & VAT incl. Del. & VAT

Typical example 48 monthly technology business plan at

£18 PM

Incl. Del & VAT* E -VALUE Code: 001 D42

Recommended Upgrades'
3 Year Next Business Day £129 excl. VAT.
On -Site Service £151.58 incl. VAT.

Microsoft' Office' 2003 £190 excl. VAT.
Small Business Edition £22325 incl. VAT.

Dell Dimension 4600 3.00GHz

More Features
 Intel" Pentium 4 Processor with

HT Technology 3.00GHz (800MHz fsb)
 Microsoft' Windows' XP Home Edition
 256MB DDR RAM
 80GB IDE Hard Drive
 17" Flat Panel Monitor
 128MB nVidia' GeForcer FX5200 TV Out

Graphics Card
 48x CD -Rewriter Drive
 Integrated Audio
 Integrated Intel' Pro 10/100 Ethernet Card
 Microsoft' Works 7.0
Was Now

£599 £549 £702.65
excl. Del. & VAT excl. Del. & VAT incl. Del. & VAT

Typical example 48 monthly technology business plan at

£21 P.
incl. Del & VAT* E -VALUE Code: 001 D43

Recommended Upgrades

Microsoft' Office' 2003
Small Business Edition

3 Year Next Business Day
On -Site Service

£190 excl. VAT.
£224 incl. VAT.

£129 excl. VAT.
£151.58 incl. VAT.

Dell Dimension 8300 3.20GHz

Ultimate System
 Intel"' Pentium" 4 Processor with

HT Technology 3.20GHz (800MHz fsb)
 Microsoft' Windows' XP Home Edition
 512MB DDR RAM
 120GB IDE Hard Drive
 17" Flat Panel Monitor
 128MB nVidiae GeForcetr FX 5200 TV -out

Graphics Card
 48x CD-RW Drive
 Integrated Intel' Pro 10/100 Ethernet Card
 Integrated Audio
 Microsoft° Works 7.0
Was Now

£839 £769 £961.15
excl. Del. & VAT excl. Del. & VAT incl. Del. & VAT

Typical example 48 monthly technology business plan at

£29..
incl. Del & VAT*

Recommended Upgrades

Microsoft" Office' 2003
Small Business Edition

3 Year Next Business Day
On -Site Service

E -VALUE Code: 001 D82

£190 excl. VAT.
£224 incl. VAT.

£129 excl. VAT.
£151.58 incl. VAT.



Talk to someone who knows.

FREE DOUBLE MEMORY ON FEATURED SERVERS - OFFER DUE TO END 10TH MARCH 2004

Dell I Servers Dell- recommends Microsoft® Windows® XP Professional for Business

Looking for advice on Servers?
 What's best for your budget?
 What network solution fits your needs.
 What are latest offers and prices?

Ask the Experts
Email: serversuk@dell.com

PowerEdge`" 400SC

 Intel® Celeronn Processor 2.40GHz
 Single Processor Only
 256MB ECC DDR SDRAM (was 128MB)

Expandable to 4Gb
 40GB IDE Hard Drive
 2 Embedded IDE channels up to six devices
 Optional CERC IDE RAID controller
 Embedded Gigabit NIC
 4 PCI (4x 32-bit/33MHz) - 3 available for

add -in cards (1 taken by graphics card)
 Single 250W Power Supply
 Dell Server Assistant software included

1 Year Next Business Day service included

£299 £409
excl. Del & VAT incl. Del. & VAT

Typical example 48 monthly technology business plan at

£13pm
incl. Del. & VAT*

SAVE
£180

Dell PowerEdge- 1600SC

 Intel' Xeon` Processor 2.40GHz

 Dual Processor Capable

 512MB ECC DDR SDRAM (was 256MB)

Expandable to 4GB

 80GB Hard Drive

 Embedded Gigabit NIC

 612xPCI-X/64-bit, 2x64 -bit, 2x32 bit)

1 year Next Business Day Service

WAS NOW

£549 £369 £492
excl. Del & VAT excl. Del. & VAT incl. Del & VAT

Typical example 48 monthly technology business plan at

£15,m
incl. Del. & VAT*

Dimension' / Inspiron" Recommended Upgrades

3 Year Next Business Day On -Site Service.
Protect against the cost of repairs and get your system up
and running faster.

Includes:

 Access to our award winning technical support

hotline

 3 years of parts cover

 A next business day visit from an engineer

where necessary

 International coverage (Inspiron)

Dell PowerEdge Recommended Upgrades

Silver Support
Silver Support is designed for server and storage systems
that handle important data and applications.

 24 x 7 x 365 access to technical support

 3 Years On -Site Service

 4 hour response

System Set Up and Installation

Busy? We can un-box, check and set up your system
making sure it is optimally configured.
We can even connect it to your network and transfer
the data from the old machine.

PLEASE ASK OUR SALES TEAM TO ADVISE YOU.

Check out the latest range of Dell printers and peripherals at even lower prices.'

1.21 Dell All -in -One Printer A940--"" (Printer, Scan & Copy)

- - -- - £81 £95.18
excl. VAT Inc I VAT

NEWs,AR Dell All -in -One Printer A960
....,....-00- (Printer, Scan & Copy)

Nrielt. £175 f205.63
excl. VAT incl. VAT

..'"

Dell Laser Printer P1500

£161 £189.18
excl. VAT incl. VAT

---

.---A116,

Dell" W1700 LCD TV

£510 £59925
excl. VAT incl. VAT

Dell Printer Ink Pack
A940 2 x Black

SAID
1 x Colour Multi -pack Offer

£61 £71.68
excl. VAT incl. VAT

""..:41-10w4 Dell Laser Printer 52500
/ P (Network version S2500n £439)From-.

£289 £339.58
excl. VAT incl. VAT

..-

-

APC CS 500

£54
excl. VAT

£63.45
incl. VAT

4111, '--
...

Dell 2200MP
Micro -portable Projector

£799 £938.83
excl. VAT incl. VAT

Easy as DOIM
Order online for the latest offers and superb savings

Call between 8am and 8pm weekdays,
10am to 4pm Saturday.

www.dell.co.uk/biz 0 0870 152 4650
Dell Products. c/o Box 69, Milbanke House, Western Road, Bracknell, Berkshire, RG12 1RD. Subject to availability, prices and specifications are correct at date of publication and may change without

notice. Money off offer due to end 24th March 2004 (except finance). Terms and Conditions of Sales, Service and Finance are available on request or at www.dell.co.uk. UK Business Customers only.

Delivery charge is £491£57.58 incl. VAT) per system.' Delivery charge of f8 (£9.40 incl. VAT) if purchased without a system. Dell LCD TV is subjectto a delivery charge of £14.10 Incl. VAT when purchased

without a system.

©2004 Dell Inc. Dell, the Dell logo, Dimension, Inspiron, Axim and PowerEdge are registered trademarks or trademarks of Dell Inc. Dell disclaims proprietary interest inthe trademarks or trade names of other entities used to refer

to them or their products. Microsoft', MS' and Windows' are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Intel, the Intel Inside logo, Pentium, Xeon, Celeron, SpeedStep and Centrino are trademarks or registered trademarks

of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States and other countries.

*Finance is available from Dell Financial Services which is a trading style of CIT Group (UK) Limited, a company of the CIT Group Inc. of Ringside House, 79 High Street, Bracknell, Berkshire RG12 1131 Finance will be subject to

status and is for U.K. business customers only. Dell Financial Services uses credit scoring to assess applications for finance. Where finance is offered, the applicable interest rate will depend on the applicant's credit score and

the proposed amount of the lease. The monthly repayments applicable to the lease offered may therefore differ from the amounts shown in the typical examples above. All monthly prices have been rounded up to the next whole

pound. Payments are based on a Technology Business Plan lease agreement with 48 monthly payments by direct debit and include delivery charges and VAT. Prices correct at time of going to press & are subject to change during

the term of this offer without notice. Dell Financial Services' terms & conditions & up to date written quotations are available upon request.
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LCD TV Projector Tablet PC

Trust your visual instinct
It's a natural talent. You can see true picture quality

with the naked eye. When excellent sharpness,

brightness and life -like colours come together, your

eyes will tell you "That's perfect." So, if you're loo-

king for a new projector, come to ViewSonic and let

your eyes be the judge. We offer a complete range

of models so you are sure to find the one that's right

for you.

www.viewsoniceurope.com

P1551 PCW 12/03 P1551 PC PRO 04/04

ViewSonic® AL
See the difference.'



Editorial

rob jones@vnu.co.uk

ott

Electronic waste
Tackling the problem
of IT waste disposal -
see page 103

Graphics cards
Ten of the best

reviewed - see
page 123

Confessions of
an IT hoarder
PCW Editor Rob Jones struggles to dispose of old
electrical kit, but not just for practical reasons

he thing about computing is that it has a tendency to bring
out the hoarder in us - or is that just me?

I seem to be physically unable to throw out old kit, be it
digital cameras (I still have my first, an 8MB Vivitar Vivicam
3000 with no screen and a resolution of just 640 x 480), old CD

drives and graphics cards, big, boxy modems, aged software, PDAs, mobile
phones, speakers and various components and cables that I know I will never use.

Some of these have yet to be relegated to the loft and emotionally I know
that, despite their obsolescence, I will not be getting rid of them any time
soon. Because you never know when they may come in handy... or so my
argument goes.

An old scanner that could produce colour only in shades of green was finally
chucked out recently - but only after sitting for months on the floor used as
nothing more than a glorified (very) low -standing table. I kept the cable just in
case.

But the way we throw out old hardware - be it a PC, monitor, printer or
scanner - will change from August, with the forthcoming Waste Electrical and
Electronic Equipment Directive (although the directive's full requirements will
not come fully into force until August 2005).

The directive, which is the focus of our feature on page 103, aims to start
tackling the growing mountain of waste products occupying landfill sites,
and the statistics make uncomfortable reading. Around one million tonnes
of electrical and electronic equipment are dumped each year, of which 39 per
cent is computer hardware.

While retailers and vendors will have to make provisions for taking back old
equipment, there is nothing to stop the consumer simply throwing their waste
into the household bin. So the disposal of goods can best be described as a
bottlebank for high-tech waste. But more is going to be recycled, and where
this is not possible, burnt for energy.

There are two obvious downsides to this directive. First, it is the consumer
who will pay the price, because you can be sure that if retailers and vendors
have to spend money taking back and safely disposing of waste equipment,
then so will you when you buy your replacements.

The second, in my view, is the voluntary nature of the scheme. With no
comebacks for putting an old printer in the bin, perhaps hidden inside a bin
liner, then only those committed to helping the environment are going to
think twice about how they throw away their old equipment.

How households dispose of electrical equipment is tough to monitor, but
the directive is a start. It prompts an education process that makes us think
about what we do with the hardware we no longer need, and hopefully will
pretty quickly have us safely disposing equipment, rather than letting it add
yet more to the local landfill site.

If, however, hoarding is more your style, then we have plenty of products in
this issue to tempt you to part with your cash and so add to your 'obsolete'
household clutter. The graphics cards group test on page 123 puts 10 through
their paces and will attract those who want to use the latest, highest -end kit. It
includes a card from Hercules, which announced it was pulling out of this market
as we were going to press, but that could mean readers can line up a bargain.

If you are operating on a tighter budget and the time has come to replace
your PC, then the round -up of £699 machines will be up your street. It will
show you just what you can get for your money these days, especially if you
are not too concerned about living on the extreme edge of computing.

'There is
nothing to
stop the

consumer
throwing their

electrical
waste into the
household bin'

MAY 2004 <4 www.pcw.co.uk>> 9
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MAIL ORDER PROTECTION SCHEME
(MOPS) b When you order goods as a private
individual reader from a UK supplier's
advertisement in PCW and pay by post in
advance of delivery to that Mail Order
Advertiser, which subsequently ceases to
trade and goes into Liquidation or Bankruptcy
prior to delivery of such goods, you may,
under the MOPS scheme, qualify for
compensation, providing:
1. You have not received the goods or had your
money returned.
2. The goods ordered were as
depicted/described in a display advertisement.
3. You have taken all reasonable steps to effect
delivery or refund.
4. You have retained irrefutable proof of
purchase, for verification purposes:
a) The original advertisement from which the
goods were ordered.
b) Comprehensive proof of payment.

GUIDELINES > Claims must be submitted so
as to arrive 'NOT EARLIER THAN TWENTY-
EIGHT DAYS AND NOT LATER THAN THREE
MONTHS' from the official on -sale date of the
magazine. Claims must be submitted to the
Customer Services Manager IN WRITING,
summarising the situation and lodged strictly
within the time schedule stated. Claims
received outside this period will not qualify for
consideration for compensation under the
MOPS scheme.

Once a supplier who has advertised in this
magazine has become subject to either
Liquidation or Bankruptcy proceedings and
upon completion of all winding -up procedures,
PCW guarantees to expeditiously process those

private individual readers' claims made and
submitted, in accordance with those procedures
outlined, up to the following limits.
a) £2,000 in respect of any claim submitted by
one Private Individual Reader.
61E100,000 in respect of all advertisers so
affected in any one year.
c) E30,000 in respect of any one advertiser.

These sums define the Publisher's maximum
liability under the scheme, and any additional
payments above and beyond these thresholds
will be entirely at the Publisher's discretion. As
soon as legal confirmation that a state of
liquidation or bankruptcy exists, the processing
of claims will immediately commence. If,
however, assets are available and the
receiver/lIguidator appointed confirms that an
eventual payment will be made by way of a
dividend, all claims under the MOPS scheme will
be subject to reprocessing and will take into
account any shortfall which may then exist.
Payments under the scheme will also take into
consideration the obligations and liabilities of
other interested parties, such as credit card
and/or insurance organisations, etc.

EXCEPTIONS b This guarantee only
applies to advance postal payments made
by private individuals In direct response for
goods itemised/illustrated in display
advertisements. It does not cover goods
ordered from advertising Inserts or Cards,
classified advertisements or Micromart, or
Catalogues obtained from, or supplied by,
any advertiser regardless. Similarly,
protection does not exist in relation to
purchases made as a result of reviews and/or
editorial comment. The MOPS scheme is

designed to safeguard the PRIVATE individual
reader. It does not provide protection to any
companies, societies, organisations,
unincorporated bodies or any other
commercially orientated outlet of any
description. Neither is cover provided for orders
placed from, or to, any overseas suppliers or for
goods purchased for resale.

CAVEAT EMPTOR b Readers are reminded
that the Mail Order Protection Scheme was
solely implemented to provide protection to
the private individual when goods are ordered
'Off the Page' and paid for by post. It was not
designed for, nor will it offer any protection,
in the event whereby goods are purchased via
the Internet.

CREDIT CARD PROTECTION b Always pay
by credit card when ordering goods valued in
excess of E100, thereby ensuring maximum
protection in the event that an advertiser
ceases to trade prior to such goods actually
being received.

DISCLAIMERS ) Readers are reminded that
the opinions expressed, and the results
published in connection with reviews and/or
laboratory test reports carried out on
computing systems and/or related items, are
confined to, and are representative of, only
those goods as supplied and should not be
construed as a recommendation to purchase.
Whilst every precaution is taken to ensure that
reliability and good business practices prevail,
the Publisher cannot be held responsible for the
overall trading activities of any supplier referred
to, or advertising within, this publication.
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VENUS OFFICE 2600+
(REF:M A1104)

Online Price
£359 inc VAT
£305.53 exVAT

 AMD Albion XP 2600+ processor
Microsoft Windows XP Home Edition

 Asus A7V8X-MX malnboard
 USA Crucial 256MB DDR 333 RAM
 Fast 80GB 7200rpm 2mb hard drive
 Sony 16X DVD-ROM drive
 Sony internal floppy disk drive
 56K Internet ready modem (Intel-chipset)
 Luxurious Codegen 400W PSU & case with scie less PCI slots
a Memorex optical mouse, Enhanced keyboard
 Creative SBS-250 speakers, 6 USB2 ports, 6 -CH audio (on -boar

AMD
R.

GR U. r VALUE UPGRADES
Sony CD-RW (52x24x52x) £29 exVAT (£34.08 Inc.)
256M B to 512MB DDR 333 memory £29 exVAT (£34.08 Inc.)

Samsung 17ins CRT 0.23dpi monitor £64 exVAT (£75.20 Inc.)

AMD Retail CPU + Heatsink + Fan
tk5 Si Inc VA"

XP 2000+ 1.67G hzBoxed £38 £44.65
XP 2200+ 1.8G hz Boxed £40 £47.00
XP 2400+ 2.0Ghz Boxed £42 £49.35
XP 2500+ Barton Boxed £47 £55.23
XP 2600+ Barton Boxed £53 £62.28
XP 2800+ Barton Boxed £70 £82.23

Optical Drives in Retail Boxes
(Software Included), %nr lac VA1

Asus 52X CD-ROM £9 £10.58

Limon 16x48x D VD -Rom £16 £18.80

Liteon 52X32X52X CD -Rewriter 118 £21.15

Asus 52X32X52X CD -Rewriter 118 £21.15

Liteon 8X Dual DVD-Rewriter £60 £72.85

Venus Computers & Communications
2A, Shenval House

South Road

Tel. 0845 006 8833

Fax. 07092 044153

DRIERS Harlow Email. contact@venusce.co.uk

uild Dream Machines C M20 281) WWW.VENUSCC.CO.UK
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How we test

attMmER vnu labs

PCW uses the services of VNU Labs to
perform all its hardware testing. VNU
Labs' highly experienced staff use
industry -standard benchmarks and
methodologies to generate accurate,
repeatable test results. Below you'll find
the details of the most frequently used
benchmarks that PCW publishes.

SYSMARK 2004
Sysmark 2004 is a system productivity
benchmark, designed to reflect system
performance when running the most
popular application software in real -world
scenarios with real -world workloads.

Sysmark 2004 uses 15 applications,
plus anti -virus and compression software,
divided into two major categories: office
productivity and Internet content
creation. It runs through predefined
scripts which include concurrent running
of applications to test multiprocessing
and multithreading capabilities.

In the office productivity scenario, the user
creates a marketing presentation and
supporting documents. This involves,
among other tasks, receiving and detaching
documents and email attachments, updating
a personal calendar, querying a database,
graphing up the results in a spreadsheet,
making a slideshow and reviewing the results
in a browser.

The Internet content creation scenario
includes creating a website targeted at
broadband and narrowband audiences. First,
a 3D model is rendered into a bitmap while
web pages are being prepared. A video movie
is then edited from several audio and video
clips and processed, while the rendered
bitmap file is modified in Adobe Photoshop.
Back in the 3D modelling software, the
user exports a 3D model as a vector for later
use. Once the movie is finished, the user
adds special effects and image files before
optimising it for faster animation. The
final movie is then compressed for delivery
over the Internet before the system is
scanned for viruses.

Scores are calculated for each of these
categories based on various sub -tasks,
which are also given individual scores.
Individual tasks are scored based on
`response time' - the time the system takes
to complete a task initiated by the user.
Responsiveness to the user is always scored
more highly than the total time taken to
complete a number of tasks.
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SYSmark 2004
Sysmark 2004 tests system performance by running popular applications

These scores are based on a comparison
between the test system and a reference PC
with a 2GHz Pentium 4 processor, an Intel
D845GBV-based motherboard, 512MB of
DDR266 CL2.5 Ram, a 64MB ATI Radeon
9700 Pro graphics card, an 80GB IBM 2MB
cache, 7,200rpm hard drive formatted with
the NTFS file system and Windows XP SP1.

A score of 100 indicates that the system
has a performance equal to the reference PC,
200 indicates twice the performance and so
on. We run the benchmark at a resolution of
1,024 x 768 in 16bit colour. It is run three
times, rebooting between each category.

When testing PCs and notebooks, we first
configure them with standard desktop
settings. This includes removing all start-up
programs, automatic updates, desktop
wallpaper, screensavers and proprietary
system tray utilities. This is done in order to
ensure the repeatability of tests.

The applications within each category of
Sysmark 2004 are as follows:

Office productivity
Adobe Acrobat 5.0.5, Microsoft Access 2002
SP2, Microsoft Excel 2002 SP2, Microsoft
Outlook 2002 SP2, Microsoft Powerpoint
2002 SP2, Microsoft Word 2002 SP2,
Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 SP1, Scansoft
Dragon Naturally Speaking 6 Preferred,
Network Associates McAfee Virus Scan 7.0,
Winzip Computing Winzip 8.1.

Internet content creation
Adobe After Effects 5.5, Adobe Photoshop
7.01, Adobe Premiere 6.5, Discreet 3ds
Max, Macromedia Dreamweaver MX,
Macromedia Flash MX, Microsoft
Windows Media Encoder 9 Series,
Network Associates McAfee Virus Scan 7.0,
Winzip Computing Winzip 8.1.

See www.bapco.com for pricing
information and full details of testing
strategies and methodologies.

3DMARK 2001
This algorithmic DirectX test runs three
specially coded games, based on the Max
Payne engine, at low and high detail. A
fourth test only runs on cards that are fully
compliant with DirectX 8. This results in
higher scores being achieved by these cards
than others.

The benchmark is run at its default
settings of 1,024 x 768 in 32bit colour.
When testing graphics cards, it is also run
with full scene anti-aliasing (FSAA) and
at 1,280 x 1,024, both in 32bit colour
and textures, set to loop three times.

The result is calculated through a
combination of the average frame rates
for the first three games in both high and
low detail, with greater emphasis put in
the high detail. The result of the fourth
test is then added to this - it has less of a
bearing on the overall score.

PERFORMANCE

20

300

The result: a score of 200 indicates that the
system is twice as fast as the reference PC

The reference PC (2GHz P4 512MB of Ram) scores 100

0 2,500 5,000 7,500 10,000

30mark03*: Crucial Radeon 9700 Pro

0 20 40 60
Unreal Tournament 2003 (fps)
 Tested at 1,024 x 768 in 32bit colour

A Radeon 9700 would score in the region of 4,600

The result: a score of 60fps (frames per
second) or higher is most desirable

A result o 30fps or above means the
machine can produce playable frame
rates at the tested resolution

vnu labs
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How we test

Unreal Tournament 2003 is used to test real world DirectX performance

3DMARK03
3Dmark03 consists of four tests. The
first examines DirectX 7 performance; the
following two are DirectX 8; and the final
test is DirectX 9. While in theory this means
that any DirectX 7 card could run at least
part of the test and therefore achieve a score,
none have the raw power to run at the speeds
3Dmark03 demands.

The result is calculated in the same way
as in 3Dmark 2001; an average of the
frame rates from the first three tests.
The results from the fourth test are
included, but has a lesser bearing on the
final score.

This version will only fully run on
DirectX 9 compliant cards. As there are
still some systems without this functionality,
especially notebooks, we will be retaining
3Dmark 2001 as a standard graphics test
where 3Dmark 2003 will not run.

UNREAL
TOURNAMENT 2003
We also test 3D gaming performance with
the Unreal Tournament 2003 benchmark.
The benchmark is featured in the demo
version of the game (available for download

PCmarkO4 measures memory, processor, graphics and hard drive performance

at www.unrealtournament.com), but not in
the full version. Once the demo is installed,
the benchmark can be found in the System
folder of the UT2003 Demo file.

The test is run with all the default
settings and at 1,024 x 768 resolution.
Once the benchmark has run, two results
appear: a flyby and a botmatch result.
We use the botmatch figure, as it is a
better representation of frame rates that will
be achieved when playing the game.

PCMARK04
Part -way between application -based and
entirely synthetic benchmarks, PCmark04
uses a hybrid technology, employing
portions of real applications to produce
realistic performance results without
the overhead of installing complete
software packages.

It contains four main suites of tests for
measuring memory, processor, graphics
and hard drive performance, as well as
that of the overall system. It is also
customisable, which allows user -specified
tests to be configured.

For more information on PCmark and
3Dmark, visit www.futuremark.com.

3Dmark03 is so demanding it will only work on the latest cards

BATTERY TEST
To get a feeling for the length of time a
notebook battery will last, we run a specific
test. Based on a looping Excel Visual Basic
application, the test opens worksheets,
generates random numbers and pivot tables,
then zooms, and adjusts the brightness and
contrast of an image. The application also
includes 2D animation and periodically
halts to simulate natural human pauses.
The running time is recorded to disk every 30
seconds until the battery power diminishes.

TEST BEDS
When testing graphics cards, motherboards,
hard disks and optical drives, we use two test
PCs. The first uses an Intel Pentium 4 3.2GHz
Northwood C with an 800MHz front -side bus
(FSB), the second has an AMD Athlon
3200XP+ using a 333MHz FSB. Each has two
512MB PC3200 modules of Corsair memory,
a 120GB Western Digital hard drive with 8MB
cache and a Crucial Radeon 9800XT Pro
graphics card. Graphics and hard disk tests
are primarily performed on the Intel system.
A fresh image of the hard disk is applied to the
PC before any tests begin, and the same image
is then used each time for consistency.

3Dmark 2001 tests DirectX performance
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APP- www.ballicom.co.uk

BALLICOMinternational at last, an IT supplier with
outstanding value and customer support

Established for over 10 years as a leading supplier of quality
computers and components to Bluechip and SME
companies - trust Ballicom for all your IT needs

Check our website for the latest prices with Free UK Delivery*
Sample of Products we sell :- f's
94 H312 300watt Mini ATX 14.95 1859 AMD Atholon64 3200+ 129.00
1589 A319 300watt Midi ATX 18.95 1536 Mitsumi Optical Mouse 4.99
99 2001 Desktop 300watt ATX NEW! 21.00 41 Intel P4 - 2.8 Ghz 533FSB S478 99.00
277 52x IDE CD Drive 8.91 1456 PIV -3 OGhz 800FSB S478 126.00
301 Samsung 52/32/52 CDRW 17.99 1274 256MB PC2700 DDR RAM 19.99
270 16X48 DVD Drive 17.59 1275 512MB PC2700 DDR RAM 39.99
1861 NEC ND -2500 OEM 8x R/RW 79.99 77 256MB PC133 SDRAM 24.65
55 40GB 7200 Branded Hard Drive 29.99 753 15 inch Branded Monitor 3Yr OSW....52.90
56 80GB 7200 Branded Hard Drive 37.75 754 17 inch Branded Monitor 3Yr OSW....59.99
92 Mitsumi Floppy -1.44 Mb 3.5'Drive 3.99 1849 ADI 14" TEl 157.00

1390 Gigabyte GA-7VKMP NEW PRICE! ..32.50 767 AOC 17" LM720 TFT 239.00
1486 GA-8SINXP1394 Firewire 69.00 1826 Gigacube ATI Rage Pro 32MB 15.00
1816 Asus A7V8XX Motherboard 41.00 1402 Gforce 4 MX440 128 DDR TV 35.50
613 AthlonXP 2000+ 33.00 1493 N-VIDIA FX5600 256Mb 89.95
1411 AMD Atholon 2600+ 333 FSB 49.00 1629 Dlink DSL 604+ Modem/Router 66.19
1571 AMD Duron 1400+ 22.50 1644 Dlink 610 11Mbps 16.55

ve information on: LA., i v%.0
List of Accreditation/ Partners:
Intel Premier Supplier, Dlink. AMD, Microsoft Authorised Education Reseller. HP Authorised Reseller. Fujitsu,
Maxtor LG Partner, Brother synergy partner, Liteon Authorised Dealer, Asus, Gigabyte, Relisys and Belkin.

Current prices are available at www.ballicom.co.uk. Products shown are subject to availability images are representative only.

Errors and omissions excluded. All prices are subject to change and exclude VAT. See online for full terms & conditions.

Prices are correct at time going to press.

To send an order by post: Unit 110, The Saturn Centre,
urs' Coventry. CV6 5SF. or Fax: 0870 751 50 52

*On all order over f1 00+vAT

THIS
WEEKS

WEB
SPECIAL

NEW
THIS

WEB
SPECIAL

Ballicom Value System
 AMD XP2400+ Processor

 256Mb DDR RAM

 80Gb 7200 Hard Drive  52/24/52 CDRW

 Integrated Graphics  Integrated Audio
 Integrated 10/100 Ethernet

 1.44 Floppy Drive  Keyboard & Mouse
 17" SVGA Colour Monitor

£279Ex VAT

Ballicom 64 System
 AMD 64 3200+ Processor

 256Mb DDR RAM

 80Gb 7200 Hard Drive  52/24/52 CDRW

 Getorce 128MB Graphics

 Integrated Audio  1.44 Floppy Drive
 Keyboard & Mouse

 17" SVGA Colour Monitor

£499Ex VAT

Ballicom Hyper System
 Intel P4 2.6 800 Processor

 256Mb DDR RAM

 80Gb 7200 Hard Drive

 Integrated Intel Graphics

 Integrated Audio

 Integrated 10/100 Ethernet

 1.44 Floppy Drive  Keyboard & Mouse
 14" TFT Monitor  52/24/52 CDRW

£399E. VAT



5 FULL PROGRAMS
Turn to page 285 for details Disc notes

Ceier Disc
Find out about the software and follow our workshops
to learn how to use the products. See p285

Featured software

CD Edition DVD Edition

5 FULL
PROGRAMS

CDThis
Sonic MyDVD for CD 5 Page 286

movie management tool can capture footage directly from your
digital camcorder as well as import lots of different file formats. It's myovo
easy to edit your pictures, add a backing track and more.

Font Expert 2003 5 Page 288
View and manage your fonts with this piece of software. You can see
all your fonts as well as the characters they make available. The 4Proxima
package also lets you locate and uninstall fonts you don't need. SOF TWARE

Form Artist Presto 3.2 Page 289
Create good-looking forms for your website so you can get feedback
or perform market research. You don't need web design skills as # FOIThArti
there's a library of predesigned forms that you can customise.

Blackice Defender 2.9 Page 289
Keep yourself safe online with this program, which monitors network
packets for intrusion attempts. The software doesn't need a lot of
maintenance, so you can just leave it running and stay protected. 11111.

Ultralingua Express Page 290
If you're lost for words or definitions, this easy -to -use software will
help. So next time you're tempted to go online in search of a word's 0 Ultralingu
meaning, try Ultralingua Express English Definitions instead.

DVD
Alcohol 52%

Running loads of programs that need a disc in your CD drive means
a desk full of CDs. Alcohol 52% reads your discs and creates an iica n
emulated CD or DVD-Rom drive to hold each drive image. Then the
application you want to run reads from the Alcohol drive instead of
the real one, so you can clear the CD clutter from your desk.

W
Page 290

FULL SOFTWARE LISTING

CD
Full programs
Sonic MyDVD for CD v5
Font Expert 2003 v5
Form Artist Presto
Blackice Defender 2.9
Ultralingua English
Definitions Essentials

Featured section
Audacity
Digital Deluxe
FProt Antivirus
Grain Surgery v2
Image Doctor
Neat Image 3
Pockethub v2
Power Retouche Noise Filter

Trial versions
Cyberlink Cinema 3
Cyberlink PowerDirector 3
Director MX 2004

Freeware
AIDA 32 v3.90
Avast Antivirus 4.1.335
Crimson Editor 3.60
Firefly Softphone 1.4.3049
FreshUl 6.90
Girafa 2.10.23
HydraIRC 0.3
OE Tweaker 1.01
POP Monger
Powerbatch
Powersee 4
Shell Enhancer

Task Tracker
Utilkit DLUL Meter Free

DVD
Everything on
the CDs PLUS...

Full programs
Alcohol 52%
Open Office 1.1

Trial versions
Office suites trials
Ability Office 2002
Corel Wordperfect Office 11
Star Office 7
Thinkfree 2.2

Linux
KDE 3.2
KOffice 1.3
Phrealon Linux
Fedora Redhat Core
2 Test 1

Other
Adobe Illustrator CS Tryout
Corel Draw Suite 12
Adobe Indesign CS602 Pro
Suite 4

Resources
Dreamweaver MX 2004
Internet Explorer 6
MySQL

MAY 2004 www.pcw.co.uk 15



MESH Matrix Series I AMD Athlon XP and 64 based PCs

CI,OFFER
SPECIAL

C112

C1111)

Matrix M2600+ AV
Amazing Value Offer

 AMD Athlon", XP Processor 2600+

 Microsoft® Windows@ XP Home Edition

 ASUS A7N8X-VM NVIDIA nForce2 Mainboard

C11)
 256MB DDR 333 Memory

 80GB ATA-133 Hard Drive (7200rpm)

 128MB NVIDIA GeForce4 Graphics (SMA)

15" TFT Flat Panel Monitor

Sony 48x CD Re -Writer & 16x DVD-ROM Drive (combo)

5.1 Surround Sound 6 Channel Audio

Creative Sound Blaster SB250 Speakers

 new Microsoft Works Suite 2004

Software: Pinnacle Studio 8 SE, Instant CD/DVD, DVD Player

Plus Additional Features (see below)

£499 EL VAT £0586 .33 INC. VAT

Matrix A64 3000+
AMD Athlon 64 Powered PC

AMD

Athlon

A MD CI
Athlon-xp

 AMD Albion. 64 Processor 3000+ with HyperTransport® Technology

 Microsoft® Windows® XP Home Edition

 ASUS Athlon 64 Mainboard, FSB 800, GB LAN, IEEE 1394, SATA

 512MB DDR 400 Memory

160GB Serial ATA (150mbps) Ultra Fast Hard Drive

 128MB NVIDIA GeForce FX 5900XT, TV out & DVI

15" TFT Flat Panel Monitor

Sony 16x DVD-ROM Drive

 Sony 52x CD Re -Writer Drive

5.1 Surround Sound 6 Channel Audio

Creative Labs Inspire 5.1 P580 Speakers + Subwoofer

Network Ready 10/100/1000 Giga Ethernet LAN

 new Microsoft Works Suite 2004

Software: Pinnacle Studio 8 SE, Instant CD/ DVD, DVD Player

Plus Additional Features (see below)

£799 .VAT £938.83..
GREAT VALUE UPGRADES GREAT VALUE UPGRADES

80GB to 160GB ATA-133 Hard Drive £40 EX VAT (£47.00 INC ) Athlon. 64 3000+ to Athlon. 64 3200+ £50 moon (£58.75 INC.)

15" TFT to 17" TFT Flat Panel monitor £85 EX VAT (f99.88 INC.) 160GB to 200GB Serial ATA Hard Drive E( VAT (£47.00 INC)

xt Upgrade to 5.1 P580 Speakers £30 DI VAT (£35.25 Inc) . 15" TFT to 17" TFT Flat Panel Monitor £85 or VAT (£99.88 INC.)

MESH Elite Series I Intel Pentium 4 based PCs

Elite M800 - 3.0GHz
Amazing Value Intel PC

Ai
 Intel® Pentium@ 4 3.0GHz + HT Processor (512K Cache)

Intel Hyperthreading Technology Ready

supports Intel next generation Prescott CPU

Microsoft® Windows® XP Home Edition

 ASUS P4R800-VM ATI Radeon IGP Mainboard

 512MB DDR 400 Memory

 120GB ATA-133 Hard Drive (7200rpm, plus 8MB buffer)

 128MB ATI Radeon 9200 graphics (SMA)

 15" TFT Flat Panel Monitor

 Sony 48x CD Re -Writer & 16x DVD-ROM Drive (Combo)

5.1 Surround Sound 6 Channel Audio

Software: Pinnacle Studio 8 SE, Instant CD/DVD. DVD Player

 Plus Additional Features (see below)

(For Sound upgrades see our website or call for details)

£599 EX VAT £703.83 INC. VAT

GREAT VALUE UPGRADES

Intel® Pentium® 4 3.0GHz to 3.2GHz FIT

- 120GB to 160GB ATA-133 Hard Drive

15" TFT to 17" TFT Flat Panel monitor

£50 moon

120 DUI

£85 EA VAT

(£58.75 Ric.)

(£23.50 INC.)

(£99.88 INC

Elite A800 - 3.2GHz
Great Value Multimedia Intel PC

Intel® Pentium® 4 3.2GHz HT Processor (512K Cache)
Intel Hyperthreading Technology Ready

supports Intel next generation Prescott CPU

Microsoft® Windows® XP Home Edition

ASUS P4R800 Mainboard

512MB DDR 400 Memory

160GB Serial ATA (150mbps) Ultra Fast Hard Drive

128MB NVIDIA GeForce FX 5200, TV out & DVI

17" TFT Flat Panel Monitor

Sony 52x CD Re -Writer & 16x DVD-ROM Drives

5.1 Surround Sound 6 Channel Audio

Network Ready 10/100/1000 Giga Ethernet LAN

Software: Pinnacle Studio 8 SE, Instant CD/DVD, DVD Player

Plus Additional Features (see below)

1l' or Sound upgrades see our website or call for details)

£799 aVAT £938.83 INC VAT

GREAT VALUE UPGRADES

Intel® Pentium® 4 3.2GHz to 3.4GHz FIT

160GB to 200GB Serial ATA Hard Drive

17" TFT to 19" TFT Flat Panel monitor

£100 moor

£40 moon

£150 moon

(0117.50 Plc.)

(047.00 INC.)

(£176.25 INC.)

> Mini Tower Case & 300W PSU (Matrix A64 & Elite A800 have Midi tower &360W PSU)

> Logitech Internet Keyboard & Optical mouse > Network Ready > Internet Ready V.92 56Kbps data/fax/voice modem > 3 Year Parts & Labour Warranty (see terms)
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08700 6 47 47 fax: 020 8208 4493
showroom: Open 7 ys a week  Mon -Fri 9-6pm  Sat I 0-5pm  Sun 10-2pm

MESH recommends
Microsoft® Windows® XP

Optical Storage Technology by Sony

Just need a base unit PC?

Check out the MESH Build

to Order range at

www.meshcomputers.com

Configure your own PC offer.

We provide the base unit,

you choose the top-quality

components, we build, test

and ship the system, you get

a powerful PC at an affordable

price, we guarantee the

hardware for 3 years.

starting from only

£299 IX VAT £351.33 inc. vat

Notebook Special Offer

New MESH

Mini or Midi

Tower case

PowerView 17.1 - 800FSB
The fastest 17" notebook available!
includes

> Pentium° 4 3.0GHz + HT Processor

> 17" TFT colour screen

> 512MB RAM

> 80GB HDD

> 6 -in -1 Card Reader

> Pin Hole Web Camera

only

£1149 B.11A>4'N'

£1350.o8 INC. VAT

MESH EASY Payment Options - By Credit card no

surcharge), Cheque. Bankers draft or Bank transfer. We
have a range of flexible finance options to suit your needs.
BUY NOW PAY LATER example based on total price of
£499 exc. VAT (E632.I6 inc VAT & delivery). Example: No
deposit and nothing to pay for six months, then pay the
balance of £632,16 in full without paying interest.
Alternatively: No deposit and nothing to pay for six
months, then pay 42 equal monthly payments of £29.74.
total amount to pay is £1249.08 APR 29.8% (interest
calculated from date of purchase). Important - Please
Read: Sales subject to terms & conditions (copy
available on request). Pictures shown for illustration
purposes only - colours may vary. Operating System

supplied is an OEM product - Full version. Warranty - All
advertised MESH PCs carry a 3 Year Back -to -base Parts

& Labour warranty as standard. Notebook systems have
a 3 Year back -to -base Warranty covering parts & labour
in the 1st year - labour only in years 2 & 3. Client is
responsible for all carriage costs after the first 14 days.
Pick up & collection is available from MESH at £50 inc.
VAT. Non -BT customers please check that the modem
will work on your line before ordering. Prices quoted for
calls to MESH are based on a BT landline - other carriers
may charge you more. Our minimum standard delivery
charge is £45.83 inc (UK Mainland Only). Please call for
a written quotation. C12002 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

All rights reserved. AMD. AMD Arrow logo, AMD Athlon.
AMD PowerNowl. and relative combination. are bade -
marks of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. Microsoft and
Windows are registered trademarks of Microsoft
Corporation in the United States and other countries. All
trademarks are acknowledged. E&OE. Prices correct at
time of going to press (24/2/04). Head Office: MESH
HOLM, 1 Oxgate Centre. Oxgate Lane, London. NW2 7.1A.

Business hours Mon -Fri 9am-6pm: Sat 10am-5pm; Sun
10am-2pm.

SH
computers plc



News
News

Enter the code farmers

Psion bows out

Printer 'killer chips' denied
Tiny's dotcom revival

Addressing gets smarter

Special report
Talking in light

This is a prototype

of a fast interface

between electricity

and light that is likely to make

optical links far more common.

It's just one of the technologies
highlighted in our three -page

report on the Intel Developer

Forum - including what was

billed as the greatest change in
the PC platform for a decade.

Analysis
Prepare to meet MyDoom

How can we beat viruses?

PCW numbers
Some news stories carry PCW

numbers. You get a fuller

versions or more information
by entering these in the box
provided at www.pcw.co.uk.

Intel U-turn over 64bits
IMel did a coy U-turn on

64bit computing last month,
announcing that some

processors shipping later this year
will run 64bit code as well as
today's 32bit PC applications -
just like AMD's Athlon64 and
Opteron processors.

Actually, 'announce' is too
strong a word for the drip -feed of
information on the subject at the
Intel Developer Forum (IDF), the
geekfest at which the company
showcases the results and trends
from its $4b R&D budget
(which is higher than the entire
UK spend on R&D).

There have been rumours of
an Intel 64bit x86 project since
AMD launched the Opteron,
challenging the lower end of the
market for Intel's 64bit Itanium,
which runs classic x86 PC code
only in emulation.

Intel chief executive Craig
Barrett, in his IDF keynote,
described it as Intel's worst kept
secret but seemed reluctant to let
it out, speaking vaguely of a new
generation of Xeons that would
support 64bit addressing. Intel
usually has this kind of thing
bulleted out in Powerpoint.

Addressing is only one part of
the 64bit package - albeit an

Intel mobile -platforms chief Anand
Chandrasekhar shows what he calls
an Entertainment PC that doubles
as a slimline TV. In the base is a
wireless keyboard and a remote
control that doubles as a mouse

important part, because 32 bits
can only address 4GB of Ram
directly. So was he talking of full
64bit operation or not? Pressed
on this by journalists, Barrett
blustered that Microsoft had
promised that its 64bit edition
of Windows XP would run on
'both platforms'.

This set the pattern for IDF:
Intel was not going to spell out
the details because it could not
bring itself to admit that it was

Chip enables multimedia Dab handers
A UK firm has developed a chip
that will allow mobiles to pick
up Digital Audio Broadcasting
(Dab) -a move that, as we
highlighted last month (PCW,
page 26), could create a new
medium with elements of the
Internet, TV and radio.

Frontier Silicon, which is
working on the project with
Samsung, said its Chorus chip
uses 30 per cent less power than
rivals and will support a Digital
Multimedia Broadcasting (DMB)
spec being developed in Korea.

Dab is just taking off here for
audio and Korea is pioneering its
use for multimedia. NTL is
interested in following suit in the

UK. Dab stations are restricted to
using only part of the signal for
non -audio - almost always text.
But there is no technical reason
this should be so.

Steve Evans, Frontier's head of
sales, said DMB sits on and is
compatible with Dab.

Power drain will be the big
issue for mobiles. Evans says the
Frontier module draws up to
400mw and runs for 12 hours on
two AA cells. That is heavy for a
PDA, but Evans claimed that
users need only switch DMB on
when they need to receive data.

The drain would be tolerable
in a notebook and is nothing to
a car radio (for which Dab was

originally developed). Future
chips should be more frugal.

Evans said some people have
a licence to broadcast data at
256Kbits/sec but a single Dab
channel could go up to 1.5Mbit,
enough for small -format video.

One model being explored by
NTL is to have PDAs fed with
information in their cradles at
night and then trickle -charged
with Dab updates in the day.

Other usage models, such as
providing location -based data,
could use cellphones as a back
channel, which is why Frontier
and other Dab firms were at the
industry's 3GSM show.

More from 3GSM - page 21

following AMD. In fact, it would
not mention AMD at all, which
was hard on anyone trying to
find out if the new architecture
used AMD's 64bit extensions to
the x86 instruction set.

The message dribbled out
over the next three days: the
new architecture had three
modes: 32bit, 32bit/64bit
mixed, and full 64bit. It would
appear first on a Xeon later this
year followed shortly (or the
same time, or next year,
depending on who you talked
to) by a 64bit-enabled Prescott
Pentium. One Intel man told me
that Prescott Pentiums already
have elements of the
architecture, as rumoured before
their launch last month.

I was back in London before I
could establish whether the new
platform uses AMD instructions.
Richard Baker, AMD European
marketing manager, said: 'It is
our understanding that they do.'

This makes sense. It would
have been hard even for Intel to
push Microsoft into writing for
two very different instruction
sets, though compilers already
have to cope with differences
between Intel and AMD in
multimedia extensions.

AMD was not Intel's major
concern. It fears competing with
its own Itaniums which it
stressed repeatedly will remain
superior in speed, robustness,
and even cost. Our affable Intel
minder at IDF told me: 'The
message is that some time after
the middle of the decade [that
is, next year] Itanium will reach
price parity with a Xeon and
will be twice as fast.'

It was a measure of this IDF
that the issue did not dominate
proceedings. Other technology
there was as interesting, or more
so. It included a fast photonics
interface, next -generation UWB
wireless links, and what Intel
described as the biggest changes
in PC architecture for a decade.

Read about IDF in our three -
page special report from page 24,
or online at www.pcw.co.uk. CA
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Keep up to date with the news, reviews
and competitions in our weekly
newsletter. To subscribe go to
www.vnuservices.co.uk/pcw

Graphics cards
We round up 10 of the
fastest gaming cards -
turn to page 123

'Caller ID' to fight spam
Microsoft is to introduce
a 'caller ID' for email
to foil spammers and

other email abusers who
protect themselves by
'spoofing' a fake address.

The system, being developed
with Yahoo and email specialist
Sendmail, verifies that the origin
of each email message is from
the Internet domain it claims.

Microsoft chairman Bill Gates,
who recently tempted fate by
pledging to eliminate spam
within two years, told the RSA
security conference in San
Francisco that the Domain Keys
cryptographic authentication
scheme would make it easier to

filter out junk mail. It would also
allow legitimate users to protect
their domain names, which can
be hijacked by spoofers.

Email senders will need to
register the IP addresses of their
outgoing email servers to take
advantage of the system.

Yahoo recently unveiled a
system that uses public and
private cryptographic keys
to generate a signature in an
email header.

When an email message is
received from a particular
domain, the system verifies the
signature with the sender's
public key lodged with a public
Domain Name Server. Microsoft

USB pond life gets odder
We've seen some fairly eccentric uses for the USB
port, including a back scratcher and a massage pad,
but the duck-dongle (below right) is a real quacker.

Apart from inviting appalling puns, it holds 16MB
of data. The blurb says it needs no skill to install,
which we suspect will be news to users of Windows
98, who are likely to find themselves paddling around
for a driver. It's not a good thing to leave within range
of a toddler either: you might find it in the bath.

The USB drive pictured above it is more
satisfactory for those who prefer peripherals to look
the part. The Clipdrive Bio, from Memory Experts,
opens a hidden partition only to those whose
fingerprints it recognises, which is good news if you
carry around sensitive information. Future versions
will double as a log -on key to vet access to computers.
www.i-duck.co.uk; www.clipdrive.com

Clipdrive (above)

checks its users'
fingerprints. The
duck drive (right)
would be easier for
thieves to quack

is to include new security
features into an XP service pack
(SP2) due to be released later this
year - though it will not include
a virus scanner, as early reports
suggested. It will have a pop-up
monitor that allows you to
adjust settings of third -party
virus scanners and firewalls.

Meanwhile Microsoft
confirmed that it is considering
releasing 'XP Reloaded' before
its projected 2006 launch of
Longhorn, the successor to
Windows XP. 'We look forward
to outlining details but at this
time we don't have anything
further to say,' the company
said in a statement.

Hercules withdraws from graphics market
One of the great names of PC
graphics is leaving the market.
News that production of
Hercules 3D graphics cards is
to cease, along with the
Prophetview range of LCD
monitors, was announced by the
Guillemot Corporation, which
bought the brand in 1999.

Hercules was once almost
synonymous with PC graphics,
producing high-res boards at a

time when you were lucky if you
had CGA, boasting a maximum
four colours in 320 x 200
graphics mode. But its star has
faded in recent years. Guillemot
cited 'weak gross margins' and
'crowded markets' as the main
reasons for the withdrawal.

PJ Fletcher, Hercules UK
business unit manager, said: 'The
opportunity for innovation and
differentiation has diminished...

it makes perfect sense for
Guillemot to put its resources
into areas where we can offer
fresh and exciting products.'

The latest Hercules board,
the 3D Prophet 9800XT Classic,
is reviewed in our graphics
group test on page 123. It will
be available while stocks last.

The Hercules brand will live on
with a range of video, audio and
wireless devices. Will Stapley

Rivals mock BT

'broadband lite'
BT has launched its first sub -E20
512K broadband service -
capping users to 1GB of
downloads a month, but has
worded the offer to sound like
this was doing them a favour.

Duncan Ingram, head of BT
Openworld, said the cost of the
£19.99 -a -month BT Broadband
Basic service was held down by
designing it around basic needs.
'For example, we have included a
data allowance of 1GB a month,'
he said in a press statement.

NTL caused a furore when it
limited users to 1GB a day. The
cap would, for instance, rule out
listening to Internet radio, one of
the major bonuses of having an
always -on link.

Plusnet described the 1GB cap
as 'punitive' and annnounced a
£18.99 512K service with no cap.

trend. Telewest announced a
£17.99 a month 256K service
with 750MB-a-day cap.

IT staff work for free
IT managers do the equivalent of
three months' unpaid overtime a
year, according to the TUC. They
average 9.3 hours a week, and
their support staff average 5.3
hours, says a union league table.

Teachers, doctors and farmers
fare worse. Corporate and civil
service bosses do the most
overtime, but they get paid more.

'Three months a year for 20 years...
with time off in lieu, I should have

retired three weeks ago'
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The code farmers
Stock breeders show how to 'solve' intractable problems using evolutionary computing

Charles Darwin took a
great interest in stock
breeds at the time he was

developing his ideas on
evolution, as he saw they were
doing something very similar to
nature. Both allowed the fittest
to survive: natural selection by
killing off the weakest and the
human breeder by selecting
preferred strains.

Now modern evolutionists
have returned to the farm, but
with a difference: they are
breeding code instead of
creatures, and are surrounded not
by fields but by the campus of the
University of Sussex at Brighton.

A start-up called Codefarm
based at the Sussex Innovation
Centre, a business incubator
allied to the university, is using
evolution to solve (or provide
useful answers) to certain types
of complex problems. 'We are
farming solutions,' said managing
director Jeremy Mabbitt.

Evolution needs three
conditions: a population
capable of reproducing,
mutation across the generations
and some way to select
'fitter' mutations. Given these
evolution is bound to occur.

Evolutionary computing
starts with a population of
programs making a rough stab
at a problem; these are run and
the best selected on the basis

1.1.1...rdtairrd
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Codefarm optimisation routine: windows at left show generations and 'fitness'

of what is called the 'fitness
function'; the selections then
go through a mutation process
such as a parameter change
and the process is repeated.

A typical application is to
predict the behaviour of, say,
stock prices, using data on what
has happened in the past. A
simple model might involve 10
parameters, each with a thousand
possible values, says Mabbitt.
A brute force approach of trying
every possible combination of
values, allowing a second per
run, would take far longer than
the age of the universe.

Alternatively you can make a
single educated guess and then

tweak values until you come
to an optimal solution - the
hill -climbing approach. 'That
can lead you down a dead end,'
said Mabbit. 'You might get an
optimal solution for the route
you have taken but you might
have done better going up a
different hill.'

The evolutionary approach
tries a variety of different routes
and plays them off against each
other using a fitness function
that measures how well the
model fits the real data.

Mabbitt does not pretend to
be able to make specific forecasts,
such as which prices will go up
by how much and when. But in

City firms juggling unimaginably
huge amounts of money you
only need to be able to predict
with a slightly more than even
chance to be able to make a
great deal of money.

Codefarm provides
software that can be run
on a supercomputer, or a
grid network on which
computing resources are used
collaboratively to mimic a
supercomputer. Eventually
it plans to have a server farm
to host applications.

It sees applications in
finance, engineering,
manufacture, logistics,
medical diagnostics, biometrics
and telecoms. Many tasks,
such as routing and other
network problems, involve
optimisation. But such is the
complexity of some of some
problems that Codefarm can
only find a presumed optimum:
it cannot say for certain that
there is none better.

However Mabbitt points
out that a conventional
approach can lead to people
solving the wrong problem.
'They map their real problem
onto a simplistic formulation
and apply classic optimisation
routines that produce a genuine
solution. But it is not the
solution to their own problem.'

Clive Akass

Silent Solution Kit
( Power Supply + CPU Cooler + System Fan )

Tel : 08702 420444 http://www.pcworld.co.uk/pccomponents http.//www.fsp-group.com.tw
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Mobiles News

Psion sells its family silver
psion's sell-off of its stake
in the Symbian mobile -
phone software

consortium last month looked
like a break from its glory days -
and an admission of defeat by a
company that virtually invented
the handheld computer.

At the 1997 launch of its
classic Series 5 organiser, Psion
issued a promotional cartoon
showing its founder David
Potter fighting the 'Goliath' Bill
Gates. Microsoft's only mobile
software at the time, early
Windows CE, was so flaky it
deserved its nickname of Wince.

But Microsoft got where it is
because it is good at learning
from its mistakes - or, as cynics
put it, by allowing early adopters
to pay for the privilege of
bug -testing its prototype code.

Now CE has matured and
mutated into a variety of mobile
platforms, including the smart
phone. And the only Psion
mobiles come from its Teklogix
division - and almost all of
them use CE.

Psion helped form Symbian
shortly after the Series 5 launch,
throwing its family silver into
the deal. Its organiser code base
formed the kernel of the
consortium's projected mobile
software suite. Symbian partners
included Nokia, Ericsson, and
Motorola, representing a huge
slice of global mobile sales.

Psion bought out Motorola's
stake last year, bringing its own
Symbian stake to 31.1 per cent.
Nokia wants to buy all this,
giving it a majority stake, but the
other partners also have options
to buy (see above right). They are
Sony Ericsson (1.5 per cent),
Ericsson (17.5 per cent), Samsung
(five per cent), Panasonic (7.9 per
cent) and Siemens (4.8 per cent).

The situation parallels that in
the new digital home market,
where consumer -electronics
companies fear being outflanked
by Microsoft. Richard Poole,
head of strategy at consultancy
Conchango, said: 'None of the
mobile -phone operators wants
Microsoft... but the choice is
either to work against Microsoft
or with the company - and some
are going with it.'

Nokia rules the consumer
mobile market but models using

Symbian platform: Nokia's latest Communicator 9500

Nokia communicates with IBM
It was unclear as we went to press
whether Nokia would get a majority
share of Symbian - see our website
for updates.

Other partners had the option on
Psion's share (see left) and there
remained regulatory hurdles, chief
executive David Levin said at the
3GSM show in Cannes. Whetever
happens Symbian's strategy will
not change, he pledged.

Nokia is setting up the kind of
alliances it will need to compete
with Microsoft. It announced a deal
with IBM to integrate its software
with Notes and Tivoli. Palmsoft,
which now owns the Palm OS, is in
a similar position to Nokia (though
much stronger in US corporates)
and setting up similar deals.

Jason Chapman, principal
analyst at Gartner, said: 'It's going

Symbian are a harder sell to
corporates. Poole says only on
usability is Symbian software
at least as good as Microsoft's,
though people used to Windows
may find it harder to get used to.

Microsoft is ahead on all other
counts, from a corporate point of
view, says Poole. Its software is
more portable, as you cannot
be sure an app that runs on one
Symbian phone will run on
another. It wins hands down
on integration with Microsoft -
dominated back -office systems,
particularly email, and it has a
huge developer community,
creating online applications
and services using .Net tools.

But Jerry Panagrossi,
vice-president of Symbian's US
operations, points out that tools
are available to allow developers
to use Visual Basic and .Net

to be important for all the
vendors to work with IT
suppliers to make inroads
into the mobile market.

'We'll see more of these deals.
Microsoft has a different route in
that it is also talking with
equipment manufacturers and
operators to try and get an
end -to -end solution.'

Nokia also
Communicator, the 9500 (above),
that will form the platform for its
IBM deal. It supports triband
GSM/GPRS, Edge networks and
Wifi. It is also optimised for data
use by businesses.

It uses Nokia's Series 80
application suite on top of the
Symbian OS and will sell late this
year for around £537 unsubsidised.

lain Thomson In Cannes

skills to create applications that
compile directly to Symbian.

And he says Symbian allows
much more design freedom,
particularly in the user interface,
than the tightly controlled
look -and -feel of Microsoft. This
allows for cultural differences
across the world and has been
particularly successful in Japan.

For Psion, the Symbian sell-off
may be a good move financially.
Potter makes a good case that
the unglamorous warehouse
mobiles that Teklogix produces
are needed for the complex
logistics of globalised commerce.

But still the sale has the smack
of a cop-out by a company once
identified with UK innovation.
Potter justified it, doing no
favours to Symbian, with the
words: 'We are eliminating risk.'

Clive Akass

Symbian 8
More than two million
Symbian-powered handsets
were shipped in the final three
months of 2003 - three times
more than the same period of
2002. A total of eight new
models came from Motorola,
Nokia, Siemens and Sony
Ericsson, the company said.

At the 3GSM show, the
company announced the
availability of its latest
Symbian OS version 8,
with upgraded multimedia,
Java, and management
facilities. It also supports the
SDIO standard, extending the
use of Secure Digital slots to
features like digital TV or
fingerprint recognition.

Prepaid 3G
3G mobile operator 3 is offering
a pay-as-you-go service, initially
available only on the Motorola
A835 handset, offering 100
minutes of talk time for £15,
500 for £25 and 750 for £35.
There are options for extra
services, such as £5 for 10
minutes worth of video calls.

mid -2003, had 210,000
subscribers by the new year.
Per -minute charges for its
prepaid Threepay service are
the same as those for invoiced
customers, it says.
PCW number 1153001

>> Data boom
Businesses are warming to
the idea of mobile data,
which has begun to boom
over the past few months,
according Research In Motion,
developer of the Blackberry
email -on -the -move device.

'We are seeing hockey
stick growth across the whole
market now; things may have
dipped but now they are
shooting up,' said Rick
Constanzo, vice-president
for commercial relations
in Europe.

Only 10 per cent of mobile
data calls are made by
businesses, according to
figures released by the
Mobile Data Association.
PCW Number 1152996

>> For more
You can read more about on
3GSM at www.pcw.co.uk/
specials/1153027.
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News Viruses

Prepare to meet MyDoom
Pointing the finger is little help when yet another virus goes on a global rampage. Everyone,

inside and outside the industry, must do more to protect the system. Terence Green reports

5 oon after the MyDoom
worm appeared, it was
described as the 'fastest -

spreading, ever'. A mass -mailing
virus that propagates by copying
itself over a network, it spread
rapidly, but not as widely as
feared. Ultimately, its main
impact was on public
understanding of risk.

Informed comment was
overwhelmed by wild predictions
of Internet meltdown and risibly
inflated predictions of financial
impact. In retrospect, MyDoom
looks less damaging than earlier
worms that shut down hospital
networks, bank ATMs and
airline reservation systems. It
slowed the Internet marginally,
mail server administrators
were seriously inconvenienced,
and lots of people were very
annoyed. But MyDoom was
a blip compared to the chaos
caused by an inch of snow in
southern England, in midwinter.

MyDoom was not especially
sophisticated. Unlike many
of its predecessors, it did not
exploit one of the many
vulnerabilities in Windows.
MyDoom employed social
engineering to encourage people
to open an email attachment.

Such behaviour prompts
pundits to blame 'stupid
users', but this convenient
finger -pointing obscures the
fault of companies so focused
on protecting their outer
perimeter that they failed to
address the possibility of
internal infection. Further
slips were made by companies,
institutions and service
providers with improperly
configured mail systems.

Worms invariably forge
sender and recipient addresses,
but many email servers still return
undeliverable email to an address
from which it almost certainly
didn't originate. Many of these
'bounced' messages contain the
attached worm. Ironically, some
even warn the user that the
attachment may be dangerous.

Other email systems, and
some anti -virus products,
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Above: Map of MyDoom incidents last month
Right: This 1992 virus seems designed to
instill rogue -code paranoia

thoughtfully remove the
attachment before sending a
warning back to someone who
never sent it in the first place.
This only sows confusion and
needlessly swells a spam burden
that is becoming overwhelming.

Improperly configured
servers distribute a significant
proportion of spam, according
to the US Federal Trade
Commission. Corporate servers
are the main culprits, but the
FTC believes that one-third of all
spam emanates from home users
with broadband Internet access.
One of the easiest ways for a
spammer to gain access to a
remote computer is by exploiting
'back doors' - trojans that allow
a computer to be accessed and
controlled remotely. Viruses
routinely carry trojans as a
'payload', and install them on
infected computers. MyDoom
installs a back door that has
already been the target of
several exploits. It carried a
second payload, a Denial of
Service (DoS) attack aimed at
the website of the SCO Group
(PCW number 1152431).

Worms are an effective means
of deploying a DoS attack across
multiple computers. Scheduling
the DoS, as MyDoom did, creates
a Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS). DDoS attacks are very
common, but companies do

El Philippines
Honduras
Romania

a Singapore
5 Venezuela

3.45%
3.33%
2.33%
2.30%
2.21%

This is worrying, as people
don't always realise that their
computers are infected. If
spammers bring money to the
game, it would be easy, given the
frailty of Windows, to create a
stealth network of compromised

 computers. There are already
tens of thousands of so-called

45 'zombies' unwittingly running
trojans, as traffic monitoring by

o the Internet Storm Centre and
3

11..o(tnole system,
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not like to publicise them, so
the incidence is far greater
than reported.

DDoS attacks have many
varied motivations, but there
is increasing evidence of
criminals extorting payoffs
by threatening to prevent a
company from carrying out its
business. Several cases have
been reported, most recently by
the Paddy Power online betting
site (PCW number 1148440). But
DoS attacks are not dependent
on viral distribution. Last
December, spam succeeded in
forcing Natwest to take its online
banking site offline when
customers were inundated with
'phishing' email, which tried to
trick them into revealing their
account details.

More concerning still, there is
evidence of active co-operation
between spammers and virus
authors. Spam has always been
motivated by profit; but virus
authors, with the exception
of an embittered subset, are
generally more interested in
impressing their peers. 'It's a
game,' said Carole Theriault,
a security consultant with
Sophos. 'But, lately, the game
has changed. They don't appear
on your screen saying 'Ha-ha,
gotcha' any more. Now the
game is to spread as far and as
fast as possible.'

others reveals. But it is a
disorganised melange.

An organised network
would constitute a real
threat. This is why, said
Theriault, 'everyone should

is understand how important
3 it is to protect your
17' computer. Computers are

powerful tools and have been
marketed as super -toys. Every
user has a responsibility to learn
about the potential risks'.

Education is required across
the industry. As delivered,
most new Windows computers
are riddled with security flaws
rendering them unsafe to
connect to the Internet. But users
must connect to the Internet to
download fixes. Microsoft has
only just begun to address this
problem with a security CD.

More needs to be done. Anti-
virus vendors must stop adding
to the confusion by allocating
different names to new viruses.
Companies should protect every
desktop as well as they protect
the perimeter. Mail servers
should never bounce virus email
back to users who never sent it in
the first place. And we should all
be very wary of attachments,
even if they come from people
we know. It is better to ask the
sender if they really did send it.

Thankfully, most attacks so
far have failed to reach their
full potential. Whether this is
by design or by accident is not
always clear. What we do know
is that exploits are being tested
and refined - and that everyone
has a part to play in protecting
the email system on which we
have come to rely.
 See also page 19
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War on IT waste

Read our feature on page 103 Printers News

'Killer chip' claim denied
printer vendors have hit
back at a claim they are
using 'killer chips' to

curb third -party refill sales - and
say they are making every effort
to encourage recycling.

Friends of the Earth (FoE) made
the claim last month with a call
for ink cartridges to be included
in Britain's implementation of
the EU Waste Electrical and
Electronic Equipment (WEEE)
Directive, forcing vendors to
disposal of old products.

Britain says ink cartridges are
not whole products, such as PCs,
and so are not covered by WEEE.
But FoE said: 'As well as being bad
for the environment, this [view]
would also lead to increased
costs for businesses.

The FoE's claims came
as Lib-Dem MP Phil Willis
handed Downing Street a
petition stating that WEEE
legislation due to be passed in
August will allow manufacturers
to make unfillable cartridges.

Lexmark and HP both issued
statements denying the use of
killer chips on inkjet cartridges,
though some contain logic for
talking to the PC and features
such as colour matching and
paper recognition. HP said:
'We recognise there is space
in the market for original and
remanufactured cartridges.'

Lexmark said it did use a killer
chip on some laser cartridges,

Lewmark says this new model X422
combines the functions of a printer,
copier, fax and colour scanner with
ease of use and high performance.
It copies and prints both sides at
22 pages a minute and has a
50 -sheet feeder, all for £999

but only for customers who got
a discount for agreeing to return
the product when empty.

Lexmark was criticised last
year when it threw the US
Digital Millennium Copyright
Act at a company that cloned
one of its cartridge chips, a move
some saw as using a dodgy law
to enforce a restrictive practice.

Lexmark and HP have both
launched postage -paid return
schemes to encourage recycling,
and say these will be
extended this year.

The DTI says it does not see
smart chips as a threat to the
'thriving' UK cartridge -recycling
industry. It pledged: 'We will be
monitoring the situation closely.'

High cartridge
prices 'pay for R&D'

Suspicions that the printer
industry is reaping huge
profits from consumables
are not justified, according
to Lexmark's UK managing
director Giovanni Giusti.

Many people smell a rip-off
when they realise refills for
their smart new printer cost
almost as much as the product
itself, but Giusti denied using
printers as a loss -leader.

'We make a good profit on the
printer and we make a good profit
on the cartridges... though an
end -of line model is occasionally
sold below cost,' he said.

He agreed cheerfully that
the industry uses a classic
razor -blade business model: sell
your razor, and you enjoy years
of blade sales. He would not
disclose what proportion of
profit comes from consumables.

But he added: 'When you look
at the global figures for HP
and Lexmark, we don't make
outrageous profits. We spend
enormous amounts on R&D.'

DrayTek
802.11g wireless provides up to 54Mbrs total
wireless bandwidth and includes five -independent
security systems including I 28Iht WEP encryption
802.1x authentication. VPN-over-VV(AN and
Client MAC address locking The twin high -gain
diversity aerials increase 'wireless coverage

A 10/100BaseT switch supports VLAN (VirtuM
LAN), whereby each port can have common or
exclusive accesstotheothers - ideal for shanng
one Internet connection between several
companies. 'Rate Control allows you to set a
maximum bandwidth limit for each of the ports

The Vigor's VPN tacilties enable you to set up
branch -to -branch or teleworkerto-CIO secure
Virtual Pnvate Networks across the Internet.
giving you flexibility. convenience and cost -
saving. The Vigor routers will support up to 16
simultaneous VPNs, using industry standard
high -strength encryption, and compatibility with
other vendor's VPN hardware & software clients.

Two Phone ports on the Vigor "v, rosters
enable you to make free voice calls to other
Vigor routers existing Volt, infrastruidure
or other compatible clients worldwide (inc.
VVindows Messenger) making maximum
use of your broadband connection,

Broadband Routers & Firewalls
Vigorous Broadband Access

Available from

0111E1
020 8381 5500

wweseg.so.uk

The Vigor series of routers and firewalts is
available for ADSL, ISDN, Mitibandligighway,
cablamodern tNTLITeiewest) or any other
Ethernet Internet connection. Providing
shared access to the Internet from your whole
LAN, the Vigor series combines thorough
feature set with top performance. Visit out
web site tordetaiis of the cornpleterange.

Print
Server

ewall

-110-

A USE Printer Port on the Vigor router allows
you to connect and share a printer between all
ort your compatible wired and wireless PCs.

The Vigor's Content Peter allows you to block
downloading of potentially harmful file types
as wen as ActiveX, and Java components. URL
iltenng enables you to block IIRLs which
contain your chosen keywords or sites,
backed up by sys log logging of Internet usage.

The Vigor s Firewall helps protects your Network
Iran potential menaces on the Internet State/ ill
protection. NAT. Muni -NAT. DoStOlDoS protection
and user definable packet filters can be selected
as required and time schedules can be set to
prevent Internet access at specified times

For full details of all models, visit
www.draytek.co.uk

Swe,ficstion subect to change F vary with model
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News Intel Developer Forum: Wireless

Split over new fast radio link
Developers of
next -generation
Ultra Wideband

(UWB) short-range wireless
links offering data rates up to
480Mbits/sec have split into
two camps that could bring
rival technologies to the market.

One group, headed by
Motorola, favours a technology
called Direct Sequence CDMA.
The other, backed by Intel, HP,
NEC, Philips, Samsung and
Microsoft, favours one called
Multiband-OFDM. Attempts to
agree a single draft specification
for an IEEE standard have failed.

Now the Multiband OFDM
Alliance is developing a
specification independently.
Intel chief technology officer
Pat Gelsinger said at the Intel
Developer Forum (IDF) that it
was proving impossible to get a
standard through the governing
IEEE because it required a 75 per
cent majority vote. He stressed:
'We are not bypassing the
IEEE. We will present the
specification to the IEEE
when we have completed it.'

And he predicted, in the

face of some scepticism, that the
two sides would come to
an agreement.

Ultra-wideband differs from
conventional radio in that
instead of concentrating a
signal into a very narrow set
of frequencies it is spread across
a very wide range. The total
transmit power may be of the
same order but the power at
any given frequency is low.

This low spectral density
makes USB appear like normal
low-level noise to conventional
radios tuned to a particular
frequency - which is just as well,
because by its very nature UWB
has to share bandwidth with
them. UWB proponents say that
interference is negligible, but this
is something they will have to
prove to regulatory authorities
in all countries where it is sold.

A major use of the
technology is likely to be in
home multimedia networks
and computer peripherals
(see below).

Intel is already
developing wireless USB2,
logically identical to the
standard version but replacing
the usual cable with a UWB
link and a similar version of
1394 Firewire is planned.

Wimax for remote access
Boxes like these, shown at IDF, could be your saviour
if you are still out of broadband range - though they
could mean yet more activity in crowded 2.4GHz and
5GHz bands that don't require licences. They are
combined transceivers and aerials for the new 802.16
standard, aka Wimax, that delivers two-way wireless
access at a range of up to 30 miles.

BT is currently triallinq Wimax in four areas as a way
of reaching remote users, though like other operators it

may use paid -for 3.4GHz bands to cut interference.
The setup shown at IDF used a base station providing
70Mbits/sec capacity to each of six 60° sectors.
The transceivers pictured are designed for fixed

exterior use. But a longer -term goal of Wimax is to
deliver broadband to mobiles.

Can UWB be more than just a flash in the Pan?
Intel's UWB message was
that this is a personal area
networking (Pan) technology
intended for links within a
room - like a faster version of
Bluetooth, which it may
eventually supersede.

It is supposed to complement
Wifi, which is promoted as a
local area networking (Lan)
technology with a longer reach.
But Intel engineers admitted the
reality is more complex.

The way to throw them
off -message was to mention radio
pollution, not an easy subject
when you are promoting Wifi
as a feature of your new products.
The new Granstdale platform
(see pages 18 and 27) packs a Wifi
access point, allowing a new PC
to become the hub of a home
wireless net.

Louis Burns, vice-president of
Intel's desktop platforms group,
enthused: 'Our fundamental
belief is [that] all clients,

desktop or mobile, in the
home... will have a built-in
soft access point. Wireless is
so fundamental to this usage
model, we put it in the chipset.'

This is fine if you believe Wifi
can scale up to cope with many
access points within range of
each other, as can easily happen
in cities. Nor is there anything
wrong with Wifi as a short-term
short-range link, preferably used
at minimum power (as Europe is
insisting for 802.11h, its version
of the US .11a Wifi standard). But
when there is already a shortage
of free channels in some areas,
should it be promoted as a
distribution medium blasting
data round large buildings?

The ideal setup is whispering
wireless: you use radio at the least
necessary power over the shortest
possible range, hard -wiring your
network as far as possible. This
allows the greatest number of
users in a given area, lengthens

the battery life of connected
untethered devices and reduces
security problems because you
are no longer shouting your
secrets to the neighbourhood.

Intel engineers admitted the
sense of this - and that UWB
looks ideal for the task, assuming
that it does not interfere with
other broadcasts. But they also
point out that people do not
want more wires round their
homes; nor do they want to
fork out for extra access points.

Yet, if developers are to be
believed, UWB will soon be
in most rooms as it will be
incorporated into most
consumer electronics devices.
At a pinch, mains wires could
be used for the hard -wired
network, though currently they
carry only 14Mbits/sec. Ideally
fibre would be used, and Intel is
working on a technology that
could make that more feasible
on a mass scale (see page

opposite). Meanwhile gigabit
copper is a fair alternative and
50 times faster than Wifi.

Intel is not alone in promoting
promiscuous use of Wifi. In
Britain it is being sold to
builders as a cheap way of
distributing broadband round
new homes, even though hard-
wiring is easy if installed with the
mains wires (see PCW February,
page 16) - the cost of extra access
points is trivial compared to that
of a house. Clearly people will
not wish to rewire their homes
if they don't have to, but they
should be encouraged to think
in terms of best practice. With
thousands of new homes
planned in the UK alone, the
builders certainly should.

The fear is that, as Wifi is
selling, it may be sidelining
other technologies, and that
market forces are dictating
matters best addressed by
strategic planning. Clive Akass
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Intel Developer Forum: Photonics News

Chips make light conversation
Computing shifts from electronics to photonics with the advent of a low-cost modulator
that can be put on a chip and heralds an era of terabit optical links. Clive Akass reports

Intel has found a cheap way
to implement a fast
interface between light and

electricity that could make
optical links between devices of
all scales far more common.

The shift from electronics to
photonics could be more far-
reaching than Intel's move to
64bit x86 computing. It means
optical 'wire', capable of passing
terabytes per second, can replace
hard -wired links in system buses,
home and small -office networks,
and even within chips.

The high cost of optical
components means their use is
currently confined mainly to
fibre -optic backbones and high -
end server links. Intel says it
should now be able to mass-
produce them like processors.

Intel announced last year that
it had developed a way of taking
light from a cheap laser and
cleaning it up by passing it
through a microscopic silicon
grating to provide the kind of
coherent beam required for fast

signalling. Silicon is transparent
to light in the infra -red part of
the spectrum; light at these
frequencies can be fed into
oxide -clad silicon channels,
called waveguides or ribs, that
act just like glass fibre - the
optical equivalent of a wire.
They are made of the same
materials as logic circuits and
can be laid down in precisely
the same way.

The problem that faced
researchers was how to translate
very fast electronic data streams
into light. Their first solution
was to pulse the laser, but this
was inefficient and generated
data rates only of around
20Mbits/sec.

Over the past year they have
developed a system using a
cunning form of amplitude
modulation (see box below)
that pushes data rates up to a
1Gbit/sec - 50 times faster.
Different colours within the
infra -red spectrum can be used
to provide many channels

down the same fibre conduit,
pushing the throughput up into
the multi -Gigabits.

A major problem, oddly, is
mechanical: how to get glass
fibre input and output leads
into precisely the right positions
- something that has to be
done manually on today's larger
modulators. Intel engineers
are confident they can harness
the hyper -accuracy of
nanotechnology to make this
simply a matter of pushing the
fibre into a tapered socket.

A prototype 'silicon photonic
modulator' was demonstrated at
the Intel Developer Forum (IDF),
passing high -definition video
over 5km of fibre.

Mario Paniccia, director of
Intel's corporate technology
photonics research lab, said the
technology should appear in
products by the end of the
decade, although elements
might be used earlier.

One possible use would be to
communicate between the body

and the lid of a notebook. 'A lot
of companies want to pack
a variety of aerials in the lid
to enable it to communicate,'
he said.

'This is creating problems
in how to pass data across the
hinge, which could be done
very easily with glass fibre. This
would be far too expensive to
do at the moment.'

The light source is the only
component in the system that
cannot be mass produced using
CMOS silicon processes. Kevin
Kahn, director of the company's
communications technology
lab, said the technique could
lead to light processors being
integrated directly into logic
chips, creating processors that
can talk to each other in light.

Similar techniques could
also be used to implement
Gigabit -plus free -to -air link,
though they would require
higher transmit power. Infra-
red ports today support a
maximum 4Mbits/sec.

How Intel harnesses
the logic of light
This diagram shows two modulators on a
notional future chip passing two data streams
using different colours from the infra -red
portion of the light spectrum generated by
separate lasers. In practice there could be
many more coloured channels.

Each colour is modulated with data in
exactly the same way. The light is beamed
into a silicon rib which splits into two,
creating two identical light beams
in perfect phase. A section of the
wavequide doubles as part of a silicon
transistor in which the charge levels
(positive or negative) are controlled by
an applied voltage.

The refractive index of the silicon changes
with these charge levels, which has the effect
of shifting the phase of the light. Levels are
chosen so that when the transistors in each
branch of the wavequide switches on, the
phase of the light in one shifts forward by 90°
and that of the other branch moves back by

CMOS

Circitry

Laser and Grating

Modulator

Photodetectors

Fibre out

Fibre in

Prototype (left) of photonic modulator that will be incorporated onto a chip (above)

the same amount, shifting them 180°
relative to each other.

The shift makes the peak of one light wave
coincide with the trough of the other, so that
they cancel out when the branches merge
back into a single channel. This can be done (or
not) a billion times a second, so that a Gigabit

electronic data stream can become a Gigabit
light data stream.

The lower part of the diagram shows the
corresponding receiver in which the data
streams are read by photodetectors. Next to
these is some CMOS circuitry, showing how
the system can be integrated into a chip.
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World class
support that
never closes
Every Fasthosts customer enjoys full access to

Xtreme Support - a service that's totally unique in

the UK web hosting marketplace.

This fast and responsive service has been developed

with your help and valuable feedback.

And we believe it's the best in the industry.

Xtreme Support means that you benefit from

unsurpassed customer service, faster turnaround for

technical problems and an unparalleled level of

help and advice.

,creme Support includes:
24 x 7, 365 telephone, email & online support

Xtreme Support website - with knowledge base, FAQs and more

Trouble ticket system for faster technical response

Regular email updates about exciting new features

Your peace of mind is our priority

'The Home Pro account is the
ideal solution if you want to
develop a truly professional
website. It has everything
you need, including ASP
scripting."

Windows 2003
ASP hosting

Host your site on the latest Windows 2003 Servers with

full support for ASP, Perl and PHP scripting.

> Website and scriptmE
Your website is hosted on the latest

Windows 2003 servers with 1 GB of

webspace, and full support for ASP, Perl,

PHP,CGI.

Full, real time information about your

site's visitors is provided by Matrix Stats -

our leading web based traffic reporting

software.

flab
Your account includes 300 email

addresses, which can be full POP3 mail

accounts or forwarders. We've also

included web mail, so you can read your

mail on the move, as well as virus

scanning, spam filtering and even SMS

email alerts.

Oatabast
Supports ODBC and, optionally, MySQL

and MS SQL, hosted on our powerful

database servers.

Control Panel
With our award winning online control

panel you can control everything from the

web - set up domains, email, databases,

install FrontPage Extensions and more!

Home Pro account

You can get going right now for as
little as f8.99 per month plus VAT

The Home Pro account includes:

Website
 1 GB webspace

 50 sub domains

 1 FTP account

 Matrix Stats

 ODBC support

 SiteBuilder - 8 pages

 Bandwidth monitor

Scripting
 CGI, Perl, PHP

 ASP

Email
 300 POP3 accounts

 Virus scanning

 SMS alerts

 Web mail

Security
 SSH

FREE
INSTANT SET UP

Monthly r VAI or
170 annually

30 day money back guarantee

Windows Server
2003

Plus support for
MS SQL and MySQL databases, MS FrontPage

Extensions, SSL, media streaming, URL security,

spam filtering, dialup internet access,

advanced SMS alerts and many more features....

Microsoft

net
Full unrestricted access to the

.NET Framework version 1.1

The power behind web hosting
 Starter account from 11.99

 Home account from £4.99

 Business accounts from f 14.99

 Host Unlimited Domains from £50

 Dedicated server solutions from £89

Far intstemt advice and set asp, ces11

04870 1388 3.544

Xtreme Support
24 x 7,365 phone, email and
online support

Best value domain names
from www.ukreg.com

or to launch your service in minutes, visit www.fasthosts.co.uk wwwar-fessthasts-co-asic



Intel Developer Forum: The new PC News

All change on the PC front sID0Funbditbsyatneds

An emerging generation
of motherboards and
chipsets designed for

the latest 90nm processors
amount to the biggest change in
PC design for a decade, said Intel.

Notebooks and desktops will
have a new PCI Express bus (see
box below) to talk to peripherals.
It will coexist with the PCI and
AGP buses, then supersede them.

Linked to the bus will be slots
for new Express Cards, which are
likely to supersede the PC Card.
They could be as common on
desktops as on mobiles, reducing
use of internal expansion cards.

Before July, Intel will launch
two chipsets, Grantsdale and
Alderwood, to go with its new
90nm Prescott Pentiums. They
differ only in that Alderwood is
designed to take third -party
graphics boards; Grantsdale has
integrated graphics that support
DirectX 9 and 'outrun any
games box on the market,' said
Louis Burns, vice-president of
Intel's desktop group.

The chipsets also support twin
monitors and extended desktops,
so you can spread your windows

Slots of speed and convenience
Two types of the new Express card sit to the right of the fastest of the old
PC Cards: 32bit Cardbus, a PCI extension passing 1Mbit/sec.

The Express cards pack one PCI Express channel passing 2.5Gbit/sec in

both directions (see box below) and one 48OMbit/sec U S B2 link. They are
about 1cm shorter than the old cards, but the larger Express Card is the
same width at one end. The other end is the same size as the smaller card
and has the same connections.

Wide slots will taper inside to ease insertion of smaller devices.

across two displays. They use
dual -channel DDR2-533 Ram
and 'Azalia' audio with 7.1
sound developed with Dolby,
and have a soft access -point to
let a PC become the hub of a
wireless network (see page 24).

Express lane from old highways
PCI Express, formerly known as third -generation I/0, is a serial link
passing 2.5Gbits/sec in each direction per channel.

It can look like a parallel link because up to 32 channels may be
aggregated. A 32bit parallel link passes data in 32bit chunks at one
bit per channel. A PCI Express bus, by contrast, passes separate byte
streams down each channel, and switches them to their destinations.

Parallel buses have timing problems at high speed, which is why
new fast links are all serial.

PCI Express implementations will have a number after them to
indicate the number of channels. The new Grantsdale platform, for
instance, boasts PCI Express x16 graphics.

The platform supports Raid
0/1, to bring resilient storage to
homes and small businesses at
the cost of a second hard disk.

For notebooks, a new mobile
Pentium codenamed Dothan
will launch shortly. A version
with a 533MHz front -side bus
will follow this year, as will a
new Alviso chipset supporting
Azalia audio and a feature that
cuts screen drain by adjusting
lighting to ambient conditions.

Also later this year Intel will
launch its Calexio 2 module,
upgrading onboard Wifi to
support all flavours(11a, b and g),
and hard -wired Advanced
Encryption Standard. (AES). It
helps Bluetooth and l lb/g Wifi
share 2.4GHz airspace.

The whole mobile platform
has the codename Sonoma.

Multiprocessors and the era of tera
Intel is approaching the limits
to clock rates and will be forced
to squeeze multiple processors
onto single dies to boost speed,
chief technology officer Pat
Gelsinger said.

If clock speeds continued to
rise as they are, the heat density
on chip surfaces would reach
that of the sun. Hyperthreading
used on the latest Pentiums
prepares the ground for multi -

cores because it treats a single
chip as a virtual multiprocessor.
Its 'threads' of code can be
assigned to multi -cores.

Gelsinger went to some pains
to address the question that Intel
is always asked, and hates to
answer: 'Do people really need
this extra computing power?'

He said we are moving into an
'era of tera' in which 3D photo -
realistic graphics and huge multi-

media data banks will shift our
processing needs by an order of
magnitude. Faster CPUs, caches,
Ram interfaces and interconnects
will be needed to keep up.

Gelsinger, whose keynote is a
highlight of the IDF, said there
were a lot of inefficiencies at the
system level. Fast processors
spend half their time waiting on
memory and it takes 21,000 clock
cycles to process a 1KB IP packet.

PCW has banged on for years
about the need for an easy way
to get data snippets from paper
to PC. Why not put barcodes or
glyphs on business cards so we
don't have to coax software to
sort out the data from the fancy
logos? Because few people
carry a barcode reader, that's
why. Or was why. Most new
mobile phones carry a camera
that will do the job. Korean
Telecom is using phonecams to
read glyphed web addresses in
adverts, said former Intel UK MD
Sean Maloney, now executive VP
of Intel's communications group.

Intel showed off a 65in display
using the prototype Liquid
Crystal on Silicon (LCoS) chip
featured in April's PCW (page
26). The quality looked good and
Intel says it is on track for 60in
screens costing under $2,000.

I asked a man from the Universal
Plug and Play organisation when
we're going to get a power supply
that just gives what it is asked for
and saves us from carrying all
those wretched adapters. He
opined that all you needed was
a standard low -voltage source
that a client device could adapt
without a hot bulky transformer.

The subject came up again at
chief technology officer Pat
Gelsinger's press conference. He
was asked what he thought of the
Splash Pad that charges devices
lying on it (PCW, April, page 22).
He liked the idea but had
concerns about induction losses.

So I asked him when Intel was
going to free us from mains
adapters. 'There is no industry
momentum for it,' he replied.

Someone called out: 'How
many adapters are you
carrying?' Gelsinger did not
reply. Let's hope he was
gathering momentum.

A new BTX motherboard
arranges all the hot components
so they can be blasted cool by a
single fan, a new design of which
has a second set of blades that is
said to 'untwist' the air to make
cooling quieter and better.

For more news from the
Intel Developer Forum, go
to www.pcw.co.uk/
specials/1152923. CA
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Windows'

PACKAGES
WHETHER YOU'RE A BEGINNER OR A PROFESSIONAL, WE'VE GOT EVERYTHING UNDER ONE ROOF

A comprehensive hosting solution
for home users with everything
you need and exceptional value
for money.

 Free @-Domains

 Full FTP access

 100 POP3 email accounts

 500 MB web space

 FrontPage 2002 Extensions (NET)

 Virus scanning for 1 POP3 account

1&1 ALL-INCLUSIVE

.L" .99

£5.99

BUSINESS PACKAGE

.11M11111. Pill

An outstanding hosting solution
for your business with features
you would only expect in more
expensive packages.

 Free @-Domains

 500 POP3 email accounts

 1.5 GB web space

 10,000 MB monthly traffic included

 MySQL & MS Access (NET)

 FrontPage 2002 Extensions

 Virus scanning for 3 POP3 accounts

1&1 ALL-INCLUSIVE
HOSTING £8.99

£9.99

PROFESSIONAL PACKAGE
El! IT,

A superior hosting solution for
the more demanding high -end
user seeking maximum power,
flexibility and security.

 Free ©-Domains

 1,200 POP3 email accounts

 3 GB web space

 40,000 MB monthly traffic included

 SSL secure server

 SSH Secure Shell access

 FrontPage 2002 Extensions

 Virus scanning for 10 POP3
accounts

 2 x MySQL, MS SQL (.NEr)

& MS Access (.wr)

1&1 ALL-INCLUSIVE
HOSTING

ea.*
Powered

116-99

E19.99
For many more great features, visit landl.co.uk

Total prices per month +VAT one-off set-up fee, f9.99

DON'T JUST LOOK AT WHAT YOU PAY, LOOK AT WHAT YOU GET WITH 1&1

VIRUS SCANNING

An original Symantec CarrierScan server

is operated in our Data Centre.

This enables us to protect

your primary POP3

email account(s). Si

CONTROL PANEL

Manage all your account settings easily,

by using our live, feature -packed,

web -based Control

Panel.

EXPRESS SUPPORT

We provide friendly phone and email

support for all your customer -
service needs. Professional

Package customers have

0800 Support.

15,000 MBIT CONNECTIVITY

Our Connectivity is the biggest

in the industry -a massive

15,000 MBit - so your website

is always secure and at

maximum access and function.

f15M DATA CENTRES

We invested El 5million to create

the most advanced

Data Centres in

the world.

WEBMAIL

The easiest way to receive,

read and send Email, with

1&1 Webmail you can

access Emails using

any web browser.

08708 503305

Internet
& More

1&1 is the World's No. 1

& Data Centres - £15 m

& Cisco & Juniper Network

& 1,100 employees

& 100+ in-house developers

& 15,000 MBit connectivity

& 2,500 customers join every day

11 Years' Experience

& 3.7 m domains registered

& 9.5 m Emails handled daily

& 28,000 eShops hosted

& 2,800,000 customer accounts

& 21,000 Servers up and running

One -stop Shop for
Web Solutions
& Domains .co.uk £1.99 pa

& 1 &1 Web Hosting from £1.99

& Microsoft Hosting from £5.99

& eShops from £9.99

& Dedicated Servers from £29

& Upgrade any time

1&1
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News Products

Wifi gets set for
dual -mode phones _Tinyin dotcom revival
A new range of access points
aims to improve the quality of
voice calls over wireless network
links ready for the emergence of
dual -mode mobile phones that
support both cellular and Wifi.

These will allow you to make
low-cost or free Voice-over-IP
calls in the office or home and
switch to cellular outside. But Wifi
does not yet support the controls
needed to ensure voice calls are
not broken up by other traffic.

An emerging 802.11s standard
deals with this issue and new
products from Proxim and
Symbol address another problem
- network delays that cause
unnatural gaps in conversations.

Proxim's enterprise -class
Orinoco AP -4000 AP makes
the delay in passing a call from
one node to another 'barely
appreciable', the company says.

Rar deal
Winrar, a Windows archive
manager, is said to compress
files up to 30 per cent better
than other zip utilities. Other
features include long filename
support, programmable
self -extracting archives (SFX),
and archive repair. It costs 33
(£22.70) from www.win-rar.com.

J2SE beta
Sun Microsystems has kicked
off the beta programme for the
latest version 1.5 of its Java 2
Platform Standard Edition.
Improvements include reduced
start-up time, a smaller memory
footprint and Java Virtual
Machine (JVM) auto -tuning.
PCW number 1152564

Cluster buster
Directory Snoop 5 claims 'to see
what data may be hiding in the
cracks' on PC or networked
drives, allowing you to recover
files or erase sensitive ones
beyond recovery. New features
include NTFS support, batch
recovery and sorting by any field.
You can also link clusters to files
and examine the Fat and Master
File Tables. It costs $40 (£22
approx) from www.briqqsoft.com.

Tiny Computers, which
was bought out after
hitting problems two

years ago, has now been
relaunched as a low-cost
online vendor under the
name Tiny.com.

The move could amount to
a double revival if successful,
as the fashion for promoting
well-known brands as
dotcoms died in the Internet
crash at the turn of the
millennium. This was mostly
due to hype and frenzy in the
money world and online sales
of computers and peripherals
have flourished.

Even the Tiny brand has
been selling 100,000 PCs a
year since it went into
administration in 2001,
according to Tariq Mohammed,
director of the new dotcom
and co-founder of the Time
Group which bought it out.
'The brand awareness is still
high' he said.

Mohammed admitted
that his company had been
caught on the back foot after
finding that thousands of
pre -buyout Tiny customers
had been left without warranty
cover. 'We have learned our
lesson,' he said.

Pen screen for desktops
Optoma's Pi500 combines the functions of desktop
flat -panel monitor and a graphics tablet for pen
input. The 15in TFT screen has a maximum
resolution of 1,024 x 768, and comes with a range
of software, including Pen Soft Pro handwriting
recognition, which is compatible with Mac and
Windows office applications.

A bundled utility called Power Presenter allows
you to scribble annotations to Powerpoint slides
during presentations. The Pi500 costs £999 inc
VAT. Watch out for an exclusive review in PCW
next month. www.optomaeurope.com

Tiny machines will be put
together at Simonstone, near
Bumley, Lancs and will be sold
with minimal marketing to
cut overheads. Mohammed said
that, coupled with the buying
power of a large group, this
would enable him to offer low
prices, without compromising
on service levels or quality.

He pledged to use only
top-quality components and
added: 'We will promise less
and deliver more.'

Tiny claims it will offer
PCs and notebooks 15 per cent
cheaper than online rivals and
25 per cent lower than shops.

Auto -addressing system gets smarter
The company that helped
take the drudgery out of
providing personal information
over the phone has streamlined
and widened the scope of
its technology.

Quick Address Systems (QAS)
is largely responsible for the fact
that UK call centres and other
businesses usually ask you first
for your postcode and house
number, which is all you need
to identify most addresses. Its
software checks the code against
the Post Office Address File
(PAF) and completes it for you,
saving everyone's time.

The system is also used by
mass -mailers who get discounts
by using PAF-corrected addresses
to help sorting. But, with
businesses in particular,
addressing is not always that
simple, as many may be

isonl NU. eon

registered at the same address
and may even have different
names, points out QAS chief
executive Simon Worth.

His latest product,
Quickaddress Dataworld,
merges information from Dun
and Bradstreet's UK business
information with PAF so a single
search can query both sources.
Details of more than 60,000
trading aliases are included.

QAS supports
addressing
for a number
of countries

It also
provides
address
barcodes
which qualify
for more
postal

discounts. Dataworld can draw
from more than other 70
datasets (depending on what
you buy into) that provide
information such as postcode
marketing profiles, electoral
rolls, foreign address files and
map references.

Its search engine uses fuzzy
matching and other tricks to
cope with bad spellings and
typing errors. www.qas.com
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Forget multimedia on your desktop! Maximise your digital world.
Bring it into your home with the Mega 180
The Mega 180 will feel right at home in your living room playing your CD's, MP3's and FM radio, Just fire up the PC, and it

becomes a fully-fledged wireless LAN multimedia centre'. Now you can pause, playback and record all your favourite TV

programmes; upload, organise and view your digital photos through the built-in card reader; watch DVD movies in Dolby

Digital 5.1 Surround Sound; play the latest PC games and build up your MP3 music collection. And that's just for starters!

Best of all, you can customise the MEGA 180 to your requirements. Choose your CPU up to AMD Athlon XP 3000+
and up to 8X AGP graphics card, then add a DVD or DVD-R drive, hard drive, memory and optional TV Tuner card -

load it up, and it's ready for play!
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Where to buy

3D Computer Systems
www 3dinhome.corn
CCL Computers
wwwxcicomputers.catik
Dabs

www.dabs.com
EasyETrader

www easyetradencom
ebyer
www.ebuyer.com

MP3 Hi.Fi " 802.1Ib

DI All It '1111,1111 PC WLAN

Eclipse Computer Supplies
wwweclipse-coniptiters.corn
Micro Direct
wwwmicrodirect.co.uk
Microstar Computer Services
wwwinicrostarcomputers.co.uk
MPC
wwwinpc-direct.co.uk
Novatech
wwwinwatech.co.iik
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OPTIC Al

LED 1394 2.0 SPDIF

Overclockers
www.overclockers.co.
PC World
0845 601 4901
Power Computers
www powercs mit
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RL Supplies
01923 896 996

Scan

wwwscanxo.uk
Simply
www.simply cook
Seth Trading

wwwstakti coin
Tekheads

www tckheads.co.uk
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Send your letters to:
The Editor, PCW, VNU Business Publications,
32-34 Broadwick Street, London W1A 2HG

Letters
If the lens cap fits >
Ken McMahon, in his Hands on article
(PCW April 2004), says Canon's message
to EOS film camera users is that 'you can
still use all your old lenses', but this is not
so. Canon (on the website or in the
manual) says that you can use 'all
Canon EF and EF-S lenses', not all lenses
that fit EOS cameras. I tried a Sigma 105mm
macro from an EOS film camera but it
would not work with the 300D. The camera
repeatedly threw up Error99 when the
lens was fitted, focused and a shot was
attempted. Having emailed Sigma and had
no reply, I guess this is a real problem. I
thought Ken's was a good article, certainly
an advance on anything else written about
the new breed of SLRs.

Dave Howson
Ken McMahon rep' You are, of
course, correct in saying that only Canon EF
(and the new EF-S) lenses can be used with the
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EOS 300D, and that's what I said in the review
of the EOS 300D (PCW March 2004). In the
Hands on column I was making the general
point that, while Canon appears to be making
efforts to maintain continuity between its
digital and film SLR range by adopting the
'four -thirds' (4/3) system, Olympus is taking
a more radical path. Some would argue that
conventional SLR lenses designed for a film
camera aren't well suited to a digital SLR,
and that's obviously the case if you favour
wide-angle lenses, as anyone who has tried to
obtain a fisheye lens for a digital SLR will
testify. Only time will tell if Olympus has got it
right with 4/3, but the news that Panasonic,
Sanyo and Sigma have added their support to
the standard is encouraging for anyone
thinking of going down this route.

The Outlook's stormy >
After a long hard day at my computer I
generate a lot of files, including emails and
my backup system now is an external hard
drive. Backing up ordinary files is easy - drag
and drop onto the external drive. However,
what do I do with the emails? I know I can
copy them folder by folder but I lose the will
to live just thinking about it.

Is there an easy way to back up all Outlook
Express emails at the end of the day? Is there
any software available to help or a shortcut
within Outlook? It seems crazy that you can

Backup your Outlook Express emails with
the Store Folder

Send your emails to:
letters@pcw.co.uk

The author of the Letter of
the Month will win a copy of
Microsoft Office 2003.
Featuring new and enhanced ver-
sions of popular Office applications such as
Word, Excel and Powerpoint, Office 2003
gives you the power to find, record and share
information with ease. Among other improve-
ments, the popular email client Outlook has
been given a revamp, allowing you to send,

receive and organise

your email more effi-
ciently.
For more information
on Microsoft products
and services, go to
www.microsoft.com/uk
or call
0870 601 0100.

export your address book and favourites
but not the emails. A recent hard disk failure
and loss of data has concentrated my mind
on the problem, so I hope you can help.

Ian Rutter

PCW replies > An easy and free way to back
up Outlook Express files is to find its Store
Folder and add this location to your normal
backup routine. Select Tools, Options,
Maintenance, Store Folder and copy the

Letter of the month
Help for the hard of hearing >
I have hearing problem which means I
can no longer use a speech telephone.
Email is very useful for people in my
position, and my wife and I sometimes
keep in touch by texting each other on
mobile phones. Many organisations list a
textphone number, but not an email
address, for the benefit of people who
cannot use a speech telephone. I am
therefore considering acquiring a
textphone, but the available devices are not satisfactory.

The largest display available is only 160 characters, which is
insufficient for anything more than a very simple conversation.
One model can be connected to a computer so the conversation
is displayed on the monitor, but the associated software is so out
of date that it won't work with Windows XP. This rules out my
present computer. Textphones communicate at a baud rate of
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When were you last

in touch

Talkingtext works with a range of modems

300, but I don't know of any modem
which can be set to this. This modem
incompatibility appears to be the reason
software which would make a computer
emulate a textphone isn't available.
Communication technology is advancing
by leaps and bounds, so would someone
please sort this one out.

Les Pook

PCW r' plies It might be worth having a look at Talkingtext.
This is a PC textphone emulation package compatible with
Windows 95/98/ME/XP and a wide range of modems. You can
use it to send or receive messages from any textphone device.
It costs just £29, and a 10 -day free trial is available at
www.talkingtext.net.
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directory string you're presented with (see
screenshot 1). Paste this string into Explorer
and you'll see all your Outlook Express mail
files that you can backup to your chosen
media. To restore these files from a back up,
use Outlook Express' File, Import, Messages
command. Choose Outlook Express 6, hit Next
then check the 'Import mail from an 0E6
Store directory'.

Woof woof >
PC security. What a dog's breakfast. My
guess is that most people in a domestic
setting are operating PCs that are wide open
to intrusion. They might have one program
installed and think that covers it. And
it should. They don't read computer
magazines in the same way they don't read
car maintenance mags, so they do not know
the whole confusing story. And why should
they? My neighbour down the road just
wants to send and receive emails with a bit
of Internet surfing thrown in. She needs a
single first-class package that she can install
to cover everything - all the security issues
covered and test programs included. No
complex, unintelligible configuring. No
multiple programs that overlap and/or
conflict. One install. One price. One
renewal fee. No worries. Job done.
Come on chaps, get it together!

Brian Ellis

TFTs? No thanks >
I am a young computer fanatic, and I love to
keep my computer up to date in every way,
but why does everybody insist on having a
TFT monitor? I currently have a flat -screen
Samsung 753DFX 17in CRT, and I have just
ordered a flat -screen liyama Pro454 19in
CRT from Ebuyer for a shade over £170
including VAT and carriage. When I was
considering what I would like for a new
monitor, I went to PC World and, even
with £50 off, the cheapest reasonable TFT
monitor was a Samsung for £300. For this
price you could get a 21in CRT from many
decent manufacturers.

I believe unless you are short on space, a
CRT is better for games - I have tried a TFT
and the picture quality was worse. I also
think that buying Windows XP is a waste of
time. I have Windows ME on my computer,
which is cheaper and almost as good. By not
buying XP and a TFT monitor when I built
my PC I saved around £275. I rest my case
for the slightly less desirable computer.

Paul Davies

Short waves >
I've read a number of Barry
Fox's articles over the years
and always agreed with him,
but in his article on power
line telecoms (PLT) (April
2004) the use of the phrase
'...who needs short wave

TFTs can add to the price of
your system, but is it worth it?

PERSONAL

WORLDI

radio except for a few radio hams behaving
like Tony Hancock...' made me wonder.

A friend with a PhD in data-comms
assures me that PLT will (regardless of
interference) rapidly become a shambles
when it moves from small-scale trials to
full implementation, so I take some comfort
from that, but there is one aspect which
never seems to get mentioned.

Barry uses the phrase 'the longest aerial in
the UK', without mentioning that aerials
receive as well as they transmit. So when the
rather more than a 'few radio amateurs' in
this country fire up their transmitters, the
potential for corrupted/missed packets
would surely slow the service to a crawl?

In Europe, the PLT provider from one
country has received so many complaints
of interference that it is allegedly threatening
to sue its National Radio Amateurs'
Association for running a campaign of
speculative complaints and, allegedly, even
threatening to sue those who complain.

While 1Mbit transfer rates sound good
now, in five years' time they could be almost
an irrelevance. The cable companies have
already stated their intention to increase
their data rates through their fibre every
time BT ups its data rates through its copper,
and I would guess that fibre has rather
more 'headroom' than PLT. Could we
eventually see the ironic situation where the
Monopolies Commission (at the behest of
BT) asks the cable companies to unbundle
their local loop?

If PLT is set to be such a sure-fire success,
why did automated meter reading fall flat on
its face? If they couldn't reliably manage to
interrogate electricity meter readings via the
mains at low data rates, what chance does
1Mbit PLT have? Hopefully PLT will (like the
dotcom boom) turn out to be a busted flush,
but it took quite some time for dotcom
investors to see sense, so we may have to
abandon the short waves for some time.

David Reynolds

Fight the spam >
Up until two weeks ago I was plagued with
spam. I, like many others, had tried various
anti-spam programs with either limited
success or, in one case, a fivefold increase in
received junk. The problem with most
anti-spam programs is that you end up
downloading the spam from your ISP. I knew
it was possible to set filters on my emails
with my ISP (www.tIscall.co.uk), but I didn't

really understand how they
worked. I looked at the To, From
and Cc boxes on the spams I was
receiving and one thing that
struck me was very few of the
spams I received were addressed
exclusively to me. So I set up two
filters on my ISP email, which
are as follows: if To: is not
[my_email@address] then

discard the message, and if Cc:
contains [my_email@address] then
discard the message.

Can PLT really be a success?

The reasoning behind the second filter is
that a lot of amateur spammers seem to Cc the
same people each time. You would have to
look at your spam to see who the common
Ccs are. That's all I've done, and my spam has
been reduced to about five per day from up to
40 per day. I'm not claiming that these two
filters will block all your spam, but I'm sure
many people don't bother with these filters.

Steve Simpson

Clarification > In the Home Video Editing
software group test (PCW February 2004),
the following factual errors were made in the
review of Pure Motion Edit Studio 4. We
reviewed the download version 4.0.3 (£59
inc VAT), not, as implied by the review price,
the full boxed version (£89.99 inc VAT)
which includes the MpegXS plug-in (valued
at £19.99 inc VAT) and a printed manual.
The Mpeg XS plug-in adds support for
mpeg 1 and mpeg2 export formats.
 Route tracer paths can be edited.
 The features table entries for Chroma key
and third -party effects plug -ins support
were incorrect - Edit Studio 4 has full
support for both these features.
 The features table entries for supported
video/audio input formats omitted the
Quicktime and wma input formats and the
wma audio input format. These formats are
not enabled in the standard download
package, but can be enabled by free
downloads from the Pure Motion website.
 Our comment that toppings are not
explained in the help file was factually
incorrect, but we did find it very difficult to
locate this information.

We apologise for these errors and for any
confusion caused. We would also like to
clarify our comments about Edit Studio's
storyboard/timeline functionality. Although
you cannot edit items on the timeline that
are also being edited on the storyboard, you
can add extra media items to the timeline
while keeping the storyboard active.

(Unless otherwise stated, letters sent to the
editor, PCW team or contributors will be
considered for publication. Letters may be
edited for clarity or length. Views expressed are
those of the author and not necessarily those of
the editorial team. If you wish your letter to be
considered for the monthly prize, please include
a full postal address for delivery. An email

\\!rldress alone is not sufficient.
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Audio Heritage - Sound Innovaton
Who says your speakers have to be functional little black boxes.
The range of I-Trigue speakers from Creative strike the perfect
balance between dramatic performance and innovative design.
Whether connected to your MP3 or CD player or providing stunning
audio for your notebook or PC, I-Trigue Speakers will rock your
senses! Check out the full range at:
www.europe.creative.com/speakers CREATIVE'
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Kewney @ large Columns

Get ready for a
plague of hype

Guy Kewney predicts some profile -raising activities
as companies try to sell their shares to the public

guyk@pcw.co.uk

ver the next three months, you can expect
to read some astonishingly enthusiastic
comments on an amazingly dull bunch of
companies that make really uninteresting
high-tech products. The reason is simple.

All the venture capitalists, encouraged by rising share
prices, are trying to `implement the exit strategy' - or pull
their money out, as you and I might say.

More often than not, the first clue you get that a
company is planning to go public with its shares is when
`profile' articles start appearing. They work like this: A PR
company rings a journalist. 'I don't know whether you're
interested, but the CEO of a rather interesting
American/Chinese/Russian company will be in London
next week. It looks like the sort of outfit you'd be
interested in.'

Then the CEO, who normally refuses to answer the
phone to anybody under the rank of chief technical
officer, 'makes some time available' and buys the
journalist lunch.

During this lunch, all sorts of
fascinating details about the
technology behind the company, and
the rival companies, are revealed.

An article swiftly appears praising
the company and enthusing about
its future.

The shares go public.
Those in the know shake their heads

sadly, and invest their money in bonds.
The thing is, until the end of 2003,

most PC companies looked like dead
ducks from an investment point of view. Big venture
capitalists had sunk large sums into them three years ago,
in the expectation of seeing their investment treble in six
months - only to discover that they owned a substantial
share of the square root of nothing at all, and couldn't
sell the shares at any price.

Now, with the revival in the market for PCs, there's a
window of opportunity; find a sucker, shift the shares,
and run before the market collapses again. And so you're
finding that at technical conferences and conventions,
the 'elevator pitch' is becoming a bigger highlight than
the technical seminar.

Two or three of my friends are now venture capitalists,
and I'd like to assure you guys (you know who you are!)
that when I say: 'All venture capitalists are b*****s' I don't
mean you. But in general, they are power -mad, money -
obsessed, and surprisingly unintelligent - and with the
scruples of a vulture.

I know times have been hard for the past three years,
but that doesn't excuse some of the unprofessional

behaviour I've witnessed in high tech sector. I've seen
people disclose their secret business plan to a venture
capitalist doing 'due diligence', only to find that said
venture capitalist has passed every scrap of data over to
the dominant company in that industry. I've seen people
find secondary sources of finance at half the interest rate
the venture capitalist was asking, only for the venture
capitalist to threaten to wind up the company, rather
than let anybody else share in the profit. And I've seen
perfectly good companies wound up, because some
egomaniac in finance wanted to prove that he was 'in
charge' and that he wasn't going to be told what to do by
the founder of the company, even if the founder knew
what he was doing, and the venture capitalist didn't.

These people, when trying to get their funds out of a
company, make used -car sales executives look like George
Washington, who could not tell a lie. They will claim
their protégé corporations are capable of being the next
Microsoft, the next Intel and the next Cisco all rolled into
one. They'll commission 'market research' from needy

consultants, saying, literally, 'Get us

'When trying to
get funds they
make used -car
sales execs look

like George
Washington'

some figures which show this market
growing at 250 per cent a year for the
next four years.'

Needing good news to write,
journalists often fall for this, and praise
start-ups, refinancings, and takeovers,
which should carry a stark red warning
label saying: `Bargepole contact only!'

My judgement is simple: in most
computing sectors, there is going to be a
huge growth in the number of people

using or buying products and services. But at the same
time, the prices charged for these products and services is
going to plummet.

I dare say, an awful lot of us in the computer sector will
carry on working, and getting paid; but the trend is clear:
work longer and harder, but get paid less. Profits in PCs are
not going up, and neither is product quality. More and
more, you will find that the hardware you buy is built 'to a
price' and components will bum out after a few months,
leaving you with a metal shell with 'no user -serviceable
parts' inside and, quite probably, only a bankrupt supplier
to complain to. I can't say, in a public arena, which
companies I expect will go bust or get swallowed, but the
economic recovery is shallow, and simply won't refloat
some of the beached hulks out there. Some of them only
appear to be floating because they're stuck in mud. If the
tide does come in, they'll fill with water.

Hence the need to hype. Hype always happens, of
course. I just thought you ought to be aware, there's
going to be an absolute plague of it in the next quarter. IN
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Searching for a
streaming solution

Gordon Laing hopes that home media streaming will
become a reality, if the big names can get it right

allelujah! Microsoft has finally admitted
what enthusiasts have known for ages:
that with the right software the Xbox
games console can make a fantastic home
media player. At this year's Consumer

Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas, Microsoft announced
its Windows Media Center Extender technology which,
with the help of new network appliances, will allow you
to stream videos, photos and music from your PC to TVs
in your home. The good news is that Microsoft is also
going to deliver a software title which will allow the
Xbox to become such an appliance. The bad news is
you'll need a PC running Windows XP Media Center.

This is the latest in a long line of announcements
which bring a warm smile to your face, before slapping it.
Sony's Roomlink network media appliance was another
product which sounded great until you were told it only
worked with Vaio PCs. Fine if you own a Vaio, but you're
not going to invest in another PC just so you can use a
particular company's network player.

It's the same situation with Windows
XP Media Center. Don't get me wrong,
I love its user interface, which has to
be one of the slickest takes on a home
entertainment PC yet. In fact, I'll go as far
as to say I'd be first in line to buy a copy
and upgrade my existing Windows XP
Professional system. After all, I've got a
PC with plenty of spare disk space which
could double -up as a media server. But
that's not allowed. Windows XP Media
Center Edition is only available on pre
configured PCs to ensure 'the best user experience', which
means you can't buy a copy like an earlier Plus -Pack, even
if you're willing to accept installation hassles.

Consequently, by releasing products which require a PC
running Windows XP Media Center in the background,
Microsoft is effectively telling most people they'll also need
to buy a new computer to use them. The ironic thing is that
the kind of people who are into media streaming already
have a significant digital collection, and most likely a
significant investment in one or more decent machines too.
These people are unlikely to shell out on yet another PC.

There isn't any voodoo behind streaming media over a
network. It's just that Microsoft and Sony demand you
invest in their products too, just to get hold of the software
to make their respective appliances work. I understand
they want to sell their other products, but surely by
allowing the streaming software to run on any PC, they'd
then have a greater audience for their appliances.

It's not rocket science. Network media players from the
likes of Pinnacle, Slim Devices and Linksys are supplied

with utilities to stream content from almost any PC; Slim
even lets anyone download it for free to try out. Indeed
if you're after a quick demonstration of how simple
streaming can be, just open a media file stored on PC over
a network using something like Microsoft's Media Player;
it works seamlessly. But if you want to use Sony's or
Microsoft's forthcoming media appliances, you'll also
need to buy into their PCs.

It's precisely these draconian limitations which
encourage people to look for workarounds. One of
the most impressive is the Xbox Media Player project,
now updated to the slicker -looking Xbox Media Center.
This is an open -source media player for the Xbox which
allows it to decode all manner of video and audio
formats, whether stored locally on the console's hard disk
or streamed from a PC. As an uncertified piece of software
you'll need a modified Xbox to run it, but this process
can be carried out by enthusiasts, or you can buy
pre-modded units for less than most network media
appliances, and it'll play games and DVDs. Go to

www.xboxmediaplayer.de for details.
A quick browse around forums reveals

modified appliances offering far greater
flexibility and performance than what's
currently available, while not tying you
into specific platforms either. Another
great example are the numerous
modifications you can perform on a Tivo
PVR. By fitting a special network card,
you could tweak the settings for better
quality, download listings over
broadband, remotely schedule recordings

'Power users,
fed up with

what's currently
available, develop

their own, far
superior solutions'

using a web browser and even extract the mpeg2 video
from the Tivo into your PC and onto a DVD for archiving.
It's this kind of powerful functionality and lack of platform
restrictions which power users want, and equally it's the
same power users who, fed up with what's currently
available, develop their own, far superior solutions. I for
one am a convert to using my Xbox as the front end for
viewing the video housed on my perfectly normal PC.

It's still early days for media streaming in the home,
but as companies such as the BBC talk about housing
their archives on peer -to -peer systems, an increasing
number of people will find themselves with PC -based
video collections they'd like to view more comfortably.

The industry seems to agree that downloading
media onto a back -room PC and streaming it to
players throughout the home is the answer, I just
wish the solutions from big names weren't so
proprietary. Certainly until they become more open
and compatible, and work with my existing kit, I'll be
sticking to the modifications.
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Acer TravelMate C300

With mobile power users permanently on the move, true portability means bringing advance features into the
hands of business professionals. Featuring revolutionary , a large rotating
screen, full-sized keyboard and all the benefits of tablet technology, the series is ideal for
self-employed and professional users from Small, Medium and Large Corporations looking for a fully flexible
notebook coupled with the efficiency and convenience of electronic ink and character recognition for daily work.

Display 14.1"

Acer TravelMate C302XMi
f1526mc VAT

£1299fx VAT
Intel® Pentium® M Processor at 1.60GHz,

Microsoft® Windows® XP Tablet PC Edition,
60GB, 512MB (2*256), DVD-RW (Dual),
14.1 "TFT with Digitised overlay, Modem,

Wired/VVireless LAN, Bluetooth, EMR Stylus Pen.

Acer recommends Microsoft' Windows® XP Tablet PC Edition
for Mobile Computing.

 Intel® Centrino'" Mobile Technology

- Intel® Pentium® M Processor at 1.60GHz

- Intel® PRO/Wireless Network Connection 802.11b

- Intel® 855GME Chipset

 Microsoft® Windows® XP Tablet PC Edition

 14.1 XGA TFT LCD 1024 x 768 pixels, 16.7 million colours

 Integrated 3D AGP with DVMT technology, DualView- support

 512MB (2*256MB) DDR RAM, upgradeable to 2GB upon availability

 Audio system with built-in speaker and microphone

 60GB ATA/100 HDD with Disc Anti -Shock Protection (DASP)

 Internal DVDRW (Dual) drive

 2 x USB 2.0 ports, IEEE1394 port, ethernet port, modem port,

external VGA Port, microphone jack, headphone jack,

infrared port, type II PCMCIA CardBus slot,

100 -pin port replicator connector, DC -in jack for AC adaptor

 Approx. 6.5 hours battery life, 1.5 hours rapid charge,

3.5 hours charge -in -use

 Approx. 2.74kg

 Built-in touchpad pointing device with ergonomic

buttons and 4 -way integrated scroll key

 Wired and Wireless 802.11b LAN

 1 year Collect and Return warranty including

International Travellers Warranty

The colour handheld digital assistant provides more than enough
processing power, versatility, and convenient USB connectivity to provide
comprehensive organization and blistering entertainment while on the move.

Acer n10

Acer n10 Intel® PXA255 Processor at 300Mhz,

Microsoft® Windows® Pocket PC 2003,

64MB SD RAM, 32MB Flash, 3.5" TFT, 2 years collect and return warranty

Pricing Effective From 6th March 2004 till 6th April 2004 3CoL



Acer Aspire 2000

Acer recommends Microsoft° Windows° XP.

 Intel® Centrino' Mobile Technology
- Intel® Pentium® M Processor from 1.40GHz
- Intel® PRO/Wireless Network Connection 802.11b
- Intel® 855GM Chipset

 Microsoft® Windows® XP Home
 512MB (2x 256MB) DDR RAM (upgradable to 2GB upon availability)
 40GB / 60GB Hard Disk drive

Acer TravelMate 240

Acer
f1291 INC VA'

£1099Fx VAT
Intel® Pentium® M Processor 1.40GHz,

Microsoft' Windows® XP Home,
40GB, 512MB DDR (2x 256MB), 15.4" WXGA TFT,

64MB VRAM, CD-RW+DVD Combo,
Modem, Wired & wireless LAN

Intel® Pentium® M Processor 1.60GHz,
Microsoft' Windows® XP Home,

60GB, 512MB DDR (2x 256MB), 15.4" WXGA TFT,
64MB VRAM, DVDRW (Dual) Modem,

Wired & wireless LAN

 DVD/CDRW Combo drive or DVDRW
 ATI® RADEON° 9200 64MB DDR-VRAM
 Li -Ion battery with average 6 hours battery life
 Wide Display: 15.4" WXGA+TFT 1280 x 800 pixels,

16.7 million colours
 1 year Collect and Return warranty including

International Travellers Warranty

Acer recommends Microsoft° Windows° XP Professional
for Mobile Computing.

 Mobile Intel® Celeron® Processor up to 2.80GHz
 Microsoft® Windows® XP Home or

Microsoft' Windows® XP Professional
 Built-in 10/100 ethernet and 56kb/s V.90 modem
 Li -Ion battery with average 3 hours battery life
 14.1" or 15" display options.*
 256MB DDR RAM (upgradable to 2GB upon availability)
 20 GB/ 30GB Hard Disk drive
 Integrated 1.44MB, 3.5" Floppy Disk drive

on selected models
 24x CD-ROM or 8/4/24/8x CD-RW+DVD Combo drive
 1 year Collect and Return warranty including

International Travellers Warranty

Acer TravelMate 243XCe

Mobile Intel® Celeron® Processor at 2.50GHz,
Microsoft® Windows® XP Home,

20GB, 256MB DDR, CD-RW+DVD Combo,
No FDD, 14.1" TFT, Modem/LAN,

Acer TravelMate 246XC
f805.NC VAT

£685tx
Mobile Intel® Celeron® Processor at 2.80GHz,

Microsoft' Windows® XP Professional,
30GB, 256MB DDR, CD-RW+DVD Combo,

14.1" TFT, No FDD , Modem/LAN

Ater Bluetooth
Acer Bluetooth mini USB Dongle Classl
 100 Metre Coverage (Class 1)
 Bluetooth 1.1

Acer Bluetooth USB Dongle Class2
 10 Metre Coverage (Class 2)
 Bluetooth 1.1

Acer Bluetooth Headset
 For use with Bluetooth enabled phones only.



Acer Aspire 1705SMi
£1499 INC VAT

f1276Ex VAT
Intel® Pentium® 4 Processor 3.06GHz,

Microsoft' Windows® XP Home,
512MB DDR, 120GB, DVD-RW, 17" SXGA,

128MB nVidia GeForce FX Go5600, Modem,
Wired & wireless LAN

Acer Aspire 1700
Business Panorama

Acer recommends Microsoft° Windows° XP.

 Intel® Pentium®4 Processor up to 3.06GHz

 Microsoft® Windows® XP Home
 56kb/s V.90 modem
 Built-in 10/100 LAN & Wireless LAN.*
 17"SXGA Display
 512MB DDR RAM (upgradeable to 2GB upon

availability)
 80GB or 120GB Ultra ATA-100 Hard Disk drive
 Integrated 1.44MB, 3.5" Floppy Disk drive,

CD-RW+DVD Combo Drive or DVD-RW*

 Li -Ion battery with average 1.25 hours battery life
1 year Collect and Return warranty including
International Travellers Warranty

Acer Aspire 1703ESC
£1099,. VAT

f 935 EX VAT

Intel® Pentium® 4 Processor 2.60GHz,
Microsoft' Windows® XP Home,

512MB DDR, 80GB, CD-RW+DVD Combo,
17" SXGA, Modem/LAN

Acer Projectors - The Future of Digital Imaging

Acer PD321
0761. VAT

£1499 F X VAT

DLP, XGA (1024x768) resolution, 1100 Ansi lumen,

2000:1 contrast, 34db noise, 0.99Kg,

2000 hrs lamp life, Keystone correction

41140-411a0

Acer PD110

DLP, SVGA (800x600) resolution, 1100 Ansi lumen,

1500:1 contrast, 32db noise, 2Kg, 2000 hrs lamp life,

Keystone correction

Pricing Effective From 6th March 2004
till 6th April 2004
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Acer Monitor LCD
An Exceptional Point of View

VALUE LINE
AL1714 - LCD 17"
A Vision for
Performance
Up -grade your PC system with this reliable
solution to render the ergonomic benefits of LCD
technology. The slim and compact design
liberates the workplace transforming the
computing area into a modern work or
entertainment area. The is the ideal
solution for the home or office PC users requiring
a smart interface with broader viewing angles.

 17" TFT-LCD
 Resolution 1280 x 1024
 Brightness 370 cd/m2
 Contrast Ratio 350:1
 Viewing angle 160°

PRESTIGE LINE
Acer AL1751WM
17" A Wide Format for
a Digital Future
The new AL1751WM 17" widescreen
delivers the ultimate visual experience for
true entertainment and efficient work
performance within one compact and
stylish design. The intelligent display
features a 16:9 screen format with
ultra -brightness and broad viewing angles.

 17" Widescreen TFT-LCD
 Resolution 1280 x 768
 Brightness 450 cd/m2
 Contrast Ratio 600:1
 Viewing Angle 170°
 Response rate 25ms

£429,. VAT

f365 EX VAT

Purchase the AL1751WM and get
a FREE AX120 TV Tuner

LINE
AL2021M - TFT LCD 20"
20" Multimedia TFT
The new AL2021M delivers the ultimate
visual experience for true entertainment and
efficient work performance within one
compact and stylish design. The intelligent
display features a 1600 x 1200 resolution
with ultra -brightness and broad viewing
angles

Pricing Effective From 6th March 2004 till 6th April 2004
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 20" Multimedia TFT-LCD
 Resolution 1600 x 1200
 Brightness 250 cd/m2
 Contrast Ratio 600:1
 Viewing Angle 170°
 Response rate 20ms

 Response time 14ms
 VESA Wall Mounting Supported (75mm)
 3 year warranty
 ISO 13406-2 certified
 TCO '99

 Digital (DVI-D) and Analogue
 Silver Metallic Sleek design
 S Video & Composite
 External power supply
 3 year warranty
 TCO '99

 Digital (DVI-D) and Analogue
 Silver & Black Sleek design
 Internal power supply
 3 year warranty
 TCO '03

www.acer.co.uk
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Acer Aspire 1500
Speed up the future
The Acer Aspire 1500 series is designed for employees in small
and medium businesses, and for the self employed professional,
looking for a very powerful, , HyperTransporr-driven
workplace to outperform the competition while on the move,
and who wants true-to-life digital entertainment at home,
supported by high -end Radeon video performance.

Acer recommends Microsoft® Windows® XP.

404,14Rwsroororto.,

 AMD Athlon- 64 Processor 3000+ featuring AMD PowerNow!"
and HyperTansport" Technology.

 Microsoft' Windows® XP Home
 15.0" XGA or 15.0" SXGA+ TFT Display
 512MB DDR-RAM (max. 2048MB)
 40/60GB HDD
 ATI® Mobility RADEON" 9600 with 64MB
 CD-RW+DVD Combo or DVD-RW
 Connectivity: 802.11g WLAN, 10/100/1000 LAN,

56K Modem, Acer InviLink"
 4x USB 2.0 Ports, Firewire (IEEE 1394), S -Video Output,

3 -in -1 Card -Reader, Infrared (FIR)
 1 year Collect and Return warranty including

International Travellers Warranty

Acer MP3 + Radio Flash Stick 128MB/256MB

1:100

From f100 INC VAT
From f 85x VAT

 Acer MP3 Flash Stick 128MB or 256MB,
 Flash Stick with MP3, WMA player with

FM Radio and Voice recoder function,
LCD Display,

 5 Band Equalizer incl. AAA Battery
and Earphone

Acer Aspire 1501LMi
f1 1 99iNc VAT

f 1020FX VAT
AMD Athlon- 64 Processor 3000+,
Microsoft' Windows® XP Home,

60GB HDD, 64MB ATl® M9600, 512MB (2x 256MB), 4x DVD
(Dual), 15.0" TFT, Modem, Gigabit Ethernet LAN,

802.11g, 3 -in -1 Card Reader,
Li -Ion Battery,

spire
£ 9991NC VAT

£ 850 EX VAT

AMD Athlon- 64 Processor 3000+,
Microsoft® Windows® XP Home,

40GB HDD, 64MB ATI® M9600, 512MB (2x 256MB),
CD-RW+DVD Combo,15.0" TFT, No FDD, Modem,

Gigabit Ethernet LAN, 3 -in -1 Card Reader,
Li -Ion Battery,

Acer USB 2.0 Flash Stick 128MB/256MB/512MB

 Available in 128MB or 256MB or 512MB
 USB 2.0/1.1 support, 8 MB/s read speed,

7MB/s write speed,

 no extra driver required
(except Win98)

From f 49 INC VAT
From f 58Ex VAT

www.acer.co.uk
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'\\tiands: Tech Supplies St Hellier 01534 722452 richardatech.coje  TH Coleboume Isle of Man 01624 673482 salesOcolebourne.com  Waltons Isle of Man 01624 614536 salesawaltons.com

* Denotes dependant upon configuration
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. Prices correct at date of publication. Errors and omissions are
accepted. These systems are subject to availability In respect of Third Party Products, the customers should only be
entitled to the benefit of any warranty or guarantee given by the Third party manufacturer. Acer, the Acer logo,
Celeron', Centrino-, Inter Centrino'" logo, TravelMate, Venton, and AcerPower are registered trademarks of Acer
Inc Microsoft*, Windows* , Microsoft* Windows* 2000 Professional, and Microsoft* Windows' NT are registered
trademarks of Microsoft.' Corporation*. All other brands and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks
of their respective companies. All sales subject to Acer resellers' standard terms and conditions (available upon request).
Optional item prices are only valid if purchased with an Acer system. *Denotes dependant on model. 0 2002 Advanced

, Micro Devices, Inc. All rights reserved. AMD, AMD Arrow logo, AMD Athlon, AMD PowerNow!, and relative
combination, and QuantiSpeed" are trademarks of Advanced Micro Devices.

www.acenco.uk

For further information:

www.acer.co.uk
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Don't forget your
Acer monitor.

See page 5

Acer Aspire T130
Vntir Digital World

AMD
Athlon XP

Acer Aspire T120
Your Digital World

Stan  ar specifications

 AMD Athlon- XP Processor 2400+
 Microsoft° Windows' XP Home
 256MB DDR SDRAM
 40GB ATA-100 HDD
 VGA & LAN 0/B
 52x CD-RW & 16x DVD-ROM

Aces T130 brings the digital world to your home. Fully integrated
in an elegant PC, with support to read a large amount of memory cards,
the latest powerful 64 Pro and an attractive set of tools, it
is the PC that gives you easy access to the most common peripheral con-
nections. ..er Aspire I131. will become the center of your digital world.

Acer recommends Microsoft° Windows° XP.

Standard specifications

 AMD Athlon- 64 Processor 3000+
 Microsoft" Windows' XP Home
 512MB DDR SDRAM
 120GB ATA-100 HDD
 Audio & LAN 0/B
 DVD-RW+

 ATI" 9600 128MB VGA +
TV Out

 MS WorkSuite 2003,
 Speakers
 6 in 1 Memory Reader

1 Year Collect and Return warranty

 56K Modem
 6 in 1 Memory Card Reader
 Firewire (IEEE 1394)
 Audio 0/B
 1 year Collect and Return warranty

Acer Aspire1120
f423 iNc VAT

£360Ex VAT
AMD Athlon" XP Processor 2400+,

Microsoft' Windows* XP Home,
40GB 5400rpm, 256MB/333DDR, CDRW & DVD-ROM,

VGA/LAN 0/B, Speakers, Modem, firewire,
6 in 1 Card Reader

Don't forget your
Acer monitor.

See page 5

AMD 43

Athlon

Acer
f734 iNc VAT

£625Ex VAT
AMD Athlon- 64 Processor 3000+,
Microsoft' Windows' XP Home,

120GB, 512DDR SDRAM, DVD-RW+, ATI'9600 128MB VGA
Audio & LAN 0/B, Speakers, Modem, Firewire,

6 in 1 Card Reader
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Straight talking Columns

Disc revolution
on the horizon
Hybrid DVD/CD and dual -layer DVD recording are
the future, says Barry Fox

barryf@pcw.co.uk

lot of what we write about is pigeon step
stuff; exciting but logical progression -a
few more MHz or megabits, larger LCDs
and cheaper Ram and Flash.

The 'tipping points', as futurologists call
them, come every few years. Sometimes they are obvious,
like CD and DVD. Sometimes not; Sony's Walkman was
at first written off as an expensive recorder that did not
record and only worked with headphones. The hard disk
personal video recorder only looked logical after Tivo.

Sometimes the big steps come because technology has
caught up with an old dream. Pulse code modulation was
a pre-war idea. The plan to split the country up into radio
cells so frequencies could be re -used dates back to the 1940s,
but no-one could make it work until the 1980s. Spread
spectrum is equally old. COFDM, the coded orthogonal
frequency division multiplex system that makes digital
TV and ADSL possible, began as an idea for digital radio.
I vividly remember the first time I saw the impossible - full -
motion video from a music CD, thanks to what later
became mpegl, and then mpeg2 and
mpeg4. All these systems had to wait for
huge, but cheap, processing power.

When the bugs are sorted out and
new spectrum opened up, 802.11 Wifi
will change our lives. Given time, 3G
cellular will, too.

So what are the next big steps? The
most likely candidates are blue laser
recording, dual -layer DVD recording
and hybrid DVD/CDs.

The idea of a 'hybrid' disc that works
in a music CD player, CD -Rom drive, DVD-Rom drive,
DVD movie player or DVD-audio player is obviously a
winner - if it works. It allows single -inventory stocking,
which cuts costs and customer confusion.

This is almost what the Super Audio CD (SACD) format
allows. The recent Rolling Stones re -issues and new Sting
album were hybrids that play ordinary CD stereo on a CD
player and surround audio, with higher quality, on an
SACD deck. The disc is pressed with two layers, one at the
standard 1.2mm depth for CD playback and one at the
0.6mm depth used for DVD. A semi -reflective layer lets
the infra -red laser in a CD player see through one layer
and read the other. An SACD player, with DVD red laser,
'knows' it should lock onto the 0.6mm layer unless 'told'
to read the CD player.

This works because an SACD player is designed to
play SACD hybrid discs, and SACDs are designed to play
in SACD players. There is no attempt at compatibility
between SACD discs and existing DVD players. There
can, however, be compatibility between SACD players

and DVD video discs. Virtually all new DVD home
theatre kit from Philips and Sony is based on an SACD
player tailored to play either DVD video discs or SACDs.

The DVD system is bedevilled with bolt-ons. Regional
coding was added at Hollywood's request. DVD recording
was added late against Hollywood's wishes when the
studios were too heavily committed to back out. That's
why there are several different recording formats, none
of them 100 per cent compatible with existing players.

DVD-audio was an afterthought, too, and it suffers
for it. An attempt at making dual -layer hybrid CD/DVDs
failed miserably because playback on existing players
differs from player to player. Some play the CD audio
first; others play the DVD video.

That's why the five major record companies are
experimenting with back-to-back CD/DVD hybrids or
'flippers' called Dualdiscs or DVD Plus discs. A shaved -
down CD, less than the standard 1.2mm thick, is glued to a
shaved -down half-DVD, less than 0.6mm thick. The result
is a hybrid just within the maximum 1.5mm allowed by

the CD and DVD standards. So it should
not jam in slot -load players and it may or
may not keep the player optics in focus,
especially in high-speed Rom drives.

'They are teaching a dog to dance',
said an engineer at an independent lab
in the US, which has been testing
hybrids sold on trial in Boston and
Seattle. 'The dog does dance - but it's
not going to win any prizes.'

Dual -layer DVD blanks work like an
SACD hybrid, with a semi -reflective

layer between two DVD recording layers. Not
surprisingly, given the company's involvement in SACD,
Philips is the prime mover. The first recording format to
get the dual -layer option and double capacity will be
write -once DVD+R. Recorders and blanks are due before
the end of the year. DVD-R is sure to follow. Eraseable
DVD+RW and DVD-RW are harder to modify because
of the lower reflectivity of their phase -change coatings.
DVD-Ram is being superseded by hard disc video.

Existing recorders will need modifying to handle dual -
layer discs. The mods may involve both laser power and
software control. No-one is yet saying which of the DVD
burner drives going on sale this year will be fixable. Bear
this mind when buying a DVD recorder.

The third potential tipping point, blue laser recording, is
coming - faster than you think. A recent breakthrough in
laser manufacture holds the key. The downside is a mess of
different standards that could make the VHS and Betamax
fight look like a schoolyard squabble. Nothing is on sale yet
- in the UK at least - so blue can wait until next month. 

'This could make
the VHS and

Betamax fight
look like a
schoolyard
squabble'
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Changes in the
processor position
Ed Henning wonders about the future of new
processors and how they are developing

he news is that Intel has bowed to the
inevitable and announced plans for 64bit
extensions to its standard x86 processor
instruction set. This means in the long
term a 64bit version of its existing x86

architecture evolving out of the Pentium family. Like
several others, I predicted this nearly two years ago,
because I didn't believe the Itanium 64bit architecture
would be a major success.

Before looking at the reasons for this and the possible
future success of Intel's two 64bit offerings, it is worth
making clear just what the difference is between them.
The first IBM PCs used a 16bit processor from Intel, the
80186. Such a processor operates a set of instructions that
are precisely defined, and it is large collections of these
instructions that make up the software running on a PC.
The original chip was a bit of a hybrid, being really an 8bit
processor with 16bit extensions. The bit -size mainly refers
to the size of the registers in the processor, and therefore
the maximum size of data elements it can handle - this
also affects the range and accuracy of
numerical information it can process.

Larger registers also mean that simple
data can be processed more quickly
and larger amounts of memory can be
used. Speed, efficiency and accuracy are
all generally improved with more bits
per register.

For these reasons, after the 80186 came
the 80286 -a full 16bit processor. A little
later came the 80386 and subsequent
processors, up to and including the
current Pentium family, which have all been 32bit
processors. These processors were all backwards compatible,
so they would run most software written for those earlier
systems. Clearly 8bit and 16bit data items will fit into a
32bit register, and the new systems preserved the earlier
instruction set, adding to it new versions of the instructions
for handling the larger data items.

However, mistakes are made when designing processors
and software is later written either to use these or work
around them. This famously happened, for example, with
high memory addressing on the early 80186 processor and
this meant that future processors had to emulate this error
so existing software would continue to run properly.

How many processors and compromises have there been
in the 20 or more years since the 80186? Quite a number,
and there must come a point when preserving backwards
compatibility becomes counterproductive and progress is
better made by creating a brand new architecture and
jumping straight to that. All software has to be rewritten,
but all that old baggage can be thrown away.

Incidentally, similar arguments apply in software
development, and the mistake of clinging to old software
without a rewrite, instead adding and correcting bits here
and there, I have often referred to as Ashton-Tate
syndrome. If you wonder why Ashton-Tate is no longer
in business, the answer should be easy to guess.

The processor position two years ago was this.
Most agreed that progress required the move to 64bit
processing. AMD held the view that the x86 architecture
could be extended to 64bits, hence the Opteron family; and
Intel decided it was time to move to a new architecture,
throwing away all the baggage, hence the Itanium line of
processors. (There is a 'third way' that I never saw discussed
- to redesign the x86 architecture for 64bits, throwing away
all compromises and baggage, retaining compatibility with
at least recent software and requiring only small changes to
compilers. This will eventually come, I believe.)

The problem for Intel, as I saw it, was that the
argument to move to a new architecture was only
partially convincing, and in making the change the

company did a very bad job.
Most of Intel's previous processors had

been designed by small teams, often led
by one or more gifted individuals. Things
have to change with market conditions,
but the Itanium was designed by
committee and it really shows. There were
many stories coming out of Intel about
bad decisions and compromises through
the years of the extended design process.

My way of understanding hardware
has always been to write software for it,

and I was looking forward to this new architecture from
Intel. But once I started to learn the details, particularly
about possible low-level programming, my reaction was
immediate. I never did proceed to writing anything for
the Itanium - to do so at a low level is just too complex.

Intel might counter by saying that in modern times
such low-level programming is not necessary, but at the
leading edge it always has been and probably always will
be. Intel positions all its processors initially for server and
high -end systems only, but 64bit technology will be
mainstream at some point in the future, and so consider
for example a couple of likely uses of 64bit computing in
the home: live video compression or virtual reality.

You certainly would not write such code in Visual Basic.
You would want to be as close to the metal as possible and
the choice between the Itanium architecture and an
extended 64bit modern x86 system is an easy one. AMD
has been relying on this kind of argument and it seems
that Intel has finally woken up to the reality. And the
future of the Itanium? It doesn't have one.

'How many
processors and
compromises

have there been
in the 20 years

since the 801867

1511
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Komplett Britney PC
SKU: 122435

Let Komplett do the
hard work of building
the PC.

This PC is ready to go

straight out of the box! 499
inc. VAT

GATNWLas Ft 1-1

Gainward GeForce FX 5700
SKU: 122421

More whistles and bells than L129
a tin toy factory!

inc. VAT

Logitech Z-680 Speakers
SKU: 114063

Logitech

THE speakers to blast

all speakers,

there are DA BOYZ!
£26,9in

Medion 15.4" Laptop Eizo 17" LCD L557
SKU: 123892 SKU: 119067

NIEDION

119epT
IntelM processor 1.6 GHz, Radeon 9700,
64MB, 512MB DDR, 80GB hard drive,

DVDR/RW/, Windows XP Home Edition

sEIZIZI
Great value TFT

technology style!
£35c§in

Panasonic PT-AE500E
SKU: 123116

Panasonic
Pour fizzy drinks on

your floor and talk over
the film, badabing,
your own cinema!

1059

JOS MP3-player 512MB
SKU: 122428

Fine looking Swedish music

machine, NOT ABBA! 29.§

Logitech

Logitech Cordless Dekstop
MX Bluetooth
SKU: 121552

Bluetooth is king...
was a king actually! £115

Inc. VAT

Sony CyberShot DSCV1
SKU: 123605

SONY
Sony get it right everytime.

For quality, look no further! £26c§T

24/7 online shopping
at Komplett.co.uk

Prices and specifications are subject to availability and change without prior notice, see www.komplett.co.uk or www.komplettie for updated prices. Prices are correct at the time of going to press. Pictures are representative only. See website for Terms and Conditions.
Komplett are not responsible for errors or omissions in the information published. We reserve the right to cancel any orders. An Order Confirmation is aconfirmation that we have received your order and is not a binding contract.
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Intel Pentium 4
3.0GHz Boxed PC800
SKU: 117322

intel
Faster than an oily

ballbearing falling off
a castor oil sandwich!

15c9in

DVD-RECORDERS
SKU Productname Price Inc. VAT
113523
122610
118986
120532

NEC DVD recorder ND1300 Retail

NEC DVD recorder ND -2500 Bulk, Blk.

LG DVD recorder GSA -4040B Retail

Plextor DVD recorder PX-708UF ext.

DVD/CD MEDIA

£ 64

£ 104
105

£ 255

SKU Productname Price inc. VAT
114802 Panasonic DVD-RAM ldisc 9.4GB £ 8

120467 Datasafe DVD+R media 4,7GB 25 p. 20
119096 Smart Buy CD -R 80min 700MB 10p. £ 2

119660 Datasafe CD -R 700MB 52x 100pieces £ 20

CD -RECORDERS
SKU Productname Price inc. VAT
119289 MSI CD recorder 52x/32x/52x £ 25
119437 Samsung CD recorder 52x/32x/52x £ 26
115295 LG CD recorder 52x/32x/52x 35

118028 Plextor CD recorder 52x/32x/52x 81

PowerColor Radeon 9800
PRO 128MB Retail
SKU: 120304

Co
Graphics that will slap
you off your chair and
kick you in the
stomach!

16cpin

AMD PROCESSORS
SKU Productname Price inc. VAT
123026
116244
121193
116245
116242
122811
120919
123016

AMD Athlon XP2400+ 2.0 GHz

AMD Athlon XP2500+ 1.833 GHz
AMD Athlon XP2600+ 1.917 GHz

AMD Athlon XP2800+ 2.083 GHz
AMD Athlon XP3000+ 2.167 GHZ
AMD Athlon 64 3000+ 2.0 GHz
AMD Athlon 64 3200+ 2.0 GHz
AMD Athlon 64 3400+ 2.2 GHz

50

£ 57

£ 64
E 85

£ 115
£ 159

203
£ 303

INTEL PROCESSORS
SKU Productname Price Inc. VAT
118900
120934
117321

114261
118901
123629
116447
121360

Intel Celeron 2.6 GHz Boxed PC400

Intel Celeron 2.7 GHz Boxed PC400
Intel Pentium 4 2.8 GHz PC800
Intel Pentium 4 3.06 GHz PC533
Intel Pentium 4 3.2 GHz PC800 Boxed

Intel Pentium 4 3.4 GHz PC 800 Boxed

Intel Pentium 4 Xeon 3.0 GHz PC533

Intel Pentium 4 Xeon 3.2 GHz PC533

MSI DVD-recorder
IDE DR8-A Retail
SKU: 121424

MS'
Floppy disks for the
attention deficit
generation!

£ 60
£ 75
125

£ 169
204

£ 288
364

£ 674

inc. VAT

GRAPHIC CARDS 128MB
SKU Productname Price inc. VAT
120245
118711
121723
121503
121927
120648
121710

119678
119628

Sapphire Radeon 9200SE Atlantis
MSI GeForce FX5200 Retail
Gainward GeForce FX5600 XT

PowerColor Radeon 9600XT
MSI GeForce FX5700 TD128

Gainward GeForce FX5900
Sapphire Radeon 9600PR0 AIW
Abit Siluro GeForce FX5600 ULTRA
Sapphire Radeon 9800 PRO Ultimate Ed

£ 32
£ 44
£ 72

£ 110
£ 117

£ 135
£ 152
£ 166
£ 197

GRAPHIC CARDS 256MB
SKU Productname Price inc. VAT
120322
118630
121797
121722
121421

119629
121500

PowerColor Radeon 9200 Retail
Gainward GeForce FX5200 Retail
MSI GeForce FX5600 XT Retail

Gainward GeForce FX5700 Retail
Sapphire Radeon 9600XT Retail

Sapphire Radeon 9800PR0 Ultimate E.
PowerColor Radeon 980XT Retail

£ 59
£ 69
£ 94

£ 121
£ 123

273
£ 328

Nikon Coolpix 5700
5.0 MegaPixel
SKU: 122461

544
inc. VAT

Nikon
5 megapixels??

I remember when

nobody knew what a

megapixel was!

I am still unsure...

DIGITAL CAMERAS
SKU Productname Price inc. VAT
122423
122580
122426
122376
122582

Kodak EasyShare CX6200 2.0Mpix
HP Photosmart 635 2.0 Mpix
Canon PowerShot A60 2.0 Mpix
Nikon Coolpix 3100 3.2Mpix
Fujifilm FinePix S7000 6.3Mpix

COMPACT FLASH CARDS
SKU
112897
103079
103081
112459
112460

£ 61

102

141

£ 205
£ 487

Productname Price inc. VAT
TwinMOS Compact Flash Card 32MB
TwinMOS Compact Flash Card 64MB
TwinMOS Compact Flash Card 128MB

Crucial Compact Flash Card 256MB
Crucial Compact Flash Card 512MB

MEMORY CARD READERS
SKU

113843
120884
115468
118750
118699

£ 14
£ 16

23

£ 37

£ 37

Productname Price inc. VAT
eMagic PC -Card for SM/MMC/SD/MS 16

USB 2.0 All -in -one card reader

eMagic USB 6 in 1 card reader mini
Trust USB2.0 Direc Access card reader

Olympus MACF-10 adapter for xD card

£ 25
£27'
£ 35
£ 40

PEN-DRIVE/USB MEMORY
SKU Productname Price Inc. VAt
121607 Verbatim USB2.0 Store N Go 64MB
121754 TwinMOS USB2.0 Mobile Disk III 128MB
116566 TwinMOS U5132.0 Mobile Disk 256MB
121610 Verbatim USB2.0 Store' N' Go 512MB
116568 TwinMOS USB2.0 Monile Disk 1024MB

£ 25

£ 27
£ 49
125

£ 183

MP3-PLAYER
SKU Productname Price Inc. VAT
114059
122999
122645
114639
122428
121447
122439

JazPiper Ubit UB128 MP3/Memory

MSI MEGA Stick 256MB MP3/Memory
JazPiper UBit-3 256MB MP3-player
iRiver MP3-player IFP190TC

JOS MP3-player 512MB

iRiver MP3-player iHP-120
Apple iPod MP3-player 40GB

£ 68

£ 85
£104
£158
£ 214

307
£ 387

24/7 online shopping
at Kompleft.co.uk

Prices and specifications are subject to availability and change without prior notice, see www.kom pled co.uk or cr. komplettve for updated prices. Pnces are correct at the time of going to press. Pictures are representative only. See website for Terms and Conditions.
Komplett are not responsible for errors or omissions in the information published. We reserve the right to cancel any orders. An Order Confirrnation is a confirmation that we have received your order and is not a binding contract.
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Upgrade Kit
SKU: 118126

The kits are bundles of

parts that we know

work great together.

Komplett do not build

the parts together, but

you would have been a

bit miffed if your first

lego kit came built wouldn't you? ;-)

So what are you waiting for, get your order in for

one of these kits and build

your dream PC!!! 20
inc. VAT

SKU

118980
119947
120287UPGRADE KITS

SKU Productname Price inc. VAT 122955
112188 Upgr. Kit XP2200+, A7V8X-MX, 256MB £ 125 116911
120878 Upgr. Kit XP2500+ A7N8X-X, 256MB £ 139 121675
115453 Upgr. Kit XP2600+ A7V8X-MX, 512MB £ 161
118126
111923

Upgr. Kit XP3000+ A7V8X-X, 512MB
Upgr. Kit Intel P4 2.8GHz, Abit IS7, 512MB

£ 220
246 CASES

HARDDRIVES
SKU Productname Price inc. VAT
122855 Seagate Momentus 40GB AYA/100
111122 Western Digital Caviar 80GB 8MB Cache
115541 Maxtor DiamondMax Plus 9 200GB

117680 Seagate Barracuda 120GB S-ATA
115561 Maxtor DiamondMax PIus9 160GB S-ATA

118875 Western Digital Caviar 250GB S-ATA

£ 91

£ 51

£ 121
£ 72

£ 94
£ 171

SPEAKERS
SKU Productname Price Inc. VAT
122764
122761
118819

119322
122101
114063

Trust SP -6018 300 W Speaker

Trust 460P Soundforce soundsystem
Logitech Z-640 soundsystem
Altec Lansing soundsystem ACS621

Altec Lansing soundsystem 5100
Logitech Z-680 5.1 soundsystem

WIRELESS
Productname

4

 24
£ 63
£ 89

£ 124
£ 289

Price inc. VAT
3COM Officeconnect Wireless llg
SMC Barricade Wireless G 54 Mbps switch
3COM Wirelss llg Cable/DSL Gateway
SMC EZ Connect G Wireless 64 Mbps

3COM Wireless Bluetooth PC Card

SMC Barricade Broadband Router 4P

£ 39
£ 64
£ 72
£ 77
 78

£ 293

SKU

MAINBOARDS INTEL
SKU Productname Price Inc. VAT

114707

119922
122007
121160

121602 EpoX EP-P4Mki 533mhz, ATA133, VGA, LAN £ 31
122995 MSI K8T NEO-FSR S-ATA GbLAN, ATX £ 74 119922
122992 MSI 865PE NE02-PFISR S-ATA,GbLAN 86 114495
119657 Abit IC7-MAM Firewire, Raid, GbLAN, ATX £ 141

MAINBOARDS AMD
SKU Productname Price Inc. VAT

119666 EpoX EP-8KMM3i KM400,ATA133, LAN

121703 EpoX EP-8K9A7i KT400A AC97,USB2.0

117577 MSI K7N2 DELTA -L Ultra400 LAN, nForce2

117213 Abit NF7-S V2.0 S-ATA nForce2-SPP

Logitech

Logitech Cordless
Desktop Comfort
SKU: 121543

Like your comfort but

still demand style.
Here you go! £5

£ 37

£ 35
51

£ 74

inc. VAT

Productname Price inc. VAT
Q-Tec Midi Tower ATX6023MD Silver

Chieftec Matrix Big Tower w/door Blue
AC Ryan Acrylic Case - UV, Green Midi

Thermaltake "Skull" Xaser Ill Midi Tower
Shuttle SS51G Barebone PC S478

MSI MEGA PC Barebone PC 5478

£ 39
 78

79

£ 112
£ 78

168

SCANNERS
SKU Productname Price Inc. VAT
123259
116950
119984
119982
118754
117022

Mustek USB2.0 Be@Paw 2448CU Pro

Canon CanonScan Lide 50

Canon CanoScan 5000F

Canon CanoSCan 8000F

Canon CanoScan 990F

Nikon Coolscan LS-40ED

£ 37

£ 81

£ 126
£ 186
£ 309

411

KEYBOARDS/MICE
SKU Productname Price inc. VAT

121557
111061

114743
121545
121550
112765
120445

Logitech Deluxe Access Keyboard

Trust Silverline Direct Access Keyboard
Microsoft Multimedia & Optical Pack
Logitech Cordless Desktop Deluxe Pack
Logitech Cordless Desktop MX

Logitech Marble Mouse
Microsoft Wireless IntelliMouse Leather

£ 12
20

£ 25
£ 34
£ 89
£ 21
£ 47

MEMORY
SKU Productname Price inc. VAT

111362 Crucial PC2700 DDR-DIMM 256MB
117208 Corsair Value S. PC2700 256MB
117212 Corsair Value S. PC3200 512MB

115491 TwinMOS PC3200 512MB w/windbond
118737 Corsair Value S. PC3200 1024MB kit
116120 Corsair TWINX1024 PC3200 1024MB kit

£ 27
28

£ 59
61

 123
£ 191

Western Digital 160GB
SKU: 123124

W Western
seri Digital
160GB of
playground

to live out
your hopes Imoimre omo.

and dreams
in...or play divx,

whichever! £69
inc. VAT

LG 15" LCD L1510T Silver
SKU: 120435

LG Abb.
Free up space from

your destop by
retiring that CRT! £30c9T

MONITORS
SKU Productname Price inc. VAT
1115960 Eizo 15" LCD FlexScan L367 TC0-03

112930 Hansol 17" CRT 730E TC0-99

122389 Samsung 17" LCD Syncmaster 173T

121885 Samsung 19" LCD Syncmaster 193T

117989 Eizo 19" LCD FlexScan L767K

1. 264

£ 85
405

£ 510
£ 715

PROJECTORS
SKU Productname Price Inc. VAT
117177

116147
119988
123116

Panasonic projector PT-AE300E
Infocus projector X1 1000ansi lumen
ASK projector C50 1100ansi lumen
Panasonic projector PT-AE500E

£ 820
£ 938

£ 1173
£ 1050

SOUNDCARDS
SKU Productname Price inc. VAT
112039

108810
120910

118911

Hercules Gamesurr. Musse 5.1

TerraTec SoundSytem DMX6Fire

Hercules Muse Pocket USB 5.1 ext.

TerraTec Producer Phase 26 USB

£ 21

£ 123
£ 35
199

www.komplett.co.uk sales@komplett.co.uk
Fax: 0870 138 3554 Phone: 0870 872 7107

www.komplett.ie
Prices and specifications are subject to availability and change without prior notice. see www.komplettco.uk or wwwkomplettie for updated prices. Prices are correct at the time of going to press. Pictures are representative only. See website for Terms and

Conditions. Komplett are not responsible for errors or omissions in the information published. We reserve the right to cancel any orders. An Order Confirmation is a confirmation that we have received your order and is not a binding contract.
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Hardware
43 Evesham Evolution 3.2P PC
44 Toshiba A40 notebook

Samsung X03 notebook

45 Systemax Encore 3102
home theatre PC

Peripherals
46 Onkyo TX-NR801 home

cinema receiver EXCLUSIVE
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wireless keyboard and mouse
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Dantz Retrospect Disk -to -Disk

Onyko's TX-NR801 is a home cinema
receiver with great sound at a good price

PAGE 48

If you want music on the move, then the
Philips HDD060 mp3 player could be for you

PAGE 60

Making notes made easy with the Nokia
SU-1B digital pen

How does Cyberlink's Powerdirector 3 measure up
to Pinnacle's Studio 9? We put them to the test

It's time to put your
feet up and relax, as
this issue we've got

everything you need for
home entertainment.
First, we have an exclusive
look at Onkyo's TX-NR801
THX home cinema
receiver. It's a great for
pumping out surround sound for movies,
but it also has an Ethernet port for streaming
mp3s around the house. Convergence is a
horrible word, but this product certainly
proves it's on the way.

If portable entertainment is more up
your street then we have Creative's 4GB
Muvo2 and Philips' 1.5GB HDD060.
They're both built using microdrive hard
disks, making them physically a lot smaller
than the current batch of players.

In the hardware section and you'll see
the review of Systemax's Encore 3102 home
theatre PC, which offers music and movie
playback. It looks like a hifi component
and is perfect for sliding under a TV.

If you prefer the hands-on approach,
then our components section has the
MSI Mega 180 barebones system, which
Systemax used to build the Encore. We've
also got Shuttle's new XPC Zen barebones
unit. It's the first to use an external power
supply making it virtually silent in
operation. Finally, Dell's W1700 is a
17in LCD TV with monitor inputs.

But all this doesn't mean we're lacking
on other reviews. With the Evesham 3.2P
we have one of the first PCs to use Intel's
new Prescott processor. It has more cache
than the current Northwoods and some
extra multimedia instructions as well.

If like me you get lost easily when
driving, our peripherals section is here
to help. We have a head -to -head of
Viamichelin and Tomtom's latest Palm
navigation software. You might then find
you need a Palm -based PDA to run these
applications, so why not read our Sony Clie
PEG-TH55 review? This is Sony's latest
budget offering and, with Bluetooth and
Wifi onboard, it's got tons of features.

Finally, we have seven pages of software
reviews including Borland's Delphi
Studio for developing Windows and
.Net applications and Cyberlink's
Powercinema 3 to help turn your PC into
an entertainment centre. And for all the
budding Spielbergs out there, we have a two -
page head -to -head comparison of Cyberlink
Powerdirector 3 and Pinnacle Studio 9.

Be sure to come back next month when
we'll be featuring Intel's brand new Dothan
mobile processor, AMD's latest 64bit offering
and a round -up of Bluetooth headsets.

42 MAY 2004 www.pcw.co.uk



Hard disk round -up
We put nine of the latest ATA and Sata
drives on test - turn to page 64

-51110-12.th

Viamichelin v Tomtom
Two GPS navigation tools for Palm
go head -to -head - see page 47

PENTIUM 4 PC

Evesham Evolution 3.2P
As one of the first PCs available to feature the new Prescott
processors, this is fast, well -specified and great value for money

BEST
BUY

COMPUTER
WORLD

The Evesham Evolution
3.2P is one of the first
commercially available

PCs to feature a Prescott
Pentium 4 processor. This latest
addition to the Intel family is
the inevitable successor to the
current crop of processors based
on the Northwood core. It
brings with it a larger cache,
a new set of instructions for
optimising multimedia
performance and the promise
of clock speeds as high as 5GHz.

While the 3.2GHz Prescott
offers a small glimpse of the
future, the remainder of the
system is rather more familiar.
It is housed in the Evesham
splat case -a boisterous design
that does as much for hinting at
the system's hidden power as it
does for alienating the more
conservative PC buyer.

Internally, Evesham has opted
for the MSI 865PE motherboard.
It's a good choice, as its passively
cooled Northbridge helps to
keep overall system noise to a
minimum. Joining this is a
generous 1GB of Ram on

separate 512MB Dimms. These
are installed in a dual -channel
formation designed to reduce
performance bottlenecks.

The rest of the PC is similarly
well decked out. The 256MB ATI
Radeon 9800 Pro graphics card
is a competent workhorse and,
performance -wise, not far
behind its big brother, the 9800
XT. Accordingly, the 3Dmark03
benchmark result of 5,983 was
impressive and the Unreal
Tournament 2003 result of
82fps at a resolution of 1,024
x 768 is solid. But graphics
enthusiasts should note that the
Microland PC (reviewed on
page 114) achieved a superior
3Dmark result with a 128MB
9800 Pro graphics card and an
Athlon 64 3000+ processor
clocked at just 2GHz.

However, more inspiring
results were expected of the
Evolution's core performance.
The 3.2GHz Prescott could
conceivably have been labelled
a Pentium 5. It is the first Intel
processor since the original
Northwood P4 to boast a new

multimedia extension
set - the arrival
of which usually
coincides with a new
generation of Pentium.
Interestingly, Intel's
decision to extend the
Pentium 4 branding
to the Prescott range
may relate to its
less -than -stellar
performance results.

Sysmark 2002
benchmarks revealed it
still has some way to go
before equalling the
muscle provided by
the Pentium 4 Extreme
Edition. The overall
score of 301 is

respectable, but similar figures
can be extracted from standard
Northwood P4s, despite the
Prescott having twice as much Ll
and L2 cache. To the processor's
credit, however, software that
takes full advantage of its new
instruction set has yet to arrive.

In terms of storage, the
Evolution 3.2P is equipped
with a 160GB hard disk and
the excellent LG GSA 4040-B
DVD rewriter. This drive is
capable of writing to both plus
and minus DVD formats, as well
as DVD-Ram. This covers you
for all eventualities in a climate
where a prevailing DVD format
has yet to be established.

A total of six USB2 ports
provide plenty of scope for
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system expansion. Two of these
are at the front of the PC,
alongside microphone and
headphone sockets. Sound is
provided courtesy of the Creative
Audigy 2 soundcard and the
Creative Inspire 7700 speakers.
These provide 7.1 channels of
sound for games and movies.

Display duties are handled
by a sleek Viewsonic VP171S
monitor, which complements
the appearance of the 3.2P's
case. It has a high -quality 17in
screen, with good resilience to
distortion along the horizontal
viewing axis. Although the same
cannot be said for viewing along
the vertical axis at extreme
angles, the VP171S makes up
for this with a height -adjustable
stand and swivel function.

Despite a few minor
disappointments, the Evesham
Evolution 3.2P provides great
value for money at just £1,229 ex
VAT. It may not demonstrate the
performance we had hoped, but
it does offer more power than
most Athlon 64 -based machines,
and should demonstrate its true
potential as new software takes
advantage of its larger cache and
new instructions.

Rory Reid

DETAILS

RRP £1,526.35 (£1,299 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE & PRODUCT
INFORMATION Evesham
0870160 9500 www.evesham.com
SPECIFICATIONS
Windows XP Home  Intel Pentium 4
3.2GHz1MB cache 800MHz (Prescott)
1GB PC3200 DDR  MSI i865PE ATX
motherboard  Inte110/100 Lan 160GB
Sata hard disk (8MB)  LG GSA 4040-B
DVD rewriter  ATI Radeon 9800 Pro
graphics card 256MB DDR  Viewsonic
VP171S17in TFT  Creative Inspire

17700 speakers  Microsoft Works Suite
2004  2yrs on-site,1yr RTB warranty
PROS CPU; hard disk; good value
CONS Prescott processor doesn't
increase performance as hoped
VERDICT
Fast and well -specified, it
provides great value for money

PERFORMANCE *****
FEATURES *****
VALUE FOR MONEY *****
OVERALL ****7A:
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DESKTOP REPLACEMENT NOTEBOOK

Toshiba A40
A reliable, solid performer

5 ome notebooks really
stand out, but there's
little to shout about

with Toshiba's A40. While
there's nothing wrong with it,
this is mundane fare. The A40's
problem is that it offers a
bargain -basement specification
but lacks the price tag to match.

An Intel Celeron processor
running at 2.6GHz drives the
notebook, and it put in a score of
118 in Sysmark 2004. We were
concerned that XP would struggle
with the 256MB of memory,
but this can be upgraded to a
maximum of 2GB. A 30GB hard
disk is a little lacking, but should
provide enough space for most.

One thing you won't be doing
with the A40 is having much fun.
The onboard graphics scraped in
at 112 in our 3Dmark03 test.
There's a CD rewriter and DVD
drive, but the 15in TFT screen is
built for spreadsheets. The usual
connections are in place, with
four USB2 ports and one S -video
for TV. A data and fax modem is
also built in.

The A40 is solidly built,
although there is some give in
the centre of the keyboard. One
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problem is the markings for
extended functions. These have
been set in grey next to black
keys so it's easy to lose sight
of them. The touchpad is
competent but there's no
scroll wheel.

The A40 clocked two hours,
56 minutes of battery life, but at
3.5kg it isn't that portable. At
£749, this notebook is no
bargain but the inclusion of
Microsoft Works 7 adds value.
This would make a reasonable
second computer but there is
better available for the price.

Paul Allen

DETAILS
RRP £749 (£638 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprIces
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Toshiba 0870 444 8943
www.toshlba.co.uk
SPECIFICATIONS
Intel Celeron 2.6GHz  256MB of DDR
Ram  30GB hard disk  10 -speed
CD-RW 8 -speed DVD combination

drive  151n TFT display at 1,024 x 768
 337 x 298 x 37mm (w x d x h)  16bit
stereo speakers  Windows XP Home
 Microsoft Works 7
PROS Solid; performance
CONS It's no bargain
VERDICT
Nothing outstanding, but
It will offer reliability

PERFORMANCE **** *
FEATURES *****
VALUE FOR MONEY ***
OVERALL "****

WIDESCREEN NOTEBOOK

Samsung X30
Good looks and power but at a hefty price

O
ne of the things lacking
in many notebooks is
portability. Samsung's

X30 shows mercy to the biceps
but you'll lose more than a few
pounds sterling carrying it out
of the shop.

The X30 is designed for
entertainment - the pearl -look
case is only 2.4cm thick and its
15.4in widescreen display is well
suited to the latest epic. All this is
reflected in its price tag though,
with the 1.7GHz model costing
£1,899. But then this is a PCW
debut for a Pentium M running
at 1.7GHz in a notebook, so early
models will attract a premium.

Our tests delivered a Sysmark
2004 score of 137. A hard disk
capacity of 80GB should satisfy
most needs, while its 512MB of
memory is enough for Windows
XP. One of Centrino's best
features is its effect on battery
life. Samsung claims you will get
more than four hours from the
X30, and our tests fell only
slightly short of this. The internal
bridge will enable you to pop in a
new battery with the notebook in
standby mode, giving a safety
margin of three minutes.
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The X30 also caters well to
gamers, as the onboard Nvidia
Geforce FX 5200Go card is
good enough for the occasional
gaming session.

One feature that marks out the
X30 is its fingerprint recognition,
which can replace passwords
or encrypt documents.

There's little to quibble with
in terms of quality, although a
DVD rewriter would have been
useful. All that leaves is the cost
which, like a Hollywood starlet,
is dazzling.

Paul Allen

DETAILS
RRP £2,231(£1,899 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/best prices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Samsung 01932 455 000
www.samsungelectronics.co.uk
SPECIFICATIONS
Windows XP Pro  Intel Pentium M
1.7GHz  512MB DDR of Ram  80GB

hard disk  DVD/CD-RW combo drive 
15.4in 1,680 x1,050 LCD  Nvidia
GeforceFX 5200Go 64MB graphics

card  360 x 265 x 23.9mm (w x d x h) 
2.4kg  1yr collect and return warranty
PROS A good all-round entertainer
CONS You'll need deep pockets
VERDICT
Plenty of power and good looks
but this Is a lot of money to
spend on a notebook

PERFORMANCE ** *
FEATURES ***
VALUE FOR MONEY **
OVERALL ***
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HOME THEATRE PC

Systemax Encore 3102
Good hardware and software combine to make this a choice for home theatre beginners

The launch of Windows
Media Center edition
showed that home

theatre PCs are here to stay.
With the Encore 3102, Systemax
uses the MSI Mega 180
barebones (reviewed on page
69) and its own brand of
software to deliver its own
entertainment PC.

It's built using a miniature
case. The front is dominated by a
large, colourful LCD. There is a
large volume dial with a couple
of function keys, memory card
reader slots and basic controls
for the DVD drive. Two USB2
ports, two Firewire and audio
ports remove any need to
scrabble around the back of this
system, which is very important
if it is going to be installed next
to the television.

The back has everything that
you might need for a home
theatre computer. There are dual
monitor outputs, S -video, PS/2,
two USB2 ports, parallel, modem,
S/PDIF and the standard audio
outputs. The TV card also has
S -video and composite inputs.

Inside, things are crowded
but not overly so. An MSI
motherboard based on the

Nforce2 chipset provides
the core for this system, with
an AMD Athlon XP 2800+
providing the raw power.
512MB of Ram backs this up
and gives Windows enough
room to breathe.

Systemax has decided to use
the dual -channel aspect of this
chipset, which means more
power now but greater cost if you
decide to upgrade in the future.

The onboard Nvidia
Geforce4 MX graphics are
used. This provided adequate
performance in our tests,
although it will struggle to play
the latest demanding games.
However, there is a spare AGP
slot if you fancy upgrading.

Storage is handled by a
120GB Samsung hard disk. As
there are bigger devices in the
market, this is a little small,
especially once you start to
record lots of video. There is
no compromise with the Sony
DWU18A DVD +/- RW. Finally,
a TV card takes up the only
PCI slot in the machine.

The widescreen TFT is
excellent for this computer.
It offers much in the way of
connectivity and has a TV input,

so it is possible to record one
channel and watch another.
There are also composite and
component connectors, so you
can connect any existing
equipment you may have.

Booting the computer should
take you straight into MSI's home
theatre software. The styling is
very similar to Windows Media
Center, but there are some
important differences. The feel
is much cleaner and all the
starting options are visible,
rather than the scrolling menu
of Media Center.

Setting up is easy, although
our PC did crash once while
searching for channels.
However, there is more to this
computer than the Windows
Software. It is quite a capable
home entertainment system
on its own. From the power off
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mode, it can play DVDs, CDs,
TV and radio. It can also act
as a Personal Video Recorder.
This makes impulse recording a
viable option as you don't have
to wait for Windows to load. If
you want to edit or view these
videos in Windows, they are
recorded as mpeg2.

The remote control operates
for both of these modes and the
Encore is intelligent enough to
recognise whether it is in
Windows or not. The remote
control is very thin and, at
times, it was hard to be sure if
a button had been pressed, as
there can be a slight delay
before anything happens.

Unfortunately, the Encore
was unable to fully complete
Sysmark 2004, although the
scores of 310 in Internet
content creation and 156 in
office productivity indicate
sufficient power for anything
you might want to do. With a
high score in media handling
this is a very attractive computer
for recording and editing
television programs.

Tim Smith

DETAILS

RRP £1,199 (£999 ex VAT)

BEST PRICE &

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Systemax 08707 297 369

www.systemax.co.uk
SPECIFICATIONS
Windows XP Home  AMD Athlon XP

2800+  512 MB DDR PC3200  MSI
Nforce motherboard  120GB hard disk
 Sony DWU18A DVD/RW+-  Onboard
Geforce4 MX graphics  liyama 17in
C1c71WT LCD TV Videologic

ZXR-550 speakers  Remote control
 Ability Office 2003  1yr on -site
warranty, 2yrs return to base

PROS Software; memory
CONS Hard disk could be bigger
VERDICT
An excellent combination of
hardware and software, the
Encore succeeds where Windows
Media Center edition fails

PERFORMANCE '0/ ;11,

FEATURES 1.t;

VALUE FOR MONEY A*Yk
OVERALL '9k 74'*
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HOME CINEMA RECEIVER

Onkyo TX-NR801
A great price for a quality sound receiver

EXCLUSIVE

0 0 0 0

RECOMMENDED

PERSONAL

COMPUTER
WORLD

Igt 0 *boon *

Don't worry, we haven't
turned into Personal
Hi fl World overnight,

although this is a home cinema
receiver. But it's not just any old
receiver, as it has an Ethernet
port, which it can use to stream
mp3 files around the home.

With this one box - and
what a box it is - you can
get the most out of DVD
movies and stream music from
your PC. One of the first things
you'll notice is the THX-certified
badge on the front of the large
silver chassis. This gives a good
indication of the kind of sound
you can expect.

Swing the box around and
you'll see that it supports 7.1
speaker configurations. Using
6ohm speakers, the TX-NR801E
delivers 135w per channel.
When we had it hooked up to
our speakers and a DVD player,
the sounds was superb for the
price and the equal to many of
the more expensive receivers.

The rear has a large choice
of inputs including seven
S -video and composite, two
component video, three
digital optical audio and three
digital coaxial. Using the
remote it's possible to assign
these inputs to different sources,
such as optical 1 to the DVD.
This makes the Onkyo
TX-NR801 very flexible.

Streaming mp3s involves
installing the Net -Tune server
software. It looks like a very

basic mp3 player and is a
little clunky to use when
creating items such as playlists.
However, once done the
TX-NR801E detected our server
and all of its music.

A track can be selected by
artist, genre, album or playlist
using either the large LCD
on the front of the receiver
or, preferably, a TV screen.
What you can do from the
receiver is basic, but it's dead
easy to use.

For the price this is an
amazing receiver packed full
of high -end goodies.

David Ludlow

DETAILS
RRP £999 (£850.21 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Onkyo 07887 553101
www.onkyo.net
SPECIFICATIONS
7 x 135w channel  THX-certified
 7.1  Ethernet Port  Net -Tune
Central Software  Multifunction
remote control
PROS Flexible; good sound
CONS The mp3 software is a
little clunky
VERDICT
This receiver has everything
you could possibly want, and
more, at a bargain price

PERFORMANCE *****
FEATURES *****.
VALUE FOR MONEY *****
OVERALL *****

PALM PDA

Sony Clie PEG-TH55
A new standard for Palm OS PDAs

5 ony has been using
320 x 480 screens on its
clamshell Giles for some

time, but there's no tiny
keyboard on its new PEG-TH55.
With this svelte black model,
the screen fills the whole of
the case's front, with the four
application buttons relegated
to the bottom edge.

The jog wheel has moved too.
The top edge of the case's rear
may seem like an odd place to
put it, but since that's where the
forefinger falls when the TH55
is held in your left hand, it works
pretty well. The new button and
wheel placements also mean it
can be used without lifting the
smoked plastic screen protector.

The back of the TH55 is
also home to the lens for the
built-in digital camera. Its 640 x
480 images are fine for the odd
snapshot and email, and the
latter task is made easier by the
built-in Bluetooth and 802.11b (a
dual -wireless feature found in the
European and Japanese models).

Sony's Handheld Engine
processor appears in the TH55.
It varies its speed according
to need and, while some
applications can be sluggish,
the processor stretches out the
battery to a working day of
constant use. There's a dedicated
DSP too, which means the TH55
works as well as any Flash -based
mp3 player. The graphics
accelerator chip can display
video from a card in the Memory

Stick Pro slot at 320 x 240 with
30 frames per second.

While you can watch video in
landscape mode, the TH55 only
supports portrait for other
applications, but the new Sony
Organizer makes up for this.
This is a revamped multimedia
version of the standard Palm
applications and supports
embedded images, sounds and
on -screen doodles. There's a
slew of other utilities too,
making this one of the best -
equipped PDAs we've ever seen.

Julian Prokaza

DETAILS
RRP £300 (£255.32 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Sony 020 7365 2934
www.sonystyle.co.uk
SPECIFICATIONS
Palm OS 5.2  Sony Handheld Engine 8
-123MHz  32MB of Ram  32MB of
Rom  320 x 480 screen  Memory
Stick Pro slot  Infra -red, Bluetooth,
802.11b, 3.5mm audio 176g 105 x 89
x18mm(hxw xd)
PROS Great screen; features
CONS Meagre memory; processor
can be sluggish
VERDICT
The PEG TH55 sets a new
standard for Palm OS PDAs -
Pocket PCs should take notice

PERFORMANCE *****
FEATURES *****
VALUE FOR MONEY*****
OVERALL *****
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GPS NAVIGATION FOR PALM

Viamichelin Mapsonic v Tomtom Navigator
Two packages go head to head to offer route maps at your fingertips
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Viamichelin's Mapsonic provides a customisable 3D view, Tomtom also provides 3D view but we prefer the

with adjustable scale standard 2D version

Until recently, if you
wanted GPS (Global
Positioning System)

navigation with turn -by -turn
directions, the only option was
Pocket PC, as Palm OS devices
simply weren't up to the task.
However, with models such as
Palm's T3 offering high -
resolution screens, fast processors
and plenty of memory, PalmOS
is now viable for such a task.
Viamichelin's Mapsonic and
Tomtom's Navigator for Palm are
both available to run on the Palm
T3, taking advantage of the
rotating screen to provide
portrait or landscape displays.

Tomtom's system is the
easiest to set up. It comes on a
memory card with all the roads
for your chosen country - we
tested the UK version - and a
companion CD of major
European roads. You can't, as
yet, buy extra country maps.

Viamichelin's Mapsonic
requires a PC to get going. There
are four CDs covering western
Europe in detail. You have to
install them on your PC and use
the Mapstore software to select
which parts you want to transfer
to the PDA. The level of detail,
including streets or major
routes, also needs to be selected.

It's fiddlier, but you can save
memory by just transferring

over the data you want. Pick a
large area, though, and it'll take
time to sync, as will Tomtom if
you want to add maps that
aren't on the supplied card.

Along with a preloaded
memory card, Tomtom comes
with a choice of wired or wireless
GPS units, which increases the
price. Mapsonic is software only,
although some dealers do bundle
it with a receiver. It works with
any National Maritime
Electronics Association (NMEA)-
compliant GPS unit, and we
tested it using Tomtom's
Bluetooth one, which is about
the size of a pack of 10 cigarettes.

Planning a route with both
systems means searching for
start and destination locations.
Tomtom's software has a built-in
favourites list and home address
setting. But unlike Garmin's Ique
3600 (reviewed in April's issue,
www.pcw.co.uk/products/
1152323) there's no integration
with the Palm address book.
You can set up favourites on
Mapsonic by creating a category
of Points of Interest. It takes some
lateral thinking, and it works, but
it is not as slick as Tomtom's
method. You can, though, import
an address book entry to use in
the search for a destination.

We found searching a little
easier with Tomtom. With

Mapsonic you tend to begin by
selecting a region, then a
smaller entity such as a city, and
then search for the street. On
both, of course, adding
addresses to a list makes it
quicker to revisit them.

During navigation, both
products give clear instructions,
but Tomtom seemed to have a
slight edge - rather than issue
each instruction one at a time, it
says 'Turn right, then left at the
roundabout', for example.

DETAILS

TOMTOM
RRP With Bluetooth GPS: £449
(E382.13 ex VAT); wired GPS:
£349 (E297.02 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Tomtom
www.tomtom.com
SPECIFICATIONS
Palm Tungsten T3

PROS Complete bundle; easy setup
CONS Pricey; lacks detail on
international maps
VERDICT
Good navigation and simple
configuration in a complete
package for UK travellers

PERFORMANCE * ** *
FEATURES ***
VALUE FOR MONEY ***
OVERALL ***

As with Pocket PC navigation,
these products often 'break' the
interface to provide something
that will make sense when used
in a car. Tomtom is the most
Palm -like, with screens of large
clear icons to set preferences, but
the on -screen keyboard to enter
addresses seems unnecessary
when the Palm OS already offers
one. Viamichelin's interface
mimics its desktop Mapstore
program. Both packages, though,
plot good routes - they both use
Teleatlas mapping data, so there's
not much difference - and you'll
soon become used to either.

The key differences are in
mapping range and price,
although adding a GPS receiver
bumps up the Viamichelin price.
Neither will take you door to
door across Europe.

Tomtom only has detailed
maps for the country you buy
in and only major routes for
Europe. Viamichelin contains
maps for many countries but
you can't plan a route that
spans two or more countries.

It makes the choice trickier. If
you want a complete bundle
that's easy to use, buy Tomtom.
If you want complete mapping
for Europe, buy Viamichelin.

Nigel Whitfield

DETAILS

VIAMICHELIN
RRP £199 (E169.36 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Viamichelin
www.viamichelin.com
SPECIFICATIONS
Windows 98 or later, Palm OS
5 upwards
PROS Extensive multi -country
maps supplied; address book link
CONS Awkward interface
VERDICT
The interface lacks polish, but
Mapsonic performs well and
includes a lot of detailed maps
for a reasonable price

PERFORMANCE A

FEATURES
VALUE FOR MONEY ****
OVERALL * **
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MP3 PLAYER

Creative Muvo2
Perfectly sized with lots of room for music

WNile the first batch of
hard disk mp3 players
was based on

squeezing the highest capacity
disks into a chassis, there's been
a recent move towards smaller,
more portable devices. Creative
has just released the 4GB version
of its Muvo2. Around half the
size of a deck of cards, it's small
enough to slip into even the
slightest of pockets.

However, it's not exactly
what we want from an mp3
player. It suffers from the
inclusion of Creative's
Mediasource Organiser, which
isn't friendly and not worth the
installation time. It's better to
use the USB2 connection and
manually drag and drop files
to the player.

This method has its problems,
too. Most noticeable is the
Muvo2's complete disregard for
ID3 tags. Instead, music is stored
and played alphabetically. There's
no option to search for a track by
genre, artist, name or album.
When you think that 4GB is
enough storage for around 800
songs (recorded at 192Kbits/sec),
this restriction can make it hard
to find a given track.

The only answer is to create a
rigid folder structure to house
albums or create playlists, and
use Creative's interface to browse
through them. It's far from
perfect and Creative should be
using tags to spare us from
worrying about file organisation.

The Muvo2 goes some way
towards redeeming itself by its
top-notch sound quality. There's
also a choice of EQ settings to
complement any genre of music.

It's powered by a rechargeable
AA battery, which gave us
around 10 hours of playback.
There's a jack for a remote, which
has its own display, but this costs
an extra £39.90 inc VAT.

It's a perfect size with plenty
of room for music, but Creative
must address file organisation
to appeal to the mass market.

David Ludlow

DETAILS
RRP £279.90 (E238.21 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprlces
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Creative
http://europe.creative.com
SPECIFICATIONS
4GB of storage  mp3 and wma
playback  Four -band graphic
equaliser  USB2 Interface  14 -hour
quoted playback  66 x 20 x 66 (mm)
(wxdxh)91g
PROS Good sound quality; plenty
of room for music
CONS Poor music organisation;
poor software
VERDICT
It's not a complete disaster, but
Creative needs to work on the
interface to make it a must -have

PERFORMANCE ***
FEATURES
VALUE FOR MONEY ***
OVERALL

MP3 PLAYER

Philips HDD060
Small and stylish with great sound quality

5 mall, hard -disk -based
mp3 players are all the
rage at the moment.

This month, as well as Creative's
Muvo2 (left), we have Philips'
HDD060. Around the same
footprint as a credit card and as
thick as a deck of cards, this
player has a 1.5GB hard disk.

If looks are anything to go by,
Philips is onto a winner. It fits
perfectly in the hand and looks
very stylish. However, it is
usability that really counts.

For the most part, it's very
good. The HDD060 uses ID3
tags to categorise music. From
the home screen you can easily
find a track by playlist, album,
artist or genre. To make things
easier when dealing with large
numbers of tracks, Philips has
included its Superscroll
function, which first made an
appearance on the HDD100.
By holding down the scroll
buttons, it causes a track list to
be skipped by alphabetical letter,
not individual track. It works
really well and makes it simple
to find a given track.

We were also impressed by the
sound quality, especially when
using the EQ settings and the
bass boost. With around 10
hours of playback, it looks like
an almost perfect player.

There are a few downsides.
First, there's no resume
function. If you stop playback
during a playlist, for example,
then you can't continue from

where you left off next time you
turn the power on.

The software for copying
tracks isn't much cop, either. It's
a Java app and is a little fiddly to
use. There's no escaping from it
either, as the HDD060 will only
play tracks copied using this
software. The stated reason is
maintaining digital media rights.

Finally, a remote with a
screen would be useful, but it's
really a minor point. Aside from
those little niggles, it's a top
player at a good price.

David Ludlow

DETAILS
RP £169 (£143.83 ex VAT)

ST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Philips 0870 900 9070
www.philips.co.uk
SPECIFICATIONS
1.5GB hard disk  mp3 and wma
playback  USB2 interface  LCD
screen  10 -hour playback  85 x 18 8
54 (mm)(w x d x h) 95q
PROS Small; good sound quality;
good price
CONS Have to use the Philips
software; no resume mode
VERDICT
A tiny mp3 player with lots of
space for music, but a couple
of little niggles hold it off
top marks

PERFORMANCE *****
FEATURES *****-
VALUE FOR MONEY *****
OVERALL *****-

MAY 200440 www.pcw.co.uk
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We'll automatically direct you to the appropriate local store for your convenience.

http://promo.crucial.com keycode: pcw5
or Freephone: 0800 013 7395 to talk to a memory advisor.

The world's leading computer companies
buy memory from us.

"As the official factory outlet for Micron Technology's RAM -manufacturing facilities,
Crucial offers near -wholesale pricing for a broad array of top-quality memory
modules, and is staffed by experienced specialists who know the memory industry.
Also consider Crucial's free tech support, online discounts, and time -saving RAM -

configuration wizard, and you have to wonder why anyone would buy memory
anywhere else."

You can too.

When you buy a memory upgrade from Crucial you're buying directly from

Micron-one of the world's largest DRAM manufacturers and a major supplier to

the global computing industry. Buying directly from the manufacturer gives you

access to the highest quality products at the lowest possible prices, backed up by

expert technical support and world -class customer service, and topped off with

guaranteed compatibility and a limited lifetime warranty. It's that simple.

Order today and we'll even throw in free next -day delivery!*

PC
Makers'
CHOICE

- Computer Shopper magazine

256MB PC2100 DDR

£2399 £2Q19
EXC VAT INC VAT

for today's most popular systems

FREE DELIVERY*

crucialTECHNOLOGY
MHO., of Micron

BizRate.com The Memory Experts -

*See Web site for details.

Prices may vary according to specific system requirements. The price listed was valid on 16/2/04 when we sent this ad to the publisher; however, prices may have dramatically increased or decreased since then.
Visit the FAQ section of Crucial.corn/uk to learn more about why memory prices go up and down.

0 2004 Micron Technology, Inc. All rights reserved. Crucial. Crucial Technology, the Crucial Technology logo, and The Memory Experts are trademarks/service marks of Micron Technology, Inc. in the U.S. and
outside of the U.S. Crucial Technology Europe is a division of Micron Europe, Ltd. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Phone .44 (0)1355 586100. Fax .44 (0)1355 586101.
E-mail crucialeusupportiOrnicron.corn. Crucial Technology is not responsible for omissions or errors in typography or photography.



ENJOY A VIEW
FROM THE TOP

Give yourself a better view with
the best in class from iiyama.
Upgrade to the ProLite E431S
for a modest £295* and enjoy
a different outlook.

With a maximum resolution
of 1280 x 1024, an ultra fast
16msec response time and
integrated speakers, it's no
wonder that the ProLite E431S
is the 17" LCD of choice across
4 of the UK's leading IT magazines.

PC PRO
A LIST

pc
PR

RECO ME

O
DED

3 years on -site UK warranty as standard.
Stockists available online at www.iiyama.co.ulc

*Excl VAT

www.iiyama.co.uk
00

iiyama
EXCELLENCE DISPLAYED



Peripherals Reviews

ADSL SECURITY GATEWAY

Zyxel Prestige 652HW
Well -featured, but experience required

The Zyxel Prestige
652HW is not designed
for the inexperienced.

Acting as an ADSL gateway for
Soho or SME markets, it requires
a certain degree of technical
knowledge to configure the
more advanced functions.

Wizards provide some help
with installation and access to
the management console is
primarily through a web
browser, although it is accessible
via Telnet. The interface is very
basic but functional.

It supports multiple public
IP addresses, which are
protected behind Zyxel's own
ISCA-certified operating system.
This runs a Stateful Inspection
firewall, which also guards
against Internet attacks such
as Denial of Service.

The usual array of content -
filtering capabilities is available
with all the necessary logs and
alerts easily set. For always -on
environments there is automatic
failover protection, switching
over to an ISDN or analogue
modem if your ADSL
connection should fail.

At the rear, a four -port
switch allows sharing with other
PCs, although one port can be
configured as a DMZ. Wireless
connectivity is available via
a PC Card slot located at the
side of the unit. However,
only Zyxel's own 802.11b PC
Card has been certified, which
is disappointing.

Security can be based on
advanced protocols such as
Radius and IEEE 802.1x Port -
based authentication. There's
also onboard Application
Specific Integrated Circuit (Asic)
DES accelerator, which caters for
up to 10 IPsec VPN tunnels.

Although it provides nearly
everything required of an office
gateway, it is limited by the
wireless restrictions, and its
more advanced features shift it
towards experienced users or
branch offices.

Alexander Arias

DETAILS
RRP £229 (£195 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/best prices
PRODUCT INFORMATION Zyxel
0118 981 0600 www.zyzel.co.uk
SPECIFICATIONS
Stateful Packet Inspection firewall 
CLI, Telnet, SNMP, FTP and web

management  RJ-11 or RJ45 Wan
port  4 -port 10/100 switch  Optional
802.11b PC Card  TWo-year warranty 
206 x161x 51mm (w x d x h)

PROS Very well featured
CONS Bland Interface; based
on 802.11b
VERDICT
Good for branch offices,
otherwise it needs
knowledgeable users to take
advantage of all its capabilities

PERFORMANCE ** **
FEATURES *****
VALUE FOR MONEY ***'k
OVERALL *****

BROADBAND WIRELESS GATEWAY

BT Wireless Network 1250
Easy to use and flexible, but it's expensive

One of the benefits of
broadband is that it's
fast enough to share

between multiple home PCs.
BT has decided to get in on this
act with its 10 -user Wireless
Network 1250 ADSL gateway.

Wireless isn't the only trick up
its sleeve, though, as it comes
with HomePNA 2.0, which uses
existing phone cables to be used
as a network. Most houses have
multiple phone sockets, so it's an
easy way to get a 10Mbytes/sec
network connection.

Larger than your average
broadband router, its simple
installation makes it stand out.
Colour -coded ports and cables
with detailed manuals should
ensure a painless installation.

A clear and simple web -based
browser interface allows you to
configure features such as
parental control. This lets you
apply restrictions both on time
of day and the websites you can
access on a per PC basis.

Application control is a strong
feature. A comprehensive list of
online games and applications,
such as Netmeeting, can be
allowed through the integrated
firewall at a click of a button.

Wirelessly, it is based on the
802.11b standard, although it is
not Wifi-certified, which may
cause problems with inter -
operability. Theoretically this
gives throughput rates of
11Mbits/sec, but realistically
you'll achieve 6Mbits/sec -

plenty for surfing the Internet.
Security is on by default and has
been preconfigured using 64bit
WEP, reasonable for a home
environment. Be aware that
wireless coverage can vary
depending on surroundings.

For Wireless and HomePNA
connections, extra adapters
need to be purchased. Although
more expensive than others on
the market, the ease of use and
flexibility in sharing broadband
Internet access within the home
helps justify the additional cost.

Alexander Arias

DETAILS
RRP Router: £179 (£152 ex VAT)
HomePNA adapter: £39.99 (£34.03)
Wireless adapter: £39.99 (£34.03)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprIces
PRODUCT INFORMATION
BT 0800 328 6738
www.bt.com/homenetworkIng
SPECIFICATIONS
Windows 98SE or above, MacOS 8.5 or
above  Stateful Inspection firewall 
802.11b 1RJ111USB2 ports  50 x
205 x255 mm(w xdxh)
PROS Wireless security on by
default; flexible in sharing net access
CONS Expensive; based on 802.11b;
not Wifi-certified
VERDICT
More expensive than some; well -
designed for home environment

PERFORMANCE ***
FEATURES ***
VALUE FOR MONEY **
OVERALL ****

MAY 2004 www.pcw.co.uk 51
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15IN TFT MONITOR

Dell W1700 LCD TV
Versatile choice for PC -based home theatre

If you have been considering
building a home theatre PC,
the Dell W1700 LCD TV is

an excellent option. With its
widescreen format, built-in TV
tuner and veritable wealth of
connection options, it's a great
all-rounder.

On first impressions, the
W1700 appears quite small.
However, this is really a trick of
perspective, as it is the same
height as a standard 15in TFT
but in widescreen format. The
stand is heavy enough to stop
the TV from toppling over, but
is not too deep. Fitting the
stand involves resting the
screen face down on a surface,
so be careful not to damage it
when doing this.

Once fitted, you can adjust
the monitor's height and tilt,
which is very useful to reduce
glare. The box also contains
the external power supply,
VGA and DVI cables and a
remote control. There is also
a cable tidy tube supplied -
especially useful if the monitor
is not in an office.

The W1700 works very well
as a TV and there's a picture -in -
picture option, which means
you can watch TV while
beavering away on a Word
document. The antenna socket
is turned through 90°, so the
cables can be fitted without
any problems.

The manual is very helpful
and explains all the functions

and how to set up the LCD TV.
However, the legends of the
buttons on the front are hard
to read, and it is much easier to
use the remote control.

The picture quality is good
and the monitor will scroll
output from a television if it is
higher than the 1,280 x 768
native resolution.

This monitor can't compete
with dedicated TVs or monitors,
but as a jack of all trades, it's
a flexible option for your
entertainment needs.

Tim Smith

DETAILS
RRP £540 (£459.57 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.ult/bestprIces
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Dell www.dell.co.uk
SPECIFICATIONS
17in wldescreen TFT  1,280 x 768
native resolution  Antenna, S -video,
composite audio and video,
component video, D -Sub, DVI-D, Scart
Inputs  Brightness: 450cd/mz  400:1
contrast ratio  880 viewing angle
(horizontal and vertical)
PROS Connectors; versatile stand
CONS External power supply
VERDICT
For a PC -based home theatre
setup, the W1700 Is an excellent
choice. It can't compete with a
traditional television for size,
but It wins on versatility

PERFORMANCE *.**.*,*.,.
FEATURES ****
VALUE FOR MONEY ****
OVERALL

19IN TFT MONITOR

Viewsonic VG910s
For those who want size over resolution

The days when a 19in CRT
monitor was the height
of luxury are over, with

19in TFTs ruling the roost.
Viewsonic's 19in VG910s offers a
larger viewable screen but takes
up a quarter of the space.

Despite the space -saving
advantages of TFT monitors, the
first impression of this monitor
is the large size of the display
area. The small bezel helps to
increase this effect, while the
bottom of the monitor contains
the stereo speakers and houses
the small control buttons.

At the back of the monitor is
everything you would expect.
Connection to a computer can
be either an analogue VGA plug
or DVI. An audio jack and
power -in complete the set, while
an internal power adapter keeps
desk clutter down.

There are eight buttons on the
front for the onscreen display
and volume controls. They are
small but have a positive action
and are widely spaced.

Unfortunately, despite the
huge viewing area, the VG910s
has a maximum resolution of
1,280 x 1,024. As any 19in CRT
would have a resolution of 1,600
x 1,200, this is a disappointment.

Resolution aside, the image
quality is very good, with a high
600:1 contrast ratio and vibrant
colours. A 25ms video response
time means that there is no
delay for video or games. Gamers
would be wise to use some anti-

aliasing to compensate for
the low resolution.

Brightness and contrast
settings can be accessed directly
from the front -panel buttons.
The onscreen display is easy to
navigate with lots of onscreen
guidance. A useful option is the
ability to turn off the resolution
reminder if you use applications
that don't use 1,280 x 1,024.

It's a good monitor for those
wanting size over resolution,
but if it's greater definition
you're after, look elsewhere.

Tim Smith

DETAILS
RRP £529 (£450.22 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Viewsonic 01293 643 912
www.vlewsonlceurope.com/uk
SPECIFICATIONS
19in TFT  1,280 x1,024 native
resolution  VGA and DVI  422 x 438
x 180mm with stand (w x d x h) 
Brightness:250 cd/m2  600:1
contrast ratio  170° viewing angle
(horizontal and vertical)
PROS Large display area;
fast response
CONS Resolution
VERDICT
If size is more important than
resolution, this is a good monitor
to buy. Those who want greater
detail should look elsewhere

PERFORMANCE ***
FEATURES *****
VALUE FOR MONEY ***-iFi.
OVERALL
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Which is more unbelievable, the colour or the black and white?

It's enough to leave you speechless. The superb new Aculaser C900 printer, brings

outstanding photo -like colour printing from as little as £339 (ex.vat). Its mono performance

and running costs mean there's no need for a separate mono printer; and you can save on

consumables too, with the unique 'Toner Save' mode. With user-friendly installation,

the AcuLaser C900 offers optional two sided printing, is networkable and will grow with you.

Call us for more details on 0800 220 546 or visit www.epson.co.uk

U 900 P W EPSON. Focus on colour. EPSON



AFFORDABLE CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT
THAT PUNCHES ABOVE ITS WEIGHT

LoldMiner-)

HEAT*

FrontRange)
SOLUTIONS'

Optimise The Customer Tepee

Why invest in a costly heavyweight CRM solution when larger enterprises are
turning to more agile and versatile applications to manage parts or all of
their customer and employee interface?

In fact 76% of FTSE 100 Companies choose GoldMine to successfully manage
their sales & marketing or HEAT to provide their service & support - or both.
They want fully customisable automation, quick to implement, easy to use
and future proof, growing and changing as business evolves.

Used to support a single function or throughout the organisation, these are
solutions that will continue to punch well above their weight at a fraction of
the cost.

For more information contact:

Tel: +44 (0) 118 938 7300 Fax: +44 (0) 118 938 7301
Email: info.uk@frontrange.com Website: www.frontrange.co.uk
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COLOUR MANAGEMENT

Spyder Pro and Printfix
Impressive colour calibration results and a must for professionals

While colour calibration
is probably not
something every PC

user has thought about a great
deal, it's of critical importance to
the likes of professional digital
photographers and publishers.

It's no good making an
adjustment to the colours of an
image on your computer just so
someone else can see the image
with noticeably different
colours. The problem is that not
all monitors are the same. If you
sit two side by side and display
the same image on them, you
can end up with two very
different results. This is where
the Spyder Pro and Printfix tools
attempt to help out.

The Spyder Pro is reasonably
easy to use, and attaches to your
monitor via three sucker pads.
If you want to calibrate an LCD
panel or notebook screen, the
wires included in the package
allow you to hang the Spyder
Pro from the top of the screen to
prevent damage to the display.

There is a range of software
included in the package. The
Precal utility prepares your
monitor for the calibration
process by adjusting the

brightness, contrast and colour
balance. It's not a completely
automated process and requires
you to play around with your
monitor settings. Unfortunately,
many monitors have very fiddly
menus, so this can get more
than a little frustrating.

The Optical software then
guides you through the process
of calibrating the screen using
the Spyder Pro device. After
making the initial adjustments
to your monitor, you simply
place the Spyder Pro on the
screen and it starts to read the
colours displayed - the whole
process doesn't take much more
than 10 minutes. If you're only
purchasing the Spyder, as
opposed to the Spyder Pro
package, you get a utility called
Photocal, which is a cut -down
version of Optical and doesn't
allow as much fine-tuning.

Although the Spyder Pro will
also work on notebooks, we
found that it couldn't produce
the same results with notebooks
as it can with standard CRT and
LCD monitors. The reason for
this is that most notebook
screens don't have the same
controls as a standalone

monitor, and therefore can't be
put through the Precal process.

Windows can only handle
one profile at a time, so the
calibration software hits a bit
of a wall when it comes to PCs
with multiple monitors. You
can only fully calibrate one of
your monitors, leaving the
others running on your primary
monitor's settings and, more
than likely, looking a little odd
as well.

The Printfix utility, as you'd
expect given its name, deals
with colour calibrating printers.
If you've spent an age getting
your images looking right on
the screen, you're going to want
them to print out correctly as
well. It's worth noting that
you'll need a copy of Adobe
Photoshop or Photoshop
Elements in order to use Printfix.

The Printfix package consists
of a small scanner, similar to a
business card scanner, and the
Printfix software. The whole
process is a little more complex
than the Optical calibration and
we ran into a few problems
during testing. Unfortunately,
this isn't helped by the fact that
the manual isn't of the highest

quality or very easy to follow.
Printfix is only compatible

with a small selection of Epson
and Canon printers. We tested
Printfix on an Epson Stylus
Photo 2100, and you can get the
full list of compatible printers at
www.colourconfidence.com.

If you're looking to buy
either of these products, there
are a few options open to you.
The Spyder monitor calibration
tools cost just over £110
and comes with the basic
Photocal software. The Spyder
Pro is priced at £170 and comes
with both Photocal and Optical.
Printfix is available for £225,
but if you want to purchase
both Printfix and the Spyder
Pro as a package it will set you
back £351.33 (£299 ex VAT).

Our experiences with
these two products differed
somewhat. While the Spyder
Pro worked well in calibrating
both CRT and LCD monitors,
Printfix wasn't particularly
easy to use and didn't really
produce the results we
were expecting.

Will Stapley

DETAILS

RRP £351.33 (E299 ex VAT) Spyder
Pro and Printfix bundle
£111.63 (£95 ex VAT) Spyder
£170.38 (£145 ex VAT) Spyder Pro
£233.83 (E199 ex VAT) Printfix
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Colour Confidence 0121 6041234
www.colourconfidence.com
SPECIFICATIONS
Windows 98 or higher  Adobe
Photoshop or Photoshop Elements 
USB connection  Supported printer
PROS Spyder Pro worked well in
calibrating CRTand LCD monitors
CONS Printfix didn't produce the
results we were expecting
VERDICT
Probably way above what the
average PC user needs, but
the Spyder Pro in particular
produced impressive results

PERFORMANCE A**
FEATURES *A***
VALUE FOR MONEY *****
OVERALL AA***

MAY 2004 www.pcw.co.uk>> 55



evesham
TECHNOLOGY

WORLD CLASS COMPUTERS

Evesham Technology
Nobody does IT better!

Axis 3000+ MKR
e -CODE AX 173.07

 AMD Athlon XP 2.8430-+ 3000+ processor

 Microsoft' Windows' XP Home

 NVIDIA nForce2 motherboard with dual channel DDR & USB2.0

 512MB DDR RAM (PC2700) 333MHz (2x256MB)

 160GB 7200rpm UDMA100 hard drive with 8MB buffer

 256MB DDR ATI Radeon 9600 graphics with TV -out & DVI

 17" Philips 170B4BS Pure Digital DVI TFT monitor (16m/s refresh)

 Sony CD-RW drive (52x24x52) with BURN -Proof technology

 NEW Sony latest model DW-U18A 8 -speed Multi Format DVD writer

 Firewire port (IEEE -1394)

 10/100 network connection (on -board)

 v92 56k Internet ready modem

 NVIDIA SoundStormr* audio supporting Dolby Digital 5.1 digital
surround sound and 6 speaker connectivity (on -board)

 Creative Inspire P580 5.1 speakers

 Microsoft* cordless keyboard and cordless optical mouse

 FREE Pinnacle Instant CD/DVD SE, Studio8 SE and DVD player

 FREE Microsoft Works 7.0

 Stylish tool free case - Xpider or Sleek design (435x222x495mm)

 6x USB2.0 (2x front mounted)

 3 year warranty (2 years on -site, 1 year RIB)

SAVE
£79.99

1099.VAT (2935 32 ex VAT)

"Great looking system...
ellewith excellent LCD panel and DVD writer"

Computer Shopper Sep 2003

PC
PRO

RECOMMENDED

STOCK PC
TAKE IT AWAY

TODAY
"A well-rounded PC that comes

with everything you need."
Computeractive, Issue 142

0

Digital Photo Bundle
Canon MP360 .-In-One printer, scanner, copier

Trus 950 PowerC@m Zoom 3 Mega Pixel

PCSuite 2004 featuring Norton Anti Virus 2004

Add to any Evesham PC for £ 199 inc VAT

3 YEAR WARRANTY as standard!
Axis and Evolution systems have 3 years parts & labour warranty - 2 years
on -site, 1 year return to base.

Voyager systems have 3 years warranty - 1 year on -site parts and labour,
2nd and 3rd year return to base labour only.

The following is standard on all Evesham systems:
 Lifetime national rate technical support  24x7 on-line support  B gFix software

Evolution 3000 Blue Beast
e- CODE: EV1099-07

 Intel Pentium 4 3GHz processor (800MHz)
with Hyper -Threading Technology

 Microsoft' Windows" XP Home
 Intel 865PE chipset motherboard with dual channel DDR

and Hyper Threading support

 512MB dual channel DDR RAM (PC3200) 400MHz (2x256MB)
 .12e6-8 160GB 7200rpm hard drive with 8MB buffer
 .124totr 256MB DDR ATI Radeon 9600 graphics with Wout & DVI

 17" Viewsonic VP171s Slim Bezel Pure Digital DVI TFT monitor
 Sony 16x DVD-ROM drive

 NEW Sony latest model DW-U18A 8 -speed Multi Format DVD writer

 10/100 network connection (on -board)
 v92 56k Internet ready modem
 Sound Blaster compatible 6 channel audio

 Creative Inspire P580 5.1 speakers
 Internet keyboard with rechargeable wireless optical mouse

 FREE Pinnacle Instant CD/DVD SE, Studio8 SE and DVD player

 FREE Microsoft Works 7.0

 Stylish tool free case - Xpider or Sleek design
(435x222x495mm)

 6x USB2.0 (2x front mounted)
 3 year warranty (2 years on -site, 1 year RIB)

FREE
HARD DRIVE
& GRAPHICS

UPGRADE

SAVING £69.99!

£1149. VAT (E977 ex ex VAT)

f
SHOPPER

"Impressive multimedia
features and a good

level of performance."
Computer Shopper, Feb 2004

STOCK PC
TAKE IT AWAY

TODAY

MICROSOFT UPGRADES

:4141

Works Suite 2004 Office Basic 2003
only £40.00 only 21 40.00

Add these to any Evesham PC
(at the time of purchase)

ty,g del

Axis 2800+ KD2
e- CODE: .6.X1175-07

 AMD Athlon XP 260ef+ 2800+ processor

 Microsoft' Windows" XP Home

 512MB DDR RAM (PC2700) 333MHz (2x256MB)

 120GB 7200rpm hard drive with 8MB buffer

 128MB DDR ATI Radeon 9200 graphics with TV -out and DVI

 17" (16" visible) Viewsonic E70f+SB Perfectf lat (CRT) monitor

 16x DVD-ROM drive

 CD-RW drive (52x24x52) with BURN -proof technology

 v92 56k Internet ready modem

 Sound Blaster compatible 6 channel audio

 Creative Inspire P580 5.1 speakers

 Microsoft keyboard and optical wheel mouse (black)

 FREE Pinnacle Instant CD/DVD SE, Studio8 SE and DVD player

 FREE Microsoft Works 7.0

 Stylish tool free case - Xpider or Sleek design (435x222x495)

 6 x USB2.0 ports (2 front mounted)

 3 year warranty
(2 years on -site, 1 year RIB)

FREE
PROCESSOR
UPGRADE

SAVING C.29.99,

£699inc VAT
(2594.89 ex VAT)

STOCK PC
TAKE IT AWAY

TODAY

Price does not include delivery which is f34rVAT 1E39.95) for PCs, £16.9111*VAT (£19.951 for notebooks, FREE for peripherals - UK mainland only. All systems and upgrades are subject to availability. Prices correct of dote of publication. Price and specifications subject
to chonge without notice. Finance is subject to status. Evesham's Terms and Conditions apply and ore available on request. Actuol products may not match photographic representations. Technical Support opaening hours are Monday to Saturday 9:00 to 17:20. On -site
warranty applies to UK mainland only, monitors are covered directly by the monitor manufacturer. Featured systems ore based upon the oriainal award winnina soecification. Bundled versions of video corrIr round corch no

,



WORLD

Best Computer Manufacturer Best Computer Manufacturer
2001-2003 2001-2003

Axis 2800+ LE
e- CODE: AX1176-07

 AMD Athlon XP 2800+ processor

 Microsoft' Windows' XP Home

 NVIDIA nForce2 motherboard with dual channel DDR & USB2.0

 512MB DDR RAM (PC2700) 333MHz (2x256MB)

 160GB 7200rpm hard drive with 8MB buffer

 64MB unified NVIDIA GeForce4 graphics

 17" Philips 170S4FB TFT monitor

 NEW Sony latest model DW-U18A 8 -speed Multi Format DVD writer

 Firewire port (IEEE -1394)

 10/100 network connection (on -board)

 v92 56k Internet ready modem

 NVIDIA SoundStorm°' audio supporting Dolby Digital 5.1 digital
surround sound and 6 speaker connectivity (on -board)

 Creative Inspire P580 5.1 speakers

 Internet keyboard with rechargeable wireless optical mouse

 Powersuite XP software bundle

 FREE Pinnacle Instant CD/DVD SE, Studio8 SE and DVD player

 FREE Microsoft Works 7.0

 Stylish mini -tower case (352x180x365mm)

 6x USB2.0 (2x front mounted)

 3 year warranty (2 years on -site, 1 year RIB)

£999. VAT ;2850

WHATLAPTOP
&HANDHELD PC

AWARDS2003

Best Laptop Performance Award
2003

PC

PC
AWARD

2003

Best PC Service & Reliability
2001-2003

LIMITED OFFER
FREE Canon SmartBase

MP360 all -in -one
with the first 200 orders - Axis

2800+ LE only.

"Top quality scans and prints"
Computer Buyer, April 2004

Desktop PC

Brand of the Year
2003

Call 0870 160 9530
BUY NOW PAY LATER ON ALL

SYSTEMS PURCHASED WITH MICROSOFT
WORKS SUITE 2004 OR OFFICE 2003

Click www.evesham.com
To visit your nearest store call 0870 160 9800

Altrinchomi Birmingham1Bournemouth 1Bristol 1Cambridgel EveshamiGlasgowiLeedsitondon Norwich

Milton Keynes Noflingham Peterborough Reading Southampton Swansea Tunbridge Wells

'An extraordinary notebook

SAVE
£50

PC
PRO

RECOMMENDED

PC Pro, Recommended & A -List, February 2004

"Not only the fastest we've
seen from a notebook but
it trounces many desktop
PCs too." Voyager 64 A3200+,

PC Pro, February 2004

'OYAGER 64 3200+ A -List
AMD Athlon 64 Mobile 3200+ processor with HyperTransport technology

Microsoft' Windows' XP Home

512MB DDR RAM (Max 1GB)

60GB hard drive

1 5.1' SXGA+ ultra high -resolution TFT display (1400x1050max)

ATI Mobility Radeon 9600 with 64MB dedicated graphics memo,

DVD/CD-RW/DVD-RW combo drive

12 cell Li -Ion battery

Built-in smart card reader, supports MMC/SD/SM/MS

10/100 network card

v90 56k Internet ready modern

Built-in Sound Blaster Pro compatible audio & speakers

FREE Pinnacle Instant CD/DVD SE, Studio8 SE & DVD player

FREE MicrosofrWorks 7.0

Ports 4x USB2.0, Firewire, Parallel, VGA, PCMCIA Type II x 1

Weight - 3.6kg

Dimensions -332mmx285mmx41.1mm

3 year warranty - 1 year on -site, 2 years RTB

£1249ire VAT 101062 98 ex VAT)

PCADVISOR

"A formidable package."
Voyager 64 A3200+,

Trusted Reviews, Dec 2003

"Great value for money."
Voyager 64 A3200+,

PC Advisor, March 2004

"Good performance..."
What Laptop, June 2003

SAVE
£50 STOCK PC

TAKE IT AWAY

TODAY

VOYAGER 5815+ 2.8
Intel Pentium 4 2.8GHz processor

 Microsoft' Windows' XP Home

 512MB DDR RAM

 60GB hard drive
15" TFT display

 64MB VGA NVIDIA GeForce4 graphics

 DVD/CD-RW combo drive

 12 cell Li -Ion battery (life up to 3 hrs approx.)

 Built-in aerial for wireless

Built-in smart card reader, supports MMC/SD/SM/MS

 10/100 network card

 v90 56k Internet ready modem

Built-in audio & speakers

 FREE Pinnacle Instant CD/DVD SE, Studio8 SE and DVD player

 FREE Microsoft Works 7.0

Ports - up to 4xUSB2.0, Firewire, IrDA, VGA, PCMCIA IxType II

 Weight - 3.8kg
 Dimensions 332mm x 285mm x 30.5mm (39.5mm max)

 3 year warranty - 1 year on -site, 2 years RTB

E999nc VAT (085021 ex VAT)

"Excellent graphics...
An all-round

powerful machine."
What Laptop, June 2003

software features on-line documentation. Hard disk capacities are quoted in thousands of millions of bytes and are prior M installation of operating systems and other applications. e2go models are those that we try to keep in stock for immediate despatch. As part of our
staff training some telephone calls may be monitored. AMD, AMD Albion and AMC/ Duron are trademarks of Advanced Micro Device, Intel, the Intel Inside logo,Celeron and Pentium 4 ore trademarks of the corporation. 'Finance examples based on 36 months interest

bearing finance at 14.8% APR without optional payment protection insurance. 880E.
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COLOUR LASER PRINTER

Samsung CLP 500
A great choice for smaller workgroups

With the CLP 500,
Samsung has made
its first steps into the

colour laser market and, at just
£499, it is one of the cheapest
models currently available.

Thanks to its Non -Orbiting
Noiseless Optic Imaging System
(NO-NOIS), Samsung claims the
printer is a lot quieter than the
competition. It also comes with
a duplex feature as standard,
which is quite a rarity when it
comes to budget colour lasers.

With the low price tag, we
were instantly suspicious that
Samsung was going to sneak in
some expensive consumables.
As expected, the CLP 500 is
shipped with starter mono and
colour toner cartridges at 2,000
and 1,500 pages respectively.
Once these run out you can
purchase replacement mono
toner lasting 7,000 pages at £77,
and colour cartridges at £90
lasting 5,000 pages, all at five
per cent coverage. Certainly not
the cheapest toner we've seen.

Both the imaging drum and
transfer belt need to be changed
every 50,000 images, at a cost of
just under £250 (£145 for the
imaging drum and £100 for the
transfer belt). However, since this
is a four -pass model, you'll have
to replace both every 12,500
pages if you're printing in colour.

In terms of print speed,
Samsung rates this printer at five
pages per minute (ppm) colour
and 2Oppm mono, and our tests

proved these claims to be
almost spot-on. The colour
output can't quite match the
likes of the Epson C900, but the
CLP 500 did chum out an A4
colour photo in just 36 seconds.

A network version, the CLP
SOON, is available for £100 extra
but, if you're sharing this printer
among more than a handful of
people, you'll find consumable
purchases start to mount
up. However, for a Soho
environment, it offers speedy
printing and a low initial outlay.

Will Stapley

DETAILS
PRP £499 (£424.68 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Samsung 0870 242 0303
www.samsung.co.uk
SPECIFICATIONS
166MHz processor  64MB memory
(upgradeable to 196MB)  1,200dpi
resolution  5ppm colour, 20ppm
mono  350 -sheet input, 250 -sheet
output  USB2, parallel, wireless
option  Duplex feature as standard 
510 x 467 x 405mm (w x d x h)

PROS Quiet; fast; low RRP
CONS The printer has relatively
high running costs
VERDICT
A great colour laser for small
workgroups, but extensive use
will result in high running costs

PERFORMANCE
FEATURES
VALUE FOR MONEY * **
OVERALL

MULTIFUNCTION DEVICE

Brother MFC-3820CN
A good value package with useful features

Multifunction devices
have long had a
reputation for being

competent all-rounders but far
from outstanding in any area.
The Brother MFC-3820 aims
to reverse this stigma with an
assortment of features at a very
reasonable price.

It does, however, have low
running costs. Its standard black
cartridge costs £13.99 (ex VAT)
and can print around 500 A4
sheets. Meanwhile, the standard
colour cartridge is enough for
400 pages and retails for £7.99.

Despite its budget pricing,
it is one of just a handful of
multifunction devices that
incorporates a built-in Ethernet
port allowing you to copy, print,
scan and fax over a network. It
also includes a four -in -one
memory card reader, allowing
you to print images directly
from common memory cards.

The 3920CN's print quality was
of a good standard, but its results
were poorer than those of many
dedicated inkjet printers. Images
looked a bit less saturated than
they should have, giving them
a pastel appearance. This can be
corrected by using high -quality
inkjet paper, but this adds
expense and is best reserved
for more critical print jobs.

Scanning results were solid but
not on par with dedicated
scanners. Images at 100 per cent
zoom looked excellent, but
zooming in closer revealed some

artefacts. Print speed was also
not very impressive. It took three
minutes 30 seconds to print a
10 -page text document,
compared to the 57 seconds
taken by the HP PSC 2210
reviewed in our October issue.

On the whole, the MFC-3820
does little to dispel the opinion
that multifunction devices are
jacks of all trades but masters of
none. To its credit, though, it
provides a number of useful
features in one attractive and
relatively compact unit.

Rory Reid

DETAILS
RP £199 (E164.17 ex VAT)

BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Brother 0870 830 4030
www.brother.co.uk
SPECIFICATIONS
600 x 2,400 scan resolution, 9,600 x
9,600 print resolution 36bit  Inkjet
technology  11kg  448 x 585 x
446mm (w x d x h)  Software:
Scansoft, Paperport, Textbridge,
Presto  USB, Lan connection
PROS 4 -in -1 card reader; scan
multiple files unattended
CONS Slow prints; output quality
VERNCT
The MFC-3820CN provides
good value for money
and a comprehensive list
of features

PERFORMANCE ***-**
FEATURES *lir***
VALUE FOR MONEY *****
OVERALL
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BLUETOOTH KEYBOARD AND MOUSE

Logitech Dinovo
A great concept with stylish looks

your average keyboard
and mouse aren't very
exciting, but Logitech is

aiming to change that with its
new wireless Dinovo. Finished
in a sleek black and metallic
grey, it certainly stands out.

A close look reveals that the
keypad is separate from the main
keyboard and has a small LCD
screen. This is so the pad can be
used as a standard calculator,
with the results being pushed to
the Windows clipboard. The
screen also displays Windows or
MSN Messenger messages, such
as new email.

Where it really comes into its
own is as a wireless remote.
Logitech provides its own media
software, which lets you view
pictures, listen to music or
watch a movie clip in a similar
way to Microsoft's Media Center.

The media controls - track
skip, play and stop - can also be
used to control Windows Media
Player and are replicated on the
main keyboard. The keypad
does have its downsides,
though. Most notable is the fact
that it doesn't have any legs and
lies flat on the desk, which can
make it difficult to use.

The main keyboard is very
responsive and works really well.
The same can be said of the
mouse, which has additional
buttons to navigate web pages
and switch tasks. It's comfortable
and is designed to suit both left -
and right-handed people.

We did run into some
problems with installation,
though. Logitech has opted to
use Bluetooth, but the bundled
software initially kept getting us
to perform the pairing operation.
At different times, the pairing
was lost, and the mouse and
keyboard became useless until we
paired them with the PC again.

At £200 we didn't expect
to run into these kinds of
problems. It's a case of a great
concept marred by a flaky
implementation.

David Ludlow

DETAILS
RRP £199.99 (070.20 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprIces
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Logitech 020 7309 0127
wwwlogitech.co.uk
SPECIFICATIONS
Bluetooth  Separate media keypad
with LCD screen  Rechargeable
mouse cradle  Scroll wheel mouse 
Media control keys  Five-year
warranty; Logitech media software
PROS Looks great; feels responsive
CONS Flaky installation; Bluetooth
pairing option a pain
VERDICT
It's a great Idea and looks the
part, but we ran Into lots of
problems that detracted from
the overall package

PERFORMANCE **** *
FEATURES **** *
VALUE FOR MONEY ** * * *
OVERALL ***

WIRELESS KEYBOARD AND MOUSE

Cherry Cymotion Solar
Solar -powered with extra function keys

Cherry has attempted to
breathe a bit of life into
its latest wireless

keyboard and mouse combo by
installing a solar panel in the
keyboard. Don't get too excited,
though, as the keyboard still
requires batteries.

However, the solar panel
will trickle -charge the two AA
rechargeable batteries to ensure
you don't have to replace them
every few months. The optical
mouse doesn't feature the same
solar technology and, to be
honest, looks more than a little
dated with just the two buttons
and a scroll wheel. For such an
expensive package, we really
expected more features from
the mouse.

It's clear that Cherry thinks
the average keyboard doesn't
have enough keys on it. To put
things right, it has crammed in
an extra 30 function keys. These
include a designated '@' key-
presumably for those too lazy to
hold down the Shift key - scroll
keys, and special 'cut and paste'
shortcuts. User -defined actions
can be assigned to most of these
keys if required.

Cherry describes the keyboard
as having 'multi-haptic key areas
for optimal actuation feel',
which is marketing speak for
keys that are supposed to be
more ergonomic. While this
may well be true, we found that
the plethora of extra keys took a
bit of getting used to. The

problem is that you expect
keys such as 'tab' and 'caps lock'
to be situated on the edge of the
keyboard and, with the extra
keys slapped on the edge,
erroneous key presses were all
too frequent. What's more, it
seemed to be a fair bit louder
than others we've tested with
each key press producing a
meaty 'clack' sound.

Unfortunately, the solar panel
feels more like a gimmick and
does little to make up for the
shortcomings of this rather
basic keyboard and mouse.

Will Stapley

DETAILS
RRP £68.73 (£58.49 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprIces
PRODUCT INFORMATION Scan
0870 755 4747 www.scan.co.uk
SPECIFICATIONS
Solar -powered keyboard  RF wireless
 30 special function keys  Keyboard
manager software  800dpi optical
mouse  4 AA rechargeable batteries
supplied
PROS Solar panel should save
on batteries
CONS Too many function keys;
basic mouse
VERDICT
Overloaded with extra keys,
which get in the way and the
mouse Is rather lacklustre

PERFORMANCE ***'k*
FEATURES *****
VALUE FOR MONEY *****
OVERALL *****
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DIGITAL PEN

Nokia SU-1B
Great design and download flexibility

0 f the three mainstream
digital pens currently
available, the Nokia

SU-1B is the slimmest and best
designed. The larger digital pens
are the Logitech Io and the Sony
Ericsson Chatpen.

Slim digital pens are preferable
- having impressive technical
features is less significant if
you struggle to write with an
unwieldy device. Another design
bonus is that you can put a
regular Nokia phone charger
either into the underside of the
USB base or directly into the end
of the pen, which is handy if you
are travelling.

Digital pens download their
stored data either by docking
with USB-powered bases or
wirelessly via Bluetooth. The
Nokia SU-1B at present is the
only digital pen that has both
USB and Bluetooth options.

The SU-1B stores up to 100 A5
pages that can be downloaded
to the Digital Note Viewer. By
default the file is saved in pen -
generated document (.pgd) file
format. 'Save as' opens up other
formats including bitmap, png,
and jpg.

You can send pages to email
applications, Powerpoint and
Word from the Digital Note
Viewer, but editing is fairly
basic in comparison to the
Logitech lo software. The
Nokia Pen now has the same
handwriting recognition trial
software as the Logitech pen,

which is a useful addition but
accuracy depends on the
neatness of your writing.

As with all Bluetooth devices,
sending an image or note to
a paired phone as an MMS
(Multimedia Messaging Service)
is limited to a range of 10m.
However, you can send a note
to yourself then forward it to
anyone with an MMS-enabled
mobile. This separates Nokia's
pen from the competition. It
scores highly because of the
design and download flexibility.

Andrew Swinton

DETAILS
RRP £129.99 (E110.63 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION Nokia
08700 555 777 www.nokia.co.uk
SPECIFICATIONS
1MB data memory (100 A5 written
pages)  Bluetooth 1.1  Up to two
hours' operation time  Rechargeable
Li -Polymer battery  Digital paper
types: MMS Pad, 87 size 94 pages,
A5 size 94 pages  35g
 149 x 23 x 20mm (h x w x d)
PROS Compact design; flexible
download options
CONS Sparse editing software
VERDICT
The flexibility of either Bluetooth
or downloading via USB makes
this pen worth having

PERFORMANCE *** * *"*
FEATURES *** *
VALUE FOR MONEY **** *
OVERALL ****-*

SYMBIAN SMARTPHONE

Nokia 6600
A competent smartphone with good camera

Nokia's 6600 is the third
Series 60 Symbian
smartphone after the

innovative but brick -like 7650,
and the eccentric -looking 3650.
The tri-band, GPRS/HSCSD 6600
is a return to a more restrained
design that wisely drops the
circular keypad of the 3650.

At 58.2mm across it is wider
than Sony Ericsson's P900 phone,
but a reasonable 125g weight
doesn't detract from day-to-day
use. However, having the menu
key on the left edge rather than
centrally positioned is odd.

An impressively bright 65,536 -
colour 16bit TFT display of 176 x
208 pixels should bring a smile
to your face. Flip the phone
over and a large matt silver disc
houses the VGA camera that
has several settings, plus a video
mode with audio. Video clips are
restricted to about nine seconds
before auto -saving.

Using the comprehensive PC
suite you can link via Bluetooth
to transfer video clips and
images or to synchronise
contacts and calendar, as there
is no USB option. The support
CD also has Nokia Media Player
which plays the video files.

Nokia is targeting corporate
users with the 6600. Its benefits
include being able to control a
Powerpoint presentation on the
6600 via Bluetooth with Nokia
Wireless Presenter at a cost of
39 for the download. Generous
support for eight Bluetooth

profiles means that the 6600
can be paired with most
Bluetooth devices.

The xHTML browser also
supports secure email access
via 128bit SSL encryption and
a mobile VPN. There is also a
full version of the Opera
browser, which reformats web
pages to fit to the scale of a
mobile screen. A 32MB
removable MMC (Multimedia
Card) sits under the battery. This
is a competent phone from
Nokia, but far from outstanding.

Andrew Swinton

DETAILS
RRP £99.99 (£85.10 ex VAT)
(Carphone Warehouse)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/best prices
PRODUCT INFORMATION Nokia
08700 555 777 www.nokla.co.uk
SPECIFICATIONS
Symbian OS  65,536 -colour screen 
Real One Player  Bluetooth, infra -red 
6MB internal shared memory  32MB
MMC card  xHTML & Opera  Java
MIDP 2 support  Battery:talk 2-4
hours, standby150-240 hours  108.6
x58.2x23.7mm(hxwxd)
PROS Video with audio; MMC card
CONS No USB; menu key position
VERDICT
Understated design, good camera
and excellent Bluetooth make
this a competent smartphone

PERFORMANCE *****
FEATURES *** *
VALUE FOR MONEY *****
OVERALL *****
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Sony recommends
Microsoft" Windows° XP.

And now on TV,
the contents of yourVAIO PC.

Chances are, there's a lot of entertaining stuff stored on your VAIO PC.
But, just because it's kept on a personal computer, it doesn't need to be kept
so personal. With the Sony VAIO RZ 504, with Intel® Pentium° 4 processor
with HT -Technology 320 GHz, and the new Sony Network Media Receiver, you
can access your multimedia files and display them on the best screen in your
home, your TV. So now all your friends and family can see your MPEGs, 3PEGs
and even listen to your music files. Share my friend, share.

pentium 4

'Sony' and 'VAIO' are registered trademarks of the Sony Corporation, Japan. Ibis PC meets the minimum
requirements to run Microsoft'Windows XP. Due to the LCD panel manufacturing process we cannot
guarantee that all pixels are functional. Intel, Intel Inside and the Intel Inside logo are trademarks or registered
trademarks of the Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States and other countries.

Find out more at www.sony.co.uk You make it a Sony



Share broadband Internet without wires

Draytek 2600G

Professional ADSL router

54mbps 802.11g wireless

WPA wireless security

Four 10/100 ethernet ports

True SPI firewall

£149 + VAT

Netgear DG834G

User friendly ADSL router

54mbps 802.11g wireless

Four 10/100 ethernet ports

True SPI firewall

£109 + VAT

Linksys WAG54G

Popular ADSL router

54mbps 802.11g wireless

Four 10/100 ethernet ports

True SPI firewall

£89 + VAT

D -Link DI -624+

Cable broadband router

NTL/Blueyonder compatible

54mbps 802.11g wireless

Four 10/100 ethernet ports

£59 + VAT

ITchest aren't box -shifters - you get free technical

support on every product you buy from us.

That means you don't spend a pound a minute to speak

to a clueless robot, and you don't wait on hold for half

an hour humming along to elevator music.

For expert, impartial advice talk to the specialists at ITchest.

Si itch est
itchest.co.uk

0870 162 0840



Backup advice
The inside story on page 91 Peripherals Reviews

PORTABLE HARD DISK

Lacie Mobile Hard Drive
Lightweight, compact and well priced

Lacie's Pocketdrive range
of portable hard disks
has proved popular

with many users, thanks to the
rugged design that makes them
very tough and reliable.

The Pocketdrives are rather
expensive, though, so Lade
has come up with a cheaper
range of portable drives as an
alternative. Designed by the
renowned FA Porsche design
agency, the new Mobile Hard
Drive is a sleek, slimline unit
measuring just 17mm high,
76mm wide and 129mm deep.
That makes it about the size
of a Palm PDA, so it's easy to
carry in a pocket or slip into
carrying bag. At 200g it's very
light and certainly not a
burden to lug around.

Installation is very easy,
as the drive is recognised
automatically by Windows
ME or above. For Windows 98
there's a utility called Silver
Lining, which acts as both
driver and diagnostic software.
The only minor oddity is
that there's no support for
Windows NT.

Our review unit had a capacity
of 80GB and a Firewire interface,
although there are 20GB and
40GB models also available.
Lacie also provides a choice of
either Firewire or USB2 interface,
with the latter version likely to
appeal more to PC users.

The drive's minimalist design
certainly makes it a good choice

for the mobile computer
user and, as it's bus powered,
there's no need to carry a
power supply around.

However, it's definitely not
as rugged as the Pocketdrive,
so you may still prefer to
pay a bit extra to get the
tougher product.

If you're not working on a
building site, you'll find that
the Mobile Hard Drive provides
an extremely lightweight and
compact storage device at an
attractive price.

Cliff Joseph

DETAILS
RRP £250 (£212.76 ex VAT)

BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Lacie 020 7872 8000
www.lacie.co.uk
SPECIFICATIONS
76 x129 x 17mm (w x d x h)  200g
 4,200rpm hard disk  Firewire or
USB2 interface Bus powered
PROS Extremely lightweight
and compact portable
hard disk
CONS 4,200rpm drive delivers
average performance; less rugged
than Pocketdrive
VERDICT
There are plenty of cheaper
drives available, but the Mobile
Hard Drive is hard to beat for
sheer portability

PERFORMANCE ***
FEATURES **** '

. . .

VALUE FOR MONEY ****
OVERALL *** * 44

STORAGE

Digimagic DM220
Bulky, but a simple and economical choice

The shift from traditional
to digital photography
presents as many

problems as it solves. Most
prevalent are the cost of storage
and the complexity of getting
images from camera to PC or
other storage away from home.

The Digimagic DM220
attempts to solve these problems
by incorporating a memory
card reader with an otherwise
standard USB CD rewriter.
The principle of copying Flash
memory directly to a blank disc
is simple but effective. Compact
Flash and Microdrive cards can
be plugged directly into the
Digimagic's card slot, whereas
Memory Stick, Multimedia Card,
Secure Digital and Smart Media
cards can be connected by
means of a four -in -one adapter.

Getting data from your
memory cards to a blank CD is
simple. The Digimagic has a
single button for copying files,
and can do this without being
connected to a PC. Once the
process is complete, a buzzer
informs you that the file transfer
is complete. Various LEDs offer
feedback on potential errors,
such as a full disc.

We tested the 24 -speed
version of the Digimagic with
a standard 64MB Smart Media
card and managed to get all
our data across in just over two
minutes, although the
manufacturer claims a full
512MB card can be copied in

less than seven minutes. Users
without large capacity cards can
copy images to a multi -session
disc in segments, maximising
the space available on a CD.

The Digimagic is bulky, but at
just 600g it is lightweight and
has an optional carry bag with a
battery pack that uses four AA
batteries. An assortment of high -
capacity memory cards is a more
convenient way to store images,
but the low price of blank CDs
makes this a more economical
form of data storage.

Rory Reid

DETAILS
RRP £199 (£164.17 ex VAT)

BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Card Media 0870 240 6574
www.vosonic.com
SPECIFICATIONS
Digital camera Flash memory card
compatibility: Compact Flash Type I/II,

Microdrive, Smart Media, Multimedia
Card, Secure Digital, Memory Stick (xD

picture cards via an adapter)  USB2
interface  Four rechargeableAA

Ni-MH batteries in a battery pack 
150 x190 x 35mm (w x d x h)  600g
(without battery pack)
PROS Battery -powered; easy to use
CONS A bit on the large side
VERDICT
A potentially money -saving way
of backing up data on the move

PERFORMANCE *****
FEATURES ****
VALUE FOR MONEY *****
OVERALL **A4:
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MINI ROUND -UP

Hard disks
Is it worth making the move from ATA to Sata? We find out by testing nine devices

The price of Hitachi's ATA drive
is high, but it still gets our vote

There is a good chance
that the next hard disk
you buy will have more

storage space than the sum of all
the hard disks and PCs that you
have ever owned. It'll probably
also be amazingly good value for
money. Western Digital's Caviar
200GB ATA100, for instance,
costs £99 inc VAT - less than 50p
per GB. That makes hard disk
storage almost as cheap as
recordable CD, which is mind -
boggling when you consider the
precision engineering that goes
into each hard disk.

Once you have a huge
amount of storage space, the
way you use your PC changes,
particularly if you have a
broadband Internet connection.
You can retain draft documents
and have huge photo libraries
and it becomes second nature
to run every new audio CD
through your PC. If you
download new drivers and
application patches, it makes
sense to keep a library of files, so
you can solve any problems
later on. It also speeds up the
reinstallation of Windows.

Then there are games and, of
course, Windows wants between
four and 12 per cent of the drive
for System Restore files. You also
need to keep 10 per cent of the
disk empty just so Windows can
defrag it. A 100GB hard disk can
suddenly start to look a bit full.

Hard disk capacities are
getting larger, but they are also
going through a transition from

Maxtor's ATA offering is the only
5,400rpm device in this round -up

ATA to Serial ATA (Sata). At
present this means Sata drives
use an 8mm cable, compared to
50mm ribbon cables. This has
major benefits for PC assembly,
as the new cables make it easier
to manage airflow inside the
case and so cool components,
but it makes very little
difference to the drive itself.

Theoretically Sata150 offers
a maximum bandwidth of
150Mbytes/sec, but in practice
using ATA100 isn't a restriction,
as it is rare to find a hard disk
that can top 50Mbytes/sec
consistently. Even Raid arrays
struggle to pass 80Mbytes/sec.

It is also unlikely that many
desktop users will get much
benefit from Sata's hot -plug
feature, if only because it is safer
to shut down your PC before
you swap hard disks.

Tagged or Command Queuing
(think of it as Hyperthreading
for hard disks), is also fairly
irrelevant for a single hard disk,
although it has performance
benefits in a Raid environment.

Sata should interest small
businesses that need lots of fast
Raid storage, without the
expense of SCSI. For desktop
users the single largest benefit
is the move to slim data cables.
In time faster versions of Sata
and smaller form factors of
hard disk will come to market.

Testing the nine hard disks
in this round -up was tricky as
performance varies depending
on the type of work the drive is

The ATA drive from Seagate put
in a disappointing performance

doing. We used PCmark04's
hard disk test suite, which tests
performance for XP start-up
(disk activities during start-up);
application loading (opening
and closing Word, Acrobat
Reader 5, Media Player, 3Dmark
2001SE, Winfast DVD and the
Mozilla browser); copying
400MB of files; and general hard
disk usage (file encryption, virus
scanning, playing audio and
movie files, using a browser and
loading, playing and exiting
Tom Clancy's Ghost Recon).
Due to space restrictions we've
only printed the results
(opposite) for the overall and
application loading tests.

ATA DRIVES

Hitachi Deskstar 7K250
250GB ATA100
This is the first drive released by
Hitachi since it took over IBM's
storage division. The drive is
based on platters that each give
83GB of storage, squeezing
250GB from three platters in
this version. Smaller versions are
available, down to 40GB.

The 7K250 is a conventional
modern design with an 8MB
cache, Fluid Dynamic Bearings
(FDB), a 7,200rpm spindle speed
and an ATA100 interface. The
spindle speed results in an
average latency of 4.17ms. The
claimed average seek time of
8.5ms is no better than the
Seagate Barracuda 7200.7, yet
the Hitachi was consistently fast

Western Digital's ATA device is
cheap at only 50p per GB of storage

in all sections of the tests, while
running quietly and no hotter
than the other drives here.

The key to this drive's success
lies in the medium (the coating
on the platters that stores your
data). IBM developed Pixie Dust
technology (the sandwiching
of a one -atom -thick layer of
ruthenium between layers of
magnetic material) and Hitachi
has developed this so it uses an
extra layer of these materials,
which is five atoms thick.

Add in a proven history of
developing accompanying
technologies, such as Giant
Magnetoresistive (GMR)
read/write heads and you have a
surprisingly good hard disk.

For a 250GB drive, £170 is a
high price. Despite that small
reservation, we give the ATA100
7K250 a Recommended award.

Maxtor Diamond Max 16
250GB ATA133
The Maxtor Diamond Max 16
250GB ATA133 is the only
5,400rpm drive here. It's also
only one of two with a 2MB
cache instead of 8MB. It uses
ball bearings, comparing poorly
with most of the drives that
sport FDB technology. The latter
offers a higher resistance to
shock loadings. The fact that the
Diamond Max 16 has an ATA133
interface is effectively a red
herring as this drive isn't fast
enough to need any more than
ATA100, but Maxtor adopted
ATA133 some time ago.
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The Diamond Max 16 faced
an uphill struggle with such a
lowly spec, but to add to its woes
Maxtor has saddled it with a
steep £229.90 price, which is £60
more than the superb Hitachi
7K250. This is far too expensive
for a drive of this calibre. The
one thing it has in its favour is
the three -platter 250GB design,
and its 83GB per platter density,
but this isn't unique.

In our tests the Maxtor failed
to impress, but it is only fair to
point out that Microsoft's
recommended system spec for
the Windows XP start-up test
includes a 7,200rpm hard disk.
Our tests results bear that out
and we suggest you only
consider the Diamond Max 16
as an extra data storage drive.

Seagate Barracuda
7200.7120GB ATA100
It's hard to distinguish the
Seagate 7200.7 from the Hitachi
7K250. This 120GB drive uses
two platters and three heads, so
it is essentially half a 71(250
with the same 80GB per platter
density. That should make it a
nippy performer, but our tests
painted a very different picture.

This drive was consistently
towards the bottom of the
performance charts, along with
its Sata brother. This is a bitter
disappointment and our results
mean that we have to query
Seagate's claimed average seek
time of 8.5ms, as it is even
slower than Western Digital's
ATA100 drive's 9.9ms.

Something doesn't add up
and, to make matters worse, it
isn't particularly cheap. It's not
expensive in either cash terms
or cost per GB, but with these

performance levels the 7200.7
needs to be a steal to make it
desirable. It is possible that
Seagate will be able to improve
the 7200.7 with a firmware
update, but for now we
suggest you avoid it.

Western Digital Caviar
WD2000BB ATA100
Western Digital knows that its
WD2000BB isn't particularly
fast, but it's cheap. This was
the first drive to hit the 200GB
mark in late 2002, using three
platters with a 66GB density. At
the time this was impressive but,
compared to more recent drives
using up to 83GB per platter, this
is no longer the case.

The proof is in the 9.9ms
average seek time. In addition,
the drive only has 2MB of cache
and it continues to use ball
bearings in the motors, as
Western Digital has been slow to
adopt FDB motors. This makes
the WD2000BB look rather
aged. It battled with the two
7200.7 models for the title of
'slowest drive in the round -up'.
Western Digital seems to be well
aware of this situation and has
cut the price to £99, making this
an incredibly cheap drive that
costs just under 50p per GB, so
despite its age you cannot afford
to ignore this model if you're
looking for a secondary drive.

SATA DRIVES

Hitachi Deskstar 7K250
250GB SATA150
The second 250GB Hitachi
7K250 is a Sata drive. However,
its spec is nearly identical to the
ATA100 model. It uses a parallel -
to -serial bridge chip, just like

Lab results

The Sata offering from Hitachi has
a lot to offer, but is expensive

the Sata offerings from Maxtor
and Western Digital.

Serial power and data
connectors sit on the back of the
drive, as well as a legacy Molex
four -pin power connector. This
gives you the best of all worlds
as you can power the drive using
either connector.

If you have an old power
supply you can use the Molex
connector, but get the benefit
of the slender serial data cable.
If you use a power supply with
serial connectors, or a power
adapter, you get the benefit of
hot plugging.

Frankly it doesn't matter how
the manufacturer adopts serial
technology so long as there isn't
a performance penalty. Here,
Hitachi scored strongly. The
Serial 71(250 performs in a very
similar fashion to its ATA100
sibling. However, we got one
odd result in application loading
which hurt the overall score.

Our biggest concern is the £29
premium that Hitachi charges
for the privilege of those serial
connectors. This makes the
drive unattractive, which is a
shame it has so much to offer
for people who are keen to move
over to Sata.

Maxtor's Seta drive did better in
our tests than we expected

Maxtor Diamond Max
Plus 9 200GB SATA150
Just like Hitachi, Maxtor uses
a bridged solution inside the
200GB Diamond Max Plus 9,
so it can offer the drive in both
ATA and Sata150 forms. Again,
the Sata version has both serial
and legacy power connectors.

The Max Plus 9 series ranges
in capacity from 60GB to
200GB, using a relatively low
63GB per platter density, which
hurts seek time a little. No doubt
Maxtor hopes the ATA133
interface and 8MB cache will
help it a little in burst tests.
It certainly performed rather
better in our tests than
we would have predicted.

The real sticking point, again,
is the price. Maxtor quotes
£189.90. A cheaper price would
have made a massive difference.

Seagate Barracuda
7200.7 120GB SATA150
The 120GB Seagate 7200.7
ST3120026AS is the only native
Sata design here and it caused
some geeky excitement in the
Labs as it gave us the perfect
opportunity to directly measure
the impact of the parallel -to -
serial bridge chip used by others.

vnu labs
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Seagate's Sata drive caused
some excitement in the Labs

The excitement lasted until
we saw the test results. The drive
was slightly faster than the
7200.7 ATA100 model, but that
isn't saying much.

There is only a serial power
connector, which could cause
problems, as so few power
supplies have these connectors.

The one glimmer of hope is
that Seagate only charges a £7
premium over the ATA100
version, but even that seems a
little odd as you might expect a
native serial drive to sell at a
discount instead of a premium.

Western Digital Caviar
WD1600JD Sata150
The 160GB Western Digital
Caviar JD has benefited from
astute parts -bin engineering.
The 'D' suffix on the model code
denotes that this is the Sata
version of the 8MB cache JB
drives that are often marketed as
an SE version of the original
2MB BB drives. All that alphabet
soup shows that the WD1600JD

Western Digital's Caviar Sata
drive wins a Recommended award

is the result of steady evolution,
instead of radical new design.
Inside the casing Western
Digital has improved the drive
in the most important areas.

Once again, this is a bridged
design with both serial and
legacy power connectors.

This 160GB version uses a two -
platter design with four heads, to
give it a competitive areal density,
although Western Digital claims a
slow 9.9ms seek time. Despite
that, it performed well, and gave
the Seagate drives a hiding.

When you factor in the low
£89 price of this drive and its
tiny 56p per GB cost, it is hard
not to be impressed, and this
makes the product worthy of
a Recommended award.

Western Digital Raptor
WD740GD 74GB Sata150
Our final hard Sata drive is a bit
of an oddball, with elements of
Sata and SCSI technologies, all
rolled up in an aggressive name,
the Raptor.

For the best prices for hard drives,

go to www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices

The Raptor from Western Digital has
enormous potential but is pricey

With a 10,000rpm spin speed
and using 3in diameter platters,
the 74GB WF740GD borrows
a few ideas from SCSI drives.
It gets rather hot and is the
noisiest drive here, although
well within acceptable limits.

The first Raptor was a single -
platter design with a capacity of
36.7GB, which was too small for
desktop use. This twin -platter
74GB design makes the Raptor
far more interesting. Western
Digital has also used the update
to quieten the drive slightly, and
to speed up its access times.

The company markets the
Raptor as an Enterprise Sata
drive and it is targeted at small
businesses that need high-
performance storage, but don't
want the expense of SCSI.

The relatively small capacity
of Raptor means it is likely to be
used in a Raid array of two or
more drives. This should bring
further speed increases from the
Command Queuing feature, as
soon as disk controllers arrive.

Mind you, a Raid array of
Raptors won't be cheap at £177
per drive. The real surprise is
that Raptor wasn't a clear-cut
victor in our tests. Enterprise
drives don't produce their
full benefit in single -drive
configurations, but that is
how most of us use our PCs
so that is how we tested it.

The price will dissuade many
people and the small capacity
will scare off a few more, but
the Raptor is a Sata drive with
enormous potential.

Our verdict
We're on the verge of a move
from ATA to Sata, but at present
the new technology doesn't
offer a compelling reason to
make the jump.

The two Hitachi 7K250 drives
impressed us. However, neither
is cheap. The £29 premium
charged for the Sata version is
excessive, so our vote goes to
the ATA100 drive, which offers
excellent performance and good
value for money.

Western Digital has an
interesting take on Sata. Its
WD1600JD isn't particularly
fast, but holds its own in tests
and backs that up with an
amazingly low price that gives
superb value for money. The fact
that it is a Sata drive is almost
incidental, but the slender serial
data cable is very welcome.

Leo Waldock

MANUFACTURER HITACHI HITACHI MAXTOR MAXTOR SEAGATE SEAGATE
WESTERN

DIGITAL
WESTERN

DIGITAL
WESTERN

DIGITAL

MODEL NAME

DESKSTAR

7/(250
(SATA)

DESKSTAR

71(250
(ATA)

DIAMOND

MAX PLUS 9
(SATA)

DIAMOND
MAX 1

(ATA)

BARRACUDA

7200.7
(ATA)

BARRACUDA

7200,7
(SATA)

CAVIAR
(ATA)

CAVIAR

(SATA)

RAPTOR

(SATA)

Full model code
HDS722525

VLSA80

HDS722525

VLAT80
6Y200M0 4A250J0 ST3120026A ST3120026AS WD2000BB WD1600JD WD740GD

Price inc VAT (ex VAT)
£199

(E169.36)

£170

(£144.68)

£189.90

(E161.62)

£229.90

(£195.66)

£73

(£62.13)

£80

(E68.09)

£99

(E84.26)

£89

(£75.74)

£177

(E150.64)

Phone 020 7133 032 020 7133 032 01923 712448 01923 712448 01628 890366 01628 890366 01372 360055 01372 360055 01372 360055

URL www.hgst.com www.hgst.com www.maxtoccom www.maxtoccom www.seagate.com www.seagate.com www.wdc.com www.wdc.com www.wdc.com

Interface SATA150 ATA100 SATA150 ATA133 ATA100 SATA150 ATA100 SATA150 SATA150

Power connector type Molex & serial Molex Molex & serial Molex Molex Serial Molex Molex & serial Molex & serial

Capacity 250GB 250GB 200GB 250GB 120GB 120GB 200GB 160GB 74GB

Rotational speed 7,200rpm 7,200rpm 7,200rpm 5,400rpm 7,200rpm 7,200rpm 7,200rpm 7,200rpm 10,000rpm

Cache size 8MB 8MB 8MB 2MB 8MB 8MB 2MB 8MB 8MB

Platters/heads 3/6 3/6 3/6 3/6 2/3 2/3 3/6 2/4 2/4

Average latency/seek time 4.17/8.5ms 4.17/8.5ms 4.2/9.3ms 5.6/12.6ms 4.16/8.5ms 4.16/8.5ms 4.2/9.9ms 4.20/9.9ms 2.99/5.2ms

Bearing type* FDB FDB FDB Ball Bearing FDB FDB Ball Bearing Ball Bearing FDB

Cost per GB inc VAT 80p 68p 95p 92p 61p 67p 50p 56p £2.39

SCORES

Performance ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ** .- * , ***** *** - - *****
Value for money **** -', ****-rg ***- -* -, ** *It A **** + **** ***** ***** * A- *-*

Overall **** , ***** *** -., ** *** -,, ,,,,k **** **** *****
* FDB = Fluid Dynamic Bearing
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BAREBONES SYSTEM

Iwill XP4 Evo
If you are on a budget but want to build your own small form factor PC, try this out

The small form factor
(SFF) PC revolution
shows no sign of

slowing down, with more and
more manufacturers trying to
gain footholds in the market.
One of the latest to appear is
the XP4 Evo from Iwill.

It's a barebones system, so
you don't have to worry about
what motherboard or power
supply to use, as these are
already installed.

At the heart of the XP4
Evo is one of Iwill's own
motherboards based around
Intel's 1845GV chipset. This
has integrated graphics,
which you're stuck with, as
there's no AGP slot. Further
expansion can only be carried
out through the full-size
PCI slot.

The choice of chipset
means the XP4 Evo is never
going to form the basis of a
performance monster or a
hardcore gamer's system, but
rather it will make a steady
reliable platform. The choice

of processor is limited to
400/533MHz front -side bus
(FSB) speed Pentium 4s and
400MHz FSB Celerons. You may
have to take care with your
choice of processor, however,
due to the small power supply.
There's also not much room
between an installed optical
drive and the processor
heatsink. A better idea would
be to use a third -party low -
profile heatsink rather than the
standard Intel one.

Memory is limited to a single
Dimm slot, which can house a
single module of PC1600 or
PC2100 DDR memory up to
1GB in size.

To house drives there are
two fixed bays: a 3.5in internal
and a 5.25in one with external
access. This bay is masked by
a dropdown door, which
prevents a regular optical drive
from spoiling the look of the
case. It's disappointing that
there's no external 3.5in drive
bay, as there's no way to fit a
floppy drive or, more commonly,

a memory card reader. This limits
solid-state removable media to
USB memory keys.

Fitting a hard disk and optical
drive is not without problems,
though. The data cables are
tricky to install, as connectors
on the motherboard sit at 90° to
the drives directly under them.
It's definitely a case of fixing
cables in place before trying to
install any drives.

The only integration apart
from the graphics is the Lan
controlled by a Realtek 8100
chipset, which supports 10 or
100Mbits/sec speeds, and the
audio again controlled by a
Realtek chip, in this case
an ALC655.

Iwill has fitted a 220w
power supply in the XP4 Evo
which uses a ball bearing fan,
while a second smaller case
fan sits under it. The good
news is that both of these are
whisper quiet.

The northbridge is also
passively cooled so with a quiet
CPU fan you can make this a

silent system; just the thing for a
PVR (Personal Video Recorder)
or DVD player.

The chassis is constructed
from a thin grade of aluminium,
which doesn't make it feel as
solidly built as most of its
competitors. The overall look
is pleasant enough; the
case cover is finished in an
attractive brushed aluminium
look. It's held in place by three
thumb screws, while the front
bezel has a blue plastic panel
covering most of it, save for a
silver coloured section which
holds the power and reset
buttons and a push -open door
behind which are two USB2
and two audio ports.

The small components box
holds a well -written manual,
data cable and mounting screws.
Iwill's XP4 Evo lacks a lot of the
features found in other SFFs
from the likes of Shuttle, Biostar
and Aopen but, on the other
hand, it is cheap and ideal for
anyone who wants build a
basic, compact PC with older
components they may
already have.

Simon Crisp

DETAILS

RRP £125 (E106.38 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprIces
PRODUCT INFORMATION
PC Nextday www.pcnextday.co.uk
SPECIFICATIONS
Intel Pentium 4 and Celeron  Intel
i845GV motherboard  Single
memory slot  Integrated 4x AGP
 Audio support AC97  Single PCI
slot  4 USB2, 2 PS/2, parallel,
serial, VGA, Lan, 5 audio (three in rear
panel, two in front panel)
PROS Low price
CONS Limited integrated features;
no AGP slot
VERDICT
Iwill's XP4 Evo is a low-cost
solution for those on a tight
budget who want to build a
basic SFF PC

BUILD QUALITY ***
FEATURES ***
VALUE FOR MONEY *** *
OVERALL ****

68 MAY 20040 www.pcw.co.uk >



rockdirect recommends Microsoft' Windows' XP

INTRODUCING

THE PINNACLE OF NOTEBOOK PERFORMANCE

FIRST EVER 256Mb GRAPHICS CARD IN A NOTEBOO

ATI MOBILITY RADEON 9700
SEE PAGE 5 FOR FULL SPECIFICATION

Intel Centrino Mobile
iom only

Up to Mrs battery

Experience a New
Era in Game Play
with the
Revolutionary

Page 11 Xtreme

DIRECT



Our standard notebook delivery
charge still remains extremely
competitive at only

£23.50 INC VAT

See how we compare to other
notebook manufacturers:

Dell

£57.58 INC VAT

Time
£49.99 INC VAT

MESH
£45.83 INC VAT

Hi -Grade

£34.08 INC VAT

72 Hour Delivery
Rock notebooks are tailor made to
suit your individual requirements.

On receipt ol your order and your
payment confirmation, you will
receive your notebook within 72
hours.

Prices taken from:
February 04 issue magazines

WHATLAPTOP
& HANDHELD PC

AWARDS 2003

1144414

-."1110

ROCKDIRECT

WHAT LAPTOP AI 111.6.1.1.13 PC
Portable Comp., Amuck 2003

UK VENDORS: BEST SERVICE
& SUPPORT

Best Service &
Support Award

At rockdirect, our service extends further than just

supplying you with high specification, fast

performing, cost effective notebook solutions. We

provide our customers with the complete package,

with no hidden costs, ensuring that you get the

best possible mobile computing experience.

When choosing your notebook supplier, don't be

taken in by headline price. There are other factors

to consider! In addition to inflated delivery

charges, other notebook manufacturers often

have additional hidden charges for items, which

when taken into account, mean that you could be

paying over the odds for your solution. Check that

your operating system, carry case and office

software are included in the price. They may also

charge premium rates for their technical support

phone line and should your notebook develop a

fault you could incur parts, labour and courier

charges if these are not included in the warranty.

Read the small print and check with your supplier

to ensure there are NO HIDDEN CHARGES.

3 Year Collect & Return Warranty
Can you put a price on peace of mind? ...Other manufacturers think you can!

Other notebook manufacturers may charge in excess of £200 + VAT to customers who

wish to upgrade a standard warranty to that of an equivalent to Rock's unique support

package, which incidentally, comes as standard with any notebook purchase.

rockdirect is still the ONLY notebook manufacturer to supply a 3 Year (INSURANCE

BACKED) COLLECT AND RETURN WARRANTY (covering all parts and labour) on its

entire notebook range as standard.

When choosing your notebook supplier, beware of imitators offering 2nd and 3rd Year

Warranties that are neither insurance backed or include parts or carriage charges for

the full term of the warranty.

Specifications may be subject to change without notice. All Trademarks acknowledged. E & OE. Photographs are for illustration purposes only. Intel, Intel Inside, Celeron, Centrino, Intel

Pentium M and the Mobile Intel Pentium 4 Processor M Logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of the Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States and other count,.

All models shown and 72hr delivenes are subject to stock availability. Prices exclude delivery charges. Delivery & Warranties UK Mainland Only. Batteries are a consumable deo end as

such are not covered by warranty 'No interest C you settle in full before the 9 months interest free period has expired.

Intel

premier

ft
oc..

ME MBER

School
Agir:i.mE:i

BESA
eras

ISO 9001
ce tif ed

REAL PEOPLE

ISO 9001:2000

REAL
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Lifetime Telephone an
On-line Support

Latest Award Wins
GOLD AWAROA What Laptop I April 2004 I Gold Awardtriregr

"More than capable of handling our test offering good features and performance at an attractive price."

WHAT LAPTOP

Deloitte

BEST 
BUY L-P19P

Computer Shopper I April 2004 I Best Buy Award
"Rock's Xtreme XTR 3.2 is, for us, the best gaming notebook available at present."

ICT in Education I April 2004 I Editor's Choice Award

I

Our 3 year warranty is only part of our

after sales package. As well as our

fantastic warranty, you'll also receive

lifetime telephone support and 24hr

on-line support. So you can be sure

that, whichever Rock notebook you

choose, you really will be getting the

finest warranty package available in

the UK today -

...and a great long-lasting
relationship.

"With its mix of lightweight design and power processing, the Pegasus CTS offers a laptop that meets the needs of the modern user"

What Laptop I December 2003 I Best Service & Support Award
"rockdirect was one of the first UK companies to offer a three year warranty as standard on its laptop range. This has not only helped

differentiate the company's products from everyone else's but has proven a popular buying incentive, making the company a worthy winner"

Deloitte & Touche I November 2003 I UK's Number 1 Leading Notebook Manufacturer
"rockdirect has been ranked 21st as one of the fastest growing Technology Companies in the Deloitte & Touche Fast 50 Awards 2003."

Laptop I October 2003 I Best Buy Award
'A tremendously powerful desktop replacement system with outstanding audio and video support."

Buy Now - Pay Later ...9 Months Interest FREE
Pay nothing for 9 months, our Buy Now Pay Later Plan is the perfect way to afford whatever you want - Today!

No Deposit! I No Payment for 9 months! I No interest!*

p

I

OBILITLJ oprin

p

I

Rockdirect continue to lead the industry by incorporating the
new ATI MOBILITY- RADEON - 9700 GPU into their award

winning product portfolio. Working closely with ATI to
launch the new graphics technology, rockdirect has
launched a new product to suit the Quaddra Ti.

The new Ouaddra Ti is the perfect advanced
workstation incorporating all the latest notebook
technologies featuring an 800MHz FSB, processing
power up to 3.4GHz, RAID1 Hard Drive technology and

the first ever 256Mb graphic GPU (See page 5 for lull
product details).

The ATI MOBILITY'" RADEON - 9700 GPU, delivers the
highest standards of performance required by the most

demanding notebook users. It has more processing power than
ever before seen in a notebook graphic card. It redefines the mobile

computing experience for the next generation of home & business users.

hd A I I I

Unprecedented Graphic Processing Power in a Notebook

 Low -K Technology delivers the fastest mobile performance and longer battery life

 Up to 30% faster than its highly acclaimed predecessor

 Supports the Microsoft" DirectX" 9.0 programming standard which will drive the
most demanding next generation games

 Enough processing power to turn your notebook into a mobile video -editing studio

Share the Visual Wealth

 Enable Hollywood feature -film quality realism without compromising performance

 Bring streamed video, and the latest games roaring to life

 Complex lighting and shading technology effects are seamlessly delivered at
blistering frame rates

 Create dynamic presentations with superb 3D motion visuals

roc
DIRECT
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Quaddra DTS Pro
Configurations & Pricing

Intel Mobile Pentium 4 2.8GHz

Microsoft Windows XP Home

512Mb DDR333 RAM

60Gb HDD

17" WXGA TFT Screen

128Mb ATI Radeon 9600 Pro

DVD/CD-RW Combo Drive

Built In Video Camera

3yr Collect & Return Warranty

E1O99
£1291.33 Inc VAT

3.06

Intel Mobile Pentium 4 3.06GHz

Microsoft Windows XP Home

512Mb DDR333 RAM

80Gb HDD

17" WXGA TEl Screen

128Mb ATI Radeon 9600 Pro

DVD/CD-RW Combo Drive

Built In Video Camera

3yr Collect & Return Warranty

2.1199 Exc VAT

£1408.83 Inc VAT

M7ir, Quaddra DTS Pro

Up to Intel' Mobile Pentium' 4 3.2GHz Processor

- Featuring Intel" SpeedStep'" and HyperThreading"" Technology

Microsoft" Windows® XP Home

Up to 2GB DDR333 RAM

Up to 80Gb Ultra DMA Hard Drive 111111111111111111.111111111.1111111,

17.0" WXGA TFT Screen (1440x 900 Res)

128Mb ATI Mobility Radeon 9600 Pro Graphics

5.1 DTS Sound Output

5 Speaker System including Subwoofer

Built In Video Camera

DVD/CD-RW Combo Drive

Sony Multi Format DVD Writer (Optional)

Bluetooth Module (Optional)

6 in 1 Card Reader

Gigabit LAN & 56k Modem

Firewire & 2 x USB 2.0 Ports

Ability Office & Anti Virus Scan

Carry Case

Dimensions: 393 x 275 x 36mm

Weight 4.2Kg (including battery)

3yr Collect & Return Warranty

512Mb 333 - 1Gb 333 DDR

£100 Ex VAT £117.25 Inc VAT

512Mb 333 - 512Mb 400 DDR

£30 Ex VAT £35.25 Inc VAT

512Mb 333 - 1Gb 400 DDR

£130 Ex VAT £152.72 Inc VA

60Gb - 80Gb HDD

£50 Ex VAT £58.75 Inc VAT

80Gb 4200rpm - 80Gb 5400rpm

£25 Ex VAT £29.38 Inc VAT

XP Home - XP Pro

£50 Ex VAT £58.75 Inc VAT

SONY Multi -Format DVD Writer

£100 Ex VAT £117.50 Inc VAT

TV Tuner

£99 Ex VAT £116.33 Inc VAT

Bluetooth Module

£40 Ex VAT £47 Inc VAT

For further ['pestle options please call

Model: CtOTSP-3.2

Intel Mobile Pentium 4 3.2GHz

Microsoft Windows XP Home

512Mb DDR333 RAM

80Gb HDD

17" WXGA TFT Screen

128Mb ATI Radeon 9600 Pro

DVD Writer

Built In Video Camera

3yr Collect & Return Warranty

£12.99
£1526.33 Inc VAT

roc



uaddra Ti & DTSPRO

1024 x 768 Resolution

1280 x 854 Resoluton

1110 000

Introducing the new Quaddra Ti. Feature rich, this outstanding notebook is the ultimate

workstation. Whether used as a Powerful Presentation Tool or as a Digital Entertainment

Centre, the new Quaddra Ti has all and more to offer the serious notebook user.

The Quaddra Ti incorporates the latest in notebook technology, with up to 3.4GHz 800FSB raw processing

power and introducing the new state of the art ATI Mobility Radeon 9700 graphics CPU offering 256Mb of

video memory. The impressive spec also includes RAID1 hard disk drive technology, DUAL DDR 400 RAM

and a built in 7 -in -1 card reader as standard making the Quaddra an ideal powerhouse.

For amazing presentations or the full home cinema experience the Quaddra Ti boasts a

luxurious 17" Widescreen to really enhance your visual computing experience. It offers

the same viewing area as a 19" CRT monitor with a resolution of 1440 x 900 pixels. The

Quaddra Ti also boasts 5 internal speakers including a removable Subwoofer for the

best quality sound available.

rockdirect recommends Microsoft" Windows® XP

Quaddra Ti

Up to Intel' Mobile Pentium!' 4 3.4GHz Processor

- Featuring Inter SpeedStep- and HyperThreading'" Technology

Microsoft" Windows* XP Home

Up to 1GB Dual DDR RAM

Up to 80Gb Ultra DMA Hard Drive

- Featuring RAID1 (Hard Drive Fault Tolerance System)

17.0" WXGA TFT Screen (1440 x 900 Res)

256Mb ATI Mobility Radeon 9700 Pro Graphics

802.11g Integrated Wireless Technology

5.1 DTS Sound Output

5 Speaker System including removable Subwoofer

Sony Multi Format DVD Writer

Built in Bluetooth Module & 7 -in -1 Card Reader

Gigabit LAN & 56k Modem

Firewire / 3 x USB 2.0 Ports / DVI Port

Ability Office & Anti Virus Scan

Executive Carry Case

Dimensions: 393 x 280 x 42mm

Weight 3.9Kg (including battery)

3yr Collect & Return Warranty

Quaddra Ti
Configurations & Pricing

Intel Mobile Pentium 4 3GHz

Microsoft Windows XP Home

512Mb Dual DDR RAM

60Gb (7200rpm) HOD

17" WXGA TFT Screen

256Mb ATI Radeon 9700

DVD Writer

Executive Carry Case

3yr Collect & Return Warranty

£1399 Exc VAT

£1643.83 Inc VAT

Model: CITi-3.4

Intel Mobile Pentium 4 3.4GHz

Microsoft Windows XP Home

1Gb DDR400 RAM

60Gb (7200rpm) HDD

17" WXGA TFT Screen

256Mb ATI Radeon 9700

DVD Writer

Executive Carry Case

3yr Collect & Return Warranty

FIRST EVER 256Mb GRAPHICS CARD IN A NOTEBOOK

ATI m".20E31eLoiTr-1,1:700
TI MOBILITY RADEON 9700 CPU DELIVERS THE

,STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE REQUIRED

OST DEMANDING NOTEBOOK USERS

..PROCESSING POWER THAN EVER BEFORE

OTEBOOK GRAPHIC CARD. IT REDEFINES

COMPUTING EXPERIENCE FOR THE NEXT

0 BUSINESS USERS.

An mM2BIL.gg 570[1

INTRODUCING

"Quaddra Ti
THE PINNACLE OF NOTEBOOK PERFORMANCE

17" 1440 x 900 resolution widescreen display
offers greater working space and boosts
multimedia enjoyment.

Hardware Raid 1 provides a mirror backup of your
data.

Built in 7 -in -1 Card Reader supports
SD/MMC/MS/SM/CF/Micro Drive/XD Picture Card
provides a fast and convenient way to transfer
your data.

Duel Channel DDR System Memory supports
266/333/400MHz, providing the best match for all
Intel Processor types.

Built in Bluetooth Module and 802.11g Wireless

£1996.33 Inc VAT Module, take care of wireless communications.
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VIDEO CAMERA ABOVE SCREEN

Quaddra XT
Cc Durations & Pricing

Model: OXT-3.06

Intel Mobile Pentium 4 3.06GHz

Microsoft Windows XP Home

512Mb DDR RAM

60Gb HDD

64Mb ATI RADEON 9000

15" SXGA+ TFT Screen

DVD/CD-RW Combo

Ability Office & Anti Virus

3yr Collect & Return Warranty

£1056.33 Inc VAT

.06

Intel Mobile Pentium 4 3.06GHz

Microsoft Windows XP Home

512Mb DDR RAM

60Gb HDD

64Mb ATI RADEON 9000

15" SXGA+ TFT Screen

DVD Writer

Ability Office & Anti Virus

3yr Collect & Return Warranty

E1173.83 Inc VAT

Quaddra XT
Up to Intel® Mobile Pentium® 4 3GHz Processor

- Featuring Intel® SpeedStep-Technology

Microsoft® Windows' XP Home

Up to 1Gb DDR RAM

Up to 80Gb Ultra DMA -100 Hard Drive

15" SXGA+ TFT Screen (1400 x 1050 Res)

64Mb ATI Mobility Radeon 9000 Graphics

Built -In Video Camera

DVD/CD-RW Combo & Floppy Drive

Sony Multi Format DVD Writer (Optional)

Bluetooth Module (Optional)

Firewire-, USB 2.0 & Serial Ports

56k Modem & 10/100Mbps LAN

Ability Office & Anti Virus

Carry Case

Dimensions: 329 x 275 x 36mm

Weight 3.5Kg (including battery)

3yr Collect & Return Warranty

I

nOUllti
FICEPLIIrdnann
meoeo

1.11111.1.1.1.10



HT Pro
The Quaddra XT Pro strikes the optimum balance between portability and performance
and makes no compromise on specification - A True Mobile Powerhouse!

Featuring up to an Intel Mobile Pentium 4 3.2Ghz processor with SpeedStep'' and Hyper -Threading"' Technology,

the Quaddra XT Pro will give you all the performance you could ever need together with excellent battery life at

superb value.

Boasting a large luxurious 15' SXGA+ screen and 6 -in -1 card reader, this notebook also

delivers the ultimate in graphics performance with the inclusion of ATIls Mobility Radeon

9600 Pro graphics.

111111111

rockdirect recommends Microsoft" Windows' X P

Quaddra XT Pro

Up to Intel® Mobile Pentium`® 4 3.2GHz Processor

- Featuring Intel® SpeedStep" and HyperThreading" Technology

Microsoft® Windows® XP Home

411.11.1.. n Up to 2Gb DDR RAM

Up to 80Gb Ultra DMA -100 Hard Drive

15" SXGA+ TFT Screen (1400 x 1050 Res)

128Mb ATI Mobility Radeon 9600 Pro Graphics

Built -In Video Camera

6 -in -1 card reader

DVD/CD-RW Combo Drive

Sony Multi Format DVD Writer (Optional)

Bluetooth Module (Optional)

Firewire-, USB 2.0 & Serial Ports

Gigabit LAN & 56k Modem

Ability Office & Anti Virus

Carry Case

Dimensions: 329 x 275 x 36mm

Weight 3.5Kg (including battery)

3yr Collect & Return Warranty

Quaddra XT Pro
Configurations & Pricing

06

Intel Mobile Pentium 4 3.06GHz

Microsoft Windows XP Home

512Mb DDR RAM

60Gb HOD

128Mb ATI RADEON 9600 Pro

15" SXGA+ TFT Screen

DVD/CD-RW Combo

Ability Office & Anti Virus

3yr Collect & Return Warranty

EH 73 33 Inc VAT

Model: C1XTP-3.2

Intel Mobile Pentium 4 3.2GHz

Microsoft Windows XP Home

512Mb DDR RAM

80Gb HOD

128Mb ATI RADEON 9600 Pro

15" SXGA+ TFT Screen

DVD Writer

Ability Office & Anti Virus

3yr Collect & Return Warranty

£1350 08 Inc VAT

512Mb 333 - 1Gb 333 DDR

£100 Ex VAT £117.25 Inc VAT

512Mb 333 - 512Mb 400 DDR

£30 Ex VAT £35.25 Inc VAT

512Mb 333 - 1Gb 400 DDR

£130 Ex VAT £152.72 Inc VA

60Gb - 80Gb HDD

£50 Ex VAT £58.75 Inc VAT

80Gb 4200rpm - 80Gb 5400rpm

£25 Ex VAT £29.38 Inc VAT

XP Home - XP Pro

£50 Ex VAT £58.75 Inc VAT

SONY Muiti-Format DVD Writer

£100 Ex VAT £117.50 Inc VAT

Bluetooth Module

£40 Ex VAT £47 Inc VAT

For further upgade options please call

roc



MOBILE
TECHNOLOGY

Pegasus CTS
Configurations & Pricing

Intel Pentium M 1.4GHz

Microsoft Windows XP Home

256Mb DDR RAM

30Gb HDD

14.1" XGA TFT Screen

DVD/CD-RW Combo Drive

Intel Pro Wireless LAN

Carry Case

3yr Collect & Return Warranty

£799 Exc VAT

£938.83 Inc VAT

Intel Pentium M 1.60-1z

Microsoft Windows XP Home

512Mb DDR RAM

40Gb HDD

14.1" XGA TFT Screen

DVD/CD-RW Combo Drive

Intel Pro Wireless LAN

Carry Case

3yr Collect & Return Warranty

£.899 Exc VAT

£1056.33 Inc VAT

Pegasus CTS

Intel° Pentium° M Processor

-Featuring Inter Centrino- Mobile Technology

Microsoft° WindoWs® XP Home

Stylish & Ultra Slim Notebook Design

Up to 7 hours extended system battery life

Intel° Pro 802.11g Wireless LAN

1Mb Level 2 Cache

Up to 1Gb DDR RAM

Up to 80Gb Ultra DMA -100 Hard Drive

14.1" XGA TFT Screen

Built-in Video Camera

DVD/CD-RW Combo Drive

10/100Mbps LAN

56k Modem

Firewire-

2 x USB 2.0

Ability Office & Anti Virus Scan

Carry Case

Dimensions: 312 x 273 x 27mm

Weight 2.5Kg (including battery)

3yr Collect & Return Warranty TECHNOLOGY

................

Caps Lock

Shift

The Pegasus DTS Pro
features best -in -class audio,

with a convenient and
easy to use AV panel

rock



anus CTS/ TS
The Pegasus range will unwire your life with Intels innovative Centrino
Mobile Technology specifically designed for the mobile computing world.
Get mobile with extended battery life, stylish ultra slim notebook designs and
built in wireless technology.

The Pegasus DTS Pro is a revolutionary notebook, incorporating the latest

Centrino Mobile Technology, a spectacular WXGA widescreen 15.4" TFT

display, with best -in -class Video/Audio feature sets. The Pegasus DTS Pro

combines powerful presentation capability and maximum digital entertainment

possibilities with portability, making it the most fully featured total mobile

solution for work or play.

The Pegasus CTS provides unbeatable extended usage with up to 7 hours

battery life. Featuring an Intel Pentium -M processor up to 1.6GHz, the Pegasus

CTS gives you breakthrough mobile performance where you need it most.

Anywhere. Anytime.

rockdirect recommends Microsoft° Windows® XP

1111111111

MOBILE
TECHNOLOGY

Pegasus DTS Pro lain Specification

Intel® Pentium® M Processor

-Featuring Intel® Centrino- Mobile Technology

Microsoft® Windows° XP Home

Up to 1Gb DDR RAM

Up to 80Gb Ultra DMA Hard Drive

15.4" High Definition WXGA TFT Screen

64Mb ATI Mobility Radeon 9600 Pro Graphics

Intel® Pro 802.11g Integrated Wireless LAN

Front Load, Slot DVD/CD-RW Combo Drive

Sony Multi Format DVD Writer (Optional)

8 Cell Smart Li -ION Battery

56k Modem & 10/100Mbps LAN

2 x Firewire" & 3 x USB 2.0

6 -in -1 Card Reader

Bass Enhance System & Switchable Subwoofer

New HDD Protector

Magnesium Alloy Lid

Ability Office & Anti Virus Scan

Executive Carry Case

Dimensions: 354 x 255 x 34mm & 3.1Kg

3yr Collect & Return Warranty

Pegasus DTS Pro
Configurations & Pricing

Model: PDTSP-1.5

Intel Pentium M 1.5GHz

Microsoft Windows XP Home

512Mb DDR RAM

60Gb HDD

15.4" WXGA TFT Screen

DVD/CD-RW Combo Drive

Intel Pro Wireless LAN

Carry Case

3yr Collect & Return Warranty

£999 Exc VAT

£1173.83 Inc VAT

Model: PDTSP-1.6

Intel Pentium M 1.6GHz

Microsoft Windows XP Home

512Mb DDR RAM

60Gb HDD

15.4" WXGA TFT Screen

DVD/CD-RW Combo Drive

Intel Pro Wireless LAN

Carry Case

3yr Collect & Return Warranty

£1 291.33 Inc VAT

256Mb - 512Mb DDR

£35 Ex VAT £41.13 Inc VAT

512Mb - 1Gb DDR

£100 Ex VAT £117.50 Inc VAT

30Gb - 40Gb HDD

£20 Ex VAT £23.50 Inc VAT

40Gb - 60Gb HDD

£40 Ex VAT £47 Inc VAT

60Gb - 80Gb HDD

£50 Ex VAT £58.75 Inc VAT

XP Home - XP Pro

£50 Ex VAT £58.75 Inc VAT

USB Floppy Drive

£49 Ex VAT £57.58 Inc VAT

12 Cell Battery Option

£149 Ex VAT £175.08 Inc VAT

For further upgade options please call

Intel Pentium M 1.7GHz

Microsoft Windows XP Home

512Mb DDR RAM

60Gb HDD

15.4" WXGA TFT Screen

DVD Writer

Intel Pro Wireless LAN

Carry Case

3yr Collect & Return Warranty

£1467.58 Inc VAT



It's a Notebook

...and a tablet PC
The new Rock T200 hits the market as the 'Best Value' con-

vertable tablet 'Without Compromise' - it's a fully functional

notebook, but with all the benefits of tablet technology.
Whether you require the functionality of a Laptop or the
convenience of Pen and Paper, the T200 is the ultimate, ver-

satile, ultra -portable business tool at a very affordable price.

The revolutionary rotating screen enables the true mobile user to

convert their notebook into a tablet. The sharp, bright 14.1" TFT is

the first ever 14" screen available on a Tablet PC which supports a

pen based input so you can scribble, jot, make notes as you

naturally would using a pen and paper. The 14.1" TFT screen is

comparable to an A4 notepad.

The T200 comes as standard with Intel's Centrino' Mobile

Technology, so you can 'Work Longer' with extended battery life,

'Work Anywhere' with Intel's Wireless LAN Technology and as

'Quickly' as you would in the office with high processing power and

a flexible range of features.

Tablet T200

Intel® Pentium' M processor 1.4GHz

- Featuring Intel° Centrino- Mobile Technology

Microsoft® Windows® XP Home

1Mb On -Die L2 Cache

256Mb DDR RAM

30Gb Ultra DMA Hard Disk Drive

14.1" XGA Active Matrix Touch Panel Display

Screen rotation - 90')/180°/270° degrees

Integrated Intel Extreme Graphics, 64Mb Shared Memory

802.11b Integrated Intel Pro Wireless Technology

Built-in Digital Video Camera

Built-in 4 -in -1 Card Reader

(Optional External DVD/CDRW combo drive)

6 -cell Smart Li -Ion Battery

Internal 56k V.90 Modem & 10/100 LAN

2 x USB 2.0 ports

Ability Office & Anti Virus Scan

Tan Rite Pen Software

3 Hot -Keys for TAB, ESC and Quick Display Mode Rotation

1x Stylus Included

Scrolling Up/Down Mouse Wheel

Executive Carry Case

Dimensions: 313 x 265 x 27mm & 2.3Kg

3 Year Collect & Return Warranty

£938.83 Inc VAT

centrino

MOBILE

_Ws a Notebook PC

TECHNOLOGY It's a Tablet PC

OPTIONAL UPGRADES

Car Adaptor

External Combo Drive

External DVD-RW

External USB FDD

£49 Exc VAT £57.58 Inc VAT

£149 Exc VAT £175.08 Inc VAT

£249 Exc VAT £292.58 Inc VAT

£49 Exc VAT £57.58 Inc VAT



Hang on for

Maximum Mayhem
To celebrate the launch of the exciting new Bad Boys II game,

Rockdirect have teamed up with Empire Interactive to launch a
limited edition black version of the specialist gaming notebook, the
Xtreme. The first 100 Xtreme's ordered in the exclusive Bad Boys II
finish will recieve a free copy of the Bad Boys II PC game.

The Rock Xtreme plays host to the fastest, most immersive 3D
performance available on any notebook - ATI's Mobility Radeon 9600
Pro, the world's most advanced and only DirectX9 mobile graphics
GPU. Enjoy premium 3D performance with vivid, cinematic quality
graphics for the most demanding visual applications and the widest
variety of next generation games.

Be Different

Each Xtreme is meticulously hand painted with multiple layers of the
highest quality automotive paint. This is followed by four layers of
crystal coat which is then baked, wet -sanded, polished, waxed and
butted. Resulting in a clean, smooth and utterly beautiful finish.

Xtreme
Up to Intel® Pentium® 4 3.4GHz Processor

-Featuring HyperThreading- Technology

Microsoft® Windows® XP Home

800MHz Front Side Bus

Up to 2Gb DDR400 RAM

Up to 80Gb Ultra DMA -100 Hard Drive

15" SXGA+ TFT Screen (1400x 1050 Res)

128Mb ATI Mobility Radeon 9600 Pro Graphics

5.1 DTS Sound Output

Bluetooth Module

802.11g Internal Wireless LAN (Optional)

DVD/CD-RW Combo Drive

Sony Multi Format DVD Writer (Optional)

Internal FDD Drive (Swappable)

Firewire- and 4 x USB 2.0 Ports

Gigabit LAN & 56k Modem

Audio DJ Functions

Ability Office, Anti -Virus Scan & Carry Case

Dimensions: 329 x 290 x 44mm & 3.7Kg

3yr Collect & Return Warranty

rockdirect recommends Microsoft® Windows® XP

Xtreme Configurations & Prie

Model: XTR-3.0

Intel Pentium 4 3.0GHz

Microsoft Windows XP Home

512Mb DOR RAM

60Gb HDD

15" SXGA+ TFT Screen

DVD/CD-RW Combo

128Mb ATI RADEON 9600 Pro

Gigabit LAN & Bluetooth

3yr Collect & Return Warranty

£1 199 Exc VAT

£1408.83 Inc VAT

Model: XTR-3.2

Intel Pentium 4 3.2GHz

Microsoft Windows XP Home

512Mb DDR RAM

60Gb HDD

15" SXGA+ TFT Screen

DVD/CD-RW Combo

128Mb ATI RADEON 9600 Pro

Gigabit LAN & Bluetooth

3yr Collect & Return Warranty

£1 299 Exc VAT

£1526.33 Inc VAT

"The Xtreme XTR-3.2 is. for us, the best gaming
notebook available at present."

Computer Shopper I April 2004 I Best Buy Award

"Proclaims its gaming intentions in no uncertain terms.'

What Laptop I December 2003 I Silver Award laptop

Experience a New Era in Game Play
with the Revolutionary XTREME!
 Premium 3D Performance

 First notebook VPU to support Microsoft DirectX 9.0

 Pixel and Vertex engines

 Full precision floating point with full performance

 First notebook VPU with 0.13u

 Fastest 3D engine speed

 Low 1.0V operation

 Support for AGP 8X

 World's Fastest 3D Benchmark scores

Racing Red

Model: XTR-3.4

Intel Pentium 4 3.4GHz

Microsoft Windows XP Home

512Mb DDR RAM

80Gb 5400rpm HDD

15" SXGA+ TFT Screen

DVD-RW

128Mb ATI RADEON 9600 Pro

Gigabit LAN & Bluetooth

3yr Collect & Return Warranty

£1 499 Exc VAT

£1761.33 Inc VAT

Piercing Blue Metallic Bad Boy Black Metallic

Colours shown are for illustration purposes only Actual colours may vary

OPTIONAL UPGRADES

512Mb DDR 400 RAM to 1Gb DDR 400 RAM

512Mb DDR 400 RAM to 2Gb DDR 400 RAM

60Gb 4200rpm to 80Gb 4200rpm

DVD/CD-RW Combo to SONY Multi -Format DVD-RW £100 Exc VAT

802.11g Internal Wireless LAN r £69 Exc VAT

All items below are swappable with Internal Floppy Drive:

6 -in -1 Card reader

2nd battery

Sony Multi -Format DVD Writer

80Gb 2nd HDD

£39 Exc VAT

£99 Exc VAT

£199 Exc VAT

£249 Exc VAT

£100 Exc VAT £117.50 Inc VAT

Please Call

£50 Exc VAT £58.75 Inc VAT

£117.50 Inc VAT

£81.08 Inc VAT

£45.83 Inc VAT

£116.33 Inc VAT

£233.83 Inc VAT

£292.58 Inc VAT



Portable
Classroom

centrino-

MOBILE
TECHNOLOGY

Portable Classroom Bundle
Ox Pegasus CTS (Model: PCTS-1.4 (see page 8) )

Bretford Trolley (LAPTG154EUK-GM)

"Ix Wireless Access Point

only

IL--
£7999 - 4 '`".-4 4 ,:44

Upgrade to 16 notebooks at a discounted price!

Portable Classroom Upgrade
16x Pegasus CTS (Model: PCTS-1.4 (see page 8) )

lx Bretford Trolley (LAPTG154EUK-GM)

lx Wireless Access Point

only
414:£12499

Increase productivity, enhance the learning
experience and improve efficiency within
your school with the all new Portable
Classroom solution from rockdirect.

The Portable Classroom bundle from rockdirect is a space

saving mobile solution that can be used in multiple

locations (different classrooms) for complete flexibility

and convenience.

Providing neat storage for up to 16 laptops the Bretford

LAPTG154EUK-GM is easily moved between rooms

allowing laptop computers to be shared among students.

Also doubling as a central storage location and providing

easy access to recharged laptops.

This unbeatable offer also encompasses 10 of the latest

Rock Pegasus CTS Centrino notebooks providing teachers

and students with extended system battery life and

integrated wireless LAN capability in a lightweight

notebook design, together with outstanding mobile

performance and reliability. Not forgetting our 3 year

insurance backed collect & return warranty (covering all

parts & labour) which comes as standard.

To complete the solution, we are including a Wireless

Access point which is easily connected to any schools

existing network for complete wireless connectivity.

LAPTG154EUK-GM - Main Features

 Lockable doors with re -programmable combination padlock

 Strong 18 gauge steel construction

 Lockable, hinged rear access panel
also with re -programmable combination padlock

 16 compartments with individual recharge facility

 4 way power board for additional equipment

 Surge protected

 Removable dividers allow flexible storage of accessories

 Complies with BS6396 : 1995

 10 Year Guarantee

Telephone 08709 90 90 92 Telephone 0870 444 0050Telephone 08709 90 90 90

Fax 08709 90 90 91 Fax 08709 90 90 93 Fax 0870 444 0051
Email sales@rockdirect.com

Direct Sales & Showroom Opening Hours

I 9am-5.30pm Mon -Fri i 10am-2pm Sat I

Email biz@rockdirect.com Email edu@rockdirect.com

Direct Sales & Showroom Opening Hours Direct Sales & Showroom Openliig Hours

I 9am-5.30pm Mon -Fri I 9am-5.30pm Mon -Fri

rockdirect, 1 Collins Road, Heathcote Estate, Warwick, Warwickshire CV34 6TF



Components Reviews

BAREBONES SYSTEM

Shuttle XPC Zen
A small case for those seeking quiet

For its latest barebones
system, Shuttle has
tweaked the design to

make the quietest XPC yet. It's
20 per cent smaller than its
predecessor, the XPC ST6164,
thanks to the removal of the
standard internal power supply,
replaced instead with an
external 180w brick. (See PCW
March for a review of the
ST6164 or go to www.pcw.co.uk/
products/hardware/1153020)
Combined with the CPU heat
pipe and the Bi-Sonic 80mm
fan, it's certainly very quiet.

From the outside little else is
different. At the front are two
USB2 ports and mini -jack audio
ports. The rear has the two more
USB2, network and S/PDIF input
and outputs.

The Shuttle motherboard,
built around the ATI RS300
chipset, offers an onboard
Radeon 9100 graphics core. It's
nippier than anything Intel
offers, but is really only suitable
for the occasional 3D game. This
board has no AGP slot, so a new
graphics card can't be installed.

The motherboard supports all
Intel Socket 478 processors up
to an 800MHz front -side bus
including the new Prescott. The
latter processor requires a Bios
update from Shuttle, though.

As with other Shuttle
barebones systems, the inside is
a joy to work in. The hard disk
bay unscrews and slides out to
make working easier. It's all

thumbscrews on the inside.
Only parallel ATA drives can
be used, although Shuttle
provides its own IDE cables,
so that you don't end up with
a box full of cabling.

Finally, there's a single PCI
slot for further upgrades. To us
this immediately suggests a TV
card for a home theatre system.
The quiet operation and decent
built-in graphics makes it
perfect for this job or as a
low -performance second PC
where noise would be an issue.

David Ludlow

DETAILS
RRP $299 (£160 approx)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprIces
PRODUCT INFORMATION Gemma
Computers www.gemma.co.uk
SPECIFICATIONS
Intel Pentium 4/Celeron (800MHz FSB)
 ATI RS300 chlpset  Dual -channel
DDR memory  (200/266/333/
400MHz)  Realtek 5.1 -channel sound 
ATI Radeon 9100 graphics  2 USB2,
Ethernet, S -video, S/PDIF in/out, VGA 
180w external power supply  280 x170
x190 (h x w x d)  5.2kg
PROS Small; very quiet
CONS No AGP slot; power supply
VERDICT
A quiet offering, although the
small power supply and lack of
upgrade options mean it Is
suited to less demanding tasks

BUILD QUALITY *****
FEATURES *** *
VALUE FOR MONEY ***
OVERALL *** *

BAREBONES SYSTEM

MSI Mega 180
A good alternative to a full -tower PC

The growing popularity
of small form factor PCs
has contributed to a

minor explosion in the
availability of barebones
computers. The MSI Mega 180 is
among the latest to infiltrate
the market and is targeted at the
style -conscious PC user.

Physically, the Mega 180 is
as attractive as any small form
factor unit we've come across.
It has a dark but highly
reflective front panel, and is
given contrast courtesy of a
coloured strip housing its main
volume and power controls.

Installing additional
components such as a hard disk
drive is never easy in a small case,
but the instructions provided are
straightforward, and pictures
illustrate each step of the process.

The unit is supplied with the
Nvidia Nforce2-based MS -6796
motherboard. This provides a
single PCI and 8x AGP slots, as
well as a pair of empty Dimm
slots that are capable of taking up
to 2GB of DDR266/233 memory
in a dual -channel configuration.
An integrated Geforce4 MX
graphics card rounds things off.

The Mega 180 is well specified.
MSI has incorporated an mp3
player capable of playing music
without the computer being
fully switched on. This reads files
from CDs and is joined by an FM
radio tuner which can be
operated without the need to
boot into an operating system.

These can all be controlled via
a infra -red remote control.

Elsewhere, the Mega 180
features everything you'd expect
to find in a modern PC. There are
Lan, S/PDIF in/out, four USB and
two Firewire ports to aid
connectivity. There are
drawbacks to owning a small
form factor PC, such as the
limited scope for upgrading
graphics, the power supply, and
lack of internal space. Most users,
however, should find the Mega
180 an attractive alternative to a
full -tower system.

Rory Reid

DETAILS
RRP £258.50 (E220 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprIces
PRODUCT INFORMATION Scan
0870 755 4747 wymmsl.com.tw
SPECIFICATIONS
AMD Socket A  Nvidia Nforce2 MPC
motherboard  Two memory slots 
AGP 8x  5.1 audio  1 PCI slot  200w
power supply  4 USB2, 2 Flrewire,
2 S/PDIF, serial, parallel, 2 VGA

PROS 6 -in -1 -card reader; remote
control; mp3 playback
CONS Fiddly to work in; limited
power supply
VERDICT
The Mega 180 is a viable
alternative to a full-sized PC and
will appeal to the style conscious

BUILD QUALITY *****
FEATURES *****
VALUE FOR MONEY *****
OVERALL *****

MAY 2004 www.pcw.co.uk>> 69



Reviews Software

PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT

Borland Delphi 8
Good compatibility makes this impressive package ideal for Delphi users moving to .Net
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nevi which will not
work directly in

VCL.Net. There is an import
wrapper, but it is described as
experimental and is not
always successful.

Borland has its own data
access library for .Net, called
the Borland Data Provider
(BDP). It offers live data at
design time, so you can see
query results when laying out
your form. Again it is a mixed
blessing, since you cannot use
standard ADO.Net drivers with
BDP. On the other hand, BDP
has useful additional features
and can be used as a standard
ADO.Net data source. For
compatibility with existing
code Delphi 8 retains several
additional database libraries, so
you easily get at data in Paradox,
Dbase or Interbase format.

The high -end Architect
edition of Delphi includes
Enterprise Core Objects (ECO),
a feature which enables model -
driven development. The idea is
that you design and maintain
your application as a UML
model, letting ECO generate the
code, including the necessary
database tables. It's a promising
technology, although still in its
early days.

Getting started with Delphi 8
is not as easy as it should be. It

Delphi 8 can be

used to develop

applications for
the .Net framework

listboxes and so
on. VCL.Net has
some advantages,
such as better
performance in
some cases. The
big problem is lack
of compatibility
between VCL.Net
and Windows
Forms. Many
third -party and
open -source
components
for .Net are for
Windows Forms,

Borland's Delphi has
been the best Windows
development tool for

many years. This time around,
Delphi 8 is a completely new
product targeting Microsoft's
.Net Framework. The benefit is
that Delphi is now in tune with
the direction of Windows itself
and gets full access to the rich
Framework class libraries. The
downside is that applications
now depend on the 20MB .Net
runtime and will generally run
more slowly than their Delphi
7 equivalents.

There are, therefore, a
couple of different ways to
assess Delphi 8. One is from
the perspective of existing
developers wondering whether
to port their code. The other
is how it stands up against
Microsoft's Visual Studio .Net,
which offers .Net development
in both Visual Basic and Co.

Delphi 8 is hosted in
Borland's Developer Studio
Integrated Developer
Environment (IDE), as also used
by the company's C# Builder
product. Along with a code
editor, it includes a visual form
designer for both Windows and
web applications, as well as
additional features such as a

database explorer and the
ability to view your code as a
Universal Modelling Language
(UML) diagram.

The language used is
Borland's Object Pascal, now
officially (but unhelpfully)
called the Delphi language.
Considering it targets a new
platform, there is an impressive
level of compatibility with the
old Delphi. Simple projects will
still load and run unchanged.
The main issues are with pointer
types, which are rarely used in
.Net, direct calls to the Windows
API and third -party components
that are not yet available.

In order to achieve high
compatibility, Borland has
created a new Visual Class
Library (VCL) for .Net, based on
the old Delphi VCL which has
far-reaching implications.
Delphi 8 supports two different
frameworks for Windows
applications, one using VCL.Net
and the other using Windows
Forms, which is Microsoft's
standard visual class library. In
practical terms, this means you
have to choose between the two
when starting a new application
and, therefore, two form
designers and two sets of
components such as buttons,

has the appearance of a rushed
release, and documentation is
skimpy. The product badly
needs a developer's guide,
as well as a more detailed
reference. Even so, as a
technical accomplishment
it is most impressive.

The more awkward
question is whether it is a
compelling alternative to earlier
versions of Delphi or, indeed,
to Microsoft's .Net tools. Not
everyone wants to build .Net
applications and, if your
priorities are fast performance
and deployment without the
burden of a runtime layer, the
old Delphi still wins. Borland
recognises this by including
Delphi 7 alongside the
new version.

Borland will find it harder
to tempt new users, although
the support for UML and
model -driven development is
an important advantage.
Whereas the original Delphi
easily outclassed Visual Basic,
there is little to choose between
Delphi 8 and Microsoft's C#.

Tim Anderson

DETAILS

RRP Pro £787.25 (£670 ex VAT)
Enterprise £1,962.25 (£1,670 ex VAT)
Architect £2,350 (£2,000 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprIces
PRODUCT INFORMATION Borland
0118 9241400 www.borland.co.uk
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Windows 2000 or above  Pentium
111850MHz or higher  512MB
of Ram  600MB of disk space
PROS Compatibility; innovative
development; fast framework for
Windows applications
CONS Hard choice between VCL.Net
and Windows Forms; documentation;
slower than previous version
VERDICT
Great technology and ideal for
Delphi users migrating to .Net,
but Visual Studio .Net is a
safer choice

EASE OF USE *****
FEATURES ***itr
VALUE FOR MONEY ****--*--
OVERALL ****--**-
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No server requirement - runs on
any Windows platform*

5 Download, install and configure
in less than 3o minutes

5ISpam filter and Spam blocker
technology built in

0 Powerful Webmail interface
includes calendar and contacts
support

5 AntiVirus plug-in protects
inbound & outbound emails

GroupWare plug-in allows folder
sharing directly within Outlook

5 Single-click inbound and
outbound message archival

Why do thousands
of businesses
rely on MDaemon
email servers?

COMPUTER

Comprehensive features make

MDaemon a real alternative
to (MS) Exchange

MDaemon releases the full
collaborative power of
Outlook, it's hard to ignore

Take control of your email with the power, simplicity
and rich functionality of MDaemon. Licenses start at
6 users, from around f65 excluding VAT.

Thousands of businesses, schools, universities,
charities and Local Governments worldwide rely
on MDaemon - try it free for 3o days at
www.mdaemon.co.uk, call 0845 058 9058 or
email sales@mdaemon.co.uk

zen
SOFTWARE

Zen Software is the exclusive distributor of the
MDaemon suite of products in the UK and Ireland

3 Nagai) a Groupwar4  Afigriii4 Worigliiii4

www.mdaemon.co.uk
'With the exception of Windows 95 SRi. Some features listed are only available in the Pro version.
The MDaemon suite of products and associated logos are the property of Alt -N Technologies, Texas, US.
Personal Computer World logo is a trademark of VNU Business Publications. PC Pro logo is a trademark of Dennis Publishing.
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DESKTOP PUBLISHING

Adobe Pagemaker Plug-in

An Indesign tool to help smooth transition
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Some of the key features from Pagemaker are included in this plug-in
for Indesign to help you move from one package to the other

The application that
launched the DTP
revolution is being put

out to grass. Adobe will continue
to sell Pagemaker 7, but there
won't be any new numbers or a
Mac OSX version. This is a serious
issue for Mac users, who will have
to make the switch or persevere
with an application that will run
only in Classic mode.

Adobe hopes that Pagemaker
users will now migrate to
Indesign CS and has released
this Pagemaker plug-in pack
for the newer program. In
addition to a converter, which
allows you to open Pagemaker 6
documents in Indesign (version
6.5 and 7 documents will open
without the plug -ins), the pack
includes some of Pagemaker's
high -end features.

There's the splash screen,
providing access to document
filing and a template library. The
Office -style Pagemaker toolbar
with familiar printing, filing,
text formatting and view
options is present, the position
tool works like Pagemaker's crop
tool and another plug-in adds
all the keyboard shortcuts.

It works very well, and anyone
making the move to Indesign
will have a smoother ride as a
result. Indesign already shares
some features with Pagemaker

and, for users who are hooked
into features such as data merge
or the build booklet command,
the case for upgrading to a
professional package with the
additional functionality of
Indesign is strong.

But there's a proportion
of Pagemaker users whose
requirements are more modest.
For these the upgrade price to
Indesign may be too steep.

Ken McMahon

DETAILS
RRP Plug-in £47.19 (E39 ex VAT)
Indesign CS Pagemaker Edition
upgrade £339.58 inc VAT
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprIces
PRODUCT INFORMATION Adobe
020 8606 4001 www.adobe.co.uk
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Pentium II  Windows 2000 with
Service Pack 2 or Windows XP 
128MB of Ram  Indesign 312MB,

plug-in pack 258MB of disk space
PROS Adds crucial Pagemaker
tools and templates to Indesign CS
CONS Not for casual users
VERDICT
For those who need the
sophistication of Indesign, this
Is a great upgrade opportunity

EASE OF USE *****
FEATURES *****
VALUE FOR MONEY ****
OVERALL ****

MEDIA PLAYER

Cyberlink Powercinema 3

Hassle -free music and movies

Marketed as a cheaper
alternative to
Windows Media

Center, Cyberlink's Powercinema
3 is aimed at those who want to
play movies and listen to music
with the minimum of fuss.

With large buttons and a
simple design, navigation isn't a
problem, even if you output it
to a standard TV. If you buy the
optional remote control you
don't have to go anywhere near
your keyboard or mouse.

Powercinema is split into four
main sections: movies, pictures,
videos and music. The movies
section plays DVDs and VCDs,
while the other sections allow
you browse your hard drive for
relevant media.

Although the simple interface
makes it easy to navigate, it is
a little lacking in features. For
example, the settings section of
the manual states you can 'fine
tune its performance to your
machine'. However, when you
go to Settings you get just one
choice to alter the screen mode -
not exactly what we would call
fine tuning. The music feature is
also a little simplistic. You can
play individual songs or select
an entire folder, but you can't
create your own playlists.

There are some decent features
lurking within. The CLPV option

will convert 4:3 videos in to 16:9
widescreen format by stretching
the outer edge of the picture,
while the CLMEI function will
convert a stereo input into a
multi -channel output.

If you like the idea of being
able to browse your media files
without having to sit at your
PC, Powercinema could be for
you. However, its functionality
is limited and you may find
yourself reverting to Windows
Media Player when watching
DivX movies or playing mp3s.

WIII Stapley

DETAILS
RRP £44.99 (£38.29 ex VAT);
remote control £19.99
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Cyberlink 020 72214600
www.gocyberlink.com
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Windows XP  Pentium111450MHz
or higher  32MB of Ram  200MB
of hard disk space
PROS Easy to use
CONS Features; no remote control
VERDICT
It works well, but with the remote
control an extra it's overpriced

EASE OF USE ****
FEATURES *.
VALUE FOR MONEY **A * *-
OVERALL *** * *

? _ X

Movies

Pictures

Videos

Music

Web

Settings

The four main sections of Powercinema help you to choose which type
of media you want to organise
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SAMSUNG DIGIT)
everyone's invited,

Want to buy an LCD monitor?
Make sure it has a wisevlew TFTLCD panel

wise
view -

When you re shopping for a monitor, a lot of brand names come to mind. But before

you go out and buy one, consider this - a monitor is essentially a display panel, SAMSUNG TFT-LCD

just like your television or cell phone screen. And the most advanced display

technology on the market is TFTLCD. So the first thing you should decide is which

brand of TFTLCD to ask for. And the most advanced TFTLCD out there is WiseviewTM.

Wiseview. A Wise Choice.
Wiseview is a trademark owned by Samsung Electronics Co.Ltd. www.samsungTFTLCD.com
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VIDEO -EDITING HEAD -TO -HEAD

Pinnacle Studio 9 v Cyberlink Powerdirector 3
How does newcomer Powerdirector compete against seasoned pro Studio?

Editing PONIS1 with II ninon

Desktop video editors
certainly have a healthy
choice of programs

these days. At the top end of the
market are some great products
from Apple and Avid, while
home movie makers and those
on a budget are virtually
swimming in software aimed at
cutting down long, wobbly takes
and compiling them into an
assemblage of footage, music,
effects and titles for output to
tape or disc.

At the most basic level you
can do most of this for free -
Windows users have Movie
Maker 2 and Mac owners have
Imovie. But between the two
extremes are dozens of fairly
priced third -party video -editing
applications that offer a range
of increasingly sophisticated
movie tuning tools.

Pinnacle Studio is fast
becoming a veteran of the
video -editing world. Indeed,
testing out its latest incarnation
felt a little like trying on an old
coat, not least because, on the
surface, very little has changed.

Everything feels familiar,
which can work in the
program's favour as well as
against it. On the positive side,
those looking to upgrade from a
previous version will
find themselves in instantly

recognisable
territory. The
tried and
tested Studio
interface has
managed to avoid the
indignity of a makeover.

As before, Studio's screen
provides a context -sensitive
layout, depending on which
stage of the editing process
users are tackling. Tabs
running along the top side of
the interface denote the three
main work areas: Capture for
importing clips from cassette,
edit for trimming, Cutting
and adding effects, and Make
movie for producing your
finished film to file, tape or
disc. Ever present throughout
are the preview and library
windows. The latter is also
tabbed to provide quick access
to your video clips, effects,
audio and titling tools.

As with preceding versions,
Studio 9 allows beginners to
assemble their footage, along
with any supplementary media
(images, audio, and the like),
in a basic storyboard window,
where clips, effects and
transitions are laid down next to
each other in a simple sequence.
Old hands can, however, opt
for the more detailed timeline
view, as favoured by pro

h11

Left: Give your
movie a name with

Studio's titling tools

Below: Tabs

running along the
top of the interface
show the three
main work areas

re.misam

video -editing programs, such as
Adobe Premiere.

Meanwhile, those who
have no interest whatsoever
in getting their hands dirty
with manual video editing
can choose a brand new
automated process called
Smartmovie. Just point Studio
to a folder full of raw footage,
select an accompanying tune,
choose one of the style presets
and the program will do the
rest, producing watchable pop
video -like results with the
minimum of intervention or
time wasting, depending on
your point of view.

Easy installation
It's been nearly 18 months
since Studio 8 came our way,
so we were hopeful that
version 9 was a little
more than another annual
incremental release and that
Pinnacle had tackled some
of the issues we had with the
previous outing. Installation
was mercifully free of any
problems and we didn't
encounter anything like the
sort of instability issues that

have plagued previous releases.
Unbelievably, however, there's
still no support for external
previewing via Firewire. This
means you will only be able
to watch full -screen previews
as you work if you have a dual -
monitor setup or a supported
graphics card with TV -out.

Previewing is something of a
weak point. Rather than opting
for increasing Studio's realtime
capabilities, Pinnacle has
implemented a background
rendering technique to help
reduce the amount of progress
bar grief that video editing often
entails. This works well on fast,
new computer systems
(especially those with Hyper -
threading processors, for which
the feature has been optimised),
but those with PCs at the
lower end of the minimum
specifications will have to
endure delays when reviewing
complex cuts or demanding
effects, and preview playback
can get a bit jerky.

These are Studio 9's main
downfalls and, to be fair, they
will probably be obvious only
to more experienced editors -
in other words, not Studio's
primary target user base.
However, there are a few
additions to the new release that
should please expert users. For
example, Studio 9 supports
capture, editing and output of
footage shot in 16:9 widescreen
mode - something that was
missing from the previous
version. With widescreen TVs
and 16:9 -capable camcorders
more prevalent, it's a feature
that's becoming more crucial for
home users.

Another useful high -end
feature that will please home
cinema buffs is the inclusion of
some very straightforward yet
effective surround -sound
mapping tools. You can't plot
and output true digital 5.1
channels, but you can encode
your soundtracks using Dolby
Pro Logic. This means viewers
with the right equipment (a Pro
Logic -compatible A/V decoder
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and set of 5.1 speakers, for
instance) can get the benefit
of any surround audio effects,
while those with standard
television setups will still be
able to enjoy stereo sound.
The audio -balancing control is
remarkably easy to use with a
bird's-eye view of a six -speaker
setup within which you can
place your audio tracks and
move or fade them between
speakers to create surround
effects. It's worth pointing out,
however, that if your computer
doesn't have a Pro Logic
decoder and 5.1 or more
speakers you'll have a tough job
getting the surround mix right.

Doubtless there is already
a successor to Studio 9 in the
pipeline that will address some
or hopefully all of our quibbles.
Let's just hope that Studio 10
doesn't go for shock and awe
tactics. Studio's workspace is
one if its enduring strong points
- if it ain't broke, don't fix it -
just make sure it does
everything you want it to do.

Powerdirector
Coming from virtually nowhere
to compete directly with Studio
in the budget video -editing
arena is comparative newcomer,
Cyberlink Powerdirector 3.
Previous versions haven't
measured up particularly well
when compared to market
leaders like Pinnacle's product,
but the latest edition is
beginning to look like more
of an interesting prospect.

At £49.99 it's £10 cheaper, yet
it shares many of its rival's
features. Ease of use is a high
priority this time round.
Transferring video from tape
to disk, for instance, is a lot

Stitch together your project in
Powerdirector's timeline mode

simpler in Powerdirector than
in many other budget programs,
particularly when automatic
scene detection is used to keep
footage down to workable -sized
clips. You can also easily make
DVDs of your finished films,
but not from within
Powerdirector itself. For this
task, you'll have to import your
production into a separate
wizard -based disc -authoring
application called EZproducer.

Although not quite as easy
on the eye, Powerdirector's
main window could almost
be mistaken for an earlier
incarnation of Studio's
interface. Everything from
Studio's tabbed editing stages
to the context -sensitive library
window and omnipresent
preview screen are all mirrored
in Powerdirector's workspace
and are even located in the
same areas of the screen as
their Pinnacle counterparts.

And the similarities don't
end there. Powerdirector
shares a number of its best
features with Pinnacle's editor,
including the choice between a
beginner's storyboard and an
advanced timeline approach to
stitching your projects together.
We're not suggesting that
Cyberlink is ripping off all of
Pinnacle's ideas - Powerdirector
isn't the only budget video -
editing suite to share these
similarities with Studio.
Ironically, the very fact that
there are so many similar video -
editing packages on the market
only makes it easier to choose.
In this case, if you're after a
streamlined workspace and
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features such as surround
sound and automated movie
making, head straight for
Studio 9. If you're looking to
save a few bob, then Cyberlink's
alternative gives you nearly as
much control over your video
for less than £50.

With some crucial features
missing, Pinnacle's program
feels a little like a seasoned pro
that's starting to slow down.
Young pretenders like
Powerdirector, while by no
means perfect, are beginning
to catch up in areas that have
traditionally been Studio's area
of expertise. At its most stable
yet, Studio is still an extremely
good choice for video -editing

DETAILS

PINNACLE STUDIO 9
RRP £59.99 (E51.06 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Pinnacle 01895 442 003
www.pinnaclesys.com
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Windows 98SE/ME/2000/XP 
Pentium/Athlon 800MHz or higher 
256MB of Ram  DirectX 9 or higher
compatible graphics and sound cards 
500MB of disk space to install  Video
capture device  CD/DVD burner for
VideoCD/DVD authoring
PROS Stable (at last); widescreen
support; surround sound
CONS No preview over Firewire
VERDICT
Without being too much of a
radical overhaul, it Is the best
version yet. It lacks some
important features but is still
the top program in its league

EASE OF USE ****
FEATURES ***'x
VALUE FOR MONEY ***
OVERALL ***

newbies - particularly when it is
purchased in conjunction
with one of Pinnacle's capture
devices, such as the external
Studio Moviebox DV (£199).
Powerdirector 3 on the other
hand is surprisingly usable and
has a few tricks up its sleeve,
such as its ability to capture
and edit footage in mpeg
format, and its support for
imported Dolby Digital audio.
But there's still plenty of room
for refinement, especially in
terms of finding a balance
between providing an intuitive
working environment and
accessible advanced features
for those who want them.

James Bennett

DETAILS

CYBERLINK POWER DIRECTOR 3
RRP £49.99 (42.54 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Koch Media 01256707 888
www.gocyberlInk.co.uk
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Windows 985E/ME/2000/XP 
Pentium II 450MHz or higher
processor  128MB of Ram  1,024 x
768 display  1GB of disk space 
Video -capture device  CD/DVD
burner for videoCD/DVD authoring
PROS Solid; cheap
CONS Range of effects;
limited right -click options
VERDICT
Powerdirector is a simple,
basic package covering most
common requirements, but
is also a cut -back and an
occasionally annoying
variation on a theme

EASE OF USE ***
FEATURES **
VALUE FOR MONEY ***
OVERALL ***
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unbeatable value.

NEW MODEL

TECHNOLOGY

Buy now pay nothing for 9 months
on all Hi -Grade notebooks

Latest Notebook Awards

HI -GRADE

NOTINO C7000-1600

 Intel' Pentium" M processor 1.6GHz
with 1024k cache

 Microsoft' Windows' XP Home Edition

 Intel' 855PM chipset
 512Mb DDR DRAM
 40Gb hard disk drive

 15.1" TFT XGA colour screen

 AT/ Mobility Radeon 9600 graphics with 64Mb

 DVD/CD-ReWriter/DVD-ReWriter combo drive

 Internal 56K V90 modem

 Internal 10/100Base-T Ethernet

 Built-in wireless 802.11b Ethernet
 Executive carry case

 Weight: 2.7Kg
 Battery life - 3.5 hours
 Microsoft Works 7
 Two years collect and reture warranty with

accidental damage cover

`999 '1113"
sex VAT VA r

STANDARD NOTINO
C7000 / C6700 FEATURES

External USB floppy disk drive (optional): C7000 -
Li -ion battery 8 cell (-4 hours); C6700 -Li -ion
battery 9 cell (-4 hours): type II PC -card slot:
ports: external VGA monitor. C7000 3 x USB 2.0
C6700 2 x USB 2.2, parallel, IEEE 1394, TV -out,

line-out (with SPDIF). mic-in, line -in; C7000
Dimensions: 326 x 270 x 29-30mm: 06700
Dimensions: 352 x 260 x 29.9-31.4mm; C7000
weight: 2.7kg; C6700 weight: 2.7kg; 2 years
collect and return international warranty with
accidental damage

HI -GRADE

NOTINO C6700-1700

 Intel' Pentium' M processor 1.7GHz with

1024k cache, supports Enhanced

Intel' SpeedStep' Technology*

 Microsoft' Windows" XP Home Edition
 Intel 855PM chipset
 512Mb DDR RAM

 80Gb hard disk drive

 15.4" TFT WXGA+ 1280x854

15:10 wide colour screen

 Nvidia GeForce FX Go 5200

 DVD/CD-ReWriter/DVD-ReWriter combo drive

 Internal 56K V90 modem

 Internal 10/100Base-T Ethernet

 Built-in wireless 802.11b Ethernet

 Executive carry case

 Weight; 2.7Kg

 Battery life -4 hours
 Microsoft Works 7
 Two years collect and return warranty with

accidental damage cover

'1299 '1526"
ea VAT in, Va

Notino W6700 Notino W6700 Notino C6700 Notino 3600 Notino 3600 Notino C5000
PC Advisor Gold Computer Buyer PCW Computer Buyer PCW Computer Shopper

April 2003 Recommended Recommended Best Buy Best Budget Best Buy
June 2003 September 2003 September 20031 September 2003, ...February 2004,



M

Hi -Grade recommends Microsoft® Windows® XR

"An incredibly good
value basic notebook"
Notino 3600, POW -7003

HI -GRADE

NOTINO 3600S -2000A

 Intel Celeron M processor 2.00Hz

with 256k cache

 Microsoft' Windows' XP Home Edition

 256Mb DDR RAM

 20Gb hard disk drive

 14.1" [FT XGA colour screen

 SiS integrated 3D graphics

 DVD-R0M/CD-ReWriter combo drive

 Internal 56K V90 modem

 Internal 10/100Base-T Ethernet

 Type II PC -card slot

 Dimensions: 326 x 258 x 32mm
 Weight: 2.8kg

`S49 £67915
ex VAT inc VAT

NOTINO 3600S -2000A FEATURES
External USB floppy disk drive (optional); b -ion battery 8 cell (-2.30 hours);

type II PC -card slot; ports: external VGA monitor, 2 x USB 2.0. parallel, serial,
IEEE! 394, TV -out, IR, line-out. mic-in; Dimensions: 326 x 258 x 32mm;
weight: 3kg; Microsoft Works v7; I year collect and return warranty.

HI -GRADE

NOTING C5514 -1300A

 Intel' Celeron M processor 1.3GHz

with 512k cache

 Microsoft' Windows'° XP Home Edition

 Intel' 855GM chipset
 256Mb DDR RAM

 20Gb hard disk drive
 14.1" TFT XGA colour screen

 Intel" 855GM shared graphics

 DVD/CD-ReWriter combo drive

 Internal 56K V90 modem

 Internal 101100Base-T Ethernet

 Built-in wireless 802.11b Ethernet

 Executive carry case

 Weight: 2.8Kg
 Battery life -3.5 hours
 Microsoft Works 7
 One year collect and return warranty

£665 £141"

STANDARD
NOTING C5000 FEATURES

HI -GRADE

NOTING C5515-1400

Specification as the Notino
C5514 -1300A but with:

 Inter' Pentium' M processor 1.4GHz

with 1024k cache

 Microsoft' Windows' XP Home Edition

 512Mb DDR RAM

 30Gb hard disk drive
15.1" TFT XGA colour screen

£765 '898"
ex VAT Inc VAT

MOBILE
TECHNOLOGY

Sound Blaster Compatible, Compliant with AC97: External USB floppy disk drive (optional); b -ion battery 8

cells (-4 hours): 1 x type II PC -card slot: ports: parallel port, VGA for external monitor, 2 x USB 2.0, IEEE 1394

port, speaker -out, mic-in; Dimensions: 326 x 258 x 25.3-32mm; Weight: 2.8kg: Microsoft' Works v7

FOR LATEST PRICES AND MORE CONFIGURATIONS

Call 020 8532 6123
or visit www.higrade.com 7ifcimology with ce humeri/ fitce

Finance options BOY NOW PAY LATER Typical Example Cash PlIC, WOO No deposit iewea Pay Pullmg "ale 9 monies men settle loan in full f 1000 (APR (Nor 36 monthly installments 01E49.23. Total charge for credit £772.28. Total amount payable £177228

(APR 29.8%). Written quotation available. Finance subject to status. For lull details of The finance options available. visit vhovhigrade corrfilinance. Terms & conditions Prices valid from 300204. Delivery charge for all orders within theUK is £29 .VAT. 'The

processor may be reduced to a lower operating speed when operating on battery power Hi -Grade and Notino are registered trademarks of Hi -Grade Computersplc. Intel. Intel Inside, the Intel Inside Logo, Intel Coffin°, Intel SpeedStep and Pentium are trademarks or registered trademarks

of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States and other countries. Microsoft, Windows and the Windows logo are trademarks or registered trademarks ofMicrosoft Corporation in the United States andlor other countries. Prices and specification may be changed without notice.
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FineReader 7.0 OCR is much better than retyping
Converting PDF files and scanned documents into text just became simpler.
FineReader 7.0 offers advanced features to handle a variety of document
conversion needs:

 Superior accuracy based on ABBYY's NEW IPA technologies

 Excellent retention of original layouts including tables and
text flowing around pictures

 Superb PDF functions including editing of PDF files

 Export to a variety of formats including PDF, MS Word, MS Excel,
HTML, RTF, MS PowerPoint and MS Word XML

 Integration with MS Word 2003 for easy document editing
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a suggestion?
Award -Winning OCR CD'
More than 100 International Awards from IT Magazines. En I

Download a free trial version today at:
www. a b byy. co . u k/d own load

ABBYY Europe, UK Office, uksales@abbyy.co.uk
Tel.: +44(0)1279-656539
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MEETINGS MANAGEMENT

Filemaker Meetings

Manage your meetings with ease
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The Filemaker Meetings application allows you to store minutes and
agendas for all your meetings

Filemaker Meetings is an
application designed to
manage all aspects of

meetings. It provides circulation
of agendas with email
notifications, recording who
was present at a meeting,
minute taking and distribution,
along with action items that
arise. In short, it keeps you on
top of things.

With Filemaker (FM) Pro 6 on
your machine, installation is
simple. Double-click on the
Filemaker Meetings application
and start exploring. Sample data
is provided, to give you a way to
get to grips with how it works.
It's not difficult, but you'll need
time to work out how everything
fits and to customise the system
with your contacts, meeting
locations, organisational groups
and so on. Even so, at this price,
it's a lot cheaper than developing
an application from scratch.

The home screen provides an
overview of meetings and their
actions, giving you a summary,
while the main meeting screen
clearly shows minutes, agenda,
attendance and action items.
You can send customised emails
to attendees, with tasks, agendas,
dates and time - all the
templates can be modified and
Filemaker will fire up your email
client to do the sending.

There's clear documentation
provided, but you probably
won't need it, even if you're not
familiar with Filemaker Pro.
If you already use FM Pro and
want a way to manage meetings
that doesn't tie you to a
Personal Information Manager
such as Outlook, this
application is everything you
need. It's also not bad value
even if you don't already have
the database.

Nigel Whitfield

DETAILS
RRP Download £35.19 (£29.95 ex
VAT); CD £41.07 (£34.95 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Filemaker 01628 534 158
www.filemakenco.uk/applications
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Windows XP SPl 300MHz Pentium 
128MB of memory  Filemaker Pro 6
PROS Comprehensive; easily
customised; networkable
CONS Can take time to set up
VERDICT
A comprehensive system for
managing meetings and agendas,
but you'll need Filemaker Pro and
time to set up the data

EASE OF USE * *
FEATURES * *
VALUE FOR MONEY *
OVERALL

TASK MANAGEMENT

Filemaker Tasks

A powerful tool to assign and track tasks

Like Filemaker Meetings,
Tasks is a ready -built
database to load into

Filemaker (FM) Pro 6. It's
designed to manage allocation
and tracking of tasks for an
organisation, with priorities,
tasks, teams and individuals.
Tasks can be assigned keywords,
labels and priorities, in addition
to due dates and assignees.

The database comes loaded
with templates and sample data
that you'll be well advised to
spend some time playing with.
We did find Tasks a little fiddlier
than Meetings, especially when
it came to using the Find
function, where the manual
would be helpful.

That aside, there are lots of
useful tools here, including
reports to view outstanding
tasks by creator, or everything
that a particular person hasn't
yet completed. It makes it easy
to keep on top of individual
workloads. As with Meetings, it's
simple to mail task information
to people using templates.

It would be good to see support
for recurring tasks - allowing
automatic assignment for things
such as preparing accounts or
making backups. And, while
other applications will work well
managed by a secretary, a task
system like this needs to run on a

network, so everyone can
check their tasks easily.

That's an additional expense to
bear in mind if you don't already
use FM Pro and, of course,
existing Personal Information
Managers users may be reluctant
to have another tool to keep
track of their tasks. If, however,
those caveats don't apply, this is a
powerful and fully customisable
way to organise the assignment
of tasks.

Nigel Whitfield

DETAILS
RRP Download £46.94 (£39.95 ex
VAT); CD £52.81 (£44.95 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.ukibestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Filemaker 01628 534 158
www.filemaker.co.uk/applications
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Windows XP SP1  300MHz Pentium 
128MB of memory  Filemaker Pro 6
PROS Flexible task assignment
and reporting
CONS Standalone nature may
be awkward for PIM users
VERDICT
A comprehensive way of
assigning and tracking tasks that
would benefit from networking

EASE OF USE
FEATURES
VALUE FOR MONEY *
OVERALL
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Creating a new task is a simple matter of filling in a form on screen
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Morgan
WAREHOUSE SURPLUS OUTLET
www.morgancomputers.co.uk

CANON 3-IN-1

MULTIFUNCTION INKJET

Colour printer
A4 scanner

Colour copier
USB interface

MPC-200, 2400 x 1200 dpi photo
printing, 600 x 1200 dpi flatbed colour
scanner, A4 colour copying, MicroFine
Droplet Technology for better quality
printing. As new refurb - 1 year wty.

£99" EX £11749 he VAT

TOSHIBA POCKET PC

e740 PALMTOP

Ultra slim design
400MHz processor

WiFi connectivity
Pocket PC 2002

Full featured organiser, touch screen
stylus input, SD & CF card expansion
slot, WiFi interface, 3.5" TFT colour
screen, inc Pocket Excel, Word etc.
Light demo use - 1 year warranty.

£169" EX 616674 Inc VAT

MINOLTA DIMAGE 923

3.2 MEGAPIXEL DIGITAL

2048 x 1536 dpi  
Optical zoom
TFT screen

Movie recording' ---1..+41111)

Compact 3.2 Megapixel camera, 3x
optical zoom, long movie recording,
mode, 1.6" TFT screen, built-in flash.
Brand new stock - full 1 year Minolta
warranty. Includes 16MB media card.

£99" Ex £11749 Inc VAT

WIRELESS DESKTOP

KEYBOARD & MOUSE SET

No messy cables
Stylish finish
3 button mouse
Multimedia keys

Labtec Wireless Desktop, complete
wireless freedom for your desk - no
more messy cables, stylish multimedia
keyboard & 3 button wheel mouse.
Brand new stock -1 year warranty.

£24" EX £2936 Inc VAT

IBM THINKPAD

SUPERB 14.1" TFT SCREEN

Intel PIII 700MHz
128MB RAM

DVD-ROM drive
Windows 98

Intel Pentium III 700MHz processor,
12GB hard drive, 128MB SDRAM,
DVD-ROM drive, 14.1" TFT screen,
56K/LAN/USB ports. Ex -lease refurb
stock - 3 month RTB warranty.

£379" EX £44649 Inc VAT

COMPAQ NOTEBOOK

AS NEW IMPORT STOCK

AMD 1800+ chip
256MB RAM

CD-RW/DVD

15" TFT screen

AMD Athlon XP 1.53GHz processor,
30GB hard drive, 256MB DDR RAM,
CD-RW/DVD-ROM combo drive, 15"
TFT screen, 56K & LAN interface. US
refurb, US keyboard, inc Windows XP

£64624 Me VAT

NIKON DIGITAL

COOLPIX 2100

2.0 Megapixel
Compact design

1600 x 1200 dpi res, 3x optical zoom,
macro mode & video capture facility.
Grade A Nikon refurb - 6 month wty.

£11749 bn VAT

CP 3100: 3 Megapixel, 3x zoom lens,
Grade A Nikon refurb - 6 month wty.

£15274 Inc VAT

14700 PHOTO PRINTER!

SUPERB QUALITY INKJET

4800 x 1200 dpi 1111Mill
Direct print option

Integral card slot
Borderless printing

High resolution colour inkjet printer
with built-in card reader, 4800 x 1200
dpi photo printing, borderless prints
up to A4 size, direct printing option
for compatible Canon digital cameras.

£79" EX £33911 Ys tau

KODAK IMAGING

KODAK 0(4210

2.0 Megapixel
Ideal for snapshots

1600 x 1200 dpi res, 2x digital zoom,
built-in flash, optical viewfinder, 16MB
internal memory, SD/MMC card slot.

£49" EX £5874 weer

CX4300: 3 Megapixel, 2x digital zoom,
16MB internal RAM, SD/MMC slot.

£69" EX £8224 AM va

HP PAVILION A309]

STOCK ROTATION [4o]
2.4GHz processor

DVD/CD-RW drive

40GB hard drive

256MB DDR RAM

Intel Celeron 2.4GHz chip, 256MB
DDR RAM, DVD/CD-RW combo drive,
Intel graphics chipset, AC'97 audio,
56K/LAN/Firewire ports, MS Windows
XP Home. Full 1 year HP warranty.

£299" EX £35249 Inn VAT

MAIL ORDER SALES LINE
rig 0870 120 4940

MasterCard

BARCLAYCAR
MEUrElli

C:701M

BUSINESS HOURS
Monday -Friday 9.00am-5.301
Saturday 9.00am-5.00i

ALL STOCK BRAND NEW UNLESS STATED
nbortGt000advsainlaobt islitglieicdesonsuabgil thong

ALL
LONDON WEST LONDON BIRMINGHAM MANCHESTER

64-72 New Oxford Street Unit 25 Derby Road 34 Edgbaston Centre, Hagley Unit 11-12 Station Approa

London WC1A 1AX Metropolitan Ctr UB6 8UJ Road. Birmingham B16 8SH Manchester M1 2GH

Tel 020 7255 2115 Tel 020 8575 0055 Tel 0121 452 1141 Tel 0161 237 1111
Fax 020 7436 6285 Fax 020 8575 7985 Fax 0121 455 6855 Fax 0161 237 3146

HP PAVILION A235

STOCK ROTATION (4J
2.08GHz chip
CD-RW & DVD

80GB hard drive

256MB RAM

AMD Athlon XP 2800+ chip, 256MB
RAM, 16x DVD & 48x CD-RW drives,
ATi 128MB graphics, AC'97 audio,
56K modem/LAN/Firewire ports, MS
Win XP Home. Full 1 year warranty.

E46999 Inc VAT

[FUJI DIGITAL CAMERAS

FINEPIX A202

2.0 Megapixel
Video clip mode

1600 x 1200 dpi res, built-in flash,
macro mode & video capture facility.
Grade A Fuji refurb - 1 year warranty.

E4999 EX £5874 Inc VAT

A204: 2 Megapixel, 3x optical zoom.
As new Fuji factory refurb -1 year wty.

£79" EX 66399 he VAT

OLYMPUS C-50502

5 MEGAPIXEL CAMERA

High res digital
3x optical zoom
Tiltable TFT
Quality finish

Stunning 5 megapixel camera, 2560 x
1920 dpi res, 3x optical zoom lens
(f1.8 - f2.6), auto/full manual modes,
uses SM/CF or xD memory. As new
with original accessories & 1 yr wty.

£38774 in, kin

SATELLITE A30-203

AS NEW - FACTORY SEALED

Intel P4 2.66GHz
CD-RW/DVD drive

256MB DDR RAM

30GB hard drive

With Intel Pentium 4 2.66GHz chip,
256MB DDR RAM, 30GB drive, combo
drive, 15" TFT screen, 64MB graphics,
56K modem/LAN, Windows XP Home.
As new stock, Toshiba factory sealed.

£649" EX 76374 Inc VAT

SAMSUNG ML -1750

SUB £100 17 PPM LASER

1200 x 600 dpi 6"*Nowt

8MB memory
Parallel & USB r

250 sheet capacity

Samsung mono laser printer, max
17 pages/min printing, 1200 x 600 dpi
resolution, PCL6 print language, USB
& parallel interface, includes starter
cartridge. Brand new - full warranty.

£99" EX 611749 he VAT

HOME CINEMA KIT

DVD PLAYER & SPEAKERS

AMW DVD player
5.1 & DTS sound
MP3 compatible,
160W output

Home cinema solution - all you need
to enjoy your movies in full digital
surround sound, 160W RMS total
output, powerful subwoofer and 5x
satellite speakers. Inc infrared remote

£99" EX 611749 Inc VAT

p

SUB £350 NOTEBOOK

HP OMNIBOOK 500

600MHz chip
128MB SDRAM

Ultra -slim design

CD docking station

Intel Pentium III 600MHz processor,
10GB hard drive, 128MB SDRAM,
CD/floppy/Modem/LAN on docking
station, 12.1" TFT screen. HP factory
refurb stock with MS Windows 2000.

C41 1 24 wan

NOW OPEN
SUNDAYS

FROM
10Am - 4pm

OUR GREENFORD

BRANCH IS CLOSED

AT WEEKENDS

NIKON DIGITAL

COOLPIX SO

Swivel -lens design . 
3 Megapixel CDD

Pocket sized camera, 3x optical zoor
TFT colour screen (no optical finde
As new stock - full Nikon warranty.

C 19974 Ys ur

HP PAVILION T250

STOCK ROTATION [4
2.66GHz chip
DVD & DVD+RW

80GB hard drive

512MB RAM

Intel Pentium 4 2.66GHz chip, 256MB
DDR RAM, DVD & DVD+Ft/RW drives,
ATi 128MB graphics, 56K/LAN/Firewire
ports, built-in 6 -in -1 card reader MS
Win XP Home. Full 1 year warranty.

£62274 Ys xxr

CANON SCANNERS

GRADE A CANON REFURBS

USB interface
Full 1 year
RTB warranty

CanoScan LiDE 20: 600 x 1200 dpi,
48 Bit colour, flatbed design, z -lid.

£3524 b. vAT

CanoScan 1250U2: 2400 x 1200 dpi,
48 Bit colour, z -lid, USB 2 interface.

£34" a e4111 Ire VAT

CP 5700:5 Megapixel, 8x optical zoo
lens. Nikon refurb - 6 month warrant

£46999 Inc VAT

COMPAQ ARMADA

ULTRA SLIM NOTEBOOK

500MHz chip
192MB SDRAM

Lightweight design
CD docking station

Intel Pentium III 500MHz processo
12GB hard drive, 192MB SDRAM,
CD-ROM & floppy drive on dockinc
station, 12.1" TFT screen. HP facto
refurb stock with MS Windows 98.

£39949 Yn VAT

RONIN DVD PLAYER
P215: Compact design, plays DVD,
CDs, VCD5 & MP3's, optical output

£24" Ex £2936 he VAT

P807: Slimline unit with built-in Dolt
5.1 decoder, plays DVD', MP3' etc

£3524 Yn wir

P8OH: Slimline unit with built-in Doll
5.1 decoder & progressive scan mod

£36" EX £4346 Inc VAT

Returns stock - Full 1 year warranty.

MORGAN GIANT ILLUSTRATED PRICELIST

DON'T MISS OUT!
THE MORGAN FLYER
FREE EVERY MONTH
Giant illustrated monthly price list packed full of
all the latest surplus, end of line and closeout
computer hardware and software deals.

CALL 0870 120 4940
FAX 0121 456 5564
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GRAPHICS TOOLS

Coreldraw 12 Graphics Suite
A strong upgrade for this collection of veteran applications
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This is one of those
upgrades that will either
grab you straight away

or leave you wondering what all
the fuss is about.

Like its predecessors, the
Coreldraw Graphics Suite is a
collection of graphics software
that contains three main
applications. There's the veteran
Coreldraw for vector graphics
work, Photo -Paint for photo -
editing and the often overlooked
Rave, which is a good program
for creating web animations.

All three programs have been
upgraded in the latest version of
the Graphics Suite, yet the list of
new features is surprisingly brief.
That's because the main new
feature - the Smart Drawing tool
- is designed to introduce a new
way of working, rather than
padding out a list of features.

It is similar to the freehand
brush or pen provided by many
vector graphics programs, but
instead of simply recording your
brush strokes on screen, the
Smart Drawing tool has a degree
of intelligence built in. This
enables it to recognise the
shapes you're drawing and
automatically convert them
into smooth curves and straight

lines in order
to create a

Obiit {YOPV*1

.2, a si a '-
wwth, 40.

Left: The new Smart
Drawing tool makes
it easier to create
professional -looking
hand -drawn

illustrations...
...but Photo -Paint
12 (below) is a

disappointing
upgrade, with few
important new
features

more polished
appearance.

You could use the program's
existing freehand tools, of
course, but creating freehand
drawings on a computer screen is
always tricky. Drawing accurately
with a mouse is very difficult and
even with a good graphics tablet
it only takes a slight shake of the
hand to cause a glaring error.

Using the new Smart Drawing
tool helps to eliminate these
errors and enables even amateur
artists to create smoothly
finished vector artwork. There's
also an option to adjust the
smoothing level, so you can
turn the smoothing right down
to give your artwork a rough,
hand -drawn appearance.

The Smart Drawing tool works
pretty well, although you'll
probably get better results from
it if you're using a graphics
tablet. Your appreciation of this
tool will also depend on whether
or not you tend to create a lot of
hand -drawn artwork.

Business users who just use
Coreldraw for creating simple
business graphics may never feel
the need to explore this tool, but

more adventurous designers
who like to create their own
artwork will probably use it a lot.

This isn't the only new
feature, though. To assist in
creating more technical
drawings, Coreldraw 12 boasts
improved snapping controls and
new 'dynamic guides' that can
be customised to work the way
you want. You can tell the
cursor to snap to specific points
on nearby objects, or create
guidelines that run at specific
angles relative to any line or
curve you select.

There's also an impressive
new Eyedropper tool. As well
as sampling the colours you click
on, the Eyedropper can now copy
object attributes, such as stroke
and fill, or even the degree of
rotation applied to a particular
object. It's a really clever idea, and
could be a major time saver when
creating complex illustrations.

All these new features are also
found in Rave, the animation
program which is probably the
least well-known of all Corel's
products. These new tools make
it easier to create your own

BEST
BUY

COMPUTER
WORLD

graphics within Rave, but the
program's strength remains
its ease of use and the ability
to export Flash animations.
This makes it a great alternative
to Flash, which is too
complicated and expensive for
anyone who isn't a professional
web developer.

That leaves Photo -Paint,
which unfortunately draws the
short straw in this upgrade. Its
only major new feature is the
Touch-up brush. This works well
enough, allowing you to quickly
remove scratches and other
blemishes from photographs,
but by itself it makes for a pretty
disappointing upgrade.

The other disappointing detail
is the cost of upgrading from the
previous version of the Graphics
Suite. Corel has translated the US
upgrade price from $179 to £179
ex VAT. But, to be fair, the full
price of the complete Graphics
Suite is still less than a single
copy of Adobe Photoshop, so it's
a good choice for any business
user or technical illustrator
looking for a good all-round
collection of graphics tools.

Cliff Joseph

DETAILS

RRP Full version: £421.82
(E359 ex VAT);
Upgrade: £210.32 (£179 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Corel 01628 589 800
www.corel.co.uk

Pentium II  256MB of Ram  256MB of

hard disk space  Windows 2000 or XP

Comprehensive suite of

bitmap, vector and animation tools;
competitively priced
CONS Upgrade price is high; only
minor upgrade for Photo -Paint
VERDICT'
You'll either love the new Smart
Drawing tool or be completely
unimpressed by it, but this is
still the best all-round suite of
business graphics applications

EASE OF USE ****
FEATURES ****
VALUE FOR MONEY ****
OVERALL ****
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Migrating Windows

Don't miss next month's feature Software Reviews

PC MIGRATION

Transfer MyPC

Easy to use, but one -use -only

Profile: Customization

Migrate Your Computer Settings

Transfer MyPC can migrate settings for the applications and system
components toted to the night These settings will apply your
custom preferences from your old compute, to your new computer

it anstei MyPC moves settings. it does not u anster
entee applications.

Typical Migr anon
We recommend that you migrate at of the data for the appications
that you mil be using on your new computer.

Fora typical migration, Mkt, next now.

Custom Migration
If you would Ike to customize your settings selection, deselect ary
application or system component by uncheclong the box to is left.
Only the data checked wi be migrated to the new computer.

Current Profte Size 14,967 KB

Club Next to continue

2 Windows Settings (8913k)
- Internet Explorer (24k)

eAdvenced Browser Preferences Pk I
El Internet Cookies Pt
0

nGeneral =(1k)@al
Ei Browser Services (<1k)
12113rowset S ecurrty Settings (910

 Ei Microsoft Outlook Express (1k)
- 'Windows Media Player 12619k)

Application Settings (<1k)
2 Visualizations IsIld
El Streaming Audio Settings (<1k)

Skins (2617k)

ID Player Settings (01k)

Netscape Ptugn (01k)
2 FM Associations (1k)
2 CD Audio Settings Blki

- Q Playksts & Media Files (34100
Ei %Outs & Hada Files (3410k1

Select All

I Next

IDeselect AP

Cancel r Help

Transfer MyPC allows you to select a wide range of file types and settings
that can be transferred to your new PC

Iisalways exciting when
you buy a shiny new PC or
laptop, but getting the

machine set up the way you
want it can be a bit of a chore.

Transfer MyPC can speed up
the process by allowing you to
transfer important files and
documents, as well as settings
such as email accounts, browser
bookmarks and Windows
configuration settings.

The transfer process is very
straightforward, as you just
select the relevant files and
settings from a simple list. This
transfer of settings will also
work even if the two PCs are
running different versions of
Windows. There are both USB
and parallel cables included
along with the software, so even
old pre-USB PCs are covered.

We tested it by transferring
files and settings from notebook
to PC. The process was quick
and caused no problems. All in
all it's a very simple way to get a
new computer up and running.

The software must be activated
via the Internet or by telephone.
This links the software to the first
PC you use it on, preventing you
from using it again on any other
PC. So if you buy a new PC or
laptop in a year's time, you won't
be able to use the software to do
another transfer from your

current PC - at least not without
buying a new licence for £20.

A multi -licence version is
aimed at business users, but this
single -user version is effectively
a one-shot piece of software that
can only be used for that initial
transfer. The £40 price for a
program that you can only use
once doesn't seem like very
good value for money to us.

Cliff Joseph

DETAILS
RRP £39.99 (£34 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Oriogix 00 353 6122 6585
www.orloglx.com
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
486 processor or higher  Windows
95 or higher  Parallel or USB port 
Internet connection for product
activation
PROS Easy -to -use tool for
transferring files and settings
to a new PC
CONS Use it once and throw
it away
VERDICT
From a technical point of view,
it works perfectly well. However,
the one -use -only activation
process seems like a rip-off

EASE OF USE ****
FEATURES ****
VALUE FOR MONEY ** 'V**
OVERALL *****

BACKUP

Retrospect Disk -to -Disk

Affordable server backup solution

There are several versions
of the Dantz Retrospect
backup program, for

individual users and businesses
of various sizes. The single -user
version of Retrospect costs about
£70, but then there's a big leap to
the Small Business Server edition,
which costs more than £500.

This new Disk -to -Disk edition
is designed to plug that gap,
offering a more affordable backup
solution for small businesses or
workgroups. Rather than backup
features for individual PCs on the
network, it focuses on protecting
data stored on a network server
running applications such as
Microsoft's Exchange Server or a
central database.

The program provides a good
range of options for automating
and scheduling regular backups,
but it has a few rough edges. The
interface isn't very tidy, often
putting multiple overlapping
dialogue boxes on screen.

Because of its low price, Disk -
to -Disk only lets you back up
files onto external hard disks,
CD -Rom or DVD-Rom. There's
no support for the high -capacity
tape drives used by many larger
businesses, yet there's still a
'tape' option in the main
Backup dialogue box.

You may also be confused by
the rather generic manual, which

covers the entire Retrospect
product range but seems to have
been written before the Disk -to -
Disk version was released. As a
result, it's not always clear which
features are available in this
version of the program.

It's useful and reasonably
priced, but Retrospect Disk
-to-Disk is let down by
sloppy presentation.

Cliff Joseph

DETAILS
RRP £218.55 (E186 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Computers Unlimited
020 8358 2009
www.dantz.com
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Pentium processor  256MB Ram 
50MB hard disk space  Windows 98
or higher
PROS Affordable server backup
software; good scheduling and
automation features
CONS Poor documentation and
untidy interface
VERDICT
Works well enough and provides
good backup features, but
clumsy presentation mars its
ease of use

EASE OF USE
FEATURES
VALUE FOR MONEY
OVERALL
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Disk -to -Disk provides good backup features, but its Interface and
documentation are a bit of a mess
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BUY YOUR OWN WEBSITE TODAY
WITH LYCOS.CO.UK

WHETHER YOU ARE CREATING A PERSONAL OR
BUSINESS WEBSITE AT LYCOS YOU WILL FIND THE RIGHT
HOSTING SOLUTION TO SUITYOUR NEEDS.

11

DOMAINS
Your Web Address

A personalised web presence

from as little as £1.99 per year

for all UK extensions.

 Achoice of domain names:

.com .net .org .co.uk

.org.uk .biz. me.uk .info

 3 Email addresses

 Webpointing
 Email collector
 Free .eu pre -registration

From

*
1E1.9 7on Per year

STARTER
For Beginners

Everything you need to get

started at an exceptionally

low price.

 Free domain name

 50 MB web space

 5 Email accounts
 1 GB traffic-
up to 20,000 visits per month

 WebBuilder
 FTP access

 Also included photo album
 Additional free functionalities

From

£2.49Per month incl. vat

ADVANCED
For Experienced Users

Perfect for clubs, associations

and freelancers who want

additional functionality.

 Free domain name

 100 MB web space

 50 Email accounts

 5 GB traffic-
up to 100,000 visits per month

 MySQL

 SSL secured email

 MS FrontPage 2002

 Additional free functionalities

From

ad*
£4 4 7 Per month incl. vat

BUSINESS
For the Professional

Superior offering for users

seeking a flexible, secure and

reliable Internet presence.

 Free domain name

 300 MB web space

 200 Email accounts

 15 GB traffic-
up to 300,000 visits per month

 2 MySQL

 SSL secured email

 MS FrontPage 2002

 Additional free functionalities

From

£9ad*.99Per month Incl. vat

EXPERIENCE, RELIABILITYANDTHE HIGH EST LEVELS OF SECURITY

EXPERI ENCED

Lycos has been in the business of

hosting packages since 1998.

Over the past five years it has refined

its product offering and now boasts
one of the most simple and reliable

products available.

FAST CONNECTION

The high speed network with 622

Mbit/second direct connections to

international locations enables fast

and efficient data transfer even

during peak times.

RELIABILITY

Each month the Lycos Servers deliver

approximately 3 billion web pages to

over 25 million visitors across Europe.

The storage capacity is more than 50

Terra Bytes and is distributed across

1,500 high performance servers.

SECURITY

Continuous back up and permanent

video surveillance of the data centre.

The uninterrupted energy supply and

backup generators ensure there are no

system break downs or irregularities in

energy supply.

TELEPHONE LINES ARE OPEN 9AM TO 7PM MON TO FRI, 10AM TO 6PM SAT AND 12PM TO 8PM ON SUN AND BANK HOLIDAYS Calls are charged at national rate. Credit and debit cards accepted: Visa, MasterCard, Solo, Switch
'Terms and conditions and set up fees apply. See website for full details or ask the operator



WEBCENTRE LYCOS CO
ONE OF EUROPE'S LEADING WEB HOSTING PROVIDERS

LUKE PROWSE FREELANCE DESIGNER

As a freelancer my online portfolio is the key to my success.

I need my site to be reliable so I had to choose carefully

when looking for somewhere secure to host it.

I can't afford to lose potential clients. The site always

needs to be available which is why I chose LYCOS.

www.moreducks.com

YOU GET MORE WITH LYCOS!
FREE FEATURES
WITH EVERY PACKAGE.

LYCOS WEB BUILDER

 An intuitive, step by step guide
that allows you to create your own

website within minutes.

 No need to download or
buy any expensive software.

 Simply choose your desired layout
from a range of templates and

then add your text and images.

 No HTML experience required.

PROMOTION TOOLS

 Advertise your site.
 Optimise your web pages'

search rankings in all the

leading search engines.

ADD-ONS

 Make your site look slick and
professional with: guestbooks,

counters, feedback forms and

personalised error pages.

LYCOS STATS

 Measure the success

of your webpage.

 Monitor page impressions,
visits, profiles and referrers.

SERVICE AND SUPPORT

 A dedicated team is at
your disposal to answer

all your questions.
 For help or advice you can consult

the online help section,

send us an email or call our team

on 0870 911 00 20.

WEBCENTRE.LYCOS.CO.UK LYCOS
08709 110 022

EMAIL ACCOUNTS

 Send & receive emails anywhere.

 SSL protected access

to your mailbox.

FOR MORE FREE FEATURES VISIT

WWW.WEBCENTRE.LYCOS.CO.UK

"WEB DEVELOPERS
LOOKING FOR
A FREE FULLY -
FEATURED
HOST NEED LOOK

FIPTITHFP THAN
LYCOS.CO.UK."
internet.

magazine

www.internet-magazine.com

BE TH E FIRSTTO HAVE

AN .EU DOMAIN.

PRE -REGISTER FREE WITH LYCOS.

meet you there



PUSH THE BUTTON.

Maxtor OneTouch

EXTESNAL HARD D8tVI

One -Touch
Ft, SNI.W.ind Roc

30066

EXTERNAL

HARD DRIVE

 Up to 300GB

 Up to 7200 RPM

 PC and Mac

 USB 2.0 or
FireWire or both

www.maxtor.com

how you push it is up to you

It's your life.

Your photos. Music.

Movies. Everything.

Save them. Store them.

Back them up with a

push of the button.

What drives you.°
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ENTRY-LEVEL PC

Microland Technology PCW 27.05
REVIEW May 2004, p114 RRP £821.32

(E699 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

Microland 0870 443 0399 www.mIcroland.com

Considering the low
price of this system,
it's amazing that
Microland managed
to cram so much
into it. Along with
an Athlon 64 and
512MB of Ram, you
get a lightning -fast
Radeon 9800 Pro.

FULLY FEATURED NOTEBOOK

Hi -Grade M6700
REVIEW September 2003, p48 RRP £1,643

(£1,399 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

Hi -Grade 020 8532 6123 www.higrade.com

Widescreen
notebooks are
good for work and
leisure. The M6700
features a Pentium
M processor
supported by
512MB of Ram and
an Nvidia 5200 Go
graphics chip, giving
great performance.

TABLET PC

Fujitsu -Siemens Lifebook T-3010
REVIEW April 2004, p129 RRP £1,467

(£1,210 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION Fujitsu -

Siemens 08706 066 677 www.fujItsu-siemens.co.uk

This tablet PC
from Fujitsu -Siemens
is one of the best
we've seen. It offers
great features,
flexibility and
performance, and
comes in at under
£1,500. The graphics
performance isn't the
greatest, however.

MID -RANGE PC

Poweroid 3302
REVIEW February 2004, p113 RRP £1,173.83

(£999 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

Poweroid 0870 220 0444 www.poweroid.com

Housing the brand
new Athlon 64
3200+ processor
from AMD and
a whopping 1GB
of Ram, this
system from
Poweroid offers
high-speed at a truly
affordable price.

ULTRAPORTABLE NOTEBOOK

Fujitsu -Siemens S6120
REVIEW March 2004, p99 RRP £1,714 (£1,458 ex VAT)

PRODUCT INFORMATION Fujitsu -Siemens

0800 004 003 www.fujitsu-siemens.co.uk

With a decent set
of features and
weighing in at just
under 2kg, the
high-performance
S-6120 from Fujitsu -
Siemens is the
perfect choice for
anyone who wants
a truly portable
business notebook.

151N FLAT -PANEL MONITOR

LG Flatron L1510P
REVIEW December 2003, p128 RRP £257.33

(£219 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

LG Electronics 0870 607 5544 www.lge.co.uk

The image quality
of this monitor is
excellent but that's
only the tip of the
iceberg. There's an
auto -setup feature,
colour calibration
software and a two -
port USB hub.
Connection is by
either DVI or D -Sub.

BEST
BUY

WORLD

HIGH -END PC

Evesham Evolution 3.2P
REVIEW May 2004, p43 RRP £1,526.35

(£1,299 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

Evesham 0870 160 9500 www.evesham.com

Featuring Intel's
Prescott processor,
this PC shouldn't
give you any
performance
problems. It's
backed up by 1GB
of Ram and a Radeon
9800 Pro, all at a
decent price.

BUDGET NOTEBOOK

Rock Quaddra XT
REVIEW September 2003, p116 RRP £1,173

(£999 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

Rock 0870 990 9090 www.rockdirect.com

It might be heavy,
but this notebook
combines excellent
battery life with all
the trimmings you
need. The three-year
collect and return
warranty offers
peace of mind
and there's even a
built-in webcam.

171N FLAT -PANEL MONITOR

Philips 170B4BB
REVIEW December 2003, p135 RRP £374

(£318.30 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

Philips 020 8781 8372 www.consumecphillps.com

EDITOR
CHOICE

Giving excellent
results with the
Windows default
colour profiles, the
Philips 170B4BB
flat -panel monitor
automatically
detects whether it
is connected to
an analogue or
digital input.
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PDA

Palm Tungsten E
REVIEW January 2004, p60 RRP £149

(£126.81 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

Palm 0118 974 2700 vnmpalmone.corn/uk

With a low price,
we didn't expect
the Tungsten E to
perform so well.
It doesn't sport
the features of
more expensive
handhelds, but
it's superb value
for money.

SCANNER

Canon Canoscan 3000F
REVIEW November 2003, p70 RRP £69.32

(£59 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

Canon 08705 143 723 www.canon.co.uk/canoscan

Clearly the best
sub -£100 scanner
on the market, the
3000F produces great
results with photos
and transparencies.
It also comes
with Canoscan
software and
gives OCR support.

MP3 PLAYER

Philips HDD060
REVIEW May 2004, p48 RRP £169

(£143.83 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

Philips 0870 900 9070 www.philips.co.uk

Stylish and small,
this mp3 player
from Philips has a
1.5GB hard disk and
can keep going for
up to 10 hours.
The only drawback
is that you have to
use the Philips Java
utility to transfer
music to it.

ATHLON MOTHERBOARD

Aopen AK79G Max
REVIEW August 2003, p114 RRP £105

(E89.37 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

Aopen www.aopen.com

Based around the
Nforce 2 chipset, this
well -designed board
has lots of features.
There are extra
Parallel and Serial
IDE connectors,
onboard graphics
and plenty of
sound options.

POCKET PC

HP Ipag 1940
REVIEW November 2003, p140 RRP £269

(E228.94 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

HP 0845 270 4222 www.hp.co.uk

The 1940 runs the
latest Pocket PC
2003 Pro but keeps
the excellent screen
of its predecessor.
Integrated Bluetooth
and an SD/MMC slot
are a bonus, as is
the new low power
Samsung processor.

LASER PRINTER

Oki B4300N
REVIEW February 2004, p124 RRP £349 (£297.02 ex VAT)

PRODUCT INFORMATION Oki

01753 819 819 www.oki.co.uk

Bursting with
features while being
able to cruise along
at an impressive
speed, the very
reasonably priced
B3400N from Oki is
capable of producing
some excellent
quality printouts.

SPEAKERS

Creative Gigaworks S750
REVIEW April 2004, p48 RRP £330

(E280.77 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

Creative www.creative.com

Coming with a
wireless remote
control, 210w sub -
woofer and seven
satellites at 70w
each, these THX-
certified speakers
from Creative can
completely immerse
you in sound.

PENTIUM 4 MOTHERBOARD

Abit IC7-G
REVIEW August 2003, p118 RRP £145

(E123.40 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

Abit 01438 228 888 vnvw.abit.com.tw

Bringing a host of
features to primarily
a workstation board,
the IC7-G offers
Firewire and six -
channel integrated
sound. Serial ATA is
also included, with a
Serillel adaptor for
parallel hard drives.

MULTIFUNCTION DEVICE

Lexmark X5150
REVIEW October 2003, p122 RRP £149

(£126.81 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

Lexmark 0870 444 0044 wwwlexmark.co.uk

Good software and
easy setup make this
a very attractive
device. Photo quality
is excellent with no
graininess. Print
speeds are a little
slow but a good
control panel makes
up for this.

INKJET PRINTER

Canon i470D
REVIEW September 2003, p126 RRP £149

(£126.80 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

Canon 0870 514 3723 www.canon.co.uk

This printer offers
borderless printing
and the ability
to read four
different Flash
cards, along with
very fast high -
quality printing for
an inkjet. Ideal for
the business user.

SOUND CARD

Creative Audigy 2 Platinum EX
REVIEW May 2003, p76 RRP £189

(£160.85 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

Creative http://europe.creative.com

This feature -filled
card and external
unit provides 24/96
recording, 6.1 sound
and loads of software,
including Cubasis
VST 4.0 CE for music
makers, and Ulead
Videostudio SE DV
for movie buffs.

GRAPHICS CARD

Gigabyte FX 5900XT
REVIEW April 2004, p67 RRP £134.80

(£158.39 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

Gigabyte 01908 362 700 www.gbt-tech.co.uk

Based on the super-
fast Nvidia Geforce
FX 5900 Ultra
graphics card, this
latest card from
Gigabyte delivers fast
performance but,
unlike most high -
quality cards, won't
cost an arm and a leg.
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DIGITAL VIDEO CAMERA

Sony TRV33E
REVIEW July 2003, p142 RRP £749 (E637.45 ex VAT)

PRODUCT INFORMATION Sony 0870 511 1999

www.sony.co.uk

This slimmed -down
model uses a
touchscreen menu.
The Super Steady
Shot image
stabiliser is also
included, as well as
still image options
and anamorphic
16:9 recording.

VIDEO -EDITING CARD

Hercules All -In -Wonder 9800SE
REVIEW January 2004, p77 RRP £179.99

(£153.18 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

Hercules 0870 129 3000 www.hercules-uk.com

Although it can't
quite compete
with some of the
high -end graphics
cards on the
market, this proves
to be an excellent
all-rounder, while
also being great
value for money.

OFFICE SOFTWARE

Microsoft Office Professional 2003
REVIEW May 2004, p150 RRP £459 (£390.64 ex VAT)

PRODUCT INFORMATION Microsoft 0870 501 0100

www.microsoft.com

This office suite
includes a host of
features, including
a revamped version
of Outlook. There
are cheaper options
available, but
Microsoft's Office
2003 is the clear
market leader.

IMAGE -EDITING SOFTWARE

Corel Draw 12 Graphics Suite
REVIEW May 2004, p81 RRP £421.82

(£359 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

Corel 01628 589 800 www.corel.co.uk

Available as a £210
upgrade to the
previous version,
the latest release in
the Corel Draw
series is still the best
all-round business
graphics editor and
includes a wide
range of vector and
animation tools.

DIGITAL CAMERA

Kodak Easyshare DX6490
REVIEW January 2004, p144 RRP £399

(940.42 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

Kodak 0870 243 0270 www.kodak.co.uk

With a 4megapixel
CCD and 10x
zoom, the Easyshare
DX6490 delivers
quality results with
the minimum of
fuss. Perfect for
beginner and
intermediate digital
photographers.

DVD-RW

Teac DV-W5ODK
REVIEW April 2004, p66 RRP £97.51

(82.99 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

Microwarehouse 020 8906 9111 www.teac.co.uk

It might not be the
fastest available,
but with a low price
tag and the ability
to burn both DVD+R
and DVD-R formats
this DVD-RW will
suit those who
aren't too bothered
about speed.

PC MAINTENANCE SOFTWARE

Norton Systemworks 2004
REVIEW March 2004, p68 RRP £64.99

(£55.31 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

Symantec 01628 592 222 www.symantec.co.uk

le -
cictOrrtNnrOi

If you want to
keep your PC
healthy and safe
from harm, Norton
Systemworks 2004
certainly gets the
job done, and at
the reasonable price
of a penny short of
£65 to boot.

VIDEO -EDITING SOFTWARE

Ulead Videostudio 7
REVIEW February 2004, p145 RRP £60

(£51.06 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

Ulead 01327 844 880 www.ulead.co.uk

With a
comprehensive
feature set, powerful
tools and full
DVD authoring
capabilities,
Videostudio 7 is the
perfect choice for
both beginners and
advanced users.

HIGH -END DIGITAL CAMERA

Canon EOS 300D
REVIEW March 2004, p52 RRP £829.99

(£706.37 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

Canon 0800 616 417 www.canon.co.uk

The EOS 300D
from Canon
provides digital
SLR photography
at an incredibly
low price and
could be the final
nail in the coffin
for film cameras.
Watch this space.

PC SECURITY SOFTWARE

McAfee Internet Security Suite 2004
REVIEW April 2004, p69 RRP £49.98

(£42.54 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

McAfee 01753 217 500 www.mcafee.co.uk

-11

While the interface
could do with a bit
of attention, McAfee
Internet Security
Suite 2004 holds all
the utilities to ensure
your PC is protected
from anything
the Internet can
hurl at it.

WEB -EDITING SOFTWARE

Macromedia Studio MX2004
REVIEW November 2003, p84 RRP £821.33

(E699 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

Macromedia 0800 169 8216 www.macromedia.com/uk

The latest upgrade
brings even greater
integration within
the suite and better
support for cascading
style sheets (CSS).
Imaging editing is
now possible and the
Help system is very
comprehensive.

MUSIC CREATION SOFTWARE

Steinberg Cubasis VST 5
REVIEW March 2004, p67 PRICE £59.95

(£51.02 ex VAT) PRODUCT INFORMATION

Pinnacle Systems www.pinnaclesys.com

This sound -editing
tool takes a bit of
getting used to, but
with a huge range of
plug-in effects and a
decent collection of
virtual instruments,
you'd be hard
pushed to find a
better package at
this price.
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P4 Titan Series
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SUPPLIER
EXCELLENCE
AWARDS 2003
WINNER

Vote for Gigabyte
for CTS Award 2004

Versatile Ultimate Solution

UTIL221

A!A
P4 Titan- series
GA-85655FX Ultra SiS 655FX/964 Chipset

 Supports 800MHz FSB

Pentium° 4 Processor with HT

Technology

 Supports new generation Dual

Channel DDR400 architecture

 Supports HyperStreaming-

technology

 Integrated Serial-ATA interface

with RAID 0,1 function

 Integrated 6 -channel AC'97 audio with Universal Audio Jack

 Integrated T.I. IEEE1394 interface

 Integrated GigaRAID IDE RAID interface

 Integrated Realtek Gigabit Ethernet Connection

 Provides 8 USB 2.0 ports for high-speed connectivity

IEEE1394 Gigabit LAN ATA 133 RAID Xpress Recovery I

(Dual1310S 6 -Ch Audio+UAJ EasyTune- it] (Xpress Install

For more information, please call our dealers:

11127i

Facto AffelIC
P4 Titan- series

GA-85655FX-L

laiV.I.)
9r 1.

!A
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1400
DDR

400+dm&
P4 Titan- series

SiS 655FX/964 Chipset

 Supports 800MHz FSB Intel*

Pentium* 4 Processor with HT

Technology

 Supports new generation Dual

Channel DDR400 architecture

 Supports HyperStreaming"

technology

 Integrated Serial-ATA interface

with RAID 0,1 function

 Integrated 6 -channel AC'97 audio with Universal Audio Jack

 Integrated T.I. IEEE1394 interface

 Integrated 10/100Mb Ethernet controller

 Provides 8 USB 2.0 ports for high-speed connectivity

I IEEE 1394 USB 2.0 6-Cha Audio -WA; Xpress'

I EasyTune- 41

36 Systems 0870 7705151 Eclipse Computers 08707 456000 Micrologic-Computers 0208 5814004
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VG! Computers 01268 414159

GA-85661FXM SiS 661FX/963L Chipset

 Supports Intel* Pentium® 4

800MHz FSB Processor with HT

Technology

 Enhance system performance with

DDR 400 memory

 Supports AGP 8X interface for

higher graphics performance

 Integrated Mirage Graphics engine

 Integrated 6 -channel AC'97 audio with lack -Sensing

 Integrated 10/100Mb Ethernet controller

 Provides 6 USB 2.0 ports for high-speed connectivity

(USB 2.0' 6 -Ch Audio+Jack-Sensing l Xpress'','

EasyTune'' 4
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Data backup Feature

WORDS: CRAIG PATERSON ILLUSTRATION: DAVE ANGEL

Test your
safety net
Backing up data and making sure you can retrieve it is a necessary chore, so
here's some advice on which method to use and how to do it successfully

aking proper care of data is an unglamorous
business. Although the capacity of modern
hard disks is impressive, little thought goes
into contingency plans. Here we explain
different options for backing up your data,

including tape, optical disc and network -based storage.
We also look into methods of organising your data to be
sure you're getting the best value from your backups.

Taking backups is a form of insurance. Like any other
insurance, you decide the coverage based on the risks,
and a balance must be struck between the value of your
data and the costs of backing up. Hard disk failures are
often at the top of people's minds when considering
backups, but in reality, hard disks fail relatively rarely,

and human error or errant software are much more typical
causes of lost data.

System administrators say a backup isn't a backup until
you've restored from it. Going through the motions of
backing up data is no good unless you also restore that
data. Stories of incomplete, corrupted or just plain empty
backups are common and it's rare to find a user who
doesn't have a first-hand backup horror story.

Different situations call for different strategies and
techniques. There is no magic bullet for keeping your
data safe, but good planning and preparation maximise
the chances of recovering from a catastrophic failure.
You also win most from a few basic steps, which are easy
to execute; you just have to actually do them.
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What to back up?
Data falls into many categories. Some data - photographs,
letters and so on - is unique, where other data - mp3 and
movie collections, for example - could conceivably be
replaced. That difference is important when creating a
backup strategy; unique data is typically most important
to back up simply because it's intrinsically irreplaceable.

Aside from keeping everything neat, categorisation is
usually a must for another reason: big hard disks are too
large to conveniently back up. A fancy high -capacity tape
unit is out of the reach of most users and, even with
9.4GB double -sided DVDs and high-speed DVD burners,
spending hours backing up 200GB of data to removable
disks is no fun.

Not only is it impractical to back up a large hard disk, it
also rarely makes sense. Typically much of the data on a
system is non -unique, such as the operating system itself
and application programs. And taking a single gargantuan
backup isn't just a waste of space; after an equipment
failure you may find yourself restoring onto different
hardware on which your archived OS install won't work.
In fact OS backups do have a place, but it's a different
place to your documents and digital photographs.

Start at the beginning
Proper backups start with proper data organisation.
If you have the opportunity to partition your hard disk,
consider backups when you do it. Do you need a 20GB
system partition, or would 8GB be adequate - which
would likely compress to fit on a single DVD for
backup? Either way, try to keep your OS and programs
and your data separate. There will be some exceptions -
some application preferences, for example - but keep the
bulk of your data on a separate partition or under a
specific directory, such as a 'data' directory.

There was a time when you only required a data
directory. You could simply back up the data directory
and be done with it, since spreadsheets and text
documents invariably took up very little space. These
days it's more complicated, as multimedia has become
a routine duty for desktop machines. Digital pictures,
music and video collections are what drive the demand
for large storage, and these media files add complexity to
organising your data.

Media files, being intrinsically large, should be logically
separated from smaller data such as word processor
documents and spreadsheets. Even with sophisticated
modern packages basic word processor files are still
relatively small - the Word file of this article comes in at
around 150KB, for example.

Once you've separated your media, subdivide it further
into original versus replaceable items. Even if it might be
tricky to replace your mp3 collection, it's probably not
impossible - unlike your daughter's digital pictures.
Making decisions about which data is most important can
be tricky, but it's worth thinking about it early; the less

Even if you use

high-speed DVD

writers, it can take
a while to back up
your hard drive

you have to back up, the more flexible the options. As part
of this process, consider what data you need to keep
online. For a home PC, archiving older or infrequently
accessed data might not make much sense, since there's an
overhead in keeping track of the data once you've moved
it from your system to offline storage. But for office servers
much data that needs to be kept doesn't need to be
instantly available, and instead can be archived to free up
space for new data, and keep the overall amount of data
on your systems at a manageable level.

Backup technologies
Most storage media is useful for housing backups, but some
is largely specific to backup and archiving. Tapes, for
example, don't have a role as online storage for
workstations and servers, but are invaluable for archival use,
and backing up volumes of data where removable disks
don't provide sufficient capacity. Available data volumes,
costs and speeds of various technologies all come into play
when designing backup systems, and you may find a
mixture of different options serves you best. In choosing
storage technologies also consider where you expect the
backups to be restored. You should have no trouble finding
a system that can read a CD -R, but if you choose an esoteric
tape format be sure you know how and where you'll be able
to read its tapes if the worst happens.

Modern PCs often come equipped with a CD burner,
providing a handy mechanism for backing up a maximum
700MB of (uncompressed) data at a time. If your data is
well separated you may find a single CD has plenty of
room to store your most vital information. Even if you
need to use two or three CD -Rs or CD-RWs, it can be a
good compromise. Modern drives are very fast, and blank
CDs are cheap. But the shelf life of burned CDs isn't yet
well documented, and some drives have trouble reading
CDs recorded elsewhere. Still, for speed and economy with
modest data volumes, CDs are a good option.

The next step up from CD is recordable DVD, which is
slowly becoming popular on the desktop. After years of
format wars, many manufacturers now offer drives that

will read all four of the popular formats (-R, -RW, +R and
+RW), so it's no longer critical to choose your DVD
format so carefully. The exception is DVD-Ram, which

is rare and is read only by a handful of multiformat
models and DVD-Rom drives, typically from Panasonic.

For backup purposes recordable DVD is like CD, just with
a larger data volume. The common DVD formats offer
4.7GB per side, with double -sided discs now available.
Similar questions about data shelf -life exist for DVD as CD,
and are worth a little more consideration because 4.7GB is
lot more data to lose.

Besides stock formats, there are several other choices.
Zip and other removable storage is still popular in some
niches, but unless you have a very specific requirement
for compatibility isn't a great choice for backup. First,
it's expensive: a blank 750MB Zip disk is much more
expensive than a 700MB CD -R and it's less commonly

Many people are

using external
USB or Firewire
hard drives
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and for archival
purposes

readable. Any storage format that requires a proprietary
drive to read is that little bit less versatile, and at lower
data volumes there's no benefit to offset that failing.

As the growth in hard disk sizes has outpaced removable
storage additional hard drives have become popular as
a backup option. Many PC motherboards come with basic
hardware Raid support onboard, and modern operating
systems provide software Raid support. The most basic
Raid standard that provides data redundancy is Raid
1, which is simple disk mirroring. That's great for
protecting against hardware failure of a single disk drive,
but not much else. A better choice is to have a second disk
of equal capacity and mirror changes to it according to a
schedule. That way you're also protected against accidental
deletions and - if you disconnect the backup disk - virus
activity and the like in the meantime. Hard disks make
good near -line backup storage because they're also much
faster than tapes or removable media. But additional hard
disks are also a lot more expensive by volume than CDs,
DVDs or tapes. If you're considering a backup hard disk,
look at external models based on Firewire or USB2 full -
speed (avoid USB 1.1 or 'high-speed' disks, since they are

hampered by slow interface performance). With an
external drive, an offsite backup is as easy as taking it from
home to the office (or vice versa) each day.

The network option
Another choice is to back up across a network. Larger
organisations will often choose to back up via centralised
systems, querying individual systems for changes
overnight. The advantage is that data is aggregated onto
a backup server (or several) for storage. All the individual
storage options mentioned above are available, as well as
heavy-duty choices such as robotic tape libraries, which
can keep terabytes at a time easily available without
human intervention.

Over the past several years online backup services such as
www.livevault.com have sprung up providing hosted storage
on Internet -connected servers to which backups can be
sent. Software or dedicated systems at a customer site track
data changes and propagate them over a secure connection

to the online backup service. The extra logic is to
minimise network traffic, partly to reduce costs and
partly because even a fast corporate Internet
connection is typically a fraction of the bandwidth
available on a Lan, so it's simply not practical to back

up huge chunks of data across the Internet.
The advantages of network backup come mostly from

economies of scale in larger companies. For smaller
systems network backup may still be useful, depending
on the amount of data on each client machine. And
centralised backups are much easier to track than ad -hoc
backups occurring on individual workstations.

Doing the deed
By the time you come to consider software you should
already have covered the steps described above. Your
data should be well organised, along lines of size and

Image backup
So-called 'image' backups are bit -by -bit
copies of entire hard disk partitions.
A system is rebooted into a special
version of Dos, where disk partitions may
be backed up or restored.

Image backups are popular for
performing multiple installs on the same
hardware. It's easier for IT staff to
configure one machine with all the
preferred software and setups unique to
an organisation and then copy that system,
rather than hand craft each individual
workstation. Combined with Microsoft's
Sysprep utility this offers a powerful
mechanism for deploying preconfigured
systems, and is how manufacturers offer
slightly customised versions of Windows
preinstalled on new PCs.

There are some drawbacks to image
backups for the average user, however.
For a start, a backup of a whole partition
necessarily includes everything on it,
whether it's unique data or not, which costs
a lot of space. And if you restore onto
different hardware, things may not work
properly or at all. Given these caveats,
image backups have a big advantage for
convenience. If your system suddenly gets
corrupted, just boot into your image backup

software and recover
your latest image
archive. There's no
reinstalling the OS and
hunting around the web
for drivers. This is most
advantageous on
laptops, which often
have specialised
hardware, making
reinstalls arduous. They
are also more prone to
damage or loss, and
typically have smaller
hard disks than their
desktop counterparts.
The investment in an additional drive for
your desktop and image backup software
on your laptop can downgrade loss or
damage to your laptop from major
catastrophe to minor frustration.

Norton's Ghost is the most well-known
image backup software for Windows. Ghost
is a venerable and respected program but
has been overtaken by more flexible
alternatives. Acronis True Image beats
Ghost for convenience largely because
partitions - even the active system
partition - can be backed up from within

Selecting Partitions to binge
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Acronis' True Image lets you back up
partitions from within Windows

Windows itself, cutting out the tedious
step of booting into a restricted Dos
environment to create a backup.

Besides recovering from data loss, image
backup software makes it much easier to
migrate to a new hard disk. Both Ghost and
True Image offer the option of restoring to
larger partitions and different disks, which
alone saves a lot of frustration during hard
drive upgrades.
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importance, and you should have an idea of how often
it changes, how much you generate and roughly when
it can be archived offline (if at all). Armed with that
knowledge you probably have an idea what options are
open to you in terms of storage.

For home and small office users, that's the hard part.
The next step is to take a backup, and restore it. This is
vitally important, and comes before deciding on how
often to back up, whether you need offsite backup and
so on. Run through the basic process of getting your
data onto your backup medium, and restoring it. Note
any little alterations or surprises in the process. This
oft -overlooked and very basic sanity check is usually the
difference between good and useless backups. Whatever
your schedules and policies, you need to understand
what's involved in getting data off your system and back
onto it.

Once you've run through the process, give some
thought to how it could be improved. Do you have all
the data you need on the backup, or perhaps even too
much data? Does it take an acceptable amount of time,
and can it be easily automated or done manually on a
regular basis?

Software options
Modern operating systems usually include some kind of
backup utility for defining what to back up and schedule
regular backup cycles.

Linux distributions invariably include the Tar archiving
utility, and compression utilities like gzip and bzip, which
can be combined with a few simple commands to cover
basic backup needs, and driven with scheduler software to
provide a complete solution.

Windows includes a backup utility, and under XP it's
sophisticated enough to cover the needs of most home
users and small servers. Usefully, Windows backup
includes a 'System state' backup option, which
gathers together the system Registry and various
other important Windows files, which is much
simpler than backing up your whole Windows
directory or hunting around for particular files
holding important settings. If your Registry becomes
corrupted or an important file gets overwritten, you
can recover from the most recent system state backup
without restoring the whole system or reinstalling.
System state backups are especially useful if image
backups (see box on previous page) aren't appropriate
for your situation.

Experiment with the backup utilities included with
your OS before paying for additional software. Often
these utilities are all you need to schedule your backups
and, even if you need something more sophisticated, the
exercise will help clarify your additional requirements.
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Experiment with
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before buying
more software

Again, it's about keeping it simple; don't introduce any
more complexity than you need to keep your data safe.

Scheduling
There's a simple rule of thumb to remember when
deciding on backup schedules: it's better to back up
than not to back up. There's no point in instigating an
impressive schedule that's swiftly ignored - and that's
equally true on your home PC or a server at the office.
Having already organised your data you'll have some
idea of how much needs to be backed up, and how

often. Consider if the system will always be on; if it
will you can probably schedule automatic backups

overnight, if not you'll have to perform them
manually. As a minimum, plan to back up all your
data once a week, and ideally changes on a daily
basis in between.

Keeping a copy offsite
It's a good idea to keep some of your backups
physically separate from the systems hosting the

active data. Fire, flood, theft and terrorism are
fortunately uncommon, but should be accounted for

nonetheless. The simplest offsite backup is just taking
backups from home to the office, or vice versa. For many

Online backup

services, such as
Livevault, provide
one way of keeping

your data safe

modest applications this is adequate. You only need to
consider specialist data storage services if your data is
especially valuable or you require additional security -
there's no point keeping your servers in a vault if the
backups are on your desk at home.

For on -the -go backups of work at hand, web -based email
services can be handy. There's a definite security concern,
though. You don't know how secure your data is from
prying eyes while it travels back and forth on the Internet
or when it's on your email provider's servers. But if that's
not a problem, the upside is that, once you've emailed a
document to yourself, you have a copy you can access
from anywhere with an Internet connection, and that's
probably hosted physically distant from your own system.

It's all about the data
Backing up is a boring business. It's time spent grudgingly
because it seems mostly to legislate for equipment failure,
malice and user error. But once your data is organised
backing it up isn't complicated; it just takes a small
amount of discipline to create and stick to a schedule.
And remember the two most important rules: a backup is
better than no backup, and a backup isn't a backup until
you've restored from it.
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Community broadband Feature

WORDS: SIMON WILLIAMS

Country club
The spirit of self-help is still strong in Britain's rural parishes, as exemplified
by Buckfastleigh in Devon, which set up its own wireless broadband network

Visit Buckfastleigh on a hot day in mid-
summer and you might call it sleepy.
Underneath the veneer, though, this small
market town just off the A38 in south
Devon is a thriving and varied community,

from local traders and professionals, to businesses and
those who travel to Exeter, Torbay or Plymouth to work.

Historically, Buckfastleigh had a thriving wool industry;
for a time it was one of the most important mill and
tannery towns in the south west. With much less wool
work available today, the town provides a mixture of light
industry in a small industrial estate and small businesses
ranging from rural craft to IT in and around its centre.

The population of some 3,600 supports a primary
school, library, swimming pool, town hall and, for the

past two years, an Internet café. It's similar to hundreds
of other similarly sized towns in the UK, but differentiates
itself by having a broadband network. This broadband
service isn't courtesy of BT, though, but is a mixture of
cabled and wireless links run by a separate, community -
based project.

Buckfastleigh Broadband is the story of two people
who wanted better online communications in their
town, of a government keen to explore the best way
to digitally enfranchise rural areas and of a country
community that was surprisingly keen to embrace
new technology. It's also the story of some happy
coincidences, some unconventional approaches and
of Wave, a public access point which became much
more than an Internet café.
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The broadband nodes are sufficiently unobtrusive that
they can be installed within the Dartmoor National Park,
without the need for planning permission

Kathryn Hughes has lived in Buckfastleigh for the past 16
years and in April 2001 was conducting her commercial
surveys business from a cottage in the centre of the town.
Her partner, Gordon Adgey, was working as a telecoms
consultant in London and travelling down at weekends.

Adgey could see the start of the spread of broadband
in London and the difficulties Hughes had sending and
receiving the many email questionnaires which were the
backbone of her business. Together they started what
Adgey calls 'a hobby project to get fibre to the cottage' -
in other words to see how feasible it would be to get
broadband in Buckfastleigh, bearing in mind that the
main trunk cabling for transatlantic speech and data
traffic runs down the side of the A38.

Having checked with all the obvious providers, such
as BT and Telewest, and finding they had no plans for
Buckfastleigh, Hughes and Adgey were forced to look
further afield for help, particularly with funding. Almost
on a whim, Adgey rang the DTI, to find that it had just
been given £30m of Government money to set up and
run rural trials. These were intended to test the possibility
of introducing broadband into country areas, often not
seen as commercially viable.

Cash in hand
To make a bid for a portion of the £3.8m assigned to the
south west, which was being administered by the South
West Regional Development Agency (RDA), Hughes and
Adgey had to come up with a project fitting the criteria.

This had three essential parts: creating a pilot
broadband network, setting up a public access centre for
broadband and the Internet (the Wave Internet cafe) and
creating a series of Action Programmes. These Action
Programmes should show what could be done with the
technology and provide education in its use.

The good news was that the RDA liked their proposal,
but the bad news was it took the best part of a year to get
accepted and for funds to be released. Hughes said: 'The
approach we took was not just a technological one and
I think that was key. Because we felt strongly that there
needed to be a physical space... Wave and the Action
Programmes became a way of capturing people's hearts
and minds.'

Wave's unusual

interior was
enough to attract
many curious
locals, who might
not otherwise
have crossed the
IT threshold

Armed with a grant of £500,000 over two years,
Buckfastleigh Broadband became a reality and work
began in parallel on the two main elements, the
broadband network and Wave.

Why wireless?
The Buckfastleigh Broadband team looked at several
possible technologies for delivering broadband
throughout Buckfastleigh and its surrounding area,
including satellite, wireless and running cables. The idea
of running extra cables along the overhead power or
telephone poles soon proved prohibitively expensive
and fraught with regulatory hurdles, leaving the options
of satellite or point-to-point wireless.

The satellite option had several disadvantages. It is by
nature an asymmetric system, with a comparatively slow
upload speed, and it has a relatively long latency, making
it awkward for games players and others needing a quick
response from the Internet. Also, at the time Adgey's team
was looking at its options, it would have meant setting up
as a commercial reseller, something they didn't want to do.

Point-to-point wireless was looking like a better choice,
particularly when Adgey discovered a company called
Orthogon Systems, based in nearby Ashburton, whose
main business was research and development in wireless
technology. In exchange for some assistance in the
surveying and installation of the core wireless
infrastructure, Orthogon would have a wonderful
working test bench for some of its development work.

For the purposes of the pilot scheme, the broadband
pipe was provided via Buckfastleigh primary school.
A separate Government initiative, the National Grid
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for Learning, was due to run a 2Mbits/sec pipe into
Buckfastleigh Primary by 2005. There was interest in
the feasibility of linking small communities to schools'
broadband grids in this way and, with a bit of wangling,
the school got its connection early.

The pipe proved fine, technically, and was used for
the duration of the pilot project. However, there were
access problems, because of the extra security and content
restrictions necessary for Internet going into schools. It
wasn't possible, for example, to complete some web -based
transactions on the schools' grid, limiting its usefulness
for online banking and Internet purchases.

Wave
At the same time as the broadband system was being
established, with nodes and aerials popping up all over
houses in the town, the public access point, Wave, was
getting up and running. The venue was a shop in the
centre of the town's main street, which had formerly
been a launderette and café.

Hughes set out with some deliberately challenging ideas
for Wave. For a start, rather than trying to blend in with its
surroundings, she decided to make the café look very
different from the other shops in the street. She used an
interior designer and ended up with a very modern and
metropolitan look. Its five PCs and three Imacs sat on
trendily curved coloured benches and tables with retro-
styled chairs in white glass fibre and orange acrylic.

The reason for this approach, she said, '...was that it
makes people far more curious. Using people's curiosity
and the gossip network is much quicker and more
powerful [at promoting something] than virtually
anything else'. Hughes was very keen that Wave should
be available as a café, where people could nip in for good
coffee, as well as an Internet resource.

Hughes and Adgey also took an unconventional
approach to publicising both broadband and Wave.
As well as speaking to interested parties in meetings,
they both spent a lot of time evangelising and spreading
the word one-to-one in pubs and at local events, such as
the annual arts festival. The idea was to get as much out
of word-of-mouth promotion as possible.

It certainly seemed to work, as within a few months
Wave had many customers, and not just young games
players and local propeller heads. The centre became
widely used for a variety of activities, from people
wanting to investigate their genealogy, to those keen
to edit video, to groups of young parents on Surestart
training schemes.

Increasing knowledge of Wave also brought in what
Hughes describes as 'a lot of very technically au fait
people', many of whom were prepared to lend a hand
helping in Wave or in further promotion. It's this large
enthusiast core that is one of the assets so valued by 1st
Broadband, the company which eventually took over
Buckfastleigh's customer base.

The villages
About three miles away from Buckfastleigh are two
villages, Holne and Scoriton, with populations of a few
hundred. Each village had several people who pricked
up their ears when they heard Buckfastleigh now had
broadband. They included teleworkers, farmers and
guesthouse owners - this is a popular area for
Dartmoor walkers. Although there were probably only
a dozen people in total interested in taking on a faster
link - and in the long term paying for it - Adgey felt it
would make a good extension to the scheme to test the
feasibility of linking these two villages to the
Buckfastleigh network.

Once the wireless
link is in place,
all the usual
advantages of
broadband are
available to

Buckfastleigh
Broadband

customers,
including video-
conferencing

By setting up wireless nodes at key points within the
villages, such as pubs, they could provide not only Wifi
links to several interested customers, but also set up
hotspots in public places. Several Dartmoor walkers,
particularly those from urban areas, were amused to find
a wireless hotspot in a working pub on Dartmoor.

The tests of the system, running at 3.5GHz, proved the
links could work. Beaming from point to point, over about
three miles, wireless connection was made to the two
villages. Since last summer, people have been able to hook
into the Internet over their pints in the Tradesman's Arms.

How to approach your own project
Don't approach it only from the technology end - the accent is on the

i community. You need to sell the project as an advantage to real people.

ZGet as many people involved as possible - if you can find the people in
your area who are already interested in broadband, they'll be your best

advocates - often much faster and more effective than public meetings.

3Use the power of gossip - word of mouth is a very effective way to get
your message out.

4 Consider all possible customers: home, business, educational, local
government - although you may want broadband in your own home,

think of all the other people who would find it valuable. Business users will
often be able to offset the cost, where individuals can't.

Make the message clear and simple - free up your phone line, get5 permanently -on Internet, get faster downloads. Sell the biggest
advantages first. In rural areas, most people will only have one phone line
and will share it between voice and data. Broadband's speed may not be its
biggest attraction - though it's still good to have.

6If you're in a village, tie in with a nearby town it's easier to extend an
existing broadband system from a town to a village than to start from

scratch in a village.

If you're in a town, don't forget nearby villages - with wireless7 technology, it's not as expensive as you might think to pull in relatively
small pockets of interest in nearby villages, and the extra numbers may
take you over a threshold level.

8 Unless you're willing to start up a new ISP, try and get an
infrastructure provider involved early - too many people who are

interested in playing with the technology get bogged down when they
realise somebody has to provide support to subscribers.
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Introducing 1st Broadband
About halfway through the project, at the beginning of
2003, Adgey and Hughes started to consider how it could
be carried forward after its two-year funding finished.
They needed a commercial broadband supplier that could
take over the demand, support their customer base and
expand it to take in more as word spread.

1st Broadband (www.lstbroadband.com) is a
young company specialising in providing
wireless broadband in rural areas, so there
seemed to be a near perfect fit. The company's
first broadband network was built around the
Penwith area, right at the south-west tip of
Cornwall, beyond Penzance. There are around
100 homes and businesses hooked up in a
Community Broadband Network (CBN).

The company has a rather different approach
from many providing broadband connections.
It's keen to be involved in providing the hardware
infrastructure needed for wireless broadband, but tries
to work in collaboration with small local companies
and individuals, which it terms 'local partners'. The idea
is both to provide a fast connection for local groups
interested in broadband and to make use of the
enthusiasm and local knowledge of those groups to host

Frequency changes
The original Buckfastleigh Broadband system used a
core of 3.45GHz wireless links to a series of nodes
around the town and was translated down to 2.4GHz
for 802.11b hops to customers' houses. Wireless
gateways were then all that was needed for individual
customers to connect into the broadband network.
3.45GHz was chosen because, at the time, potentially
commercial ventures were not allowed to use the
2.4GHz spectrum.

However, during the two years the project was
running, the Government auctioned off the franchise
for 3.45GHz wireless networks, in much the same way
it auctioned the 3G frequencies to the highest mobile
phone bidders. The winner of the majority of UK
franchises, including the one for the south west, has
yet to make an offering in the Buckfastleigh area, but
the 3.45GHz band is no longer available to other
companies, such as 1st Broadband.

The 2.4GHz spectrum has now been opened up
for commercial use, so 1st Broadband has had to
reconfigure the network, using entirely 2.4GHz
equipment. However, this band is much more line -of -
sight sensitive than 3.45GHz, so some of the repeater
aerials and nodes have had to be re -sited to continue
providing a service to all the current customers.

1st Broadband
and Buckfastleigh
Broadband joined
forces to expand
the services

Er.1 MD9

Town Hall

The couple who
set the whole
project rolling
were after fast
Internet for their
own businesses.
100 other people
now benefit, too

wireless broadband nodes, promote their network and
attract more customers. A mutually profitable symbiosis.

In Penwith, 1st Broadband worked with its local partner
to set up a wireless CBN, which has been running for over
a year and covers a 70 square -mile area that encompasses
six towns and villages. The wireless CBN normally runs
faster than ADSL and, potentially, customers can work at
up to 2Mbits/sec. The service is fully symmetrical, so
uploads are as fast as downloads.

Hans Scheepers, managing director of 1st Broadband,
believes his company can produce a commercially viable
network where the big players can't, because '...they are
thinking wire only and there are limitations to the wires,
and because we co-operate closely with the community'.
He believes working with enthusiasts is much easier for a
small company than for a big corporate.

Buckfastleigh Broadband came to an agreement with
1st Broadband towards the end of 2003 to deliver a
commercial broadband service to Buckfastleigh and to
expand it to around 120 customers, hopefully by spring
of this year. For the Buckfastleigh project, the company
charges a sign-up fee of £180 for a basic link, which includes
connection kit (to Ethernet) and installation. After this, it's

£25 a month for its residential service, broadly in line with
the rates you could expect in many urban areas.

Where we go from here
Government funding for the Buckfastleigh Broadband
project has now finished, but many of the people who
signed up for the free pilot trial in the town have
switched to the 1st Broadband network, though they

now have to pay. It's early days, but it looks as if the
target of around 120 customers can be achieved, making

the network a viable, commercial business.
Sadly, Wave has had to close with the end of the

funding, but negotiations are in progress to set up 'Son
of Wave' somewhere else in the town, as a community
venture. The equipment is there, so it's just a case of
finding premises and volunteer staff. It would be a shame
to see a resource like this, which has proved so popular,
die for lack of council support.

Hughes and Adgey didn't quite get fibre to the door of
their cottage, but have got a broadband aerial and a fast
connection. So have lots of others in the town, many of
whom no doubt thought it would be years before
broadband reached south Devon. Thanks to a lot of hard
work by local people and good collaboration between
individuals, business and government it turned out well..
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THE PCW INDEPENDENT
LEGAL HELPLINE

Have you ever wanted to clarify a
legal query, but without the expense
of consulting a solicitor? Ever bought
a product you wanted to return, but
were unsure of your rights?

INCIRLCI

Well, Personal Computer World can now offer

you direct access to independent, practicing

solicitors who can offer legal advice on a wide

range of problems, at a fraction of the cost. All

solicitors have a minimum of three years experi-

ence and are waiting to help with any legal

queries. So whatever your legal problem, simply

call the number below.

Calls are charged at E.1.50 per minute premium rate and will be shown on your standard
telephone bill. An average call lasts approximately 6 minutes. An ICSTIS* message will be
played before the call is answered. There is no queuing system. ICSTIS - Independent
Committee for the Supervision of Telephone Information Services. This service is provid-
ed by Infogenie. English law applies. Should you have any queries please call 0870 800
6155.

hotline is open 7 days a week 8am to lOpmtelephone

466 4429
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WORDS: DINAH GREEK ILLUSTRATION: VINCENT FRASER

War declared
on IT waste

A new EU directive aims to tackle the problem created by the growing
mountain of electronic waste, but consumers will be paying the price

I n August a new European Union (EU) directive,
the Waste Electronic and Electrical Equipment
Directive, will be implemented. Better known as
WEEE, it may sound as if you are being ordered to
implement a form of bladder control or limit

screams of delight on the downward trip of a rollercoaster,
but in reality its job is to limit environmental damage by
ensuring that IT equipment and more is disposed of and
recycled in a responsible way.

The WEEE directive doesn't just cover PCs and associated
peripherals. It includes your telly, PDA, Ipod, hairdryer and
numerous other appliances, gadgets and gizmos: even toys.

Of course, the UK Government has given us some time to
acclimatise as the WEEE directive won't be transposed into

national legislation until August 2005. The impact of the
directive will to a large extent depend on the approach taken
by the UK Government. The current catchphrase is 'the
producer pays', which means most of the responsibility for
disposal will lie with the original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs) or retailers. But consumers will also be expected to
comply with the regulations. This means there will have to
be a fairly comprehensive campaign to educate people in the
UK about recycling electrical kit.

The changes to consumers may initially seem minimal.
For example you won't be able to leave your old PC at the
dump any more. But dig a little deeper and it seems that
inevitably it will be the consumer who pays the price and
you can expect to see the financial changes hit soon.
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What is WEEE?
The WEEE directive is one facet of the EU's attempts to
tackle the increasing waste mountain that has developed
from our growing love affair with gadgets and gizmos.
In the UK alone we dump around 1.5 million PCs per year.
If you add up the figures from the entire European Union,
companies and consumers today generate a hefty six
million tonnes of electronic waste annually. With fast -
paced technological changes, increased competition,
ever lower prices and our desire to have the latest
upgrade so we can boast ownership of the meanest,
leanest, all -singing, all -dancing gadget, electronic waste
in Europe is growing so fast that, by 2010, it is expected
to reach around 12 million metric tonnes per year.
Again, on current form, most of this would be dumped
into landfill sites.

This isn't very good for the environment as you can
imagine. As well as most electronic waste being practically
non-biodegradeable, much of it, particularly equipment

European

electronic waste
is set to be around
12 million metric
tonnes per year
by 2010

'Most electronic waste is practically
non-biodegradeable and can contain
hazardous waste such as lead'
such as monitors, contains hazardous waste such as
cadmium and lead. As a result, governments are facing a
major problem as landfill sites reach saturation point.
Environmentalists also point out that if some of this
hazardous waste leaches into the ground water and gets
into the human food and water chain, it could have a
detrimental effect on us all.

This potentially lethal time bomb has taxed the minds
of politicians and industry for nearly a decade. So we have
been set a target of recycling 4kg of electrical goods per
person per year by December 2006 and the WEEE directive
is the main way of achieving this.

How will WEEE work together?
The directive has gone through a number of changes in
its time. Manufacturers argued that the original directive
would have put such a serious financial burden on some
companies that it could send them into bankruptcy.

The mountain of computer equipment
is becoming a major problem

Although they have succeeded
in softening the directive
following a series of consultations
with domestic governments and
the EU, what they will have to
do is honour what is known as
the 'cradle to grave' concept.
Ultimately it will be their
responsibility to ensure
that most WEEE waste
is recycled or re -used. The
bits that can't be, will then be
disposed of in an environmentally
responsible way.

But local authorities will also
have a part to play. They have
statutory targets to increase
recycling and will be required to

handle WEEE waste in the community.
It is likely most of their liability will rest with the huge

amount of 'historic and orphaned' waste. Historic waste
is the ageing equipment stored in attics to gather dust.
Orphaned waste is equipment bought from an OEM or
retailer that no longer exists. You have only to look at the
case of Multivision, the latest casualty in the fiercely
competitive PC builder industry, to realise this could be
a problem. With this sort of waste
equipment, the major players are not
happy to carry the can.

Producers will probably
have to pay into a slush
fund based on the
percentage of market
share they have, so
local authorities can
hand this over to
them. That said, this
is another area being
fiercely argued with
the DTI.

'Producers are
unlikely to fund a
central clearing house
unless the forthcoming
legislation requires
them to do so. In the
PC market, increased
competition means
producers are forced to
operate on very tight
margins. Those producers
that take the initiative on
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recycling face the prospect of raising prices and
losing market share,' said Jon Godfrey, managing
director of recycling company Life Cycle Services.

One final note of caution. There is a proposal
that the person or company who imports electrical
equipment be considered the producer. People who
buy and sell at computer fairs could find themselves
having to deal with the WEEE directive as well.

How will WEEE affect you?
In terms of how the directive will impact on
consumers, you probably won't see much difference
initially. The first thing you may notice is that it
should theoretically be much easier to get rid of old
equipment. You won't have to go to the council
rubbish tip to offload that dusty old beige box.
Instead, the producers - be they OEMs, computer
builders or retailers - will have to take back
products on a like -for -like basis. So if they sell you a
new PC, they have to take back your old PC if you
want to dispose of it. This means that the supply
chain and retailers are also involved. It doesn't
matter if you bought your old kit from Dixons and it
is an HP PC. Should you choose to buy your next PC
from, say Evesham, it will be Evesham that has to
pick up and arrange disposal or recycling of the old
machine. Or vice versa.

Just how the logistics will be handled is not
entirely clear in some circumstances. If the producer
is delivering to your door then they will have to pick
up old equipment. If you buy from a shop, you may

'Producers will be able to add a
charge on new goods at point of sale
to cover the costs of future disposal'
still have the bother of getting the gear to the retailer.
The directive currently states that retailers will be
allowed to establish alternative collection systems so
long as these are no less convenient for householders
(you've guessed it, what is convenient is still a matter
for consultation).

Vendors and OEMs will also have to plaster
'environmentally friendly' logos on equipment to
remind you, the consumer, as well as the refuse
collectors that these bits of kit are not for wheelybins.
This means if you are not buying on a like -for -like basis
and just want to get rid of old PCs, peripherals or other
computer gear, it will have to be collected separately
from mainstream household waste.

Hang on, where's the catch?
Ah yes, the catch. While the onus lies mainly with the
'producer', they are only responsible for financing most
of the WEEE's activities. The word to note here is most.
This means quid pro quo, the consumer will end up
footing some of the bill. So although producers will not be
allowed to charge you for taking back old waste, they will
be able to add a charge on new goods at point of sale to
cover the costs of future disposal.

At first this will add around £4 to £5 to cheaper pieces of
hardware such as printers. But analysts have predicted that
the charges for PCs and peripherals could rise by as much
as 15 to 30 per cent over the next five years.

There are also likely to be charges from local authorities
for handling this waste. Although the Government has
earmarked some money to be released in January 2006,
so recycling facilities can be set up by local authorities,

Tony Roberts
says most
people don't
want to have

to pay for
disposal of

computer
equipment

this won't cover the ongoing costs of recycling.
This could mean council taxes are increased.

One other way to fund the requirements
of the WEEE directive is through VAT, an
approach that is already starting to happen in
mainland Europe.

'Sooner or later the end user will foot the bill
- end users pay tax, they buy products and they
throw things away, so at some stage yes, they
will have to pay,' warned Godfrey.

Are there other ways?
One of the major concerns among recyclers and
environmentalists is the emphasis that has been
placed on disposal rather than re -use. It has
even been said that if the Government does
not shift its recycling focus to remarketing, it
will be an environmental disaster, provoked
by environmental regulation. This lack of
emphasis on re -use has also angered charities
which point out that they can, for a small fee,
refurbish computer equipment and pass it
on to those in need. Tony Roberts (pictured
below), founder and chief executive of
Computer Aid International, urges
consumers to think laterally.

'Many people simply don't know what to do
with old computer equipment and won't really
want to have to pay for disposal. Computer Aid

International (www.computer-aid.orq) provides a simple
and free solution to dealing with old computer equipment
and through www.parcel2go.co.uk, people can ship things
back to us for under £10.' (Phone 01204 384 426 and
quote reference CAID.)

So there you have it - but as the interpretation of the
directive is still wide open despite all the consultation that
has taken place to date, people are still trying to change
processes. Preparing for the WEEE directive is currently
based on guesswork alone.
For further reading on the directive see
www.pcw.co.ulaspeclals/1152928.
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eupac
Epito Digital Camera
Binoculars 2.1Mega Pixels

£110.00
£129.25 inc VAT

 8x32 binocular
 2.1 MP digital camera,
 8 times optical magnification

Emanchines widescreen
M5116 Intel Celetron
2.4GH Processor Laptop

£599.00
£703.83 inc VAT

 Intel Celeron 2.4GHz Processor
 512 Mb RAM Memory
 40 Gb Hard Drive
 DVD ROM & CD ReWrter Drive
 15.4' TFT Screen
 64Mb Intel Extreme Graphics
 Microsoft Windows XP Home
 Microsoft Works 7.0
 3 x USB Connections

1 Year FREE Warranty
 Condition as new

USB LED Light

£6.99 1144/4/
£8.21 inc VAT

 Provides light source by simply pluggin
into the USB port

 Adjustable to any position
 No external power necessary.
 Power stays on as long as the PC is on

Transcend 128MB Memory
Stick

£37.00
£43.48 inc VAT

 High transfer rate
 Data is not lost when power is turned off
 Rugged and sturdy removal

   
WHOLESALE SUPPLIER OF CONSUMER ELECTRONICS & PC's

Epito Digital Camera
Binoculars 300K Pixels

£64.00
£75.20 inc VAT

 8x30 binocular
 300K Pixel digital camera
 8 times optical magnification.

Aiptek MP3 Player+Voice
Recorder+FM Radio

£55.00
£64.63 inc VAT

 MP3 and WMA formats supported
 USB 1.1 compliant & USB 2.0 compatible

Driverless

Aiptek Pocket Digital Camera

£74.90
£88.01 inc VAT

 Digital Still Camera
 Digital Camcorder
 PC Camera
 3.1 Mega pixels in resolution

(software interpolation)
 Supplied 16MB CompactFlash card
 4x digital zoom

1.5" TFT LCD for preview and/or replay

Transcend 128MB Compact
Flash Card - Ultra Performance
(45x)

£26.99
£31.71 inc VAT

 Super high performance speed
 5 -year replacement warranty

Built-in dynamic defect management & error
correction technology

Aiptek Pocket DV
Camcorder 3300

£92.00
£108.10 inc VAT

 Camcorder, still camera, MP3, voice recorder,
web camera, and mass storage device all
in one

 3.1MP (with software interpolation)
 VGA resolution (640x480)

6 -in -1 USB Card Reader/
Writer

.00°.
£12.99
£15.26 inc VAT

 Supports 6 types of storage media
 USB interface, True Plug and Play
 USB 1.1 compliant & USB 2.0 compatible
 High performance transfer speed

2 -Port USB Extension Hub

£8.99
£10.56 inc VAT

Increases number of USB ports
Extends distance between computers and
USB devices

 Compact in size, smaller than a credit card

Transcend 128MB
USB Flash Drive

£26.00
£30.55 inc VAT

S.' 256

ate,
JetFlash'

 USB 1.1 compliant and 2.0 compatible
 Maximum transfer speed of 1.5MB
 True plug and play

www.eupac.co.uk email: sales @eupac.co.uk
tel: 44(0)20 7907 4787
fax: 44(0)20 7681 2719
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You might be surprised

at the type of PC you

can get for £699 these
days. So if you are on a

budget, but still want a

well -specified system, we've

tested10 to help you decide

More for
your money

WORDS: RORY REID TESTING: VNU LABS PHOTOS: BRUCE MACKIE

ow the post -Christmas sales
have come and gone, you
may not think it's a good time
of year to buy a new PC. All is
not lost however, as we've

challenged 10 manufacturers to provide us
with PCs for users on a restricted budget.
We've stipulated no other requirement except
a maximum price of £699 ex VAT.

You may not expect much in the way of
performance components or luxury features
for this price, but we think you'll be quite
impressed at the range of PCs submitted.
With new components being launched all
the time, the models they replace begin to
fall in price; giving budget systems the
opportunity to challenge their better
specified counterparts on many levels.

To determine whether each PC is
worth your investment, we have, as usual,
subjected each of them to VNU Labs'
stringent benchmark tests. This
month we've introduced the Sysmark 2004
test, but we've also included the Sysmark
2002 results to give you an idea of how
they compare.

We've also moved on from 3Dmark
2001 to use 3Dmark03 to test graphics
performance. Turn to page 12 for a full
explanation of how we tested.

In choosing the overall winners, we
examined various factors including value
for money, features and the all-important
question of performance.

Read on to find out just what kind of
system you can get for your money.
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Acer Aspire 1120

The Acer Aspire T120 is
the least well-equipped
PC in the group. With

256MB of Ram installed, it has
just half the memory of its
rivals, and loses even more
ground in terms of its relatively
low -speed processor. At the
helm of the system is an Athlon
XP 2600+ CPU which, in this
company, is outclassed.

To its credit, the Aspire
T120 managed to keep up
with the theoretically faster
ECS EZ-Buddie, despite its lower
specification. Sysmark 2004
returned an overall score of 118
- an acceptable figure for a
machine of this configuration,
but one that was well below the
scores achieved by PCs at the
top end of the group. Likewise,
the Internet content creation
and office productivity scores of
133 and 104 respectively were
adequate, but hardly inspiring.

The T120 makes amends for
its lacklustre performance by
including a 17in flat -panel
monitor - one of only four TFTs
in this group. LG's versatile GSA
4040-B optical drive adds further
value to the overall package. Not
only does it provide support for
DVD+R/RW and DVD-R/RW, but
it also goes one step further by
offering DVD-Ram support -
an option not offered by any
other system here, and one
that should appeal to those
who wish to ensure maximum

compatibility with their
home DVD players.

The Western Digital hard drive
provides an adequate 80GB of
storage, 20GB more than the
ECS, but nowhere near the
generous 160GB in Evesham's
Axis 64 3000+. Likewise,
graphics performance is not the
best, but most users will be able
to extract adequate performance
from the 128MB ATI Radeon
9200 SE card.

Despite having a comparitively
inferior specification, the T120
still copes well. Its 256MB of Ram
will need upgrading sooner
rather than later, but Acer can be
commended for the inclusion of
a large TFT screen and the best
optical drive of the group.

DETAILS

RRP £821.32 (E699 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE & PRODUCT
INFORMATION
Acer 0870 900 2237
www.acenco.uk
PROS Good DVD writer
and monitor
CONS Small amount of Ram
VERDICT
This is a good PC in its own
right, but more demanding users
may find its performance leaves
a lot to be desired

FEATURES ***
PERFORMANCE ****
VALUE FOR MONEY * **
OVERALL

Carrera Octan 2800SEW

Carrera makes a welcome
return to PCW group
tests with the Octan

2800SEW, which has a balanced
specification on the whole,
despite the inclusion of a
relatively low -end Athlon XP
2800+ processor. This sits
alongside 512MB of DDR
memory in a dual -channel
configuration, designed to
reduce performance bottlenecks.

This combination works well
aboard Leadtek's Winfast K7N
motherboard, which provides
plenty of upgrade potential
thanks to its five PCI slots (two
are available for use) and a
maximum memory limit of
3GB. This configuration was
enough to put the Octan
2800SEW in the top half of
our performance table.

Perhaps the most notable
aspect of the Carrera system is
its graphics capabilities; here
provided by a 128MB ATI
Radeon 9800 All -In -Wonder
card, which is always a good
performer. In this PC, it
achieved a 3Dmark03 score of
3,648. Multimedia enthusiasts
will be pleased to find a
built-in TV tuner along with
a comprehensive remote
control and USB receiver.

The Sharp LLT17A-4 is an
excellent 17in monitor,
particularly for a budget system.
It has a thin bezel, fast response
time and good picture quality.

Our only real criticisms are its
lack of digital input, and its weak
integrated speakers. The external
stereo speakers provided by
Carrera as an alternative are a
better solution, but won't
impress sound enthusiasts.

These impressive features
are very welcome, but their
presence does affect the
remainder of the specification.
Samsung's CD-RW is useful,
but the lack of a DVD writer
may discourage some buyers.
The Octan 2800SEW is a well-
rounded and capable PC with
only a few minor omissions.
It offers good performance, a
solid specification and a five-
year warranty, the first three
years of which are on -site.

DETAILS

RRP £821.32 (£699 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE & PRODUCT
INFORMATION
Carrera 0871 222 3456
www.carrera.co.uk
PROS Good monitor and
graphics card
CONS No DVD-RW drive
VERDICT
This is a very well-balanced
machine with strong
performance and a good list
of extra features

FEATURES
PERFORMANCE Yk

VALUE FOR MONEY ****
OVERALL ***i
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Demonite OverX3200

0 ne for overclocking
enthusiasts, the
OverX3200 sets itself

apart from the group in several
ways. Technically, its Athlon
XP 2500+ is the least efficient
processor in our line-up. Despite
its humble roots, however,
Demonite has managed to
extract a level of performance
usually only seen in Athlon XP
3000+ processors or higher.

Analysing the PC's individual
CPU performances with
PCMark04 revealed some rather
telling facts. The humble Athlon
XP 2500+ managed to stay on the
heels of the Pentium 4 2.8GHz
processor in the Nethighstreet
machine, and outperformed the
Athlon 64 that powers the
Microland submission. Full
application testing with Sysmark
2004 put the Demonite in third
position overall with a score of
150, indicating that bottlenecks
elsewhere hindered performance.

As novel as it is, overclocking
has its drawbacks, most
significantly in terms of the
amount of heat generated by
any component asked to work
beyond its normal parameters.
The dangers of this are reduced
in the OverX3200 thanks to
a large ATX case that gives
internal components plenty
of room to breathe, and five
internal fans including a
manually adjustable Zalman
CPU cooler.

Graphics are provided
courtesy of the ATI Radeon
9800 All -In -Wonder graphics
card. This racked up a strong
3Dmark03 score of 3,689 -
a slightly higher total than
achieved by the Carrera.
Graphics are pumped through
the 19in Iiyama 454 Pro monitor
- which handles its display
duties admirably, but takes up
a significant amount of space.

We were impressed with the
OverX3200, but its overclocked
CPU is a double-edged
sword. While it offers good
performance, we would like to
have seen more features due to
the savings made on the CPU.
Despite this, the Demonite is
a strong submission.

DETAILS

RRP £821.32 (£699 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE & PRODUCT
INFORMATION
Demonite
0871 222 7222 www.demonite.com
PROS Versatile graphics card
CONS Bulky case and monitor
VERDICT
Recommended for those
who wish to make a strong
impression with the
performance and physical
look of their PC

FEATURES *****
PERFORMANCE ****
VALUE FOR MONEY ****
OVERALL *****
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ECS EZ-Buddie

Those with an
appreciation for small,
yet eye-catching case

designs will find the ECS
EZ-Buddie highly attractive.
Unlike the rather plain -looking
Intellect submission, this PC is
housed in a space -saving, small
form factor case that users won't
want to hide under a desk

It comes as no surprise that
ECS has chosen to use many of its
own components here. Among
these is the tiny KM400 series
motherboard, which acts as the
foundation for a pair of 256MB
Dinuns and an Athlon XP 2800+
CPU with a Barton core.

One of the most distinctive
aspects of the design is the CPU
tuner, an overclocking dial that
increases or decreases the
processor's clock speed. We got
good results from the Barton -
based CPU in its standard
2.25GHz configuration, but
bottlenecks caused by the
sluggish hard drive and memory
meant overall performance was
uninspiring. Its Sysmark 2004
score of 121 was second lowest of
those that completed the tests.

The EZ-Buddie is not well
suited to games or multimedia
applications. Its Rex Radeon 9200
SE graphics card returned a fairly
low 3Dmark03 score of 616, and
an Unreal Tournament score of
28 frames per second (fps).

Where the EZ-Buddie comes
into its own is in the provision

fill tIl
1 1 1 1

,alt

of some welcome extras. These
include the built in 4 -in -1
multimedia card reader, neatly
concealed behind a panel at
the side of the unit and a USB
floppy drive. Alongside these,
ECS has included a TV tuner
card and a 17in TFT monitor.
These prove to be a good
combination, particularly as
the screen can be viewed from
a wide horizontal angle, which
facilitates group viewing.

The EZ-Buddie may fall short
of the performance offered by
the majority of its rivals, but it
does make amends. It is the
smallest and quietest system of
the group by some margin and
its satisfying feature list makes it
a worthwhile consideration.

DETAILS

RRP £821.32 (£699 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE & PRODUCT
INFORMATION
ECS

0870120 5370
www.ecs.uk.com
PROS Monitor; multimedia
card reader
CONS Graphics card; performance

A small and attractive machine
that it is hindered only by a lack
of decent performance

FEATURES ***
PERFORMANCE **I*VALUE FOR MONEY**
OVERALL ***
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Evesham Axis 64 3000+

0 n the surface, Evesham's
Axis 64 3000+ looks
remarkably similar to

the Evolution 3.2P (reviewed on
page 43). This is mostly due to
the 'splat' case, but less obvious
similarities can be spotted.

Its fast PC3200 memory is
installed in a dual -channel
configuration atop an MSI
motherboard, which also
sports a passively cooled
northbridge. This is fed
information by the same
Athlon 64 3000+ CPU seen
in the Microland submission.
As a result, both PCs produced
virtually identical performance
results to top the group.

The Axis 64 3000+ is one
of just two PCs here that
offer a 160GB hard drive -
a significant inclusion for a
budget system, and a surprise
given the remainder of its
generous specification.
Evesham has also included
the 128MB ATI Radeon 9800
All -In -Wonder. In this group,
this is only bettered by the
Radeon 9800 Pro in the
Microland Tech submission.
This clocked up a 3Dmark03
score of 3,869 - enough to
power Unreal Tournament at
a considerable 85fps. The card
also includes a useful TV tuner,
although some users may find
the 17in CRT monitor not to
their tastes for watching
television. It provides a good,

clean picture, but is a far cry
from the 17in TFT panels
elsewhere. The remainder of
the system is fairly well decked
out. Creative's Inspire P580
5.1 -channel speakers are a
positive inclusion, particularly
for games or DVD playback.
The Axis 3000+ doesn't
include a DVD rewriter, but
there is a DVD-Rom drive and
high-speed Sony CD rewriter.

Evesham has obviously had
to cut corners in places in
order to include a fast processor
and memory configuration,
but for users who don't mind
the omission of a TFF screen
and DVD-RW drive, the Axis
3000+ is a excellent and
well -configured PC.

DETAILS

£821.32 (£699 ex VAT)
EST PRICE & PRODUCT

INFORMATION
Evesham
0870160 9500
www.evesham.co.uk

'0S Fast CPU and memory
'DNS CRT monitor; No DVD-RW

VERDICT
The Evesham 64 3000+ offers
great performance, a strong
specification and very good
value for money

FEATURES *lir***
PERFORMANCE ......*****
VALUE FOR MONEY ****W.
OVERALL *****

Intellect Prodesk XP2800

The Prodesk is one of
four submissions built
around an AMD Athlon

XP 2800+ CPU. Like the
majority of the group, it
also includes 512MB of DDR
memory, but this is supplied
on a single PC3200 Dimm
rather than in the more popular
dual -channel arrangement.
Though this approach could
lead to performance
bottlenecks, the two vacant
memory slots allow 2.5GB of
memory to be installed without
any modifications.

The remainder of the
Prodesk's innards are fairly
standard. The 80GB hard disk
isn't as impressive as the 160GB
offerings elsewhere, but uses a
serial ATA connection which
gives it some of the fastest access
times of the group.

This speed is unfortunately
not replicated in the rest of the
components. Sysmark 2004
testing indicated that, with its
score of 129, it was marginally
quicker than the Acer and ECS,
but achieved significantly better
frame rates in our graphics tests.
More impressive results were
seen in our graphics benchmarks.

The Prodesk follows the rest
of the PCs in this group test by
using an ATI graphics card, the
Radeon 9600 Pro. Despite it
being succeeded by the 9600XT,
it is still a strong card with a
considerable 256MB of memory.

Unreal Tournament frame rates
were just below 60fps -a pace
many games developers strive
to achieve in their products.

The Neoview Atec AL151 is
a good entry-level monitor.
Considering that some PCs
here come with 17in TFTs or
19in CRTs, this 15in display
could be seen as a disadvantage,
particularly as its maximum
resolution is just 1,024 x 768.

Despite this, we were
impressed by the inclusion of a
DVD rewriter. Many vendors
have relied on the commonplace
CD-RW, but this Lite-on DVD
offering provides good support
for DVD creation in both plus
and minus formats. Overall, this
is a strong contender.

DETAILS

RRP E821.32 (E699 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE & PRODUCT
INFORMATION Intellect
08701 225 590
www.Intellect.uk.com
PROS Dual -format DVD drive;
graphics card
CONS Core performance; case
VERDICT
This is a strong submission
with many positive attributes;
let down only slightly by a
relatively docile CPU

FEATURES
PERFORMANCE ***
VALUE FOR MONEY***
OVERALL ***

110 MAY 2004 www.pcw.co.uk



£699 PCs Group test

Jal Monarch FX57

jal's submission is a
rather mixed bag. Our
initial impression was

that it is targeted specifically at
garners. This was mostly because
it is built around the DFI
Lanparty NF II Ultra B
motherboard, which offers a
number of features that appeal
to this particular audience.

The remainder of the system
had us scratching our heads
though. Its XP 2600+ processor
was among the slowest of
the group, and its overall
configuration was only
marginally more effective than
the Acer. It failed to complete
our Sysmark 2004 tests, but
achieved a rather average
Sysmark 2002 result of 206.

Its graphics card was also
not as impressive as we'd have
hoped. The Radeon 9700 is a
sterling performer in its own
right, and achieving a
3DMark03 tally of 2,750 in a
budget system is no mean feat.
However this was a far cry from
the 5,722 achieved by the
Radeon 9800 Pro in Microland
Technology's system.

We were much happier with
Jal's huge 160GB Maxtor hard
drive. This uses a fast serial ATA
connection and should appeal
to garners or those who need
to store large quantities of
multimedia files. You also get
CD rewriter and DVD-Rom drives
rather than a DVD rewriter.

To its credit, the Monarch
FX57 is one of just four
submissions shipping with a
15in flat -panel monitor.
The Sharp LLT15A4-B is
commendable, as it has a small
footprint and a good picture.
If you're tempted, you should
consider the fact that it has no
support for digital input, but
on the whole is a good screen.

Despite its mixed
specification, the Jal does at
least come packaged with a
number of games that help
make sense of its choice of
motherboard. Ghost Recon and
Morrowind are both provided,
along with a harness designed
to help you carry the machine
to and from Lan parties.

DETAILS

£821.32 (£699 ex VAT)
EST PRICE & PRODUCT

INFORMATION
Jal
08707 525 810
www.jal.co.uk
PROS TFT screen; games
CONS Slow CPU
VERDICT
A good games -oriented PC,
but not as effective in this
department as some of the
other submissions

FEATURES ***
PERFORMANCE 14

VALUE FOR MONEY **
OVERALL **lir

Mesh Matrix 2800+ Value

Mush has furnished its
latest budget offering
with some familiar

components. It distinguishes
itself from the rest of the group,
however, thanks mostly to its
19in monitor. The Mitsubishi
Diamondpro 930SB produces
good picture quality, although
some users may find it takes up
too much desktop space.

Looking past this, the Radeon
9600XT graphics card is the
most modern in the group -
although not quite the fastest.
It managed a 3Dmark03 score
of 3,796 -a very respectable
total here but still a far cry
from the score achieved
by the 9800 Pro in the
Microland submission.

The positive trend is
continued with a 120GB
Maxtor hard drive, and 512MB
of PC2700 memory supplied
in a dual -channel memory
configuration. These
components helped the Athlon
XP 2800+ CPU to achieve very
reasonable scores in our
benchmark tests. The system
did not fully complete Sysmark
2004, but scored 233 in Sysmark
2002 - which is enough to place
the machine comfortably in the
middle of the group.

We were pleased that Mesh
included a set of five -channel
speakers from Creative. This
extends the focus of the PC to
include the needs of garners and

users who wish to do their
DVD movies justice with
good -quality audio. Movie
playback is provided by the
Sony DDU1612, which has been
paired with a Sony CRX 230E
CD rewriter. Unfortunately
neither of these offers DVD
writing facilities.

Despite the Matrix 2800+
trailing somewhat behind the
faster PCs in our test, it does at
least provide users with a
resassuring three-year
warranty. This may not last as
long as the protection afforded
to some of its rivals, but it is
among the most reassuring
levels of cover and even
includes the cost of parts in
the final year.

DETAILS

RfiP £821.32 (£699 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE & PRODUCT
INFORMATION
Mesh
0870 046 4747
www.meshcomputers.co.uk
PROS Large monitor; graphics card
CONS No DVD writer
VERDICT
Yet another strong
Mesh contribution that
should appeal to a wide range
of users

FEATURES *****
PERFORMANCE *****
VALUE FOR MONEY *** *
OVERALL **** *
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Worlds First
Pentium 4 - 3.4GHz

I I I I

 15.4" TFT WXGA (1440x900)

 Intel® Centrino' Mobile Technology with Intel®
Pentium®- M 1.5GHz Processor (up to 1.8GHz)

 1MB Level 2 Cache
 Intel Integrated Wireless LAN (802.11b) card

 512MB DDR333 RAM (upgradeable to 1GB)

 60GB HDD (upgradeable to 80GB)

 Combo DVD/CD-RW Drive (HotSwappable

with DVD-RW/CD-RW, 2nd HDD or 2nd Battery)

 Built in 56K fax/modem
 Built in 10/100/1000-Giga LAN Ethernet Adapter

Buy Now Pay 20041

 ATI Mobility Radeon M10 with Integrated AGP 8x

 64MB DDR Video RAM & DirectX 9 support

 IEEE 1394 Firewire 400Mbps port

 Ports: 4xUSB 2.0, IrDA, TV -Out, Parallel,

Monitor, PortBar (Docking Station)

 Built in Card Reader (MMC/SD/MS/MS-Pro)

 Up to 6 Hours Battery Life (up to 10 Hours with

2nd Battery option)

 354(W)x273(D)x22-34mm (H) / Weight: 2.6Kg

 Carry Case, 36 months RTB Warranty***
4r r' -,ton Key,

15.4" Centrino 512MB 60GB Combo
TFT 1.5GHz RAM HDD Drive

MEMI
 15" TFT SXGA+ (1400x1050)

 2.8GHz Intel® Pentium 4 (Optional 3.0GHz - 3.4GHz)

with 800MHz FSB & Hyper -Threading

 512MB DDR333 RAM (upgradeable to 1GB)

 60GB HDD (upgradeable to 80GB)

 Built in DVD/CDRW Combo Drive (Optional

DVD-RW/CD-RW)

 Built in 56K fax/modem

 Built in 10/100/1000-Giga LAN Ethernet Adapter

 ATI Mobility Radeon M10 with Integrated AGP 8x

 128MB DDR Video RAM & DirectX 9 support

 IEEE 1394 Firewire 400Mbps port

 Ports: 2xUSB 2.0, IrDA, TV -Out, Parallel, Serial,

Monitor, PS/2, S/P DIF ouput

 Built in Video Camera

 Built in 6 -in -1 Smart Card Reader

 Built in Bluetooth Support & Built in Wireless antenna"

 329(W)x275(D)x36mm (H) / Weight: 3.3Kg

 Carry Case, 36 months RTB Warranty***

Other Features: Built in 3D Sound & Speakers with 5.1 channel output. Smart Li -Ion Battery". 3 Hot Keys (Email, Web
Browser. Application). Windoe-:s XP Home with CO F. Manual. Extuuall USB MO ,ClutaulaU. Wireless LAN module

, .

£975
ex.VAT

11 145.6 3
i4f. VAT

£925
ex.VAT

£1086.88
lnc VAT

15" Pentium 4 512MB 60GB Combo
TFT 2.8GHz RAM HDD Drive

 15.1" TFT UXGA (1600x1200)

 2.8GHz Intel® Pentium 4 (Optional 3.0GHz-3.4Gliz)

with 800MHz FSB & Hyper -Threading

 512MB DDR333 RAM (upgradeable to 1GB)

 80GB HDD (Removable)

 Combo DVD/CD-RW Drive (Optional DVD-RW/CD-RW)

 Built in 3.5" FDD (Hot Swappable with 2nd

Battery, *Combo DVD/CD-RW or removable 2nd HDD)

 Built in 56K fax/modem

 Built in 10/100/1000-Giga LAN Ethernet Adapter
Other Features Built in 35" FDD, Built in 3D Sound & Speakers with 51 channel output. 1x PC Card Slot, Smart Li -Ion
Pau '4.. V. rr, P.". -1 P - . a a, Manual, Wireless LAN module

 ATI Mobility Radeon M10 with Integrated AGP 8x

 128MB DDR Video RAM & DirectX 9 support

 IEEE 1394 Firewire 400Mbps pod

 Pods: 4xUSB 2.0, IrDA, TV -Out, Parallel,

Monitor, PS/2, S/P DIE output

 Bluetooth Support & Built in Wireless antenna"

 Audio DJ onboard

 329(W)x290(D)x44mm (H) / Weight: 3.7Kg

 Carry Case, 36 months RTB Warranty***

15.1" Pentium 4 512MB 80GB
TFT 2.8GHz RAM HDD

Combo
Drive

£1075
ex.VAT

£1263.13
incAT

'An additional Combo will offer you a fast copy

Contact Usl AJP Computers Plc. 152-154 Coles Green Rd, London, NW2 7HD

General: 020 8208 9700
Fax: 020 8208 9701

Customer Care: 020 8208 9788
Technical: 020 8208 9799
Email: sales1dlajp co uk

Showroom hours: Mon -Fri 9.00-5.30. Sat 9.00-2 00

/ 4.1" SXGA+, Centrino

centrino

1.5GHz, 512MB RAM,

N E

,/Wid1e5sc4re"

SOLOGY

en

TECHI
NOME

Special Offer
AJP M3000N

60GB HOD

£899+vA-r
For Full Spec Please Call

800MHz FSB&

ATI Radeon
M10 graphics

UXGA
(1600x1200 Resolution)

"Powerful"
Computer Shopper

- 2003

iSpecial Offer

FREE 64MB Pen Drive
when you

Upgrade any notebook to
1G8 RAM'or 80GB HOD*

USB Pm Drives holds 45 times more information than a
floppy diskette Dimansions 23rem(W)x lOrnm(D))(73mm(H)

Built in
Video Camera

Performance Award
January 2004

Commended Award
Christmas 2003

Commended
April 2003

L

Computer Shopper
-140-4-8.8 F.b £408

Pecemmeneed
Sept 2002

*2Buy Now Pay Later Option
Order an AJP Notebook today with just a
5% deposit, then pay nothing for 12
months! In the 11th month choose to settle
in full at the original cash price (no interest)

or start a repayment plan over 36 months
29.8% APR. See terms for more information'



Most Desirable
Feb 2004

A

Recommended
Nov 2003

Silver Award
Nov 2003

111118%lk.

PC ADVISOR

4400
Recommended

Nov 2009

£1099
 17" TFT WXGA (1440x900) Widescreen ! £1291.

ex.VA33

 2.8GHz Intel® Pentium 4 (Optional 3.0GHz- 3.4GHz) inc.VAT

with 800MHz FSB & Hyper -Threading

512MB DDR333 RAM (upgradeable to 1GB)
 80GB HDD
 Combo DVD/CD-RW Drive (Optional DVD-RW/CD-RW)

4x Built in Speakers & Sub Woofer Module
 Built in TV Tuner and Remote Control

(Optional)

 Built in 56K fax/modem

 Built in 10/100/1000-Giga LAN Ethernet Adapter

 ATI Mobility Radeon M10 with Integrated AGP 8x

128MB DDR Video RAM & DirectX 9 support

 IEEE 1394 Firewire 400Mbps port
 Ports: 2xUSB 2.0, IrDA,TV-Out,Video In (with

TV Tuner only), Parallel, Serial,

Monitor, PS/2, S/P DIF output
 Built in Video Camera
 Built in 6 -in -1 Smart Card Reader
 Built in Bluetooth Support & Built in Wireless antenna."

 Full Size Keyboard & Separate Numeric Keypad
 393(W)x275(D)x37.5mm (H) / Weight: 3.8Kg
 Carry Case, 36 months RTB Warranty"*

Other Features: Built in 3D Sound with virtual 6 channel output, 1x PC Card

Slot, Smart Li -ton Battery", 3 Hot Keys (Email, Web Browser, Application),
Windows XP Home with CD & Manual, External USB FDD (Optional), Wireless

LAN module (Optional)", Bluetooth module (Optionar

AJP Business Achievements
2002 - The Best SubNotebook of the Year,

PC Advisor
2000 - Ranked in the top 10% of Computer

Companies. Dunn & Bradstreet
1999 - One of the Fastest Fifty growing IT

Companies in London, Deloitte &Touche
1999 - The Best Notebook of the Year,

PC Advisor
1997 - The Special Achievement Award for Business,

PC Direct

goomimmo..

lo Mr,'

Recommended
Oct 2003

Gold Award
PC Home Ocl 2003

Built in Video Camera

AJP D48DV - Widescreen Desktop Replacement

Pentium 4 512MB 80GB 800MHz
2.8GHz RAM HDD FSB

ATI Sub Video
M10 Woofer Camera

Buy With Confidence
1. Notebook Specialists. 17 years experience
2 IS09001:2000 Registered -

Duality & Reliability
3 Value for Money
4 Excellent Magazine Reviews
5. State of the Art Technology
6. 2-3 Days Delivery'
7. Quick & Efficient after Sales Service
8 6 Months Interest Free Credit
9 Successful Organisation with Secure

Financial Status

TERMS - Prices exclude delivery. Prices and specdications are subject to change without notice. All trademarks acknowledged. AJP standard terms and conditions, which are

available on request. apply to all sales. E. & 0. E All company details, machine specifications and general terms and conditions are also available onour web site. 'Initial

Purchase Only **Batteries area consumable item and are not covered by the warranty. -36 Months Return to Base Warranty: Initial 12 Months; Pads & Labour, following 24

Months; Labour Only. Pictures are for illustration purposes only.
'2 - Buy Now Pay Later typical example based on E1000 purchase price. 5% deposit required at point of purchase (E50) then pay nothing for 11 months. On the 12th month

choose to settle the balance in lull of E950 (no interest) or start a 36 month repayment plan (interest calculated from date of ordering) of 256.71, total amount payable 62041.56
29B% APR. Finance is subject to status. Terms & Conditions apply, Written quotations available on request, Applicants must be over 18, under 75 and inlull lime employment

Fee may apply

Full Size
Keyboard

Special Offer
AJP D480W,

P4-2.8GHz,256MB
RAM, 40GB HDD

£1399,w
for Full Spec Please Call

Calk

020 8208 9755

Making IT Happen

TM



Group test £699 PCs

BEST
BUY,

COMPUTERsi
WORLD

EDITOR'S
CHOICE:,

Microland Tech PCW 27.05

Microland Technology
makes an impressive
debut in PCW with the

Tech PCW 27.05, a system that
defies its budget classification
with a surprisingly impressive
specification. Its 512MB of
PC3200 DDR memory is among
the fastest rated here, but the
major surprise was seeing an
Athlon 64 3000+ CPU.

We saw some good
performance results in our
Athlon 64 group test in February
and, despite Microland using a
slower version of AMD's latest
consumer chip, its Sysmark 2002
score of 252 was practically level
with that achieved by the NEC
Powermate I -Select XL6, which
cost £500 more and had a
virtually identical specification.

The 120GB Maxtor hard
drive provides a generous
amount of storage, considering
that the system also includes a
DVD writer. The NEC ND -2500A
is particularly impressive as it
one of just two drives in this
group capable of writing to
both plus and minus formats
at eight -speed.

We were expecting to find a
bottleneck somewhere in the
system, but couldn't help
being impressed by the superbly
quick ATI Radeon 9800 Pro
graphics card - again, the only
one of its kind in this test. This
separated the Microland
system's graphics performance

from the rest of the pack by
a considerable margin. Its
3Dmark03 score of 5,722 is the
fastest we have seen from a PC
costing £699 ex VAT, but be
aware that the Microland has
no TV tuner card.

Bearing in mind the
impressive specification, we
were not expecting too much
from the monitor. Our review
system was supplied with a
17in CRT screen courtesy of
Viewsonic - which some
buyers may consider a poor
substitute for a 15in flat -panel
alternative. Despite this minor
gripe, we were impressed
with the balanced overall
configuration and excellent
performance of this PC.

DETAILS

RRP £821.32 (£699 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE & PRODUCT
INFORMATION
Microland
0870 443 0399
www.microlandtechnology.com
PROS Fast CPU; high -end
graphics card
CONS Lack of software
VERDICT
This PC provides stunning
performance and a generous
specification for a low price

FEATURES ****:
PERFORMANCE *****
VALUE FOR MONEY *****
OVERALL *****

opts*IFFRIMMIlwipvirsk

Nethighstreet PCW699

The Nethighstreet
PCW699 provides a
refreshing alternative to

the proliferation of AMD-based
computers seen in this group
test. The Intel Pentium 4
2.8GHz CPU is a powerful
workhorse, and we were eager
to see how it stacked up against
the Athlon XP, and more
significantly, the Athlon 64
processors used by the Evesham
and Microland PCs.

Before conducting our tests,
we were pleased to note that
Nethighstreet has attempted to
go for a fairly even specification
that should appeal to a wide
range of users. Power users will
be attracted by the Gigabyte
motherboard, which can
support a whopping 4GB of
memory and processors as fast as
3.2GHz. The inclusion of a four -
speed DVD rewriter was also a
pleasant surprise, particularly as
the Intel foundations of the PC
almost certainly represent a large
chunk of its price tag. Despite
this, Nethighstreet has found
space in the budget to include a
120GB hard drive and a 52 -speed
Samsung CD rewriter. The
Creative Inspire P580 speakers
are also a welcome addition.

We were, however, slightly
disappointed by the choice of
graphics and ATI's Radeon 9700
was the talk of the town during
2002, but has long -since been
superseded by newer, more

effective models. It has a wide
256bit DDR memory bus, but
3Dmark03 test results reveal its
inability to keep up with the
Radeon 9800 cards in the group.

More impressive results were
achieved from the core of the
system, with the Nethighstreet
finishing among the top four
machines of the group in the
Sysmark tests. It was unable
to keep up with the Athlon
64 -based submissions, and even
struggled against the Demonite,
but represented itself well
against the stiff competition. For
users who prefer their machines
with an Intel processor, the
Nethighstreet is a versatile
submission that should appeal
to a variety of users.

DETAILS

RRP £821.32 (£699 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE & PRODUCT
INFORMATION
Nethighstreet
0870 777 5252
www.nethighstreet.com
PROS Quick CPU; ample hard
disk space
CONS CRT monitor; software
VERDICT
A fast and well-equipped PC,
but outclassed by its Athlon
64 rivals

FEATURES
PERFORMANCE
VALUE FOR MONEY ***
OVERALL

MAY 2004 www.pcw.co.uk



IE
Leader in FireWire / USB2.0 External

Hard Drives, CD-RW & DVD+/-RW

LaCie External
Hard Drives

'd2' 500GB
Firewire 800, 400

& USB2.0

- Sleek, robust case, portable and stackable

- 7200rpm ideal for DV Video without dropping frames

- Fast Firewire 800 'Extreme' up to 88MB/s, USB2 34MB/s sustained
- Firewire, USB2, or new FireWire 800 versions (cables incl.)

- Compatible with Windows Backup Utility

250GB

Available from:
40GB srp £63 (£74.03 inc VAT), 80GB srp £74 (£86.95 inc VAT),

120GB srp £104 (£1 22.20 inc VAT),160GB srp £95 1E111.63 inc VAT),

200GB srp £144 (£169.20 inc VAT), 250GB srp £139 (£1 63.33 inc VAT),
320GB srp £219 (057.33 inc VAT), 400GB srp £299 (£351.33 inc VAT),

500GB srp £359 (£421.83 inc VAT)

r

LaCie External CD
& DVD+/-RW's

- Sleek, robust case, portable and stackable
- CD-RW super fast write and rewrite speeds
- Dual format DVD+/- RW high 4.7GB capacity
- Bundle includes DVD authoring software

- Firewire or USB2 versions (cables included)

MOBILE SLIM

DVD+/-RW
& CD-RW

Available from:
CD-RW 52x32x52x srp £51.04 (£59.97 inc VAT)

DVD+/-RW 8x4x24x+CDRW multidrive srp £104 (£1 22.20) inc VAT)
Mobile 24x24x24x CD-RW/DVD Combo srp £89.35 (£104.99 inc VAT)
Mobile 4x DVD+/-RW+CDRW multidrive srp £204 (£239.70 inc VAT)

PHQJPJN 20.1"'IrrfLED

LaCie Professional
TFT & CRT Monitors

- VGA & DVI connectors on TFT/LCD
- TFT/LCD includes Tilt & Swivel function

- 3 -year advanced replacement warranty

- Optional BlueEye provides hardware calibration of E19 & E22
- BlueScan 48 comes with SilverFast software and offers true 48 -bit

scanning for multiple A4 formats including transparancies

a

19" Photon Vision TFT/LCD srp £449 (£527.58 inc VAT)
20.1" Photon Vision TFT/LCD srp £699 (£821.33 inc VAT)
19" Electron19 Blue IV CRT srp £289 (039.58 inc VAT)
22" Electron22 Blue IV CRT srp £549 (£645.08 inc VAT)

48 -bit BlueScan48 Flatbed Scanner srp £569 (£668.58 inc VAT)

LaCie PocketDrives
& MobileDrives

r -

POCKETDRIVE MOBILEDRIVE

- Ultra portable and bus -powered via Firewire or USB
- no need for separate power cable for true portability
- Firewire and USB2 (U&I) or FireWire or USB2 versions (cables incl.)
- Compatible with Windows Backup Utility

Available from:
20GB MobileDrive srp £79 (£92.83 inc VAT),
40GB MobileDrive srp £94 (E110.45 inc VAT)

60GB PocketDrive U&I srp £154 Cl( 80.95 inc VAT)
80GB MobileDrive srp £194 (£227.95 inc VAT))

1

r

LaCie Ethernet Disk
(Network NAS Storage)

- Share data among as many as 25 users
- Backup function with integrated scheduling feature

- Easily administered via any web browser and accessible
through any computer on the network or remotely via http/ftp

- Increase the capacity through the USB & FireWire interfaces
- Quick and simple installation - up and running in 10 minutes
- Features a Microsoft Windows XP"' embedded operating system

Available from:
80GB srp £314 (£368.95 inc VAT),160GB srp £449 (£527.58 inc VAT)

250GB srp £649 (£762.58 inc VAT), 500GB srp £999 (E1173.83 inc VAT)

LaCie DataWatch
- Stylish black band with built-in USB 2.0 cable
- 3 year battery life with Japan Movement
- Ships with USB extension cable

- Water resistant, shockproof and anti -static
- Transport you files between home and work, while never losing another
USB key. The LaCie DataWatch is simple to set up and allows you to easily
transfer your audio files, presentations, spreadsheets or documents.
Wherever you go, you'll be able to easily share files between Macs/PCs

r
LaCie DataWatch 128MB USB2 srp £49 (£57.58 inc VAT)

8inl Memory Card Reader/Writer USB2.0 srp £15 (£17.63 inc VAT)
Data Bank USB2.0 20GB srp £124 (£145.70 inc VAT)
Data Bonk USB2.0 40GB srp £159 (£186.83 inc VAT)

A

E&OE March 2004

LaCie products are available from leading resellers - visit www.lacie.com/uk/wheretobuy

LaCie UK Ltd, 46 Gillingham Street, London, SW1V 1HU - Email: info.uk@lacie.com www.lacie.com/uk



Small business accounting software at its best

Powerful functionality in an easy -to -use application
MYOB are pleased to announce the latest versions of their small business accounting software. The introduction of BusinessBasics extends the range
and provides the ideal solution for start-ups and sole traders. MYOB offers powerful functionality in a quick to set up, easy to use application.

Business Basics

Business Basics

Accounting Accounting Plus

 Invoicing Includes all Business Basics features plus: All the functionality of MYOB Accounting
 VAT management Purchase ledger with the added advantage of:
 Profit & loss Stock control Multi-user ready
 Job costing Fully integrated payroll Multi currency
 Quotes Sales order processing Professional time billing
 Sales ledger Word & Excel Integration Advanced stock control

From only £69 inc VAT

dabs 6 COM
www.dabs.com/myob

Micro Warehouse'
TM /I rwv eaCOWIN. PIKOLIE NOUVAIN AMC()

0870 209 555 0870 720 8720

>> For more information contact us

PC WORLDBusiness
,,Dsavastore

a daimon of WATFOR

0870 166 4664 0870 027 0900

0845 130 3975 www.myob.co.uk <<

Record winner

of Virus Bulletin

100% Awards
antivirus product in the world

...has not missed
------ a single in -the -wild

virus in VB tests for
more than 5 years!

No other antivirus
program comes
close in detection.

...is fastest!

Up to 50 times
faster than
competing
products.

...holds a record
24 Virus Bulletin
100% Awards!

More VB 100%
Awards than any
antivirus program
in history.

There can only be one # 1...
Why settle for anything less than the best?

N0D32 supports:

Windows 95, 98, ME

Windows NT, 2000, XP, 2003

MS DOS

Unix

Novell Netware

Kerio Mail Server

MS Exchange Server

Lotus Domino Server

Linux Mail Server

Aspect Systems

Tel.: +44 (0)1202 548888

Fax: +44 (0)1202 546461

nod32q,asped-systems.co.uk

www.aspect-systems.co, uk

For further information and pricing

call 0800138 0802

WE protEct your digital worlds

ru



£699 PCs Group test

Lab results
Sysmark 2002

Evesham Axis 64 3000+

Nethighstreet PCW699

Microland Tech PCW 27.05

Demonite OverX3200

Mesh Matrix 2800+ Value PCW-May

Carrera Octan 2800SEW

Intellect Prodesk XP2800

Jal Monarch FX57

Acer Aspire 1120

ECS EZ-Buddie 190

tt

253

EDITOR'S CHOICE 252

HIGHLY COMMENDED 247

233

230

0 190

206

203

210

222

230 250 270

Sysmark 2004 Internet content creation

Evesham Axis 64 3000+

Microland Tech PCW 27.05

Demonite OverX3200

Carrera Octan 2800SEW

Nethighstreet PCW699

Intellect Prodesk XP2800

ECS EZ-Buddie

Acer Aspire T120

Jal Monarch FX57

Mesh Matrix 2800+ Value PCW-May

HIGHLY COMMENDED 182

153

DID NOT RUN

DID NOT RUN

0 110

133

130

145

143

150 170 190

3DMark03 (1,024 x 768 at 32bit)

Microland Tech PCW 27.05

Evesham Axis 64 3000+

Mesh Matrix 2800+ Value PCW-May

Demonite OverX3200

Carrera Octan 2800SEW

Nethighstreet PCW699

Jal Monarch FX57

Intellect Prodesk XP2800

ECS EZ-Buddie

EDITOR'S CHOICE 5,722

HIGHLY COMMENDED 3,869

3.796

WAY COMMENDED 3,689

616

Ater Aspire 1120 557

2.750

0 1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000 6,000

vnu labs

Sysmark 2004

Microland Tech PCW 27.05

Evesham Axis 64 3000+

Demonite OverX3200

Nethighstreet PCW699

Carrera Octan 2800SEW
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MANUFACTURER ACER CARRERA DEMONITE ECS

MODEL NAME ASPIRE T120 OCTAN

2800SEW
OVERX3200 EZ-BUDDIE

Price inc VAT (ex VAT) £821.32 (£699) £821.32 (£699) £821.32 (£699) £821.32 (£699)

Telephone 0870 900 2237 0871 222 3456 0871 222 7222 0870 120 5370

URL www.acer.co.uk www.carrera.co.uk www.demonite.com www.ecs.uk.com

HARDWARE SPECS

Processor AMD Athlon XP 2600+ AMD Athlon XP 2800+ AMD Athlon XP 2500+ AMD Athlon XP 2800+

Memory quantity and type 256MB PC2700 DDR 512MB PC3200 DDR 512MB PC3200 DDR 512MB PC2100 DDR

Occupied/spare memory (Ram) slots 1/1 2/1 2/1 2/0

Max memory in this configuration 1.2GB 1.5GB 1.5GB 512MB

Maximum memory supported by motherboard 2GB 3GB 3GB 2GB

Hard disk manufacturer and model Western Digital WD800BB Excelstor Ganymede 3680 Excelstor Ganymede 3680 Hitachi Deskstar IC35L060A

Hard disk size 80GB 80GB 80GB 60GB

Motherboard manufacturer/model ECS KM400-M2 Leadtek Winfast K7NCR180 Pro2 Leadtek Winfast K7NCR180 Pro2 ECS KM400

Chipset manufacturer/model Via KM400-M2 Nforce Nforce Via

EXPANSION AND I/O

No of 3.5/5.25in bays 3/2 7/4 6/4 1/1

No of free 3.5/5.25in bays 0/1 5/2 4/2 0/0

No of PCl/shared/AMR slots 3/0/0 5/0/0 5/0/0 1/0/0

No of free PCl/shared/AMR slots 2/0/0 3*/0/0 3/0/0 0/0/0

No of USB2/Firewire ports 6/1 6/3 6/3 4/1

No of serial/parallel/PS/2 1/1/2 2/1/2 2/1/2 1/1/2

MULTIMEDIA

Primary optical drive LG DVD-RW GSA 4040-B Samsung CD-RW SW -252F NEC DVD-RW ND -1300A Toshiba DVD-Rom SD -R 1312

Drive speed

DVD+RW:4x/2.4x,

DVD-RW: 4x/2.4x, DVD-Ram: 3x,

DVD-Rom:12x, CD: 24x 16x 32x

52x 32x 52x

DVD-R:4x DVD-RW: 2x

DVD+R:4x DVD+RW: 2.4

CD-R:16x CD-RW:10

DVD:12x, CD:32x 10x 40x

DVD-Rom/CD-RW

Secondary optical drive N/A Sony DVD-Rom DDU1612 Sony DVD-Rom DDU1612 N/A

Drive speed N/A 16x/30x DVD-Rom 16x/40x DVD-Rom N/A

Soundcard manufacturer & model Realtek AC97 Nvidia Nforce MCP Nvidia Nforce MCP Realtek AC97

Speakers manufacturer & model 2 stereo speakers 2 stereo speakers 2 stereo speakers & subwoofer N/A

Graphics card manufacturer & model ATI Radeon 9200 SE ATI Radeon AIW 9800 ATI Radeon AIW 9800 ATI Radeon 9200 SE

Chipset ATI Radeon 9200 ATI Radeon 9800 ATI Radeon 9800 ATI Radeon 9200

Memory and type 128MB DDR 128MB DDR 128MB DDR 128MB DDR

Monitor manufacturer & model Acer ALI711B Sharp LLT17A-4 liyama 454 Pro ECS EZ-17B

Monitor size/max viewable diagonal 17in 17in 19in 18in/17in

Maximum resolution 1210 x1,024 1,210 x 1,024 1,600 x1,280 1,280 x1,024

OTHER INFORMATION

Misc hardware/modem V.90 modem Creative Webcam NX N/A
V.90 modem, EZ-TV TV tuner,

MMC reader, USB floppy drive

Bundled software

Windows XP Home,

Norton Anti -virus 2003,

Cyberlink PowerDVD,

NTI CDMaker

Windows XP Home,

games album
Windows XP Home Windows XP Home

Standard warranty** lyr RTB
3yrs on -site,

2yrs RTB labour

3yrs on3y ,

2yrs RTB labour
2yrs RTB

SCORES

Features *** * * **** * ***** *** .,,,.. *
Performance ** i- 7,- -4- *** -- *lir*** **A i- -g,
Value for money ***A' ,k, ***** **** i, ***:F, -5
Overall score *** -.. 'A,- *** .' ,.- **** A *** ,,^5 A

One PCI slot must be left free all the time **RIB = return to base, C&R = collect and return
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For the best PC prices try www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices

HIGHLY
COMMENOEp

,

EDITOR'S
CHOICE 11111

141
EVESHAM INTELLECT JAL MESH MICROLAND NETHIGHSTREET

AXIS 64 3000+ PRODESK XP2800 MONARCH FX57 MATRIX 2800+

VALUE PCW-MAY

TECH PCW 27.05 PCW699

£821.32 (£699) £821.32 (£699) £821.32 (£699) £821.32 (£699) £821.32 (£699) £821.32 (6699)

0870 160 9500 08701 225 590 08707 525 810 0870 046 4747 0870 443 0399 0870 777 5252

www.evesham.co.uk www.intellect.uk.com www.jal.co.uk www.meshcomputers.co.uk www.microIandtechnology.com www.nethighstreet.com

AMD Athlon 64 3000+ AMD Athlon XP 2800+ AMD Athlon XP 2600+ AMD Athlon XP 2800+ AMD Athlon 64 3000+ Intel Pentium 4 2.8GHz

512MB PC3200 DDR 512MB PC3200 DDR 512MB PC2700 DDR 512MB PC2700 DDR 512MB PC3200 DDR 512MB PC3200 DDR

2/1 1/2 2/1 2/0 1/2 2/2

1.5GB 2.5GB 1.5GB 512MB 2GB 2.5GB

2GB 3GB 3GB 2GB 2GB 4GB

Maxtor 6Y160M0 Maxtor 7200 Maxtor 6Y160M0 Maxtor 6Y120P0 Maxtor 65120 -MO Maxtor 6Y120M0

160GB 80GB S-ATA 160GB 120GB 120GB 120GB

MSI MS -6702 Gigabyte GA 7VT600 OH Lanparty NFII Ultra B Asus A7N8X-VM Gigabyte K8V800PRO Gigabyte GA81PE1000

Via KT800 Via Apollo KT600 Nvidia Nforce2 Ultra 400 Nvidia Nforce MCP Via K8T800 Intel Springdale i865PE

5/4 5/4 7/4 3/2 7/4 6/4

3/2 3/2 4/2 2/0 5/3 4/2

5/0/0 5/0/0 5/0/0 3/0/0 5/0/0 5/0/0

4/0/0 2/0/0 4/0/0 2/0/0 5/0/0 4/0/0

6/2 8/2 6/2 6/1 8/2 8/0

1/1/2

Sony CRX230E

2/1/2

Lite-on DVDLIT811S

1/1/2

Sony DDU1612

1/1/2

Sony CD-RW CRX 230E

2/1/2

NEC DVD-RW ND -2500A

2/1/2

Pioneer DVD-RW DVR 106D

CD-RW:DVD-R/RW:8x52x 24x 52x
DVD+R/RW: 8x

DVD-Rom:16x/40x 52x 52x 32x

CD:40x, DVD:12x , CD:16x,

DVD:4x, CD:10x, DVD-RW: 2x,

DVD+RW: 2.4x

DVD+RW:4x/2.4x,

DVD-RW:4x/2x,

DVD-Rom: 12x, CD:16x 10x 32x

Sony DDU1612 Lite-on Atapi CD-RW Sony DVD-Rom DDU1612 N/A Samsung SM-352B

16x 16x/40x 52x 32x 52x 16x/40x N/A 52x 52x 24x, DVD-Rom:16x

Realtek AC97 Realtek AC97 Nvidia Nforce MCP Realtek ALC650 Realtek AC97 Realtek AC97

Creative P580 Inspire 5.1 N/A N/A Creative Inspire P580 5.1 Creative P580 Creative Inspire P580 5.1

ATI Radeon 9800SE AIW ATI Radeon 9600 Pro ATI Radeon 9700 ATI Radeon 9600XT ATI Radeon 9800 Pro ATI Radeon 9700

ATI Radeon 9800 Radeon 950 ATI Radeon 9700 RV360 ATI Radeon 9800 ATI Radeon 9700

128MB DDR 256MB DDR 128MB DDR 128MB DDR 128MB DDR 128MB DDR

Viewsonic E70f+SB Neoview Atec AL151 Sharp LLT15A4-B Mitsubishi Diamondpro 930SB Viewsonic E70F+SB Samsung Syncmaster 753DFX

17in/16in 15in 16in/15in 19in/18in 17in/16in 17in/16in

1,280 x1,024 1,024 x 768 1,024 x 768 1,920 x 1,440 1,280 x1,024 1,280 x1,024

Hayes V.92 PCI

software modem
V.90 modem Intel 536EP V.92 modem V.90 modem

Microsoft premium

keyboard and mouse

Microsoft keyboard

and mouse

Windows XP Home
Windows XP Home,

Open Office

Windows XP Home, Ahead

Nero, Intervideo Wincinema,

Farstone Virtual Drive &

RestorelT, games bundle

Microsoft Works Suite 2004 Windows XP Home

Windows XP Home,

Open Office,

PowerDVD, Nero

2yr on -site,

lyr RTB

****

3yrs on -site

(hardware only)

*****

2yrs on -site parts

& labour, lifetime

labour & tech support

*****

lyr on -site, 2yrs RTB

(UK mainland)

*****

2yrs on -site, lyr RTB

*****

3yrs RTB (lyr parts,

2yrs labour only)

*****
**** ***** ***** ****14- ***** *****
**** ***** ***** *** ***** *** *-9:,

**** ****w:;***** *** ***** *** ',,.

Vendors of group test products are only obliged to sell them at the prices quoted here (which include delivery and credit card surcharges) for the life of this PCW issue. They may also change components under certain circumstances.
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Play hard! Work Smart!

dabs
epcom

Always Ahead !
Prescott Ready.

iDEQ 200A
III Support Intel Celeron / Pentium 4 up to 3.2GHz,

800MHz FSB
 ATi RS300+ IXP150 Chipsets
 Dual DDR266/333/400,up to 2GB
 ATA-100, Serial-ATA(w/RAID)
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All brand names and trademarks are registered of their respective companies.
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£699 PCs Group test

Editor's Choice
We weren't expecting a great deal
of variation or excitement from
this month's submissions because

low -budget systems frequently lack power
and are sometimes seen by vendors as
an opportunity to offload outdated
components. Thankfully, we were made
to eat our words, as we received a selection
of entries that will almost certainly have
something for everyone.

We were impressed with the variety in the
range of processors powering each system.
These varied in speed and ranged from a
humble Athlon XP 2500+ (albeit an
overclocked one) to an Intel P4 and,
impressively, even a couple of Athlon 64 -
based PCs. This variety reflected the choice
vendors made in order to provide systems
with a focus on performance or submissions
that appeal to a broader audience.

Style -conscious users should take
particular notice of the ECS EZ-Buddie.
If you're in the market for a PC with a large
TFT monitor, this is an obvious choice.
Rather more appealing is its base unit,
which occupies very little desktop space
and shouldn't look out of place alongside
more conventional home entertainment
devices. The Acer submission deserves a
mention too, thanks to its DVD rewriter,
but for £821 inc VAT, we were rather
disappointed that it featured just
256MB of Ram.

'We were impressed
with the variety
in the range of
processors'
The winners
There were many contenders that could
have won an award this month, but three
stood out from the crowd. Our first
Highly Commended award goes to
the Demonite OverX3200. This was a
distinctive submission, particularly in
terms of its eye-catching case and
overclocked CPU.

We were slightly disappointed that
Demonite didn't choose to overclock a
slightly faster chip, but the performance
it produced was commendable. In our
benchmark tests, it outperformed
the Pentium 4 2.8GHz CPU of the
Nethighstreet PC and even kept pace
with both Athlon 64 -based submissions.

Microland Tech PCW 27.05

HIGHLY
COMMENDED

YERSORRI,

COMPUTER
WORLD

COMPUTER
WORLD

Demonite OverX3200

Evesham Axis 64 3000+

We were also impressed with the 19in
Iiyama monitor, which complements the
Radeon 9800 All -In -Wonder graphics card
well. The card offers strong performance
and even incorporates a TV tuner that
reinforces the great multimedia potential of
the PC. These factors, combined with the
audacious overall appearance of the system,
make it something of a talking point. Our
only criticism of the OverX3200 is that its
numerous fans (necessary to help maintain
a cool environment for its overclocked
innards) generate a fair amount of noise -
despite the fact that its Zalman CPU cooler's
rotation speed can be manually adjusted.

Our second Highly Commended award
goes to the Evesham Axis 64 3000+. We
were impressed that Evesham managed to
incorporate a 64bit processor, but were
equally impressed with the remainder of
the PC's specification. It lacked a DVD
rewriter, but made amends with a large
160GB hard drive.

As well as this, it featured a Radeon
9800SE All -In -Wonder graphics card -
which won the Editor's Choice award in
our January round -up. Games players
will appreciate the Axis 64's multimedia
focus, which is extended considerably
thanks to the commendable Creative
P580 Inspire speakers; by far the best audio
in our group.

But despite these exciting submissions,
our overall group test winner has to be the
Microland Tech PCW 27.05. This is
awarded our Editor's Choice award due
to a specification that belies its price. Like
the Evesham entry, it boasts an Athlon 64
3000+ processor and 512MB of fast PC3200
memory. It is also equipped with a
considerable 120GB hard disk, and
rather more impressively, a dual format
eight -speed DVD rewriter.

It would seem unlikely that Microland
Technology would have enough of its
budget left over after these inclusions to
provide a decent graphics card, but it again
managed to humble the rest of the group in
this area. Its Radeon 9800 Pro racked up a
highly impressive 3Dmark03 score of 5,722.
This was enough to propel Unreal
Tournament at a blistering 87fps - over
10fps quicker than that achieved by the
PNY FX 5900 Ultra card reviewed in our
January issue.

This PC's value for money becomes
hugely apparent when you realise it
outperformed three of the systems in
our February Athlon 64 group test - the
cheapest of which cost £1,291 and
had a very similar specification.
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 AMD K8 Family Processor
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If you're looking for a fast,

top-quality graphics card,
should you choose ATI

or Nvidia? And what extras
can they offer you? We've

reviewed 10 speedy cards to

help you make up your mind

Graphics cards Group test

Quality
graphics

WORDS: WILL STAPLEY TESTING: VNU LABS PHOTOS: BRUCE MACKIE

ith the two major graphics
chipset manufacturers,
ATI and Nvidia, battling
it out with their latest
silicon, we thought it was

time to look at what you can get for your
money at the top end of the graphics card
food chain.

At present, Nvidia's flagship chipset is
the Geforce FX 5950 Ultra. With a core
clock of 475MHz and an effective DDR
memory clock of 950MHz, it manages to
outdo ATI's current Radeon, at least on
paper. The Radeon 9800 XT is based on the
popular 9800 Pro and has a core clock of
412MHz and a 730MHz DDR memory
clock. However, this certainly doesn't mean
the Nvidia based cards steal the show.

We wanted to find out how each
manufacturer makes its ATI or Nvidia card
more attractive than its competitors'. Some
have adjusted the cooling system, but most
have left the card exactly the same as the
ATI or Nvidia reference model. The price
tag is therefore extremely important, as is
the quality of the software and hardware
bundle. Are there any games to show off
the card's capabilities? Has an overclocking
utility been included and, more importantly,
will this invalidate the warranty?

Our invitation to graphics card
manufacturers had one stipulation - to
submit the fastest -performing card in their
current range. We received 10 cards, five
running with ATI chipsets and five Nvidia
models. So, start your engines...
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Group test Graphics cards

Aopen Aeolus FX 5950 Ultra

The first card in this
month's group test
comes from Aopen.

Based in the Netherlands, the
company produces a wide range
of cards and sits firmly in the
Nvidia camp. With this in mind,
it comes as no surprise that its
entry uses the Geforce FX 5950
Ultra chipset.

Aopen hasn't made any
changes to the bulky Nvidia
reference design. A clear
plastic cover shields the fan
and heatsink combination,
and funnels the hot air
directly out of the case via an
expansion bracket. This means
you need to leave the PCI slot
next to the AGP slot free, but if
you're running an extra -fast
graphics card like this you
should really make sure there
isn't a PCI card right next to
your graphics card anyway.

Being one of the more
expensive cards in this group
test, we had hoped that Aopen
would supply a decent selection
of software with the Aeolus FX
5950 Ultra. Unfortunately, this
wasn't the case. All that's
included, along with the driver,
is a copy of WinDVD and Win
Producer - both Intervideo
products. There's nothing
wrong with these two
applications, but we'd have
liked to have seen at least one
game in order to show off the
card's capabilities.

The hardware bundle is
equally slim. The standard
DVI-VGA adapter is included,
along with a Vivo cable, but it's
nothing to write home about.

When compared with the
other offerings in this group
test, you'll see that there are
plenty of both Nvidia and ATI
models priced a fair bit lower
than this offering from Aopen.
What's more, some of them
manage to include more in
terms of hardware and software.
If for some reason you've got a
soft spot for Aopen, then you
might want to consider this
model but, as you'll see by
reading the rest of the reviews,
there are better deals elsewhere.

DETAILS

RRP £389 (E331.06 ex VAT)

BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Aopen www.aopen.nl
Sales:08704 293 010 (Dabs.com)
PROS Respectable performance
CONS Expensive; not much
included in the bundle
VERDICT
There's nothing wrong with the
performance, but considering
the price of this card, we
expected to find a lot more
waiting for us in the Aopen box

FEATURES **
PERFORMANCE ****..
VALUE FOR MONEY *****
OVERALL ***i:7;k"

Asus A9800XT/TVD/256MB

Nof so long ago, the
letters A, T and I were
rarely uttered by the

people at Asus - its entire range
of graphics cards was based on
Nvidia chipsets. However, like
many other previously Nvidia-
only manufacturers, Asus has
now decided that the 9800 XT is
far too big a fish to ignore.

What makes this 9800 XT
different from the others in
this group test is that Asus has
decided to alter the cooling
system. Instead of the heatsink-
plus-one-fan arrangement that
you'll see on a standard 9800
XT, Asus has designed its own
cooling mechanism. It's still
made of copper like the rest, but
you'll see Asus has installed two
small fans instead one large fan,
which aids cooling.

What's more, it also features a
Rage Theater chip and is
therefore the only 9800 XT in
this test to support video -in.

Asus has also included a
bundle of utilities, one of which
will allow you to monitor
temperatures and fan speeds -
definitely something those
interested in quiet PCs would
enjoy using.

As far as games go, you get a
voucher from ATI for Half -Life 2
(when it finally arrives on the
scene), the sci-fi game Battle
Engine Aquila, and the now
rather dated Gun Metal. Where
Asus really excels is with its

utility bundle. Along with Asus'
own software DVD player,
you also get titles such as the
graphics creation package Cool
3D and the photo editor Photo
Express, both from Ulead. Asus
has also included two titles
from Cyberlink, namely the
presentation creator Media
Show and Power Director Pro,
which allows you to edit your
videos. All in all, it's a pretty
impressive software bundle.

Considering the amount of
games and utilities you get, it's
not surprising the price tag is
quite high compared to the other
cards in this test. Nevertheless,
three others prevent it from
being the most expensive.

DETAILS

RRP £366.60 (E312 ex VAT)

BEST PRICE

www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORf4A.T1ON

Asus 01908 518 000

www.asus.com
PROSGood software package;
video -in
CONS Might be too expensive
for some
VERDICT
With the 9800XT chipset and
a decent software bundle, this
card will appeal to those who
want a feature -rich Radeon

FEATURES *****
PERFORMANCE *****
VALUE FOR MONEY ****
OVERALL ****
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Graphics cards Group test

Creative Radeon 9800 XT

Crestive makes a whole
host of multimedia
devices, such as

soundcards and speakers, and
has released more than a few
graphics cards over the past few
years. Historically, the company
has always favoured the Nvidia-
based graphics cards and a quick
look at its product line shows
that it still has faith in them,
with a grand total of eight to
choose from. However, it now
also sells three ATI-based cards,
with the 9800XT being the
flagship model and the one it
decided to submit as its best -
performing card.

Creative has decided not to
alter the reference design for
the Radeon and has stuck with
the standard Radeon heatsink
and fan combination, along
with the ATI logo on the
heatsink itself.

The software bundle is a bit
of a letdown, since all that's
included is the drivers and
some ATI demos. You don't
get any of the extra utilities
that are bundled with similarly
priced cards. What's more,
Creative hasn't supplied any
games to show off the 9800
XT's power. You do, however,
get ATI's Half -Life 2 voucher
that you can exchange for
the full game (once it finally
appears), along with the free
download of the Valve
Premiere Pack. There's also

a suitable selection of cables and
adapters included.

Priced just shy of £400, this
card is the most expensive
Radeon 9800 XT in this group
test and the only card that is
more expensive is the Nvidia-
based Terratec. Considering the
small selection of software, this
is a bit disappointing.

Not so long ago, you would
expect to pay at least this
much for a 9800XT but, as
is always the case in the
graphics card market, prices
soon started to tumble. It seems
that Creative is trying to hold
on to the old price, but it surely
can't be long before it drops the
RRP of this model.

DETAILS

RRP £399.90 (E340.34 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprIces
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Creative
www.creative.com
PROS Great performance
CONS Not a lot of extras provided;
expensive
VERDICT
This Creative card performs
just as well as the other
9800XTs reviewed in this
group test, but the price tag
is simply too high

FEATURES *****
PERFORMANCE *****.
VALUE FOR MONEY.**
OVERALL

Gigabyte GV-N595U256V

With the bitter war
between ATI and
Nvidia raging on,

Gigabyte clearly has no wish
whatsoever to take sides.
Instead, the company offers a
wide range of both Radeon and
Geforce-based cards.

The model Gigabyte
submitted for this group test
isn't its 9800 XT, but instead the
snappily titled GV-N595U256V.
It's not the most catchy of
names, but if you look closely
you'll see that it basically
means it has an Nvidia Geforce
FX 5950 Ultra with 256MB of
Ram - the same amount of
memory as all the other cards
featured here.

Gigabyte has made a sterling
effort with the software that's
bundled with this card. In terms
of utilities you get PowerDVD
from Cyberlink, as well as the
colourful Gigabyte V -Tuner tool.
V -Tuner gives you the power to
adjust the speed of the fan and
those all-important memory
and core clock speeds with ease.
What's interesting for speed
freaks is that if you use the
V -Tuner utility to overciock the
card, the warranty will still be
valid. Take a look at the MSI
offering, for example, and you'll
find that if you use MSI Clock
and it damages the card, your
warranty will be voided.

The games bundle is also
pretty decent and includes

three titles. The official website
says that you get Arx Fatalis,
Tomb Raider and Raven Shield,
however our review sample
had Will Rock instead of Arx
Fatalis. As this is an Nvidia
card, you don't get ATI's Half -
Life 2 voucher.

Considering what's bundled
with the card, Gigabyte has
done well to price the
GV-N595U256V at just a little
over £300, and it's certainly a
fair bit cheaper than some of
the other models. If you think
you'd prefer an Nvidia Geforce
FX 5950 Ultra card over a
Radeon 9800 XT, then this
Gigabyte offering is well
worth considering.

DETAILS

£313.14 (£266.50 ex VAT)

PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Gigabyte www.giga-byte.com
Sales: 08704 293 010 (Dabs.com)
PROS Excellent bundle; ideal
for overclockers
CONS Not quite the cheapest
5950 around
VERMC
It might not be able to call
itself the cheapest 5950, but
it comes with a decent bundle
and is good value for money

FEATURES *****
PERFORMANCE ***Wit:
VALUE FOR MONEY ****
OVERALL *
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Dell I Mobile

Individual Solutions for
Individual Businesses
Save up to £70 on selected Inspiron Business Notebooks

Dell' recommends Microsoft® Windows® XP Professional for Business

15.4" Wide
Aspect Screen

\
Your business is unique. That's why we build your business an individual solution.

Just tell us what your technology needs to do, and what your budget is, and we'll

you. Our skilled advisors take the time to work

out what you want to achieve. Whether it's one of our systems featured here or

a completely customised system, either way, we'll build it just for you. Customised

Dell solutions mean quality, power and flexibility at a price that won't break the

budget. Call us or go online. Our experts are ready to help.

Mobile Value Is Going Places - With DeIITM
Right now you can make incredible savings of up to £70 on selected Inspiron

Business notebooks. Take this Inspiron 8600 system. It comes with fantastic

Centrino'" Mobile Technology, as well as a DVD/CD-rewriter drive and

great graphics. It was £879 but we've cut the price down to an incredible £809.

Now you can go mobile for much less - so call Dell or go online now!

MOBILE
TECHNOLOGY

Der Inspiron'" 8600 1.40GHz WLT

 Intel Centrino® Mobile Technology

Intel' Pentium' M Processor 1.40GHz

Intel' PRO/Wireless Network Connection 8.02.11b

 Microsoft* Windows' XP Home Edition

 256MB DDR SDRAM

 40GB Hard Drive

 15.4" Wide Aspect Ultrasharp WXGA (1280x800) Screen

 nVidia' GeForce4'" FX 5200 64MB Graphics Card

 DVD/CD-Rewriter Combo Drive

 Microsoft' Works 7.0
1 Year Euro Collect and Return Service

DOT
excl. Del. & VAT

£809
excl. Del. & VAT

£1,008.15
incl. Del. & VAT

Typical example 48 monthly technology business plan at

£30 PM
incl Del. & VAT* E -VALUE Code: i06

Recommended Upgrade Offer

4x DVD+Rewriter Drive

 Dell Axirri" X3 Standard

 Upgrade to 3 Years International
On -Site Next Business Day Service.

£82.25 incl. VAT

£163.33 incl. VAT

(233.83 incl. VAT

Dell Printer Range
 Dell offers a range of high

performance, great
value printers.

 Including Colour Inkjet,
Laser and All -In -One Printers

 Backed by Dell's leading service and
support. Prices start from £52 excl. VAT'

Dell"' Products. c/o Box 69, Milbanke House, Western Road, Bracknell, Berkshire, RG12 1RD. Subject to availability, prices and specifications are correct at date of publicationand may change without
notice. Offer due to end 25th March 2004. Terms and Conditions of Sales, Service and Finance are available on request or at www.dell.do.uk. UK Business Customers only. Delivery charge is £49157.58
incl. VAT) per system. 'Delivery charge of £81£9.40 incl. VAT) if purchased without a system.

'2004 Dell. Inc. OeIITM, the Dell-. logo, Axial. and Inspiron. and are registered trademarks or trademarks of Dell. Inc Dell. disclaims proprietary interest in the trademarks or trade names of other entities used to refer to them or their products.
Microsoft., MS' and Windows" are registered trademarks of Microsoft' Corporation. Intel', the Intel' Inside logo, Pentium', Centrino. and Celeron' are registered trademarks of Intel' Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States and other
countries.

* Finance is available from Dell. Financial Services which is a trading style of CIT Group (UM Limited, a company of the CIT Group Inc.of Ringside House, 79 High Street, Bracknell, Berks RGI2 1DZ. Finance will he subject to status and is for U.K.
business customers only. Dell. Financial Services uses credit scoring to assess applications for finance. Where finance is offered, the applicable interest rate will depend on the applicant's credit score and the proposed amount of the lease. The
monthly repayments applicable to the lease offered may therefore differ from the amounts shown in the typical examples above. Payments are based on a Technology Business Plan lease agreement with 48 monthly payments by direct debit and
include delivery charges and VAT All monthly leasing prices have been rounded up to the nearest whole pound. Prices correct at time of going to press & are subject to change during the term of this offer without notice. Dell. Financial Services'
terms & conditions & up to date written quotations are available upon request.



Talk to someone who knows.

Offer due to end 25th March 2004

SAVE
£30

Deli Inspirorr 1100 2.40GHz GT

Intel' Celeron" Processor 2.40Ghz
Microsoft' Windows' XP Home Edition

 256MB DDR SDRAM
 20GB Hard Drive

14.1" XGA TFT (1024x768) Screen
Integrated Intel' Extreme Graphics
Integrated 24x CD-ROM Drive
Integrated 56Kbps V92 Modem -
10/100 Ethernet
Microsoft' Works 7.0
1 Year Euro Collect and Return Service

£499 £469 £60865
excl. Del. & VAT excl. Del. & VAT incl. Del. & VAT

Typical example 48 monthly technology business plan at

£19,.
Incl. Del & VAT* E -VALUE Code: i01

Recommended Upgrade Offer

Upgrade to DVD/CD-rewriter

Dell Inkjet Printer J740
 Upgrade to 3 Years International

On -Site Next Business Day Service

SAVE
£50

£58.75 incl. VAT

E61.10 incl. VAT

£175.08 incl. VAT

Dell Inspiron 510M 1.40GHz GT

 Intel' Centrino' Mobile Technology
Intel' Pentium M Processor 1.40GHz
Intel' PRO/Wireless Network Connection 8.02.11b

 Microsoft' Windows' XP Home Edition
 256MB DDR SDRAM
 40GB Hard Drive
 14.1" XGA TFT (1024x768) Screen

Integrated Direct AGP Graphics
8 x DVD-ROM Drive

 Integrated 56Kbps V92 Modem - 10/100 Ethernet
 Microsoft Works 7.0

1 Year Euro Collect and Return Service

L-709 £659 £83190
excl. Del. & VAT excl. Del. & VAT incl. Del & VAT

Typical example 48 monthly technology business plan at

£25,m
incl. Del. & VAT* E -VALUE Code: i10

Recommended Upgrade Offer

 Upgrade to 60GB Hard Drive £52.88 incl. VAT

Dell All -In -One Printer A940 E95.18 incl. VAT

 Upgrade to 3 Years International
On -Site Next Business Day Service £233.83 incl. VAT

SAVE
£30

Inspiron 5150 3.06GHz GT

 Intel' Pentium' 4 Processor 3.06GHz
 Microsoft' Windows' XP Home Edition
 256MB DDR SDRAM
 40GB Hard Drive
 15" XGA TFT (1024 x 768) Screen
 32MB ATP Mobility" Radeori" 7500 Graphics Card

 Integrated 8x DVD - ROM Drive
 Integrated 56Kbps V92 Modem -

10/100 Ethernet
 Microsoft' Works 7.0

1 Year Euro Collect and Return Service

E769 £739 £925.90
excl. Del. & VAT excl. Del. & VAT incl. Del. & VAT

Typical example 48 monthly technology business plan at

£28
incl. Del. & VAT* E -VALUE Code: iO4

Recommended Upgrade Offer

 Upgrade to 60GB Hard Drive £52.88 incl. VAT

 Dell All -In -One Printer A920 . £65.80 incl. VAT

 Upgrade to 3 Years International
On -Site Next Business Day Service £233.83 incl. VAT

SAVE
£30

Dell Inspiron 5150 3.06GHz GT

 Mobile Intel' Pentium' 4 Processor 3.06GHz
 Microsoft" Windows" XP Home Edition
 256MB DDR SDRAM
 60GB Hard Drive
 15" XGA TFT (1024X768)
 32MB nVidia" GeForce4" FX Go 5200

Graphics Card
 DVD+CD-RW Combo Drive
 Integrated 56Kbps V92 Modem

- 10/100 Ethernet
 Microsoft' Works 7.0

1 Year Euro Collect & Return Service

£199 £769 £961.15
excl. Del. & VAT excl. Del. & VAT incl. Del. & VAT

Typical example 48 monthly technology business plan at

£29,.
incl. Del. & VAT* E -VALUE Code: i05

Recommended Upgrade Offer

 Upgrade to 80GB Hard Drive £88.13 incl. VAT

Dell Laser Printer P1500 089.18 incl. VAT

 Upgrade to 3 Years International
On -Site Next Business Day Service £233.83 incl. VAT

Award - Best Power & Features
Dell - 'Best Notebook Company' As voted by
readers of "Personal Computer World Magazine" -
November 2003.

Easy as 0011111

Order online for the latest offers and superb savings

www.dell.co.uk/biz

Call between 8am and 8pm weekdays,
10am to 4pm Saturday.

0870 152 4654



Group test Graphics cards

Hercules 3D Prophet 9800 XT

As we were going to
press, Hercules
announced that, after

20 years in the graphics card
industry it has pulled out of
the market. This card will still
be available and supported
through resellers while stocks
last, but this may have a
bearing on whether or not you
buy the card.

Hercules only supports ATI-
based cards, so we weren't at all
surprised to see a 3D Prophet
9800 XT Classic winging its way
as the Hercules entry in this
group test.

Like most of the other 9800
XT -based cards, Hercules has
stuck with the standard
reference heatsink and fan
design, although the
unmistakable 3D Prophet logo
sits on the heatsink case.

Utilities include PowerDVD 5,
along with a selection of
screensavers that show off the
card's capabilities. Hercules
hasn't bundled any games with
the 3D Prophet 9800 XT Classic,
but since it's a Radeon 9800 -
based card you get the standard
games bundle from ATI. This
includes a free download of the
Valve Premiere Pack, which
features titles such as Half -Life,
Counter Strike and Team
Fortress Classic, along with a
voucher for Half -Life 2. It's
important to note that ATI's
offer of a free download of the

Valve Premiere Pack will be
withdrawn once Half -Life 2
becomes available.

Cables and adapters are thin
on the ground with the 3D
Prophet 9800 XT Classic. All
you get is a simple DVI-VGA
adapter that allows you to hook
up two analogue VGA monitors
to the card.

The price of this Hercules
card is pretty average when
compared to the rest. However
the hardware and software
bundle could be improved
upon, especially since cheaper
cards in this group test manage
to offer much more than the
standard ATI games bundle and
a DVI-VGA adapter.

DETAILS

RRP £334.88 (£285 ex VAT)

BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Hercules www.hercules.com
Sales: 0870 443 0880
(Overc lockers.co.0k)

PROS Good performance from
the 9800 XT

CONS Not the best software
bundle; product being withdrawn
VERDICT
It's not hugely expensive, but
the stiff competition highlights
this card's weaknesses

FEATURES *****
PERFORMANCE *****
VALUE FOR MONEY *****
OVERALL *****

EDITOR'S
CHOICE

HIS Excalibur Radeon 9800XT

you may remember that
HIS, known to some as
Hightech, supplied a

card for review in PCW back
in the January 2004 issue.
The Excalibur IceQ 9800 Pro
featured the unique Direct Heat
Exhaust System (DHES), which
allows efficient and almost
silent cooling. Unfortunately,
the HIS entry this month
doesn't feature DHES due to
the slight differences in the
9800 Pro and 9800XT designs.
HIS has said, however, that it
expects to release a 9800XT
IceQ version in the near future.
As it is, the Excalibur Radeon
9800XT 256MB Platinum looks
just like the other 9800XTs in
this group test - although HIS
has put its own logo on the
heatsink cover.

HIS has managed to muster
up a decent package of bundled
software, adapters and cables.
Software utilities come in the
form of PowerDVD and Power
Director, both from Cyberlink,
while the games Ballistics and
Zanzarah are also included -
both of which are a little dated.
You get a voucher for Half -Life
2, which you can redeem once
the game is finally released.
There are also DVI-VGA and
Minidin-to-RCA adapters, plus
an S -video cable.

Overall, HIS has done a
decent job putting together this
package. It features the ultra -fast

9800 XT chipset from Radeon,
and comes bundled with a
good range of utilities and
games. What puts the icing
on the cake is that it's the
cheapest graphics card in
this group test, managing to
undercut some of the other
models by around £100.

All in all, it's a deal that
simply cannot be overlooked.
If you want speed, but don't
fancy paying over the odds, the
HIS Excalibur Radeon 9800XT
256MB Platinum is well worth
considering and wins our
Editor's Choice award.
Furthermore, with the release
of its IceQ 9800XT imminent,
the future looks bright.

DETAILS

RRP £292.56 (E249 ex VAT)

BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
HIS www.hightech.com.hk
0870 467 0753 (Ebuyer)
PROS Bargain price; good software
CONS Games are a little dated
VERDICT
Bargain hunters will instantly
be attracted to this 9800 XT,

and at this price we can see it
selling very well. It is a worthy
winner of our Editor's Choice
award in this group test

FEATURES ****
PERFORMANCE *****
VALUE FOR MONEY*****
OVERALL *****
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Graphics cards Group test

MSI FX5950 Ultra-VTD256

packaged in a hugely
oversized box, the
FX5950 Ultra-VTD256

from MSI is nevertheless one of
the cheaper cards in this test.

Based around the Nvidia FX
5950 Ultra chipset, this weighty
card has two large heatsink and
fan combinations - one on each
side of the card. While having
two fans means cooling is
enhanced, which will interest
overclockers, it also has the
effect of increasing the noise
levels and the card's footprint.

You get a substantial
collection of both utilities and
games with this card, but none
could be described as amazing.
The game collection consists of
some fairly old titles such as
Duke Nukem: Manhattan
Project and Ghost Recon - the
latter is oddly described on the
back of the box as `more excited
than Counter Strike'.

Those who want to push their
card to the limit will be pleased
to hear that the MSI utilities
include MSI Clock, which
allows you to adjust the core
and memory clocks. Be warned,
though, even though MSI has
included this overclocking
utility, if you use it and it results
in your card getting damaged,
your warranty will also be
invalidated. Along with MSI
Clock, you'll find a selection
of other utilities including
WinDVD, Photoshop Album SE

and both Virtual Drive and
RestorelT from Far Stone.

MSI has included a sizeable
manual that covers basic
information regarding
installation and how to use the
MSI Live driver update utility.

With such a good software
bundle, you'd expect this MSI
card to be sitting at the higher
end of the price scale. However,
the company has somehow
managed to give the FX5950
Ultra-VTD256 an RRP that
makes it one of the cheapest in
this group test. If you think that
you'd prefer an Nvidia Geforce
FX card over an ATI Radeon, this
is a strong contender and wins a
Highly Commended award.

DETAILS

RRP £311.36 (£265 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprIces
PRODUCT INFORMATION
MSI www.msicomputer.com
Sales: 0870 727 2100
(Simply Computers)
PROS Excellent software bundle
CONS Bulky and relatively noisy;
overclocking invalidates warranty
VERDICT
With a low price tag such as this,
we really didn't expect to get
such a range of bundled goods,
but were pleasantly surprised

FEATURES *****
PERFORMANCE *****
VALUE FOR MONEY *****
OVERALL ****.*

Sapphire 9800XT Atlantis

5 apphire has turned a
blind eye to the Nvidia
Geforce chipset and

instead only sells ATI Radeon-
based graphics cards. It was
therefore no shock at all to see
it submit the Radeon 9800 XT
Atlantis as its chosen model.

No alterations have been
made to ATI's reference design,
although Sapphire has put its
logo on the heatsink cover. Like
all the other 9800 XT cards in
this test, barring the two -fan
Asus, the standard ATI reference
heatsink and fan are used.

Sapphire has supplied a
decent selection of cables,
adapters and software with the
Radeon 9800XT Atlantis. Along
with a power splitter cable and
an S -video cable, you also get
both an RCA -to -S -video and a
DVI-to-VGA adapter.

Those who want to overclock
their cards will be able to use
Sapphire's Redline utility. It
doesn't feature the colourful
graphics sported by the likes of
Gigabyte's V -Tuner, but gets the
job done. Furthermore, like the
Gigabyte offering, Sapphire tells
us that use of this overclocking
utility won't void the warranty,
which is good to hear.

As is common with many
other graphics cards, Sapphire
has included a software DVD
player with the 9800XT Atlantis,
namely Cyberlink PowerDVD.
It comes with just one game,

Tomb Raider - Angel of
Darkness, but you also get that
little bit of paper from ATI
entitling you to a copy of Half -
Life 2 when it reaches the stores,
along with the Valve Premiere
Pack free download that
includes Half -Life, Counter
Strike and Team Fortress Classic.

With an RRP of £329, the
Radeon 9800XT Atlantis is one
of the cheaper high -end cards
on the market. It's still by no
means the cheapest model in
this group test, but if you
think you'll put the impressive
hardware and software bundle
to good use, it's definitely worth
considering and wins a Highly
Commended award.

DETAILS

RRP £329 (£280 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.0 kibestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Sapphire www.sapphlretech.com
Sales: 0870138 3554 (Komplett)
PROS Good hardware and utility
bundle
CONS Limited games bundle
VERDICT
If you're looking for high
performance along with a
decent selection of hardware
and software, Sapphire may
well have the deal for you

FEATURES *****
PERFORMANCE ** ***
VALUE FOR MONEY ****
OVERALL *****
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Group test Graphics cards

Sparkle FX 5950 Ultra

It's clear that Sparkle
doesn't like conforming
when it comes to product

packaging. Quite why the
Sparkle FX 5950 Ultra is shipped
in an enormous tin we're not
quite sure. Indeed, as you delve
further the packaging gets
even more bizarre. The various
cables and adapters are all
contained within what look
like waterproof cases, and
you'll even find a circular metal
CD holder complete with a
handstrap - this will come in
handy if...well to be honest
we're not sure.

Despite the odd packaging,
the card looks just like the other
Geforce FX 5950 Ultras in this
test, and you'll need to make
sure you've got an adjacent PCI
slot free to accommodate the
bulky Nvidia cooling system.

The software bundle isn't
particularly exciting. You get a
copy of the software DVD
player Cyberlink PowerDVD 5,
along with Power Producer ME,
also from Cyberlink. Power
Producer is a DVD authoring
package, however the ME
version won't allow you to
burn data to DVDs, which isn't
particularly great since anyone
who's got one of the fastest
graphics cards will probably
also have a DVD writer.

Garners will be a little
disappointed to hear that
Sparkle hasn't included any

titles whatsoever with the FX
5950 Ultra. It's one of only two
cards in this group test not to
come with any games, the other
being the Aopen model.

With the extravagant, and
some might even say pointless
packaging surrounding the
Sparkle FX 5950 Ultra, you'd
be forgiven for thinking that it
was one of the more expensive
models in this test. Well this
isn't the case. Helped by the fact
that there are no games included
in the package, this effort from
Sparkle is one of the cheaper
models, priced at just over £300.
If the lack of games doesn't
bother you, this Sparkle effort
is well worth considering.

DETAILS

RRP £304.33 (£259 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Sparkle www.sparkle.com.tw
Sales: 0870 443 0880
(Overclockers.co.uk)
PROS Cheap; good software
CONS No games; packaging
VERDIC';
Forgoing bundled games
keeps the price low, but the
extravagant packaging surely
adds extra cost for little gain.
It's still the cheapest 5950 here

FEATURES ****
PERFORMANCE *****
VALUE FOR MONEY *****
OVERALL ****

Terratec Mystify 5950 Ultra

Germany-based
Terratec made its
name as a soundcard

manufacturer, although it now
produces a number of Nvidia-
and ATI-based graphics cards
as well. When asked to submit
a model, Terratec decided to
submit the Mystify 5950 over
its 9800 XT card.

Given the price of this card,
and considering what the
competition is offering, you'd
expect there to be a decent
collection of both hardware and
software bundled with this card.
But, despite the excruciating
price tag, the Mystify 5950 Ultra
doesn't come with any cables,
adapters or utilities, which really
is quite unforgivable.

There is, however, a trio of
games inside the package. These
include the popular but slightly
dated Splinter Cell, Gun Metal,
and the tactical Warcraft III.
It's a colourful selection of
games but, to be honest they're
not exactly premium titles.

In the end, what concerned us
the most about the Mystify 5950
from Terratec was its ultra -high
price. It's hard to see quite how
Terratec can justify charging
well over £400 for this card
when the same model is sold
for much less by other
manufacturers. It's not as if the
software bundle is anything
special - the three games are
enjoyable, but not amazing and

other cards have better games
bundled with them. What's
more, most of the cheaper cards
include a far better software and
hardware bundle.

There's nothing wrong with
the performance of this card -
it's just as good as the other
5950s in this test. However, the
bottom line is the other cards
are available for far less than the
Mystify 5950 Ultra. If Terratec
wants to make an impact with
this card, it will have to drop the
RRP or hope that more than a
few of its potential customers
don't bother shopping around.
At this price, we really can't
recommend it over some of the
cheaper models.

DETAILS

RRP £429 (E365.11 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Terratec 01252 870 726
www.terratec.co.uk
PROS Attractive games bundle
CONS Woefully expensive;
no cables or adapters
VERDICT
This graphics card is way too
expensive and, while we mention
the games bundle as a plus
point, it's certainly nothing to
shout about

FEATURES **
PERFORMANCE *****
VALUE FOR MONEY*** 'A...*
OVERALL *** *
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FX5950U-VTD256

 nVIDIA Geforce FX5950 GPU  256MB
DDR Memory  TV -OUT / DVI-I / Video in
 TwinFlow Cooling  Large Game /
Utility Bundle  Live VGA Bios / Driver

NMI Card

Overclocking

SI AR INTERNATIONAL

Technology

 Choose your level of Overclock
 Changeable between 2% - 10% TE

in 6 stages
 Intelligent Automatic Overclocking
 The best and easiest optimisation of GPU & memory speed for

maximum performance
 Automatic overclocking frees you from the worry of overheating

or damage
 Optimised for ALL MSI Graphic Card series.

Dynamic Overclocking Technology

MSI Dynamic Overclocking FX5950 Sereis

Commander (10%)

General (9%)

Colonel (8%)

Captain (6%)

Sergeant (4%)

Private (2%)

FX5700U-TD128

 nVIDIA Geforce FX5700 Ultra GPU
 128MB DDR Memory  TV -OUT / DVI-I
 T.O.P TECH cooling  Large Game I
Utility Bundle  Live VGA Bios / Driver

6600 6800 7000 7200 7400 7600

FX5700-VT2DR256

nVIDIA FX5700 GPU  256MB DDRI
TWIN DVI OUT  TV OUT  VIDEO IN
REMOTE CONTROL  Large Game /
Utility Bundle  Live VGA Bios / Driver

MSI Re -awards the Worldwide NO.1 VGA Card Manufacturer -sources Goldman Sachs Global Equity Research -March 06, 2003
-At tendons above are optional for all of NISt products  Mgt is a trademark of Micro -Star Intl Co Ltd  Specifications are sutaact to change without mace  All brand names are registered inidernsois of their respect. owners  Any configuration other than onion& product specification *not guaranteed

MICRO -STAR INTERNATIONAL

For more Information lease refer to J./ lj J
Where to buy
3D Computer Systems
www.3clinhome.com
CCL Computers
www.ccicomputers.co.uk
Dabs
www.dabs.com
EasyETrader
www.easyetrader.com
ebuyer
www.ebuyer.com

Eclipse Computer Supplies
www eclipse-computers.com
Micro Direct
www.microdirect.co.uk
Microstar Computer Services
www.microstarcomputers.co.uk
MPC
www.mpc-direct co.uk
Novatech
www.novatech.co.uk

overclockers
www,overclockers co uk -

PC World
0845 601 4901
Power Computers
www.powerc.com
Refresh
www. refreshcomputers.com
RL Supplies
01923 896 996

Scan
www.scan.co.uk
Simply
www.simply.co.uk
Stab Trading
www.staktrading.com
Tekheads
www.tekheads.co.uk
THX Trade
www.thx-trade.com

VGI Computers
www.vgicompulers.com
Watford
www.watford.co.uk



Group test Graphics cards

How we tested the graphics cards
In order to fully test the capabilities of each
card, we decided to use two separate test
PCs. One setup was running an AMD
processor, while the other housed an Intel
model. The first system featured an AMD
Athlon 64 FX-51 processor sitting on an

Although the water looks
reasonably good, its flat
and motionless surface
lacks realism and texture

As you can see, the
jagged edges are all too
obvious in this close-up
of the plane's wing

At 1,024 x 768 this
tree features more
detail, however higher
resolutions place more
demand on the
graphics card

AMD-based test systems had a 120GB
Western Digital JB hard disk.

All the cards here can apply advanced
techniques to enhance image quality. The
screenshots below show the difference
some of these techniques can make.

Asus SK8n motherboard with 1GB of
Kingston registered Ram. The second test
PC consisted of the brand new 3.2Ghz
Prescott Pentium 4 processor and an Intel
D875PBZ motherboard along with 1GB of
PC3200 Corsair Ram. Both the Intel and

Bump mapping

Resolution

With bump mapping

enabled, the water is
given a whole new

lease of life with the
realistic ripple effects

With anti-aliasinq
enabled, the jagged
edges are smoothed
and the wing looks a
lot more accurate

With a reduced

resolution of 640 x
480 the same tree
is far less detailed,
although the game
will run faster
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BT yahoo! Angtime brings wou

loads of stuff for not
much mom - C3.99 a month

for the 1st three months.
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Lab results vnu labs

3Dmark03
Comprising four tests, this updated version of the 3Dmark 2001
benchmark will only run on DirectX 9 cards. The final score for
each card is generated by taking an average of the four tests.
However, the fourth test, which uses DirectX 9, has less weight
than the others.

As you can see from the graphs below, we've run the 3Dmark 03
test at resolutions of 1,024 x 768, 1,024 x 768 with 4x full -scene
anti-aliasing (FSAA) and 1,600 x 1,200 with 4x FSAA. As the
resolution increases, the demands placed on the graphics card also

intensify. The addition of the 4x FSAA, where the card attempts
to smooth jagged edges in real time, enhances the quality of the
display, but also takes quite a toll on performance.

The Radeon cards managed to outperform the Nvidia models at
the lower 1,024 x 768 resolution tests, but as the tests got
progressively harder the gap between the two chipsets became
smaller. When the same tests were run using the Athlon FX-51, there
were slight increases in the test results for some of the cards, but
these were very small and, on the whole, the same results were
achieved throughout the three tests. For full scores see features table.

3Dmark overall (1,024 x 768 default settings)
Sapphire Atlantis 9800XT

Hercules 3D Prophet 9800XT Classic

Creative Radeon 9800XT

HIS Radeon 9800XT 256MB Platinum

Asus A9800XT/TVD/256MB

Sparkle FX5950 Ultra

Aopen Aeolus FX5950 Ultra

MSI FX5950 Ultra-VTD256

Terratec Mystify 5950

Gigabyte GV-N595U256V

HIGHLY COMMENDED

EDITOR'S CMG

HIGHLY COMMENDED

L000 2,000 3,000 4.000 5,000 6,000 7,000

3Dmark 1,024 x 768, 4x full -scene anti-aliasing (FSAA)
Hercules 3D Prophet 9800XT Classic

Creative Radeon 9800XT

Sapphire Atlantis 9800XT

HIS Radeon 9800XT 256MB Platinum

Asus A9800XT/TVD/256MB

Sparkle FX5950 Ultra

MSI FX5950 Ultra-VTD256

Aopen Aeolus FX5950 Ultra

Terratec Mystify 5950

Gigabyte GV-N595U256V

HIGHLY COMMENDED

EDITOR'S CHOICE

HIGHLY COMMENDED

0 1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000 6,000 7,000

3Dmark03 1,600 x 1,200 4x full -scene anti-aliasing (FSAA)
HIS Radeon 9800XT 256MBPIatinum

Hercules 30 Prophet 9800XT Classic

Sapphire Atlantis 9800XT

Creative Radeon 9800XT

Asus A9800XT/TVD/256M8

Sparkle F05950 Ultra

MSI FX5950 Ultra-VTD256

Aopen Aeolus FX5950 Ultra

Terratec Mystify 5950

Gigabyte GV-N595U256V

EDITOR'S CHOICE,_ameigragmegfamieg

HIGHLY COMMENDED ,Ainemosettem

HIGHLY COMMENDED Aufsmonsto

0

For scores please see features table

1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000

KEY:

6,000 7,000

FX-51 processor Prescott processor
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Unreal Tournament 2003
The demo version of Unreal Tournament includes a benchmark
that gives another good indication of how each card will cope
with demanding 3D games. The results provided at the end of
each test are displayed in frames per second (fps), where the
higher the frame rate, the better.

Out of our three benchmarks, the Unreal Tournament 2003
tests showed the biggest difference between the results produced
when run with the Prescott processor and those with the Athlon
FX-51. As expected, the FX-51 boosted the results. However, in the

1,600 x 1,200 test with 4x FSAA the Prescott managed to get more
out of the graphics cards than the FX-51.

Unreal Tournament also features a benchmark that will run at
the card's highest possible settings. We have not printed these
results since, at first sight, it would look like the Nvidia cards
performed far worse than the Radeon models. However, since the
Radeon 9800 XT models can only perform 6x anti-aliasing, while
the Nvidia FX 5950 Ultra cards are capable of 8x anti-aliasing,
this puts the Nvidia cards through a tougher test and, as a result,
produces lower benchmark scores.

Unreal Tournament 2003 1,024 x 768, 4x full -scene anti-aliasing (FSAA)
Creative Radeon 9800XT

Asus A9800XT/TVD/256MB

Hercules 3D Prophet 9800XT Classic

HIS Radeon 9800XT 256MB Platinum

Sapphire Atlantis 9800XT

Aopen Aeolus FX5950 Ultra

MSI FX5950 Ultra-VTD256

Sparkle FX5950 Ultra

Gigabyte GV-N595U256V

Terratec Mystify 5950

EDITOR'S CHOICE

HIGHLY COMMENDED

111901.1(c4)

ummismommiamummammlillilli

aniumunommummiummummummommiummumemill111111111
IIIIIIMMEINIRS/111/11811=1111111111111111=11111111111111111MIRIPP11011111011111111111110

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Unreal Tournament 2003 1,600 x 1,200, default settings
Aopen Aeolus FX5950 Ultra

Gigabyte GV-N595U256V

Sparkle FX5950 Ultra

Terratec Mystify 5950

MSI FX5950 Ultra-VTD256

Creative Radeon 9800XT

HIS Radeon 98000T 256MB Platinum

Hercules 3D Prophet 9800XT Classic

Asus A9800XT/TVD/256MB

Sapphire Atlantis 9800XT

HIGHLY COMMENDED

0

EDITOR'S CHOICE

HIGHLY COMMENDED

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

tAA

trn

te"

Mrs

100

Unreal Tournament 2003 1,600 x 1,200, 4x full -scene anti-aliasinq (FSAA)
Aopen Aeolus FX5950 Ultra

Sparkle FX5950 Ultra

Terratec Mystify 5950

MSI FX5950 Ultra-VTD256

Gigabyte GV-N595U256V

Sapphire Atlantis 9800XT

Hercules 3D Prophet 9800XT Classic

Creative Radeon 9800XT

HIS Radeon 9800XT 256MB Platinum

Asus A9800XT/TVD/256MB

'

HIGHLY COMMENDED

0

HIGHLY COMMENDED

EDITOR'S CHOICE

For scores please see features table

1.111111.111111.111.1111111111.111.1111111111111111111111111111

11111111111111111.111.11111111111111111111.11.111111111111111111111.1.1111111111111

111111.11.11.1.111111.111.111111.11111111111111111111.1111111.111111.11119111

11111111.1111111111111111.1111011.101111

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

KEY: FX-51 processor Prescott processor
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PCmark04
PCmark04 is one of the latest benchmarks to arrive on the scene
and runs a series of low-level tests on graphics performance as well
areas such as the CPU and hard disk - the results shown here are
only from the Graphics Test Suite. This suite, which runs both a
series of 2D and 3D tests, measures the likes of DivX playback,
polygon throughput and fill rates.

We ran the PCmark04 Graphics suite at three different settings:
1,024 x 768, 1,024 x 768 with 4x FSAA and 1,600 x 1,200 and
1,600 x 1,200 with 4x anti-aliasing turned on.

What's most interesting is that, while the Nvidia cards do well
on the test that didn't use any anti-aliasing, those tests with the
anti-aliasing turned on saw the Radeon cards achieve better scores.
There's also very little variation between the scores returned by
the Prescott and those with the Athlon FX-51 processor.

Once again, the highest quality test showed the Nvidia cards
scoring slightly lower than the Radeons but, just as with the
Unreal Tournament 2003 benchmark, this is because the FX 5950
Ultra runs this test with 8x anti-aliasing, as opposed to the
9800XT's 6x anti-aliasing.

PCMark04 Graphics Test Suite 1,024 x 768, default settings
Sparkle FX5950 Ultra

Terratec Mystify 5950

Aopen Aeolus FX5950 Ultra

MSI FX5950 Ultra-VTD256

Gigabyte 59-N59511256V

Creative Radeon 9800XT

Asus A9800XT/TVD/256MB

Hercules 3D Prophet 98000T Classic

Sapphire Atlantis 9800XT

HIS Radeon 9800XT 256MB Platinum

HIGHLY COMMENDED

EDITOR'S CHOICE

500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500 4,000 4,500 5,000 5,500

PCMark04 Graphics Test Suite 1,024 x 768, 4x full -scene anti-aliasing (FSAA)
Asus A9800XT/TVD/256MB

Creative Radeon 9800XT

HIS Radeon 9800XT 256MB Platinum

Sapphire Atlantis 9800XT

Hercules 3D Prophet 9800XT Classic

MSI FX5950 Ultra-VTD256

Aopen Aeolus FX5950 Ultra

Gigabyte GV-N595U256V

Terratec Mystify 5950

Sparkle FX5950 Ultra

0 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500 4,000 4,500 5,000 5,500

PCMark04 Graphics Test Suite 1,600 x 1,200, 4x full -scene anti-aliasing (FSAA)
Creative Radeon 9800XT

Asus A9800XT/TVD/256MB

HIS Radeon 9800XT 256MB Platinum

Hercules 3D Prophet 98000T Classic

Sapphire Atlantis 9800XT

Sparkle FX5950 Ultra

Gigabyte GV-N595U256V

Terratec Mystify 5950

Aopen Aeolus FX5950 Ultra

MSI FX5950 Ultra-VTD256

0

111111111141111111111111111111111101111110 IIIINN1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111

HIGHLY COMMENDED

For scores please see features table

500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500 4,000 4,500
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5,000 5,500

KEY: FX-51 processor it Prescott processor
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MANUFACTURER AOPEN ASUS CREATIVE GIGABYTE

MODEL NAME
AEOLUS FX 5950

ULTRA
A9800XT/TVD/256MB RADEON 9800 XT GV-N595U256V

Price inc VAT (ex VAT) £389 06) £366.60 (£312) £399.90 (£340.34) £313.14 (£266.50)

Sales telephone
08704 293 00

(Dabs.com)
01908 518 000 N/A

08704 293 00

(Dabs.com)

URL mvw.aopen.n1 www.asus.com www.creative.com www.gioa-byte.com

HARDWARE SPECS

Graphics chip
Nvidia Geforce

FX 5950 Ultra
ATI Radeon 9800 XT ATI Radeon 9800 XT

Nvidia Geforce

FX 5950 Ultra

Memory quantity & type 256MB DDR 256MB DDR 256MB DDR 256MB DDR

Core clock (MHz) 475 412 412 475

Memory clock (MHz) 475 111') 365 (730 DDR) 365 (730 DDR) 475 (950 DDR)

Memory interface 256 bit 256bit 256bit 256bit

DirectX 9 v v v 6,

OTHER INFORMATION

DVI v V v v
Video out V v v V

Video in v v x V

Number of fans 1 2 1 1

Number of PCI slots blocked 1 0 0 1

Operating system
Windows 95/98/ME/

000/NT4 Linux
Windows 98/ME/2000/XP Windows ME/2000/XP Windows 98/ME/2000/XP

Cables Vivo cable None
S -Video cable, Composite

cable, Power supply splitter
TV Output cable

Adapters DVI-VGA adapter
DVI-VGA adapter,

Vivo adapter

Mini -DIN -to -RCA adapter,

DVI-to-VGA adapter
DVI-to-VGA adapter

Bundled utilities
Intervideo WinDVD &

Win Producer

Asus utilities, Asus DVDXP

SoftDVD player, Cool 3D,

Photo Express, Cyberlink

Power Director Pro,

Cyberlink Media Show

None
Cyberlink Power DVD 5,

Gigabyte V -Tuner

Bundled games None

Half-life 2 voucher,

Battle Engine Aquila,

Gun Metal, 6 -in -1 game pack,

Valve Premiere Pack*

Half-life 2 voucher,

Valve Premiere Pack*

Arx Fatalis, Raven Shield,

Tomb Raider

Extras None CD case None None

Warranty 2yrs 3yrs 2yrs 3yrs

LAB RESULTS (PROCESSOR SCORES: FX-51/PRESCOTT)

1mark031024 x 768 default settings 5,556/5,378 6,517/6,519 6,524/6,548 5,498/5,356

1mark031024 x 768 4x FSAA 3,343/3,296 3,469/3,485 3,485/3,499 3,316/3,281

1mark031600 x 1200 4x FSAA 1798/1784 1883/1888 1892/1899 1790/1,776

Unreal Tournament 0031024 x 768 4x FSAA (fps) 92.75/78.86 93.98/81.38 93.98/81.94 92.66/78.54

Unreal Tournament 0031600 x 1200 default (fps) 90.03/79.55 88.32/79.85 88.63/80.29 89.99/79.51

Unreal Tournament 0031600 x 1200 4x FSAA (fps) 62.22/66.07 57.49/61.95 57.85/62.32 58.82/61.78

PCMark04 Graphics Suite 1,024 x 768 default settings 5,397/5,379 5,123/5,069 5,187/5,065 5,390/5,359

PCMark04 Graphics Suite 1024 x 768 4x FSAA 4501/4447 5087/5000 5049/4,988 4,492/4,422

PCMark04 Graphics Suite 1600 x1200 4x FSAA 4442/4430 5002/4938 5027/4968 4466/4406

SCORES

Features **** A ***** ***Ar -A **** -
Performance **** A ***** ***** ****
Value for money **** A ****§ **A A- A ****
Overall ** * * -A **** * *** A * **** =

Valve Premiere Pack is a free download game pack consisting of Half-life, Counter Strike, Deathmatch Classic, Team Fortress Classic and Half Life: Opposing Force and Ricochet,
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For the best graphics card prices go to www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices

,

HIGHLY
COMMENDED,

' in
,

r.

V ..

a

%,

.iti,..i_ lifj,--,_
''"

CHOICE

.s 1,-

HERCULES HIS MSI SAPPHIRE SPARKLE TERRATEC

3D PROPHET 9800
XT CLASSIC

RADEON 9800XT
256MB PLATINUM

FX5950
ULTRA-VTD256

RADEON 9800XT
ATLANTIS

FX 5950 ULTRA MYSTIFY 5950

£334.88 (£285) £292.56 (£249) £311.36 (£265) £329 (£280) £304.33 (£259) £429 (£365.11)

0870 443 0880

(Overclockers.co.uk)

0870 467 0753

(Ebuyer)

0870 727 2100

(Simply)

0870138 3554

(Komplett)

0870 443 0880

(Overclockers.co.uk)
01252 870 726

www.hercules.com www.hightech.com.hk www.msicomputeccom www.sapphiretech.com www.sparkle.com.tw www.terratec.co.uk

ATI Radeon 9800 XT ATI Radeon 9800 XT
Nvidia Geforce

FX 5950 Ultra
ATI Radeon 9800 XT

Nvidia Geforce

FX 5950 Ultra

Nvidia Geforce

FX 5950 Ultra

256MB DDR 256MB DDR 256MB DDR 256MB DDR 256MB DDR 256MB DDR

412 412 475 412 475 475

365 (730 DDR) 365 (730 DDR) 475 (950 DDR) 365 (730 DDR) 475 (950 DDR) 475 (950 DDR)

256bit 256bit 256bit 256bit 256bit 256bit

v v v v r r

6/ r r r r r
r r r r r r
X x r x r I./

1 1 2 1 1 1

0 0 0 0 1 1

Windows ME/2000/XP Windows ME/2000/XP Windows 98/ME/2000/XP Windows 98/ME/2000/XP Windows 98/ME/2000/XP Windows 98/ME/2000/XP

None S -video cable Power cable splitter
Power cable splitter, S -video

cable, RCA cable

S -video cable, 4-1 Vivo

cable, Power cable splitter
None

DVI-VGA adapter
Minidin-to-RCA adapter,

DVI-to-VGA adapter
DVI-VGA adapter

RCA -to -S -video adapter,

DVI-to-VGA adapter

DVI-VGA adapter,

Scart adapter
None

Cyberlink PowerDVD 5.0,

screensavers, demos

Cyberlink PowerDVD

& Power Director

WinDVD 5.1 Channel &

Creater Plus, Photoshop

Album SE, 3D Album,

Far Stone Virtual Drive &

RestorelT, MSI Media Center

Sapphire Redline

Overclocking/Tweak utility,

Cyberlink PowerDVD

Cyberlink PowerDVD 5

& Power Producer ME
None

Half -Life 2 voucher,

Valve Premiere Pack*

Half -Life 2 voucher,

Ballistics, Zanzarah, 6 -in -1

bundle, Valve Premiere Pack*

Elder Scrolls 3, Ghost Recon,

Duke Nukem: Manhattan

Project, 7-1 games bundle

Tomb Raider - Angel of

Darkness, Half -Life 2 voucher,

Valve Premiere Pack*

None
Splinter Cell, Warcraft III,

Gun Metal

None None None None CD holder None

3yrs 2yrs 1yr 2yrs 1yr 2yrs

6,535/6,545 6,523/6,546 5,554/5,682 6,545/6,540 5,559/5,374 5,537/5,361

3,486/3,501 3,480/3,499 3,346/3,296 3,481/3,501 3,347/3,297 3,329/3,284

1,896/1,898 1,897/1,896 1,798/1,806 1,893/1,893 1,799/1,779 1,792/1,799

93.89/81.76 93.65/81.6 92.69/78.27 93.32/80.96 92.68/78.83 92.56/78.86

88.46/80.22 88.5/80.12 89.68/79.24 88.18/79.65 89.98/79.56 89.74/79.64

57.86/62.3 57.85/62.3 59.18/62.06 57.94/62.22 62.17/66.07 61.8/65.7

5,003/5,016 5,000/5,024 5,393/5,408 5,001/5,011 5,423/5,383 5,416/5,365

4,871/4,915 4,899/4,918 4,505/4,456 4,890/4,895 4,446/4,472 4,471/4,404

4,880/4,899 4,884/4,895 4,419/4,436 4,873/4,895 4,474/4,429 4,458/4,428

***** **** , ***** ***** ***** **
***** ***** **** ***** ***** * * * *
*** ** ***** ***** **** ***** **
****° ***** ***** **** - **** ---i **

and is only available until Half-life 2 is released. Vendors of group test products are only obliged to sell them at the prices quoted he e (which include delivery and credit

card surcharges) for the life of this PCVil issue. They may also change components under certain circumstances.
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Editor's Choice
Before you rush out and buy one
of these graphics cards, it's
important to understand a couple

of points. Although these are currently the
fastest graphics cards available, if you can
afford to take a slight drop in performance
or don't have a CPU fast enough to do these
cards justice, you'll be able to save a whole
heap of cash. The Radeon 9800 XT, for
example, is a tweaked version of the 9800
Pro and many home users wouldn't notice
the difference between the two. What's
more, you can pick up a 9800 Pro for around
£100 cheaper than a 9800 XT.

Also, once ATI and Nvidia release new
chipsets, the prices of both Radeon 9800 XT
and Geforce FX 5950 Ultra -based graphics
cards will plummet.

Having said all this, some people will
always want the fastest kit they can get their
hands on, no matter what the cost.

As you'll see by taking a quick look at
the results, the performance of these
cards doesn't really vary that much.
The Nvidia cards all perform extremely
well, but, despite the fact that they sport
faster memory and core clock speeds,
they just can't quite keep up with the
energetic ATI-based models. You'll also
notice that the five Nvidia cards perform
almost identically, and it's exactly the
same story with the ATI ones.

'The Nvidia-based
cards can't quite
keep up with the
ATI-based models'

It's interesting to note that the Athlon
FX-51 processor managed to push all the
cards a little bit harder in some of the tests
at the lower resolutions - take a look at the
graphs and you'll see the differences.
Furthermore, while the 9800 XT frequently
managed to just outperform the 5950s, the
Nvidia models seemed to do better than the
ATI cards in the PCmark 2004 test.

So, when it comes to handing out
awards, we had to take a close look at
exactly what each package was offering.
While some manufacturers supplied
simply the card and maybe a couple of
adapters, others really pushed the boat
out and included numerous games, utilities
and cables as well.

HIS Excalibur Radeon 9800XT

MSI FX5950 Ultra-VTD256

2,1),

HIGHLY
COMMENDE,k,

Sapphire 9800XT Atlantis

The winners
In general, the Radeon 9800 XT cards
were more expensive than the Geforce FX
5950 Ultra models. However, there was
one major exception to this, namely the
Excalibur Radeon 9800XT from HIS. With
an RRP of just £292.56, not only was it the
cheapest ATI-based card here, but it was
also cheaper than any of the Nvidia cards.
As expected, its performance was slightly
better than all the FX 5950 Ultras and
matched the other 9800 XTs. Of course,
at this price, you'll miss out on a few
bundled goodies, HIS still managed to
include more than some of the other more
expensive cards.

As it's an ATI model you get the voucher
that entitles you to a free copy of Half -Life 2
when it is launched, along with the free
download of the Valve Premiere Pack.
If you're not hugely fussed about having
a massive software bundle, the HIS
Excalibur Radeon 9800XT is definitely
worth considering and with such a good
blend of performance and a low price it gets
our Editor's Choice award.

Our first Highly Commended award
goes to the feature -packed MSI FX5950
Ultra-VTD256. As we've already pointed
out, there are many people who simply
wouldn't notice any difference between the
performance of ATI and Nvidia cards, and
this model hasn't just got a low price tag to
shout about. The people at MSI must have
been in a very generous mood when they
put this package together, since not only do
you get a good variety of games, but you'll
also find utilities such as WinDVD,
Photoshop Album SE and the MSI Media
Center - the latter includes the MSI Clock
utility allowing you to overclock your card.

Our second and final Highly
Commended accolade goes to the
Sapphire Radeon 9800XT Atlantis.
It's not the cheapest card on offer at almost
£330, but it does come with a host of cables
and adapters, along with Sapphire's Redline
overclocking utility (keen overclockers
should note that using this doesn't void
your warranty) and Cyberlink's PowerDVD.
The games bundle perhaps could have
been a little better than just Tomb Raider,
however since it's an ATI card, you also get
the Half -Life 2 voucher and a collection of
free games to download.

As a final note, don't forget that all
the prices that we've listed here are the
manufacturers' RRPs and you'll be able to
make significant savings by logging on to
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices.
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FEATURING
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If you need an all -in -one

package offering word

processing, spreadsheets,
databases and more, for

Windows, Mac or Linux,

these in-depth reviews will

help you find the right one

Suite talk
WORDS: TIM NOTT TESTING: VNU LABS PHOTOS: BRUCE MACKIE

n the early days of PCs, people
shopped around for business
software. Wordperfect 5.1, Lotus 1-2-
3, Foxpro database and Harvard
Graphics - all Dos pack leaders -

would set you back well over £1,000 in 1992.
And, as each had a different interface, you'd
be facing a formidable learning experience.

With the rise of the GUI interface, it
became inevitable that all -in -one packages
or 'suites', offering word processing,
spreadsheets, database management and
business graphics, would catch on. Some of
these, such as the truly dreadful CA Simply
Business and the brilliantly quirky Claris
Works have fallen by the wayside. But three
of the big names - Wordperfect, Lotus and
Microsoft - have survived, as has the more

modest Ability. They are joined in this
group test by the relative upstarts Star Office
and Thinkfree.

You can pay anything from under £50 to
over £400 for an office suite. Whereas there
are no prizes for guessing whose suite is the
dearest, never before have we seen such
astounding value at the bottom end of the
range. It's also refreshing to see some
alternative thinking: we have one suite
based on open -source architecture and
another written entirely in Java. So read
on to find the suite that's right for you.

If you've bought the DVD edition of
PCW you'll find trial versions of most of
the packages reviewed here, plus a full
version of Open Office, the cut -down
version of Star Office. 7
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Ability Office
UK -based Ability first
produced an 'integrated
package' for the PC in

1985, with a Windows version
launched 10 years later. Last
year it won our Editor's Choice
award and, apart from a few
minor upgrades and bug fixes,
this is the same product.

Installing Ability Office took
around three minutes and 40MB
of disk space. Despite this small
footprint, you get five main
applications - Write, Spreadsheet,
Photopaint, Database and Draw.
There's a tiny Launcher toolbar, a
substantial user guide in pdf
format on the CD and a pdf
tutorial, and that's it - there are
no templates, sample files, clipart
or other resources apart from a
solitary fax template.

Launch Ability Write, and the
first impression is of a standard
Word -like interface, with one
row of file, clipboard, undo/redo,
search, spelling and zoom
buttons; a formatting bar below
giving the usual style, font and
alignment buttons; plus bullets,
indents and columns. Less
conventional is a button for
strikeout text. A third toolbar
takes on borders and shading. All
the toolbars can be customised
and you can create new ones.

The second impression is that
for a low-cost, small footprint
application, there's a lot here.
We were able to open not just

Microsoft Word documents, but
Lotus Word Pro ones as well -
Microsoft can't manage this
without a third -party converter.
You don't get the XML support
seen in the Microsoft, Corel and
Star products, but you do get the
facility to produce pdf files -
another one-up on Microsoft -
as well as HTML.

In terms of page layout and
formatting, there is pretty
much all one could desire,
with styles, newspaper -style
columns, custom bullets and
nested numbering, tables,
headers and footers. There are
no built-in drawing tools, but
you can insert Ability Draw or
Paint objects as OLE (object
linking and embedding) objects
and edit them in -place. You can
also use frames to create a page -
within -a -page, so the main text
can flow around boxed -in text
and graphics, and callouts
with arrows explain or draw
attention to other items on a
page. A text effects tool, Write
FX, is similar to Microsoft
Wordart, and it has a good range
of textures, fills, shapes and
other text tweaks.

Document management isn't
so impressive - there are no tools
for indexing or creating tables of
contents, although there is a
competent footnote generator
and a tool to caption pictures,
tables and other figures.
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A macro facility is included,
although sadly you can't record
macros, and the documentation
is minimal. However, this uses
the standard VBScript language,
and the help file suggests you
search www.amazon.com for
books on VBScript. There is a
'Class Browser', so having
learnt VBScript you'll be able
to address Ability objects and
methods. You can also automate
documents with fields -a
simple example is the current
date or author's name - but
you can go much further and
include any of the functions
used in the spreadsheet and
database. As well as a standard
mail merge, you can also add
information from a database
anywhere in a document.

Proofing tools
The proofing tools aren't
spectacular: you have the
choice of UK or US English
in the CD product, although
nine more languages are
available free from the Ability
website. There's no autocorrect
or on -the -fly checking - but
this is promised for the next
version - and there is no
grammar checking, although
you do get a thesaurus. We
had to download the latest
upgrade to get smart left- and
right-handed quotes, but
these only seem to work on

 V

double quotes, not single
quotes or apostrophes.

Although the package claims
Microsoft compatibility, this is
'up to a point' - we lost graphics
and some formatting when
opening Word files in Ability
Write. As Ability doesn't support
Unicode, we also lost letters
and symbols above the Ansi
character set. Unlike Lotus and
Corel, Ability does not provide
any `pi' fonts for inserting
special characters.

Ability Spreadsheet, while not
quite matching the might of
Quattro Pro, gives you 256 sheets
in a workbook, each containing
256 columns and 65,536 rows -
the same as Excel. As usual, cells
on one sheet can reference those
on other sheets, so you are not
limited to two-dimensional
tables. The 240 built-in functions
include maths, finance, statistics
and queries to remote databases.
A total of 40 chart types
include radar, bubble and stock
open/close charts, as well as
the usual bar, line and pie, and
you get another chance to use
the Write FX textures and
backgrounds in charts. Charts
are updated dynamically as you
change the referred cell contents.

As with most modern
spreadsheets, you can edit cell
contents in place or use the
formula bar if you want to
assemble complex functions.
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There's also auto -filling of
numbered and time -span
series, and you can attach pop-
up comments to cells - these
show as a red corner. If you
want to break with the rigid
spreadsheet grid, you can merge
or split cells - this is a good way
of managing visual relationships
between years and months,
for example. You can select
multiple, non-contiguous
regions of a worksheet for
formatting and transpose rows
and columns of a selection.

Unusually for a spreadsheet,
you have a mail merge facility,
just as in Write. You can also
reference fields or data in a
remote database, and go further
still in using filters and queries
defined in that database while
remaining 'in' the spreadsheet.
As with Write, you can create
and run VBScript macros.

We've mentioned the Ability
Database in passing, but it
deserves a close-up look.
Like Microsoft Access, Lotus
Approach and Star Adabas,
this is a fully relational database
manager. This means that,
unlike a flat -file database,
which is the digital equivalent
of a card file, you can relate
different tables of data. You
might have a table of customer
names and addresses, a table of
orders, and a table of invoices:
you can then relate these and
construct queries to find what
orders customer X has made,
when they were sent, and if
the invoice has been paid.

Ability is also compatible
with the Microsoft Access
mdb format - and we had no
trouble opening the sample
Northwinds database from

Sneak preview of Ability 4
As mentioned in the main review, a new version
of Ability Office is due shortly, and in the last
minutes before going to press we got our hands
on a beta version. Our first impression was
amazement, that those cheeky chaps have
copied the Microsoft Office 2003 look of curvy
toolbars and orange -glow buttons.

As promised, there is a new
Presentations program, and it will come
as no surprise that this is uncannily
like Powerpoint, with the same slide -
thumbnail -notes view but without
the content and design wizardry.

There's a new mail client - which
appeared to be unfinished - and
something called Photo Album, which
we couldn't get to run. Ability Write
seems beefed up, with a grammar
checker and checking of spelling as you
type. All modules have an autocorrect
feature and a 'Save to web' option.

The spreadsheet has a number of
improvements, including conditional
formatting - you can, for example,
colour all cells that have a value
between 0 and 9 green.

The database has also seen some
enhancements, with Access -compatible
security options and an improved database
manager window. As you may gather, this
version was some way from completion and
we look forward to seeing the finished product.

Ahllity liretentation 121122271

Ability 4 beta

 New presentations
 New mail
 New photoalbum
 New autocorrect

The new version of Ability Office includes a presentations module

Microsoft Office 2003. It is
also compatible with Foxpro,
ODBC and Dbase formats.
Unlike Approach and Access,
however, there are no samples
or Smartmasters. When you
create a new database, you'll
get a tree -like view showing
tables, relations, queries,
reports and so on. Obviously,
all these will be unpopulated
until you create your first table
of data. Here you do get a bit
of help, as there is a wizard to
help you set up standard tables
for things such as customer
and product details. After that,
you are left to the mercy of
the online help, which is
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Ability Office offers high -power bitmap-editing tools

fortunately fairly comprehensive
and user friendly.

Graphics duo
One thing Ability lacks is a
presentation creator, although
this is another element promised
for the next version (see above).
It probably isn't a must -have for
the smaller business or home
user, and there are two graphics
applications available. Ability
Draw is a vector -based program
offering a minimum of tools with
basic shapes such as rectangles
and ellipses and a text tool. It
uses its own file format, although
you can import other pictures.
There's very little you can do in
this application: text is strictly
straight-line and horizontal, and
there isn't even a proper Bezier
tool. Object fills are limited to
single -colour and, frankly, there's
more artistic abundance in the
Write FX applet.

The bitmap-editing tool,
Ability Photopaint, outclasses
its vector sibling completely.
This is a serious image processor,
with features such as layers and
histogram adjustments that
you tend to see in specialist
programs such as Paint Shop
Pro and Photoshop. There's a
splendid set of filters, ranging
from sensible things, such as
noise reduction and an 'unsharp
mask' (which, despite its name,
sharpens the edges in an image),

to the downright silly, such as
discotheque lighting and
random kaleidoscope effects.
There's a range of hand brushes
for painting, highlighting,
cloning and so on, and even a
red -eye removal tool.

Apart from the sorry excuse for
a drawing program, Ability is a
good, solid package, and the
possibilities of the VBScript and
database capabilities will attract
those with developmental urges.
We would, however, like to see a
little more handholding for the
less intrepid -a few more
templates, wizards and sample
files would be very welcome.

DETAILS

RRP £49.95 (E42.51 ex VAT)

BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Ability Plus Software
020 72311004

www.uk.ability.com
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Windows 95 or later, Pentium, 32MB

Ram, 50MB disk space

PROS Undemanding on hardware,
packed with features
CONS No templates; no Unicode;
no presentations
VERDICT
No frills, but solid good value

FEATURES ***a...
EASE OF USE **1C1C*

****VALUE FOR MONEY
OVERALL *****
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Corel Wordperfect Office 11

We review here the
standard version,
which consists of the

Wordperfect word processor,
Quattro Pro spreadsheet and
Presentations. The professional
version adds the Paradox
relational database manager.
Both versions come with a host
of extras, including Microsoft
Visual Basic for Applications,
the Pocket Oxford Dictionary,
over 1,000 Truetype fonts, and
nearly 10,000 clipart and photo
images. Finally, there's Zim: a
tool to add SMS functions to
Quattro Pro and Microsoft
Outlook. When installing the

suite, it's worth taking the
time to look at the options. By
default, the Desktop Application
Director is not installed, but if
you like loads of tiny icons in
the system tray you can include
it. You also have a choice of 26
proofing languages, taking a
tidy round -the -world trip from
Afrikaans to Zulu.

In the days of Dos -based word
processing, Wordperfect was the
market leader, but its fortunes
declined sharply after a poor
Windows debut. It took two
changes of ownership and three
new versions to catch up with
the feature lists from Microsoft
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Default content helps you write presentations on a variety of topics

and Lotus. Start up Wordperfect,
click on the little blue flower
button, and you'll summon
the Perfect Expert. This is a
pane that slots in beside the
document, much in the manner
of the Microsoft Task Pane.
However, it has been around
longer and is more flexible.

The Start button leads you to
a large selection of templates
and ready-made projects: you
can cross applications here and
launch a new presentation or
spreadsheet. If you stick with
word processing, then the
Perfect Expert will change to
suit, offering buttons to change
the font or layout, add footnotes
and so on. The Perfect Expert
doubles as a help source,
offering tips on the current
task and advice on writing the
relevant sections of a document.
There's also a set of tutorials, but
these appear to be limited to
changing fonts, using drop
caps and adding footnotes and
endnotes. The Perfect Expert is
also available in a freestanding
capacity, where it gives access
to a huge range of project
templates for home, business
and school use.

No Greek
Wordperfect still hasn't taken
Unicode to heart, although this
has been available since the days
of Windows 95. This means that,

although the standard Windows
Truetype and Opentype fonts
contain symbols and alternative
character sets such as Greek
and Arabic, Wordperfect can't
access these or display them in
imported Word documents. If
you want to add Greek letters or
esoteric symbols to a document,
you have to use the WP
custom fonts, which have two
disadvantages. First, they are
only available in one typeface:
you can't have different Times
New Roman and Arial versions
of pi, for example. Second, if you
send your document as a file, it
may be unintelligible to other
users unless you `embed' any
special fonts used.

Turning to the other main
advance in recent technology,
Wordperfect fares better with
Extended Mark-up Language
with facilities for importing and
creating XML documents. It also
beats Microsoft with built-in
Adobe Acrobat (pdf) creation.
It at last catches up with the
document map, introduced with
Microsoft Word 97, to give users
a way of navigating a document
by headings and subheadings.
The Wordperfect version goes a
stage further as it encompasses
index and table of contents
markers. Another new feature is
that you can access an Outlook
(but not Outlook Express)
address book from Wordperfect.
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Wordperfect users have long
appreciated features dating from
Dos days, such as Reveal Codes,
which shows all the formatting
codes in text. This version
contains another backward
look, in that you can see your
documents in 'Classic 5.1' white
text on blue background view
with just the menus and status
bar showing, and you also have
the option of changing to the
5.1 keyboard commands.

We won't dwell too long on
Wordperfect's formatting, page
layout and graphic facilities:
suffice it to say this is a mature
product and has all you could
want in terms of columns,
picture placement, text -wrap,
dropped caps and so on. You
have an equation editor,
drawing tools and Text Art -a
tool for creating decorative 2D
and 3D text effects, similar to
Microsoft's Word Art. There's
also all you could want in terms
of automation with both the
Perfectscript and Microsoft
VBA supported as development
platforms. Wordperfect's
proofing has long been a cut
above the rest - as mentioned
earlier, this is available in 26
languages. You also get a proper
definition dictionary (the
Pocket Oxford) and a thesaurus
that easily beats Microsoft's
bowdlerised version.

Spreadsheet
Quattro Pro is another Dos
veteran, originally developed
by Borland. The theoretical
capacity is enormous: you can
have a million rows and 18,278
columns to each worksheet, and
18,278 sheets to a workbook.

It's doubtful that anyone could
fill this, even with nearly 500
functions available. There are
over 80 ways of displaying a
chart - as well as the usual bar,
pie, line and so on, you have
the exotic scatter, bubble and
spectral, all in a range of colour
schemes and backgrounds.
Fortunately there's a Chart
Advisor, which analyses the
selected data and suggests the
best ways to display it.

One welcome touch is that,
as well as cells with comments
flagged with a red triangle, cells
with formulae are marked with a
blue one. This means you can
tell at a glance if a cell contains
raw data or the result of a
calculation without selecting it.
As in Wordperfect, Quattro Pro
now lets you open and save
files in XML format. There are
a few other new features in
this release, such as smarter
cut and paste that adjusts the
destination range to suit, and
easier sub -totalling of ranges.

The Perfect Expert again takes
a major role in Presentations,
prompting you to choose a
subject such as Budget Report
or Product Launch. It will then
populate your presentation
with a set of prefabricated slides
themed to a master design. You
can stick with this or choose a
new master -a combination
of colour scheme, background
images, fonts and other graphic
elements. Alternatively, you can
design a look from scratch using
your own images and graphics.

Having started, you can
navigate through your slides,
either by the numbered tabs
below or by choosing a slide
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Quattro Pro has a huge theoretical
capacity of a million rows

title from the pop-up list. To the
right of the workspace are tabs
for switching between outliner,
slide sorter, slide design and a
preview of the show. To the left
are a set of drawing and charting
tools. Although you don't get
the same combination of views
that characterises Powerpoint,
Corel has made things very easy
- you can even hide the tool
palette and use the Perfect
Expert pane to create bulleted
lists or add shapes. If you're
stuck for what to say in your
presentation, then the default
content is quite useful - the
budget report, for example,
takes you through topics such as
Estimated and Actual Amounts,
Deficits and Surpluses, and all
the whys and wherefores, before
winding up with a summary
and - neat touch -a 'Thank
you for coming' slide.

Special effects
There's a huge selection of
transitions and special effects to
keep your audience awake and
you can add sounds in way, mp3
and wma formats, animated
gifs, and avi, mpeg or Quicktime
movies. As with Wordperfect
and Quattro Pro, you can output
to XML or pdf, and you can also
create a 'Show on the go' - an
executable file that will run the
show on a PC that doesn't have
Presentations installed.

There are various extra
utilities supplied, including an
XML project designer, a batch
file conversion utility and a
Quick Finder for searching files.
There's also a multiple clipboard
utility that can store 36 items.

If you've installed the Zim add-
on, you'll get the Zim toolbar.
Once you've signed up, this lets
you create a list of contacts
using your Outlook addresses,
then broadcast messages by
email, SMS or both. You get 300
free SMS messages, after which
you need to subscribe. Your
messages and the replies are
collected and tabulated in a
Quattro Pro table.

We've mentioned Outlook -
compatible features twice,
because in this version, Corel
has dumped Central, the
contact, time management and
mail tool. Instead the developers
have made efforts to integrate
with Microsoft Outlook. That
means that anyone wanting to
take advantage of this will need
to buy a standalone copy of
Outlook, which will set them
back around £80.

Corel has improved Office 11
but it's still missing a few
features we'd like to see.

DETAILS

RRP £276.13 (E235 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprIces
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Corel 01628 589 800
www.wordperfect.com
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Windows 98SE, ME, NT4 SP6a, 2000
SP3, XP SP1  Pentium 166, 64MB

Ram, 330MB disk space
PROS XML, pdf; runs on Win 98SE
CONS No mail, calendar or Unicode
support
VERDICT
Despite the improvements,
there's an air of 'could do better'

FEATURES ***
EASE OF USE ****
VALUE FOR MONEY **
OVERALL ***
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Lotus Smartsuite
Lotus Smartsuite comes
well-equipped: as well
as the word processing,

spreadsheet and database trio of
Word Pro, 1-2-3 and Approach,
you get Freelance Graphics,
Organizer, Smartcenter, Fastsite
and 17 proofing languages. You
can buy this on CD or save
money by downloading it.

After installing Smartsuite
and restarting Windows, you
get a set of seven icons in the
Windows System tray, known as
Suitestart. We found the icons
too small and indistinct to serve
any purpose than clutter up the
tray and, after a brief struggle,
managed to get rid of them. The
Smartcenter, which, by default,
stretches across the top of your
Windows desktop, is more
useful. Eight buttons each open
a 'drawer' that gives access to
various parts of Smartsuite and
your PC in general. For example,
the Smartsuite drawer consists
of a set of tabs with shortcuts to
the suite applications, templates
and your own files. An Internet
drawer contains your Favourites
and a mini -browser, and other
drawers are for your calendar,
address book and reminders.

The Business Productivity
drawer contains shortcuts to
more documents, spreadsheets,
presentations and other
templates covering topics, from
loan amortisation to order
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tracking. A reference drawer
contains a dictionary and
thesaurus and, finally, there's
a drawer for off- and online
help. It's all richly configurable
- you can stretch each drawer
sideways to see, for example,
more days in your calendar;
you can add tabs to drawers
and drawers to the Smartcenter;
and you can while away the
time experimenting with colour
schemes and sound effects.

Individual tools
Moving on to the individual
suite members, Word Pro is the
descendant of Samna Ami, the
first real word processor for
Windows, which appeared in
1988, a year before Word for
Windows. As such, it doesn't
follow the Microsoft look as
closely as any of the other
contenders. Instead of multiple
toolbars you have a single row
of Smarticons along the top
of the screen: these change
according to context, so you'll
have different sets for typing
text, working with graphics
and so on. At the bottom of the
window, the status bar houses
buttons for fonts, formatting
and styles. Spelling checkers,
grammar checkers and so on
appear in a large toolbar, rather
than a floating dialogue, and
there are the usual options of
autocorrecting common

mistakes and highlighting
misspelled words.

Word Pro scores well on
document automation, especially
for the beginner, with useful
features such as 'Click here' boxes
to enter text into preformatted
placeholders for titles, headings
and the like. For the more
demanding, there's a macro -
scripting language, with plenty
of useful sample scripts and,
like Microsoft VBA, this is a
lingua franca for automation in
other components of the suite.
Teamwork is also emphasised,
with tools for group reviewing,
and creating or consolidating
multiple versions of a document

and attaching the current
document to an email message.
Word Pro will create web pages
as well as standard documents,
and there is the facility to open
documents from, and save to,
an FTP site.

As well as a small clipart
collection, there are tools
for creating drawings, charts
and equations. Another feature
we liked is the way Word Pro
handles section breaks in a
document. If you create a
section break (for example,
to start a new chapter) or insert
another document into the
current one as a 'division', then
you have the option to view
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these on tabbed pages. As well
as being able to use the tabs to
jump between sections, you can
also drag an entire section to
another place in the document.

Although version 9.8 has
updated import filters for Word
2000 and XP, it won't render
Unicode characters - if you
want to use special symbols or
non -Latin character sets, then
you'll have to use the supplied
symbol fonts and embed them
in the document if non -Lotus
users are to be able to read a
document. Any Unicode
characters in an imported file
format will not display correctly.

Lotus 1-2-3 also has a long
pedigree as the company's
flagship product in the days of
Dos, but it has come a long way
since. The interface is broadly
similar to Word Pro, with a
row of Smarticons along the
top for such tasks as summing
a selection, inserting charts
or maps, and creating 'script
buttons' that run a script when
clicked on. At the bottom of the
screen are the formatting tools
for changing fonts, colours,
number format, alignment and
so on. This version has similar
team features for review to
those in Word Pro, but there
are a few irritating differences
- the FTP Save and Open is in a
different place in the menu
structure, for example.

These minor annoyances
are outweighed by some cool
touches: if you type 'Total'
beside an empty cell below a
column of figures, you'll get
that very thing in the cell. As
with Word Pro, there are tabbed
dividers at the top of the
worksheet but, in this case - as
in Excel and Quattro - these
dividers serve to switch between
worksheets. Each sheet can
contain up to 65,536 rows and
256 columns. You can create
groups of sheets, and members
of the group will take all their
formatting attributes from the
group 'leader'.

Approach, the relational
database manager, follows suit,
with tabbed pages allowing
access to the various tables,
forms, menus and queries in a
database. Again the Smarticons
at the top control actions such
as switching views, adding
fields, sorting or filtering data
and so on, with formatting
controls at the bottom. Also on
the status bar is the title of the

current page: click on this and
you'll get a list of all the forms,
tables and so on, which is useful
if there are too many to fit in
the tabbed section above. There
are sample databases to help you
get the feel of things, as well as
Smartmasters for creating
specific databases such as
employees or music collections.

Easy -to -use graphics
Freelance Graphics is an easy -to -
use presentation creator, having
a similar interface to the other
main members. This time, the
tabs take you through various
views of your presentation -
single page, thumbnails or an
outliner overview. In single -
page view you have four buttons
at the left to create new pages,
insert clipart, add speaker's
notes and open a floating
palette of drawing tools. There is
a wide selection of templates for
both content and style, though
the latter are starting to look
rather dated.

One excellent feature - also
seen in Word Pro, 1-2-3 and
Approach - is the Infobox. This
is a small, free-floating, tabbed
palette that can be hidden or
rolled up into its own title bar
and it provides one -stop access
to all the properties of the
selected object. The Infobox is
tabbed so you can access font
properties, alignment and
spacing, bullets and numbering,
and colours and borders when
editing text. It's also context -
sensitive, so you get other
options - such as headers and
footers for pages or colours and
patterns for drawing objects.

Older readers may remember
the Filofax, a paper -based loose -
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Get your life in order with a digital
personal organiser

leaf diary and personal organiser
popular in the 1980s. Organizer
was originally developed by a
British company, Threadz, and
was acquired by Lotus in 1992.
It takes, as you may have
guessed, the appearance of a
tabbed loose-leaf book, with
sections for contacts, planner,
notes and so on. It doesn't have
a built-in mail client, but will
summon Outlook Express to do
its bidding.

Finally, Fastsite is the most
recent addition to the suite,
and extends the HTML and
FTP facilities in the other
applications extensively. It
has a very easy interface,
largely wizard -based, and
you can create a new site by
specifying an output folder.
You then add Smartsuite files
in their native format. Having
done that, you choose a 'look'
for the site and click a button
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Smartcenter's drawers give access to various parts of Smartsuite and your PC

to convert the files to HTML or
Jdoc pages. Two tabs let you
switch between viewing your
new web pages and carrying out
further tasks. When you've
finished, you can preview the
results in your own browser
before uploading them to a local
or Internet server. It's all fairly
painless, apart from the
irritating fact that it would not
remember the server details
from the FTP function in the
other modules.

Overall, Smartsuite is friendly
and well featured, but it hasn't
really staggered out of the 20th
Century. Parent company IBM
doesn't seem interested in
keeping this product up with
current technology such as XML
and Unicode and the product
has a general air of neglect -
many of the support files,
documentation and other
resources date back to 1996,
with some even earlier.

DETAILS

RRP On disk £225.60 (£192 ex VAT)
download £155.45 (E132.30 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/best prices
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Lotus 08001691458
www.lotus.com
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Windows 95, NT SP6 or later, 486,
16MB for Windows 95/98,128MB for
XP, 293MB disk space

PROS Will run on a minimal
Windows 95 system
CONS Falling behind the times
VERDICT
Unappealing to all but those
'locked -in' to Lotus

FEATURES It**
EASE OF USE
VALUE FOR MONEY.**
OVERALL ***
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Microsoft Office Professional 2003

The undisputed market
leader in office suites for
over a decade, Microsoft

rewards - or, depending on your
point of view, taxes - its faithful
with regular upgrades. Although
we saw a beta version of Office
2003 in last April's office suite
round -up, the product wasn't
available until October last year.
In the Professional version that
was supplied for review, you'll
find Word, Excel, Powerpoint,
Outlook (with Business Contact
Manager), Access and Publisher.
There are various other editions,
ranging from an OEM -only
Word -Excel -Outlook trio to
the top -of -the -range Enterprise,

which adds Infopath to the
Professional line-up. You'll
find full details if you follow the
URL in the details box at the end
of this review. Office 2003 will
only run on Windows 2000 with
Service Pack 3 or Windows XP.

The first thing you'll notice
about Word - and the rest of
the suite - is that Microsoft has
abandoned its widely imitated
flat -button look in favour of
something more voluptuous,
with curvaceous toolbars and
buttons that glow orange
when pressed. Under the skin,
however, the arrangement and
function of its default toolbars
and menus has changed little
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Powerpoint's wizardry can help you to bluff your way through presentations

over the past decade, despite a
steady influx of new features.

Most of what you need is
stored in two toolbars - the
standard one dealing with file
and clipboard operations;
undoing and redoing; spelling
checks; and the creation of
hyperlinks, tables and columns.
The formatting toolbar deals with
styles (sets of various formatting
attributes you can apply with
one command); font attributes;
alignment and indentation;
bullets and paragraph
numbering; and borders and
colours. You'll find other
toolbars, which can either be
switched on manually for tasks
such as drawing shapes, or which
will appear automatically when,
for example, you insert a picture.
All this is configurable: you can
alter the menus, toolbars and
keystrokes to suit how you work.

DTP options
If page layout and design features
are important to you, you'll find
Word has near -DTP capabilities,
with newspaper -style columns,
dropped caps, text -wrapping
around graphics and a set of
drawing tools and shapes that
are practically an application in
themselves. You can link frames
of text, just as in DTP programs,
so that a story can flow from one
frame to a non-contiguous one.
Document organisation is also

well catered for, with nested
numbering of headings and
subheadings; footnotes and
endnotes; indexes and cross-
references; and tables of
contents, figures and authorities.

2003 brings some new
features to Word. First, in
common with the rest of the
suite, you can save and open
files in XML format. As HTML
tags are to formatting, XML
tags are to content, and you
can create custom schemas of
tags that relate to a sphere of
activity such as trading stocks
or supplying spare parts. The
other main innovation for large
organisations is Information
Rights Management, which
lets document authors control
viewing and editing rights
via Windows Server 2003.
Word also gets a new, eyeball -
friendly reading view and the
task panes of Office XP are
joined by the Research Pane
which adds access to various on -
and offline reference sources.

There's a variety of proofing
tools: you can check your
spelling as you type or on
demand, and a customisable
autocorrect feature rectifies
common spelling mistakes.
There's a similar feature
(without autocorrect) for
grammar, but this, like most of
its kind, is not very reliable. The
thesaurus is also poor, having
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undergone an Orwellian purge
of potentially offensive words.

Word has various tools for
automating tasks. As with all
word processors, there's a mail -
merge feature for sending out
'personalised' circulars, and an
Autotext feature for inserting
chunks of frequently used text.
You can use 'fields' to perform
all sorts of tasks, from inserting
the date to prompting a user for
information. Throughout the
suite is the VBA macro language,
which can be used for simple
automation tasks, such as
carrying out a sequence of
commands, to 'solutions' for
corporate environments.

Many of these features can be
turned off, but other irritations
prevail: the Word development
team lost the plot with tiling
documents in the same window
two versions ago, though Excel
has no such problems, and
searching your folders for a
document containing a word or
phrase is appallingly awkward.

Excel stores your data in
tables called worksheets, each
having a maximum size of 256
columns and 65,536 rows. Each
cell in a sheet can contain text,
such as column headings or
item descriptions; figures such
as dates or costs; or calculations
based on the contents of other
cells. You can use simple
numeric operators or any of
over 300 ready-made functions
ranging from a simple average
to complex statistical and
financial formulae. An Excel file
is called a workbook and can
have 256 sheets - these aren't
just like pages in a document
but can contain references to
cells on other sheets so you

can have multidimensional
tables. Having entered your
data, you have a huge variety of
ways of visualising it, with over
70 types of chart ranging from
simple bar and line graphs to
high -low -close stock prices.

Excel has all the comforts
you'd expect in a spreadsheet,
such as automatically filling
in series such as incremental
numbers, days and months,
and having the choice of editing
cell contents either 'in place' or
within the formula bar. There's
also the numeric equivalent of
a spelling checker to help you
track down errors in formulae.

Database wizards
Access takes a lot of terror away
from relational databases by the
use of wizards. The basic matter
of a database is a set of tables
consisting of columns of fields -
such as name, address, phone
number - and rows of records,
such as Smith, Jones and
Robinson. When you create a
new database, the wizard offers
you a choice of over 40 typical
tables for home and business
use, and you can select the
fields. Having done that, the
wizard creates a primary key
for the table - this is a unique
identifier, like a car number plate
- then creates the table. You
can then add records to your
table by typing them in directly
or by filling in a form, which the
wizard will create for you.

There are also wizards to help
construct queries and reports
on your data, and the sample
Northwinds database, with its
tables of products, customers,
staff, and so on, gives an
opportunity to experiment.
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Word has DTP -type features such

as wrapping text round graphics

Powerpoint, Microsoft's
presentation creator, also
features a lot of wizardry. If you
choose the Autocontent Wizard,
you get a choice of presentation
topics, such as 'Project overview'
or 'Reporting bad news'. These
generate a set of slides offering
subtopics and suggestions which
you replace with your own text,
charts, and graphics.

Open the Design Task Pane,
and you'll find a generous set of
templates, colour schemes and
animations, which you can
apply piecemeal or to the whole
presentation. One touch that lifts
Powerpoint above its rivals is
that you can split the workspace
three ways, with room for the
current slide, the presentation
outline or slide thumbnails, and
the speaker's notes.

Microsoft Outlook brings
together contacts, calendar,
email and task lists. This version
has had a major visual redesign,
so everything fits neatly into
place. Click on one of the buttons
to the left, and the main window
shows email or appointments,
with other navigational aids,
such as a list of email folders or a
monthly calendar tucked in
above the buttons. There are
several different ways you can
view items, and you can create
your own 'Outlook today' page
combining lists of mail folders,
tasks and appointments. There's
a lot of automation in Outlook,
with messages sorting themselves
into various folders according
to sender, size and other criteria.

Outlook has become so
entrenched as the de facto
standard for email and

organisation that it has little
competition - even Corel has
ditched its rival product.
However, its very success is also
its vulnerability, and it's a juicy
target for virus writers, spammers
and hackers. Whereas nothing
can prevent terminal stupidity,
Outlook 2003 does have some
good safety features. It will block
access to potentially unsafe
attachments received and, by
default, it won't retrieve images
stored as links in email messages
that 'phone home' to their place
of origin. There's the option to
encrypt outgoing messages and a
configurable junk email filter.

If you want to go beyond the
DTP or web -page capabilities of
Word, then Publisher, included
in the Professional edition, offers
hundreds of ready-made designs
- all you need to do is to replace
the sample text and graphics.

Even though it's expensive,
Office is still top of the pile and
wins our Editor's Choice award.

DETAILS

RRP £459 (£390.64 ex VAT)
BEST PRICE
www.pcw.co.uk/bestprIces
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Microsoft 0870 6010100
www.mIcrosoft.conVuk/offIce
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Windows 2000 SP3 or XP, Pentium
133,128MB Ram, 360MB disk space
PROS Polished; power; ease of use
CONS Expensive; requires Windows
2000 or XP
VERDICT
Sets a high standard for those
prepared to pay the price

FEATURES *****
EASE OF USE *****
VALUE FOR MONEY ***"*
OVERALL 'tic* *;4^r
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Sun Star Office 7

Star Office 7 is a
commercial product
from Sun Microsystems.

It is based on Open Officel.l
which is open source, and
available as a free download or
for a nominal media cost on
CD (if you've bought this
month's DVD edition of PCW,
you'll also find a full version of
Open Office 1.1). Star Office 7
is available for Windows, Solaris
and Linux - Open Office adds
Mac OSX. There are several
other differences, but the
bottom line is that this retail
product comes in a box with a
manual, a collection of clipart
and other resources, and has
technical support from Sun.

A full install will take 250MB
of disk space and give you Writer
and Calc for word processing
and spreadsheet duties; Impress
for presentations; and a graphics
application, Draw. You install
the Adabas database manager
separately: it is not a full
version and is limited to three
concurrent users and 100MB
of data.

Throughout the suite, there
are Autopilots (like wizards) for
creating letters, reports, faxes
and so on, and there's a degree
of flexibility here, in that you
can start, say, Writer, then
choose to run a presentation
Autopilot. Similarly, you can be
using the spreadsheet, and go to

the File menu to open a graphic
in a new Draw window. Unlike
Microsoft Office, there aren't
separate executables for the
main components: each uses the
same basic shell and you don't
get an application name in the
title bar, just your file name
followed by Star Office. Since
the Windows Taskbar icons are
rather hard to distinguish, this
can be disconcerting.

The Writer interface isn't
too different from the Microsoft
standard. At the left of the top
toolbar is a space for the current
file path or URL. This doubles
as a dropdown history of
recently opened files, and again
shows all Star Office files, not
just those of the module you
are using.

Neat navigation
To the right of this are the
standard file, clipboard and
undo/redo buttons - we liked
the way the Save button
greyed out when no changes
had been made since the last
save. The last four buttons
turn other palettes on and off.
The Navigator is similiar to
Microsoft's Document Map,
in that it lists the headings and
subheadings in your document
so you can click on one and go
to that section in the document
window. However,you can
also navigate by graphics,
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notes, hyperlinks, tables and
other entities.

The Style List offers an
expanded version of the Styles
dropdown; the Hyperlink
dialogue lets you add links to
other files or URLs; and the
Gallery gives access to the
clipart collection. All four are
non -modal, so that you can
continue to edit the document
with them open. The Gallery
docks itself neatly into the
main window but the others
float free. You can drag a
Navigator pane out of Writer,
for example, and share it with
other Star Office windows -

the contents changes as you
switch. The top toolbar is
common to all modules: the
one below changes to suit the
task in hand. Start writing a
letter and you'll have a Word -
style formatting toolbar: insert
a table, and you'll get a set of
tools for formatting the table.

Down the left of the window
are more tools: you'll find the
spelling checker, find/replace,
and a button to turn non -
printing characters on or off.
There's also a set of drawing
tools, a table creator and
tools for inserting OLE objects,
such as charts or equations.
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Plenty of guidance means it is simple to create presentations in Star Impress
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This highlights Star Office's
flexibility: you can create a
chart from the content of a
word -processed table just
as easily as you can in a
spreadsheet. All the toolbars
are customisable. You can
create your own and access
the options for any member
of the suite from any other
member - another example
of the product's integration.

Though Writer won't check
your grammar, it does come
with 20 spelling languages and
will check spelling as you type.
As well as Autocorrect, there's
an Autocomplete feature, which
takes a guess at the words you
are typing. Type 'num', for
instance, and it will append
'ber', in grey letters. If this is
what you want, press Enter,
otherwise just keep typing.

Page layout and formatting
features are all you'd expect,
with columns, dropped caps,
text wrapping and so on.
Authors of longer documents
are well provided for, with
facilities for creating indexes,
bibliographies, tables of
contents and concordances.
There is a suite -wide macro
language: any VBA macros that
are imported via a Microsoft
Office document have their
code preserved, but disabled, so
you can rewrite them in the
native Star Office Basic. Finally,
Writer supports Unicode fonts.

Calc offers 256 sheets in a
workbook, each containing 256
rows and 32,000 rows, and you
can populate these with around
350 functions and 80 chart
variations. All the comforts we
have become accustomed to are
here - you can edit cells directly,
or in the formula bar; you can
collapse and expand rows and
columns; add notes to cells
which are then flagged with a
red triangle; and fill ranges with
series automatically.

You can smarten up a table
with a 'theme' - very much like
Excel's Autoformat - and you
can use heading names in
formulae. For example, if you
have a column of figures on
your sheet with the word 'Cost'
above it, then you can put
`=SUM(Cost)' in any other cell
to get a total of those figures -
you don't have to define 'Cost'
as a named range, as Calc will
figure this out for itself.

The database facilities are the
weakest aspect of the suite. As

we have mentioned,
Adabas is a limited
version and its
documentation is
minimal. However,
you can open several
types of data source
from within documents
and spreadsheets, and
have the tables, queries
and forms slotted in
to a panel above the
workspace. There's a
sample bibliography to
demonstrate this, but
the whole thing gets
rather more useful
when you run the
Address Data Source
Autopilot. Point this at
your Outlook Address
book, and it will be
added to the available
data sources, so you can consult
your contacts list from within
Star Office. We found we had to
do a little manual tinkering with
the settings here, as the postal
addresses didn't appear when
using the default settings.

Easy presentations
Creating a presentation in
Impress is painless, as there is
ample Autopilot guidance to
take you through choosing a
subject, applying a visual theme
and creating transition effects.
Having done this, you are left
with the ability to switch
between slide design, thumbnail
sorter, handout, notes and
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Star Navigator offers a flexible way
to get round your documents

Starwriter's gallery gives access
to the clipart collection

outliner view. In slide design
view you can navigate between
slides, by using the recorder -
style arrows or titled tabs, or by
opening the Navigator.

There's plenty of creative
scope here, with 3D shading
effects, animations and sounds,
and the opportunity to export a
presentation as a Macromedia
Flash file, so you can put it all
into a web page.

Although Draw isn't going to
cause widespread panic at
Adobe or Corel, it is great fun to
use. Basically, it's a subset of
Impress, with just the graphics
tools, but there are some extra
features, such as perspective and
mesh warping. We particularly
liked the 3D features. As well as
creating 'primitives', such as
cones, cubes and spheres, you
can also manipulate 2D objects
in three dimensions. Take a
circle, for example, rotate it
around a point, and you have a
doughnut. You can also change
the lighting of 3D objects and
apply Phong or Gouraud
shading. Draw also has basic
bitmap editing tools: although
there are no retouching brushes,
you can crop photos; change
the colour, brightness, contrast
and transparency; and apply a
small set of effect filters such as
sharpening, noise reduction
and solarising.

Star Office claims to be
Microsoft -compatible, though it
admits to limitations with some
graphic and OLE objects. We
had no trouble with opening

and saving Word, Powerpoint
and Excel files. The native Star
Office file format, however, is
XML. Not only does this offer
the benefits mentioned in the
Office 2003 review, but since the
files are stored in a compressed
format they are much smaller.

Unlike Microsoft Office, you
can export any document,
spreadsheet, presentation or
drawing to an Adobe Acrobat
(pdf) file. Finally, just to show
that we read those End User
Licence Agreements, note that
the 'software is not designed,
licensed or intended for use
in the design, construction,
operation or maintenance of
any nuclear facility'.

For those on a budget who
can't afford our Editor's Choice
this month, Sun Star Office 7 is a
good alternative and wins a
Highly Commended award.

DETAILS

RRP £52.99 (£45.10 ex VAT)

BEST PRICE
www.pew.co.uk/bestprIces
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Sun Microsystems
vnvw.sun.cornistaroffIce
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Windows 98, NT SP6 or late,
Pentium or compatible, 64MB Ram,
250MB disk space
PROS Cheap and powerful
CONS Limited database;
no calendar/organiser
VERDICT
A high -end product at a
low -end price

FEATURES ******EASE OF USE ****
VALUE FOR MONEY *****
OVERALL *****
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Thinkfree Office 2.2

The newcomer to our
annual office suite
round -up is Thinkfree

Office 2.2. You can buy this
on CD, or save money by
downloading it from the US
website and paying by credit
card. You can also download
a 30 -day trial.

The CD supplied for our
review didn't offer any
options at install time - it's all
or nothing and everything goes
to your C: \ Program Files folder.
This isn't quite as annoying as
it might be, as the total disk
space taken by everything is
only 25MB. However, we
noticed that a later version,
2.2, was available on the
website, and when we installed
this we did get a choice of
destination. This time the total
folder size was 36MB, and you'll
need about the same again if
you don't have the (free) Java
runtime environment installed.

Thinkfree is unusual in
several respects. For a start it is
written in Java, and as well as
running under Windows 98 or

later, it is also at home with
Linux, Apple Macintosh
Classic and OSX operating
systems. The Thinkfree Office
toolbar, although nothing like
as extravagantly featured as
Lotus Smartcenter, provides
access to all the components,
as well as the global options
for the suite.

One cosmopolitan touch
is that you have a choice of
interface languages should
you care to try your hand at
German, Spanish, French or
Italian. Portuguese and
Icelandic were also on the
language menu, but to our
disappointment did not appear
to be implemented in the
menus. The language choice
included US and UK varieties
of English, which rectified an
annoyance we'd found in
version 2.0 where all file dates
appeared in US 'month -day -
year' format.

The components consist
of Write, Calc and Show
covering the word processing,
spreadsheet and presentation

slots, and Thinkfree Folders,
which is an Explorer -like file
manager. There are also
standalone viewers for Write,
Calc and Show files, as well as
an image file viewer that you
need to preview pictures in
Thinkfree Folders.

Cyberdrive option
An unusual extra is the
Cyberdrive. Once you've
registered Thinkfree, you get
20MB of online storage space.
The first year's rent is included
in the price of the software,
and you also get a year's access
to updates and free email
technical support. After that
you will need to pay for the
storage and support, but the
licence for the Thinkfree suite
is permanent. You can also
pay to increase the size of
your Cyberdrive.

Once connected, the
Cyberdrive appears as a separate
drive in Thinkfree Folders, and
in the individual program File
Open and Save dialogues. Files
are encrypted during transfer,

>>

I! I 11100.-LIL

ThinkFree ThinkFree ThinkFree ThinkFree DisconnectQ.,
Write Cele Show Folders ''""mw" Cyberdrive Exit

so you won't be giving any
secrets away.

Write doesn't rock any boats
in terms of menus and toolbars:
you'll find most things pretty
much in the same position as
Microsoft Word, and with
similar icons. You can find out
about any button or menu icon
by hovering the pointer over it:
you get a short description in
the status bar as well as the usual
pop-up balloon.

Although Write opens and
saves in the Microsoft Word
doc format as well as its native
wrf, this has its limitations. It
makes a poor job of importing
things such as custom bulleted
lists, Wordart, drop capitals
and drawing objects created
in Word, although it is Unicode-
compatible and will display
symbols and letters from
outside the Ansi character
set. You can also insert these
characters as symbols, just as
in Microsoft Word.

Inevitably there's a lot you
don't get: there are no drawing
tools, no macro language
and you can't customise the
toolbars and menus. There is
no grammar checker, although,
given the track record of
grammar checkers in other
suites, few people will miss it.

Thinkfree Office is all written in
Java and runs under various OSs
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There are no fields, apart from
dates and form fill-ins. Nor
do you get any 'as you type'
highlighting of spelling
mistakes, but again, many
people find this a distraction.

There is, however, an
Autocorrect facility that will
correct common mistakes
automatically. You can add
your own words to the
Autocorrect list and, if you
need multilingual capabilities,
there is a choice of nine spelling
languages. There is a good table
editor which sports its own
toolbar and can split and merge
cells, and there is a substantial
clipart collection. This is packed
into zip files, according to
category - people, architecture,
leisure, etc - and, unlike
Windows, Write 'sees' thumbnail
previews inside the zips. Write
can even do some tricks that
Word can't do, such as displaying
animated gifs in documents, and
it does have that essential tool for
writers -a word counter.

HTML editor
Write scores well in HTML
editing, with support for
framesets and cascading
stylesheets. If you click on the
'View Source...' button then a
separate text editor will open -
you can edit the code and
there's a find and replace
facility. There are also tools to
create image maps, so that a
graphic can have several 'hot
zones', each of which has a
different hyperlink.

We did find Write a bit buggy.
We had problems with headers
and page numbers overlapping
and, sometimes, when several
documents were open, the focus

would oscillate rapidly between
two windows until we closed
one down.

Calc, once again, bears an
uncanny resemblance to
Excel circa Office 2000 and,
like Excel, offers multiple
tabbed worksheets each
capable of holding 256
columns and 65,536 rows.
As with Write, it is 'Microsoft -
compatible' but, once again,
this is not 100 per cent
accurate as there are graphic
and functional features from
Excel that are unsupported,
such as conditional formatting
and pivot tables. For many
users, these limitations won't
be important, so let's look at
the positive.

There are over 300 functions
available, ranging from
financial, through statistical, to
engineering. There are also 40
chart types, including exotica
such as 3D surface, radar and
bubble charts. And there are
all the usual comforts we
have come to expect from a
spreadsheet. You can edit
formulae and values either in
the toolbar or directly in a cell;
you can automatically fill rows
or columns with a series, such
as dates and numbers: type
'Monday' in one cell and Calc
will fill in the other days of the
week for you; you can add
comments to cells that will pop
up when the cell is selected, and
there's a smart autosum button
that will guess the range you
want to total.

Again, there were a few bugs -
when we created a chart as a
new sheet, we weren't able to
resize it: handles appeared but
could not be grabbed. Neither
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Thinkfree Write contains tools
to create image maps

could we scroll a chart in a new
sheet, though we could zoom in
and out of it, and charts created
on an existing worksheet
behaved normally. You can have
multiple files open - just as you
can with Write - but strangely,
unlike Write, there is no
Window menu, so you'll have
to rely on the Windows Taskbar
to switch between files.

Show time
It will come as no surprise
that the final member of the
suite, Show, bears a striking
resemblance to Powerpoint,
except that you don't get the
latter's very useful split display
showing thumbnails, current
slide and speaker notes. In fact
there is no provision for speaker
notes at all, and you need to use
the scrollbar buttons to navigate
between slides.

There is also far less wizardry:
when you create a new
presentation, you get a choice
of six slide layouts, and that's it.
You can customise these with
bulleted lists, charts, graphics
and so on and, unlike the other
components in Thinkfree, you
have a set of drawing tools very
similar to those in Microsoft
Office, with a range of 'smart'
shapes, text boxes, flowchart
symbols, 'sticky' connector
lines, speech bubbles and more.
Once again, the Windows
menu is conspicuous by its
absence, and compatibility is
less than perfect: we had
problems opening Powerpoint
files in Show.

Digging further into the
Format menu reveals a set of

design templates in Powerpoint
.pot format, but apparently there
is no way to preview these you
have to take .pot luck. However,
they do have a professionally
designed look, and it's simple to
try each one. You also get
custom animations and
transitions, so you can make
your audience dizzy watching
text and graphics fly, spiral or
shimmer into place. Despite the
good set of flowchart and
connector symbols we couldn't
find an easy way of creating bar
charts and other graphs: all the
other presentation creators have
a mini -spreadsheet tool for this.

Performance was crisp, but we
were alarmed to see the memory
consumption in Windows XP -
with one document open in each
of the three applications, the
Java environment took up twice
the memory of Word, Excel and
Powerpoint combined.

If you don't want to be tied to
Windows, this is worth a try.

DETAILS

RRP CD version £49.99 (£42.54
ex VAT), download version $49.95
(approx £27)
BEST PRICE
vnvw.pcw.co.uk/bestprIces
PRODUCT INFORMATION
Thinkfree
www.thInkfree.com
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Windows 98 or later, Pentium 266,
64MB Ram, 25MB disk space
PROS Small, speedy, cross -platform
CONS A few bugs and annoyances
VERDICT
Definitely worth a try, but needs
a little more work

FEATURES ***
EASE OF USE ***
VALUE FOR MONEY****
OVERALL *.****
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Table of features For the best office suite prices go to www.pcw.co.uk/bestprices

MO

t. t..,
EDITOR'S

CHOICE

.

HIGHLY
COMMENDED

'...': 721:::,

MANUFACTURER ABILITY COREL LOTUS MICROSOFT
SUN

MICROSYSTEMS
THINKFREE

PRODUCT OFFICE

WORDPERFECT

OFFICE 11

STANDARD

SMARTSUITE 9.8
OFFICE 2003

PROFESSIONAL
STAR OFFICE 7 OFFICE

Price inc VAT (ex VAT) £49.95 (£42.51) £276.13 (£235) £225.60 (E192) £459 (£390.64) £52.99 (£45.10) £49.99 (£42.54)

Price for download 69.95 (59.53) N/A £155.45 (£132.30) N/A $79.95 $49.95

Telephone 020 72311004 01628 589 800 0800 169 1458 0870 601 0100 N/A N/A

URL www.uk.ability.com www.wordperfect.com www.lotus.com www.mitrosoft.com/uk/office www.sun.com/staroffice www.thinkfree.com

Windows versions

supported
95 or later 98SE, NT4 SP6a or later 95, NT SP6 or later 2000 SP3, XP 98, NT SP6 or later 98 or later

Other platforms None None OS/2 Warp Macintosh OSX Solaris, Linux Linux, Mac Classic & OSX

Memory required

under Windows XP
32MB 64MB 128MB 128MB 64MB 64MB

Disk space for

typical installation
50MB 330MB 293MB 360MB 250MB 36MB

Downloadable trial v r x v r
Unicode support x x r r r
XML support x r r v

pdf creation r r x r
Proofing languages

supplied/available
2/11 26/26 17/41 4/126 20/20 9/9

Grammar checking

(UK English)
x

Relational database

management
r v

Voice control x x v x x

Handwriting

recognition
x x 6, X

Presentation graphics x r r ix r v
Vector drawing module r x x x V

Photo -editing module r x x x X

Printed manual x v x x r
Calendar/Email x/x x/x v/x r/v x/x x/x

Contact management x r r r
Worksheet size

(columns x rows)
256/65,536 18,278/1,000,000 256/65,536 256/65,536 256/32,000 256/65,536

Worksheets to a book 256 18,278 256 256 256 256

Spreadsheet functions 240 396 332 338 348 320

Autocorrect X r V r V r
Indexing/TOC x r r r ix

Wizards or equivalent Wizards Perfect Expert Smartmasters Wizards Autopilots None

Macro language VBScript Perfectscript, VBA Lotus Script VBA Star Office Basic None

Group review/

version control
r r r

Clipart collection x r r V r v

SCORES

Features ***** *** -t- t *** , * ***** **** *****
Ease of use ****A **** ****-n **** **** ****k
Value for money ***** ** **- **** * ***-* *> *****,-
Overall **** *** *** ****m **** **** *

Vendors of group test products are only obliged to sell them at the prices quoted here (which include delivery and credit card surcharges) for the life of this PCW issue. They may also change components under certain circumstances.
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Editor's Choice
0 f the long-established names,

Lotus doesn't seem to be trying
very hard - if at all. This is a shame,

as it was an original, friendly and versatile
product in its heyday. But version 9.x
has been with us since 1998, and parent
company IBM shows little sign of taking it
any further. We can't think of any reason -
apart from devoted brand loyalty - for
purchasing this product.

Corel is trying a lot harder with the
Wordperfect 11 suite: in some respects,
such as the XML support, it has caught
up with Microsoft, and in others, such as
the creation of Adobe Acrobat documents,
surpassed it. However, like Lotus, it has
yet to implement the Unicode standard,
which seems rather shortsighted for a
corporation addressing an international
market. It's also worrying that Corel has
thrown in the towel with its personal
organiser, calendar and email package
and is encouraging its customers to buy
Microsoft Outlook instead.

'It is obvious
that "budget" is
no longer a term
of condescension'

Finally, when the packaging lists the
number one new feature as the option to
return to the 'Wordperfect 5.1 Classic
mode', one starts to wonder whether the
company is looking back at a glorious past
rather than forward to a challenging future.

The winners
Microsoft Office 2003 was disqualified
from an award last year, as it was still in beta
version. Much as we like to see giant -killers,
it's not going to happen this time round.
Given the sheer development effort that
Microsoft puts into its products and the
constant innovation, we would be failing
in our duty to readers if we awarded our
Editor's Choice to anyone else.

Once again Microsoft has tried to please
all of the people all of the time - and largely
succeeded. The rights management and
XML capabilities should keep the corporate
users happy, while end users will appreciate
the new reading view (especially on
laptops), the Research Pane and the suite -
wide, wizard -assisted ease of use. Finally,
Microsoft is the only contender to offer a

EDITOR'S,
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complete and integrated contacts, calendar
and email package in the form of the
redesigned and toughened -up Outlook.

That doesn't mean it's the best choice for
everyone, especially if you don't want to pay
several hundred pounds for an office suite.
In fairness, we would point out that there are
reduced prices for upgraders from previous
versions of Office, as well as a cut-price
version for students and teachers. There are
also bargains such as Microsoft Works, which
have the full majesty of Word 2002 and
'light' spreadsheet and database capabilities.

This year, we have three strong
contenders at the £50 mark, and it has
become obvious that 'budget' is no longer
a term of condescension. We couldn't help
but like the new kid on the block, Thinkfree.
It packs a great deal into a tiny footprint,
and its Java coding and cross -platform
capabilities give it an air of street credibility
that the more staid suites don't have.

We're not quite sure how useful 20MB of
online storage is - many ISPs give you more
than this as part of a dial -up deal - but the
Thinkfree Folders utility makes it easy to get
at without having to deal with the intricacies
of FTP. We did feel that it had a few rough
edges and couldn't quite match the feature
set of Ability or Star, but we'll definitely be
keeping an eye open for the next version.

Last year's Editor's Choice, Ability Office,
remains an excellent alternative. Its modest
megabyte footprint hides a wealth of
powerful features, including a suite -wide
development language, and we stand by
what we said last year in that it looks very
much a long-term contender, with a major
upgrade due later this year. It's especially
useful for small businesses or other
organisations that need fully fledged and
comprehensible database management.

The final contestant, Star Office 7,
has seen a major overhaul in the past year,
and comes with a lot of extras in the form
of Autopilots, clipart and the quirky -but -
clever drawing application. Like Microsoft
and Wordperfect, it supports XML, and
outdoes Microsoft by exporting Adobe
Acrobat documents. It has Unicode
support, which is a great advantage if you
don't want to be confined to the Latin
alphabet, a comprehensive development
language and good multilingual proofing.
Despite the intractability and limitation of
the Adabas database, we have no hesitation
in giving Star Office 7 our Highly
Commended award.

Don't forget if you've bought the DVD
edition of PCW you can try out four of the
packages reviewed here.
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A LIST

inking...
of buying a computer?

Come to the AWARD WINNING PC manufacturer

PC's from £399  Build your own PC online
All Systems come with a 2 Year On -Site Parts & Labour Warranty

Monarch XP3000  £1,174.00 inc VAT
"The Big Black JAL is a well balanced system. It's Performance is more

than adequate and the extras supplied are among the best to be

supplied at this price" Jim Martin, Labs Editor, PC Pro January 2004

 XP 3000 Processor  512Mb Memory  ATI Radeon 9600 128mb Graphic Card
 120Gb Serial ATA 8mb 150Mb/s Hard Drive  52x32x52 CDRW  16x DVD
 17" Ilyama Prolite E430S TFT Screen  Terra Tec Boomsland 2100 Gaming Mouse
 Olmpus Camedia C150 Digital Camera  Microsoft Works Suite 2004
 5 Game Pack*  XP Home (XP CD)

'I -War to edge of Chaos, Red Faction, Tactical Ops Assault on Terror, Tom

Clancy's Rainbow Sot, Unreal Tomament Game of the Year Edition. Game Dnve

JAL Monarch 3000PCW  £999.00inc VAT c°1421*
"An excellent, all rount PC. The fast, powerful Monarch 3000PCW

is a viable addition to anyone's Christmas List"

'Rory Reid, Personal Computer World, January 2004'

 Athlon XP 3000 Processor  512Mb Memory  GeForce FX5600 128mh Graphic Card
 80Gb Serial ATA 8mb 150Mb/s Hard Drive  4x +/- DVD-RW/CDRW  16x DVD
 15" Sharp LL-T15A-B TFT Screen  Microsoft Works Suite 2004  XP Home (XP CD)

FEATURES ******
ERGONOMICS ******
EXPANSION ******
PERFORMANCE ******

rid

Windows
2,24.4222/2.020

Mom.* Vandown

2.22./.2110.011

CB 2800 VS  £704.00inc VAT

'JAL's feature packed machine is brimming with potential

for future expansion."...all in all we have no hesitation

in awarding JAL a full six stars for features'

'Ben Henley, Labs Writer, Computer Buyer, April 2004'

 Athlon XP 2800+  512Mb 333Mhz DDR Memory  120Gb Hard Drive
 nForce2 AN Motherboard, 6 x USB, 2 x Firewire, 2 x 10/100 LAN
 GeForce FX 5600 128Mb Graphic Card  Intel V92 Modem
 16 x DVD Rom - 32x52x32 CDRW  6 in 1 Internal Card Reader
 Logitech Wireless Keyboard & Mouse
 Altec Lansing 251 5.1 Home Theatre Speakers

 Viewsonic ViewSonic E70F+SB 17" Flat Screen CRT Monitor
 Windows XP Home (Full CD)  Microsoft Worksuite 2004

The computer made personal See the Website for Upgrade Options

Telephone 0870 752 5810 Fax 0870 752 5811
Lines/Showroom open Monday - Saturday 9.30 - 5.30pm

Buy on line via our secure server at www.jal.co.uk
BUSINESS CENTRES AT Victoria Road, Fenton,STOKE-ON-TRENT,

Bridge Street, MACCLESFIELD & Rochdale Road, MANCHESTER
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Wimax boost for
wireless broadband
Intel has outlined plans to
increase the availability of
affordable wireless broadband
using a mixture of Wifi and
802.16, Wimax technologies.
Wimax complements Wifi by
connecting wireless hot spots
to the Internet and offering a
wireless alternative to the
last -mile broadband services
provided by telecoms
companies such as BT.

According to Sean Maloney,
vice-president of the Intel
Communications Group, the
chip maker is set to ship Wimax
silicon in the second half of the
year. It is also in discussion with
Siemens and Proxim, with the
aim of using the technology to
connect more than five million
users to the Internet for
whom land -based broadband
alternatives are either too
expensive or unavailable.

DDS -4 successor
A successor to the DDS -4 tape
format has been developed,
which extends capacity from
25GB to 36GB per cartridge or
up to 72GB with compression.
Called Dat 72, tape drives
supporting the new format from
HP and Certance (Seagate) are
backwards compatible with
earlier devices and are up to
25 per cent faster.

Internal and external drives
are both available. A full review
of the HP Storageworks Dat 72
will be included next month.

This month we check out an ADSL router, a tape backup
solution and focus on server -based computing

Check Point secures Lan traffic
Check Point has
announced a family
of products designed

to tackle security inside firewall
defences. To do this, the new
Interspect appliances monitor
Lan traffic and apply a mix
of stateful inspection and
application intelligence
technologies. They can protect
systems from a wide range of
threats including worms which,
if they get past perimeter
defences, spread rapidly and
are hard to eradicate.

The hardware involved is a
self-contained server running
the Linux-based Secure Platform
operating system. Multiple
Ethernet interfaces can be
specified for connectivity and
the network segmented into a
number of different security
zones. Customised security
policies can then be applied to

New Interspect appliances provide
additional security inside normal
perimeter firewall defences

each zone and suspect
computers automatically
quarantined when suspicious
activity is detected. Among
other actions users are notified
by the appliance when this
happens and advised as to how
they can disinfect their PCs,
download patches to block
further attacks and return to
their normal working zone.

Nick Lowe, Check Point
UK managing director, said
Interspect provided pre-emptive
protection and automated
clean-up procedures. 'Interspect
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tracks published vulnerabilities
in the leading software
environments and provides
protection before attacks occur,'
claimed Lowe.

The ability to handle a
wide range of protocols on
the Lan, is another key feature.
Interspect appliances can be
managed directly via a web
interface or together with
other Check Point security
solutions from a central
management console. Prices
range from £5,000 to £22,000
ex VAT depending on the
amount of bandwidth to
manage, with Interspect aimed
initially at the medium to large
enterprise market.

Unix code on Windows improved
Corporate users wanting
to migrate Unix/Linux
applications onto their

Windows servers will be
interested in the latest version
of Services for Unix (SFU 3.5).
In the previous update in May
2002, Microsoft added a full
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Silnites for UNIX Setup Wizard
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SFU 3.5 supports multi -threaded
Unix/Linux applications running
on a Windows host

application subsystem, based
on Interix technology, to enable
customers to compile and run
Unix/Linux code on Windows
systems. That's been further
enhanced in SFU 3.5, released
in January, with support for
threaded applications and
significant improvements
in terms of performance.

File I/O, for example, is
claimed now to be within 10
per cent of the native Win32
subsystem, while improvements
in multiprocessor scalability
offer up to a 50 per cent
improvement in native
Apache performance on SMP
Windows servers. There are
enhancements too in the
Server for NFS and Server for
NIS components, both on the

performance and functionality
fronts. Telnet and other
utilities are also updated
and there's better integration
with Active Directory.

SFU 3.5 supports a broad
range of Unix and Linux
platforms and can be
installed on Windows 2000
(Professional and Server),
Windows XP Professional
and all Windows Server
2003 editions. The necessary
software can be downloaded
free by registering at
www.microsoft.com/wIndows/
sfu. However, it's a massive
215MB download, so users
without a broadband
connection may prefer to
order the CD -Rom,
available via the same URL.
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ADSL ROUTER

Draytek Vigor 2600V
Affordable voice and data for teleworkers and branch offices

It looks like an ordinary ADSL router, but you can also plug
in telephone handsets and make VoIP phone calls using the
Vigor 2600V (above)

One of the benefits of
ADSL is the ability to
use the always -on

Internet link to carry voice as
well as data traffic. Costly
telephone charges can be
avoided in this way, making
it popular with companies
wanting to encourage
teleworking or connect satellite
offices to the corporate PBX.
On the downside, costly Voice
over IP (VoIP) handsets and
IP-enabled PBX systems are
normally required, ruling out
the technology for smaller
organisations. Which is where
the Vigor 2600V - from
specialist vendor Draytek -
scores by incorporating VoIP
processing into a low-cost ADSL
router which can be used with
ordinary analogue handsets.

No bigger than a standard
ADSL router, the Vigor 2600V
has two ports at the back into
which handsets are attached
using supplied adapters. Normal
dial, ring and other call tones
are then generated by these
interfaces but, instead of phone
or extension numbers, users dial
the IP address of a remote VoIP
system. Alternatively, it's
possible to use quick dial codes
and a built-in directory or a
Registrar (proxy) service to
locate users without knowing
their address.

Of course, the device at the
other end needs to support the
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP),
but you're not limited solely to
communicating with other
Vigor 2600V routers. Cisco, for
example, offers a number of SIP -
compatible devices, and you can
also get SIP softphones for use
on a desktop PCs such as the
popular X-Lite utility (available
from www.xten.com). Windows
Messenger is SIP -compatible too.

In all cases the analogue
voice signals are digitised and
compressed into an RTP (Real-
time Transport Protocol) stream.
This is then transmitted peer -
to -peer over the broadband
Internet connection and
decoded back to voice by the
hardware/software at the other
end. Voice traffic is carried
concurrently with data and a
number of different codecs
(coder -decoders) are supported,
optimised for different
bandwidth conditions to give
good voice quality even on
relatively slow ADSL uplinks.

QoS (Quality of Service)
options are also built into the
Draytek router, to ensure voice
traffic always takes precedence
over data. On top of that, the
2600V is already a very well -
specified small business router.
On the hardware front, for
example, there's a built-in four -

The Vigor 2600V can be used
to make voice calls to other
SIP -compatible devices,
including the popular X-Lite
softphone (below)

port 10/100Mbits/sec Ethernet
switch for local networking,
with 802.11g wireless on
the 2600VG model (E239
ex VAT) and optional ISDN
backup facilities, if required.
A USB port also enables a
printer to be attached to the
router and shared on the Lan,
plus there's a built-in firewall
and VPN support.

Voice and data can both be
carried in secure VPN tunnels,
the router supporting both Lan -
to -Lan and Lan-to-teleworker
tunnelling. A dedicated
coprocessor can handle up to
16 simultaneous tunnels using
PPTP, L2TP and IPSec protocols,
with a choice of pre -shared keys
or X.509 digital certificates and
Radius authentication.

Content filtering is yet
another option and, like most
networking products these days,
the Vigor 2600V is managed via
a straightforward graphical
browser interface. It all adds up
to what looks like an ideal small
business product, the VoIP
facilities making an already
well -specified, low-cost router
even more attractive. However,
there are limitations, starting
with the use of SIP, a VoIP
protocol that isn't as widely
implemented as alternatives,
such as H.323, which is used by
other telephony vendors.

Support for H.323 plus MGCP
(Media Gateway Control
Protocol) and Megaco is
planned but could take some
months to appear.

In addition, the phone ports
on the Vigor 2600V only
support FXS (Foreign Exchange
Subscriber) mode, which means
you can only plug in telephone
handsets, not PBX or PSTN
(Public Switched Telephone
Network) phone lines. However,
later this year a version will be
available that supports FXO
(Foreign Exchange Office)
connectivity. You'll then be
able to use the Draytek router
as an analogue to VoIP gateway,
to enable remote teleworkers
and offices to be linked into
a corporate PBX, and make
and receive calls as though
locally attached.

In the meantime, the UK
distributor is offering customers
access to a public SIP gateway
using self-financing 0870
numbers to allow calls to and
from the public switched
network. As one of the first
products to tackle the cost
and complexity of IP telephony,
the Vigor 2600V is well worth
watching, with a lot more to
come in the next few months.

DETAILS

PRICt. £233.83 (E199 ex VAT)
CONTACT SEG Communications
020 8381 5500 www.draytek.co.uk
SPECIFICATION'
Four -port 10/100 Ethernet switch 
USB print server  SIP -compatible
VoIP support with 2 FXS ports 
Firewall with content filtering  Lan -to -
Lan & Teleworker-to-Lan VPN support

PROS Analogue phone ports;
choice of codecs; Ethernet switch &
USB print server; firewall & VPN
CONS No support for H.323,
MGCP or Megaco; FXS mode only
VEP
Affordable for teleworkers and
branch offices, but lacks
PSTN/PBX connectivity

PERFORMANCE * * Rr
FEATURES ****
ENTERPRISE VALUE *****
OVERALL ****
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WORKSTATION GRAPHICS

Nvidia Quadro FX1100

Good OpenGL performance on a budget

The Nvidia Ouadro FX1100,
an affordable graphics
adapter for Cad and
DCC professionals

The FX1100 is aimed at
Cad (computer aided
design) and DCC (digital

content creation) users looking
for a high-performance graphics
card. Roughly a third of the
price of the top -of -the -range
Quadro 3000, it has a similar
128bit floating point graphics
pipeline and outperforms
similarly priced competitors.

Aimed at the same mid -range
workstation market as the ATI
FireGL X2-256 (PCWJanuary
page 207), the FX1100 has two
DVI-I interfaces for multi -
monitor use. Max resolution is
lower than the ATI but, at 1,600 x
1,200, still usable. On a single
display, digital output rises to
3,840 x 2,400. Analogue displays
are supported using dual 400MHz
Dacs with a max resolution per
monitor of 2,048 x 1,536 at 85Hz.

The 128MB of DDR video
memory is half that in AlTs
adapter and the memory
interface is narrower, but you get
similar hardware -accelerated
rendering facilities and OpenGL
1.5 and DirectX 9.0 compatibility.
Drivers for Windows 95/98, NT,
2000 and XP are available, with
OpenGL drivers for Linux, all
certified for use with the leading
Cad and DCC applications.

Nvidia claims market -leading
figures for the FX1100 running
the Specviewperf 7.1 benchmark

(see www.pcw.co.uk/news/
1151558). This measures
OpenGL performance and,
although we didn't get quite the
same figures in our tests, the
Nvidia card beat the ATI adapter
on two out of the three
Specviewperf viewsets we tried.

Priced similarly to the ATI
adapter and others in the mid-
range workstation market, this
graphics card is more than a
match in terms of performance.
And PNY Technologies is
offering an extra year's warranty
on top of the standard two.

DETAILS

PRICE £757.88 (E645 ex VAT)
CONTACT PNY 01784 224 220
www.pny-europe.com
SPECIFICATIONS
128bit Nvidia Ouadro FX graphics
processor  128MB video Ram  AGP
8x bus  Dual DVI-I Interfaces  Max
resolution 3,840 x 2,400 (single
digital display)  Dual 400MHz Dacs
for analogue output
PROS Dual DVI-I Interfaces;
Open GL performer; drivers
CONS 128MB video memory;
resolution; dual digital displays
VERDICT
Good OpenGL performance, but
lack of video memory is a shame

PERFORMANCE *'***1
FEATURES *** *
ENTERPRISE VALUE ** * *
OVERALL ****

Fast talking
operators

47F.).

/W11.41,7

WLI-CB-G54A

ex. vat

E39-94
inc. vat

WBR-G54

ex. vat

inc. vat

NEW!
1 20GB Network -
attached storage

HD-H120LAN

ex. vat

£234.99
inc. vat

Ideal for business or at home
 Fast 54Mbps wireless throughput
 7 times times faster than 802.11 b with

Frame Bursting Technology
 Supports next generation security

(WPA & AES)

 54Mbps USB and Ethernet Converter
 802.11b/g Wi-Fi Certified

CERTIFIED

H prices ore Rf?P

For further details, contact any of the
following Mall Order resellers

Scan International 08707 554 747 www.scan.co.uk

Mlsco 08707 208 720 www.misco.co.uk

Dabs.com 08704 293 010 www.dabs.com

Nick Knows 08701 624 970 www.nickknows.com

BUFFALO
www.buffalo-technology.com

Global leader in design, development and manufacturing
of PC Peripherals. Established since 1988.
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Not everything is as useful
as the Personal Computer

World newsletter
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The new weekly Personal Computer
World email newsletter is your essential
guide to what's happening in the world
of technology. Every week you'll receive,
straight to your inbox, the most up-to-date
news and reviews, the latest downloads
from the PCW website, an exclusive
newsletter reader offer and handy
hotlinks to your favourite website
sections. And what's more it's FREE!

PERSONAL NS)

COMPU :41
WORLD

To receive your weekly
Personal Computer World newsletter,

simply register today at
www.pcw.co.uk/newsletter

DESKTOP MANAGEMENT

Vector Networks PC -Duo

Pick and mix small business solution
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The benefit of PC -Duo Enterprise 2.1 is its modularity, with inventory,
software distribution, remote control and more managed from one console

At the heart of PC -Duo
Enterprise 2.1 is the
Enterprise Console,

implemented as a Microsoft
Management Console (MCC)
snap -in with a unique graphical
look and feel. Agents for Dos and
Windows are provided, and
clients and console communicate
via a shared directory. Collected
data is maintained in a site
database, which can be the Jet
database supplied or any ODBC-
compatible product.

Management modules can be
purchased to suit a range of
needs, with a comprehensive
inventory module first. Some
600 hardware and software items
can be identified using this
module and the information
browsed and queried from the
console, with facilities to group
nodes according to their setup.

Add the diagnostics module to
compare configurations and
restore damaged applications
remotely, or software distribution
to push packages and updates out
to clients with good facilities to
schedule, monitor and manage
the process.

Installation is quick and very
straightforward with any
Windows updates supplied on
the CD -Rom. It was easy to
navigate the console interface
and we were impressed by the
reporting, with facilities to

export reports in Word, Excel,
HTML and other formats. The
recently updated remote control
module is worth having to
enable support staff to take full
control of problem systems.
There's also an integrated help
desk application (£579 ex VAT)
with a full web interface to
manage support calls and follow
up on resolutions.

The fact that you can manage
only Dos and Windows PCs is a
minor gripe. It's hard not to like
this package, which has a lot to
offer enterprises.

DETAILS

PRICE From £19.79 (E16.84 ex VAT)
per user for 10 inventory licences
CONTACT Vector Networks
01827 67333
vnvw.vector-networks.com
SPECIFICATIONS
Windows 98, ME, NT4, 2000/2003
or XP for the Enterprise Console 
60MB free disk space & optional
ODBC database  Dos and Windows
clients supported
PROS Modular; helpdesk module;
deployment; inventory collection
CONS Windows only
VERDICT
Comprehensive small business
desktop management solution

FEATURES
ENTERPRISE VALUE *
EASE OF USE
OVERALL * * **
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TAPE BACKUP

CA Brightstor Arcserve Backup for Windows 11
Numerous enhancements lead to better, faster backups
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In addrbon to tape dnves,13nghtStor ARCsene Backup can bah up yourdata
dorecdy to disk. When you back up to thsk, source data IS coped to a directory
on your computer or to another computer in your network.

In this Mona!, we are badcing up to disk. Therefore, before the backup, we
must create a rile System Device:

1 Click the Configure a File System Elevice link to the right pane of des
tutu 1. The Device Configurahon Wuard appears

2 Click the Add button. The derice name and descnotion are generated
automatically, but you can change them as you like

3. Click the Location column and enter a location (the directory where
backup copies will be stored) or dick the arrow to browse to the proper

Firash and then dick Ext.

The destination for your first backup Job ,s ready.
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Left: For new users a 'My First
Backup' tutorial has been added

RECOMMENDED to the already very intuitive
user interface in Brightstor
Arcserve Backup Vii

Below: A Report generator and
a clutch of standard reports
have been added in this release

f -

The latest release of the
Brightstor Arcserve
Backup application has

numerous enhancements
requested by customers. These
include improvements to the user
interface and extended
international language support,
with optional 168bit 3DES
encryption and the ability to
handle Worm (write once read
many) recording devices. Support
for the new VSS (volume shadow
copy service) in Windows Server
2003 has been added, as well as a
number of performance and
scalability tweaks, including the
ability to multiplex backup jobs
to take full advantage of high-
speed tape technologies.

Only a Windows version of
Arcserve 11 is available at
present, although Netware and
Linux implementations will
follow later in the year. In the
meantime, the Windows
software can be used to back up
other platforms using the usual
optional agents. There are also
add -ins to handle Exchange
servers, databases and other open
files. Although the Windows VSS
support is part of the updated
Open File add -in, users of Small
Business Server 2003 can get a
special bundle that includes this
and the Exchange and SQL add -
ins for just £700 ex VAT.

Upgrades are also available,
and full integration with

previous Arcserve
V9 servers comes as
standard. You can
also manage V9 iti

and V11 Arcserve
servers (there was no V10) from
the high -end Brightstor
Enterprise backup program.

We tried the new software on
a Windows 2000 server with a
small tape library fitted. It was
easy to use. Backup devices are
discovered automatically, library
support is built in and the already
intuitive user interface is made
even slicker with a new 'My First
Backup' tutorial for first -timers.
Also worth having are a clutch of
extra reports and a built-in report
generator to create your own.

The documentation has been
made easier to navigate and
there's a new pre-flight checking
option. This makes sure
everything needed for a backup
is in place, not just in terms of
the backup media, but network
and security access to the
resources involved. There are
also scripting changes, with a
new redirection facility for
when jobs fail, as well as
updated command line utilities
that wait for backup jobs to
complete with a return code
indicating success or failure.

On the scalability front,
support for 64bit Windows has
been added, with enhancements
when backing up data held on

Mai*
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Nas (Network Attached Storage)
devices. In particular, it's now
possible to direct the backup
of an NDMP (Network Data
Management Protocol)
compatible Nas server to
another Nas device with a tape
drive or library attached. The
tape copy command has been
enhanced to include support for
disk -to -disk backup and disk
staging prior to copying to tape.

Customers with Windows
Server 2003 will appreciate the
VSS support that allows volumes
to be backed up in real time with
minimal effect on applications
using them.

The multiplexing option
is also interesting. Parallel
streaming - where backup
jobs write to several tape drives
simultaneously - has long
been supported, but the reverse
happens with multiplexing,
with data from multiple
backups streamed to a single
drive or library.

Previously only available in
high -end backup applications,
performance is enhanced by
multiplexing, as the backup
device doesn't have to wait for
the software to work out what to
send next. This is especially

important on tape drives. They
have to continually rewind to
cope with 'bursty' data, and can
give as much as a four -fold
improvement in performance
which, even if not fully realised,
could seriously reduce backup
times on multi -server networks.
Multiplexing can increase the
time taken to perform a restore
as the data will be mixed up
with other jobs on the same
media set, but CA claims to have
optimised retrieval to ensure
that restores are no slower when
multiplexing is employed.

Elsewhere, the optional Lotus
Domino agent has had some
performance tweaks in this
release, as has the Exchange
agent. Exchange users also get
document -level backup and
restore facilities, as well as the
ability to migrate data from one
version of Exchange to another.
Finally, there's full integration
with the new Brightstor
Arcserve Backup for Laptops and
Desktops, formerly called
Brightstor Mobile Backup.

There's a lot in this package,
but the improvements are all
worthwhile and make what was
already one of the slickest and
quickest server -based backup
applications around even better.

DETAILS

PRICE From £642.73 (E547 ex VAT)
CONTACT Computer Associates
01753 242 679 www.ca.com
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
350MHz processor  256MB memory
 350MB disk space  Windows 2000,
XP Pro, Server 2003 or Storage
Server 2003  Tape, disk, writable
CD/DVD or Nas device for backup
PROS Multiplexing; Windows VSS
support; enhanced Nas backup;
reports and report writer;
Exchange backup/restore
CONS Modular format can be

expensive; Windows only initially
VERDICT
Adds useful facilities to suit
both small and large enterprises

FEATURES *****
ENTERPRISE VALUE *****
EASE OF USE ****
OVERALL *****
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NETWORK SERVER

HP Proliant DL140
High -quality rack -dense solution for server farms

As applied by HP to its
Proliant servers, DL
stands for 'Dense Line',

so it's no surprise that the
Proliant DL140 is a slim, 1U,
rackmount solution. As such, up
to 42 DL140s can be crammed
into the racks used in most
corporate data centres to giving a
density only exceeded by blade
server alternatives. It's also
possible to specify two fast Xeon
processors, up to 4GB of memory
and two internal hard disks per
server. PCI-X expansion is
another key feature although, as
with many rack -dense solutions,
compromises have been made to
achieve space and cost savings.

We've come to expect a high
build quality with HP Proliant
servers, and the DL140 is no
exception, housed in a robust
metal enclosure with a neat
internal layout. There are few

111110110111111111MMINIM

trailing cables and power comes
from a 325w supply. The only
disappointment is the lack of
redundancy or hot -plug power
options. There's no redundancy
or hot -swapping when it comes
to cooling, either, but five fans
are inside the unit and the
airflow is optimised for rack -
dense environments. Slide -out,
rackmounting rails are optional.

Inside the case is a highly
integrated HP motherboard, with
sockets for two Intel Xeon
processors clocked at 2.4GHz or
3.2GHz. A Server works GC -SL
chipset provides the multi-
processing support, and the
model we tested had two of the
faster processors, equipped with
1MB of L2 cache memory each
and ECC (Error Checking and
Correction) protection. Support
for Hyperthreading and a
533MHz front -side bus are
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Application sharing performance

HP Proliant DL140

Dell Poweredge 1650

HP Proliant D1140 Dell Poweredge1650

Much better specified than our reference Dell Poweredge 1650,
the HP Proliant with its dual 3.2GHz Xeon processors and 1GB of
memory comfortably outpaced the older Pentium III -equipped Dell
in the Labs

standard features. Our test server
had 1GB of memory with four
Dimm slots to take this up to a
maximum 4GB using PC2100
DDR memory running at
266MHz with ECC protection.

Lan connectivity is handled
by an integrated Broadcom dual
Gigabit controller, and there's an
onboard ATI Rage XL video
controller with 8MB of dedicated
video memory. You also get four
USB ports, with two on the front
panel to make it easy to add local
peripherals (such as a keyboard
and mouse) when in a rack.

The main storage controller is
integrated onto the motherboard,
so the single expansion slot is
free to start with. It is PCI-X
compatible and accommodates
64bit full-length cards with a bus
speed of up to 133MHz.

Unfortunately most of the
compromises have been made in
storage. There's no floppy drive,
although a CD -Rom can be fitted.
There's only space for two hard
disks, which is fair enough on a
1U server, but there's no hot -swap
facility and the integrated dual -
channel controller only supports
ATA/100 devices. Two 80GB disks
are the only option, giving an
internal capacity of just 160GB,
and the mechanisms used have a
spin speed of just 7,200rpm.

With only two disks, there's
little need for hardware -based
Raid, but faster drives would
boost performance, while larger
capacity models wouldn't add
significantly to the price. Still,
the main use of the DL140 is
likely to be as a front-end web
server in a load -balanced cluster,
where processing power is more
important than storage speed or

Top left (front view)
and bottom left
(rear view): The
HP Proliant DL140
crams a lot of
processing power
into its slimline
1U case

capacity. The DL140 performed
well in our Lab tests when
running a typical workload for
just such a configuration,
proving to be the fastest two-way
server we've tested to date. And,
if you need fast storage, the PCI-
X slot can be used to hook the
DL140 up to an external array or
San (storage area network).

An operating system isn't
normally included in the price,
but the DL140 is certified for both
Windows and Linux use (Red Hat
and United Linux), and most
resellers will pre -load one to suit.
A one-year on -site warranty is
provided, which can be extended
with a range of service and
support plans. Basic remote
monitoring and management are
also features on what is a capable
product for enterprises looking
for rack -dense server products.

DETAILS

PRICE £2,990.38 (£2,545 ex VAT)
CONTACT Hewlett-Packard
0845 270 4222 www.hp.com
SPECIFICATIONS
1U rackmount case, 2 Intel 3.2GHz
Xeon DP processors, 1MB ECC cache,

533MHz FSB  1GB PC2100 ECC DDR

memory  Dual -channel ATA/100
storage controller  2 Maxtor 80GB
disks  Dual Gigabit Ethernet
interfaces  64bit/133MHz PCI-X slot
PROS Dual Xeon capable; 4GB
memory; dual Gigabit Ethernet
CONS Storage capacity and
performance; power supply; redun-
dancy; no hot -swap options
VERDICT
Top-quality rack -dense server

PERFORMANCE ** ** *
FEATURES * **
ENTERPRISE VALUE *** **
OVERALL ****$,
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what's the enhancemen

D -Link's NEW AirPlusXtremeG+ is an
enhanced high-performance 802.11g wireless
range that delivers MORE.

What's more, you get real throughput at eight
times faster than ordinary 802.11b wireless LAN.

The AirPlusXtremeG+ range supports wireless
networking speeds of up to 54Mbps. while providing
seamless interoperability with all existing 802.11b and 802.11b+
wireless equipment.

With high data transfer rates, better security and better throughput
you have to go with MORE.

Additional 8% off standard pricing for the following sectors:
Education, Healthcare, MOD, Local/Central Government and
Charities, as part of the D -Link Clarity Pricing Programme.

" When used with other 802.11g devices
" When used with other AirPlusXtremeG+ devices
- Environmental factors may adversely affect range

Up to

8
aster

Up to

54

 802.11g wireless LAN standard

 Up to 54Mbps data rate "
 Real throughput 8x faster than 802.11b devices -

 Stronger network security with 64/128/256 -bit
WEP data encryption

 User-friendly configuration, diagnostic utility

 Connects up to 100 metres indoors,
400 metres outdoors """

54Mbps AirPlusXtremeG+ Range (802.119+)

Wireless 54Mbps Access Point NEW
Wireless 54Mbps CardBus Adapter NEW
Wireless 54Mbps PCI Adapter NEW
Wireless 54Mbps Access Point & Router NEW

DWL-2000AP+
DWL-G650+
DWL-G520+
01-624+



OLD IT
RIGHT THERE,
SUNSHINE.

If your email has a virus,

it's not getting through.

If it's spam, it's not getting

through. Frankly if it's

wearing trainers it'll have

a tough job. 24x7 server

side protection is now
FREE with every Inweb

broadband connection.

Inweb Networks was

the highest placed

ISP-Telco in The

Sunday Times ARM

AR Tech Track 100, 2003

At Inweb we take your protection online very seriously.

With spam filling email inboxes worldwide and a new

PC virus breaking out almost every week we want you

to be as safe as possible.

That's why our broadband package comes with FREE

24x7 server -side virus and spam protection. Most
other ISPs will make you pay for this kind of peace

of mind, but we think it's your right, not a privilege.

Call us on 0800 0612 002 and we'll help you, your

family or your business onto broadband - and we'll

keep the unwanted elements out.

Our unique broadband package costs just £25
(ex VAT) a month and includes all this:

 24x7 virus filtering
 24x7 spam filtering
 Free modem or connection
 5 x POP email accounts

 Fax -to -email

 Back-up 128k dial -in service

Check out our performance on www.adslguide.org.uk

and if you need even more speed, choose our

Home1000 or business services starting at only £33.99.

inwebI. ....
C,2004 Inweb Networks

Call us FREE on 0800 0612 002 or visit www.inweb.co.uk
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WORDS: ALAN STEVENS

Centre of
gravity
Hosting applications and desktops centrally on a remote server is becoming
an increasingly viable option, but what are the benefits? We take a look

NIAThether you call it server -based,
server -centric or thin -client
computing, interest is growing in the
technology that enables applications
and desktops to be hosted on remote

servers instead of local PCs. Reduced cost of ownership is,
typically, cited as the main benefit, most obviously as a
result of being able to replace conventional desktop PCs
with cheaper thin -client devices. But there are others
too, such as being able to manage applications and
user desktops centrally, reducing the amount of support
required and enabling product rollouts and updates to
be accomplished in hours instead of days.

Enhanced security is another key benefit of the server -
based approach. And the technology is increasingly used

to extend application access to remote and mobile
workers, customers and partners. It's these, and other,
benefits which appear to be driving renewed interest in
server -based computing, causing hardware and software
vendors alike to rethink their offerings.

If you've not looked at server -based computing for a
while, this feature will provide a good snapshot of what's
been happening and what's on offer. In particular it looks
at what you get as part of the latest Windows Server 2003
release and at exactly what specialist vendor Citrix has to
add. We also take a look at some of the latest developments
in thin client hardware, with examples from the leading
vendors. And if you're new to the subject you'll learn just
what the technology has to offer, how it's implemented
and whether it's something you should investigate further. Ij
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Conventional network computing

Data stored on remote
file server

Data only exchanged between
server and clients

Applications and desktop hosted on local PC with its own
processor, memory and hard disk

Server -based (thin client) computing

Applications and user desktops hosted on
remote application server running multi-user
operating system

Special protocols used to
exchange screen, keyboard i,
and mouse data between

application server and clients

Thin clients used solely to process
the local user interface Performance governed

by server processors
and memory

The principles behind server -based computing are best
described by comparison with the way more conventional
networks operate. In those, employees get their own
desktop PC able to run general office applications and
custom line of business (LOB) programs locally. The
documents these programs work on and the databases
they connect to are, typically, held on remote network
servers, but almost all of the processing work is performed
by the desktop PC.

With the server -based model, users run the same
applications, but on remote network servers rather
than locally. The servers can run several user sessions
concurrently and all the local desktop hardware does is

How server -based

computing differs
from the
conventional
networking model

provide the necessary user interface, in the form of
a screen, keyboard and mouse, much like old-style
mainframe terminals, albeit with a more modern
graphical interface.

Thin clients only have to handle the local user
interface, so can be smaller and cheaper than a
conventional desktop PC.

Special protocols are employed to allow the GUI
(graphical user interface) information to be exchanged
between the server and its desktop clients. The client
hardware is referred to as thin because it doesn't need a
powerful processor, lots of memory or even a hard disk
to do this job. There's just a modest processor and
enough Ram to handle the GUI, plus a small amount
of Flash memory to store settings and, on some devices,
hold drivers for local peripherals such as printers and
scanners. The operating system is also loaded from Flash
memory and is typically an implementation of either
Windows or Linux (we've looked at some examples,
starting on page 172). Either way, it will be a slimmed -
down version focused on providing the GUI support,
not running applications although, as we'll discuss
shortly, there are exceptions.

Along with applications it's possible to host the
whole user environment on the server including the
desktop, icons, individual user settings and so on.
Nothing at all then needs to be stored on the local
device, making it possible to support a range of different
thin -client platforms, handheld devices, kiosk access and
so on, yet still provide users with the same desktop they're
used to.

As far as the benefits are concerned, these would take a
lot of space to cover in detail, so we've summarised the
chief advantages in the box below, leaving it up to you to
draw your own conclusions. Similarly when it comes to
the disadvantages there are a number of reasons the
server -based approach might not be suitable and, again,
we've summarised some of them in the box on page 170.

The type of industry you work in is also relevant, with
education and manufacturing often cited as particularly
suited to the technology. It's not for everyone though, and
bear in mind that moving from a conventional network to
server -based computing involves a lot of upheaval and can
also be something of a culture shock - especially for those
used to having full control of what's installed and run on
their desktop PCs.

Pros of server -based computing
Reduced equipment costs
Thin -client hardware can be bought for a lot less than a
conventional PC, and because performance is determined
mainly by the host server, equipment lifecycles are extended.

Enhanced reliability
Thin -client hardware contains fewer components and is
more reliable than a desktop PC. With the cheaper devices
it's reasonable to keep hot spares for rapid replacement in the
event of a failure.

Reduced management costs
Applications and user settings can all be maintained centrally,
reducing the helpdesk/support burden. New applications and
updates can be rolled out rapidly with no need to visit
individual desktops.

Desktop independence
Because applications, desktops and data are all hosted centrally it

doesn't matter what system is used for access. Bandwidth
isn't a major issue either, as there's no need to transfer
large amounts of data as with conventional remote access,
for example.

Hot desking becomes a lot easier and users can log in
remotely using a variety of different devices, including wireless
notebooks, PDAs and kiosk terminals.

Regardless of the device, once authenticated users see their
expected desktop and run applications as normal.

Improved performance management
The path between applications and data is local to the server
rather than networked so performance is normally enhanced.

Application performance is governed chiefly by the specification
of the host servers, making it easy to scale as users and
applications are added.

Enhanced security
There are no local desktops to protect and local code can't
be modified so firewall, anti -virus and intrusion detection
efforts can be concentrated on protecting servers.
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Hotdeskinq becomes
a lot easier with
a server -based

computing solution,
as users can run
any application from
any machine

Server -based computing and Windows
When it comes to real products, Unix was the first
platform to offer server -based computing. Already a
multi-user operating system, all that was required was
the development of an extra layer of technology, called
X -Windows, to allow a GUI to be hosted remotely.
However, it took until the mid -1990s before Windows
got similar facilities and then it wasn't Microsoft that
led the way. Instead it was down to independent
developer Citrix Systems which used expertise gained
implementing server -based computing under OS/2 to
produce a product called Winframe for use with the
Windows NT platform.

Launched in 1995, Citrix Winframe was based on a
custom NT kernel with multi-user extensions added,
together with a thin -client communication protocol
known as ICA (Independent Computing Architecture)
which we'll talk more about shortly. Since then Microsoft
has licensed back the Citrix technology, first selling a
separate Terminal Server version of NT then bundling
the technology into the core server package. Renamed
Windows Terminal Services, the built-in multi-user
support first appeared in Windows 2000 Server and
was further updated recently (and confusingly renamed
back to Terminal Server) as part of the Windows Server
2003 release.

Microsoft has also dropped the Citrix ICA protocol in
favour of its own RDP (Remote Desktop Protocol). ICA
can still be used if you add the Citrix Metaframe product
(see The Citrix Connection on page 170), but Microsoft
has developed its own clients to use RDP, including an
ActiveX client for browser use, and built support for RDP
into Windows XP.

As well as a built-in thin client, the RDP facilities in
Windows XP are used to support the remote assistance
feature whereby users can allow another (expert) access to
their desktop over the Internet (see screenshot 1). On XP
Pro, RDP supports the remote desktop option, which
enables users to access their office PCs when travelling or
at home. In both cases the XP system acts as the Terminal
Server but is limited to hosting a single remote client
session with no extra licensing required.

The Terminal Server software can be employed in a
similar manner on a Windows server, specifically to
support remote administration (see boxout Remotely
possible, on page 172 for details). Used this way, up to
two sessions can be supported without the need for any
additional licences. However, to get full multi-user

Remote

Assistance and
Remote Desktop
in Windows XP
are based on an

implementation
of Windows

Terminal Server
and the Microsoft
RDP protocol

computing, additional Windows Terminal Server licences
need to be purchased, with a custom licence server
included to enforce compliance when configured this way.

For companies looking to try out Terminal Server, the
software can be installed and used for 90 days without
licensing and, although straightforward, the way the
product is licensed takes a little explaining. The server -side
software itself, for example, is covered by the main
Windows server licence but you need a Client Access
Licence (Cal) for every user, just as when accessing a
Windows server from an ordinary network PC. In
addition, however, every session hosted by the
Terminal Server also requires a separate TS -Cal, which
in the Windows Server 2003 version can be purchased
on a per user as well as a per device basis. Prices depend
on individual licensing agreements, so consult your
Windows supplier for details. Also check with thin -
client vendors, as licences for Terminal Server may
be included.

Terminal Server and 2003
Because it's built into the Windows Server software,
Terminal Server is very easy to evaluate. The fact that you
can use 'soft' thin clients running on a PC or in a browser
also makes it easy to trial. However, anyone considering
implementation in anger would be best advised to go for
the latest Windows Server 2003 version, as it has been
significantly enhanced compared to the implementation
in Windows 2000.

To start with, there's the XP -like desktop, added to
which the 2003 version takes full advantage of the extra
performance provided by the new operating system to
support more users on the same hardware. Unfortunately
there are no hard and fast limits here and a degree of
experimentation is required to get the hardware right.
However, tools for sizing Terminal Server hardware are
available from Microsoft and there's support in Terminal
Server for the latest network load balancing technology in
Windows Server 2003 to further help scale the solution.

The RDP protocol has been upgraded for the latest server
release too. For instance, with RDP 5 in Windows 2000
clients were limited to 256 colour displays, but with the 5.1
protocol implemented in Windows Server 2003 up to 24bit
colour can be selected at a maximum resolution of 1,600 x
1,200 (see screenshot 2 over page). But remember that the

System Properties

General I Computer Name Hardware

System Restore j Automatic Updates

112il

Advanced

Remote

Select the ways that this computer can be used from another
location.

R emote Assistance

r.7 Allow Remote Assistance invitations to be sent from this computer

Learn more about Remote Assistance.

Remote Desktop

J Allow users to connect remotely to this computer

Full computer name

EV0500

Learn more about Remote Desktop.

SCREENSHOT 1
OK

Advanced...

Select Remote Users

Cancel I Apply
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Cons of server -based computing

Single point of failure
The availability of the application server becomes a
critical concern. If it hangs or crashes no work can be
done by desktop users unless they have access to
alternative facilities.

Redundancy must be built in and backup and
recovery procedures put in place to prevent
such problems

Application requirements
Some applications don't work as well when run on
remote servers. Cad/Cam and other graphics -intensive
programs, for example, benefit from running locally,
using specialist hardware to accelerate the GUI.

Some applications don't support server -based
deployment at all, or need to be upgraded to do so.

Network bandwidth
The capabilities of the link between the client and the
remote application server can have a big impact on
overall performance, especially low -bandwidth remote
and wireless connections.

capabilities of the client hardware also play a part here and
you can't display a higher resolution or more colours than
the local graphics controller can handle.

Another big change in 5.1 is the ability to make local
resources on the client system available to a server session.
That can include local storage devices such as USB
memory sticks, smart cards, audio facilities and printers.

With the Windows Server 2003 implementations most
of the standard Windows management tools can be
applied equally to both thin -client users and those
with desktop PCs. Tools such as Group Policy, software
restriction policies and roaming profiles all work
regardless of the type of user. However, you get very
little extra to help manage Terminal Server users on
top of these tools, unless you add extra
software, such as that provided by Citrix, to
work with the Microsoft product.

The Citrix connection
Given that every copy of Windows Server
2003 includes the enhanced Terminal Server,
software and that all you have to do is license it
you might well wonder what Citrix could add
to the equation, especially since you have to
license the Citrix software and clients
separately. The answer is quite a lot, with a
high percentage of Terminal Server users
opting to add Citrix tools on top of the
Windows product, primarily because they
provide support for platforms other than
Windows. There are also extra benefits to be
gained from using the Citrix ICA protocol
rather than RDP. ICA support also comes as
standard in virtually all the hardware -based
thin -client products, which we'll discuss shortly.

Additional application publishing and application -
centred management facilities are one advantage, and the
company has recently added a slew of new products to its
line-up to create the Metaframe Access Suite. These new
products build on the facilities provided by the core server -
based computing solution, now called Citrix Metaframe
Presentation Server, adding the ability to support secure
remote access to virtually any application or information

The updated RDP

5.1 protocol used
by Terminal Server

in Windows Server
2003 now
supports 24bit
colour displays
with a maximum
resolution of
1,600 x 1,200

source, plus add single sign -on and collaborative team
conferencing (see screenshot 3). The company has also
recently acquired Internet developer Expertcity and its
GotomyPC application, which can be used to access a
remote Windows desktop from anywhere on the web.

The key component of the Access Suite, however,
remains the Metaframe Presentation Server, which can
be deployed both on Windows systems and those
running Unix. The Windows version works with Microsoft
Terminal Server on both Windows 2000 server and
Windows Server 2003 hosts, while Citrix Metaframe
Presentation Server for Unix can be hosted on AIX, HP-UX
and Solaris servers. The Unix version is fully compatible
with the Windows -based product and uses the same ICA
protocol to communicate with clients. When the two
products are deployed together users can be given almost
seamless access to applications hosted on both Windows
and Unix servers from a single integrated desktop.

The ICA protocol similarly improves on Microsoft's
RDP by supporting a lot more client platforms. For
example, there's a zero -install Java client that can be run
from any Java -compatible system, as well as an ActiveX
ICA client and clients for Linux, Apple Macintosh and
Symbian devices. ICA was developed originally to support
very low bandwidth connections, and still excels in that
respect, consuming as little as 5-10Kbits/sec and making
it a better choice than RDP not just for dial -up but also
for Internet VPN access and wireless connectivity. ICA
can also be used with a range of network protocols such
as IPX and NetBEUI in addition to TCP/IP. There are a
number of other differences, the most important of
which are summarised in the table on the next page.

Another major benefit of the Citrix product suite
is the ability to fine tune and manage application
access. With Metaframe Presentation Manager new
applications, for example, can be published directly to
groups of remote users who simply find the new icons
on their desktops when they log on. Similarly it's a lot
easier to specify who can run what and from where
using the Citrix software, which also offers increasingly
essential encryption facilities and support for smart

card authentication.
Server management, too, is enhanced

with the ability to manage multiple servers
together from a single remote console,
replicate applications across servers and add
enhanced, application -based load balancing.
Realtime alerting and performance graphing
tools are provided along with a management
pack for use with Microsoft Operation
Manager (Mom) and facilities to allocate and
manage bandwidth on a per application basis.

11 Remote Desktop Conner Iron SCREENSHOT 2
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There are good reasons for considering some of the
other Access Suite products. Add the Metaframe Secure
Access Manager, for example, and it's possible to deliver
specific information from chosen applications rather
than giving free access to the programs concerned (see
screenshot 4). Web -enabled, client/server and legacy
applications can all be incorporated with simple graphical
tools to make light work of producing custom web
interfaces for different groups of users, while at the same
time enhancing security by prescribing exactly what
each group is allowed to see and do.

The client choices
No feature on server -based computing could be
complete without considering in detail the many
associated thin -client products that can be used to
provide the physical user interface. These fall into
two clear categories, starting with software clients
designed to run on a Dos, Windows or Linux PC or in
a browser. Of these, the browser -based clients are of
most interest, as they provide a high level of device
independence, enabling users to access their desktops
and run applications from a wide range of platforms
including handhelds (see screenshot 5). Browser -
based clients are available as ActiveX plug -ins, mostly
for use with Internet Explorer, and as Java applets.

You still need hardware, though, on which to run
the software clients and, with cost reduction one of the big
drivers of server -based computing, cheap hardware -based
thin clients are also available. These come in many shapes
and sizes, but typically take the form of a small processing

Right: Secure Access

Manager makes it
possible to select the
information delivered
to users rather than
allowing free access
to the applications
concerned

SCREENSHOT 5

ICA and RDP protocols compared

HOST PLATFORMS Windows

Unix v

CLIENT PLATFORMS Windows CE r r
Windows XP embedded 4/ r

Browser v (Java or ActiveX) v (ActiveX)

Linux v

Apple Mac v

Symbian r
CONNECTIVITY TCP/IP V V

IPX v x

NetBEUI v

Wan connectivity v

Dial -up, VPN, broadband v r
APPLICATION
PUBLISHING

Advertise server -hosted

applications on client desktops
v

Connect to a specific application

rather than a desktop
v

MULTIMEDIA Audio r (mono)

Bitmap caching v r
Bandwidth controls v x

Multimedia streaming v

LOCAL RESOURCE

MAPPING

Local drives, ports and printers

available to server -hosted

desktops/applications

v v
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Left: Browser -based thin clients provide
cross -platform access to server -based
desktops and applications

unit into which can be plugged a

standard keyboard, mouse and
monitor. Most now use USB for
this purpose and to allow other local
devices, such as scanners, printers
and local storage devices to be

attached, where this is supported. Audio facilities are
often built in too and there will be an integrated Ethernet
interface to connect the thin client to the network.

As mentioned earlier, there is no need for a hard disk or,
usually, any form of local storage device, and the processor
doesn't have to be particularly powerful, as it's concerned
solely with managing the GUI. Power is usually supplied
via an external AC adapter so there's very little need for a
fan, making most thin clients almost silent as well as
very small.

The market leader here is Wyse Technology
(www.wyse.com) and one of its best-selling Winterm
thin -client products, the 1200LE is also its simplest
and, at just £189 ex VAT, its cheapest offering.

Accounting for some 35 per cent of Wyse Winterm
sales, the 1200LE (pictured below) is housed in a tiny
transparent case inside which is a modest Geode processor
from National Semiconductor and just 32MB of Ram. The
custom BSD Unix operating system is loaded from separate
Flash memory and, because it's just 56KB, takes under
10 seconds to initialise with both RDP and ICA clients.

Very little configuration is required, other than
specifying the servers to connect to, with the 1200LE
very much the Model T of the Winterm range, designed
to run general office productivity and LOB applications. It
also makes a cheap platform for kiosk deployment
although, on the downside, the video interface is limited
to 16bit colour, albeit with a maximum resolution of 1,280
x 1,024 and a refresh rate of 85Hz. There's even an
integrated audio interface, with a pair of USB ports for the
keyboard and mouse.

Despite its modest price
and specification,
the 1200LE is a
sprightly device,

To run basic office
productivity and line -of -
business applications, a
cheap thin -client device,
such as the Wyse Winterm
1200LE, can be purchased for
just £189 ex VAT
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offering performance on a par with and, in many cases,
better than software clients running on a full desktop
PC. It is very basic and increasingly the trend is to build
extra functionality into the thin -client devices, in the
form of browsers, legacy terminal emulation and other
local applications. Here the products fall into three
groups depending on whether they're based on an
embedded implementation of Windows (either CE .Net
or XP) or a version of Linux.

Windows clients
A typical example of a CE .Net product is the t5500,
a member of the HP Compaq Thin Client family
(pictured right). The processor in the small yet stylish
HP box is a reasonably quick 733MHz Transmeta
Crusoe accompanied here by 128MB of DDR Ram.
Power, again, comes from an external adapter and,
because the Transmeta is a low power chip, there's
no need for forced cooling, making for silent operation.

Four USB ports are located at the rear of the t5500 along
with a 10/100Mbits/sec Ethernet interface, serial and
parallel ports and audio interface. There's an optional PCI
expansion module which clips on the side and can, for
example, be used to add wireless connectivity. Graphics,
meanwhile, are well catered for by an ATI Rage XC
controller with 8MB of video memory supporting 32bit
colour at up to 1,280 x 1,024 resolution (at a refresh rate
of up to 80Hz) or 16bit at 1,600 x 1,200 and 75Hz.

The Windows CE .Net software is quick to load from
Flash memory and, as you might expect with a Microsoft
product, includes an RDP client for use with Windows
Terminal Server. In addition, however, there's full ICA

The HP

Compaq t5500
is a mid -range

thin -client device
running Windows
CE .Net and

providing a
local browser and
legacy terminal
emulation
alongside the RDP
and ICA clients

support for use with Citrix Metaframe plus a copy of
Internet Explorer 6 which runs as a local application,
removing the burden of hosting what can be a
resource -sapping application on a remote server.
Similarly, local legacy terminal emulation is included
to allow the t5500 to be used as replacement for older,
green -screen displays. You get a local copy of
Windows Media Player and Windows Messenger and
an agent for use with the Altiris software used by HP
to manage its servers and desktops.

Similar CE Net -based terminals are also available
from Wyse and other manufacturers such as Neoware
(www.neoware.com), whose products are available
from IBM as well as other suppliers, and VXL
Instruments (www.vxl.net). Price depends on the
model and specification. The HP t5500, for example,

sells for £295 ex VAT, with other CE .Net thin clients
available between £200 and £400 ex VAT.

And XP too
Higher up the scale devices running an embedded
version of Windows XP are available, chiefly designed to
bridge the divide between no -frills thin -client products
and fully fledged desktop PCs. To this end the products
usually have faster processors, more memory and can be
equipped with local hard disks and other devices, enabling
them to run local applications more easily and provide a
lot more scope for customisation. The Wyse Winterm
941GXL, for example, looks a lot more like a conventional
desktop system and supports the embedding of local
customer applications in Flash memory, up to 512MB
of which can be found inside.

Remotely possible
If you've yet to discover remote administration mode in
Windows Terminal Server now is the time to check it out.
No extra software is needed and it's quick and easy to configure
on both Windows 2000 and 2003 servers. Once set up, you'll
wonder how you ever did without it, as it cuts out lengthy trips
to the machine room enabling users, shares, backups and other
server tasks to be managed remotely from the comfort of your
own desk.

The Terminal Server software isn't usually installed by default
but is very easy to add. Just log onto the server with an
administrator account and select 'Add/remove Programs' in the
Control Panel, then 'Add/remove Windows Components'. Select
Terminal Services from the list of components displayed and a
wizard will ask which of the two possible setup modes to

Windows Components Wizard

Terminal Services Setup
You can fun Terminal Services in one of two modes.

Terminal Services is currently configured to use.

f Remote administration mode

Allows a limited number of administrators to remotely manage this server. This
setting minimizes impact on server performance

C' Application server mode

Allows users to remotely run one or more applications. This setting optimizes
program response times.

To use this option, you must set up a Terminal Services Licensing server in this
domain or workgroup within 90 days.

Use Add/Remove Programs in Control Panel to install programs for use in
application server mode.

configure, either Remote administration mode or Application
server. Choose Remote Administration, load up the install
CD -Rom and allow the server to be rebooted and that's it.

When the server restarts the Terminal Services software
loads and runs in the background with no further configuration
work required.

You will need a suitable RDP client to access it and here the
easiest option is to use the Remote Desktop Connection utility
included in Windows XP, which you'll find on the Windows Start/All
Programs/Accessories/Communications menu.

Alternatively, you can download the client from www.microsoft.
com/windowsxp/pro/downloads/rdclientdl.asp and use it on XP
and earlier versions of Windows. The ActiveX client is also
available from the Microsoft download site. Whatever client
you use, you just tell it the IP address or name of the server
to manage and away you go.

Terminal Services on a Windows 2000 Server (and Terminal Server in Windows Tell the RDP client what server to connect to and you can log on and
Server 2003) can be used for Remote Administration at no extra cost manage it remotely from a desktop window or from a full -screen display
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A hard disk is another option on the
941GXL (pictured right), and there's a PCI slot
for a wireless card and other adapters. When
you boot it a local XP desktop is displayed just
as on a standard Windows XP PC. However, it's
still very much a thin -client device with no fan
and, because the operating system is stored
in Flash memory, it's a very secure solution.

RDP and ICA clients are, naturally, both
included, alongside legacy terminal emulation
and a copy of Internet Explorer 6. The browser
even comes complete with a Sun Java VM,
something not normally supported on
cheaper CE .Net terminals.

Because of the way Microsoft licenses its code,
the embedded XP thin clients are a little more
expensive than their CE counterparts. The
Wyse 941GXL starts at around £400 ex
VAT, while an XP -based Compaq thin
client, the t5700, costs £379 ex VAT.
Add in the price of a monitor, which
isn't included in any of the thin client
prices, and you're close to the cost of a
desktop PC. However, it's worth remembering that they're
not PCs, and it's not just the purchase price that matters,
with lots of other cost advantages to bear in mind, as
outlined earlier in the feature.

Linux clients
For companies that don't want a Windows -based product
it's possible also to get thin clients which run an
embedded implementation of Linux. In theory these
should be cheaper than the Windows devices because
of the open source nature of the software involved. In
practice the difference can be marginal and in most cases
the software itself is pretty irrelevant, with the hardware,
features and performance much the same no matter what
the platform.

One such is the Wyse Winterm 5125SE (pictured below),
which is based on a similar set of hardware to the CE .Net
Winterms. It's also priced similarly, at £269 ex VAT, for
which you get the ability to run up to four concurrent
remote desktop sessions using built-in RDP and ICA
clients. As you might expect, X -Windows support is also
integrated into the Linux-based device, and there's a
locally hosted Netscape browser with full Java support.

As with the CE .Net Winterms a Geode processor powers
the 5125SE, supported in this instance by 32MB of Flash
memory and 64MB of D -Ram. Network connectivity is
provided for by an integrated 10/100Mbits/sec Ethernet
controller plus there's support for 802.11b wireless
networking, although you do have to plug in a USB
adapter to take advantage of this. Maximum video
resolution is 1,280 x 1,024, but only with 8bit colour. In
addition, 16bit support is available at 1,024 x 768 and if
you need better there are other Linux-based models that
go beyond this.

As with the Windows thin clients it's possible to
customise the local configuration to go straight to a
specific application rather than the desktop. The Linux
software can also be customised and extra applications
and device support added. As with all Thinterm
products, the 5125SE comes with Wyse Rapport
software for remote management and imaging.

You'll notice, of course, that the examples here are all
desktop products to which you need to add a monitor of
your own choice. However as an alternative it's possible to
get thin clients built into a monitor, reducing the number
of desktop components required. Similarly thin clients are
available that support touchscreens, eliminating the need

Thin clients based
on Windows XP

embedded, such as

the Wyse Winterm
941GXL, can be

configured to run
custom local
applications to
bridge the divide
between pure thin
clients and the
desktop PC

Linux-based thin
clients such as the
Wyse Winterm
5125SE can be

cheaper than
Windows -powered

equivalents yet
are based on the

same hardware
with similar
functionality

for a keyboard or mouse in kiosk deployments.
Increasingly, too, vendors are offering tablet -style
thin -client devices with wireless networking for true
mobile working.

Who needs it?
Finally, it's just worth taking a step back from
the technology itself, to examine the market for
server -based computing in general and say a few
words about the kind of organisations that can
benefit from what it has to offer.

After several years in the doldrums the market for
server -based computing is suddenly being rekindled and,

according to most analysts, that's as a result of two key
developments. The first is the recent recession in the

US and elsewhere, which has caused
companies everywhere to look for
efficiencies and reduced IT costs.
The second is a heightened

awareness of the need to protect IT
resources from all manner of external
threats in the wake of 11 September and

high -profile virus and worm attacks.
Server -based computing saves money on hardware and

manpower, and it adds a level of resilience not available
with conventional desktop PCs, enabling companies
to recover from disasters very quickly indeed. The
technology enables IT managers to get off the upgrade
and patching merry-go-round and focus their security
efforts more effectively on central server resources
rather than individual desktops.

As far as vertical markets are concerned, education is
often cited as a prime example, but that's not just because
of the cost advantages. Rather it's the ability to lock down
and protect desktops from student interference that
makes server -based computing ideally suited to such
environments. The same applies to the healthcare market
and to manufacturing, where computer terminals need to
be shared by users with differing levels of expertise. It also
suits the conferencing and exhibition markets, where
terminals are left open to access by all and sundry.

In fact it's hard to think of an industry that couldn't
take advantage of what server -based computing has to
offer. It may not meet the needs of the home user but it
can be used by teleworkers, is a good solution for branch
office setups and is equally suited to small business use as
it is to large enterprise deployment. It's unlikely to ever
push the PC off its perch completely, but server -based
computing delivers on its promises, can solve an awful
lot of problems very quickly, and is worth looking into
no matter what your industry or IT needs.
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You can change and customise your computer's
XP system sounds - we show you how

This month,
Hands on
covers a

wealth of tips, tricks
and information.
Kicking off the fun,
Gordon Laing tracks
down the controls and
designs to make a
realistic replica control panel to use with his
arcade game emulator.

It's not just Hardware where we take a
look at the unusual, either. Tim Nott
investigates the case of the hungry mouse in
Hands on Windows, as well as presenting 10
obscure tips, while in Word processing, he
has to deal with a space that appears to have
mystical properties, and the shortcomings of
password -protected documents.

Windows 2000 users can find out more
about security from Terence Green as well as
a tool for removing the Blaster worm, while
in Windows XP we take a look at what's
coming up in the next service pack and how
to make sense of the built-in firewall. We
also answer a popular question: what exactly
is the prefetch folder for?

The Office Assistant and its animated
paperclip is loathed by many, but did you
know you can use it to help prompt users
when they fill in your spreadsheets? Stephen
Wells explains how, while in Sound, Niall
Magennis looks at updating the sound
schemes in Windows for a sonic makeover.

Noise - of a different sort - is the issue in
our Digital imaging column, where Ken
McMahon explains how you can eliminate
the inevitable glitches that crop up in digital
photography. And if you're looking for ways
to catalogue images in a database, Mark
Whitehom reveals that Dos can still have its
uses. He also looks at conditional calculations
and revisits a problem with attributions.

In the wireless world, Guy Kewney looks at
controlling your PC from a mobile phone -
without upgrading to the latest smartphone
- and discovers where you can find 30MB of
storage for your crucial files, absolutely free.

Over in Linux, Barry Shilliday fills you in
on any information you've missed about
links, and looks at the basics of file
manipulation, while Alan Stevens
investigates sharing a net connection.

Visual programming takes a look at Java
and SQLite under OSX, and the new version
of Jbuilder, while in Web development you
can find out about syndication using RSS.

And, as usual, we have four pages of
your questions and answers, and you'll find
the contact details for each of our
contributors on page 179. Drop us a line -
we're all here to help.

Nigel Whitfield
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Advice from our experts
Our Hands on experts answer your questions and solve your problems

Word processing
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AWe don't think it's possible to
modify the default behaviour of

the Insert Date command, but it's
easy enough to create your own script
to do this. This seems to do the trick
Sub StatDate

scl="dddd, dd mmmm
yyyy"

.text.inserttext
Format(Now(),sd)
End Sub

(Key: a code string continues)

Change the value of sd to suit the
format you want - the above gives
'Sunday, 29 February 2004', for
example. You can then attach the
script to an icon and add that to a
Smarticon bar.

QI have designed a logo in Word
and I would like to save it in the

computer and retrieve it by pressing
Shift & 1. How do I do it?

Patrick Nkenga

ASaving the logo is not a
problem - just select it, then

go to Insert, Autotext, Autotext
and type a shortcut into the 'Enter
Autotext entries here' line. You
can't use Shift & 1, as that's already
in use, but you could type in 'lg'
then click the Add button. Then
whenever you type lg followed by
F3, your logo will appear.

QI have been trying for some time
to work out how to make a

macro run whenever Word 2000 is
started. The reply to Doug Harris'
problem (February 2004 Hands on)
brought forth your response about
Autoexec or Autonew macros in
Normal.dot. I have found in Word
Help that you can stop these by
holding down the Shift key when you
start Word, but what do I need to do
to make a macro run automatically in
the first place?

Steve Kirby

AYou give it the 'sub' the name
Autonew or Autoexec. For

example, if this macro is stored in

What's my name -
getting it from
the Registry

SCREENSHOT 1

Normal.dot, it will run every time
you start Word:
Sub Autoexec()
MsgBox "Hello World"
End Sub

It you save this rather more
useful macro in a template named
Letter.dot it will only run when you
create a new document based on
that template.
Sub Autonew( )
C hangeFi leOpenDi rec tory e

" C : \My Documents \ Letters \"
End Sub

Unlike the first macro you don't
get a silly message, but when you go
to save the new document, you'll
already be 'in' the specified folder.

QIs it possible to retrieve the
computer name for use by a

macro in Word 97/Windows 98SE?
I would like to include an 'IF'
statement in the Autoexec macro
which checks which machine it is
running on. How can I assign the
Computer Name (as stored in the
Registry) to a variable?

Michael Cooke

AIt is possible, and this snip of
code should get you stdrted -

Sub Whatname( )
ThisPC = System./
PrivateProfileString("", /
"HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\/
System\CurrentControlSet/
\Control\ComputerName\/
ComputerName", /
"ComputerName")
MsgBox ThisPC
End Sub

Note that the underscore
characters (preceded by a space
and followed by a Return) in
screenshot 1 are used to denote the
continuation of a logical line of code,
so everything from 'This PC...' to
'...ComputerName")' is a single
instruction. In addition, you can't
make breaks this way within a string,
ie, inside sets of double quotes.

QA document I produce each
week has to be produced in

Bookfold format, which means I have
to use Word 2002. But since I'm still
using Windows 98 my computer
takes much longer to load this and for
everyday use I'm far happier with
Word 97 which I have used for years.
I have tried installing 2002 into a
separate folder, away from the
Program Files \ Microsoft one, but
my templates (especially one which
opens a new document with my
personal logo, address and the date)
insist on opening in 2002, even
though I have tried altering this in
'File options'. Is there any way I
can keep these two versions of Word
separate - just using 2002 for the
Bookfold document and 97 for
everything else?

Robin Baxter

AIt's perfectly possible to run
more than one version of Word,

but you can only use the 'New Office
Document' menu shortcut, or the
'New' command from a .dot right -
click menu to access one of them -
normally the later version. The trick
is to create a shortcut to the earlier
Winword.exe file and start Word 97
from that. If you then go to Tools,
Options, File Locations, you'll find
you can specify a 'User Templates'
folder for each version of Word, or
use the same folder.

Databases
QWe are using a set of identical

Access databases and emailing
them between us to co-ordinate the
data. The problem is that the files are
getting very large. When we zip them
they become tiny. What's with all of
the wasted space?

Sarah Richardson

AAccess allocates disk space for
certain operations that is not

automatically reclaimed; over time
this can lead to the bloat that you are
experiencing. Just select, from the
menus, Tools, Database Utilities,
Compact and Repair (see screenshot
2). In some cases this can produce
quite dramatic results - reducing files
from 7MB down to about 400KB.
It can also have the side effect of
speeding up the database. We have
found this utility to be very reliable,
but wise people would still take a
backup before running the utility.
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Hardwaren I have a Gigabyte GA-7DXE
motherboard - how can I find

out which USB version it supports?
Raj Bhaskar

A Check the manufacturer's
website first. Gigabyte's website

at www.gigabyte.com.tw, says the GA-
7DXE has a pair of USB 1.1 ports on
the back, and headers for an extra
pair of USB 1.1 ports. So it doesn't
have USB2, but you could always fit a
USB2 PCI card. Depending on the
card and its drivers, you may need to
be running Windows 2000 or XP to
support the full speed of USB2.

QCan I connect a full-sized PCI
card to a laptop? I'd like to

capture astronomical video using a
Matrox Meteor PCI card, and with a
laptop, I can do it all in the field.

Malcolm Currie

AA handful of laptops have
optional docking stations with

PCI slots, but these are increasingly
rare, as most high-speed peripherals
are now connected using USB2 or
Firewire ports. Several analogue video
capture devices connect to a USB
port, and you could consider these.
That said, live video capture may be
too demanding for a laptop under
battery power, and the last things you
want are dropped frames or other
technical hitches.

For ease of use and sheer capacity in
the field, most video astronomers
record camera footage directly onto
tape, then get it onto their computers
later. Mini -DV recorders are a good
option as they deliver excellent -
quality, frame -level editing and
perform the analogue -to -digital
conversion for you; the recorder can
then be connected to a computer using
Firewire, which eliminates the need for
a capture device. While standalone
battery -operated Mini -DV recorders are
available, a more flexible option could
be to use a Mini -DV camcorder
equipped with analogue -in ports.

QI have a motherboard without a
games port. Is there a way to get

one via a USB adapter?
Sakari Heinonen

AUSB adapters with 15pin game
ports are available from

specialist suppliers, but they're only
necessary if you've got old 15pin
devices you'd like to connect. New
joysticks and Midi adapters are now
available with USB interfaces,
eliminating the need for the
traditional 15pin games port.
Another alternative is to fit a PCI

soundcard, as many (particularly
older) models feature 15pin games
ports as standard.

Windows 2000nWhen I select Shutdown my PC
.,..restarts. I had this problem with

Windows 98SE and am I eliminated it
by stopping fast shutdown.

Graham Lay

AA rogue driver can cause this -
had you installed any hardware

or software when this started
happening? Known causes include
CD and anti -virus software. If you
disable 'Automatic reboot' in Control
Panel/System/Advanced/Startup and
Recovery (see screenshot 3), and leave
'Write an event to the system log'
enabled, you may either find a
relevant event in the event log, or see
a stop error identifying the culprit
when you shut down.

The other cause is more common.
As your PC used to run Windows
98SE the Bios may be set to Advanced
Power Management (APM). If you
look in Device Manager and see
Standard PC, open the Power Options
Control Panel and disable APM. If
this resolves the problem you may be
able to effect a more acceptable fix by
updating the Bios.

If it is a power management issue,
find out if your PC Bios supports
ACPI. If it does, convert Windows
2000 to ACPI. First enable ACPI in the
Bios then - the order is important -
upgrade Windows 2000 in situ
following the instructions in
http://support.microsoft.com/
defaultaspx?id=237556. This won't
affect data and settings but will
upgrade the Hardware Abstraction
Layer. Article 237556 describes how
to convert from ACPI to Standard
but it works either way. Do not
switch the Bios from APM to ACPI
and then reboot Windows 2000,
and do not try to convert to ACPI
by switching from Standard PC to
ACPI in Device Manager.

Spreadsheets
QI want to create reference
numbers out of a current date.

If the date in cell Al is 3/11/04 the
number in A2 would be 04308 derived
from the 308th day in year '04.

Vince Lopez

AA
You can enter the current date in
Al using Ctrl &; (semicolon).

Then in cell A2 enter the formula:
=TEXT(A1,"yy")&TEXT((A1-e
DATEVALUE("1/1/"&TEXT,
(Al,"yy"))+1),"000")

For more special symbols see
screenshot 4.

Compacting your database can save a lot of disk space

Startup and Recovery

System startup

Default operating system:

SCREENSHOT 3

,irastdetect

P. Display list of operating systems for 115 seconds.

System Failure

P Write an event to the system log

r Send an administrative alert

r Automatically reboot

Write Debugging Information

1(none)

OK Cancel

Disable Auto Reboot to diagnose startup and shutdown problems

Symbol

symbols ,0,1Dahih

haractiii

SCREENSHOT 4

Shortcut key:

Ern Dash AitlaiEMEC'
En Dash Ctrki-Nurn -

- Nonbreahng Hyphen Ctrlik_
-, Optional Hyphen Calk

Ern Space
En Space
114 Em Space
Nonbrealkng Space Cel+Shit+Space

PD Copyright Alt+Ctrl+C
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Dates London York Norwich
22/09/2002 Charles Debbie Iris

22/11/2002 Debbie Frank Charles

22/01/2003 Frank Iris Debbie

22/0312003 Iris Charles Frank

22/05/2003 Charles Debbie Iris

22/07/2003 Debbie Frank Charles

22/09/2003 Charles Iris Debbie

22/11/2003 Iris Charles Frank

22/01/2004 Charles Frank Iris

22/02/2004 Debbie Charles Debbie

22/03/2004 Frank Frank Iris

22/0412004 Charles ( SCREENSHOT 6

Analysing a roster for radiologists with array formulas
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gIs it possible to keep a colour
palette on the screen in Excel?

John Logan

AYou can with the various
colour palettes on the

Formatting and Drawing toolbars.
Try it with a Font Colour palette.
Click its dropdown arrow and, right
at the top, above the Automatic box,
you'll see three faint horizontal lines.
Drag these anywhere on your
worksheet and Excel will create a
floating toolbar which you can
position wherever you want (see
screenshot 5); you can even add
other buttons if you like.

QI prepare a roster for 16
radiologists who rotate through

12 hospital venues. How can I count
how many times each radiologist has
been to each venue and how many
times a particular radiologist has
been to a particular venue in 12
months?

Prem Moodley

AThis example, which you can
adapt and expand, shows four

fictional radiologists and three
sample venues (see screenshot 6).
Name your data under each column
heading: Dates, London, York,
Norwich then enter:
{=SUM(IF(London="
"Charies",1,0))}
in another cell and show Charles has
been in London five times. Use Ctrl &
Shift & Enter to create the curly
brackets as these are array formulas.
See that Frank has been in York three
times in the last 12 months using:
{=SUMCIF(York="Frank",/
IF ( Dates>TODAY0-,
365,1,0))))
Iris has been in Norwich three times
in the last 12 months using:
{=SUM(IF(Norwich="Iris",/
IF(Dates>TODAY0-e
365,1,0))))

QWhat is the measurement used
by Excel when row heights and

column widths are displayed?
Tony Orsten

AThese measurements hark
back to traditional printing

standards. Typographers measure in
points and there are 72points to an
inch. The default row height is 12.75
coming from lOpoint type plus the
2.75 points used for white space with
lOpoint type. The default column
width is based on the number of
characters displayed in a cell in the
font defined for the Normal style.
If that font is lOpoint Arial then the
column width will be 8.43.

QI used to have a box on my
Excel menu bar where I could

enter a topic to find in the help files.
But it's gone. How can I get it back?

Alban Leigh

AThis is one of the least intuitive
options in Excel. Click the

Toolbar Options arrow at the end of
any toolbar, then Add or Remove
Buttons, then Customise. Or choose
Customise on the Tools menu. This
will display the box. To keep it
displayed you have to right -click on
the box and choose 'Show ask a
question box'. Close the Customise
dialogue box and you're in business.

QIf I select 'Save as web page' on
the Excel File menu I can open a

worksheet in Internet Explorer. But if
I then display the code by choosing
Source on the IE View menu I can't
paste in an additional Java script.
I get an out of memory warning.
I've tried selecting Tools, Internet
Options, Programs and changing the
HTML editor from Notepad to Word
but it doesn't solve the problem.

Jon Bell

AThe Wizard that creates a web
age from a worksheet generates a

lot of code. Copy the source code for
the page to the Clipboard and paste it
into a blank Word document. Save this
as a text file and, in Microsoft Explorer,
change the file suffix from txt to htm.

Digital imaging
QI own a Sony DCR-IP7E
camcorder which uses the

MicroMV format and, although the
Movieshaker software which came
with the camera is OK, I would like to
try something a bit more advanced.

Upon reading your review (PCW
February 2004), I decided on Ulead's
Videostudio 7, however it doesn't
appear to support the MicroMV
format. Could you suggest a product
which is quite simple to use but a bit
more advanced than the Sony
Movieshaker software and is
compatible with my camcorder?

Chris Nixon

AUlead Videostudio 7 does indeed
support capture from MicroMV

camcorders. Alternatively, Pinnacle
Studio 8 (or the recently released
version 9) also supports MicroMV
capture, but we've read reports on the
Pinnacle user forums that it can be a
bit problematic.

QMy JVC DVX camcorder has no
Firewire. I assume I will need a

video capture box to enable me to get
video from the camcorder and from
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old VHS tapes onto my laptop's hard
drive in order to use the video -editing
software. Could you recommend a
capture box that I can use with Ulead
Videostudio 7 or Microsoft Windows
Movie Maker 2, which you
recommended in your group test?

Graham Ramsden

AAll you need is an inexpensive
USB capture device like the

Pinnacle Linx USB Plus. The Linx has
both composite video and S -video
connectors as well as stereo audio
inputs. We've tested the Linx using
both Videostudio 7 and Windows
Movie Maker 2 and got good results
with both. Pinnacle has discontinued
the Linx, but you can still pick them
up on the web for less than £50.

Windows
gHow can I make sure that when

I double-click a folder it opens
up instead of starting the XP Search
function? When I right -click on a file
the dropdown menu has 'Search' at
the top and 'Open' is second or third.

John Lonebottom

AThis involves a bit of Registry
editing, so make sure you have

a recent System Restore point. Start,
Run REGEDT32.EXE. Go to HKEY_
CLASSES_ROOT Directory \ shell.
Double-click on the 'Default' value in
the right-hand pane, and change its
Value data to none. Close the Registry
Editor, and folder behaviour should
be back to normal (see screenshot 7).

QI want to reformat the hard
drive and install Windows XP.

I have many programs and reckon it
will take about three days to set
everything up. I want to split the disk
into three partitions for Windows,
programs, and data, so if I have to
reinstall Windows again I will save a
lot of time by just reformatting the
first partition and reinstalling
Windows. Will I be able to run the
programs if they are not on the same
partition as Windows?

Colin Moon

AYou'll be able to run them, but
if you reformat the Windows

partition you'll have to install them
all again, as things such as Registry
entries, common files and other
settings will be lost.

QThe virus Lovsan.A has attached
itself to a file on my Toshiba

laptop. The file name and path is
C:\System Volume Information \
-restore{C1CCDO8C-8F31-41E2-
AD90-3EC48D378729) \ RP32 \
A0008316.exe. I am using the free

version of AVG anti -virus on
Windows XP Home. I regularly
update both AVG and Windows XP.
All attempts to run AVG to remove
the virus have proved futile.

Emmanuel Kwandahor

AYou have removed the virus
from your system, but there is

an infected file lurking in a System
Restore Point, which is beyond the
reach of some virus checkers. Unless
you restore your system to this point,
the infected file will be confined
there, like a staked vampire, and will
eventually be removed for good when
that System Restore Point falls off the
first -in, first -out cycle. You can
consign it to oblivion instantly, by
creating a new System Restore point,
and then going to Disk Cleanup.
Click on the 'More Options' tab, and
click the 'Clean up' button in the
System Restore section. This will
remove all but the last Restore (the
one you just made) and with them,
the quiescent virus (see screenshot 8).

QI inadvertently took the option
to 'remove unused desktop

icons' on my laptop (Vaio with XP
Pro). Can I get them back easily? Can
I turn off this ludicrous 'feature'?

Jim Livesey

AOn your Desktop, you should
find a folder named 'Unused

Desktop Shortcuts'. This is where
your icons have gone. To stop this
happening again, go to Control
Panel, Display, Desktop, and click the
'Customise Desktop' button. This will
reveal an option to stop the Desktop
Cleanup Wizard running unbidden
every 60 days (see screenshot 9).

QThe excellent article in the
March 2004 PCW on cleaning

out your computer didn't mention all
the extra files that Windows Update
puts onto one's computer, in
particular the multitude of folders
starting '$NtUninstal...'. Is it safe to
delete these?

Mike Hounsome

AThese folders contain the files
needed to undo Windows XP

hotfixes. If you look in Control Panel,
Add/Remove you'll see that the
numbers after $NtUninstall...'
correspond to entries for Windows
XP Hotfixes. If you delete one of
these folders you won't be able to
'roll back' the corresponding Hotfix,
though it will still be shown in
'Add/Remove'. However, if you try to
remove it, Windows will report that
this can't be done and offer to
remove the redundant entry.

- Disk Cleanup for (C:) SCREENSHOT 8

Disk Cleanup More Options

Windows components

You can free more disk space by removing optional
Windows components that you do not use

Clean up

Installed program

01
You can free more disk space by removing programs that
you do not use.

Clean up...

System Restore

You can free more disk space by removing al but the
most recent restore point

Clean up

OK Cancel

Remove all but the last restore point

Desktop Items

General Web
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n My Documents

2 My Computer
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Desktop cleanup

Desktop cleanup moves unused desktop items to a folder.

Run Desktop Cleanup Wizard every 60 days

Dean Desktop Now

Leave my desktop alone!
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All of our experts welcome your queries, simply respond to
the appropriate address below:
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Digital Imaging & video:
Hardware:
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Sound:
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Windows:
Windows 2000:
Windows XP:
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Gordon Laing
has been a hardware enthusiast ever
since his first Sinclair 2X80 and, as a
former editor of PCW and contributor for
over 10 years, what he doesn't know
about technology isn't worth knowing

Quiet Shuttles and authentic arcade kit
How to silence a small form factor PC, and build an arcade machine you'll be proud of

5 huttle is by far the largest
manufacturer of small
form factor systems
and offers a variety of

solutions for both Intel and AMD
platforms. Shuttle's XPC range
features a vast array of connectivity
and device support, while the latest
models have also addressed earlier
concerns over noise levels. But what
if you own an older model?

In last month's Hardware column
I explained how I replaced the
whiney internal cooling fan of an
old Shuttle SB51G XPC with a large
external fan and funnel which
proved to be a highly effective
combination. Sadly, my attempts
to fit a quieter cooling fan in the
SB51G's cramped power supply
proved fruitless, but now Shuttle
has a simpler answer, first seen in its
recent ST61G4 model.

While the main cooling fan on
the ST61G4 is slightly quieter than
on previous XPCs, the major
improvement in reducing noise
levels is down to an entirely new
power supply. This new PC40
Silent -X PSU (pictured below) can
deliver 250w of power compared
to 220w on the older PSUs, while
operating at a maximum noise level
of 32dB. During operation under
lower loads, the fans in the PSU
decelerate and run much more
quietly than the older models.

At the time of writing, only the
ST61G4 XPC was fitted with the
PC40 as standard, but the good news
is the PSU is now available as an
upgrade for owners of earlier G or G2
series XPCs. Having recently tested
the high -end SB75G2 XPC (pictured
above), I decided to try it out for size
and sound.

Opening an XPC reveals the
compact PSU on the right side of
the unit as you face the front
panel. As with other aspects of
the XPC construction, at first
glance it looks like being a little
cramped, but in practice it's very
well thought out. Since Shuttle
designs the PSU for use with specific
cases and motherboards, it knows
exactly how long each cable needs to
be. The two motherboard
connectors, for instance, are located
close to the PSU and hence only need
short cables. The drive power cable
can also neatly be routed up and
round the inside back of the case into

Shuttle's SB75G2
XPC is a small

form factor
system using
Intel's high -end

875P chipset
for Pentium 4
and Celeron
processors

Shuttle's Silent -X
is a new power

supply for its
XPC barebones

systems which
runs much more
quietly than the
previous model.
It's fitted as
standard to the
ST61G4, but is
also available as
an upgrade for
older G and
G2 -series XPCs

position; there's also a serial ATA
(Sata) power plug for anyone using
a serial ATA disk.

The PSU itself is secured in place
by three screws on the outside and,
thanks to the thoughtful cabling, the
new model is very quick and simple
to replace; it took me about five
minutes. When I powered it up there
was an immediate audible difference,
with the high-pitched whine of the
old PSU significantly reduced. As
with all quiet modifications though,
you subsequently notice other
components making more noise
than you'd like. In my particular
configuration it was now the
graphics card cooling fan that was
making the most sound.

There are a handful of graphics
cards with passive, fanless cooling,
which should be selected for the
ultimate quiet PC configurations.
Alternatively, QuietPC sells a number
of hefty replacement heatsinks for
passive graphics cooling, although
they're all too big to accommodate
in a Shuttle XPC (www.quietpc.com).

As with the best PC projects,
though, this is a work in progress

which I'll return to once I find a
better solution. In the meantime,
owners of Shuttle G or G2 -series
XPCs who fancy a quieter life should
invest in the PC40 Silent -X PSU,
available for around £42 ex VAT from
specialist suppliers such as Kustom
PCs (www.kustompcs.co.uk).

Speedy memory
Like all PC components, memory
is steadily increasing in speed.
The latest DDR modules from
premium manufacturers such as
Kingston run at impressive speeds
of up to 533MHz (see picture
opposite), but who needs it when
the fastest standard P4 processors
are happy with 400MHz memory?
The answer is enthusiasts and garners
who push their systems beyond
standard specifications for the best
performance. While this memory is
guaranteed to run at these high
speeds, your other components
won't be, so doing so will invalidate
your warranty and is done at
your own risk.

Ideally your memory should run at
the same bus speed as the processor,
described as a CPU -to -memory ratio
of 1:1. For example, the Intel P4A,
P4B and P4C or Prescott processors
use a bus speed of 400, 533 and
800MHz respectively but, since they
use quadruple -data -rate technology,
their actual external front -side buses
(FSBs) are running at 100, 133 and
200MHz. Since DDR memory uses
double -data -rate technology, the
matching modules for these
processors would be rated at twice
these FSB speeds, so 200, 266 and
400MHz respectively.

So far so good, but overclockers
push their processors beyond
specification by increasing the
FSB. While 400MHz DDR modules
provide plenty of headroom
when overclocking P4A and P4B
processors, they're already operating
at a ratio of 1:1 for the latest P4C or
Prescott processors. Consequently,
anyone wanting to overclock a
P4C or Prescott processor, while
maintaining a CPU -to -memory ratio
of 1:1 will need DDR modules rated
faster than 400MHz.

Enter the higher -rated 466, 500
and now 533MHz DDR modules,
rated for FSBs of 233, 250 and
266MHz, and offering plenty of
overclocking headroom for P4C or
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Prescott processors.
I recently tried out a pair
of Kingston Hyper -X
modules rated at
500MHz and found they
were ideal when
overclocking a 2.4GHz
Pentium 4C processor to
2.58GHz in a Shuttle
SB75G2. In forthcoming issues we'll
be publishing benchmark results
for a number of overclocked
configurations. In the meantime,
for more information on Kingston
Hyper -X memory, visit
www.kingston.com/hyperx.

Kingston

I fa MUM 

Compact Flash booting
Back in the December 2003 issue
I looked into the practicalities of
building a diskless PC which booted
from a Compact Flash (CF) memory
card. While a hard disk will always
be top dog in terms of capacity and
price -per -MB, the key benefits to
booting from a memory card include
tiny size, silent operation, low power
consumption, mechanical reliability,
and a low cost of entry for modest
capacities. It's no wonder a steady
stream of PC enthusiasts continues
to wonder whether it's a practical
option for them.

The downsides to using a memory
card far outweigh their benefits for
traditional installations. Once
you've installed a modern operating
system and applications, you'll need
several gigabytes of storage, which
both exceeds the capacity of today's
largest memory cards and would
still prove prohibitively expensive
even if you could squeeze on a
minimum configuration.

There's also the thorny issue of
lifespan, with most memory cards
supporting far fewer write cycles
than hard disks, which are designed
for constant access. Consequently
if you allowed Windows to use a
memory card for its virtual memory
swap file, you would send it off to a
very early grave.

So booting from memory cards is
not a sensible option for traditional
installations, but what about
untraditional ones? In December's
Hardware I showed you how to
install Dos 6.22 onto a PC booting
from a modest 128MB CF card, and
found it worked without a hitch.
Requiring just a few megabytes of
space and not using virtual memory,
Dos seemed to be the perfect OS for
a memory card installation. Since
CF conforms to the standard IDE
specification, it requires no drivers
or anything clever to get it working -
just a simple CF-to-IDE adapter,
which I bought from www.cfide.co.uk

for £19.99. Your PC and OS will treat
it just like a normal, albeit a small
hard disk.

The next step is to find some useful
applications which run under Dos,
such as early games or office
applications. One particularly novel
suggestion made in last month's
issue came from David Keppler, who
installed Dos and a Psion Series 3a
emulator onto a CF card which he
fitted into an old notebook, giving
it a new lease of life - see
www.foxpop.co.uk/hintstips/
psion4.htm for more details.

As a fan of old arcade machines,
my ideal Dos application was the
superb Multiple Arcade Machine

Kingston's
Hyper -X is some of

the fastest DDR
memory around.
The latest
modules are rated
to speeds up to
533MHz, and are
therefore ideal
when overclockinq
Pentium 4s with
fast bus speeds

'it really is possible to build
your own arcade machine
that has an authentic look
and feel with relative ease'
Emulator (Marne), which allows you
to play perfect versions of your old
favourites - see www.mame.net for
more details. I documented the
software side of this project back in
December but promised I'd return
to build some proper arcade controls
to do it justice.

Arcade Controls for PCs
The most exciting thing about
discovering Mame today is the
countless enthusiasts who've been
there before and solved just about
every single problem you can think
of. The numerous websites and
forums dedicated to Mame show
you how to build your own cabinets
or integrate a PC into a second-hand
arcade machine, even using
its ancient monitor and controls.
There are even entire sites packed
with original artwork to adorn the
exterior of your machine. Two
ideal starting points on the web
include www.mameroom.com
and www.arcadecontrols.com.

While my ultimate long-
term goal is to build a full-size
cocktail arcade cabinet,
domestic constraints forced me
to downsize my first project to
something more modest - just the
control panel itself. The idea would
be to use my PC, monitor and

Authentic arcade
buttons are the
Icing on the cake
of an emulator and
cabinet project.
These ones come
In five colours
and cost just
£1.40 ex VAT each

speakers as normal for
running Mame, but to
pop the control panel
on my desk when it
came to playing games.
There are, of course,
many decent control
panels commercially
available, but the only

way to match the true look and feel,
not to mention the scale of an old
arcade machine is to refurbish an
original or build one yourself.

My project may only have been to
build the controls, but it involved
much more than just sticking a few
buttons on a plank of wood. Beyond
the sourcing of artwork and suitable
controls, I had to find an appropriate
way of interfacing them with my PC
and the Mame software. At this point
I'd like to thank John Grave -Yard
who emailed with some useful tips
and contacts following December's
article. What follows may be tailored
to arcade controls, but involves
several techniques which could prove
useful to anyone who is building a
custom PC.

The goal
Getting the control panel right is
arguably the most important part of
building the arcade cabinet. The goal
is to closely emulate the look and feel
of an old machine while still offering
the flexibility to play different types
of games if desired. The websites
mentioned earlier are packed with
numerous designs which incorporate
the multitude of buttons, joysticks
and trackballs required to play the
largest variety of games, but I
thought I'd go for a more purist
approach. My absolute favourite
game as a kid was Defender by
Williams, and this would be the
control panel I'd try to recreate.

Anyone who played Defender
might recall that it had one of the
most complicated control panels
around. There might have only been
a single joystick for up and down

movements, but it was
accompanied by no
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fewer than five additional buttons,
not to mention an extra pair to select
one- or two -player games.
Since these had to be
positioned in a very
specific layout, my initial
step was to locate photos
of the original machine as
a reference.

My first stop was
www.arcadewarehouse.com
which sells refurbished original
machines with photos of many,
but I couldn't believe my luck
when I later stumbled across a
website which had high -
resolution artwork to download,
including one for the Defender
control panel. This gem is at
www.arcadecollecting.comkaga, and
also includes artwork for marquees
and bezels.

My plan was to use the Defender
control panel artwork as a template
for the entire construction. I'd print
it out in colour on photo paper, then
effectively build a wooden box
around it, drill holes in the right
places for the buttons and joystick,
then prepare a sheet of clear Perspex
to go over the top for protection.

Buttons and joysticks
Before building the unit itself I
needed to source some buttons and
a joystick, and feared I'd have to
import some from the US or even
Japan for authenticity. Fortunately
an excellent supplier can be found
much closer to home in London: the
appropriately named Ultimate Arcade
Controls website (or Ultimarc for
short) at www.ultimarc.com.

Ultimarc sells a number of
authentic joysticks from £8 ex VAT,
buttons in a variety of colours at £1.40
ex VAT each (see picture on previous
page) and even a trackball for £22 ex
VAT. Of particular interest to Mame
projects were several circuit boards
which essentially took care of
the interfacing between
the controls
and your PC.

Mame uses the
PC's keyboard to
control games,
which led many early
console builders to
simply tear one apart and
wire the buttons and joysticks
to the appropriate key locations.
Ultimarc's considerably neater
solution was to create a keyboard
encoder circuit into which you wire
all your buttons and joysticks.
Pressing the buttons or wiggling the
joystick would then generate the
appropriate keyboard character; this
effectively appeared to Mame as if

182

The Ipac from
Ultimarc connects
to various arcade
controls and
generates
keyboard

character
'presses' for use
with PC -based

emulators

A home-made
control panel for
playing games on
Mame. The layout
is modelled on the
Defender arcade
game, but works
with other
games too
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you were pressing the actual buttons
on the main keyboard.

Ultimarc calls this the Interface for
PC to Arcade Controls (pictured
above), or Ipac for short - no relation
to the range of PDAs from HP. The
standard Ipac2 board is only a few
inches long, but features 28 inputs
and either a PS/2 or USB output. This
number of inputs is enough to
accommodate a wealth of controls
for two players, while a 56 -input
version is available for four -player
installations. The 28 -input PS/2 Ipac
costs £28 ex VAT and the 56 -input
version £46 ex VAT. There's also an
Opti-Pac model for use with
trackballs and spinners. I went for the
28 -input Ipac with the PS/2 interface.

Ultimarc has also developed an
AGP graphics card based on a Radeon
7000 designed to output the fixed
15KHz frequency required by classic
arcade monitors. This is ideal if you
want to fit a Mame PC into an old
cabinet and use the original screen.

Construction
Now it was time to get my hands
dirty and build the cabinet to house
the controls. I planned to use an
Epson Stylus Photo 1290 to print
the artwork on an A3 sheet of
photographic paper and trim it to
size, before covering it with a
cut -down sheet of A3 Perspex.
The only problem was the artwork
measured 20 x 60cm, which was 50

per cent wider than both my A3
paper and the common

Perspex stocks of most art
shops

I could have scaled it down, but
the buttons would have been too
crowded and, besides, I was after
authenticity. So, rather than sticking
several sheets of paper together,

I fitted a roll of photographic paper
to my printer and output the
entire thing in a single piece.

Cutting the MDF to fit as a base was
no problem, but finding a piece of

Perspex bigger than A3 proved to be
quite a challenge.

Most art shops only stock A4 or
A3 sheets of Perspex and, while
professional suppliers may work
with individual hobbyists, their
prices can be very high. When
asking art shops in London about
larger sheets though, one name kept
coming up: Hamar Acrylics at 238-
240 Bethnal Green Road (there's no
website, but you can phone them on
020 7739 2907). One call and a quick
visit later, and Hamar had not only
cut the right shape of Perspex for me,
but even offered to drill the large
holes for the controls, using my MDF
base as a template. The total fee was
just £12, and the job was perfect.

I then built a small box out of
MDF with the control panel at the top,
painted it black, slipped on the printed
artwork, then placed the Perspex sheet
on top; finally the buttons were
screwed in and wired up to the Ipac
circuit board which I'd mounted inside
on some spare motherboard spacers.
The Ipac is a doddle to wire up, as each
input is labelled to correspond to a
specific control in Mame, such as up,
down, left and right.

Console city
Thanks to keyboard encoders such as
the Ipac, proper arcade controls and
websites with original artwork, it
really is possible to build your own
arcade machine that has an authentic
look and feel with relative ease. The
hardest part was finding a supplier of
Perspex, but after that it was a fairly
simple DIY and wiring job.

The end result (pictured left) may
not be the slickest example of
woodworking around, but I'm
delighted with it, and feel prepared to
take on a full-size cabinet project
once space permits. I'd certainly
recommend anyone who loved
paying old arcade machines to give it
a shot. If you've built your own
cabinet or are thinking of doing so,
I'd love to hear how you've got on.

CONTACTS
Gordon Laing welcomes your
comments on the Hardware column.
Email him at: hardware,apcw.co.uk.
Please do not send unsolicited file
attachments.
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Quick on the update
Some news on 98 support, storing update files and a top 10 of lesser -known tips

As previously reported in
this column, Windows 98
was to have its life support
system turned off on 16

January of this year. However,
Microsoft announced on 12 January
that the Extended Support phase for
Windows 98 and 98SE would carry on
until 30 June 2006. Windows
Millennium (ME), slated for the chop
at the end of this year, will also get
Extended Support up to the same date.

During this period Microsoft, in its
own words, 'will continue to offer paid
phone support and review any critical
security issues and take appropriate
steps'. You can find full details at
http://support.microsoft.com/detault.
aspx?pr=LifeAnl. Microsoft has taken
this step to 'accommodate customers
worldwide who are still dependent
upon these operating systems and to
provide Microsoft more time to
communicate its product lifecycle
support guidelines in a handful of
markets - particularly smaller and
emerging markets'.

So, is this an altruistic concession
to those who can't afford to upgrade
to XP? And do you believe in fairies,
boys and girls? The Gartner research
group clearly doesn't, as seen in a
recent report: 'most of the population
still running Windows 98 may be less
motivated to make, and less able to
afford, a quick move to XP and may
be more interested in Linux'. The
report, which you can find at
www.qartner.com/Display
Document?doc_cd=119336, also
reckons that 26 per cent of PCs,
globally, are running Windows 98 or
98SE. So whether Microsoft's decision
is a benign act towards old customers,
or a pre-emptive strike to keep them
out of the clutches of open -source
operating systems, it looks like you'll
be reading about Windows 98 in this
column for a while yet.

In which case it might be a good
time to remind readers that you can
collect and keep Windows Updates
and Hotfixes for posterity. It doesn't
matter if the PC you are using isn't the
same as the PC you want the updates
for: this works in Windows 98, ME and
XP. First, connect to Windows Update.
If you are running an older, un-
updated version of Windows, you'll be
prompted to update Windows Update
itself. Having done that, under 'Other
options' on the left of the screen, click
on 'Personalize Windows update'.
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Keep those update
files for posterity

Create your
own System
Properties info

Now tick the option 'screen right' to
'Display the link to the Windows
Update Catalog under See Also', then
click the 'Save settings' button above
(see screenshot 1). This, believe it or
not, will give you a 'Windows Update
Catalog' entry under 'See Also', 'screen
left'. If you don't see it immediately,
hit F5 to refresh the window. Now
click on the 'Windows Update Catalog'
and you'll find you can search for
upgrades for Windows 98, ME, XP,
2000 and 2003 Server. Any upgrade
you decide you want, you just add to
the download basket: you can mix
items from different versions. It's like
online shopping, without the damage
to the credit card. When you have
what you want in the basket, you
download the whole lot in one go -
you'll be prompted for a destination
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folder and you'll have to consent to a
licence agreement. After that it's just a
question of waiting... depending on
the number of files you've requested,
the speed of your connection, and the
performance of the Microsoft Update
site. When we tried, the site was
appallingly slow, so this might be a
case of picking your moment.

You'll end up with a structure of
folders under your chosen destination
folder. At the top level you'll have one
named 'WU', which will branch down
through two more levels to
meaningful folder names such as
'com_microsoft.windowstnillennium
edition'. Inside each you'll see two
more folder levels, the second of which
will have a meaningful name, such as
`com_microsoft.Euro_Patch_5026',
and inside each of these will be the
Readme and Setup files for the patch.
So, with time and patience it wouldn't
be too difficult, for example, to create a
CD -R with all the available Windows
98 or ME updates on it, and install
them at will on any PC.

Of mice and Microsoft
What's grey, with a trunk? Easy -a
mouse on holiday. But why is it
phoning home, asked reader Kim
Rixon, after being told by the firewall
that `C: Program Files \ Microsoft
hardware \ Mouse \ point32.exe' is
trying to contact 207.46.249.29:80.
As Kim noted, having done a reverse
DNS lookup, that address resolves to
'backupl2.microsoft.com'. So it
would seem to be doing something
legitimate, such as checking for
updates. Looking through the
Registry on a PC with the Intellipoint
software installed seemed to confirm
this, as there is a key named
HKEY_CURRENT_USER \ Control
Panel \ Microsoft Input Devices

Mouse \ AutoUpdate. This contains
various values, and it seems that a
count is kept of each time the
machine is restarted after a certain
interval. When the count reaches a
trigger value, then presumably
Point32.exe phones home to check
for updates.

Lots of other applications do this,
ranging from Real Player to the Google
Toolbar, and usually it's possible to
disable this from somewhere in the
application's settings. However, I could
find no such option in the mouse
settings, and it's hard to believe that
the pace of technological development
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in mouse drivers is that frantic -
especially as the Intellipoint files on
this machine date from April 2002. To
force the issue, I took the update count
up to the trigger. It reset itself to zero,
but nothing else happened. So, it was
surprising to go to the Microsoft
mouse website and find there was an
update available, dated May 2003.
Having installed this, the Autoupdate
key vanished from the Registry. So I
can say in all fairness that there was a
causal relationship between the
presence of the Autoupdate key in the
Registry and getting the Intellipoint
update, although probably not in the
way Microsoft intended.

If you have version 4.n of the
Intellipoint software, there's no rush to
update: the only difference I found was
that there's now a tab for battery state
for cordless mice and you can do more
things with the wheel, such as jump
between windows. This last is an
unannounced default state, so a rather
fine practical joke Microsoft has played
on us: press on the wheel and 'Hey!
Where's my window gone?' There's a
similar update for keyboards, again
with a battery indicator. Installing this
had the side effect of junking all our
custom keyboard settings.

One thing I have noticed with the
Microsoft wireless optical mouse is its
robust appetite: to catch one, bait the
trap with AA alkaline batteries. So I
was interested to see on the same site
(www.microsoft.cem/mouse) that the
latest models have '3x longer battery
life'. Sticklers for grammar might
object to the use of the comparative
'longer' without an object of
comparison, but one would be
forgiven for assuming that the implied
object of comparison was 'our previous
model'. However, the small print says
this comparison is with a major
competitor's and you can find an
'independent' report on comparison
tests with two products from the no -
prizes -for -guessing Logitech range.

Oldies but goodies
Just because a tip isn't new, it doesn't
mean it's well known or not worth
knowing. So here follows a top 10 of
lesser -known tips from Hands on
Windows through the ages.
 A shortcut with the command line
'mailto:' will start a new message in
your default email program, whether
or not it is running at the time. With
Outlook Express, for example, if it
isn't running you'll just get the 'New
Message' window rather than the full
caboodle of in- and out -boxes.
 Don't scroll through files in folders,
file types, Registry entries and other
alphabetically ordered lists - type. If
you are looking at the fonts folder, for
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example, then typing 'tim' will take
you to the first font whose name
starts with those letters. Type fairly L

quickly or you'll be taken to the start
of the T's, then to the I's and then to
the M's.
 Here's a neat way to get a printable
list of the fonts installed on your
system. Run Regedit, and highlight
the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
\ SOFTWARE Microsoft Windows
\ CurrentVersion Fonts key. Go to
the Registry menu and Export
Registry File. Choose 'Selected
branch' under 'Export Range' and
'All files' under 'Save as type'. Choose
a location and name with the .txt
extension and hit the Save button.
You'll get a plain -text file listing all
the installed fonts by name, together
with the corresponding file names.
 Give your fixed disk drives and
partitions custom icons. First, catch
your icon - let's call it myicon.ico -
and copy to the root of the target
drive, which we'll assume is C:. Next
create a file in Notepad containing
just two lines:
tautorun]
icon=c:\myicon.ico

Save this as autorun.inf, again in
the root of the target drive. You may
need to reboot to see your new icon.
 Don't bother to take aim at the
middle window button if you want
to toggle between full -screen and
normal window: just double-click
anywhere on the title bar.
 If you want to add that custom
touch to your home -built machine,
then here's how to populate the
General tab of System Properties.
Create a file in Notepad containing
the following
[general]

Left: Checking the jpg file type

Below: This is what you should see

Editing action for type: JPEG Image IAA

action:

Application used to perform action:

Ij'C\ PR O GRA- 1 \ INTERN -1 \explore exe" -no

ri Use DDE

DDE Message:

.

AppliQation:

IlExplore

DDE Application Not Running:

NvVAV_OpenURL

OK I

Cancel I

Blowse.. I
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[Support Information]
Linel = Phone hotline
xxxxxxx
Line2 = Email hotline
nnnnnlnnnnnn
Line3 = You can have up
to ten lines of this

(Key: a code string continues)

Save this in the Windows \ System
folder as oeminfo.ini, and you'll see
the manufacturer and model
information in System Properties,
together with a button for 'Support
Information' that will show the text
following in a separate box. To ice the
cake you can add your own image to
the box: keep it to 180pixels wide by
114 high and save it in
Windows \ System as oemlogo.bmp
(see screenshot 2).
 Ever wondered what all those
buttons in the scientific version of
the Windows calculator do? Right -
click and select 'What's this?' to get a
short explanation.
 Create your own Windows boot
screen. First get your image in .bmp
format, 640pixels wide by 400 high
and 256 colours. Now use your
image -editing software to reduce the
width to 320pixels without changing
the height. This will 'squash' the
image but don't worry. Save it in the
root of C: \ with any name you like.
Quit the image editor and change the
name of the saved file to logo.sys,
ignoring the warning. Reboot, and
your image will greet you - stretched
back into its correct proportions -
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instead of the standard Windows 95,
98 or ME start screen. If you want to
revert to the standard screen, just
delete the logo.sys file.
 If Control Panel, System, Device
Manager doesn't quench your thirst
for knowledge, type 'hwinfo /ui' into
the Start, Run box. This will give you
information about your hardware, its
drivers and its Registry entries.
 Last but not least, if you're tired of
right -clicking on a file, folder or other
icon, then selecting 'Properties', hold
down the Alt key and double-click,
which does the same job.

Corner of weirdness
Regular readers will know that each
month we endeavour to bring you
news of bizarre Windows problems
and their solutions. This month it's the
turn of the disappearing Internet
Explorer. Reader Jim Dick had been
running Windows 98SE for three years,
and, with a couple of memory
upgrades, it did all he needed - apart
from displaying .jpg files. When Jim
tried to open these, he got a message
saying that Windows couldn't find
iexplore.exe. Which was strange,
because there it was in C: \ Program
Files \ Internet Explorer. After several
exchanges of emails, we found the
problem. Somehow the File Type entry
for .jpg had lost the path to Internet
Explorer. It's strange how the word
'Update' springs to mind at such times.

So, if you have the same problem,
here's how you fix it. In Explorer or in
any folder, go to View, Folder Options,
File Types. Scroll down and select
'JPEG Image' - there should be two
entries, and you want the one with the
jpeg, jpg and jpe extensions shown
(see screenshot 3). Click the 'Edit'
button, and in the next dialogue select
'Open' in the 'Actions' list, then 'Edit'.
On a working system you should see

Free and powerful
- Irfanview

Top: Bring back
the memory of
open folders

Bottom: Scotty
sniffs out your
IE Helpers

something like screenshot 4. If you're
getting the 'can't find iexplore'
problem, you probably will just see
"iexplore.exe" -nohome in the
'Application used...' box. You'll need
to add the path after the opening
double -quote. By default this is
C:\Program Files \ Intemet Explorer,
and it is entered using the short,
Dos -friendly form as
C: \ PROGRA-1 \ INTERN -1 \. If your
Internet Explorer executable is kept
elsewhere, then you'll need to modify
this. If you're not sure how to form the
short path name, you can copy it from
File Manager (Start, Run, Winfile.exe).
We found that putting in the full path
(in double quotes) also worked.

Windows ME has different
arrangements for viewing jpgs and
other image files: you should see
rund1132.exe
C: \ WINDOWS \ SYSTEM \ SHIMGVW.
DLL,ImageView_Fullscreen in the
'Application used...' box. It's also not
compulsory to open jpg images in
Internet Explorer: if you have any
image -processing or photo -
organising software installed, you'll
probably find that jpgs - and other
file formats such as tiff and bmp,
open in that. If you don't have any
image -processing software, but would
like some, then get yourself a copy of
Irfanview (see screenshot 5). It's very
versatile as, in addition to every
bitmap format you can think of, it
also handles movie and sound files.
It has some very powerful features:
many professional photographers
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reckon that the Lanczos resampling
filter that it uses for enlarging images
beats anything that Photoshop has to
offer. And, last but not least, it's free.
You'll find it at www.Irfanview.com.

Another strangeness linked to an IE
update is the loss of the ability to
remember folders that were open on
shutdown and automatically re -open
them on the next startup. Many
people find this a pain, although
others have learned to live with, and
even to love, the feature. So, if you
find that upgrading to 1E6 has robbed
Windows 98 or ME of this feature,
here's how to bring it back.

Having taken appropriate
measures to back up the Registry,
run Regedit and navigate to
HKEY_CURRENT USER
Software \ Microsoft Windows

\ CurrentVersion \ Explorer
\ Advanced. Create a new DWORD
value, either by going to the Edit menu
or right -clicking in the right pane. Give
this the name 'PersistBrowsers'.
Double-click on the new DWORD and
set its value to 1. Close Regedit. The
next time you shut down and restart
Windows, any open folders will be
remembered (see screenshot 6).

Scotty on patrol
In February's column, I mentioned
two utilities by Mike Lin
(www.mlin.net), called StartupCPL
and Startupmonitor, that help you
control what gets loaded at boot
time. Reader Geoff Harris raises the
stakes in recommending Winpatrol
(www.winpatrolcom). Although this
has a rather jokey interface with
Scotty the dog and Pinky the squirrel
(don't ask) it does some rather useful
things. As well as monitoring Startup
items, it monitors cookies, additions
to scheduled tasks and, most
importantly, Internet Explorer
'Helpers'. I put the word in quotes as,
although Helpers include things such
as the Google Toolbar or pop-up
stoppers, both of which are indeed
helpful, they can also include things
such as homepage hijackers, adware,
spyware and other nasties, such as
the very unpleasant Coolwebsearch
that we looked at last month.
Winpatrol works with Windows 95
through to XP. It's free though, if you
are desperate to spend, there's a plus
version that will tell you further
details on a long list of programs that
can run at startup (see screenshot 7).

CONTACTS
Tim Nott welcomes your comments
on the Windows column.
Email him at: win®pcw.co.uk.
Please do not send unsolicited file
attachments.
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Keeping an eye on web traffic
We take a closer look at the XP firewall and examine the benefits of prefetching

With the next version of
Windows, codenamed
Longhorn, not due for
at least another two

years, what have we got to look
forward to in the interim? Well, don't
get too excited, but there's a service
pack on the way. This went into beta
testing last December and should be
released, according to Microsoft, this
summer. The main thrust of SP2 is
security, and one change is that,
unlike XP SP1, the firewall will be
enabled by default. This, again
according to Microsoft, is because
users at present have to run a wizard
or navigate through the network
settings to manually enable it.
Which, apparently, they find
difficult. There will also be more
configuration options, but we'll
return to these when the final code is
released. SP2 will also close a window
of opportunity that at present exists
at boot time, in that unfiltered
packets can be received in the period
between the network loading and the
firewall loading.

Some long-awaited features will
appear in Outlook Express and
Internet Explorer. The former will
have an option to block remote
content in mail messages. With the
current version of Outlook Express,
the sender can code a link to a
graphic stored on a server, rather
than include the code for the graphic
within the message. This, at best, can
be a nuisance for those on a dial -up
connection as OE will attempt to
connect to the Internet every time
you view such a message. It also has
more sinister implications, in that
the content can be used by the
sender, for example, to verify your
email address. Internet Explorer will
have better management of add -ins,
which we hope will win a few battles
against malware 'helpers'. The other
piece of good news is that at long last
it will catch up with rival browsers,
such as Netscape, Mozilla Firebird
and Opera in having a pop-up killer.

Firewall facts
Having mentioned the XP firewall,
let's take a closer look. First, if you
have an Internet connection then
enabling the firewall is a must, as it
sets restrictions on the information
that is communicated between your
computer and the Internet. Go
to Control Panel, Network
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Connections. Right -click on your
Internet connection, and choose
Properties. Go to the Advanced tab
of the Properties dialogue, and
tick the box beside 'Protect my
computer...' (see screenshot 1). If
you have other networked computers
using Internet Connection Sharing
(ICS) then you only need to enable
the firewall on the machine that has
the direct Internet connection.

So, what does it actually do? Unlike
third -party programs such as Zone
Alarm, the XP Internet Connection
Firewall (ICF) doesn't restrict
outgoing traffic - so you don't get
messages warning that various
applications are trying to 'phone
home'. That isn't to say it doesn't
monitor outgoing traffic: it needs to
do this in order to filter the incoming.

When your PC (or one sharing the
Internet connection) originates a
communication, such as requesting
a web page, a record is kept of the
transaction. When a communication
is received from the far side of the
firewall, the records are examined for
a corresponding outgoing request.
If there isn't one, then the
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2044-01-26 11:49,36 OPEN TCP 81.48,51.192 21/.187.193.203 4881 88
2044-01-26 11:49,38 OPEN TCP 81.48.51,192 212.187.153,203 4882 80
204-01-26 11:49137 OPEN TCP 81,48,51,192 212.187.153 200 4883 80
/044-01-26 11:49:37 OPEN TCP 81.48.51.192 212.187.153.203 4885 80
2844-01-26 11:49:37 OPEN TCP 81.48.51,192 212 187.153.203 4886 0
2444.01-26 11.49.37 oPEN TCP 81.46.51.192 212.187,153.283 4887 86

,51.192 212.187.153,20 4888 80
.51.192 212.187.153.00 4889 0SCREENSHOT 2

communication is quietly dropped.
When I say quietly, I mean you
won't get a warning message or other
notification. You can, however opt to
keep a log of the firewall's activities.
Although this isn't necessary unless
you suspect your PC is under attack,
it is illuminating in showing how the
firewall works.

If you click the 'Settings' button on
the ICF/ICS tab, you'll get a further
dialogue with three tabs. Turning
first to the Security Logging tab,
tick the box beside 'Log successful
connections' but not 'Log dropped
packets'. Keep the size limit at
4,096KB - if you go to the maximum
allowed of 32,767KB you'll still be
reading it this time next month. If
you're really paranoid you can
change the name and location of the
log file, so the hackers won't know
where to look for it, but for now
we'll go with the flow. OK out of
everything, then close and restart
your Internet connection. You can
open the log file in Notepad
(C: \ Windows \ pfirewall.log if you
accepted the default file location
setting) and you'll see something
like screenshot 2. If this is the first
time you've used the log, then begin
at the beginning - if not the
timestamps for each entry should
tell you when a session is started. In
the screenshot example, the
highlighted entry shows the session
started at 11:49:35 on 26 January
2004, with an action to OPEN a
connection from 81.48.51.192 (the
local computer's address assigned by
the ISP) to the ISP's server at
80.10.246.130. These IP addresses
don't mean much to humans, but
you can translate them into
meaningful addresses using a reverse
DNS lookup service, such as that at
http://remote.12dt.com/rns (see
screenshot 3). This resolves the
second address to dns-adsl-gpe2-
b.wanadoo.fr. Moving down, the
same computer opens a TCP
connection with 212.187.153.20.
If you look this up, you'll find it
resolves to www.quardlan.co.uk - the
home page for the PC's browser. In
fact, as this is a web page you can
paste the numbers straight into the
address bar (see screenshot 4). You'll
also see entries to terminate
connections: each 'OPEN' should
have a corresponding 'CLOSE' and
you may also see 'INFO -EVENTS -
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Reverse DNS Lookup
IP Address 80.10.246.130 resolves to:

dns-adsl-gpe2-b. wanadoo. fr
This is a free service provided as -is without any warranty or guarantee

1 but there are costs to running it. If you'd like to make a donation of $1
to help support and pay the server costs, please do:

SCREENSHOT 3

LOST' which means the logging
procedure couldn't keep up and
lost the plot for a while.

For part two of the experiment,
disconnect from the Internet; go
back to the connection properties
Advanced, Settings dialogue and
reverse the ticked boxes so only
dropped packets are logged. Close your
mail program, browser and anything
else using the Internet connection
and wait a while before opening
pfirewall.log again. You should now
see nothing but DROP actions for the
current session, ie, packets that have
been stopped by the firewall.

The second (destination) IP address
in each entry will correspond to the
address currently assigned to your
computer by your ISP - the reverse of
the previous experiment. The first
(source) IP address - well who are all
these people? Again, you can do
reverse DNS lookups, but this won't
tell you much. What is certain is that
there's a lot of it about: I counted an
average of 10 dropped packets per
minute - hence the 'quiet' blocking.
A lot of this seems to be harmless
noise, but you could also expect
Windows Messenger Service Spam,
P2P file -sharing enquiries and other
stuff. If you see the same IP address
trying to connect to a succession of
ports on your PC (two columns to the
right of the destination IP) then
something is trying to break in.

ICF can interfere with some
things. For example, Outlook Express
can be configured to check a server
for new mail at set intervals. No
problem, as the request originates
from the user's PC, so the reply from
the server is expected. Outlook 2000,
on the other hand, when used with a
Microsoft Exchange Server, waits
passively until the server sends a
remote procedure call (RPC) saying
that new mail awaits. But this
message is unsolicited - there's no
corresponding prior request, so the
firewall blocks the RPC. Hence
Outlook users have to use scheduled
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or manual mail checks in the same
way as OE users.

A final point to watch is, as stated
earlier, ICF only blocks incoming. If
you've been infected with a virus it
won't stop your PC sending this on
to entries in your address book, or
returning your personal information
to the perpetrator. So, don't use the
firewall as a substitute for common-
sense precautions such as using a
virus checker and not opening
doubtful email attachments.

What is prefetch?
What is the point of the
Windows \ Prefetch folder? Are the
files in there duplicates and is it safe
to delete them? I've been asked this
several times over the past few
months, so here's a rough guide to
prefetching. To answer the last two
questions first, the files aren't
duplicates and though there is no
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harm in deleting them there's little
point in doing so. The first question
is rather more complicated. When
you start a program, a record is
logged to a .pf file in the Prefetch
folder. This file contains details of
which files are loaded and in
what order. There's also a special
NTOSBOOT....pf file that contains
a similar log of files loaded when
you boot the PC (see screenshot 5).

So, next time you start the
program, or boot, Windows can
consult the corresponding prefetch
file and load all the right files into
memory without having to be
instructed file -by -file by the loader.
It's like knowing your way around the
supermarket, so you can go straight
to what you want without having to
keep going back to the centre aisle to
read the signs.

It gets better. Windows uses the
information in the boot and program
.pf files to work out the optimum
layout of files on your disk, so that
files needed in succession are
physically close on the disk. It stores
this information in a file called
Layout.ini, in the Prefetch folder: this
is in plain text, so you can take a look
at it. When your computer has been
idle for a while, it then shuffles the
files on your hard disk, in a process
similar to defragging, but conforming
with the 'ideal' layout stored in
Layout.ini. So, next time your idle
PC bursts into frenetic disk activity,
that may be what it's up to.

Some believe that cleaning out the
prefetch folder is a good thing to be
done on a regular basis. There are
even utilities to do this for you. But
unless something has gone wrong
with your PC it isn't necessary or
desirable to do this. Windows
maintains the prefetch folder
contents on a least -used -first -out
basis, and it shouldn't occupy more
than a few megabytes.

If you do want to disable
prefetching, for example to
troubleshoot a program or
Windows start-up, then go to
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
SYSTEM \ CurrentControlSet

\ Control Session Manager
Memory Management

\ PrefetchParameters and change the
value of the EnablePrefetcher DWORD
from 3 (prefetch programs and boot)
to 2 (prefetch boot only), 1 (prefetch
programs only) or 0 (prefetch neither).

CONTACTS

Tim Nott welcomes your comments
on the Windows XP column. Email
him at: xp a pcw.co.uk. Please do not
send unsolicited file attachments.
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Terence Green
has tussled with computers ever since
starting as an IBM mainframe operator
in 1979. Since 1981 he has documented
the gap between what PCs claim to do
and reality

Precautionary measures
Protecting your PC from the outside world is essential, but which is the best way?

Security is a subject that
comes up time and again
in these columns. We
make no apology

for harping on about it, as security
measures don't only protect our own
computers, but they also help make
the Internet less frustrating. Many of
us have high-speed connections these
days, and yet the Internet often
seems to be as slow as it was when we
used slow dial -up modems. Part of
the reason is that an incredibly high
proportion of Internet traffic - more
than half - according to sources, is
entirely spurious, consisting of spam
email and malicious probing by
worms and other viral traffic.

The latest example of this is
highlighted by Microsoft's release of
an MS Blaster detection and removal
tool. The Knowledgebase article at
http://support.microsoft.com/
?kbld=833330 fully explains why
this tool has been released and
provides a link from which it can
be downloaded. This tool has been
released by Microsoft because the
823980 and 824146 security updates
only close the hole by which the
worm enters. Updating a computer
that has already been infected cannot
prevent the MS Blaster worm family
from attempting to propagate by
sending outgoing transmissions
which try to infect other computers.

The fact that Microsoft released
this tool is interesting because most
personal firewalls, if properly
configured, will block outgoing
MS Blaster probes from an infected
computer. The only personal firewall
which lacks the capability to block
outgoing probes is the Microsoft
Internet Connection Firewall (ICF)
included in Windows XP (for more
on XP firewalls, see page 188). A
firewall capable of blocking outgoing
transmissions is your first line of
defence against being an unwitting
propagator of MS Blaster. The second
line of defence is an anti -virus
scanner which will discover and
remove malware like MS Blaster.

Many people scoff at personal
firewalls and anti -virus scanners,
describing them as unnecessary. Few
go on to recommend a barrier in the
form of a dedicated hardware device
sited between your computer and the
Internet. Those who do will usually
also suggest monitoring tools such as
intrusion detection software which
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detects and reports unusual
behaviour. A setup like this can
provide more effective security
than software running on the
computer it is supposed to protect,
because local software can be
compromised. Numerous exploits
try to do this by including code
to disable well-known personal
firewalls and anti -virus scanners
(see screenshot 1).

This doesn't mean that personal
firewalls and anti -virus scanners are
unnecessary, as some suggest, only
that there are more effective
solutions. But security is always a
balance between risk and reward, and
for most personal computers not
connected to corporate networks, a
personal firewall and anti -virus
scanner is more than adequate
protection. Together they provide a
suitable barrier and a monitoring
function at a reasonable cost.
Monitoring is an important part of
security. If you don't know what's
happening on your computer, it's
impossible to know whether, for
example, MS Blaster is secretly
propagating itself whenever you're
connected to the Internet.

A reputable anti -virus scanner
provides a very acceptable
monitoring function, provided its
signatures are frequently updated.
F -Prot Anti -virus (www.f-prot.com)
(around £16 per annum, depending
on exchange rates) and Etrust Anti-
virus (www.my-etrust.com) (around
£14 to buy, £7 per annum to renew)
are well regarded, unobtrusive, and
have minimal impact on system
resources. Etrust is a 4MB download
and F -Prot is only a little larger.

Monitoring
software alerts
you when

malicious exploits
try to subvert
your computer

What does

Microsoft Blaster
Cleaner really do?

Even if you are protected by a good
anti -virus scanner it's probably worth
downloading and running the
Microsoft Blaster cleaner. When you
install it, the setup wizard runs the
cleaner silently in the background.
This is a little disconcerting as you
don't get to see what it's doing and
the fact that it completes without
incident is the only indication it has
done anything, or indeed has rectified
any problem. You can, however, run
the cleaner in a Command Prompt
window (with administrator rights)
(see screenshot 2) using the verbose
switch as detailed in the
Knowledgebase (KB) article.

Services
Speaking of firewalls, Gertrud
Walton appreciates our explanation
of the function of system files such
as svchost, but wants to know when
it is OK to allow them to break the
filtering rules of a firewall. The simple
answer is, always, because that's how
Windows works. But this needs more
explanation. It's not ideal in terms of
understanding what to allow or
disallow, but Windows funnels lots
of its services through proxies like
svchost. The one that Gertrud
finds most persistent and worrying,
services.exe, is another. Gertrud
says her firewall log frequently
reports this program as trying to
communicate in a way disallowed
by the filtering rules. Denying all
access to services.exe results in no
web pages being available. But, as
Gertrud says, programs that behave
in this way are suspected of having
been taken over by a Trojan. How
can you be sure that a program is
safe, and what is the point of a
firewall if you allow programs to
exceed the filtering restrictions?

This is a very good question
because it goes to the heart of the
issue of whether personal firewalls are
a viable alternative to a standalone
device, or merely a confusing
diversion. Although we recommend
the use of personal firewalls, they
can be quite confusing. Correctly
configuring a firewall is a black art
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requiring a considerable amount
of in-depth knowledge of Internet
protocols, as well as the software
processes running on your computer.
This knowledge is used to create
firewall rules which describe
allowable actions.

The basic set of rules should deny
all inbound and outbound access
except for the smallest set that
enables your desired tasks. For
example, you want to browse the web
and send email so you enable only
those services. This is fairly simple to
do, but there's a catch. To enable web
browsing in general you enable the
local service and the port it uses. Now
you can browse anywhere on the web,
but this includes malicious websites.
You could modify the rule to allow
browsing only to trusted websites, but
now you have to manually add each
and every website you wish to visit.
This is not only inconvenient but
now you have to make a judgement
on a website you have never visited in
order to add it to the allowed list.
That's OK if it is www.apple.com,
but what about a website
recommended by a friend?

Judgement calls
There's really no way around the fact
that you have to make a judgement
call that begins with trusting
something, but what? You can only
begin by trusting the software on
your computer. With Windows this is
a real problem as there's an awful lot
going on under the covers. Microsoft
builds in a whole slew of processes
which automatically use available
Internet connections. Automatic
Updates will check for security
updates. Messenger will look for
buddies online. If you install a new
piece of hardware Windows may
check the web to see if there's a newer
version of the driver. All of these
services are legitimate, even if you
haven't personally authorised them.
And many of them are co-ordinated
through higher -level services such as
svchost.exe and services.exe. The
latter, for example, co-ordinates
Internet Explorer and the Domain
Name Service which is essential to
using the Internet.

So, to use the Internet, you must
enable services such as svchost and
services. Essentially the dilemma a
personal firewall poses is, if it is
sufficiently flexible to be tuned
for each and every process that is
funnelled through svchost and
services, you will need to have a
precise and complete understanding
of each and every aspect of these.
That's not something most people
have or desire, and frankly, it trips up
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security experts on a regular basis. As
ordinary people making general use
of the Internet and being reasonably
aware of the risks, it's quite
appropriate to give Windows
components such as services.exe
automatic access rights to the
Internet after having confirmed
that it is what it claims to be.

Several Trojans (malicious
infectors) know this and try
to subvert these services by
surreptitiously installing similarly
named executables (scvhost, service)
or by installing identically named
executables in other folders. One
trojan, for example, installs a file
called services.exe in the Windows
folder. It does this because Windows
2000 System File Protection will not
allow the trojan to replace the
legitimate file in the System32 folder,
and because good personal firewalls
use a signature system to create a
unique identifier for each authorised
program (see screenshot 3).

If an authorised program is
surreptitiously replaced by a trojan,
the personal firewall will spot the
changed signature and will not allow
it to access the Internet until you
have verified the new executable.
You may have experienced this after
applying a service pack or updating a
web browser. The basic premise here
is that you have to start with a
baseline of known applications
that you trust and which you can
authorise. Obviously, the best time to
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do this is immediately after installing
Windows 2000 because if you can't
trust the contents of the Windows
2000 CD produced by Microsoft,
what can you trust? But you may
only have installed a personal firewall
after experiencing an Internet attack.
In this case, you have to establish
trust by other means. First, make
a basic check by locating the
executable and looking at its Version
properties (right -click on the
executable) (see screenshot 4).

It's unlikely that this would be
spoofed, but it could be so this is
not a guarantee of legitimacy.
Next, Google the executable on the
Microsoft site by entering services.exe
site:support.microsoft.com. This
produces a slew of KB articles
verifying that the file is part of
Microsoft, including this one
http://support.microsoft.comf
defauttaspx?Id=263201 which
gives it a name you can use to search
for a more detailed description.

By now you can be reasonably
certain that services.exe is legitimate
and required for Internet access. But,
even if the executable is kosher, there
remains a possibility that it is being
subverted by some other program.
This is where corporate security
monitoring comes in. This usually
employs specialist intrusion
detection tools but a good anti -virus
scanner, supplemented by a specialist
spyware scanner such as Adaware
from www.lavasoft.de is an
alternative on a standalone
computer. Ensure that Adaware
and the anti -virus scanner are fully
updated with the latest signatures,
and run a complete scan. If you're
particularly concerned, get a second
opinion. The F -Prot scanner is highly
regarded and offers a free 30 -day trial
download. Once you have satisfied
yourself that your computer is free
of malicious software you can trust
services.exe.

Now, provided you maintain
constant monitoring by keeping
the anti -virus scanner on -demand
functions enabled and frequently
updated, and schedule Adaware to
run regularly, you can be confident
you have taken the appropriate steps
to protect your computer. Obviously
there's always the possibility of being
tricked by a social engineering
exploit, but that's a judgement
we all have to make.

CONTACTS
Terence Green welcomes your
comments on the Windows 2000
column. Email him at:
win2000*pcw.co.uk. Please do not
send unsolicited file attachments.
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A lesson in administration
How to list, delete and copy files, plus a look at hard and soft links
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In recent months we have
looked at a couple of the
fundamental aspects of Unix
and Linux, including the tar

and gzip commands and the RPM
package management utility. In last
month's issue, we examined Unix file
permissions in detail: how security
works and how to modify the
permissions on files and directories.
This month we will step further back
and look at some of the basic Unix
utilities associated with file
administration. As we've seen before,
quite often in the Unix and Unix -like
world, commands have identical
names, but behave in different ways:
sometimes having extra or fewer
capabilities, and sometimes entirely
different command options. In the
case of the rudimentary file
commands, the same applies, though
fortunately the simplest command
options usually remain the same.
We will look at the GNU file utilities.
These are the standard for free Unix -
like systems, including Linux, and
tend to be more powerful than their
commercial Unix equivalents.

Basic file operations
The most basic operations you will
want to perform will be listing,
deleting and copying files. There are
separate commands for each of these
actions. To list a file, use the 'Is'
command. In its most basic form, it's
equivalent to the DIR command in
Dos but, as with all the utilities here,
it offers a substantial amount more.
To get a simple list of the files and
directories in the current working
directory, just run Is by itself:
$ is

file.txt pic.jpg
Without options, Is produces a list

sorted alphabetically. To obtain
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'Is.: List directory contents-------------
The Is. program lists information about files (of any type.

including directories). options and file arguments can be intermixed

arbitrarily, as usual.

For non -option command -Line arguments that are directories, by

default -Is. lists the contents of directories, not recursively. and

omitting files with names beginning with For other non -option

arguments, by default -IS lists Just the file name. if no non -option

argument is specified, Is. operates on the current directory, acting

as if it had been invoked with a single argument of

By default, the output is sorted alphabetically, according to the

locale settings in effect. ill If standard output is aterminal,terminal, the

output is in columns (sorted vertically) and control characters are

output as question marks, otherwise, the output is listed one per line

and control characters are output as is.

Because 'Is' is such a fundamental program, it has accumulated man

options over the years. They are describe

SCREENSHOT 2

more details about the files, use the
-1 option, meaning a 'long list'. If
you have more than a few files to
display, pipe the output into the
more command.

Have a look at screenshot 1 for an
example. This is the typical output
in the system temporary directory,
/tmp. As you can see, the shell
window displays the current working
directory in the titlebar - this is the
case for the KDE and Gnome
desktops. The first column shows the
permissions on each file or directory,
as we saw last month. The second
column indicates the number of hard
links to the file (see later). The third
and fourth columns give the file's
owner and group - again examined
last month. The remaining
information provides the size in
bytes, the date and time the file was
last modified (or created if
applicable) and, of course, the name
of the file or directory itself.

The Is command takes a series of
Posix (standard) options. In addition
to -1, these include -a to list files
beginning with a dot (usually
hidden), -R to list recursively through
directories and not just the current
one, -r to reverse the sorting order
and -t to sort by modification date
instead of alphabetically. So to list
the contents of the directory, in long

Barry Shilliday
has worked with computers for almost
two decades. By day, he is a Linux and
Unix consultant, but in his free time
prefers to travel the world - and snap it
with his camera

format and in reverse order of
modification (so the final file was the
most recently changed), you'd type:
$ Is -Irt

To examine one or more files
specifically, instead of the entire
directory, just list the files or

directories at the end of the
Is command. You can use
pattern matching in the list.
These can be quite complex,
from '*.jpg' to select all jpeg
files, to something like
'[a-d,r-z]*.???' to match any
file beginning with the
characters 'a' to 'd' or `r to
and ending in any three -
character extension.

The GNU version of Is
supplies many more options.
Unlike the Posix options,
these may only work with
this particular version.
You're already using the
GNU versions if you're using
Linux. The options include
-h to make the size output
more (humanly) readable in

conjunction with the -1 option,
displaying size letters like M for
megabytes, instead of showing bytes,
which is particularly useful for very
large files. Also provided is the -color
option, which outputs files in
different colours, depending on their
type. Check the man or info page for
full details (see screenshot 2).

Deleting files is something we all
regularly do. On Unix systems
(perhaps as in life) it's wise to be
cautious, especially at the command
line, as there is no undelete function.
If you use KDE's Konqueror or
Gnome's Nautilus file managers to
delete files, you have the option to
move to trash, just like Windows and
OSX. The delete key on Konqueror is
in fact bound to the trash option,
rather than the delete one. In the
shell there is no such thing; once you
delete a file it's gone for good. The
good news is that you can't ever do
any damage to the system if you're
logged in as a normal user, since you
simply don't have the privilege to
delete any system files or directories.
Your own files and directories, on the
other hand, are not so well protected.
See last month's column for ways of
making your files read-only.

Now the warnings are out of the
way, let's look at the command.
Many of the basic commands in Unix
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are two letters long. Why type
'remove' or 'del' when you can just
type 'rm'? The rm command is much
simpler than is - there's not a lot you
can do differently when deleting
something. In option -less form, it
deletes a file:
$ rm file.txt

like most Unix commands, you see
no output if everything's fine - only
errors are reported. The most typical
error reads "rm: cannot remove
'file.txt': Operation not permitted".
The message is clear: the permissions
on the file or directory don't allow
you to delete it. If you remember
from last month, the ability to delete
a file normally depends on whether
the directory it's in is writeable, and
not on the file itself.

The rm command only takes a
couple of options. Use 'r' or 'R' to
remove through directories
recursively - always be careful before
running with this option, especially
with root! The -i option introduces
a safety net, making the deletion
interactive: you will have to type 'y'
with each file before it is removed.
So for example:
$ rm -R pics a*

Here any files or directories
beginning with a, and any called
pics are removed. It includes all files
and directories beneath these
matches, so if there was a directory
called `jpegs' in the 'pics' directory,
this would go too.

Unless deleting directories
recursively like this, the rm
command deletes only files. Use
the 'rmdir' command instead for
directories; running 'rm pics' gives
the error "rm: cannot remove 'pics':
Is a directory".

Copying and moving
To create an identical copy of a file,
use the cp command. It's common
practice with Unix commands for
the source file to be specified first,
before the destination file, when
two files are involved. So, as before,
the simplest way of running cp is
as follows:
$ cp file.txt new.txt
$ cp file.txt /tmp

I lere, file.txt is duplicated with the
name new.txt in the first example,
and in the second, file.txt is copied to
the /tmp directory with an identical
file name, as no new one was
specified. When cp creates a new file,
it is independent of the original - it
is owned by the user who copied it,
and will have a current date stamp.
In order to maintain the original
ownership, permissions and time
stamp, the -p Posix option is
available. This is more effective when

run as the root user, since only root
can set the owner of the new file to
something other than the user who
ran the command. Any user can set
a file's modification date stamp, so
this and the security permissions, are
maintained using the -p option.

Other Posix options include -f to
'force' a create - in other words, to
overwrite existing files; -i to behave
interactively, similar to the rm
command, when attempting to
overwrite a file; and -R, to copy
directories recursively. This last
option is useful in combination with
-p to make quick and dirty backups.
$ cp -fpR imgs imgs.bak

Here the imgs directory, and all
its contents, are copied to a new
directory called imgs.bak. The files
and directories maintain all the
original time stamps and
permissions. If imgs.bak already

'We all regularly delete files,
but on Unix systems it's wise
to be cautious, especially
at the command line'
exists, the cp command won't give an
error. That's because it treats imgs.bak
as a directory path rather than a new
directory, and therefore imgs is
copied into a new 'imgs' directory
inside the existing imgs.bak. You can
see this more clearly in screenshot 3.

The GNU version of cp has more to
offer. The -a (archive) option makes it
easier to perform quick backups, as
this implies several other options like
-R and -p. There are several more
options for better control of backups
and which directories to copy; see the
man and info pages for more details.

Moving a file from one place to
another is like a two-step process:
copy the file, then remove the
original. There's absolutely nothing
stopping you from doing this, but
the my command is there to do it

The cp command
can do quite a
bit more than a
straightforward
copy

for you. There are some subtle
differences, however, as we'll see.
The my command is somewhat of a
variation on the cp command and
has more or less the same format.
I err are a couple of simple examples:
$ my file.txt /tmp
$ my /tmp/pic.jpg -/me. jpg

I lie tint ..ample is similar to

one we saw using cp earlier - file.txt
is moved from the current directory
into /tmp. In the second example,
pic.jpg is moved from the /tmp
directory into the user's home
directory (-/ is the standard way
to represent that) and renamed
to me.jpg.

Unlike cp, my attempts to preserve
all the original attributes of the source
file, and there is no -p option. In fact,
if the source and destination are on
the same filesystem (such as a disk
partition), no files are removed or
created - even if it's a different
directory - the name or location is
just changed, and the new file is
physically exactly identical to the old.
If you move files between different
filesystems, the equivalent of 'cp -p' is
implied. The -f and -i options still
apply in the same way as a copy.

To rename a file within the same
directory, just use the my command.
For the reasons listed above, it makes
no sense to have a separate command
for renaming alone.

Links
So that's how to remove, copy and
move files about. All these concepts
are familiar to anybody used to
dealing with computers. Links are a
little different, as these don't exist on
Windows or non -Unix -based versions
of the Mac OS (anything before OSX).
There are two kinds of links: hard and
soft. We'll look at the latter first.

A soft link (also known as a
symbolic link) is a special type of file.
All it does is point to another file.
That's all there really is to it. As far as
the kernel (and the operating system

Session Edit View Bookmarks Settings Help

trip - is
total 1
drwxr-xr-x 2 barry users
rwxr-xr-x 2 berry users
tmp $ cp -fpR imgs imgs.bak
tmp $ is -1
total 1
drwxr-xr-x 2 berry users
drwxr-xr-x 3 berry users
trip $ cd imgs.bak

$ is -I
total 1
drwxr-xr-x 2 berry users
imgs.bak $

-i

New I 1131 Shen',

96 Jan 16 18:13 imgs
48 Jan 12 13:43 imgs.bak

96 Jan 16 18:13 imgs
72 Jan 16 19:01 imgs.bak

96 Jan 16 18:13 imgs
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t Is -1
total 1
drwxr-xr-x 2 barry users
drwxr-xr-x 3 barry users
tmp s in -s imgs my_imgs
tor s is -1
otal 2
drwxr-xr-x 2 barry users
rwxr-xr-x 3 barry users
lrwxrwxrwx 1 berry users
tmp s cd my_imgs
my_imgs t

New 11 til11] Shell. .

96 Jan 16 18:13 Imes
72 Jan 16 19:01 imgs.bak

96 Jan 16 18:13 imgs
72 Jan 16 19:01 imgs.bak
4 Jan 19 20:05

Left: Soft links are convenient and commonly used for a variety
of reasons

Below: Hard links behave similarly to soft links, but at a
lower level are very different

hart v ()VIA OW,

Session Edit View Bookmarks Settings Help
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as a whole) is concerned, the link
refers directly to the file it points to.
So what's the difference between a
symbolic link and a copy? A copy
creates a duplicate of a file, which can
be modified independently; a link, on
the other hand, refers to another file
and itself has no substance. Actions
performed on a link affect the file it
points to, so if you modify a link, you
modify the file. One exception is
deletion - rm removes the soft link
and not the target file. The link
requires no disk space other than a few
bytes to store the path to the linked
file. If you delete the file a symbolic
link points to, the link becomes
Invalid. So to create a soft link:
$ In -s file.txt stuff.txt
$ In -s /tmp -/mytmp

By default In creates a hard link,
so you must use the -s option to
create a soft one. As usual, the source
file comes first, and the first
command creates a link called
stuff.txt that points to file.txt in the
same directory. The second example
creates a link in the user's home
directory called mytmp which points
to the /tmp directory. There's no
distinction between files and
directories for soft links. Take a look
at screenshot 4 for another example.
Running In creates a new soft link
called my_imgs. With 'Is -1', the soft
link shows up as a type '1' (the first
character in the permissions block)
and is helpfully shows us which file
or directory the link is pointing to.

Basic Emblems Permissions Notes

Name: my,jmoS

Type: link to Folder

Contents: 2 items, totalling 0 bytes

Location: /homeibinyitmp

Volume: Root Volume

Free space: 3.8 GB

Link target: ihome/barry/tmpiimgs

Modified: Friday, January 16 2004 at 18:13:00

.5eleot Custom Icon- irr,r,rnor
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tmp s is -1h
total 14K
-rw-r--r-- 1 barry users 9.5K Jan 20 18:23 file.txt
drwxr-xr-x 2 barry users 96 Jan 16 18:13 Imes
drwxr-xr-x 3 barry users 72 Jan 16 19:01 imgs.bak
lrwxrwxrwx 1 barry users 4 Jan 19 20:05 -> Imes
tmp $ In file.txt stuff.txt
tmp $ Is -1h
total 26K

2 barry
drwxr-xr-x 2 barry
drwxr-xr-x 3 barry
lrwxrwxrwx 1 barry

2 barry
tmp $ rm file.txt
tmp $ is -1h
total 14K
drwxr-xr-x 2 barry
drwxr-xr-x 3 barry
lrwxrwxrwx 1 barry

1 barry

users
users
users
users
users

users
users
users
users

9.5K Jan 20 18:23 file.txt
96 Jan 16 18:13 Imes
72 Jan 16 19:01 imgs.bak
4 Jan 19 20:05 -> ins

9.5K Jan 20 18:23 stuff.txt

96 Jan 16 18:13 Ins
72 Jan 16 19:01 imgs.bak
4 Jan 19 20:05 -> legs

9.5K Jan 20 18:23 stuff.txt

You can then treat the new link as a
normal file (or directory in this case),
as demonstrated by entering
my_imgs with the cd command.

Hard links share the same concept
as soft, but are a completely different
thing altogether. Every file has at least
one hard link; the filename is in fact

'A file is only lost if all its
hard links are removed: rm
just deletes a hard link'

Nautilus tells you
my_imgs is a link
to another
directory

just a hard link. In contrast to soft
links, which point to other filenames,
a hard link points to physical data on
the filesystem (usually a disk). When
you create a new file, be it by saving
something or copying an existing file,
the system sets up a new hard link for
you automatically. When you create
new hard links to existing files, each
of these points to the same physical
data and has equal status; if you
remove the original file, its hard
link is removed but the file is still
accessible through the other hard
links. It's therefore the case that a file
is only really lost if all its hard links
are removed; the rm command really
just deletes a hard link.

Creating hard links is easy:
$ In file.txt stuff.txt
In this example, stuff.txt becomes a
new hard link to the same data as
file.txt. Both filenames are now equal
and point to the exact same physical
data. In screenshot 5 you can see a
file 9.5KB in size called file.txt. It
has one hard link, as shown by the
second column, and it's a normal
file, as shown by a minus sign for its

type in the first column. Next the
In command is used to create a new
hard link. The hard link count
increases by one; both links show a
count of two, since each represents
the same data. Now the first link is
removed, and the hard link count
drops back to one as expected. If you
recall from earlier, you might notice
we've just manually performed the
same as a move or rename; no data
was copied, removed or created.

Hard links are used sparingly in
practice. For one thing, they're
more difficult to spot, but more
importantly, they can only exist on the
same filesystem. This makes perfect
sense; hard links point to physical data
only. Symbolic (or soft) links, on the
other hand, point to existing files, or as
we now see, existing hard links. These
can be across filesystems, and are
commonly used and easy to spot, both
in the command line and in graphical
file managers like Nautilus (see
screenshot 6). Another thing to
remember is that both soft and hard
links can only be created on Unix
filesystems, and not on mounted Fat
partitions, for example. It is, however,
possible to create a soft link to a file on
a non -Unix (or even networked)
filesystem, as a soft link is just a pointer
to another file's path. Next month we
will see how links can affect a file's
operation, and another couple
of ubiquitous commands.

CONTACTS
Barry Shilliday welcomes your
comments on the Linux/Unix column.
Email him at: linux*pcw.co.uk.
Please do not send unsolicited file
attachments.
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Tim Nott
is a full-time freelance journalist.
When he's not writing about Windows
and word processing, he tackles many
other diverse subjects. He currently
lives in France with his wife and family

Space, the final frontier
How to handle mysterious space formatting, and we crack a protected document

When using 'long' tabs,
such as those in a table
of contents (TOC)
where the chapter or

section headings are aligned left and
the page numbers aligned right, it
can be a good idea to use a leader -a
row of dots or dashes - to guide the
eye between the corresponding
elements. In any version of Word,
this isn't difficult: go to Format, Tabs
and choose the tab type, position
and leader from the dialogue. Reader
Robert Kletz thought that leaders
look better with a space separating
them from their connected elements,
and I agree. Again, this is simple -
type 'text -space -tab -space -number'.

However, this all starts to go to pot
with automatically generated tables of
contents. If you type a space after a
chapter heading, the space is stripped
out when the TOC entry is created.
Although you can manually edit the
TOC to put spaces either side of the
leader, these again are stripped out
every time the TOC is updated.
However, Robert had a distant
memory of being able to keep the
space between the chapter title and
the leader. Sure enough he found an
old document that retained the space,
and was able to copy and paste the
space into a new document, where
it behaved in a similar fashion,
surviving the journey from a trailing
space in a chapter title to a TOC entry.

This space had other magical
properties. If he turned on the viewing
of non -printing characters, the space
stayed as a space, instead of the usual
dot for a normal space or small circle
for an em, en or non -breaking space.
I asked Robert to send me a file
containing the magic space, so I could
work out if there was another way of
inserting it other than passing it on
from document to document.

None of the formatting revelation
techniques in various versions of Word
would say anything about the magic
space, so I tried saving the file as rtf.
This preserves the content and
formatting (in theory) of the doc file,
but encodes it in a plain -text rather
than a binary format, so you can read
all the formatting codes in a text
editor. This revealed the key to the
mystery. The magic space was actually
a field, according to the rtf code, but
didn't show as a field with 'Show field
codes' enabled, and inside that field
was -a space from the Symbol font.

Non -printin9 chorea* or doc MicrosoftWord
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1. Formatting restrictions

A Limit formatting to a selection of styles

2. Editing restrictions

Ti Allow only this type of editing in the document:

Filling in forms

3. Start enforcement

Are you ready to apply these settings? (You can turn
them off later)

Yes, Start Enforcing Protection

Top: An invisible

space that
never disappears

Bottom: Don't
rely on this
for security

That's the way to create it - Insert,
Symbol, choose the Symbol font and
the very first character, which is the
space character. That just leaves us
with the problem of getting the space
between the leader and the number
(see screenshot 1).

Password shock horror
A recent exposé of a security flaw
in Microsoft Word 2003 has been
brought to my attention. If you
create a form in Word you have the
option of 'locking' it so only the form
fields can be edited - much as in a
paper form - and this locking can be
password -protected (Tools, Protect
Document...). Thorsten Delbrouck-

Konetzko, CIO of Guardeonic
Solutions, Munich, showed how you
can remove the password protection
and edit anywhere in the document.
Form protection - which also applies
to tracked changes or comments - is
designed to stop people messing up
the form. It's not designed to make
documents resistant to malicious
or fraudulent alteration, so don't
use it for that (see screenshot 2).

Create a document in Word 2003,
put in a form field or two and some
text, then go to Tools, Protect
Document. Under 'Editing
Restrictions' select 'Filling in forms'
or 'No changes', then 'Start enforcing
protection' and follow the prompts
to supply a password. Save the
document, then Save As... a single
Web Page (.mht). Close the document
and open the mht file in Notepad.
Look for a pair of 'UnprotectPassword
tags. The eight hexadecimal characters
between the tags form the checksum
of the password. Now, reach for your
favourite hex editor and open the
original, protected doc file. If you
haven't got a hex editor you can
get a free one at www.chmaas.
handshake.de/delphl/freeware/xv132/
xv132.htm. The next step is to search
for the same eight -character checksum
- but it will be in reverse pair order, so
if you find D780825F in the mht file
you must look for 5F8280D7 in the
doc. Change all these to zero, then
save and quit the hex editor, re -open
the protected doc in Word and you'll
find you can remove the protection
without a password. What's insidious
about this discovery is that it's
possible to reverse the process and
put the password back, without ever
having to know what the password is.

If you're not bothered about
covering your tracks, there's an
easier way of cracking a protected
document, which also works in
Word XP, 2000 and 97. Save the
protected form as an rtf file then
close it. Open the rtf file and go to
Tools, Unprotect Document. You
won't need a password, as only the
protection state is saved in the rtf
file, not the password.

CONTACTS
Tim Nott welcomes your comments
on the Word processing column.
Email him at: wp:apcw.co.uk.
Please do not send unsolicited file
attachments.
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Making the balloon go up
How to program the Office Assistant to help guide your Excel workbook users

t's easy to create a pop-up
window on a website page
using Javascript, a reader
writes, but how do you do it

in Excel? This is where the Office
Assistant comes into its own. That
animated paperclip may make
redundant comments, but you can
program it to pop up and be helpful.
When staff members tend to forget
a necessary procedure, you can
program it to show them how.

If you can write a simple macro
you can create an Office Assistant
balloon. Let's say you want people
who've made entries in a file to
circulate it to others, as shown in
screenshot 1. Press Alt & F11 to start
the VBA for Excel editor. Choose
Module on the Insert menu and in
the right-hand box enter the 14 -line
macro shown in figure 1 below.

As the macro is called Auto_Close()
it will automatically run when the
user tries to close the file. The next
line establishes that you are creating
a new message balloon. The Mode is
Modal, meaning you can't enter
anything on a worksheet while the
balloon is displayed. An OK button
is created to close the Assistant.
The heading will be New circulation,
underlined, and in font colour red
(cf 249). Then there is a line of text
to make the request followed by
three bulleted labels in blue (cf 4),
specifying to whom the information
should be circulated.

Save and close the VBA editor.
When you close the Excel file the

3

4

5

6

8

9

10

I

12

13

14

_15

16

17

Sales Report
New circulation

Product 1
When you have

roduct 3 Total
Charles £ 5,500.32 completed your 9,523.12 f 30,259 66
Debbie 26,584.3E entries here please 89566.32 £ 130,407.01
Frank 42561.22 COPY' 88570.66 £ 173,793.12
Iris 42,986.81  Human Resources 87,783.95 £ 173,332.02
Charles 43,416.71  Strategic Services 86,906.11 £ 189,286.05
Debbie 43,850.8E  Library .86,037.05 £ 172,449.16
Frank15,263.22 85,176.68 £ 143,001 14

15,415.8E FX 84,324.91 £ 164,864.07
Charles 15,570.0 o I/4 83,481.66 £ 164,826.22
Debbie 19,856.25 66 2 82,646.85 £ 168,935.37
Frank 20,054 81 81,820.38 f 168,971.79
Iris 20,255.36 7 81,002 17 £ 169,025.10

Office Assistant will appear and you
will have to click OK, confirming you
have read it before closing the file.

To offer some choices when the file
is opened, first create a heading style.
Anywhere in a blank area of your
worksheet temporarily enter a title
and format it, say in Arial Black, 12pt,
Alignment Left, Vertical Centre
Aligned, colour Brown. Select this cell
and choose Style on the Format menu.
In the Style name box enter, Heading
and click OK. The code is much the
same. Figure 2 shows the full macro.

It starts with Sub Auto_Open() so
it will run when your file is opened.
Again there are Heading and Text
sections. Although there is some
duplication between the entries for
the three checkboxes, this offers
you the flexibility to change the
worksheet selected, the cell where
the heading is entered, the wording,
style and row height for the heading.
If the user should select all three

The Office

Assistant can
pop up with
personalised
reminders

boxes, 'Profit Report' would appear on
Sheet 3. But it would be easy to change
the code so each worksheet will have a
different heading if all three boxes are
checked. You could rewrite the code so
each sheet was referred to by the name
on its tab. But if you use Sheetl,
Sheet2, and so on as here, VBA for
Excel will recognise the worksheet
you want whatever the tab name.

At the moment, the file opens and
stays with the worksheet displayed
when the workbook was last saved.
You can see what has happened after
using the Auto_Open macro by
clicking on the tab for Sheet3. But it
is easy to change the code so the focus
is shifted to Sheet3 automatically.
Just delete the single lines like:
Sheet3.Range("Cl"),
.Value = "Sales Report"
,led replaavith the two

Sheet3.Activate
Range
("Cl").Value =
"Sales Report"

(Key: s code string continues)

While writing the macro you don't
have to keep opening and closing the
workbook to see if it works. Just press
Alt & F8, choose either Auto_Open or
Auto_Close and click the Run button.
To make changes click the Edit button.

CONTACTS
Stephen Wells welcomes your
comments on the Spreadsheets
column. Email him at:
spreadsheets@pcw.co.uk. Please do
not send unsolicited file attachments.

Sub Auto_Close()
Set balNew = Assistant.NewBalloon
With balNew
.Mode = msoBalloonModal
.Button = msoButtonSetOK
.BalloonType = msoBalloonTypeBullets
.Heading = "{cf 249){ul 1} New circulation fut. 01.,

(0 0) "

.Text = "When you have completed your entries here
please copy:"

.Labels(1).Text = "{cf 4}Human Resources{cf 0)"

.Labels(2).Text = "{cf 4}Strategic Services(cf

.Labels(3).Text = "{cf 4)Library{cf 0)"
ret = .Show
End With
End Sub

Sub Auto_Open()
With Assistant.NewBalloon

.Heading = "To get started"

.Text = "Select your department
For i = 1 To 3

.CheckBoxes(i).Text = "Dept. " & i
Next
.Button = msoButtonSetOkCancel
.Show
If .CheckBoxes(1).Checked Then

Sheet3.Range("C1").Value = "Sales Report"
Sheet3.Range("C1").Style = "Heading"
Sheet3.Rows(1).rowheight = 19.5

End If

If .CheckBoxes(2).Checked Then
Sheet3.Range("C1").Value = "HR Report"

0}" Sheet3.Range("C1").Style = "Heading"
Sheet3.Rows(1).rowheight = 19.5

End If
If .CheckBoxes(3).Checked Then

Sheet3.Range("C1").Value = "Profit Report"
Sheet3.Range("C1").Style = "Heading"
Sheet3.Rows(1).rowheight = 19.5

End If

End With
End Sub (Key: r code string continues)

J
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Keep the noise down

Ken McMahon
is a freelance journalist and graphic
designer. His involvement with digital
graphics began with a Commodore 64. He
graduated to Macs and now works mostly
with PCs. Draw your own conclusions

Reducing noise on your images can be tricky; we show you how with a range of solutions

Are you bothered by
noise? The bloke next
door may be keeping
you up by playing music

at full volume from dusk 'til dawn,
but aside from the fact that it's bad
manners that's not my concern.

The kind of noise I'm talking
about is digital; there's a degree of
noise present in all digital images.
Like the grain in photographic
emulsions, it's an imaging fact of life.

Noise is produced by image sensors
when they convert light into an
electrical voltage, which is then
sampled to produce a digital value.
The amount of noise a sensor
produces depends upon its physical
properties, not least of which is its
size, and is expressed as its signal-to-
noise ratio or SNR. Generally
speaking, the smaller a sensor is, the
less efficient it is at capturing light.

One problem for manufacturers is
that to produce a high -resolution
scanner they need to squeeze a lot of
sensors - 1,200 or even 2,400 - onto
a linear sensor array measuring the
width of a sheet of A4 paper.
Paradoxically, a scanner with higher
optical resolution might produce
inferior -quality images due to the
high SNR.

Of more practical consequence
for digital photographers is what
happens when you increase the
ISO setting - the equivalent of
choosing a higher film speed on
a film camera, or use very long
exposures to capture detail in low
light. Once again, the sensor is
attempting to capture more light and
the result is a reduction in the SNR
or, to put it another way, more noise.

In this case, we're not talking
about a few barely noticeable
specks. A lot depends on the
camera, but beyond 400 ISO,
image noise becomes a very real
and visible problem.

Several camera manufacturers
have included noise reduction
modes in an attempt to alleviate
the problem. Generally these work
by making several exposures and
comparing them to identify
and eliminate noisy pixels.

Noise reduction
Noise caused by long exposure can
be easier to deal with than noise
caused by using a high ISO setting.
Long exposure noise is caused by

SCREENSHOT 1

The blue channel

(left) shows
the most noise
(the original is
on the right)

Creating a device
noise profile using
Neat Image

'hot pixels' which produce
inappropriately high values
that show as white, red or green
dots. Pixels that are hot during one
long exposure tend to exhibit the
same problem in subsequent
exposures and so can be identified
by making a second 'black
frame' exposure.

Nikon's Clear Image mode takes
three exposures - two with the
shutter opened and one with it
closed. The problem with these
solutions, apart from their limited
effectiveness, is that they usually
impose restrictions on how you
can shoot and the images take a
long time to process in the camera.
Clear image mode doesn't work
well with moving subjects, is
restricted to 960 x 1,280 resolution
and a tripod is recommended. If
your camera doesn't have a noise

reduction mode, or you don't want
to use it for the reasons I've
just mentioned, there is always the
option of post -processing in an
image editor. This not only means
you can shoot however you want,
but being able to see what's going on
and make a few critical judgements
gives you a big advantage over the
in -camera algorithms.

To eliminate hot pixel noise in
long exposure images you need to
make an additional exposure with
the lens cap on, using exactly the
same settings as for the original.
This black frame can then be used to
isolate noisy pixels in the original.

But before we get on to that it's
worth considering that, if the best
possible image quality is your goal,
you should shoot in raw mode if your
camera provides it. This will avoid
exacerbating the noise problem
with in -camera sharpening and
jpeg compression.

It's quite a simple process.
Open the two pictures in
Photoshop and drag the black
frame image on top of the original
to create a new layer. Hold down
the Shift key while doing this to
position it exactly above the
underlying layer.

Next, apply the gaussian blur
filter to the black image layer with
a radius of about 0.5pixels. Finally
change the blend mode to
difference. Toggle the layer on and
off using the eye icon in the layers
palette to see the before/after view.
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ISO noise
Removing noise resulting
from a high ISO setting is less
straightforward. This kind of noise is
introduced because of the degree of
amplification required to produce
images in low light conditions and is,
by its nature, more random and more
widespread than hot pixel noise. Hot
pixel noise is something you may
never have to deal with, but ISO
noise is there in every picture you
take, even at low ISO settings.

Because you can't isolate high
ISO noise a more general approach
is called for. The problem is how
to get rid of (or at least reduce) the
noise without degrading the overall
image quality.

First duplicate the background by
dragging it onto the new layer icon
at the bottom of the Layers palette.
Rename the new layer 'noise blur'
and apply the median filter with a
radius of between six and 18 pixels.
Then change the blend mode of
the layer to colour and you'll see
a marked reduction in the noise.

If you're not convinced this is
making much difference, you can
get a better look at just how much
noise there is in an RGB image by
examining the channels individually.
Press Ctrl & 1, Ctrl & 2 and Ctrl & 3
to view the red, blue and green
channels, or use the channels

palette to toggle them on and off.
You'll probably see most noise in
the blue channel (see screenshot 1).

Because sensors are least sensitive
to blue, (actually they are least
sensitive to green, but this is
overcome by placing twice as many
green pixels in the filter array) the
blue channel undergoes greater
amplification and hence generates
more noise. With just the blue
channel visible, toggle the noise
blur layer on and off and you'll get
a better idea of the effectiveness of
this technique.

Plug-in solutions
If you do a lot of low light
photography it might be worth
considering a noise reduction
plug-in. There are quite a few of
these around; some are shareware,
most are reasonably inexpensive and
they all offer approaches of varying
sophistication and effectiveness.

Neat Image offers some very
sophisticated tools, but to make
effective use of them requires a
degree of perseverance. Having said
that, you can get reasonably good
results in a few minutes. As always
it's the fine tweaking to get that extra
improvement that takes time and a
little skill.

Neat Image is available in three
versions - Home, Pro and Pro+. In

SCREENSHOT 3

Left: original
image; centre:
noise reduction
using my image -
generated profile;
and right: using
a calibration
chart -generated
profile downloaded
from the Neat
Image website

Noise reduction plug -ins
Neat Image www.neatimage.com
Available in Home ($29.90) (£16 approx), Pro ($59.90) and Pro+ ($74.90) versions.

Visual infinity Grain Surgery www.visinf.com
A Photoshop plug-in with a sophisticated interface similar to Neat Image, but with better preview
facilities. As well as 'grain' removal you can add grain and match grain for consistency across
several images. Quite expensive at £179, the free demo download is fully functional, but renders a
grid over images to which it's applied. There's also a film and DV version for After Effects.

Alienskin Image Doctor www.alienskin.com/idoc/idoc_main.html
Image Doctor is a suite of four filters - Smart Fill, Scratch Remover, Spot Lifter and Jpeg Repair
- from the people who brought you the renowned Eye Candy suite of effects plug -ins. As well as
reducing jpeg artefacts caused by over -compression, Jpeq repair makes a good fist of noise
reduction. The suite costs $129 or $99 if you already have Eye Candy, Xenofex or Splat and
there's a free 30 -day fully functional trial download on the website.

Inovalabs ISO Denoise Filter www.digitalsecrets.net/secrets/denoiselSO.html
No banks of sliders or even presets to think about, this is a one -hit wonder that produces pretty
good results with extreme ease of use - and it's free.

Digital Deluxe Toolbox version 1.0 www.2morrow.dk/75ppi/coolpix/actions
A suite of free Photoshop actions designed for real hands-on treatment of ISO noise. The denoise
action is general-purpose denoiser designed for DDC-based cameras which maintains edge detail
by creating masks to preserve edge and highlight details and avoid colour banding.

Power Retouche Noise Filter www.powerretouche.com/Noise-filter_plugin_introduction.htm
A photoshop plug-in with four customisable noise reduction methods. The full plug-in costs £32
and includes excellent documentation. The demo download adds a watermark to filtered images.

To save you the download time, you'll find trials of many of these on this month's cover disc.

addition to the features available in
the Home version, the Pro version
offers full batch processing and 16bit
support. The Pro+ version is supplied
as a Photoshop plug-in as well as the
standalone application.

Screenshot 2 shows the Neat Image
workspace -a resizable four -tabbed
panel with a big preview window.
Neat Image works by analysing areas
of the image that don't (or shouldn't)
contain any detail and building a
profile that describes the noise
characteristics of the camera.

Creating a profile is pretty
straightforward. Define a suitable
square area of the image with a
rectangular marquee and click the
rough noise analyser, which produces
the basic profile. This is then refined
by clicking the auto fine-tune button
which measures the dependence
between the level of noise and the
local brightness in different image
areas. This is to take account of the
fact that noise levels vary throughout
the tonal range - for example noise
may be stronger in darker parts of
the image. The auto fine tuner
adjusts a bank of sliders that
represent estimation of noise levels
in 10 tonal bands. You can also set
these sliders manually. So if you
could see there was no noise in the
highlights you might try setting the
three sliders on the far right to zero.

With the profiling complete it's time
to move on to the filtering stage. The
controls here are split into three panels
- Noise filter settings, Noise reduction
amounts and Sharpening settings.
Each of these provides controls for
reducing noise in the high, medium
and low -frequency parts of the image -
or to put it another way, areas with
fine, medium and coarse detail.

Like the profile analysis, filter
settings work in a YCrCb colour
space, which makes it possible to
distinguish between and apply
different settings to noise that
affects pixel brightness and that
which affects pixel colour.

For a quick fix you can use the
default preset, though you may find 3.
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Adobe Photoshop SCREENSHOT 4

This application does not support the unauthorized processing of banknote
images,

For more information, select the information button below for Internet -based
information on restrictions for copying and distributing banknote images or go to
www .rulesforuse org.

Information Cancel j

this a little heavy handed and the
other presets provide ample options
for most situations.

The final stage is the Output
Image tab, where the filtration is
applied with the selected settings to
the image, using the profile created
at the first stage. If all this sounds
like a lot of work, I should add
that, once you're familiar with the
program, it's possible to get to
this stage in a few seconds.

Applying the filtration took
roughly 40 seconds for this 1,920 x
2,560 24bit image on a 2GHz P4, but
if you have a lot of images to process
and are happy to use the same
profile, even the demo version
supports limited batch processing.

Screenshot 3 shows side -by -side
views of the same section of a) the
original image, b) noise reduction
using an image -generated profile and
'remove half noise' preset and c) noise
reduction using a user -generated
profile downloaded from the Neat
Image website and the same filtration
settings as b. Noise detail doesn't
always reproduce well in print, so if
you want a better look at this image
you can find it at www.mooll.co.uk/
pcw/noise/comparison.jpg.

Even on the half -strength setting,
Neat Image does a good job of
reducing noise both in the flat sky area
and the stonework detail. It is possible
to eliminate the noise with stronger
filtration, but at the cost of lost detail.

The downloaded profile was
created using the calibration target
available on the Neat Image website.
This consists of a number of
greyscale swatches. You print the
target then photograph it (or scan
it if you want to profile your
scanner). As the noise characteristics
of your camera will vary at different
ISO settings you need to create a
profile for each one. Then you
analyse the calibration chart in Neat
Image in a process similar to the one
just described.

What surprised me about this
comparison was that's it's almost
impossible to tell my quick profile
effort from the downloaded one
produced using the calibration chart.

Photoshop CS -
the CS doesn't
stand for
Currency Snitch

There are differences, but I had to
superimpose the two images using the
difference blend mode to spot them.
Depending on how you look at it, this
either means that Neat Image works
very well with image -generated
profiles, or that profiles made with
the calibration chart method aren't
worth the bother, or both.

It may of course be that, like
'canned' colour profiles, noise
profiles aren't all that accurate unless
they're made for specific devices. So
you may get better results generating
your own calibration chart profile
than using a downloaded one.

If I was to make a criticism of Neat
Image it would be that it doesn't
provide a side -by -side comparison
preview. It provides some pretty good
visual analysis tools - like a variant
selector which allows you to save
preview swatches for given filter
settings and a component viewer

'At the risk of sounding like
a conspiracy theorist, what
else is in Photoshop CS that
we don't know about?'

which displays previews of the
filtered Y, Cr and Cb channels. But
what you need to see is a side -by -side
before and after comparison.

It might be asking for a lot, but
some method of defining a selection
mask would also be a good thing, or
at least the ability to import one in
the form of an alpha channel. It may
be that you can do this with the
Photoshop plug-in version. With this
shot of the cathedral, for example,
I'd be quite happy to restrict the filter
to the sky area and maintain the
detail in the stonework where the
noise isn't that much of a problem.

Counterfeiting
I was surprised recently, not to say
a little disappointed, to read on
www.slashdot.org and
www.siliconvalley.com that Adobe has
added currency detection code to
Photoshop CS that prevents opening

images of US and other currency
bills (see screenshot 4). The issue was
brought to light on the Adobe
forums, where a poster complained
that Photoshop CS refused to open an
image of a $20 bill, instead producing
an alert box with a link to a US
Secret Service web page outlining
restrictions on the use of illustrations
of US currency.

In addition to US $20 bills, users
have reported problems with bills of
other denominations and currencies.
According to Slashdot, Photoshop
treats euros in the same manner and
Ken Bradner, a Harvard University
consultant, found that the software
recognised and blocked British £20
notes, but not £5 and £10 notes.

However, my experience proved
otherwise, Photoshop CS recognised
and refused to open scans of a £5 and
£10 note, instead presenting an alert
box with the message: 'This
application does not support the
unauthorised processing of banknote
images.' In my copy of Photoshop,
the currency alert box includes a link
to www.rulesforuse.org, a portal with
links to websites of central banks in a
number of countries including the
Bank of England. The US Secret
Service website previously
mentioned is the US link.

It's interesting to note that
the law in the UK is much more
restrictive regarding reproducing
banknote images than in the US.
It's not allowed without the Bank of
England's permission. My guess is
they won't be handing out software
keys to disable the block.

What's more interesting is why
Adobe should have chosen to do this
when, in the US at least, under certain
circumstances currency reproduction
is not illegal and designers frequently
have legitimate reasons for using
images of currency (type currency
into a photo library search engine
and you'll see what I mean.)

At worst, this will cause a lot of
inconvenience to a small group of
designers - if I worked in the design
department of a finance and
investment magazine, I wouldn't be
in a hurry to upgrade to Photoshop
CS. But the bigger worry is why was
Adobe so reticent to say anything
about this new 'feature'. At the
risk of sounding like a conspiracy
theorist, what else is in CS that
we don't know about?

CONTACTS
Ken McMahon welcomes your
comments on the Digital imaging
& video column. Email him at:
digitalimaging@pcw.co.uk. Please do
not send unsolicited file attachments.
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Guy Kewney
has been reporting on all

aspects of IT since long before
the first personal computers arrived

on the scene. He now believes the
wireless revolution will change the world

Pocket control
How easy is it to access your PC on the move with your mobile? We investigate

Arecent column - about
remote control of your
home PC via wireless -
was a bit discouraging

for some. 'You make it seem like it's
so hard it's not worth doing,' was one
response.

This time, I hope I have two
answers to that. First, I've got a
system for remote control of your
PC from your phone - and you
don't even really need a smartphone
- any phone that is capable of Wap
will do.

Second, if you think it's
probably more effort than most
people will be prepared to put into
it, you're right. Remote control, in
any rational analysis, is not what we
will be doing in future. What will
work in 10 years' time will be an
integrated wired and wireless system
accessible worldwide, which allows
you to read and write your data
without ever knowing where it is,
and without caring what you are
using to access or edit it.

At present, storing your data
somewhere on the web can be
expensive. I'm fortunate in having
access to CIX at www.ameol.co.uk -
a conferencing system where most
of my colleagues hang out.

The conferencing is great. I can
discuss anything from homeopathic
treatment of discouraged carrots, all
the way to Islamic fundamentalist
dentistry. There's also email and a
reasonably good ISP. But there's
more: for less than a tenner a
month I get all that, plus a place
where all my text is stored.

But most people don't want a
CIX account for some reason -
maybe to avoid chatting to me?
They want another way to store
files. And I've just found one which
is free.

It's called the Yahoo Briefcase.
Not heavily publicised, it's a system
where you can store 30MB of data
for absolutely nothing.

To set this up, go to www.yahoo.com
and look for the briefcase symbol,
along with the mail one and you'll
be taken to http://brietcase.
yahoo.com (see screenshot 1).

You may already be a user of
Yahoo Messenger or have a Yahoo
email address. In both those cases,
all you have to do is log in and
create a briefcase. Otherwise, use
the new user button to sign up

New! r'ahor! Spry
SCREENSHOT 1
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SCREENSHOT 2
Add Files
Import/Upload your files to the Web.

You are not signed in. You need a Share with Friends
Yahoo! ID to use Yahoo!
Briefcase Share your files with friends and family...

New User

Skin me up!

Announcements

Yahool Bnefcase is still the easiest way to put your files online and
share them well friends or co-workers

 Get 30 MB of space, absolutely free

and create a briefcase of your own
(see screenshot 2).

So far, so obvious (you may say)
but there's a dodge. So far, I have
not found a limit on the number
of Yahoo accounts you can create,
and each one gets its own 30MB.
And yes, each one is accessible from
your Wap phone or PDA.

These days, of course, you can
stick a 128MB SD (Secure Digital)
memory card into a lot of phones,
which makes 30MB look pretty
thin. But an SD card can be easily
dropped on a floor, where it will
vanish between the cracks. This
way your data can be stored safely
online, so you can recover it
anywhere you like.

Something tiny
It was my judgement (see last
issue) that, while GotomyPC and
Laplink Everywhere were really
remarkably clever for mobile PC
users, they were not very practical
when it came to mobile
phone users.

Naturally, I have a solution:
it's a product called Pockethub,
from Pocketwatch Systems at
www.pocketwatchsystems.com,
and it's specifically designed for
mobile phone users. There is
nothing to stop you using this

For those without
Yahoo Messenger
or email accounts,
Briefcase can be
easily installed by
signing up

Not well advertised, but the Briefcase
is easily accessible from the
Yahoo Home page

from a PC and, with the greatest
respect to Pocketwatch Systems, it
has to be admitted that it works far
better if you use a PC to run it
remotely, just like its rivals. There
really is a limit to how well you can
operate a high-res PC image with
1,024 x 768 pixels when examining
a text -only Wap display.

But it works. Setting up the system
was pretty much automatic. The
software is downloadable on a
two-week free trial - which I
recommend, because it is not going
to be for everyone. Even better;
there's a live demo on the website,
which lets you see how it works,
actually controlling a real PC at the
Pocketwatch office (see screenshot 3).

If that looks good, download
the 46MB trial software from
www.pocketwatchsystems.com/
try/trial.html. Run the install
executable, and use the
default settings (see screenshot 4)

The first important detail to
watch is the Register screen. I know
most of us have got used to skipping
this on the grounds that it generates
useless spam, but in this case, you
need to do it, because it needs to
know what device you're using to
access your PC.

The next important detail is
when you start entering your
personal data. I know that
security is quite important when
setting up your home PC so that

it's accessible from the web, but
even so, there are security tricks
which are appropriate when
working from a full keyboard,
but which you will hate yourself
for when using the 12 keys of a
mobile phone.

For example, a punctuation
character is a great idea when
setting up a password, which
should be long, have letters and
numbers, no words which a
dictionary would provide and
be impossible to pronounce.

But unless you know where to
find the punctuation characters
on your phone keyboard my
earnest advice is to skip that bit.

The live demo online lets you get a feel

for the software before downloading
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Product Nagle:
PocketHub

Install Folder
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I used one, and by the time I was
finished testing the thing, I was
ready to shoot whoever created the
password (me, of course). Tip: pick
letters which are the first option on a
keyboard, avoid letters like C, F, or I -
and, of course, S or Z which take four
key -presses. If you think that restricts
you too much, then at least make
sure you pick consecutive letters
which occur on different keys, so
you don't have to sit and wait for
the recogniser to time out before you
select the next one - ABC is a no -no,
as is DEF.

The same applies to your
username. I tried using my
complete name on the grounds
that firstmiddlesumame would be
unique, but it takes weeks to type
that in if you aren't a fast texter.
Worse still, in order to log in, I had
to enter the URL of my pockethub
node, which was: http://
firstmiddlesurname.pockethub.net -
a real thumb -burner.

Would-be crackers please note:
my trial name and password expired
two weeks after I did this review, so
even if you think you know my
middle name, don't waste time
seeing if you can hack my PC with it.

The next trap is in selecting what
applications you are going to use.
The point is that you won't be in
remote control mode unless you
select the browse PC option, so you
won't be able to fix things which
aren't working.

By default, Pockethub expects
you to use Outlook for mail, calendar,
notes and contacts. On my test
machine, it turned out, I hadn't set up
Outlook for mail, so when I dialled in
the first time, the system froze. On
the home screen was a standard
Outlook dialogue box asking me to
run the first-time setup wizard. And
there was nothing I could do about
that until I got back home.

In each case, Pockethub has its
own application, and it's worth
setting that up for a start. The list of
devices you can use to connect to it is

Mx-1,4111dt

pockethubi.
re Welcome

C License Agreement

Installation Settings

Installing...

N Configuration...

There's a tutorial
which runs on the
host, not on the
remote viewer

Make Model."

Network Operator

Type Of Contract

Note Mandatory rllid

Left: Use the default settings for
installation

Below: For UK -based users, Pockethub

supports a huge number of phones.
Overseas users may have to use trial
and error
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ligin Mobile
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enormous, and includes selecting
which phone carrier you have, too
(see screenshot 5). I set it up on
an Orange SPV for fun; but the list
is long, so make sure you know
which model your phone is.

After setup, you can run the tour
and get tuition. I found this to be
useful, but you can do that any
time, as long as you are in front of
the host PC - not on the remote
phone (see screenshot 6).

Give it a go; it's pretty painless.
That's not to say it's ideal, simple or
foolproof. You may, for example,
have a phone with a camera, but it
may take you a while to work out
which combination of keys allows
you to upload pictures using your
Wap link to your PC, and it may
vary enormously, depending on
where the phone keeps the files.

I found this was useful, and I've
decided to set up a subscription.
Being able to access the home
machine over GPRS/Wap from a
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phone is, frankly, not going to be
something I do often enough to
justify the pound per week it costs;
but having remote control from
another PC certainly is. For £50 for
outright purchase, I can't see a
problem. If the terms and
conditions were to change,
obviously that would be another
question - but I'm not expecting
that to happen.

Pockethub worked for me. Used
over broadband from one PC to
the other, it wasn't the fastest
remote control system I've used.
However, over a GPRS phone -based
link, the speed of the Wap
connection was the bottleneck,
and I suspect most people will only
use that for checking email on the
home machine. But for that, it's
invaluable, because you can leave
the home machine, with all its
broadband speed and power, to
handle the downloads, while you
just examine the list of senders,
using tiny amounts of data across
the air.

Of course, there are other ways
of looking at your email over the
air, and in a future column, we'll
look at things like Smartner's
Duality server and Rim's Blackberry.
They're good, professional systems,
much used by corporate IT
departments. However, as you'll
discover, they require more than
just a nodding acquaintance
with Pop3, Imap and SMTP
authentication, setup and
redirection, and are most certainly
not designed for the home user with
nothing except a broadband link.

By contrast with most other
remote -email systems for private
users, Pockethub is within the
capability of the clumsiest amateur
to configure and use; and as a
remote control system, it is about
as cheap and simple as you could
hope for.

An IT professional would say:
'Set your machine up as a web
server and use a dynamic DNS
system like Hammernode' and if
you're up to that, then yes. But if
that goes wrong, you won't have
the Pockethub helpline to fall
back on; you'll have to be your
own sysadmin, and your own
boss at the same time. I don't
recommend trying it unless you
have a lot of confidence.

CONTACTS
Guy Kewney welcomes your
comments on the Mobile computing
column. Email him at:
mobilecomputing*pcw.co.uk. Please
do not send unsolicited file attachments.
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DIGITAL PHOTO & VIDPO

"Tr VELBON TEENY POD
with all digital cameras
TO CLAIM YOUR TRIPOD QUOTE REF NO: PCW0504

£149.99
Sony DSC-U30

available in blue/gold/silver

Fuji Finepix Ql D fixed lens... E99.99
Fuji Flneplx A2059 3x zoom Et 19.99
Fuji Flnepix A210 3x zoom E1 49.99

Jenoptik JD -C2.1 LCD fixed lens... E69.99

Kodak CX6200 fixed lens... E89.99
Kodak CX6230 3x zoom £129.99

Konica Revio KD 25 fixed lens... E89.99
Konica Revio KD 220Z 3x zoom £129.99

Minolta Dlmage E223... 3x zoom £119.99
Minolta Dimage X20 3x zoom £149.99

Nikon Coolplx 2200 3x zoom E149.99

Olympus 0150 fixed lens... E94.99
Olympus C220 3x zoom E149.99

Panasonic Lumix F7 2x zoom £1 79.99
Panasonic Lumix FZ2. 1 2x zoom (299.99
Panasonic DSNAP SVAS10

Samsung Digimax 240.. 3x zoom E119.99

Sony DSC 030 Blue fixed lens... (1 49.99
Sony DSC U30 Sliver fixed lens... E149.99
Sony DSC U30 Gold fixed lens... £149.99
Sony DSC U50 fixed lens... E189.99
Sony DSC U60 fixed lens... E189.99
Sony MVC FD200 3x zoom E259.99

 COMPACTFLASH
Jacobs 32mb £14.99
Jacobs 64mb £18.99
Jacobs 128mb E29.99
Jacobs 256mb . £60.99
Jacobs 512mb £12399
Fuji 64mb £20.99
Fuji 128mb 20x £35.99
Fuji 256mb 20x £65.99
Fuji 512mb 20x. £139.99
Lexar 64mb 120 £22.99
Lexar 128mb 12x £35.99
Lunar 256mb 12x £65.99
Lexar 256mb Pro ..... 189.99
Lexar 512mb 12x £139.99
Lexar 512mb Pro 1169.99
Lexar 1Gb Pro 32x 1259.99
Lexar 2Gb Pro 400 1499.99

 SMARTMEDIA
Jacobs 64mb £18.99
Jacobs 128mb £36.99
Fuji 32mb £10.99
Fuji 64mb £20.99
Fuji 128mb £38.99

 XD PICTURE CARD
Fuji 32mb £17.99
Fuji 64mb £29.99
Fuji 128mb £49.93
Fuji 256mb £99.99
Fuji 512mb £159.99

 MEMORY STICK
Lexar 64mb 02.99
Lexar 128mb £54.99
Lexar 256mb £79.99
Sony 64mb £34.99
Sony 128mb . £59.99
Sony 512mb Pro...124999

 SECURE DIGITAL
Jacobs 32mb _117.99
Jacobs 64mb £25.99
Jacobs 128mb 148.99
Lexar 32mb £19.99
Lexar 64mb.. £27.99
Lexar 128mb £49.99
Lexar 256mb £86.99
Lexar 512mb £199.99

 IBM MICRODRIVE
1Gb card £14999
1Gb Travel kit E179.99

 FUJI (USB, \
xD/ SMedia £34.99

 INTEGRAL IUSBI
6 in 1 119.99
Dual CF/ SM £16.99

 JENOPTIK USB
CF. MS. SD,SM..£1999

 SANDISK USB2
CF/CFILIVIS,SD..£22 99
XD. SM USB2... £24.99

£299.99
yocera

am SL300R

Canon Powershot A300 fixed lens... E149.99
Canon Powershot A310 fixed lens... (PHONE
Canon Powershot A70.. 3x zoom E249.99
Canon Powershot A75.. 3x zoom (PHONE
Canon Powershot 51 IS 1 Ox zoom (PHONE
Canon Ixus IN Digital.... 3x zoom (PHONE

Casio Exiiim Z3 3x zoom £239.99
Casio ExIlim 53 fixed lens. £279.99

Contax 51300R 3x zoom (PHONE

Fuji Finepix A310 3x zoom £169.99
Fuji Finepix F601 3x zoom__ El 99.99
Fuji Finepix M603 2x zoom E199.99
Fuji Finepix M603 Pro... 2x zoom__ £329.99
Fuji Finepix 5304 6x zoom £229.99
Fuji Finepix F410 3x zoom £249.99
Fuji Finepix 53000 6x zoom E249.99
Fuji Finepix F700 3x zoom E299.99
Fuji Finepix 5602 6x zoom £289.99
Fuji Finepix 55000 1 Ox zoom...£299.99
Fuji Finepix F610 3x zoom £449.99

Jenoptlk 1D -C3.1 fixed lens... £89.99
Jenoptik JD -33x4 3x zoom E119.99
Jenoptik JD-C33xZ3 3x zoom £119.99

Kodak DX6340 4x zoom £199.99

Konica Revlo KD 31 OZ... 3x zoom (219.99

Kyocera Flnecam L30... 3x zoom E169.99
Kyocera Finecam 53R... 3x zoom E249.99
Kyocera Flnecam 51300. 3x zoom E299.99

Leica D Lux 3x zoom 1598.00

Minolta Dimage E323... 3x zoom £149.99
Minolta Dimage XI 3x zoom E179.99
Minolta Dimage Xt 3x zoom £229.99
Minolta Dlmage 11 1 Ox zoom...E279.99

ikon Coolplx 3200 3x zoom £229.99
Nikon Coolplx SQ 3x zoom £279.99

Olympus C310 3x zoom E149.99
Olympus C350 3x zoom..... E179.99
Olympus MN 300 3x zoom E249.99
Olympus C720 8x zoom E249.99

Panasonic Lumix LC33.. 3x zoom
Panasonic Lumix Fl 3x zoom

1249.99
(279.99

Pentax Optio 331 3x zoom £1139.99
Pentax Optlo 33LF 3x zoom £229.99
Pentax Optlo 5 3x zoom E249.99
Pentax Optio 33WR 3x zoom.....E279.99

Samsung Digimax 360 2x zoom El 59.99

Sony DSC P32 fixed lens... E144.99
Sony DSC P52 2x zoom £154.99
Sony DSC P72 3x zoom E209.99
Sony DSC P8 3x zoom E229.99

£399.99
Canon 19100
A3 printer

Canon
Powershot G5

£399.99

£299.99

Canon Ixus I Silver fixed lens... £269.99
Canon Powershot A80 3x zoom £299.99
Canon Ixus 400 3x zoom..... (349.99
Canon Ixus 430 3x zoom (PHONE

Casio ExIllm Z4 3x zoom..... £299.99

Kodak DX6490 1 Ox zoom... £349.99

Konica Revlo KD 4201.. 3x zoom

Lelca DIgilux 1 3x zoom

Minolta Dlmage F200 3x zoom
Minolta Dlmage 5414 3x zoom
Minolta Dlmage G400 3x zoom

Nikon Coolplx 4300 3x zoom 1249.99
Nikon Coolplx 4500 4x zoom E449.99

E259.99

E699.99

E249.99
E249.99
E269.99

Olympus MN 400 3x zoom 1299.99
Olympus 0750 1 Ox zoom... E369.99

Panasonic immix LC43 3x zoom £239.99

Pentax Optlo 450 5x zoom (279.99
Pentax Optio 54 3x zoom..... E299.99

Samsung Digmax V4 3x zoom (269.99

Sony DSC F77 fixed lens... (309.99
Sony DSC FX77 fixed lens... E349.99

(..,o',11 E053000 6.0MP vsa
Canon 300D+1 8-55mm. 6.0MP E394.95
Canon EOS 101) 6.OMP £1159.99
Canon EDS 1D Mkt 8.2MP £3499.99
Canon EOS 1DS 11MP £5799.99

Fuji Finepix 52 Pro 6.1 MP £1049.99
Fuji Finepix 52 Pro 6.1 MP £1199.99

Nikon D100 6.1 MP £1149.99
Nikon DI X Body 5.4MP E3499.99
Nikon DI X Pro Kit 5.4MP £3575.99
Nikon D2H 4.1 MP £2649.99
Nikon D70 Body 6.1 MP E799.99
Nikon D70 +28-80mm... 6.1 MP £849.99
Nikon D70 +1 8-70mm... 6.1 MP E999.99

nkjet Printers
CANON CP 00 PRINTER

Direct nk £179.99

 CANON i865, A4 £169.99

 CANON i905D, A4 £249.99

 CANON i965, A4 £249.99

 CANON i9100.43 1399.99

 EPSON SVLUS PHOTO 8300
A4 Printer. ... ...........179.99

 EPSON SYLUS PHOTO 925
A4 Printer £149.99

 EPSON SYLUS PHOTO 915  EPSON SYLUS PHOTO 2100
A4 Printer.......................(129.99 44Printer f599 99

we stock a huge range of Canon & Epson inks

'Nikon

£599.99

Canon Ixus 500 3x zoom (PHONE
Canon Powershot 550.. 3x zoom £299.99
Canon Powershot G5.... 4x zoom E399.99
Canon Foshot G5+1Gb.... 4x zoom 1549.99
Contax TVS Digital......... 3x zoom E699.99
Fuji Finepix 57000......... 6x zoom E499.99

Jenoptik 10-520023 3x zoom £199.99
Konica KD 5001 3x zoom E329.99
Konica KD 51 OZ. 3x zoom E399.99

Kyocera Finecam 55- 3x zoom E249.99
Kyocera Finecam 55R... 3x zoom E349.99

Lelca Digilux 2 3.2x zoom.. (PHONE
Minolta Dimage F300 3x zoom E299.99
Minolta Dlmage Al 3x zoom £699.99
Nikon Coolplx 5400 4x zoom £549.99
Nikon Coolplx 5700 8x zoom (599.99
Nikon Coolplx 8700 8x zoom E879.99
Olympus C5000 3x zoom E279.99
Olympus C50 3x zoom E279.99
Olympus 05060 4x zoom... £599.99
Olympus C8080 5x zoom £749.99
Pentax Optlo 555 3x zoom E449.99

Sony DSC P10
Sony DSC P12
Sony DSC V1
Sony MVC CD500
Sony DSC T1
Sony DSC F717

3x zoom E299.99
3x zoom (329.99
4x zoom 099.99
3x zoom- (469.99
3x zoom (499.99
5x zoom (569.99

Sony DSC F828 ..- E769.99

894.95 Canon EOS 300D
inc. 18-55mm

Sigma 5D-10 Body 1 0.2MP E999.99

Olympus El body 5.0MP £1399.99
Olympus El +1 4-54mm. 5.0MP £1799.99

Pentax olst D Body 6.1 MP £1 099.99
Pentax mist D+8-35mm. 6.1 MP... .11199.99

Inkjet Paper
CANON

PR101 Pro A4 x15 £10.99
PR101 Pro A3 x10 £1749
PP101 Co! x20 £3.99 40
PP101 7x5 x20

 ILFORD GALLERIE BUY taelj_FREE
Classic or Smooth Gloss or Pearl A4 X25 El 1 95

 EPSON
A4 Photo x20 sheets £7.99
A4 Matte x50 sheets £9.99

 KODAK ULTIMA BUY 1 GET 1 FREE!
270gsin Gloss or Scan A4x15 sheets £9.99

 BIRMINGHAM
97-99 Corporation St

 LEICESTER
61 Granby Street

 BRISTOL
88 Whiteladies Rd.

 LIVERPOOL
54 Bold Street

 DERBY
51 St. Peters St.

 LONDON
74 New Oxford St

 DONCASTER
62 Nallgate.

 NOTTINGHAM
22 King Street

 HULL
76 Prospect St.

 MANCHESTER
16 Cross Street

 LEEDS
5 King Edward St.

 NEWCASTLE
55-57 Clayton St.

 LEICESTER
6o London Road

 SHEFFIELD
5 Rockingham Gate

E.&0.E. Products subject to availability. Prices subject to change.
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Niall Magennis
has been dabbling in Midi and digital
audio since the days of the Atari ST. He
writes on a freelance basis for a number
of music magazines and lives in London
in a flat overrun with music equipment

Get personal with XP sounds
Create your PC's own bank of sounds for event notification

SCREENSHOT 1

The chances are that when
you switch on your PC
and it boots into Windows
it will play some kind of

sound. If your PC has a standard
Windows XP install then it will bleat
out an ambient flourish, but your
computer could be loaded with
another set of sounds installed by
its manufacturer.

However, it's not just at boot -up
time that Windows makes noises.
If you do something you shouldn't
then you're likely to get the audio
equivalent of a slap on the wrist from
a harsh chord sound. When a mail
arrives your email application will
most likely greet it with the sort of
fanfare usually reserved for state visits
by foreign dignitaries, and when
you empty the Windows trash can
you'll hear all those discarded Word
documents being scrunched together.

The fact is that Windows has a
sonic bank of noises that are sounded
off when different events occur. But
what if all this banging and clanging
is getting on your nerves and you'd
like to replace the whole shebang
with noises of your own choosing?
What if that stab chord that notifies
you you've done something wrong
makes you want to pick up your PC
and drop it out of a fourth -floor
window? Luckily you can change
pretty much any of the sounds that
Windows triggers for different
events. If you want you can simply
turn them off, but you can also swap
them for samples you have
downloaded off the net or even for
ones you've recorded yourself. So if
you want to get rid of that annoying
chord sound and replace it with the
wrong answer sample from Family
Fortunes, you can.
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When you scan

down the Program
Events list you'll
see that not all
events have
audio triggers
attached to them

The default
Windows alert
sounds are
stored in the
C:\Windows\
Media folder

The Control Panel is the place to go if
you want to change your Windows
System sounds

To get started you'll need to
open the sound schemes folder
in Windows Control Panel (see
screenshot 1). To get there click on
the Start menu, select Control Panel
and then select Sounds, Speech and
Audio Devices. You'll now be

presented with a
list of three tasks.

Voce Hardware Choose the second
one, named
Change the sound
scheme. This will
open the 'Sounds
and audio devices'
properties box on
the Sounds tab.

In the bottom
half of the window
you'll see a box
marked Program
events. This
contains a list of
all the events in
Windows that can

be assigned to a sound. Events that
already have a sound linked to them
are shown with a small speaker
icon next to them. If you click to
highlight one of these you'll see that
the Play button beside the Sounds
box becomes active. You can click
on this to audition the assigned
sound. As you scan down the
Program Events list, you'll see that
by default not all events have audio
triggers attached and many are
left blank. Obviously you won't
want Windows to make a fanfare
every time you click your mouse
somewhere in an application, but
you may see items you'd like to add
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a sound to (see screenshot 2). You
may also see items that already have
a sound assigned but that you would
like to change. Luckily you can easily
achieve both of these tasks.

The sounds are actually stored on
your hard drive as individual way
files and, although events can use
sounds located anywhere on your
drive, the ones installed by
default can be found in the
C: \ Windows \ Media folder (see
screenshot 3). Often when you load a
new application it will also install
new sounds on your computer. If you
scroll down through the Program
Events list you should come across
entries for applications you have
installed yourself, such as Microsoft
Active Sync or AOL Instant
Messenger. These sounds will usually
be stored in the program's own
folder rather than being added to
C: \ Windows \ Media. This is to stop
programs from overwriting one
another's sounds. If you click on a
sound for an installed application
you will see the file path for the
sample appear in the Sounds box.

Scheming with sounds
Although you can apply changes
on a per event basis, Windows also
allows you to quickly jump between
different sets of assigned sounds.
Microsoft calls these sound schemes.
If you click on the sound scheme
dropdown box at the top of the
Sounds tab you'll see any sets already
installed on your PC. On our
machine there were just two entries -
Windows Default and No Sounds -
but your computer may have more.
In fact if there are a number of sound
schemes installed, just selecting one
of these may be enough to relieve the
monotony of the standard Windows
sound scheme. However, you may
still want to tweak those settings
so you'll need to learn a bit more
about adding your own touches
to a sound scheme.

Now we've got the basics of how
Windows uses sounds for events
we can delve into the process of
changing the settings to suit our
own tastes. Before you make any
changes, however, we'd advise you
to save the existing set of sounds
you are using. This will allow you to
quickly revert to your default settings
if you get bored with your new sound
scheme at a later date. You may, of
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<Hands on oar

course, already be using the Windows
Default scheme but it's worth
saving the current sound set anyway
just in case (see screenshot 4).
Sounds sets don't actually take up a
lot of room so you won't be wasting
hard drive space.

The beauty of the Sounds Control
Panel is that it allows you to assign
any sound you want from anywhere
on your hard drive to an event in
Windows. To link a new sound to an
existing event, start by clicking once
on the event you want to edit. Next,
click on the Browse button to open
the file browser. You can now
navigate to any .way file on your
hard drive and select it. Once you've
selected it you can preview the
sound using the Play button on
the left-hand side of the file browser
window. When you're satisfied with
the chosen sound, click OK to assign
it to the event (see screenshot 5).

While you might think it a good
idea to have funny quotes from John
Cleese as the sound that announces
an incoming mail, you'll soon start to
find the line that once made you
chuckle really grates after repeated
listening. It's best to keep sounds for
alerts as short as possible - familiarity
definitely breeds contempt. In fact
you should stick with very short
sounds for everything bar Windows
startup and shutdown.

The easiest way to source new
sounds is to just download them
from the Internet. There are so
many sites on the web offering free
downloads of short way files that
you'll be spoilt for choice. If you
want to use samples from movies
and TV shows then a good place
to start is http://funways.com.
However www.wavcentral.com tends
to have a broader range of samples
available. Unfortunately at the
moment these are gradually being
converted to mp3 format so you'll
have to convert them back to way
files using an audio editor like
Audacity if you want to use them
as system sounds.

Audacity can be downloaded
for free from http://audacity.
sourceforge.net/windows.php (see
screenshot 6). Because you're going
to be working with mp3 files, you'll
also need to download the Lame mp3
codec from http://mltiok.free.fr.

When you've downloaded the files,
start by installing Audacity. Then
unzip the Lame archive and extract
the Lame.dll file into the main
Audacity directory. Once that's done,
start Audacity, press Ctrl & P, click on
the Formats tab and press the Find
Library button. Finally point
Audacity to the Lame.dll file.
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Changing sounds
To convert between mp3 files and way
files, all you have to do is load in the
mp3 file you want to convert and
then click on the File menu and chose
Export as way. It's as simple as that.

Naturally you can also use
Audacity to edit existing sounds or
even to just record your own. For
example you could take an existing
sound such as the chord.wav file
found in C: \ Windows \ Media and
tart it up a bit. Here's how.

Start by loading the file into
Audacity. Click on the File menu and
select Open. Then navigate to the
C: \ Windows \ Media folder and open
the chord.wav file. If you play the file
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Top: You should

save your existing
sound scheme

before you start
making changes

Bottom: It's very
easy to change a
sound that's linked
to a particular
Windows event
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Audacity is an easy -to -use audio editor that can be

downloaded for free

in Audacity you'll hear the standard
'you've done something naughty'
sound in XP. However, we're going to
change it into something different
using the effects in Audacity.

First of all press Ctrl & A to select
the entire waveform. Now go to the
Effects menu and choose Reverse.
If you now play the file it's already
starting to sound quite different.
To make it sound really strange we're
going to add a wah wah effect. With
the waveform still selected, click on
the Effects menu and pick wah wah
from the dropdown list. In the box
that appears, increase the resonance
setting to 4, up the resonance
frequency to 4 and then set the depth
to 100 per cent and click OK. Now if
you play back the file you'll hear that
it has an added warble to it.

For our next trick you need to click
the cursor at the end of the file and
then click on the Edit menu and
choose Insert silence. Enter three
seconds as the length. Press Ctrl & A
again to select the whole file, go to
the Effects menu again and select
Echo. Enter 0.5 as the delay time and
0.5 as the delay factor and click on
the OK button. Now when you click
Play you'll hear the sound gradually
fade in and then echo out at the end
in a spooky Doctor Who fashion.
Save the file as something like
chord2.wav and attach it to an
event in XP's Sound control panel.

You don't have to just edit existing
sounds. You can, of course, just use
Audacity to record new sounds from
the microphone or line -in sockets on
your soundcard. Once you have the
sounds recorded, you can use the edit
tools to trim them to the right length,
add effects and save them in the
C: \ Windows \ Media folder ready to
be attached to various events. Along
the way you'll also be learning the
basics of audio editing, which will
stand you in good stead for tasks
you'll need to perform at a later date,
such as adding sounds to a website.

When you are choosing sounds
remember that adding a flushing
toilet sample to your recycle bin
or various Hal samples from 2001
to the rest of your system may be
amusing for five minutes, but it's
all been done a million times before.
We hope that at least some of you
will be able to come up with some
more original ideas.

CONTACTS
Niall Magennis welcomes your
comments on the Sound column.
Email him at: soundpcw.co.uk.
Please do not send unsolicited file
attachments.
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Nigel Whitfield
edited computer magazines before
going freelance in 1995. A specialist
in Internet and consumer issues, he
has a degree in Computing Science
from Imperial College

Ringing in the changes
How to use RSS feeds to let people know something's altered on your website

Most of us, after we've
been browsing through
the web, have a list of
bookmarks that's full of

things we probably thought were
useful when we looked at them.
We might even have taken the
trouble to organise the bookmarks
(or Favourites, if you must call them
that) into categories, so we can easily
find the page that explains how to
service the car, and check back from
time to time to see if anything useful
has been added to it.

More likely, of course, we tend to
forget about half the things we've
bookmarked, or get fed up when we
visit a site only to find that it has not
changed. It's not a new problem, and
in the early days of the web, it was
quite common to find sites that had
forms for you to enter your email
address and receive a notification
when they were changed. Some of
that was done by the site admins
themselves, while in other cases it
was done by dedicated services, that
would automatically check pages,
and email you. It's still possible to do
that, of course, but you don't see it
quite as often these days.

For an individual user, it's a lot of
work to keep up to date with a
mailing list - not to mention the
people who'll sign up for a list, fail to
read the instructions that tell them
how to unsubscribe, and then greet
each posting with a torrent of
abusive demands that you stop
spamming them.

But there is a better way to let
people know when parts of your site
have changed: RSS, or Really Simple
Syndication. By creating an RSS file
on your site, and telling people the
URL, they can subscribe to it using a
wide variety of programs, called RSS
browsers. You'll find these for just
about every operating system; they're
a great tool for news junkies.

What they do is check each of the
RSS 'feeds' that you've subscribed to,
at whatever interval you've selected.
They grab the contents of that feed,
and display the number of new
items. Typically you'll see a list of
article headings, sometimes a short
extract from the text, and when you
click on the heading you'll be taken
directly to the full text on the
appropriate website. Most major
news sites provide an RSS feed, so
you can keep an eye on new stories,
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Below right: Mac
people can use the
free, and excellent,
Netnewswire
Lite to access
hundreds of
RSS feeds

Below: On the PC,

there's a wide
range of RSS
browsers, of
which Newsdesk
is just one of the
free options
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and just visit the ones you want,
without having to wade through the
rest of the site. There are feeds for
music news, technology and just
about anything you can think of.
PCW has such a feed and we covered
much of the basics of RSS in our
February issue (see www.pcw.co.uk/
Features/1152354).

You can take feeds and use them
to provide a list of headlines on your
own site - as long as the terms of
the source site allow it. For instance,
we've talked about the Horde
webmail system before; the Jonah
module (see screenshot 1) can be
configured so that people have
headlines supplied via RSS, along
with their email and calendar. And,

nee

As well as browsing on your computer,
RSS feeds make it easy to add headlines
to your site from elsewhere
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most importantly for us, you can also
make an RSS feed for your own site.

By doing that, you can create a way
for people to find out what's been
added to your site very easily. If you
want to direct people to a 'hidden
gem' on your pages, just add an entry
to the RSS file, and it'll be flagged up
as new for the visitors. Of course, if
lots of people subscribe to the feed,
and you have a large file, it can
potentially add up to a significant
amount of data being downloaded -
but it'll still be less than if they all
checked your home page each day,
downloading all its graphics.

How it's done
The Simple in Really Simple
Syndication is potentially something
of a misnomer. RSS is based on XML.
And there are quite a few different
versions of it, with varying degrees
of complexity. Some are better than
others at particular things. We're
going to look, for now at least, at
version 0.91; there's actually a
version 1.0 and version 2.0. Version
2.0 follows on from the 0.9x versions,
while 1.0 has a different provenance.

If you want to do complex things,
such as specify different authors for
each item in your feed, then 0.91
isn't going to be enough for you. But
for simply listing the various things
on your site, and providing short
extracts with links, it's good enough.
And more importantly, it's very

straightforward to
create. It's good
enough, frankly, for

be begibe the BBC news feed and
several others.

Calling your RSS
information a 'feed'
makes it sound as if
it's quite complex,
involving scripts and
live updates of
information. But that's
not necessarily the case.
An RSS feed can simply
be a text file uploaded

to your server. Visitors just need to
know the URL so that they can add it
to their RSS browser - screenshots 2
and 3 show two browsers accessing
the same feed; Newsdesk is one of
several available for Windows, and
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Web development «Hands on Inir

Netnewswire Lite is a free browser for
Mac OSX. Both, as you can see from
the screenshots, provide a similar
interface, with a list of feeds in one
window, headlines in another, and
text in a third; clicking on a headline
takes the reader to the appropriate
page of your site.

Of course, you can make this
fancy and more complicated; many
pieces of blogging software will
automatically create an RSS feed for
your site, so that those who hang
on your every word can easily see
summaries of the new material
you've added to the site. And if
you're creating a content
management system of your own,
it's not that hard to add a script
that picks headlines and links out
of the database, to create an RSS feed
on the fly.

Look through the details of
subscriptions in your RSS browser,
and you'll see a variety of types of
link - the BBC links to an XML file,
while some sites have .cgi or .php on
the end of their links, suggesting a
feed that's created anew each time
it's accessed.

For now, we're going to start with
the simplest of feeds, creating a file
to put in the home directory of a
website, with the name nwcom.rss.

Making your feed
All we need is a text file; since it's
based on XML, it's no surprise that
it looks a bit like HTML, with
matching pairs of opening and
closing tags. Figure 1 shows the first
version of our sample feed, which
created screenshots 2 to 4.

The file opens with the <rss> tag,
specifying which version of the
format is being used; that's obviously
0.91; other versions tend to look
much more terrifying and XML-like.
Your feed is called a channel, and so
the channel tags enclose all the rest
of the information.

First up, you'll find title, link and
description of the channel itself;
these are the basic details you might
want people to refer to when they're
trying to remember, for example,
what the channel they've subscribed
to is for. Screenshot 4 shows the
results of looking at the information
for our feed in Netnewswire Lite.

If you look at some of the other
sites, you'll see logos and other
information. To add a logo, simply
include an image element in the feed;
it's not quite the same as in HTML,
though. You need to have something
like this:
<image><url>http:e
//myserver.com/imagee
.jpg</url>

FIG 1

A simple RSS feed
<rss version="0.91">
<channel><title>Nigel Whitfield.com</title>
<link>http://www.nigelwhitfield.com/</link>
<description>Nigel Whitfield.com is the home page for an English technology i
journalist. The site includes tutorial material on PHP, and a selection of i
previously published features and columns</description>
<language>en-gb</language>
<item>
<title>PHP tutorial</title>
<link>http://serverl.nigelwhitfield.com/pcw-php/</link>
<description>A series of articles, originally published in Personal i
Computer World, comprising a tutorial in the PHP language, from basic i
principles to coding web pages with MySQL and handling sessions</description>
</item>
<item>
<title>Streaming media</title>
<link>http://www.nigelwhitfield.com/exclusive/streaming.html</link>
<description>A basic guide to setting up a streaming media i
server</description>
</item>
<item>
<title>Official AOL UK Handbook</title>
<link>http://www.nigelwhitfield.com/work/aolbook/index.html</link>
<description>The official handbook for the UK version of AOL 6, this book e
is packed with information to help you make the most of the service. In this e
section of my site, you can read extracts from several of the e
chapters</description>
</item>
</channel>
</rss> (Key: r code string continues)

<title>My image /

title</title>
<link>http://www./
myserver.com</link>
</image>

(Key: r code string continues)

The title and link elements are
required - you can't miss them out.

Once you've set out the basic
description of your feed, the next step
is to add an item entry for each of the
stories or articles on your site that
you want to appear in people's RSS
browser. As you can see from figure 1,
it's a very simple format - each story
has a title, link and description. And
that's it.

All you have to do is update the file
with new information, and everyone
who's subscribed to your RSS feed will

Subs SCREENSHOT 4

0 Nigel Whitfield.com

Name: Nigel Whitfield.com

Home: Mtp://voimAgetwMdield.comi

ASS http://www.nigelwhitfield.com/
nwcom.rss

Nigel Whitfield.com is the home page for
an English technology journalist. The site
includes tutorial material on PHP, and a
selection of previously published features
and columns

The channel

description and
title can be
viewed in the
RSS browser

see the new entries, and be able to go
straight to them, helping to keep
visitors coming back to your site.

Validation
Of course, you need to tell people
that there's a feed there in the first
place; how do you do that? One way
is by adding a prominent link to
your front page, perhaps with a
helpful icon to tell people that you
have a valid RSS feed. And how do
you know that your feed is valid?

Easy - go to http://feedvaliclator.org,
type in the URL of your RSS file, and
click Validate. If all is well, you'll see a
confirmation that you've got
everything right, and there's an
icon to download and use on your
own website too. If there are any
mistakes, the site will give you a
clear explanation of what's wrong,
so you can easily solve any problems
that arise.

Now all people have to do is add
the URL of your feed to their RSS
browser, and they can see when
you've changed things - it's a much
better solution all round than simply
having a bookmark lost in the depths
of an untidy web browser menu.

CONTACTS
Nigel Whitfield welcomes your
comments on the Web development
column. Email him at:
webdev,..4-pcw.co.uk. Please do not
send unsolicited file attachments.
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Share and share alike
A step-by-step guide to configuring Internet Connection Sharing

With Windows ICS client requests ( ) are routed out onto internet
by the ICS gateway ( ) which can be directly connected to the
internet using any available technology

Internet

Internet modern
(Dial -up, ISDN,
ADSL, cable etc)

Gateway PC running Windows ICS

Network hub/switch

Client PCs can be running any version of Windows
or another operating system entirely

T
he majority of letters and
emails sent into this
column are to do with
Internet connectivity, with

connection sharing topping the list,
so I've decided to dedicate the next
two columns entirely to this subject.
I'll begin with how to share an
Internet service on a small home or
business network using the software
included for free in Windows.

Windows ICS
The software involved here is called
Windows ICS (Internet Connection
Sharing), first introduced in Windows
98 SE and included with all versions
of ME, 2000 and XP. All work in
much the same way, although the
later 2000/XP implementations are
easiest to use.

ICS is a very simple bit of software
and only needs to be installed on one
system - the PC directly connected to
the Internet (see figure 1). This is
termed the gateway and can be
configured to use virtually any
technology to connect to the Internet,
from a dial -up modem or ISDN
terminal adapter, to ADSL and cable
broadband services. You can even use
ICS with a satellite Internet link.

Remember that the Internet
bandwidth will be shared by everyone
on the Lan, so on a home network
with a 56Kbits/sec dial -up modem,
two users would get just 26.5Kbits/sec
each. If one user were to start a large
download the other might not get a
look -in for a long time. Although
dial -up modems can be shared, ISDN
and broadband are a better bet.

How Internet
Connection
Sharing works

Network Setup Wizard

Another consideration applies if
you have a broadband modem
with an Ethernet rather than USB
interface. Here you'll need two Lan
adapters in the gateway, one for the
modem and the other to connect the
gateway to the local network. ICS
setup is more complicated and you
might want to use a dedicated router
instead. No extra adapters are needed
when a router is employed - I'll cover
this in more depth next month.

In the meantime, it's worth
understanding just how the ICS
works, the software involved being
made up of several components,
starting with a DHCP (Dynamic Host
Configuration Protocol) allocator.
Effectively a mini DHCP server, this
assigns IP addresses automatically to
the other client PCs on the network
when they start up. By default, these
will be in the range 192.168.0.1 - 254
with a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0.
The gateway itself assumes the first of
these addresses (192.168.0.1), with a
DNS proxy also included to resolve
network names and URLs on behalf
of local network clients. It is possible
to change the addressing scheme
used, but there's no reason you
should need to, and if you start
messing about with addresses
manually the software may not work.

Lastly, ICS provides Nat (Network
Address Translation) services,
mapping the various private IP
addresses assigned to clients
(192.168.0.2, 192.168.0.3 and so on)
to the single public IP address assigned

SCREENSHOT 1

Select the statement that best descnbes this computer.

rt- This computer connects directly to the Internet. The other computers on my network
connect to the Internet through tins computer.
View an example.

r This computer connects to the Internet through another computer on my network o
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View an example.

r Other
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Above: The Network Setup Wizard can be used

to share an Internet connection on a Windows
XP system

Left: Enabling Internet Connection Sharing is as
easy as clicking on a tick box in the properties
sheet of the connection you want to share

hrough

by the ISP to the Internet connection
on the gateway PC. It's this that
enables several users to share the one
connection and public IP address,
with the Nat software tracking which
station is making a request and editing
the related IP header information on
the fly as packets leave or enter the
network via the gateway.

A couple of caveats
ICS is both quick and easy to
configure especially on an XP or 2000
system. The process for 98/SE,
though, is a little more involved and
as I haven't room to cover all
implementations I'd suggest 98/SE
users start by referring to the relevant
OS documentation. Failing
that, help can be found on
the Microsoft support website
(http://support.microsoft.com)
and there are a number of tutorials
elsewhere on the web.

In all cases, start out by making
sure the gateway itself can connect to
the Internet. The service provider will
provide instructions on what to do
and you can use virtually any
connectivity product from any ISP.
The one major exception, however, is
AOL. Because it modifies the network
setup on the client PC directly, this
makes life difficult when it comes to
connection sharing. Some customers
have apparently managed to get
round this, but what's required varies
depending on the version of AOL
used and the host operating system.
The official line from AOL at present
is that sharing isn't supported. Try it,
but I can't guarantee it will work.

At the gateway
Assuming you're not using AOL
and that the gateway PC has
been connected to the Internet
successfully, XP users can configure

General I Authentication Advanced I
SCREENSHOT 2

Internet Connection Firewall -

r Protect my computer and network by limiting or
preventing access to this computer from the Internet

Learn more about Internet Connection Firewak

Internet Connection Sharing -

l Allow other network users to connect through this
computer's Internet connection

r Allow other network users to control or disable the
shared Internet connection

Learn more about Internet Connection Sharing.
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With dial -up you should tell ICS to dial the

connection automatically whenever a client
computer needs to connect to the Internet

ICS in two ways. One is to use the
Network Setup Wizard, the other is to
make the necessary changes yourself.
The wizard takes care of a lot of the
hard work (see screenshot 1), but to
give you a compete picture of what's
going on, the examples here are of a
manual setup.

The changes required are initiated
by first editing the Windows network
connection for the Internet service.
On an XP machine that can be done
by opening the Control Panel,
and double-clicking Network
Connections. You should then see at
least two icons, one for the Lan and
the other for the Internet which, if it's
not dial -up, could look like another
Lan connection. Next, right -click the
icon for the Internet connection and
choose Properties. On the Advanced
tab select the option marked 'Allow
other network users to connect
through this computer's Internet
connection', as in screenshot 2.

If you have more than one Lan
connection, you'll be asked which
to use for sharing. Only one can be
selected and its IP address will be
automatically changed to 192.168.01
- the default gateway address.
However, other Lan connections can
be bridged to enable users on those
networks to access the Internet too,
either manually or as part of the
setup done by the network wizard.

If you're using a dial -up modem
you'll also see an option marked
'Establish a dial -up connection
whenever a computer on my network
attempts to access the Internet'. This
should be selected unless you only
want to allow access when the
gateway is already connected to the
Internet. You'll also see a box marked
'Allow other network users to control
or disable the shared Internet
connection', which should be left
unticked (see screenshot 3). The

integrated firewall, included in XP,
can also be used to protect the local
network and, unless you specify
otherwise, will automatically be
turned on when configuring ICS
using the Network Setup wizard.
However, it's a good idea to disable
this until after you've made sure ICS
is working, as it can cause problems.

At the client
That's about it as far as the gateway
system is concerned and, as already
mentioned, you don't need to enable
ICS on any of the other client PCs on
the Lan. Just make sure they are
properly connected to the network
and able to communicate with the
gateway system using the TCP/IP
protocol. Older Windows 98 machines
might be set up to use NetBEUI instead
of TCP/IP, in which case you'll need to
install the protocol before continuing.
Macs and Linux systems can also
connect to the Internet via ICS just
as long as they're configured to use
TCP/IP and the gateway.

The easiest way of doing this is to
configure each client to use DHCP,
to obtain its addressing information
dynamically. On startup, the DHCP
allocator on the gateway will then
give each client an address to connect
it to the local 192.168.0.xxx subnet.
It will also instruct the clients to
use the address of the gateway
(192.168.0.1) to both resolve network
names using DNS and route non -
local traffic out onto the Internet.

Exactly how you go about
configuring a client for DHCP will
depend on the operating system
involved, but on an XP system
you start by editing the network
connection. From the Properties
window you should then double-click
Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) and make
sure the boxes marked 'Obtain an IP
address automatically' and 'Obtain
DNS server address automatically'
are checked, as in screenshot 4.

Alternatively, if you prefer to
manage client addresses manually,
you should assign each one an
unused address on the 192.168.0.xxx

SCREENSHOT 4

Client PCs
should be
configured to use
DHCP to obtain
network addresses
automatically
from the
ICS gateway

subnet. You also need to tell the clients
to use 192.168.0.1 as both the default
gateway and as a default DNS server.

In some cases you may also need to
alter the browser settings on the client
PCs, particularly if you have both a
Lan connection and a local modem.
In Internet Explorer select Tools from
the main menu bar and click Internet
options. Then on the Connections tab
make sure the option marked 'Never
dial a connection' is selected. This will
force the browser to use the Lan for
Internet connectivity. On a notebook
you may want to use dial -up, in
which case you should select 'Dial
whenever a network connection is
not present' instead. Finally, click the
Lan Settings button and make sure
there are no ticks in the boxes next
to 'Automatically detect settings' or
'Use automatic configuration script'.
According to Microsoft, you should
also clear the 'Use a proxy server' box.

Not so perfect
Once you've made these changes at
the client it should be possible
to connect to the Internet from any
PC on the Lan. When a client PC
needs to surf the web or collect
emails, it will automatically pass the
requests to the ICS gateway using the
local network. The gateway will then
apply Nat to the request and route the
packets via its Internet connection,
optionally dialling the ISP if a dial -up
service is involved. Any inbound
traffic will be routed back via the ICS
gateway which will use Nat to direct
information to the requesting station.

Of course for this all to happen the
ICS gateway has to be turned on, and
it's the need to keep the gateway
powered up all the time which is the
biggest drawback. If the gateway is
switched off or hangs for some
reason, then none of the other PCs
on the Lan will be able to connect
to the Internet unless they have
their own modems. The processing
involved can also interfere with
normal operation of the gateway PC,
and ICS is incompatible with VPN
(Virtual Private Network) technology.
It may also need tweaking to handle
gaming and other applications.

For these reasons, a dedicated
Internet router is a better approach.
If you go about it methodically it's
no harder to set up and isn't too
expensive. Next month we'll go
through what's involved.

CONTACTS
Alan Stevens welcomes your
comments on the Networks column.
Email him at: networks@pcw.co.uk.
Please do not send unsolicited file
attachments.
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is one of those lost souls who
actually likes databases. He splits
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Figuring out the charges
Conditional calculations under the spotlight, and

Reader Alan uses a query in
Access 2000 to calculate
the number of days a car
is in storage and hence

the charge to the customer. He
subtracts the date -in from the date -
out and multiplies the result by the
daily charge.

Easy enough, but he also wants to
apply a minimum charge of, for
example, £7. So, assuming that he
charges £1 per day, an instance of
three days' storage would be charged
at £7, as would five days' storage.
However eight days' storage would be
charged at £8.

Suppose that we start with table 1
(below). Note that the dates for the
GT40 are strange and may represent a
data entry error of some kind.

The easiest way to solve Alan's
problem is to use a query. We can
start with a simple query that
calculates, for example,
SELECT Eclateout]-/
Edatein] AS DaysInStorage,
[DaysInStorage]*1 AS /
BasicCharge
FROM Storage;

(Key: z code string continues)

That calculates the days that the
car has been in storage and the basic
charge. This will yield an answer
table like this:
Queryl
DaysInStorage BasicCharge
2 2
3 3
121 121

-28 -28
Hmmm. We appear to owe the

owner of the GT40 £28 for the
privilege of storing his fine motor car.

Now for the minimum charge.
One way to express this requirement
would be as follows. If the number of
days in storage is less than seven, the
charge is £7, otherwise it is equal to
the number of days multiplied by the
charge per day.

Most programming languages
have what is known as an IF
statement (sometimes IIF -
Immediate IF) which allows us
to do just this.

This shows the
two queries (in
Design view) that
are required to
work out how
much of a lease is
as yet unpaid

we revisit attributions
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The basic syntax of an IIF
statement reads rather like our
English version above, just slightly
more formally:
IIF(condition is true,
then do this, otherwise
do this)

IIF(the value in
[BasicCharge] is less
than 7, set the charge to
7, otherwise set it to
the BasicCharge)

All we need to do is to add a field
called ChargelncludingMinimum to
our query which is defined as:

IIf(CBasicCharge]<7,7,1
[BasicCharge])

So, the complete SQL we need is:
SELECT Edateout]-,
[datein] AS DaysInStorage,
[DaysInStorage]*1 AS /
BasicCharge,
IIf([BasicCharge]<7,7,'
[BasicCharge]) AS
ChargelncludingMinimum
FROM Storage;

See table 2 for the result,.
One advantage of the IIF statement

is that at least we aren't paying the
owner of the GT40 £28 for what is
probably a data entry error. If I were
to put this into production, I'd want
to add more error checking.

Finally we can add a few fields to
make the answer table more readable:
SELECT StoragelD,
[Car Name],
Registration, Dateln,
DateOut,
Edateout7-Cdatein] AS /

TABLE 1
StoragelD

- Storage
Car Name Registration Dateln DateOut

1 Bentley Special AA12345 07/06/2004 09/06/2004

2 Range Rover AA12346 01/01/2004 04/01/2004

3 Spitfire BB12345 04/05/2004 02/09/2004

4 GT40 CC12345 01/05/2004 03/04/2004

DaysInStorage,
[DaysInStorage]*1 AS /
BasicCharge,
IIf([BasicCharge]<7,7,,
[BasicCharge]) AS
ChargelncludingMinimum
FROM Storage;

Handling publications
In the March issue I looked at a
question from John Harding, who
works with references for scientific
publications, many of which have
multiple authors: Laird, JE Newell, A
and Rosenbloom, PS (1987) '"SOAR":
an architecture for general intelligence',
Artificial Intelligence, MIT,
Cambridge, MA, pp833-842.

John wanted to record each author
separately, but storing data in a fully
normalised way made the concatena-
tion of several names into a single
reference difficult and slow. We
discussed several solutions, but there
is no clear winner. Geoff Goddard
emailed to say that he found an
answer via a bulletin board in the form
of a VB function for concatenation. He
says it works well and offers flexibility
over how you separate the names. He
can't remember the author's name, but
recalls her helpfulness when a few
problems arose using it with Access 2,
and under later versions it runs like
clockwork, he said.

The code is well documented so I
present it without further comment for
the delectation of those who want to
investigate it further. It is located in
this month's mdb (available from
www.penguinsoft.co.uk). However, it is

TABLE 2 - BasicChargeQuery
DaysInStorage BasicCharge ChargelncludingMinimum

2 2 7

3 3 7

121 121 121

-28 -28 7
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simply there as a code sample;
there are no supporting tables or
function calls.

Please re -lease me...
Sumit Pradhanang emailed with a
query query (if you see what I mean).
He manages lease information and
has two tables, the first of which
holds the total value of the lease. The
second table contains records of
payments made against each lease,
and he needs a query to work out how
much of a lease remains outstanding.

This is possible and is most easily
performed using two queries, the first
to determine how much of each lease
has been paid off, and the second to
subtract that value from the total
value of the lease (see table 3).

The first query is based on the
Repayments table and requires the
LeaselD and AmountPaid fields.
We want to group all the payments
which are associated with the same
lease, and then add up the values in
each group. In the Total: row of the
query grid, therefore, we want to
GroupBy the LeaselD and Sum the
amounts paid.
SELECT LeaseID,
Sum(AmountPaid) AS e

Sum0fAmountPaid
FROM Repayments
GROUP BY LeaseID;

Screenshot 1 shows this and the
subsequent query. The answer table
gives us this:
LeaselD
1

2

3
4
5

SumOf AmountPaid
£4,550.00
£2,400.00
£500.00
£450.00
£12,950.00

Now we want to subtract the
SumOfAmountPaid values from the
TotalLease values in the Leases table,
which means another query.

Add the Leases table and the
TotalRepaid query to the query grid
and select the LeaseID field from the
former. For our second field we want
to use an expression to perform the
calculation: this should do the trick:
LeaseOutstanding: /
ETotalLease]-/
CSum0fAmountPaid]

1

2

3
4
5

SELECT Leases.LeaselD,
[TotalLease]
ESum0fAmountPaid] AS
LeaseOutstanding
FROM TotalRepaid
INNER JOIN Leases

This is the answer table:
LeaselD LeaseOutstanding

£7,950.00
£71,600.00
£5,800.00
£9,550.00
£11,250.00

TABLE 3 - Leases
Leases

& repayments

LeaselD TotalLease

1 £12,500.00

2 £74,000.00

3 £6,300.00

4 £10,000.00

5 £24,200.00

Repayments
PaymentiD LeaselD AmountPaid

1 2 £2,000.00

2 1 £1,500.00

3 3 £500.00

4 5 £950.00

5 1 £750.00

6 4 £450.00

7 2 £400.00

8 5 £12,000.00

9 1 £2,300.00

ON TotaLRepaid.LeaselD
Leases. LeaselD;

A brief mental arithmetic sortie
proves that everything is working as
we'd expect and we have the answer.

As a general rule, if you're having
trouble persuading a query to do
what you want, it's worth looking at
breaking down the problem into a
series of queries which, together, will
give you the answer.

A Dosing solution
Adam Brailsford is trying to organise
the files stored on his PC. Over
several years he has taken advantage
of his scanner and stored copies of
letters and bills as images.

He would now like to enter details
of said files into a database and make
links to the actual files. Clearly he
doesn't want to do this by hand and
asks if there is way of getting Access
2000 to search out several specified
folders and subfolders and enter these
details into a table which can be saved.

The answer is that I have never
looked to see if Access has a specific
way of doing this because, many
years ago, I found a generic solution
that can be applied to virtually any
database, including Access. The only
problem with this solution is that it
shows my age because it is based on
Dos. However, it still works.

In Dos there is a very versatile
command called DIR which will give
you a list of file names. To see it in
action, pop up the Start menu, select
Run, and type in CMD and click OK.
This will open up a weird window
which is a Dos command window.

Type the following and press Enter.
C

This should give you a prompt at
the left-hand side of the screen:

\
NOW type:

DIR *.JPG

This should produce a list on your
screen of all of the files in C: \ that
have a jpg extension.

You can add so-called switches to
this command. For example the /s
will show you the same information
for all subdirectories (folders). So try:
DIR *.JPG /S

This should produce some file
names on virtually any machine
(since most machines have some
jpegs). This is great, but the complete
name of the file isn't being produced.
Instead each folder name appears and
then each file within that folder is
listed below. We want the complete
name of each file. No problem, we
just add another switch:
DIR *.JPG /S /B
This lists the files in 'bare' format; in
other words it lists the complete file
name including the folder name.

Now we want to capture this
output so that we can import it into
a database. First, check that you
DON'T have an important file called
C: \ PENGUIN.TXT; because the next
step will overwrite any such file
without warning! Assuming that you
don't, extend the command to read:
DIR *.JPG /S /B >PENGUIN.TXT

The greater than symbol causes the
text output that used to appear on
the screen to be redirected to a file
called, in this case, PENGUIN.TXT.

Now we can import this data into a
database, for example an Access
database. Open up a new Access file.
Then select File, Get External Data,
Import and navigate to the file called
C: \ PENGUIN.TXT. Select it and a
dialogue box appears. Click on Next
and, if there are any line breaks
showing, double-click on them to
remove them (make sure you scroll far
enough to the right to find them all).

Click on Next and accept the rest of
the defaults. You should end up with a
table called PENGUIN that has a single
field containing the complete file
name of every jpg on your C: drive.

Once you get it working, you can
try playing around with the DIR
command. For example, Adam says
that he has been quite methodical
when naming files such as '0001_
company name_date_invoice.jpg'.
So he might try using:
DIR 0*.JPG /S /B
>PENGUIN.TXT
Orpossdfl:

DIR *_*.JPG /S /B
>PENGUIN.TXT

CONTACTS
Mark Whitehorn welcomes your
comments on the Databases column.
Email him at: database(_a)pcw.co.uk.
Please do not send unsolicited file
attachments.
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Tim Anderson
is both an IT journalist and software
developer, and began writing for PCW
in 1993. Since his first Commodore
Pet, he has acquired expertise in Rad
programming, Windows and the Internet

Working with open -source tools
A Java wrapper for SQLite gives a new look to a database, and we investigate JBuilderX

0 pen -source and
free software
is now well
established as an

alternative to commercial
software. You can put
together a complete office
network without paying a
penny in software licences.
Much of the Internet runs
on open -source software.
As a group, developers are
particularly well served.
It starts with GNU C++, used
to compile Linux and the
majority of open -source C
and C++ projects. It includes
Apache, if you think of it as a
development platform, and
PHP, the hugely popular server -side
scripting language, as well as Perl,
which is more challenging to learn
but concise and powerful. If you
move from truly free and open -
source programs to software that is
merely free to use, the list is much
longer. The Java SDK from Sun or
IBM, and Microsoft's .Net SDK all fall
into this category and come with all
you need to build applications.
There are free IDEs as well, such as
the IBM -sponsored Eclipse, the Sun -
sponsored Netbeans, or for .Net the
independent SharpDevelop project.
Overall, there are few if any
development projects that cannot be
accomplished using open -source or
free -to -use tools and libraries.

This is great news for hard -up
students or hobbyists, but there are
wider implications. With the free
stuff offering so much, it's harder
for commercial tools vendors to
compete. For example, Codewarrior
used to be the leading development
tool for the Apple Macintosh. The
folk at Metrowerks, which produces
Codewarrior, are probably not
pleased that Apple is now promoting
a suite called Xcode Tools, free with
the operating system, including
notes on how to convert your
existing Codewarrior projects. The
pay-off for Apple is obvious. Strong
free development tools encourage
more applications, which sells more
boxes. The hidden cost is less choice,
as independent commercial vendors
may retreat from the market.

Xcode Tools is a good illustration
of the influence of commercial
interests on the world of free
software. There are some open -source

eoe
File Help

Northwind Java 11:101:144:1-1:106

Last Name First Name
Davolio Nancy
Fuller Andrew
Leverling Janet
Peacock Margaret
Buchanan Steven
Suyama Michael
King Robert
Callahan Laura
Dodsworth Anne

( Load

This Access
database has
been converted
into a Java
application
using the
SQLite database
library, running
on Mac OSX

Title Address City
SalesReprese... 507 - ... Seattle WA

Vice Presiden... 908 W... Tacoma WA
Sales Represe... 722 M... Kirkland WA
Sales Represe... 4110 ... Redm... WA
Sales Manager 14 Gar... London
Sales Represe... Coven... London
Sales Represe... Edgeh... London
Inside Sales C... 4726 ... Seattle WA
Sales Represe... 7 Hou... London

Save ) Quit )

advocates and activists who, like the
Free Software Foundation's Richard
Stallman, are driven by a vision of
unencumbered software. However,
this is not the reason for the success
of the most prominent open -source
projects. Companies such as IBM,
Sun and Apple invest in free software
because it is in their interests to do
so. They can make money in other
ways, through hardware, services,
and by selling premium software that
builds on what is available for free.

'Companies such as IBM,
Sun and Apple invest in free
software because it is in
their interests to do so'

Another key factor is that the open -
source model enables commercial
developers to pool resources. For
example, imagine you develop
custom applications for a niche
market such as estate agents or dental
practices. Your application needs a
database engine, but your customers
do not care what it is so long as it
works. Other developers all around
the world are in the same position.
Open source means that if enough
developers contribute a little to a
database engine project, then in the
end everyone gets a well -tested and
debugged library for free. It does not
damage your market, because the
engine by itself is no use to an estate
agent or dentist. They still need your
custom application. The Internet has
enabled this kind of co-operation,
resulting in the rich array of open -
source libraries now available.

Good though it is, free
software has its own
frustrations. Once you leave
the safe haven of something
like Apache.org or Eclipse.org,
it is a jungle. There are over
50,000 projects hosted on
Sourceforge.net, in varying
states of alpha, beta, and
abandonment. Code quality
varies from excellent to
abysmal. If you have a problem
and send an email to the
developers, or post a message to
a forum, there is no guarantee
that anyone will respond, and
nobody to complain to if there
is silence. What you see is what
you get. The projects that work

best are those where there is a
sufficient community to provide peer -
to -peer support, and one or more
committed developers to respond to
problems. It also helps if you, as a
developer, are willing to put in a little
extra effort to get the results you
want, and to contribute back to the
community when you find solutions.

Some developers are
understandably concerned about
component licences that might
require them to open -source their
own applications. Licensing is a
complex issue, but most libraries
come with licences that allow use
in a closed -source application.
You may be required to share any
changes you make to the library
itself, but that's not unreasonable.
There is also the arcane subject of
licence compatibility, and a good
starting point for investigation is
the GNU website.

SQLite, Java, and OSX
In last month's column I looked at
SQLite, a free and open -source
database engine written in C. As an
open -source project, it meets the
criteria I outlined above. There are
plenty of users, and the forthcoming
bundling of SQLite with PHP 5.0
means there will be many more. The
main developer, Richard Hipp, is
responsive to technical problems. For
example, in early January he came up
with a fix to a locking issue on Linux
a couple of days after it was reported.
However, Hipp is not responsible for
the various wrapper libraries that
have sprung up around SQLite, to
make it easy to use from languages
such as C#, Visual Basic and Java.
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One of the interesting things about
Java is that it offers an easy route into
Mac compatibility, so I checked out
the use of SQLite in this context.

Now, there is only one Java
wrapper for SQLite that I'm aware of,
offered by a guy called Christian
Warner under a BSD-style licence. It is
a good wrapper, including a simple
JDBC driver. However, the JDBC
driver is described as 'experimental',
and at the time of writing the library
had not been updated since June
2003. Still, users reported good results
from the wrapper so I gave it a try.

SQLite is a native code database.
The source has to be recompiled for
each target platform. To make this
work with Java, you need a JNI (Java
Native Interface) wrapper. This piece
is also a native code library. Finally,
you need a set of Java classes to wrap
the JNI functions behind an easy -to -
use Java API. When you compile code
on Unix -like systems, such as Mac
OSX or Linux, there are typically
three steps:
./configure
make
make install

lhe first command runs a script
that inspects the system and builds
a makefile. The second command
executes the make build utility,
which executes the steps in the
makefile. The final command again
parses the makefile, this time to carry
out the steps necessary to install the
compiled code. Often these three
commands work like magic.
However, they only work because
someone has done the job of creating
the configure script. This can be
automated, but some manual code is
also needed. In the case of the SQLite
Java wrapper, the provided script

knew nothing of Mac OSX so,
although it worked fine on Linux,
it didn't work on Apple's system.
Another issue is that, although
SQLite works fine on the Mac, there
seem to be problems installing it as a
shared library. Overall, this meant
some work was required in order to
build the wrapper. The solution was
to compile SQLite with sharing
disabled, then work out how to
modify the configure script to fit
the Mac's requirements. For
example, JNI libraries on the Mac
must have the extension .jnilib.
It goes without saying that you have
to have Apple's development tools
installed, including the GNU C++
and the Java SDK.

The good news is that it works.
Screenshot 1 shows Microsoft's
Northwind sample database
converted to SQLite format and
running on Mac OSX 10.2. The Java
implementation does a good job of
replicating the Mac's look and feel,
although the menu bar is in the
wrong place. This, too, can be
overcome. This particular sample was
put together using Borland's JBuilder,
which has a handy GUI designer,
but it uses only standard Swing
components. If you have, say, a
Visual Basic application using JET
and your users are asking for a Mac
or Linux version, this is a viable
route to take.

Borland JBuilderX
The tenth JBuilder is one of the most
worthwhile upgrades to this popular
Java IDE for some time. It's also a
large product, which is a mixed
blessing. During a JBuilder session I
happened to open task manager and
noticed that it had grabbed 145MB of

r Builder X [/Documents and Settingsffim/j6projectINurthWindiavaisranorthvondtav4 SC REENSHOT 2
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Borland's
JBuilderX,
showing its
automatic UML
diagram view

Ram, which makes even Visual Studio
look lightweight. Still, there is a lot
here. One notable new feature is the
visual web services designer, for both
creating and consuming XML web
services. A lot of work has also gone
into web application support,
particularly if you are using the Struts
framework. Struts is a way of building
web applications using a model -view -
controller design, unlike the typical
mix of logic and presentation that
causes problems in maintaining
code There are visual designers for
Struts configuration and wizards to
convert Javaserver Pages to Struts
applications. Another aspect of
JBuilder is as part of Borland's wider
tool suite. Both JBuilderX (see
screenshot 2) and C++BuilderX are
built on the same core IDE, known
as Primetime. This is fully extensible,
and Borland provides hooks into
team development tools,
requirements analysis, profiling
tools, and UML modeling.

These features have their value, but
many developers are most concerned
with the business of writing code.
JBuilderX is a great upgrade for those
who spend all their time in the editor.
Many of the new features are small
touches that are genuinely helpful
without getting in the way. For
example, if you import a package but
don't use it, the import statement
appears in grey type. Another neat
feature is the scope line, which
indicates the block within which
code elements are visible. JBuilder
also has code folding, automatic
error detection, context -sensitive
help that works, and a right -click
option to find the definition of a
method. Refactoring is another
strong point, with an extended list of
code improvements you can apply
automatically. If you've got JBuilder
but not bothered to upgrade for a
version or two, this one is well worth
considering, provided, of course, you
have a hefty PC to run it on.

Examples from this column are
posted at www.ltwritinq.com/pcw.
GNU C++ is at http://qccapiu.orq
http://sourceforge.net is the largest
repository of open -source software
projects. The Java wrapper for SQLite
is at www.ch-werner.denavesqllte.
Download the compiled Mac OSX
version at www.itwriting.com/
sqlltenotes.php. JBuilder:
www.borland.com/jbullder.

CONTACTS
Tim Anderson welcomes your
comments on the Visual
programming column. Email him at:
visual"apcw.co.uk. Please do not
send unsolicited file attachments.
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Gangland
Gangland puts you in charge of

Mario as you arrive in the US
looking for revenge. Problem is,
you're looking to kill your brothers.

The action is played out from a

third -person perspective, as you
work your way up through the
Mafia. Most noticeable is the full
3D environment. The map can be

rotated to make sure you've got
an eye on the action. This solves

the problem of characters
disappearing behind buildings.

Gangland is not all about

shooting, though. Other elements

include extortion, protection
rackets and speakeasies. There's

also a multiplayer mode, where

you can battle it out for supremacy

of the city. Gangland should be on

sale by the time you read this.

The Simpsons: Hit and Run
Take on a variety of missions as your favourite character

Most games based on
TV shows or movies
tend to be awful

conversions but, thankfully,
The Simpsons: Hit and Run
isn't one of them. Simply put,
this game crosses Grand Theft
Auto with everyone's favourite
cartoon family. It's your job to
play as Homer, Marge, Bart and
Lisa, as you investigate dark
doings in Springfield.

The town and characters
have been brought to life, and
driving around the Simpsons'
home town is just as we
imagined. The 3D graphics
are bright and colourful
while remaining true to their
cartoon roots.

It helps that the actors on
the series have been drafted
in to record new speech for
all of the characters. All the
favourites are in there,
including the Comic Shop
Guy, Professor Fink and the
evil Mr Burns.

The plot is a little silly and
involves crop circles and
mysterious cameras spying
on the people of Springfield.
However, in the context of
the game it all fits in well.

Finishing the game involves
driving round the city in a

Some of the missions have to
be conducted on foot

variety of cars completing
the given missions. These
range from collecting
doughnuts for the world's
worst policeman, Chief
Wiggum, to racing principal
Skinner to school. While all this
is going on the character you're
playing shouts out comments
on your driving. Needless to say,
it's a lot more fun racing round
as Homer.

The only problem is that
the missions can get a little
samey after a while. To spice
things up there are a few
missions where you have to
go on foot, but they're not a
lot of fun thanks to the bizarre
control system.

The camera pans round
you as you run, which alters
what the direction keys do.
For example, if the camera is
directly behind you the up -key
makes you run forwards, but if
the camera is facing you the
same key makes you run
backwards. The odd camera
angles can also make it
difficult to judge jumps.

Fortunately, things get a lot
better in the cars and you'll
soon be racing round the streets
pulling handbrake turns or
doing a doughnut in a car park.
As you progress through the
game you collect coins and can
race or buy newer faster cars.

Overall, it's not perfect and
doesn't have the longevity of
Grand Theft Auto, but it's a
solid bit of fun to while away
an afternoon or two.

David Ludlow

DETAILS

PRICE £34.99
CONTACT Vivendi 01189 209100
www.vugames.com
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Windows 98 or above  Pentium III
700MHz  1.5GB hard disk space
 32MB 3D graphics card
VERDICT
Despite the action getting a
little samey, it's an excellent,
well -executed game

OVERALL **** *
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Competitions
216 Win 3 copies of Dantz backup
software and 2 liyama Prolite monitors
For your chance to win one of these prizes, turn to our
competitions pages

X2: The Threat
Trade, fight and travel through the galaxy

Any game that combines
trading, combat and
diplomacy in one

melting pot is instantly setting
itself a high target. However,
X2: The Threat more than meets
it. The game takes its inspiration
from the classic Elite and offers
a trading game based in a space
station, which is better than
anyone expected.

Unlike its predecessor
(X: Beyond the Frontier) the
character you play is a former
pirate, unexpectedly given a
chance to be clean by the
Argon Secret Service. Starting
the game reveals more about
his past and a forthcoming
invasion by an unknown race.

As well as the main missions,
there are plenty of side quests
that offer allegiance with
different empires, which is
crucial for trade. If your
reputation is too low, some
space stations will not even
let you board, let alone trade.

Like any game that focuses on
several skills, you must achieve
a certain level of competency
in all of them to excel. The
computer might not fight as
well as you do, but without
diplomatic trading, you cannot
afford the combat upgrades.

The plot of X2 is excellent.
There is always something to
work towards, keeping interest

levels high. The graphics are
fantastic with impressive
lighting effects, while the music
keeps the excitement going.

The save system has also been
improved. Now, saving your
progress while in a space station
is free. However, if you need to
save anywhere else, you will
need to dish out the space bucks.
Although this sounds harsh, it
requires tactical thinking and
always keeps you on your toes.

At the time of going to press
we had an early version of the
game, which wouldn't let us
install any patches. However, the
full game will allow this, letting
you introduce new features.

X2 is an excellent space
simulator with a great plot,
realistic trading and challenging
combat. It may be early days,
but we think this could be one
of the biggest games of the year.

Tim Smith

DETAILS

PRICE £34.99
CONTACT Egosoft
www.egosoft.com
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Windows 98 or above  128MB of Ram
 Pentium III 800MHz  32MB video
card  800M8 hard disk space
VERDICT
An enthralling space game
that improves on the original

OVERALL

Total Club Manager 2004
Football management, but not for purists
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Reading through the
features list, you'd be
forgiven for thinking

that Total Club Manager 2004
from EA Sports might just be
able to steal the crown from
Championship Manager as
the king of football
management simulators.

The ability to control the
growth of your stadium, ticket
prices, advertising boards and
merchandise is something that
Championship Manager leaves
well alone. What's more, you
can choose what role you want
to play in your chosen club, be
it the manager, coach or
chairman, or if you prefer you
can simply take a back seat and
only intervene when you see fit.

However, within a few
seconds of testing the game
we were woefully disappointed.
It appears that EA was less
than careful when it came
to populating each team. Some
players who were sold before
the 2003/2004 season still
remain, especially in the
lower league teams.

Another major gripe about
Total Club Manager 2004 is the
transfer system. You can only
approach players who are
already on the transfer list and
there's no way of finding out if
they're interested in a move in
the first place. In short, you

really get the feeling that
very little time was spent
developing it.

It's not all bad news though.
Owners of Fifa 2004 will be
pleased to hear that Total Club
Manager 2004 is able to play out
each match using the Fifa 2004
engine, allowing you to watch
your players in action.

While Total Club Manager
2004 might interest those who
aren't fanatical about football,
it really doesn't pose any threat
to Championship Manager's
dominance of this market. The
extra detail, such as pricing your
club's merchandise, is good,
but it lacks depth in the more
important areas. The inaccurate
team stats and far too simplistic
transfer system quickly ruin
any realism.

Will Stapley

DETAILS

PRICE £29.99
CONTACT EA Sports
www.uk.ea.com
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Windows 98 or later  Pentium Ill
600MHz  128MB of Ram  1G8 of
hard disk space
VERDICT
Some interesting features,
including the Fifa 2004 link -up,
but inaccurate stats and a poor
transfer system let it down

OVERALL * *
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Leisure Competition

Data backup
How to keep your data safe - see page 91

Three copies of Dantz Retrospect Multiserver 6.5

We all know that data loss is one of the
most inconvenient things that can
happen to a computer user, and that

backing up data is good practice and can save a lot
of time, money and effort. Yet many people don't
bother, or don't know how to back up, despite
today's harsh digital climate of malicious viruses.

Dantz Retrospect Multiserver 6.5 performs
backups quickly and with 100 per cent accuracy, so
you'll have no problem restoring precious files.
We're giving three lucky readers the chance to win
a copy of this useful software, which normally
retails for £686 ex VAT.

It uses proven automated technology to
deliver complete protection for servers, desktops,
notebooks and business -critical applications.
Retrospect's patented Progressive Backup saves
time because it only backs up new and changed
files after the initial full backup.

Network users will appreciate its Proactive
Backup system, which features an adaptive
scheduler that monitors operations to ensure
that all computers are backed up even if there's
not enough time in a scheduled backup session.
It will recognise missed computers and files
and reschedule them to be backed up at the
next opportunity.

For more details, visit www.dantz.com, and for
your chance to win a copy, answer the question
below and follow the instructions on how to enter.

Which feature does Retrospect Multiserver 6.5
not include?

a) Proactive Backup
b) Powerpoint Slideshow
c) Progressive Backup

I 1=1 MIN 111111111 1111111 NM III= NM MI MEM MN

PCW MAY 2004 DANTZ
COMPETITION ENTRY FORM

What feature does the Retrospect Multiserver 6.5 not include?

Name:

IAddress:

Email address:

IDaytime telephone number:

IMobile telephone number:

We may use the contact details supplied to communicate with you regarding PCW.
If you are also happy for us to contact you about other products or services available from PCW and the VNU
Business Publications Ltd Group, please indicate here. Contact by: Email 0 Telephone CI Mobile 0

IIf you are happy for us to pass your details on to other carefully selected companies to contact you about their
products or services, please indicate here. Contact by: Email 0 Telephone 0 Mobile 0
If you do NOT wish us to contact you BY POST about products or services available from PCW or the VNU

IBusiness Publications Group, please indicate here CI
If you do NOT wish us to pass your details on to other carefully selected companies compunit I
to contact you BY POST about their products or services please indicate here Cl

Rules of entry
This competition is open to readers of PCW, except for
employees (and their families) of VNU Business
Publications, Dantz and liyama. PCW is the sole judge of
the competition and the Editor's choice is final. Winners
will be selected at random from all correct entries received.
No cash alternative is available in lieu of prizes. VNU will
use all reasonable endeavours to notify the winner(s)
within 14 days of the close of the competition. Prizes will
be dispatched direct by the competition sponsor(s) and the
winner(s) name(s) and address(es) will be provided to the
competition sponsor(s) for this purpose. No purchase of
the magazine is necessary to enter the competition.
VNU will use all reasonable efforts to ensure that the prizes
are as described on this page. However, VNU cannot accept
any liability in respect of any prize, and any queries
regarding a prize should be taken up directly with the
sponsor of that prize.

March winners
The winners of the Gigabyte bundles are: J Turber and Les Hayward
(first prize); Ross Sargent and Les Briggs (second prize); Wilson

Brabban (third prize); Sean Downham (fourth prize); Linda Van
Heerden, Ricky Patel, AK Desai, Marcus Pett (runners up). The HIS
graphics cards were won by Nicola Kimpton, Daina Addullah and
Geoffrey Lawrence.
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Competition Leisure

Three Iiyama Prolite E431S monitors

It's fair to say that many PC users
are well aware that having an LCD flat -
panel monitor is a great

accompaniment to any computer system.
They provide numerous benefits, not least
the fact that they consume a fraction of the
space on your desktop, and look far more
attractive than their CRT counterparts.

This month we've teamed up with
Iiyama to give three of you the chance to
win an Iiyama Prolite E431S monitor.
These 17in flat -panel LCD screens are
loaded with extras, including analogue
and digital inputs, as well as the best
built-in stereo speakers we've heard in any
flat -panel monitor.

The E431S has won numerous awards
thanks to its brightness of 250cd/m2, and
450:1 contrast ratio. This gives it a good
level of performance and ensures it is
versatile enough for use in a variety of fields.
It handles DVD movie playback well and,
thanks to its 16ms response time and 1,280
x 1,024 maximum resolution, playing games
is not a problem.

For more details, visit www.liyama.com
and for a chance to win one of your very
own, answer the question below and follow
the instructions on how to enter.

What is the maximum resolution of the
Iiyama Prolite E431S?

a) 800 x 600
b) 1,280 x 1,024
01,600 x 1,400

mama

How to enter
Fill in the coupon and send to the following address by
23 April 2004:
Dantz or Iiyama competition, PCW, VNU Business
Publications, 32-34 Broadwick Street, London W IA 2HG
Or enter online at www.pcw.co.uk/Competition.

We may use the contact details supplied to communicate with you regarding
PCW. Please indicate in your email if you are also happy for use to contact
you via email, daytime telephone or mobiel about other products or services
available from PCW and the VNU Publications Ltd Group, and if you are
happy for us to pass your details on to other carefully selected companies to
contact you about their products or services.

Please state in your email if you do NOT wish us to contact you BY POST
about products or services available from PCW or the VNU Business
Publications Group, and if you do NOT wish us to pass your dtails on to other
carefully selected companies to contact you BY POST about their products or
services.

Competition open to UK residents only.

MIMI MN MIS M --MI- MIS MEI
PCW MAY 2004 IIYAMA

COMPETITION ENTRY FORM

What is the maximum resolution of the Iiyama Prolite E431S?

Name:

Address:

Email address:

Daytime telephone number._

Mobile telephone number:

We may use the contact details supplied to communicate with you regarding PCW.
If you are also happy for us to contact you about other products or services available from PCW and the VNU
Business Publications Ltd Group, please indicate here. Contact by: Email 0 Telephone 0 Mobile 0
If you are happy for us to pass your details on to other carefully selected companies to contact you about
their products or services, please indicate here. Contact by: Email 0 Telephone 0 Mobile 0
If you do NOT wish us to contact you BY POST about products or services available from PCW or the VNU
Business Publications Group, please indicate here a
If you do NOT wish us to pass your details on to other carefully selected companies
to contact you BY POST about their products or services please indicate here 0
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-ESTABLISHED SINCE 1988-

i70
 4800 x 1200 dpi resolution with

permanent 5p1 drop size

 Fast print speeds up to 131thm
MOM & nodal in colour

 Rubble Jet camera direcl functionality
 Advanced Microfine Droplet Technology
 High colour inks
 A4. 0 x 84"x6'bordedess

printing

 1100 and USB connectivity
IX VAI

INC VAT 4188.00

 Full A4 photo in approx 1 minute

 6 colour 4800 x 2400 dpi with advanced MicroFine Droplet
Technologyl M & 2p1 Micro Nozzles

 Single Ink technology
 Fast horderless & CD -F1 printing

 PictBridge and Bubble Jet Direct
 ',menu, and Mac compatible

Powershot
G3Canon

 High ms CCD - 4.0 million pixels
 High performanntie 4 x optical zoom with fast 112.0 aperture

 New FletriZone AF/AE for precise focus and exposure pone ers'Irre
 12 shading and 3 Al males
 Van -angle LCD monitor
 Compact Flash Type I & II
 Compatible with full range of INC VAT 4500.55

Speedlite flash and lens units

Lide50
Canon

 Compact stylish design
 Fast multi -Ohara Mode
 1200  2400 dpi UDE sensor
 Four F2 boons
 Only one cable is needed, no need for AC power
 Advanced 2 -lid makes books and

magazines as easy to scan
 Includes Mese PholoStudio, PhotoBase. Is rot

Omnipage SF OCR software
INC VAT £65.80 Stand allows vertical scanning

MON - FRI 9AM - 6PM
SAT 9AM - 1PM

i4
- OUR PRINTER

r i475D

r

r

' tift.tirt

 Diced photo printing from all popular memory cards & using
PictBridge & Bubble Jet Direct dlgltd cameras

 4800 x 1200 dpi advanced Microane Dmplet
Technology'. 2p1 Micro -Nozzles

 Fast, up to topper mono 2E11412ppm colour EX al

 Windows & Mac compatiblti INC VAT 1113.95

A70
Canon

 3.2 mega pixel COD w DIGIC processor

 3  00041 zoom lens (35 mm equivalent. 35 .105mml
 Smooth Digital Zoom(10 x combined wed optical zoom
 1.5" In colour screen
 AF meted: TTL.AF,

AF lock & manual focus

 3 minute movie dips mirth sound
 M size Alkaline/ liMH Battery (041
 Shooting MOdeStAutO/Creahve,

Image Stitch, Assist/Movie

IX Mt

INC VAT £246.75

Powershot
G5Canon

 10 Menap00 CCD
 4x optical doom Lens with last 02 0 aperture
 12 shooting modes
 High performance DIGIC processor
 Flexame AF/AF for precise locus

and exposure pant control

 Comprehensive range of optonal
Speedlite flash units

and lens accessories

-0515 El( VAT

INC VAT £605.13

Lide80
a11011

 World s . ' inle flatbed scanner
 Film Adapter [Mr for inlet film scanning
 FARE Level 2 technology restores damaged or laded originals
 2.100x 4800 dry
 USB powered 11158 2 0 Hi -Speed)

 no need lot power cable
 DARE Level 2 dust and scratch

removal

 Z -lid

t.4W°0.

.o

£1.1.4.T
INC VAT £133.95

/4.

.4.44

1
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Canon
 4800 x 1200 dpi with advanced MicroFine Droplet

TechnologyTM, 2p1 Micro -Nozzles

 Fast speed: up to 18ppm mono, 12ppm colour
 Direct photo printing with PictBridge

& Bubble Jet Direct
 Borderless photo printing
 Windows & Mac compatible, USB connectivity

i560
 Up 10 22 ppm mono. up to 15 ppm colour
 Professional quality, bordedess photo penling

Advanced MicroFine Droplet Technology

4800 x 1200 Opi resolutku and 2p1 Micro -Nozzles

 Single Ink techndOgY
 PutOndge and Bubble Jet L109.r0u0Direct COMpatible

INC VAT 0128,08

A80
Canon

 4 0 Megatimel CCD

 3 x optical zoom il Ix combined zoom)
 12 shooting modes plus 2 custom settings
 0101C processor with !SAPS technology

 9 -point hAF
 Van -angle LCD

 Complete accessory range
 PictBndge and Canon Direct

Print compatible

I, All

INC VAT I 293 7 5

MV600i
 Min! DV 16" 00E1800k
 18x optica4360 x digger zoom
 25' Colour LCD screen and colour viewfinder
 Electronic Imago Stabiliser
 Night mode &Audio Dubbing
 0V -out REE1394 compatible)
 Manual Focus
 02 messemier
 DV In lIFEE1394 compatible)

 Malogue In
 Analogue - Digital Converter

Canon

DI Mt

INC VAT £437.10

Canoscan 3200F
Canon

 Ultra -fast film capable flatbed scanner
 35mm Negahve and slide scanning

with Film Adapter Unit
1200 s 2400 dpi resolution and
48 bit colour depth

 Stunning design
 OARE Level 2 dust

and scratch
rernomt for
photos

VA,

INC VAT 466 98

r

r

r

INC VAT (72.85

i865
 4800 x 1200 dpi with advanced McfoRne Motet MechnOlogyiNI,

29 Micro -Nozzles

 ContrastPLUS for high contrast ph010 printing
 Ultimate speed. op lo 23ppm mono.

ltippm colour
 Single Ink technology
 Windows & Mac compatible plus

business °pitons

111151

INC VAT £153.93

Ixus i
Canon

 Striking style and design with 4 individual colour variations
 One of Canon's smallest 40 megapprel cameras
 Movie Mode with sound
 Canon's Visionary Technology for

superb results

 Pictlthdge. Canon Direct Print and
Bubble Jet Direct compatible

DI VAT

INC VAT £249.10

.41)4
MVX101 k
 Super siim, visionary, vertical design
 2,2 Megapixel CCD
 Compact 10x optical/200x digital zoom ler/4111104iH
 Budtin light guide flash
 Diggal Camera functions including AEB,

Selectable AF frame, continuous shooting C'arion
 RGB Primary Colour Filter
 DIGIC DV

 169 High Resolution Mode
15 VAT

 2.5" colour LCD and viewfinder
 Direct Print and Ifictl3ndge INC VAT 1891.83

compatible Mo PC regulredl for photo printing
 Network Functions 11,11,Aes,F,E, f,

Canoscan 5000F
Canon

 2400 x 4800dpi
 US8 2.0 Hi -Speed interface
 FARE dust and scratch removal

lechnoiogy
 Four U buttons: COPS, sc.,

emall
 EAU to scan 3 x 35mm film/2 x mounted
 Comprehensive drivers

and toolbox software

Multi -Photo made

 Windows and
Macintosh

1011111111110

IX WI

INC VAT 0170.38

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE YOUR ORDER CALL

01254 505 505
- IA 4.JAVE

_ SALES@JAVELINCOMPU t ERS.COM

NEW SHOWROOM NOW OPEN!

or shop online wwwjavelincomputers.com

JAVELIN HOUSE  3 GREENBANK BUSINESS PARK

DYNELEY ROAD  BLACKBURN  LANCS  BB1 3AB



Brainteaser & Crossword Leisure

Mindbenders
These puzzles will keep you amused for hours, and if you solve them you could
win a Concise Oxford English Dictionary or a UK and Ireland Route Finder

Prize crossword
ACROSS
7 IBM backup package for

OS/390 mainframes (acr) (5)
8 James' power unit? (4)
9 Mac version of Ethernet

connector (acr) (4)
11 Language's grammar (6)
12 distribution, a Bernoulli

process (8)
13 One tenth (prefix) (4)
15 file, one that contains

startup information (acr) (3)
16 Means of paying over the

Internet (1-4)
19 Value -reversing logic

switch (3, 4)
20 coding, early data

compression method (7)
23 queuing, 3D -like from

2D (5)
25 Intel standard for extension

boards (acr) (3)
26 Otherwise in

programming (4)
28 Move data to another

location (8)
30 Half a byte (6)
32 Key below Shift (4)
33 Dial -up standard (acr) (4)
34 Object -oriented language for

Windows programming (5)

DOWN
1 Dubious, risky (coil) (4)
2 Leaving out (8)

MU= MIME ME= o    MEM= !OMEN=   II IIMEM MM. MEM=    M MMEM= MENEM= M II MIME U...... M  M MMEMEMEM =WM    M  IIIMEM MEM MEM=.U..
3 Green vegetable (7) 21 Public response (8)
4 Singer with the Police (5) 22 Modernise (7)
5 Road material (6) 24 Thrilling sensation (6)
6 Brass band instrument (4) 27 Tack on (5)
10 Perform (7) 29 Educating_,
14 Bring to mind (5) play/film (4)
17 Shuts forcibly (5) 31 Country of south-east
18 Dangle (7) Asia (4)

Latin square
Each cell of the square (right)
has one of the digits from 1 to 7.
Each row and each column has
exactly one of each digit. The
clues give the total of two, three
or four cells. From these clues,
can you figure out what number
is in each cell?

ABC3=18
ABC6=18

BC4=4
C567=11

CDEF7=13

D345=15
DE6=6

DEF1=17

E12=12

EF5=6

F456=14

G3456=12

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

ABCDEFG

WIN!

Each month, one PCW crossword
entrant will win a copy of The
Concise Oxford English Dictionary,
and the brainteaser winner
gets a CD version of Route Finder
United Kingdom and Ireland.

Send your completed
crossword to: 'PCW May -
Prize Crossword', VNU, 32-34
Broadwick Street, London, W1A
2HG, to arrive no later than 23
April 2004. Send the answers to the
brainteaser to: 'PCW May - Prize
Puzzle', VNU, 32-34 Broadwick
Street, London, W1A 2HG, to arrive
by 23 April 2004.

Please state clearly on your entry if you
DO NOT wish to receive information
about other products and services from
VNU Business Publications Ltd. Please
state if you DO NOT wish your details to
be passed on to other carefully selected
companies for marketing purposes.
No purchase of the magazine is necessary
to enter the competition.

March winners
The winner of the crossword
was RA Parr from Warrington,
and David Kendrick from Poole
won the brainteaser.

March solutions
Brainteaser
Horse Race no
Bush Baby 5

Dynamite V
Eggburt
Heltaskelta
Not My Fault
Poppkorn
Queen Jenny
Rameses II
Thanks a Million
Zambezi Lake

Crossword

3

8

9

4

7

1

6

10

2 8

Fell at

6

12

5

1

9

2

7

II

ACROSS: 7 Moire 8 Ones 9 IEEE
11 Skewed 12 Rerouted 13 Kilo
15 Pop 16 AD LIB 19 Edit key
20 Activex 23 Excel 25 URL
26 Volt 28 Drop -dead 30 Issues
32 Fair 33 Tree 34 Mouse
DOWN: 1 Hock 2 Crowfoot
3 Unwraps 4 Usurp 5 Liquid 6 Gere
10 Adopted 14 Index 17 Ideal 18
Acclaim 21 Investor 22 Hurdler 24
Export 27 Tents 29 Ryan 31 Esso
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War on IT waste

Turn to page103 for the full story

MAY 1984

In case you were in any doubt,
technology progresses at a rapid
rate. Take our May 1984 issue,
which answered a reader's
enquiry about storing TV pictures
on a computer by saying: `I'm
afraid that your question, let
alone the answer, is still in the
realms of science fiction.'

May was also the month that
we exclusively laid our hands on
the Amstrad CPC4 64, which
was offered with a colour
monitor (if you were prepared to
pay for it) and faster processing
than the Spectrum. It went on
to sell healthily and remains a
fond favourite with enthusiasts.

For games programmers there
was an opportunity to win £500
from the Greater London

Council (GLC) for creating an
anti -racist computer game. The
ad stated that the game should
consist of questions about
minority groups within 'an
intergalactica voyager game'.
Nobody at PCW remembers
seeing the final entries, but it's a
safe bet that they were all lame.

That said, our games section
wasn't a lot better. It carried a
review of Boogaloo, where you
had to help a flea escape
from an alien cave full of
pterodactyls. Bizarre doesn't
even come close.

MAY 1989

The cover of our May 1989 issue
proudly boasted the world's first
benchtest of a true 33MHz 386
PC. Acer's 1100/3 arrived to a
rapturous reception, complete
with a whopping 140MB hard
drive and 256KB graphics card.
Elsewhere, we took an in-depth
look at the origins of the stars
and planets, and how computer
modelling could play a part in
helping us discover the origins
and destiny of the universe.

We also investigated the
Dynabook - essentially an
ancestor of the modern tablet
PC. While it may have been as
large and unwieldy as many
of today's desktop systems, it
featured an innovative pressure -
sensitive LCD screen that could

be detached from the main
unit, and a CD -Rom
drive that could read

The Amstrad CPC4 64
was a popular system

in 1984, and is
still a favourite

with enthusiasts

discs containing
550MB of data.
Elsewhere, Derek

Cohen waxed lyrical about
the philosophy of learning.
Among his musings was an
enjoyable experience he had
while experimenting with Xtree:
the creation of a directory
structure consisting of folders
and subfolders called either
`Bum' or 'Titty'.

Finally, Chris Cain embarked
on an adventure with the Sword
of Sodan. This side scrolling
beat -'em -up allowed the player
to perform a number of
Barbarian -type moves including
'overhead blows', 'straight
slashes' and `low thrusts'.

MAY 1994

Virtual reality was causing a big
stir in the entertainment world
back in May 1994. The promise
of being able to enter an
artificial environment and
interact with your surroundings,
just as you would in the real
world, certainly got pulses
racing. However, having to slap
a 3kg helmet on your head
meant that anyone using one
of the new Virtuality headsets
would have to make sure they
carefully monitored their
gameplay time, or suffer the
consequences of a broken neck.

The news pages featured a
story that would apparently
offer help to the unlucky,
forgetful, unmotivated or even
flabby. A company calling itself
Transformation Publishing,
based in Florida, claimed to
be able to delve into your
subconscious with its Subliminal
Persuasion application. By
flashing up positive messages on
the screen, it hoped that its
customers would soon be rid of
the need to smoke or overeat, as
well as giving them the power to
attract the opposite sex. Sadly
the application never lived up to
its expectations.

Also in the news section was a
story proclaiming that within
three to five years people would
be able to receive software
updates and custom-made
programs via 'a type of super
data highway' - nowadays
more commonly known as
the Internet.

However, we also predicted
that shrinkwrapped software
would disappear from
store shelves forever. Ten years
on, although plenty of software
is available online, we're still
not short of the good
old-fashioned boxed software.

MAY 1999

The May 1999 issue burst onto
the shelves carrying a great
value for money CD with
software worth £399, including
full versions of Borland Delphi
Developer 2 and Intuit's
Quicken 6 SE. Within the covers
we carried group tests on
10 £799 400MHz PCs, 18
motherboards from £49 and
10 zoom -lens digital cameras.

Although our group tests
helped keep readers up to date
with the latest products in the
market, one feature advised
hanging on to old PCs with a
focus on recycling. There are a
number of ways your old PC can
still be useful; one of which is to
pass it on to a charity. The PCs
are cleaned up and then passed
on to schools and charities in
the UK or further afield. For
more information see
www.pcw.co.ult/CA/ncd/
recycling.jsp. Turn to p103 for
our feature on recycling.

From features on the uses
of old PCs we moved onto
your opinions of current
manufacturers in our service and
reliability survey. This was our
second survey, which offered
prizes including digital cameras,
copies of Microsoft Money 99
and Office 2000 to those who
completed it. The survey
provided the ultimate guide to
the best brands for technical
support, service efficiency and
product reliability.

Finally an amusing column
by one of our then regular
columnists, Mike Hewitt, tried
to alleviate concerns over the
Millennium Bug - obviously a big
concern at the time - claiming it
all to be fear mongering. Well,
perhaps he was right after all -
we're all still here aren't we?

The PCW team
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With over
2 million PCs
in UK homes,
Tiny is one of
the UK's leading
home computer
brands.

Our research shows that smart
PC buyers are looking for high

spec, low cost PCs, so we have

re -launched Tiny as Tiny.COM -

the low cost PC company!

As part of one of Europe's
leading computer groups and

with over 20 years experience

of making PCs,Tiny.COM offer
the best value PCs you can buy.

3 reasons why LirlYCOT have the
lowest prices on high spec PCs and laptops

I HUGE BUYING
111 POWER

As part of Europe's leading computer group,
we can purchase top spec branded
components at low low prices.

2 MADE IN
THE UK

We build "fresh PCs" in the UK, cutting out
depreciation, transport and third party
manufacturing costs.

Linmcn

3 LOW COSTS
& OVERHEADS

We don't have retail stores or advertise on
TV. We cut out every unnecessary cost to
ensure our prices are the lowest possible.

www.tiny.com call 0870 830 3127
O
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Linw.com The UK's Lowest P(
Buy online or call 0870 830 3127

HOME PCs I POWER PCs I HOME LAPTOPS

>HOME PCs

ins: vat

Deal 2 under

£459
inc vat

Deal 3 0-1,.

£499
Inc vat

Deal 4 under

£519
Inc vat

Deal 5 under

£559
inc vat

Deal 6 under

£599
Inc vat

GED

BUSINESS PCs BUSINESS LAPTOPS

> PC DEAL 2

Tiny Home 2.7_ E -Code: 00751

 2.7GHz Intel Celeron' Processor

). 512MB DDR RAM
). 80GB 7200 RPM Hard Disk
). 128MB ATI Radeon 9200 AGP Graphics Card

(with TV Out)
). 52x CD-RW Rewriter Drive
>. 16x DVD-ROM Drive
 5.1 surround sound 6 channel audio onboard
 17" SVGA CRT screen (16" Visible)

TFT upgrade available

Plus standard features including multimedia keyboard, wheel mouse,
stereo speakers, 10/100 ethernet, 1.44MB Floppy Drive, USB 2.0
Ports x4, dedicated high speed 56k supanet optimised modem.*

(Model 52127)

 Microsoft® Windows XP > Microsoft' Office 2003 60 Day Trial
(Includes Word., Excel., Powerpoint. and Outlook")

/0- Microsoft® Works V7 > Cyberlink power DVD Suite.

512MB
DDR RAM

ATI 128MB
RADEON GRAPHICS

Home Deal 2 CD

vat
PAY NOTHING FOR 6 MONTHS

>HOME PCs

Inc vat

Deal 2 under

£459
inc vat

Deal 3 under

£499
inc vat

Deal 4 under

£519
inc vat

Deal 5 under

£559
Inc vat

> PC DEAL 5

Tiny Home 3000 Demon

Xn

XP3000+ AMD Athlon TM Processor

512MB DDR RAM

80GB 7200 RPM Hard Disk

CD-Rw - 52x CD Rewriter/CD-Copier Drive

DVD - 16x DVD-ROM Drive

128MB ATI Radeon 9800 All -In -Wonder Graphics

PC -TV with remote control

Firewire - 1394 Firewire port

5.1 surround sound 6 channel audio onboard

E -Code: 00814

AMDE1
Athlon

RED Err

Plus standard features including 10/100 ethernet, Multimedia
keyboard, Optical Mouse, 1.44MB Floppy Drive, USB 2.0
Ports x4, Parallel and Standard Ports and Dedicated high
speed supanet optimised 56k modem* (Model 52420)

G333). Microsoft® Cyberlink PowerDVD
Windows XP Software suite

XP

PAY NOTHING FOR 6 MONTHS

L> PACKAGE UPGRADE

Tiny Home PC Plus
Lexmark Z605 Colour Printer  Jenoptik

C160 Digital Camera  DK Education
Suite (9 packs)  Home & Family Pack
(15 packs)  Top 10 Game  Pay Nothing

for 9 Months

£99
extra

I> POWER PACKAGE UPGRADE

Tiny Home PC Plus
Lexmark X 1150 Printer/Scanner/Copier  Opus 4 Megapixel Digital Camera  DK Education

Suite (9 packs)  Home & Family Pack (15 packs)  Top 10 Games  Top 3 Games -Tomb
RaiderThe Angel of Darkness; Who Wants To Be a Millionaire Version 2; Championship

Manager 4  USB Gamepad  Headset Microphone & Speech Pack  GSP Business Pack  GSP
Hobbies Pack  Pay Nothing for 12 months

£169
extra

LOWEST PRICE
GUARANTEEt

Tiny.com will beat any identical
specification system from any
other major UK PC supplier
by reducing our price by 110%
of the price difference.

Visit Tiny.COM to see the
full range of Home PCs

Standard factory direct delivery of £39.99 for all orders. Typical finance example: Cash price £1000 inc VAT and delivery. Pay nil deposit and nothing for 9

months. Then pay just the CASH PRICE (0000) only if loan fully repaid within 9 months. Finance also available over longer period of 4 yearsat APR 29.8%.
No deposit and no payments for 9 months and then 39 monthly payments of £45.74. Total price £1783.86. Finance is subject to status, Written details on
request. All prices shown are in UK E. 'Tiny desktop PCs are preloaded with supanet which is the only ISP available as default. Customers can use any other -
ISP upon request. ifiny.com will beat or match any genuine identical offer to our PC offer from any UK based PC supplier. Please see website for full terms
& conditions. 02002 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. All rights reserved. AMD, AMD Arrow logo, AMD Athlon, AMD PowerNow!, AMD Athlon 64 and relative
combination, are trademarks of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. You will require special permission to copy CDs and DVDs that are copyright. Delivery normally
within 5 working days, unless otherwise specified. Statutory cancellation rights apply to distance sales. Printer cable and back-up CDs
are available at extra cost Prices, specifications and offers subject to change, availability and our conditions of sale - copies of which 9.8%
are available from Tiny.com, DCS Ltd, Granville House, Bumley, BI312 7TG. Fax: 01282 77 07 01. Licensed credit brokers. E&OE. APR



LOW COSTTaro,'" Laptop Prices! THE
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HOME PCs

> HOME LAPTOPS

£669
Deal

3x679
Deal a

""`"51,99
Deal

£879
Deia I tit

Deal 9,a e

*8499
Deal

Deal I

Dealzio"99

"*"ifii!9

POWER PCs HOME LAPTOPS

> LAPTOP DEAL 3

BUSINESS PCs BUSINESS LAPTOPS

Tiny Mediabook M2600
 XP2600+ AMD AthlonhM XP Mobile Processor
). 512MB DDR RAM
). 40GB Toshiba Hard Disk

 Wi-Fi - 802.11 b Wireless Adaptor fitted
). 15" TFT XGA Screen (1024x768)

). CD Rewriter /DVD-ROM Combo Drive
>- 56k V90 Modem

Plus standard features including 10/100 ethernet,
TV -out, 32MB graphics, 1394 firewire port, USB 2.0 x4,

Li -ion Long Life Battery, Built-in Microphone
and Speakers, (Model N2210)

GED

E -Code: 00767

AMDdri
Athlon XP -M

 Microsoft' Windows XP > Microsoft® Office 2003
60 Day Trial
(Includes Word', Excel',
Powerpoinr and Outlook')

Power DVD Suite.

)0,- Microsoft" Works V7

Laptop Deal 3 CID

'677.87inc

vat
PAY NOTHING FOR 6 MONTHS

> HOME LAPTOPS

£669
Deal 3

46
eese 79

"-"'"4759
Don/ 5

f 799
Deal

9

-£8??
"--41399

-7899.
1,.al

Deal I 99
`1099

Deal

> LAPTOP DEAL 13

Tiny Mediabook
MK64 3200 Pro
 Athlon 64 AMD AthlonTM 64 3200+ Processor
). 1024MB DDR RAM
). 80GB Hard Disk
 DVD-Rw Multiformat DVD Rewriter Drive (DVD-Rw, CD-Rw and DVD)
 15" SXGA+ Ultra -High Resolution TFT Screen (1400x1050)
> 64MB ATI Radeon 9600 Mobility Dedicated Graphics
 Card Reader Multi -Format Card Reader
). 56K V90 Modem
 Wi-Fi - 802.11 b Wi-Fi Wireless Adaptor
 Firewire - 1394 Firewire Ports

Plus standard features including 10/100 Ethernet Port, TV -out, Built-in
Microphone and Twin Speakers, Advanced Keyboard and Two Button Track Pad,
x USB 2.0 Ports, 12 Cell Li -ion Battery and AC Charger, PCMCIA (Model N2912)

Microsoft' Windows XP
Professional Edition

0- Pinnacle DVD Copying suite
Microsoft' Office 2003

Microsoft' Works V7 60 Day Trial
Cyberlink PowerDVD (Includes Word', Excel',

Software suite Powerpoine and Outlook')

E -Code: 00840

AMD

WW1
ATI RADEON

9600

Laptop Deal 13C0

£1196624tinc
vat

PAY NOTHING FOR 6 MONTHS

> MOBILE OFFICE UPGRADE

Tiny Mediabook PLUS:
Lexmark Z605 Colour Printer  Notebook

Carry Case  External Large Keyboard  Wheel
Mouse  Headset Microphone  Dragon
Naturally Speaking Dictation Pack  DK

Education Suite (9 packs)

£99
extra

> MOBILE OFFICE POWER UPGRADE

Tiny Mediabook PLUS:
Lexmark X 1150 Printer/ScannerlCopier  Zoom Digital Camera  Notebook Carry Case 

External Large Keyboard Wheel Mouse  Headset Microphone  Dragon Naturally Speaking
Dictation Pack  Full Office Suite (14 packs)  6 Top Games  DK Education Suite (9 packs)

LOWEST PRICE
GUARANTEEt

Tiny.com will beat any identical
specification system from any
other major UK PC supplier
by reducing our price by 110%
of the price difference.

Visit Tiny.COM to see the Lins C
full range of Home Laptops Buy online or call 0870 830 3127



sans co
Buy online or call 0870 830 3127

THE LOW COST
PC COMPANY

HOME PCs I POWER PCs HOME LAPTOPS BUSINESS PCs BUSINESS LAPTOPS

>POWER DEAL 3C-  POWER PCs

tau Il ,£599
Inc vat

Deal 2£699
Inc vat

Deal 3£759
Inc vat

Deal 4£889
Inc vat

Deal S£899
Inc vat

Deal 6£999
Inc vast

Deal 7
L1199

Inc vat

Deal 8L1499
Inc vat

Tiny Power 3000 E -Code: 00757

XP3000+ AMD AthlonTM Processor
* 512MB DDR RAM
* 120GB 7200 RPM Hard Disk
* 256MB ATI Radeon 9200 All -In -Wonder

DVD-Rw 4x multi -format (+/-) DVD rewriter
DVD 16x DVD-ROM Drive

* PC -TV with remote control
),- 15" Black TFT flat panel screen

(upgrade available to 17" or 19")
FIREWIRE ports x2

* 10 -in -1 Multi -format card reader
* 2.1 Subwoofer sound system

(upgrade availableto 5.1)
53 surround sound 6 channel audio onboard
Plus standard features including 10/100 ethernet, 1.44MB

Floppy Drive, USB 2.0 Ports x4, dedicated high speed
supanet optimised 56k supanet modem* (Model S2420)

0- Microsoft' Windows XP
 Microsoft' Works V7

Cyberlink power DVD Suite.
)- Pinnacle DVD Copying Suite

AMDC1
Athlon XP

Microsoft'
Office 2003 60 Day Trial
(Includes Word', Excel', Powerpoint'
and Outlook')

AMD Athlon
XP3000+

ATI 256MB
ALL IN WONDER

RADEON GRAPHICS

Power PC Deal 3 MI

inc
VIIIP vat

PAY NOTHING FOR 6 MONTHS

>POWER PCs

Deal 1L599undc

Inc vat

Deal 2£699
Inc vat

Deal 3
£759

Inc vat

Deal 4£889
Inc vat

Deal 5£899
Inc vat

Deal 6£999
inc vat

Deal 7L1199
Inc vat

Deal 8L1499
inc vat

> POWER DEAL 7

Tiny Power 3400-64 E -Code: 00841

Athlon 64 AMD AthlonTM 64 3400+ Processor
* 1024MB DDR RAM
* 400GB 7200 RPM Hard Disk space (2x 200GB)

DVD-Rw multi -format (+/-) DVD rewriter drive
 DVD 16x DVD-ROM drive
* 256MB ATI Radeon 9800 XT graphics
* 15" Black TFT flat panel screen

(upgrade available to 17" or 19")
)1.- PC -TV with remote control

FIREWIRE - 2x 1394 Firewire ports
0,- 51 surround sound 6 channel audio onboard
* 10 -in -1 Multi -format card reader
> 2.1 Subwoofer sound system (upgrade available to 5.1)

Plus standard features including 10/100 Ethernet, Multimedia
Keyboard, Optical Mouse, 1.44MB Floppy Drive, USB 2.0
Ports x4, Parallel and Standard Ports and dedicated high

1Mspeed supanet optimised 56k supanet modem* (Model S2822)

Microsoft' Windows XP > Microsoft' Office 2003 > Cyberlink PowerDVD
Professional Edition 60 Day Trial Software suite

(Includes Word', Excel', > Pinnacle DVD
Powerpoint' and Outlook') Copying suite

Microsoft' Works V7

1024..
400.

HARD DISK

Power PC Deal 7 QED
.99

vat
PAY NOTHING FOR 6 MONTHS

Tiny Power PC PLUS:
Lexmark Z605 Colour Printer  Jenoptik

C 160 Digital Camera  DK Education
Suite (9 packs)  Home & Family Pack
(15 packs)  Top 10 Game  Pay Nothing

for 9 Months

199
extra

> POWER PACKAGE UPGRADE

Tiny Power PC PLUS:
Lexmark X 1150 Printer/Scanner/Copier  Opus 4 Megapixel Digital Camera  DK Education

Suite (9 packs)  Home & Family Pack (15 packs)  Top 10 Games Top 3 Games -Tomb
Raider:The Angel of Darkness; Who Wants To Be a Millionaire Version 2; Championship

Manager 4  USB Garnepad  Headset Microphone & Speech Pack  GSP Business Pack  GSP
Hobbies Pack  Pay Nothing for 12 months

1169
extra

17" TFT
UPGRADE

Upgrade your
15" TFT to a 17"

£99
extra

Visit Tiny.COM to see the "nu cofull range of Power PCs Buy online or call 0870 830 3127



Retro Leisure

Picture courtesy
of the Museum

of Computing,
www digitalhistory
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The TI -99/4 and the TI -99/4A will
both be remembered as successes

TI -99/4
Texas Instruments created one of the most popular home computers of the1980s

hen the
world's
largest
semi-
conductor

company, Texas Instruments
(TI) announced it was going
to launch its own home
computer in 1979, the industry
trembled; this was, after all, the
same company that invented
the integrated circuit. But TI
misjudged the market with its
TI -99/4 computer: it was too
expensive, difficult to expand,
tough to program and
employed a keyboard style
inherited from a long line of
calculators. TI did, however,
act on it criticisms to
subsequently produce a
winning formula. This is the
story behind the TI -99/4 and
its successor the TI -99/4A.

TI was originally founded
on 16 May 1930 as the
Geophysical Service by John
Clarence 'Doc' Karcher and
Eugene McDermott. Head-
quartered in Dallas, Texas,
it specialised in oil exploration.
In 1939 it changed its name to
Coronado Corporation, but kept
Geophysical Service Incorporated
(GSI) as a subsidiary.

In early December 1941, GSI
employee John Erik Jonsson
received a phone call that

Coronado was being sold.
The oil side already had a
buyer, but Jonsson was offered
the geophysical side. He called
McDermott fearing that if they
didn't buy it, Stanolind would
take over and they could be out
of jobs. So with employees Cecil
Green and HB Peacock, the four
found funds and bought GSI.
They became owners on 6
December 1941.

During the war, GSI adapted
its technology to help the
US Navy, and afterwards
the company grew. To reflect
its product diversity, it was
renamed General Instruments
Incorporated in January 1951,
but due to confusion with
another, the company name
was changed again that year
to Texas Instruments. In
1954 TI produced the first
commercial transistor radio
and in 1958 Jack Kirby joined
the company and invented the
first integrated circuit.

By the 1970s, TI was the
world leader in semiconductors,
with its chips featuring in a vast
array of devices including its
own range of calculators. Its
prowess was demonstrated by
chips like the TMS 9900, which
in 1975 was the first 16bit
microprocessor. That said the
TMS 9900 didn't prove very

popular outside of TI. While
used in the company's
own 990/4 and 990/5
minicomputers, both were too
expensive to attract developers.

TI set out to design three
affordable microcomputers for
home, business and professional
markets. As with calculators, its
key motivation was to sell chips;
indeed TI's management insisted
the new machines use the 9900
processor. The professional and
business models never came
to market though, so efforts were
centred on the home model.

The plan was to sell it cheaply
and make money on software.
Many have said TI made it
impossible for anyone other
than itself and licensees to
develop software or peripherals.
While ensuring TI would enjoy
good software sales, it was risky.

The TI -99/4 was launched in
June 1979, featuring 16KB of
Ram and a TMS 9900 processor
running at 3MHz, although
bottlenecked by an 8bit data
bus. TI's calculator -style 'chiclet'
keyboard annoyed many
potential buyers, but a more
serious problem was with the RF
modulator which should have
allowed a TV to be used as a
cheap display. The modulator
failed to pass FCC tests and TI
was forced to sell the system

with an expensive monitor.
TI's plan to launch a cheap
computer had backfired, as
with a monitor it cost $1,150.
Worse, there wasn't much
software available for it,
while lack of expansion and
production problems caused
trouble. Despite later being
granted a waiver to sell the
machine without the monitor,
the damage had been done.

TI took the criticisms
on board and set to work on a
successor. The TI -99/4A was
launched in June 1981, featuring
a better keyboard and a lower
price of $525, although this
didn't get you a display. It
proved to be a more attractive
proposition and earned a 35 per
cent share of the home market.

Sadly for TI though,
Commodore's Jack Tramiel had a
business plan which pitched the
two companies in a price war.
Despite TI making some price
reductions, Commodore won
the battle and, in October 1983,
TI pulled out of the market.
Discontinued the following
March, the TI -99/4A may have
been a casualty of the home
computer war, but nonetheless
racked up impressive sales of
2.8 million units. It will be
remembered as a success.

Gordon Laing

MAY 2004 4.0 www.pcw.co.0 k 225



Reader offers
For a wider selection of discounted products,
visit: www.offersdirect.pcw.co.uk

Offers Direct
SEARCH PCW BACK
ISSUES WITH EASE
PCW on CD -Rom no 4 contains the entire editorial content of
issues January to December 2003 in searchable, browsable and
printable format. Our latest addition to the ultimate
PCW library features new, enhanced
search tools enabling you to
find key words, phrases,
products and authors or
simply browse each issue at
your leisure. Also included is a
full list of contact details for
advertisers as well as more
great offers on software,
products and subscriptions.

System requirements:
PC: Windows 98, ME, NT, 2000,
XP, 64MB of Ram, CD -Rom drive.

Mac: Powermac or compatible,
Mac 059.1 or higher and 64MB
of Ram.

You will also need Acrobat or Acrobat Reader 5 installed.

Please quote order code VR58
READER PRICE

SUBSCRIBER PRICE

NEW

£14.95
£13.45

THE ULTIMATE
PCW LIBRARY
CD-ROM 1, 2, 3 & 4
Includes the entire editorial content of issues
August 2000 to December 2003 in searchable,
browsable and printable format. The CD-Roms
contain the following issues: CD -Rom no 1
includes August 2000 to July 2001, CD -Rom
no 2 includes February 2001 to January 2002,
CD -Rom no 3 includes January to December
2002 and CD -Rom 4 includes January to
December 2003.

Please quote order code VR59

f-OLADER PRiCE SUBSCRIBER PRICE

£46.65 £41.99

BUY THE
WHOLE SET
and save up to

£13.31

THE INSTANT EXPERT
GUIDE TO BUILDING
YOUR OWN WEBSITE

If you have ever fancied building your owr
website but don't know where to start,
then our guide will show you everything
you need to know. It includes free software
to help with things such as getting online,
professional design in easy steps and
how to build, test and upload your site.

Please quote order code VR60

READER PRICE

SUBSCRIBER PRICE

NORMAL PRICE

£2.95

£2.2!
£4.9c

HOW TO
ORDER
>> ONLINE
via our secure website
www.offersdirect.pcw.co.uk
>> PHONE

on 01858 438 883
>> FAX

on 01858 468 969
>> POST using the form
opposite, post your order to:
PCW Offers Direct, Tower
Publishing Services Ltd,
Tower House, Sovereign Park,
Market Harborough, LEICS,
LE16 9EF

MAY 2004 www.pcw.co.uk



Prices include VAT and postage
and packaging in the UK Reader offers

www.offersdirect.pcw.co.uk

THE INSTANT EXPERT SERIES

THE INSTANT EXPERT GUIDE
TO DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY

This guide to digital photography tests
digital cameras, reviews printers and
scanners and examines the top
photo -editing programs. There are 130
pages with tips, tools and practical
workshops to help you get the most
from your camera.

THE INSTANT EXPERT
GUIDE TO DIGITAL MUSIC
Let this guide help you learn how to
download, manage, edit, process and
store digital audio files on your PC.
Workshops show you how to download,
play, edit and enhance mp3s, choose the
best portable players and CD burners,
listen to radio on the net and much more.

THE INSTANT EXPERT GUIDE
TO VIDEO EDITING ON YOUR PC

This guide has 70 pages of workshops, tips
and tricks to help you plan and shoot great
movies every time. Add professional special
effects and titles, convert VHS and old
camcorder tapes to digital and much more.
There is also a free video -editing toolkit
with over 50 great applications

Please quote order code VR61

READER PRICE £2.99
Please quote order code VR62

READER PRICE £2.99
Please quote order code VR63

READER PRICE £2.99

SUBSCRIBER PRICE SUBSCRIBER PRICE £2.25 SUBSCRIBER PRICE £2.25
NORMAL PRICE £4.99 NORMAL PRICE £4.99 NORMAL PRICE £4.99

r

TITLE INITIALS SURNAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE EMAIL

DAYTIME PHONE NUMBER MOBILE

FAX SUBSCRIBER NUMBER (Ii KNOWN)

We will use the contact details supplied to
communicate with you regarding your order.
If you are also happy for us to contact you about
products and services available from PCW and the
VNU Business Publications Ltd Group, please indicate
here. Contact by 0 Email  Telephone  Mobile
If you are happy for us to pass your details on to
other carefully selected companies to contact you
about their products or services, please indicate
here. Contact by 0 Email 0 Telephone CI Mobile

Order code Item name Reader price £ Subscriber price £ Quantity Total price £

Order code Item name Reader price E Subscriber price £ Quantity Total price £

Order code Item name Reader price E Subscriber price £ Quantity Total price E

Order code Item name Reader price £ Subscriber price £ Quantity Total price E

Order code Item name Reader price E Subscriber price E Quantity Total price £

Add £6 for postage and packing outside the UK 7, £

TOTAL £

 Please charge £ to my
Credit/Debit card: (tick as appropriate)

I enclose a cheque for £ payable

to VNU Business Publications Ltd

 ler Visa
Card number

Expiry date

go Mastercard  NM Amex  12 Switch  71 Delta

Valid from Issue No (Switch only)

Signature Date

t you do NOT wish us to contact you BY POST about products or services available from PCW and the VNU Business Publications Ltd Group please indicate here 
If you do NOT wish us to pass your details on to other carefully selected companies to contact you BY POST about their products or services please indicate here

IL
J
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U u le

The UK's No.I
monthly computer

magazine

PIRSOKAL It:="zrzItt

Flat Fantastic
Work on
the move

St. attire
uattsionredsasb le

Ls nr vUelr technologye4e':

2154

144

froM

DIGITAL
ft A asp-A,

14 PAGE MEGA LABS
TEST

deuEsa t NUM Ent

otorola A920 3G phone
Aopen I/181C

Canon 495 Asus Radom 960081

.ml Nonce 'up 8 mars inside

CD version
SAVE up to 43%
£46.99 2 year credit/debit
£21.99 yEarly DirEct DEbit*

DVD version
SAVE up to 50%
£65.99 2 year credit/debit
£29.99 yEarly DirEct DEbit*

HOW TO
ORDER
Quote: P027 for CD /

V027 for DVD

By Post:

PCW Subscriptions,
FREEPOST LON14776,

Market Harborough LE87 4NZ
(no stamp required)

£999 PCS

011411111E1 FILTERS

VANVAIsm

CARRIES CARDS
4170.1.5.A0I0WM1

SIIITE REMISS

SW., 7
PCW AWARDS 1003

Zvs` Vrirror"

MEI

glint
SAVE up to

50% off the
cover price

and receive a
3ZMB USB Key

*Direct Debit only available to new subscribers

By Phone:

01858 438881

By Fax:

01858 468969

Online:

www.subscription.co.uk/pcw

To pay by Direct Debit please go online or pay by phone

I would like to subscribe to Personal Computer World CD version

0 Paying by credit/debit card at £46.99 for 24 issues

0 Paying by cheque for £46.99 made payable to VNU Business Publications

To order by post or fax please complete your details:

Title Initial Surname

Address (business/home)

I would like to subscribe to Personal Computer World DVD version

 Paying by credit/debit card at £65.99 for 24 issues

0 Paying by cheque for £65.99 made payable to VNU Business Publications

Email address

Postcode

(please provide your full address to avoid delays)

Payment Options (tick as appropriate)

Telephone

 I would like to subscribe to Personal Computer World paying by credit/debit card

Card number

Expiry date Issue number (Switch only) Signature

=ui 111 Ui

Valid from

Date

 I would like to subscribe to Personal Computer World paying by cheque made payable to VNU Business Publications Ltd.

Money -Back Guarantee We will use the contact details supplied to contact you regarding your Personal Computer World subscription. II you do not wish us to contact you by POST about

All subscriptions are coveted by our money -back guarantee: II al any time you are not 100% products and services available from Personal Computer World and VNU please indicate here U . II you do not want us to pass on your details to other carefully selected
companies to contact you by POST about their products and services please indicate here O. If you are happy for us to contact you about other products or servicessatisfied with your subscription, we will refund the cost of any remaining unmailed issues.
available from Personal Computer World and Will please indicate here: contact by email  telephone U mobile U. II you are happy for us to pass on your details to otherOffer available in the UK only - for overseas subscriptions please call 00 44 1011858 438881. carefully selected companies to contact you about their products or services please indicate here: contact by email O telephone O mobile Li

.



Collect t points
& convert
dabspoints to AirMiles

HEAirMiles visit www.claMckm/clabstKinis for details & conditions
R AV EL COMPANY AirMiles, MtlesBack and the Flying Boat logo are tradernards of AirMiles international Trading BV

uyer's Guide

SONY

Super
Lightweightjust 123g

inc. Batteries!

...only

Egg"
(£84.25 ex VAT)

qtAlck1111X > 27R1PW Go

tvww.dabs.comisony

SONY

Use your Sony digital
:amera in style with
these perfect Sony

essories...

SONY
Memory
Stick 128MB

gocklinx>

dabs
*com

directfocus
Ma 2004 edition

 2 Megapixel Effective Super HAD" CCD
 1" Colour LCD Screen
 MPEG Movie Mode
 Supplied with AAA Rechargeable Batteries,

Battery Charger, USB Cable, 8MB Memory Stick,
Neck Strap & Software CD-ROM

 Weighs only 123g (Inc Batteries & Memory Stick)

1256418

SONY
Memory Stick
Pro 256MB

MEMORY Stirif

cplcklinX

£4499

e3819

ftn.e\

Keep your camera looking
stylish, chic and safe with
this Sony carrying case.

qysicklinx 5-7

Get -re

e85?9
£7318

SONY

issue 107

top 5 products
AOpen

nVIDIA GeForce FX
5900 XT Graphics Card

Fires up your gaming by delivering blazing speeds
and unmatched features.

£149.00 (£126.81 ex VAT) qgicklinx111311M

iPod 20GB
MP3 Player a

Hold up to 5,000 songs in your pocket! A must have
for all music lovers.

£294.99 (£251.06 ex VAT) qgickbox 2S8RPW

EPSON
PHOTO RX-600
All -in -One

Premium all -in -one home photo centre (prints, scans
and copies) with advanced stand-alone capability.

£251.45 (£214.00 ex VAT)

ROM

giN
SofWntabiel

NX9010 15"
Notebook

Including a DVD & CD -Writer this notebook gives you
desktop performance in a portable format.

£735.55 (£626.00 ex VAT)

,
Antilfirt2

wick En.

symantec.

Norton
AntiVirus 2004

The World's most trusted anti virus solution.
Can you afford to be without it?

£37.60 (£32.00 ex VAT)

Watch video clips online
at... www dabs.tv

Collect AirMiles
with 6J points

www.dabs.com/
dabspoints

qvicklinxiMg.

The smart
way to pay

online finance
www.dataLcom/finance

Great value
digital printing

dab
dabsxpose com

delivering technology



dabs com
your questions answered at www.dabs.com/help tune in to www.dabs.tv

the UK's largest online IT retailer

H
I

Welcome to issue 107 of Direct Focus,
your guide to the hottest technology
at great value dabs.com prices!

GRAB YOURSELF A BARGAIN USING
OUR NEW IMPROVED 'USED STOCK'
SEARCH...

Want to save even more money at
dabs.com? Then you should check
out our new improved 'Used Stock'
section! in it you can browse all of
our Used Stock products - and
potentially save Eas on your
technology purchase. Used Stock is
made up of products that have minor
problems - for example the
packaging may be damaged or the
user manual missing - and has been
discounted as a result. Visit
www dabs.com/usedstock click the
'view used stock button', then choose
to search by product type,
manufacturer or by price. Hurry
though, grabbing your Used Stock
bargain will be on a first come, first
served basis!

NEW! DABS.COM TRAVEL SEARCH
FACILITY - COMPARE. BUY. SAVE!

We're delighted to announce that the
ribbons have been cut and the virtual
doors to our new travel section are
now open! This new online travel
facility is powered and run by one of
the UK's leading price comparison
websites, Kelkoo. And the message is
simple - if you click on the travel 'tab'
you can COMPARE, BUY and SAVE on a
variety of travel related products and
services. So, whether you're looking
for a last minute holiday, a cheap
flight, a hotel, or even car hire - you
can be sure that Kelkoo will present
some of the most competitive prices
around.

Regards

Jonathan Wall

Marketing Director
dabs.com plc
jwall@dabs cam

online Finance___
get the technology you want today, without breaking the bank!
Two great options...

 Buy now pay in 12 months!
 Spread the cost over 24 months

Now available on all purchases over £400!
For more information visit www.dabs.com/finance

hot deals...
(CP

NE -L02
Leather Case
Soft Napa leather and

attractive fabrics fits up to
15" screen Notebooks

£72.85 (£62.00 ex VAT)
Collect 72 Dabspoints

www.dabs.com/belkin 31MOPW

411

you
solution that lets

you share your ADSL Internet
connection, files and

peripherals, without cables'

Wireless ADSL
Modem/Router

£116.32 (£99.00 ex VAT)
collect 116 Dabspoints

www.dabs.com/belkin qoxkim 25FcPw

aino
Bluetooth

Combo Card
Gives you a seamless, fast
connection between your
PDA and laptop computer,

or any Bluetooth device

£48.17 (£41.00 ex VAT)
Collect 48 Dabspoints

4 -Way Universal
UPS 800VA

Offering the most
complete protection

from damaging power
disturbances to home
or office workstations.

£116.32 (£99.00 ex VAT)
collect 116 oabspoints

www dabs comibelkin H.1<kiry NISTPIN

'dabspoints' - rewarding you for shopping at dabs.com!
Start collecting today...
In addition to enjoying our great value prices, there's another way to get more from your
technology purchases at dabs.com... introducing 'dabspoints'. dabspoints is the name
of our customer loyalty scheme and is our way of saying thank you for choosing
dabs.com!

If you're new to Dabs, you can sign up to collect dabspoints from your very first
purchase - look out for the prompts when you're registering your account. Or, if you're
an existing customer and want to start collecting, you can sign up by selecting to do so
via 'your communications preferences' in the account options list.

Once signed up you'll earn points on all products in our portfolio, at a rate of one
dabspoint for every full pound spent via our website.

Spend, spend, spend...
And now for the exciting bit - spending your points! You have two
choices. You can either to spend your points in our dabspoints store
on branded merchandise such as toolkits, mugs, pens or travel accessories
or alternatively you transfer your points into AirMiles - it's up to you!

To find out more visit www.dabs.com/dabspoints.

Armiles, MIlesBack and the Flying Boat logo are trademards of AirMiles international Trading BV.
LTAirMiLeS
TRAVEL COMPANY

dabs Official sponsor of

4-) COM Fulham Football Club

Business Terms & Conditions of sale
Prices subject to change without notice please visit ww_yy,d_atis,cprn for latest prices. All prices exclude carriage. All prices exclusive of
VAT are for businesses only. All prices inclusive of VAT are for EU residents (VAT at appropriate rate, currently 17.5%1. Non-EU/exempt pay
the exclusive mice. A full copy of the business terms 8 conditions is available on request.
Calls may be monitored to ensure levels of service and for training purposes.

Contact information
Customer Support Centre e-mail
(Customer Services)

For more contact information see
www dabs com/contactus
For opening times see our customer promise
www dabs com/customerpromise

cs@dabs.com

Consumer Payment terms 7.1.r-Mill
edit/Debit Card payments: We accept payment by

VISA, MASTERCARD, SWITCH and SOLO

Business Payment terms
edit/Debit Card payments. We accept payment by

VISA and MASTERCARD.
'Jew Account Opening: Please call our business only sales
team on 0870 129 3010 to arrange to open a credit account
now (subject to status).

.)siness Leasing: We can offer very competitive rates on
Business Leasing (subject to status) for companies.

orporate Account Facilities. 14 day credit terms available
to public sector & quoted PLCs.

Credit and Debit Card Payments
Dabs Financial Services Ltd processes all card payments
made by our customers for a fee of 2.5% included in the
price paid. Customers paying by credit or debit card agree
to pay this fee to Dabs Financial Services Ltd. The total
once paid remains the same.

Standard Carriage charges for all
online orders
iK internet orders via www.dabs.com

UK Standard Carnage 1-3 working days. Effective 18.08.03

total
Order
Value

E40 or less
MOO or less

E500 or less

more than E500

0.5kg
or

less

E1.76
£3.53
£4.70
£7.05

5kg
Or
less

£4.11
£4.11
£5.88
£8.23

30kg
or
less

£4.70
E4.70
£7.05
£9.40

More
than
30kg

£9.40
£9.40
£9.40
£9.40

Items weighing more than 30Kg will be subject to an excess
charge of 26p per kg for each kilogram over 30kg.

OUTLYING AREAS
Deliveries to 'outlying' regions are subject to a surcharge as
shown below:

Surcharge Affected Postcodes
E5.88 BT, IV, ZE, KW, HS, KA27-28, PH17-26,

PH30-44, P1149-50, PA20-49,
PA60-78, IM, CV, JE, P030-41, TR21-25,

E23.50 All Elm addresses

OTHER INFORMATION
PRICES ARE PER ORDER NOT PER BOX.

Delivery prices Include VAT. All delivery times are subject
to funds being cleared, the Item being in stock and unsold
to another customer. You can choose to 'upgrade' our
standard carriage service through a number of chargeable
enhanced options such as next day delivery or Saturday
delivery.
FOr more details on delivery, including prices for our
enhanced delivery options, visit ymyv.dabs.comi_d_eliverY

Standard Carriage for offline
Business orders
An offline service is available for business customers only.
For more details on carriage charges for ofnine orders from
business customers, please contact your account manager
or email corporateddabs.com

Direct FOCUS
02004 dabs.com plc
oesigned and produced by
dabscom plc
Direct House
vvingates Industrial Park
westhoughton
Dolton
BLS 3XD

Directors. David Atherton; Simon Brayshaw
Dianne Dillon; Daryl Platt; Jonathan Wall

Head of Merchandising. Helen Slinger

Communications Manager Louise Derbyshire

Marketing Production. Jayne Bond, Peter Bretherton
Jane Cleary; Craig Morris

If you have any comments or suggestions about Direct
Focus please e-mail: marketIngOdabs.com 120.02.041 E&OE

2 See our website for latest prices



IF1523 15" LCD display
Active matrix, integrated speakers

quicklinx >shop faster dabspoints with every purchase! www.dabs.com

buy now pay in 12 months with online finance!
liyama E383 15.0" TFT Display - Ivory
quicklmX 2V93DPW

www.dabs.com/iiyama

Outstanding value, liyama TFT display.

 15" TFT LCD
 Resolution: 1024 x 768
 Brightness & contrast: 250 cd/ms, 400:1
 Features: Removable base, VESA compliant mounting plate,

kensington lock
 3 years on -site, swap out warranty

liyama E430S 17.0" TFT LCD Panel - Silver
quicklinx 2S9ZPW

www.dabs.com/iiyama

iirama

liyama E461 S -B
glAicklPIX 2V9QPW

www.dabs.com/iiyama

£441'T
£37600

 19" TFT
(18" viewable)

 Max resolution
1280 x 1024

 400:1 Contrast
 Dual Input
 3 year warranty

The ProLite E430S is an entry-level 17" monitor with a slimline
14.5mm bezel, offering high brightness mode and integrated
speakers. Other features include VESA compliant mounting plate
and security lock compatible with Kensington security systems.

 17" TFT LCD
 Maximum resolution 1280 x 1024
 Full colour (16 million)
 3 Years on -site warranty

Sony SDM-X53 15" TFT LCD Display
cmckl rix 2PJWPW

www.dabs.com/sOny

Exceptional 15" TFT LCD display with high contrast.

SONY

SONY

L171013 17" Display
qu 0,11i -1X 29YSPW

www.dabs.com/Ig

 L1710B 17" LCD TFT
Flatron Display

 1280 x 1024 4t75Hz
Resolution

 DVI-1 Digital input
& Analogue

 High contrast &
brightness

The X53 reaches a new level of LCD performance ideal for a wide
variety of tasks. Gaming and DVD viewing are a delight with
superb full -motion digital video playback. Demanding users will
be thrilled not only by the design but also by the brilliant
colours, high quality DVI-D imaging and

0.7 Megapixels (1024 x 7681 native resolution
 Also available in black

Hitachi CML174SXWB 17' TFT Panel in Black
quicklinx 28Y3PW

www.dabs.com/hitachi

The thin and sleek design of the CML174SXW TFT monitor provides
distortion -free images while saving desktop space. Features include
excellent contrast ratio, fast response time and a DVI-D/D-sub input.
This monitor will complement any environment Into which it Is placed.

 17" TFT Black LCD display
 0.26 dot pitch
 1280 x 1024 max resolution

and
HITACHI 3Plugyears

play
warranty

Acer AL1912 19" TFT Display
quicklinx 31QFPW

www.dabs.com/acer

acer

Sony SDM-S73
2PJ7PW

www.dabs.com/sony

SONY

SONY

 17" TFT LCD
display

 Sleek, space -
saving design

 Superior images
and outstanding
on -screen colours

 1.3 Megapixels
11280 X 10241

Samsung SM172V
quicklinx 2S7HPW

www.clabs.com/sarliSunq

One of the best performing 19" LCDs available today, supporting
the MVA panel technology which offers the benefits of excellent
image performance from an even broader viewing angle. The
office or home user can now achieve maximum work efficiency
by simultaneously viewing multiple applications with ease.

 1280 x 1024 Resolution
 500:1 Contrast
 3 Year Warranty
 in Ivory

17" VG700 LCD
quicklinx MEM

Sleek minimalist
styling with space
saving slim bezel.

 1280 x 1024
Resolution

 300:1 Contrast
 3 Year Warranty

www.dabs.comiviewsonic

VlewSonic's 17"
VG700b LCD
multimedia display
Is a real performer.

 Multimedia
 450:1 contrast

ratio
 1280 x 1024

Acer AL1751WM 17" Widescreen TFT
cmcklinx 2X0DPW

www.dabs.com/acer
The new ALI 751WM from Acer is the ideal monitor for users
requiring a combination of a highly specified traditional monitor
but in a wide screen format able to display TV and Video images
more clearly.

 Colour Brushed Aluminium, Chrome and Black
 Resolution WXGA 1280 x 768
 Brightness 450 cd/m2
 Colour 16.7m
 Display Size 17" wide

 Contrast Ratio 600:1
 Response Time 25ms
 Audio Speaker 1W x2
 3 Year Warranty

15" TFT LCD Panel
quicklinx 2D4XPW

www.dabs.com/value

dabsealue

me Ultimate Choice.

 Max. Res. 1024 x 768
 Direct RGB Input
 XGA Res. 1024 x 768
 Lightweight

Compact Design
16.01(9)

 Pivot function
 TCO 99

LCD Displays
imssVALUE

243ZPW 15" TFT Slim 1024x768 TC099

2443PW 17" TFT Slim 1280x1024 TC099

21306PW 18.1' TFT 1280x12024 DVI

HITACHI

28Y3PW CML174SXWB 17' TFT in Black

28Y2PW CML174SXW 17' TFT Panel

2HRFPW CML1755)0A/ 17' TFT Panel Ivory

2HR3PW CML175TON8 17' TFT Multimedia

28XMPW CML155XW 15' Multimedia TFT

28XSPW CML155XWV 15' TFT

IIYAMA

2V93PW ProLite E383 Ivory 15in

2V94PW ProLite E383 -B 15in Black

2V97PW ProLite 6383-S 15in Silver

2V98PW ProLite H380 15in Ivory

2V9BPW ProLite H380 -B 15in Black

2S9XPW ProLite E43017" TFT Nor/

2S9YPW ProLite E430-817' TFT Black

2S9ZPW ProLite E430-5 17' LCD, Silver

25B1PW ProLite E431S 17' LCD, Ivory

2SB2PW ProLite E4315-817' LCD, Black

2SB4PW ProLite E431S-S 17' LCD, Silver

2V9LPW ProLite E4815 19in Ivory

2V90PW ProLite E481S-B 19in Black

2095PW ProLite E481S-S 19in Silver

I.0

2125PW L1510515' LCD TFT in Silver

2LKZPW L17105 17" LCD IF in Silver

2X0YPW L1710M 17' IF Monitor Speaker

2905PW L1710817' TFT 1280 x 1024 DVI

2TK1PW 1720617 TFT Monitor Blk/SN

2DLVPW L18115 18.1' LCD Monitor

22N2PW L18108 18.1' LCD TFT in Silver

2NM5PW LIBCOP 18' TFT in Ivory

2R56PW LI8DOPK 18' TFT in Black

2XOXPW L1910519' TFT Monitor Silver

2XOWPW L1910819' IF Monitor Dual

2X0VPW L1920P 19' TFT Monitor Dual

2NM4PW L1810T 18' TFT with 111 Tuner

PHILIPS

2W60PW 15054F615' Ultra Slim TFT

2W76PW 150S4FB 15' Ultra Slim Black TFT

2W77PW 150P4CS 15' Dual input TFT Sil/Bla

2W78PW 1704BB 17' Dual Input Black TFT

2W79PW 170465 17' Dual Input TFT

2WY8PW 17054FB 17' TFT LCD Bik

2WY9PW 17054FB 17' TFT Monitor

SAMSUNG

2P5WPW SM152v 15° TFT Monitor Silver 229.12

29BVPW SM1527 15' TFT SuperSlim 292.57

2S7HPW SM172V 17' TFT 1280 x 1024 304.33

26FMPW SM152T-MM 15' TFT Multimedia 304.32

2VWRPW SM1736 17' TFT Display Silver 327.82

2VWSPW SM172N 17' TFT Display Silver 334.87

2VY0PW SM1725 17' TFT Display Silver 339.57

2VY1PW SM1725 17' TFT Display MM SNr 351.32

2VWVPW 5M192V 19' TFT Display Silver 480.57

2VWWPW SM192N 19' TFT Display Silver

42500

2VY5PW SM193T 19' TFT Display Silver

2VY6PW 5M193T 19' TFT Display Black

2VY4PW 5M192T 19' IF Display Silver

250.11:1W SM2137 21' IF Monitor Silver

299TPW Sm211MP 21' TFT Monitor BLK/SL

2DFZPW SM241MP 24' TFT with IV Tuner

2VINXPW 50103T 40' TFT Display Silver

2PJLPW SDIvl -553B 15' TFT LCD BLACK

2PJHPW SDM-553 15' TET LCD

2P1XPW SDM-X53B 15' IF LCD BLACK

2PJWPW SDM-X53 15' IF LCD

2PJ8PW SDM-573B 17' TFT LCD BLACK

21,117PW SDM-S73 17' IF LCD

2PJLPW SDM-X736 17' TFT LCD BLACK

2P19PW SDM-X73 17' TFT LCD

2PJ4PW SDM-S93B 19' TFT LCD Black

2PJ3PW SDM-593 19' TFT LCD

2P16PW SDM-093B 19' TFT LCD BLACK

2PJ5PW SDM-X93 19' TFT LCD

255CPW SDM-X202H 20' TFT

2BKFPW SDM-X2028 20' TFT LCD Black

28P0PW st&WEINem 23' Widescreen IF

2SJCIPW VP181B 18" LCD in Black

21/1TPW VP181s 18' LCD in Silver

2VJVPW VP191b 19' LCD in Black

2V1WPW VP191s 19' LCD in Silver

21/1XPW VP201b 201' LCD in Black

2VJYPW WPM520.1' LCD in Silver

2ZDWPW 1158515' TFT Monitor Black

2M2HPW PLT1720 17' Widescreen TFT

214XTPW TL970 19' LCD Display

inc VAT

188.00

295.01

392.00

35132

339.57

346.62

374.82

464.12

539.32

233.82

233.62

233.82

277.29

277.29

310.19

310.19

31019

327.82

327.82

327.82

441.79

441.79

441.79

25732

33957

339.57

323.12

35132

404.19

445.32

48762

504.07

445.32

46082

527.57

65E82

24087

240.87

29022

35837

351.32

337.22

323.12

527.57

52757

656.82

1032.82

1750.74

2325.32

373532

252.62

252.62

316.07

316.07

39E32

39932

43357

43357

551.07

551.07

598.07

598.07

1291.32

1291.32

182007

457.07

464.12

598.07

598.07

1056.32

105E32

233.82

433.57

480.57

ex VAT

160.00

251.07

333.62

299.00

289.00

295.00

319.00

39500

459.00

199,00

199.00

199.00

236.00

236.00

264.00

264.00

264.00

279.00

279.00

279.00

376.00

37600

376.00

219.00

289.00

289.00

275.00

299.00

344.00

379.00

415.00

429.00

379.00

399.00

449.00

559.00

205.00

205.00

247.00

305.00

299.00

287.00

275.00

195.00

249.00

259.00

25900

279.00

285.00

289.00

299.00

409.00

499.37

449.00

449.00

559.00

879.00

1490.00

1979.00

3179.00

215.00

215.00

269.00

26900

339.00

339.00

369.00

369.00

469.00

469.00

509.00

509.00

1099.00

1099.00

1549.00

389.00

395.00

509.00

509.00

899.00

899.00

199.00

369.00

409.00

The UK's No.1 IT and Technology online retailer 3



dabs com
your questions answered at www.dabs.com/help tune in to www.dabs.tv

HP notebooks from only £748.99 (C637.44)
Apple iBook

G4 933MHz
256MB Memory

40GB HDD, Combo

56K Modem
14.1" TFT Display

£985.82 (£839.00 ex VAT)
Collect 985 Dabspoints

www.dabs.com/mac 9,0<lm% 2WW9PW

Portables (Mac & PC)
MEM APPLE Book
2WW8PW C4-80012" 256MB 30GB Combo

2WW9PW G4 93314' 256MB 40GB Combo

2VP6PW C4-1GHz 14' 256MB 60GB Combo

TOSHIBA

3077PW Sat Pro A10 Cel 2.5GHz 256MB

3002PW Sat Pro A10 Ce12.5GHz 256MB

2SFZPW Sat Pro A10 Ce12.4GHz 256MB

2SGOPW. Sat Pro A30 P4 2.66GHz 256MB

3079PW Sat Pro A40 P4 2.66GHz 256MB

2SG1PW Sat Pro A30 P4 2 8GHz 256MB

307CPW Sat Pro A40 P4 3.06GHz 256MB

2LVSPW Terra M1 P -M 1.40-1z 256MB 40GB

2FVHPW Terra S1 P -M 1.6256/40 Combo

lilt VAT IN VAT

838.94 714.00

762.57 649.00

1197.32 1019.00

69089 588.00

798.99 6130.00

857.74 730.00

971,72 827.00

92423 787.00

948.22 807.00

988.17 841.00

1258.42 1071.00

1502.82 1279.00

acer
ac( 3000LMi

AMD 2500
60G8/512MB

DVD+-RN

Windows XP Home

£1256.08 (£1069.00 ex VAT)
Collect 1256 Dabspoints

www.dabs.com/acer clu.k1M 2VWWW

SIEMENS

Amilo Pro
V1000

Intel' Cel 2.4GHz
256MB/30GB HDD
14.1" TFT Display

DVD Drive
Windows XP Home

£680.32 (£579.00 ex VAT)
Collect 680 Dabspoints

SONY
Vaio FR495EP

Notebook
Intel' Celeron° 2.8GHz

512MB RAM, 40GB HDD
CD-RW/DVD Drive

15 TFT LCD, WinXP Pro

£938.82 (£700.00 ex VAT)
Collect 938 Dabspoints

www.dabs.com/vaio civIckirx: arms

SONY
Vaio GRT916Z

Notebook
Intel* Pentium 4 3.06GHz

512MB RAM/80GB HDD
16" ONYX -Black LCD

egrated Wireless LAN
Windows XP Home

£1761.32 (£1499.00 ex VAT)
Collect 1761 Dabspoints

www.dabs.com/valo MIMPW

Choose iPaq the first
name in Pocket PC...

H4150
 Bluetooth & Wireless LAN 802.118
 Secure Digital slot (supports S0101
 64MB Internal Memory
 Rechargeable Lithium -Ion battery
 Pocket PC OS 2T9WPW

H1930
 Ultra small size
 64MB Internal Memory
 SDIO Expansion Capabilities
 Pocket/Word/Excel/WMP
 Pocket PC OS

q,PckinX

H1940
 Pocket/Word/Excel/WMP
 64MB Internal Memory
 SDIO Expansion Capabilities
 integrated Bluetooth
 Ultra small

SONY
Ali

celeron'

quickly -ixMEE

10/3

Avow

Choose HP notebooks for
flexibility and mobility.

Pavillion ZD7065 17" XGA TFT
 Pentium' 4 3.06GHz processor
 512MB DDR SDRAM
 BOGB IDE Ha rd Disk
 Dv DiDVD-RW
 Windows XP Home clYlddrx MEM

ay2a Pavilion ZV5014 15" XGA TFT
 Pentium' 4 2.4Ghz processor

takso  512MB DDR SDRAM
 40GB IDE Hard Disk
 Windows XP Home

ILw. Pavillion ZE5602 15" XGA TFT
qm  Celeron" DT 2.6GHz processor

 256MB DDR SDRAM
 40GB IDE Hard Disk
 Windows XP Home

qtncklrix 30PPPW

Sony Vaio GRT916V
ONYX -Black LCD
www.dabs.com/vaio

FM.

gqicianx 2WVOPW

Your multimedia powerhouse. Uncompromising
performance, superior graphics and unparalleled
picture quality combined to provide the ultimate
entertainment and computing experience.

 Mobile Intel- Pentium' 4 2.8GHz* featuring
Hyperthreading technology

 512 MB DDR SDRAM
 Hard Disk Drive 60GB
 DVD±RW Drive
 Onyx -Black LCD 16.1" SXGA+
 Microsoft' Windows® XP Home Operating System

11498"
£112757!

£1491.07

E1269.07exc

OR 0
buy now
pay in 12
months!
See page 2

ippNEW
LOWER
PRICE

TOSHIBA
Sony Clie PEG-TJ25
Colour Handheld
(11gcklinx 2S01 PW

www.dabs.com/clie

SONY

Toshiba Satellite A10
Celeron 2.5GHz gi:gdarix 3002PW

www.dabs.com/toshiba
The Toshiba Satellite A10. An unbeatable combination
of design, multimedia and performance.

Offering outstanding quality combined with high
performance and attractive prices, these notebooks
offer impressive design, multimedia performance,
unlimited mobility and uncompromising reliability
anywhere, anytime.

 Intel Celeron 2.5GHz
 256MB
 30GB Hard Disk
 Combo Drive

Everything you need to stay
organised and entertained.

The high -resolution colour screen
shows images in full details and
colour with amazing clarity. The
super -slim aluminum body
discreetly slides into your pocket
or purse. Expand the memory
capacity with the optional Memory
Stick Prot" medial to store and
transfer digital files.

 15" TFT Display
 10/100 LAN
 56K Modem
 Windows® XP Pro

HP iPaq H5550 64MB
400MHz Pocket PC
gLAOlinx 2NCXPW

www.dabs.com/hp

invent

Fastest processor
available...

Intel' 400MHz
PXA250
application processor.

£762.57

£64900
OR 0

buy now
pay in 12
months!
See page 2

Satellite

£46412inc

£395.2?
OR 0

buy now
pay in 12
months!
see page 2

 Biometric Fingerprint Reader
 Fastest processor available
 Increased battery life
 Integrated Bluetooth/802.11b
 Microsoft' Pocket PC 2003 OS

4 See our website for latest prices



Discover the freedom and
flexibility of wireless computing dor
with Centrino mobile technology.

110111010811

111

rcmiddinx >shop faster I dabspoints with every purchase! www.dabs.con'i

HP Pavilion PCs from £369.99 (0314.89)
Choose HP desktops for
home or office with
endless capabilities.
Pavilion a405.uk
 Intel' Celeron® 2.5GHz
 256MB DDR-SDRAM
 40GB Ultra DMA HD (5400rpm)
 DVD-Rom Drive 16x
 CD-RW 48x gy), khrA 2ZBWPW

Pavilion a415.uk
 AMD Athlon XP 2600
 256MB DDR-SDRAM 333MHz
 80GB Ultra DMA HD (5400rpm)
 CD/DVD-Writer +R/+RW Drive

rii 1.11nx 2Z9OPW

Media Center M477.01(
 Intel® Pentium® 4 2.6GHz
 512MB DDR-SDRAM 333MHz
 120GB Ultra DMA HDD (7200rpm)
 HP DVD-Writer -i-R/+RW
 TV & FM Radio Tuner
 Memory Card Reader ESE2Z94P',t

SONY -

£914P,
£782,7

HP Pavilion monitors
complement any home
computing solution.
F1523 15" TFT Display inc Speakers
 0.297mm-Dot Pitch
 1024x768 Max Resolution
 Large Viewing Angle
 350:1 Contrast Ratio
 TC099 Compliant quicklinx

FP1703 17" TFT Display inc Speakers
 0.264mm-Dot Pitch
 1280x1024 Max Resolution
 Optimal Audio Performance
 Energy Efficient
 Flexible Viewing qu.lcklnx 2HBTPW

F1903 19" TFT Display inc Speakers
 0.294mm-Dot Pitch
 1280)(1024 Max Resolution
 Optimal Audio Performance
 Energy Efficient
 Large Viewing Angles w,1',,M=111

V1 Entertainment PC
Intel® Pentium®4 2.8Ghz
www.dabs.com/sony cmicklinx 304KPW

The pinnacle of desktop style. The V1 features a compact,
sleek design built to impress in any room of the house.
The wireless keyboard and mouse not only eliminate the
unsightly clutter of wires, but allow you to use your V1 as
a TV, VCR or DVD player from the comfort of your couch.

Palm- Tungsten E Handheld
quicklinx 2S7VPW

www.dabs.com/palm

Svelte and lightweight, the affordable Palm'" Tungsten' E
handheld is an invaluable tool for your trade, with a high
resolution colour screen and the powerful, intuitive Palm'"
software.

£378"
£322,5

£529°°
6150-.?

£1 244.32inc

£1059.00exc

OR 0
buy now
pay in 12
months!
see page 2

Intel® Pentium® 4 Processor 2.8Ghz  Built -In 15" LCD Dis
160GB HDD  Wireless Keyboard

 512MB RAM  Giga Pocket
 DVD-RW Drive  Windows® XP Home

Innovative software to maximise your entertainment lifestyle

 Next -generation user interface and handwriting recognition
 Svelte and lightweight go -anywhere design
 Power of 126MHz TI OMAP processor, 32 MB RAM & Palm 05.5.2.1
 Superior clarity with the 320 x 320 high -resolution,

transflective colour display

Palm- Zire 71 Perfect Mix
gylc-klinX 2WBHPW

www.dabs.com/palm

A compact device that helps you do it all - and keep it all
organised! Whether you want to take photos, listen to music, take
notes or look up a phone number, you can do it all... in an instant.

Instant Organisation: Keep phone numbers and addresses on
hand, write to-do lists and take notes in meetings.
Instant Photos: Take photos in an instant with Zire's built-in
digital camera, view them on the high -resolution colour screen.
Instant Music: The Zire 71 handheld is also an MP3 player, includes
MultiMediaCard, listen wherever and whenever you choose.

Palm" Zire 21
quicklinx 31BQPW

www.dabs.com/palm

play
& Mouse

\./:\ 10

If your life is too
much for a paper
agenda, grab the
indispensable Zire
21 handheld from
palmOne - it's got
as much personality
as you have.

Palm- Tungsten T3
quicklinx 11111a.
www.dabs.com/palm

0 The compact Palm
TungstenT3 handheld
is a powerful solution
for professionals who
never want to be out
of touch, offering
wireless connectivity
via Bluetooth &
featuring a flexible,
extra -wide screen to
improve readability.

Wireless Keyboard
2VL2PW

www.dabs.com/palm
Palm's first IRDA
keyboard that
provides full-size
keyboard feel and
functionality.

Compatible with
Palm'" handhelds
with 05.4.0 and later.

PDA not included

128Mb Exp. SD Card
quicklinx 30N2PW

www.dabs.com/palm

nalT

Carry and store
software
applications,
pictures, music and
more on these fast,
compact cards. They
feature a write
protection latch to
prevent accidentally
overwriting data.

Wireless PDA Keyboard
qulcklinx 2VB1 PW

www.dabs.com/belkin
(PDA NOT NCLUDED1

WIDID

Using dual -beam
infrared to
communicate with
your PDA wirelessly,
the keyboard no
longer has to be
attached to your
PDA. The keyboard is
compatible with
many Pocket PC and
Palm devices.

TOSHIBA
E400 Pocket PC

Ultra -slim with amazing
power and versatility.

Perfect for managing your
personal and working life.
300Mhz Processor, 64MB

£225.00 (£191.41 ex VAT)
Collect 225 Dabspoints

Desktops (Mac & PC)
MOE APPLE eMac hic VAT

305NPW eMac G4-1GHZ 4008 128MB Combo 64507

2LLQPW eMac G4-1GHz 8068 128M8 SuperDrive 856.57

APPLE iMac

2SYCPW iMac G4 1.25Chz 256MB 256k 12

2SYBPW

MOW
142*

N

vitew

304KPW

212XYPW

ex VAT

549.00

729.00

1444.07 1229.00

iMac G4 1GHz 256MB 60GB Combo 996.39 848.00

APPLE PowerMac

PowerMac G4-1,25 256/80 Combo 994.04 846.00

PowerMac G4-1.4 512/120 1843.57 156900

PowerMac G5 1.8GHz 512M8 160GB 1878.82 1599.00

PowerMac G5-16 256/80 1402.94 1194.00

PowerMac G5-18 512/160 1549.82 1319.00

PowerMac 05-2.0 512/160 2285.37 1945.00

FSC Scales

Scaled L mATX Ce12.6GHz 256MB 348.97 297.00

Scale° 600ATX 2800 512/80 DVDRW 515.82 439.00

Sony Vaio

RS404 P4 3.0CHz HT 512MB

RS406 P4 3.2GHz HT 512MB

RZ502P P4 3,201-1z HT 512

51 P4 2.80Ghz 512MB 1606

W1 P4 2.8GHz 512/1606

300CPW RZ504 P4 3 4GHz HT 1024MB

962.32 819.00

1056.32 899.00

115032 97900

1279.57 1089.00

1397.07 1189.00

1867.07 1589.00

Handhelds & Accessories
EMIE PALM
258TPW lire

2GM7PW lire 71

2GM2PW Tungsten C

2NCXPW

2S7TPW

2GM3PW

2W5KPW

MGM
2ZBMPW

2VL2PW

28HGPW

2DJPPW

2DJRPW

2Z8PPW

2VKQPW

2VQBPW

25QCPW

2J7GPW

tungsten T2

Tungsten -13

Tungsten W

PALM Accessories

Executive Small Case

Universal tough Case

Executive Multi Function Stylus

Wireless Keyboard

slim Keyboard

64Mb Expansion Card

128Mb expansion Card

universal Essentials Kit

TOSHIBA

8400

E800 Bluetooth

8800 WEI

TOSHIBA Accessories

.5400 / E800 Bluetooth SD Card

246FPW E400 / 6800 128Mb SD Card

2PB9PW E400 E800 256MB 50 Card

22RFPW [400 E800 Car - Air Charger

VRMPW e1300 Wireless LAN Access Point

16HFPW 5800 Black USB Euro Keyboard

SONY

2SQ1PW die 1-125 Palm OS 5.21

2TFRPW die TJ35 Palm OS 52.1

2OKOPW CXe UX50 Palm 05 5.2

SONY Accessories

2WGCPW die US8 Cradle For TJ Series

2ULPW Clie Carrying Pouch All Models

2WD4PW Carry Case for Cie UX50

2WD5PW Charging Cradle CIO UX50

2WH5PW Stylus Kit for UX50

-

INC VAT

59.99

14999

299.98

269.98

299.99

399.49

16.44

9.39

11.74

45.82

76.37

3759

52.87

1644

224.99

454.99

454.99

76.37

64.62

76.37

34.07

640.37

35.24

129.98

158.62

511.12

27.02

52.87

38.77

57.57

7.63

ee VAT

51,06

170.21

255.31

229 78

25532

340.00

1400

8.00

10.00

39.00

65.00

32.00

45.02

14.00

19149

38723

387/3

65.00

55.00

65.00

29.00

545.00

3000

110,63

135.00

435 00

23.00

45.00

33.00

49.00

6 50

iPAQ h2210
Pocket PC

Integrated Bluetooth'
Intel'400MHz, 64MB RAM,

3.5" colour TFT active matrix
Windows Mobile 2003

£297.00 (£252.77 ex VAT)
Collect 297 Dabspoints

www.dabs.com/hp Wkklirlx 21401PW
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dabs com
your questions answered at www.dabs.com/help tune in to www.dabs.tv

buy now pay in 12 months with online finance!
Home Entertainment
Solutions:
Create the entertainment solution
that suits your lifestyle. Explore
your passions with our
breathtaking range of
entertainment products.

SONY
VTX-68000

Freeview
Set -top Box

Upto 30 TV Channels and
upto 16 radio stations

subscription free!!

£105.00 (£89.37 ex VAT)
Collect 105 Dabspoints

www dabs oom/sony cFock,,,,X 2S11011

SONY
RDR-GX3

Recordable
DVD Player

Dual RW Recording Format
Teletext Title Download

Video Plus

£399.99 (£340.42 ex VAT)
Collect 399 Dabspoints

www.dabs.com/sony quicklinx 2pMCPIN

Panasonic
TX-15AT1

Flat Screen
Superb picture quality

Child lock

Easy programme access
Headphone socket

£149.98 (£127.65 ex VAT)
Collect 149 Dabspoints

www.dabs.comipanasonic miick1rx 2NSNPW

TOSHIBA
vTD2020 Combi

TV/DVD
Nicam TV

DVD Video Player

MP3 Playback

Teletext

£217.37 (£185.00 ex VAT)
Collect 217 Dabspoints

e!

Dec -1000t
No subscription is required
for over 30 digital channels

Sharper & better image
Connects to your TV

via SCART or RF

£65.99 (£56.17 ex VAT)
Collect 65 Dabspoints

www.dabs.corn/hauppauge awiipw

TU-CT30 Freeview Box
quicklinx 2WK1PW

www.dabs.com/panasonic
The TUCT30 enables
easy reception of

i.11.111111111.01m, Freeview digital
terrestrial channels
on an analogue tv
with a suitable
rooftop aerial, has
fully automatic set-up,
widescreen switching,
and connections

Panasonic Including TWin SCARTS.

E899!
£7659

Panasonic SC-HT500 Home Cinema System
quicklinx 2NR3PW

www.dabs.com/panasonic

A Super slim 500 DVD Home Cinema System.

 Built in Dobly Digital and DTS Decoder
sBpuellatkinerPs,ro2 aLofgroicntan2dxSurerarorulcentreSoundnd7

1 subwoofer
III  DVD-Audio / DVD-Ram Compatible

 CD-R/RW, WMA, Mp3 Playback
 Digital Tuner with

Panasonic RDS and presets

MZ-N10 NetMD Walkman £222-F VPL-HS3 CINEZA Home Cinema Projector
quIcklinx

£189-!clVicklinX 2C9CPW

www.dabs.comisony

SONY
H
9141ckhriX

 Record from
Multiple source
(PC, Digital In &
Analogue In)

 Net MD portable
recorder!
MP3/WMA/WAV

1300 Head  hones
2Z8ZPW

www.dabs.com/creative
Ideal for personal
and professional
use, they are based
on an 'open-air'
design with
cushioned ear -pads
and self -adjustable
headband for
comfort and a
natural, spacious
acoustic.

£2499
e21 r

TravelSound imP3128me
quicklinx 2VKCPW

www.dabs.com/creative

CR

Flashtrax 40GB
quicklinx 2W4WPW

The Creative
TravelSound MP3
128 is the palm -
sized portable
stereo speaker
system with built-in
MP3 player. CREkTIVE

www.dabs.comismartdisk
Flashlrax is an
innovative handheld
device that allows
you to expand the
use of your digital
camera arid
multimedia files.

0 Flashirax allows you
to store, view, and
play all sorts of
media files.

SMArrlit3K

Apple iPod 15GB
ciVicklinx 2J9LPW

www.dabs.com/mac

Smaller than ever
Ijust 0.62 inches
thick), the new
'Pod fits
comfortably In the
palm of your hand
and slips easily into
your pocket - and
your life.

2S1LPW

www.dabs.comisony

Sony's VPL-HS3 CINEZA'" LCD Front Projector features improved
lamp life (up to 3000 hours), and an Ultra -Quiet Fan (28db).

It's packed with technology like Side Shot 2- Digital Keystoning
and CineMotion- Reverse 3-2 Pulldown Technology.

Additional features include three WVGA LCD Panels, a Single Lens
Projection System (.87" p-si TFT Panels), a Built-in Speaker 2w x 1

SONY Mono and an HDMI- Digital Interface.

Jukebox Zen Xtra 30GB
cilAjck11(1X 30T5PW

www.dabs.comicreative
The Creative Jukebox Zen Xtra 30GB with its extra -large blue
backlit display gives fast, easy access to music. Running for up to
14 hours on its removable, rechargeable lithium -ion battery, it
can store up to 8,000 songs in MP3 and WMA. Users can quickly
download new tracks at up to a song a second via the USB 2.0
connection. The icon -based interface and intuitive menu help
users to navigate titles and compile and edit playlists. High
quality Neodymium stereo
earphones ensure
excellent listening.CRETIVE

Gigaworks 5750 7.1 THX
quicklinx 2WORPW

www.dabs.com/creative

EEO CREATIVE

2T4SPW Jukebox Zen NX sea 60G8 289.99 246.80

Is VAT el VAT

Creative*GigaWorks" 5750 7.1 speakers with THX approval

MI feature satellites with Titanium Super Thveeters for superb results
with DVD-Audio, movies and games. The system delivers ultra
real surround with a Creative Sound Blaster® 7.1 card, while the
CMSS® up -mix feature creates an involving audio experience with
5.1 and 6.1 cards.
The wireless remote
controls volume,
tone and surround
settings.

Joybee 110 128MB Indigo
yu_xkhnX 3192PW

www.dabs.com/benq

BenQ
iPod mi i coming soon!

CREATIVE

2VCPPW Inspire GD580

2SYGPW Inspire P380

MEW 1-Trigue L3500
214111N I Trig ue L3450

Inc VAT

114.99

29.99

99.99

99.99

em VAT

97.87

25.53

85.10

85.10

Mini sized, maximum enjoyment.

=MI RENO
3192PW Joybee 110 - 128MB Indigo

31D4PW Joybee 110 - 128MB Green

31D5PW Joybee 110 - 128MB Orange

3107PW Joybee 110 - 256MB Indigo

31D8PW Joybee 110 - 256MB Green

3109PW Joybee 110 - 256MB Orange

Inc VAT

99.87

99.87

99.87

129.25

129.25

129.25

si VAT

85.09

85.00

85.00

110.25

11025

110.25

The Joybee 110 adds
fun to your digital life
with MP3, WMA, FM
stereo radio, voice
recording, language
learning and USB flash
drive capabilities.

www.dabs.com/ipod

1121111

ItMoos your back orders nowt

Everything you love about iPod just got
tinier. iPod mini lets you take up to 1000
songs with you in a package so small
you'll forget you're carrying it.

APPLE

31V6PW 'Pod Mini - Silver

31V7PW iPod Mini - Gold

31V8PW iPod Mini - Blue

31V9PW iPod Mini -Pink

31VBPW ,Dod Mini - Green

Inc VAT

19E57

198.57

198.57

19857

198.57

el VAT

169.00

16900

169.00

169.00

169.00

6 See our website for latest prices



cH LCD m
Pfe@Zr2.0MP.xpigitlzoom Built-in Auto Flash

?Trust

qc.icklinx>shop faster r dabspoints with every purchase! www.dabs.com

for digital printing visit www.dabsxpose.com
Point -and -Shoot

SONY Cybershot...
DSC-P32
 3.2 Effective Megapixels
 up to 3.2x Smart Digital Zoom
 MPEG Movie VX with Audio

MEMORY STICK PRO

DSC-P72
 3.2 Effective Megapixels
 3x Optical Zoom
 MPEG Movie VX with Audio

MEMORY STICK PRO
2D39PW

DSC-P92
 5.0 Effective Megapixels
 3x Optical Zoom
 MPEG Movie VX with Audio

MEMORY STICK PRO 2FG8PW

Quality compact
SONY Cybershot...

DSC-P8
 3.2 Effective Megapixels
 3x Optical Zoom
 Stamina Infolithium Battery Supplied

MEMORY STICK PRO
`"" ElinSE

DSC-P12
 5.0 Effective Megapixels
 3x Optical Zoom
 Leather Case & Additional Battery

MEMORY STICK PRO
quILklulx 2HRBPW

DSC-V1
 5.0 Effective Megapixels

wi 0  Carl Zeiss Vario-Sonnar Lens

MEMORY STICK PRO

DCR-TRV265
D8 Handycam
cliMck1ink 3172PW

www.dabs.com/sony

£2999?
£2551?

 20x Optical Zoom
 990x Digital Zoom
 2.5" LCD Screen
 Super Steadyshot

SONY MEMORY STICK PRO

Fujifilm FinePix F610 Zoom
ciMcklinX 30SJPW

www.dabs.com/fuji

FUJIFILM

DCR-TRV460

Canon

CZD

Integrating easy -to -use,
dynamic digital features
into entry-level models.

Powershot A310
High-tech, sleek and affordable.
 3.2 Megapixels
 5.1 x Digital Zoom
 Pictbridge compatible
 Print and Share Button - for easy

direct printing and downloads

Powershot A75
Fun, easy and packed with power.
 3.2 Megapixels
 3 x Optical Zoom
 3.2 x Digital Zoom
 Pictbridge compatible
 Print & Share Button - for easy

direct printing &
downloads. 31M8PW

£194!
06915

you can

Canon
A new range of IXUS digital
cameras, combining style,
miniaturisation and design.

lxus 430
A stylish high performer.
 4.0 Megapixels

 3 x Optical Zoom
 3.6 x Digital Zoom
 Pictbridge compatible
 3 minute movie clips

31MBPW

lxus 500
Supreme in every sense.
 5.0 Megapixels

0  3 x Optical Zoom
 4.1 x Digital Zoom
 Pictbridge compatible
 VGA movie mode with sound

£304 .!?
£259 ??

D8 Handycam
cfmckhnk 3180PW

www.dabs.com/sony

 20x Optical Zoom
 990x Digital Zoom
 2.5" LCD Screen
 Super Steadyshot
 Nightshot plus

Infrared System

SONY MEMORY STICK PRO

mv700i Digital
Camcorder
quickl1n0 3164PW

www.dabs.com/canon
Highest zoom ranges
of any camcorder in
its class.

 Lightweight design
 18 x Optical Zoom
 360 x Digital Zoom
 2.5" LCD
 Night mode

The FinePix F610 is the latest in Fujifilm's signature series of
upright -styled digital cameras. The F610 is the first compact
digital camera to offer 6 million effective pixels. Super CCD HR
technology enables the F610 to output Images with 12 million
pixels - meaning users can enlarge to unprecedented print sizes
without loss of quality.

 6.3 Megapixels
 3 x Optical Zoom
 3.2 x Digital Zoom

 1Wo LCD screens 11 to
view images, 1 for settings)

 Pictbridge compatible

CX7300
Digital Camera
gimckhnk 31R1PW

www.dabs.com/kodak
Capture a smile and
SO much more with
the CX7300

Kodak
HP Photosmart 945 Digital Camera
gmcklink 2PTJPW

www.dabs.com/hp

The HP Photosmart 945 is a precision 8x optical zoom digital
camera delivering superior Image quality. With 56x total zoom
and 5 MP resolution, it also has "Digital Flash".

 5.3 Megapixels
 56x Total Zoom 18x Optical, 7x Digital)
 5 cm In Colour LCD Display
 32 MB SD Memory Card Supplied
 Optional Docking Station
 HP Photo & Imaging software with HP Memories Disc Creator

 3.2 Megapixels
 3 x Digital Zoom
 Video Clip Capture
 Point & Shoot

simplicity

Pentax Optio S4
nu iny 2VBDPW

www.dabs.com/pentax
The Optio S4 comes
in a small package.
The 4 million pixel
quality and diamond
tooled case finish
this gem off a treat.

PENTAX
 4.0 Megapixels
 3 x Optical Zoom
 4 x Digital Zoom

Digital Cameras

31M8PW

2ODZPW

31M9PW

31MDPW

2TDQPW

2VGLPW

2086PW

2SRHPW

2PTHPW

2N5DPW

2098PW

2R77PW

2G99PW

2PTJPW

2G9CPW

2FGZPW

20737W

20727W

2FC9PW

2VPCPW

2FG4PW

2Z31PW

2Z32PW

2Z33PW

2CWNPV

20 L1PW

2P2BPW

2D39PW

2FG9PW

16MZPW

CANON

Powershot A75

Powershot A80

xis Its

nus 500

FUJIFILM

Finepix A2055

Finepix 53000

Finepix 55000

Finepix 57000

HP

Photosmart 435

PhotoSmart 635

Photosmart 735 Camera 3.2 MP

Photosmart 735 And Docking Kit

Photosmart 935

Photosmart 945

Photosmart 935 Camera & Dock

KODAK

Easyshare DX6340

Easyshare CX6200

Easyshare CX6230

OLYMPUS

C-350

C-5060WZ

SW(
DSC-P32 Cyber-shot

DSC-U40 Cyber-shot U Silver

DSC-U40 Cyber-shot U Blue

DSC-U40 Cyber-shot U Graphite

DSC-P52 Cyber-shot

DSC-U50 Cyber-shot U

DSC-U60 Cyber-shot U

DSC-P72 Cyber-shot

DSC-P8 Cyber-shot

MVC-FD200 Digital Camera

inc VAT 111 VAT

210.32 179-00

270.00 22979

229.12 195.00

339E7 289.00

96.35 82.00

209.99 178.72

257.32 219.00

444.99 376.72

86.95 7400

112.99 9E17

149.98 127.65

198.50 16E94

234.00 199.15

344.99 293.61

304.32 259.00

169.99 144.68

75.00 63.83

104.99 89.36

144.99 123.40

484.99 412.76

13982 119.00

151.57 129.00

151.57 12900

151.57 129.00

163.32 139.00

18212 155.00

182.12 155.00

186.82 159.00

233E2 19900

269.07 229.00

Digital Camcorders
MUM
3163PW

3164PW

3165PW

20DLPW

2QDNPW

317YPW

2CP7PW

2CP6PW

2CP8PW

2C1 DPW

2CVFPW

2M2ZPW

2M31PW

2CP9PW

CANON

MV700

MV700i

MV750i

MvX3i

MvX10i

SONY

DCR-TRV255 Handycam D8

DCR-TRV265 handycam 08

DCR-TRV14 Handycam MiniDV

DCR-TRV22 Handycam MiniDV

DCR-TRV60 Handycam

IDCR-1P1 handycam MicroMV

DCR-PC103 Handycam MiniDV

DCR-PC105 Handycam MiniDV

DCR-TRV33 Handycam MiniDV

ilk VAT eA VAT

327.82 279.00

374.82 319.03

45707 389.00

999.99 851.06

889.99 757 44

279.99 23879

299.98 255.31

370.12 315.00

43997 374.45

86E32 739.00

86832 739.00

569E7 485.00

73437 625.00

586.32 49900

OLYMPUS
,, , .,- C1502
r----:101- - Luxury Kit

ilk
kit includes;

Digital Camera,I

64MB
- X -D Case, Charger

£123.37 (£105.00 ex VAT)
Collect 123 Dabspoints

www dabs comiolympus cvckllnx 3.1CNEW

Memory
MEM
292MPW

292PPW

2920PW

2CGPPW

2LRGPW

2LRHPW

2LRJPW

2921PW

292XPW

2931PW

2DFNPW

2LRLPW

206WPW

20607W

YZVPW

2DMKPW

2DMLPW

2HDPPW

PRY

128MB Compact Flash Card

256MB Compact Flash Card

512MB Compact Flash Card

1013 Compact Flash Card Type II

128MB Compact Flash Card 210

256MB Compact Flash Card 210

512MB Compact Flash Card 21X

128MB Smart Media Card

128MB Multi Media Card

128MB Secured Digital Card

256MB Secured Digital Card

512MB Secured Digital Card

128MB USB 2 Drive

256MB USB 2 Drive

SONY

128MB Memory Stick

128MBx2 memory Stick

64MB Memory Stick Duo

256MB Memory Stick Pro

km VAT ex VAT

20.00 17.03

40.00 3405

80.00 68.09

155.00 13192

26.00 22.13

52.00 44.26

105.00 89.37

moo 17.03

32.0) 2724

35.00 29.79

55.00 4E81

179.00 152.34

30.00 25.54

45.00 38 30

44.99 3879

69.99 59.57

3172 27.00

8598 73.18

The UK's No.1 IT and Technology online retailer 7



dabs com
Your questions answered at www.dabs.com/help tune in to www.dabs.tv

HP Deskiets from only £45.82 (£39.00)
CIMEIZESEIM
=121 CANON inc VAT ex VAT

2PPyrw 750 49.00 41.71

2SH7,.L: 455 68.99 58.72

2-54=W 565 233.82 199.00

EPSON

21.UPW C44UX 43.47 37.00

2Q9CPW 064 61.10 52.00

209DPW 084 92.82 79.00

rhoto 6300 With Monitor 116.32 99.00

HP

27,767A Fnotosmart 145 90.47 77.00

2PT5PW Photosmart 245 130.42 111.00

2FRPW Photosmart 7260 79.99 68.08

2P3tPtti Photosmart 7660 137.47 117.00

2PT9PW Photosmart 7960 229.94 19570

LEXMARK

2H9JPW Z705 52.87 4500

27)8PW P707 Photo Printer 64.62 55.00

LEM1=11111111
=MI BROTHER Inc VAT U VAT

2861.PW HL -1430 123.37 105.00

EPSON

2SRVPW EPL-6200 24557 209.00

23R2PW EPL-6200L 158.62 135.00

KYOCERA

2ONNPW F5-1010 205.62 17500
2VL3PW FS -10200 243/2 207.00

OKI

2CTHPW 54200 210.32 17900

2CTJPW 84300 233.82 199.00

OMS

22T1PW Pagepro 1250e 198.57 169.00

SAMSUNG

2F9FPW ML1510 99.87 85.00

2F9GPW ML1710 158.62 135.00

03=11111111k
MEE CANON Inc VAT u VAT

2483PW Lide 20 3999 34.04

24N2PW Side 30 49.99 42.55

2889PW Ode 50 64.00 24.47

2TF5PW 3200F 63.45 54.00

24N3PW 5000F 119.99 102.12

24N4PW 8000F 17499 148.93

2CXJPW 9900F 269.00 228.94

EPSON

2Q9FPW Perfection 1670 Photo 70.50 60.00

209GPW Perfection 3170 Photo 175.07 149.00

2444PW Perfection 2400 Photo 116.32 99.00

HP

2PTGPW Scanjet 4670 154.99 131.91

2R84PW Scanjet 55300 184.47 157.00

Multi -function Devices
Ease CANON lec VAT es VAT

2HVFPW MPC 700 Photo 198.57 16900

2G0SPW MPC 730 Photo 276.12 23500
EPSON

2572PW :X3200 8695 74.00

2TF2PW 0X5400 11633 99.00

2S7CPW 0X6400 143.35 122 00

2SQRPW RX-500 20680 17600

HP

2803PW OfficeJet 5110 158.62 135.00

2C6MPW OfficeJet 6110 225.60 192.00

2CCHPW PSC 1205 92.82 79.00

21X2PW PSC 2110 123.37 10500
2HY2PW PSC 2175 139.98 119.14

2R8OPW PSC 2410 219.99 187/3
LEXMARK

221307W X125 Grey 128.07 109.00

3600 Slide
Scanner

High -resolution
35mm slide

and negative
film scanner

£304.32 (£259.00 ex VAT)
Collect 304 Dabspoints

www dabs com/smartdisk qurzklrr 20KPIN

HP DeskJets provide
quality and performance
at an affordable price.
DeskJet 3550c Photo Printer
Designed for families and individuals
who are looking for an affordable,
reliable printing solution to suit a
range of personal, study and home
office needs. Q." Unk 2PJOPW

DeskJet 5150c Photo Printer
Ideal for families and sophisticated
personal users who are looking for
a reliable, stylish and feature -rich
printing solution.

quIcklrx 2PG4PW

DeskJet 5850 WFI
Enabled Photo printer
Ideal for users who want true-to-life
photo quality at up to 4800 -
optimised dpi colour. Optional 6 -ink
colour printing. qylddr, 2R82PW/

EPSON The award -winning Epson
Stylus Photo range offers
outstanding performance.
Stylus Photo R200
The EPSON Stylus Photo R200 is the
perfect solution to photo printing at
home. Providing enormously realistic
6 -colour photos and a wealth of
features like direct CD/DVD printing,
it makes printing your own photos
quick, easy and affordable too.

err k 1 nx 300MPW

CO Stylus Photo R800
Bringing photography out of the
darkroom - revolutionary A4 Photo

.., Inkjet Printer featuring
groundbreaking photographic quality,

Photo R800 sets a new benchmark for
A4 photo printers. Its new ultrachrome
hi -gloss pigment ink.

£269°'
£229?:!

EPSON EPSON's latest printing and
scanning technologies plus
quick & easy standalone
copying facility.
RX500 All in One
The first all -in -one home photo
centre to scan, copy and print
premium quality photos from digital
or analogue collections. The Rx-500
offers premium photo printing and
high performance scanning in one
space and cost saving solution.

25ORPW
RX600 All in One
Allowing users to reproduce images
from both digital and traditional film
sources. The RX600 also features a
number of standalone printing
features to facilitate quick and
intuitive operation by both photo
enthusiasts and non -PC literate
users. I.ddnx RM.

The Canon scanners offer
--- excellent quality and

performance.
Lide 80
CanoScan LiDE 80 brings together
stunning design and outstanding
quality In the world's most compact
film -capable flatbed scanner.
Outstanding 2400 x 4800 dpi
resolution, a super compact
hand-held film adapter unit.

quu 1,1r, 2097PW

3200F Film Scanner
The CanoScan 3200F is an ultra -fast
film capable flat-bed scanner.
Transparencies & documents scan at
1200x2400 dpi resolution with record
speed via a USB 2.0 Hi -Speed
connection, then CanoScan 3200F will
appeal to home users with film
scanning requirements.

'1-1.11%ElECEMI

HP LaserJets give you
reliability with lower
running costs.
LaserJet 1010
Compact, reliable and easy -to -use
personal printer, ideal for creating
high quality documents. HP's instant -
on fuser lets you print your first page
in less than 10 secs! qtArldrX 2PTOPW

LaserJet 1300
For personal users in any sized office
or working at home, offers proven
reliability, unrivalled ease of use and
an expandable communication
solution. qmcklInx 2F8JPW

LaserJet 2300L
The printer that grows with your
business needs, delivers superior
laser performance and provides an
advanced printing
solution. 2D9VP!,

£128°7
£11:19-!!

£24557
e209??

c386-
£3299°

Epsnim The EPSON perfection
`'" range of scanners are

ideal for the home/office
and photo enthusiasts.
Perfection 1670 Photo
The Perfection 1670 and 1670 Photo
are Epson's new generation of
flatbed scanners specifically designed
for the home user. Enhanced quality,
performance and ease of use, perfect
for the beginner.

qu kin( 209RPW

CDPerfection 4870 Photo
If you're serious about film and
photo scanning, you'll appreciate

1!),the quality, flexibility and sheer
scanning power of the EPSON
Perfection
recognises detail so fine you can
even see the grain of the film.

merldrix 300LPW

£8188
£69 e00

£313"
£267°0

1

Canon's inkjet and

'ncleshi

the
printercos099,8°

g
g

cost

Bubble

providingir c i '

excellent quality and

Unsurpassed speed and ultra high £23382

quv kin, mom

The stylish SmartBase MP390 delivers £186$'
photo quality printing, fast flatbed
Super G3 faxing and superb colour £159,88
scanning and copying. It provides
camera and card direct photo
printing - no PC required.

q,,icom 31NOPW

X6150 All -in -One
quicklinx 2MHWPW

www.dabs.com/lexmark

LExmAK

With high quality printing
and scanning, exceptionally
quick print and copy speeds,
33.6Kbps stand alone fax and
stand alone copying, the
X6150 is the perfect solution
for the demanding user.

 4800 x 1200 dpi
 Upto 19/15ppm print speed
 33.6Kbps fax speed

a See our website for latest prices



Creative WebCam NX Pro
Video, stills and audio - ready to go!

2QF2PW

www.dabs.com/creative

quicklinx

CREATIVE

(
rqyjcklinx >shop faster dabspoints with every purchase! (www.dabs.com

HP all -in -one with built in PhotoREt from £92.82

*04

HP All -in -One products
help you conserve space,
money and time.
PSC1205 Printer, Copier, Scanner
Small, economical and easy to use.
Delivering high quality results.
A perfect solution for printing,
scanning & copying. quicklinx MUM

PSC2175 Printer, Copier, Scanner
Designed for creative home users
who want to print photo quality
images and require high -quality
scanning and copying.

quj klmxEMUS

PSC2410 Printer, Copier, Scanner
Designed for space conscious users
who want all the features of a digital
photo print/copy solution with none
of the drawbacks.

wicklnx 2R8OPW

Belkin Wireless Router
quicklinx 2CS8PW

www.dabs.com/belkin

New 802.11g technology provides
. you with networking speeds nearly

five times faster than the current
Wi-Fi (802.11b) standard 54Mbps.
802.11g is the easiest wireless
network to implement and is
interoperable with existing 802.11b
Wi-Fi networks.

2CS7PW

2CSSPW

2CS4PW

ADSL Modem & Router
quicklinx 2B9NPW

www.dabs.com/dlink
The DSL-604+
Remote Router Is a
versatile all -in -one
networking device
that provides high
speed broadband
Internet connection,
wireless user access
and dedicated LAN
bandwidth server

eras Nome. ke connection.

Wacom Graphire 3 Classic

D -Link

quicklinx giEGMM

wwW.dabS.00111/WaCOM

WACOM

BELKIN

54g Wireless Access Point

54g Wireless PCI Adapter

54g Wireless Notebook Card

IM VAT

68.08

39.95

39.95

a VAT

59.00

3400

34 D0

HP ScanJet series - value
for money combined
with ease of use.
ScanJet 2400C
Affordable, easy and fun, start
scanning today!1200dpi scan and
copy in colour at the touch of a
button. Scan photos, text, graphics
and even 3D objects.

ScanJet 4670
Perfect for people who appreciate
how imaginative design can lead
to new ways of working. Free up
of desk space with this sleek see
through scanner. quIckl.,X MM.

ScanJet 5530c
Ideal for home users/photo
enthusiasts wanting fast, high
quality results and the ability to
batch scan packs of photos
without the fuss.

Linksys Wireless -G
54mb is PCI Card
quicklinx 2D13PW

www.dabs.com/linksys

quxklrX 2R84PW

£38-7n7

£33ew.,

Wireless -G connectivity at 54Mbps
lets you network at high-speed
from anywhere in the building.
Also interoperates with Wireless -B
(802.11b) networks at 11Mbps.

MEM LINKSYS
2CM7PW Wireless -G Broadband Router

2CM9PW Wireless -G PCMCIA Card

2D12PW Wireless -C Access Point

®Lis 2Z9MPW Wireless modem/router

DG834G Wireless Modem
quicklinx 2VCDPW

www.dabs.com/netgear

CEY

NETGEAR

 Modem & Router
 Wireless ADSL

modem and
firewall router
Built-in 4 -port
10/100Mbps switch

 Share internet
connection for
upto 253 users,
inc. up to 32 users

Designed to allow you to get so much more from your images.
The ultimate tool for the digital imaging enthusiast, lets you
work with the accuracy of the pen, draw, select, sketch and
navigate your images or video with precision and ease. Pressure
sensitivity, the darker the colour of your line or the larger the
brush, depending on the application and your choice, the
possibilities are near endless.
MEC WACOM
2SOMPW Graphire 3 Studio

2SONPW Graphire 3 Studio XL

4 -Socket SurgeMaster®
quicklinx 2C9XPW

www.dabs.com/belkin

411111)

This 4 -Socket Home
series model also
offers Telephone/
Modem/DSL
protection and 2 -
metre power cable.
This model includes
£50,000 connected
equipment
warranty.

lie VAT

99.99

179.99

460LR Wireless Mouse
quicklinx 2PX4PW

www.dabs.com/trust

uTrus

1 VAT

8510

15319

 6 button
ergonomic
wireless optical
scroll mouse with
special office
button for quick
access

 Optimised design

hm VAT Ia VAT

65.80 59.00

47.00 40.00

63.45 54.00

104.57 89.00

OfficeConnect Wireless
Modem/Router and
PC Card
quicklinx 311VPW

www.dabs.com

77 -Of

3COM

USB Starter Kit
qidicklinX 178HPW

The 3Com® ADSL
Wireless 11g
Firewall Router
combines an ADSL
modem, router,
802.11g wireless
access point,
four -port switch
with a Wireless
PC Card.

www.dabs.comiactiontec

Waft-ted

c4V
c42??.

Transform your
home or office into
a wireless network.

 USB Solution
Provides Mobility

 Transfer Network
Data Upto 11Mbps

 Simple Interface &
Installation

Easy Scroll Keyboard
(141cklinx 2D3GPW

www.dabs.com/trust

"'Trust

 Multimedia
keyboard with 33
function keys

 Special scroll
wheel

 Integrated
ergonomic armrest

 Exclusive black and
metal design

 USB connection

Mr, rasa

Wirei

Microsoft.
Wireless Intelli

Explorer -
Platinum

Tilt Wheel Technology
and state-of-the-art

optical tracking and true
wireless freedom.

£37.60 (£32.00 ex VAT)
Collect 37 Dabspoints

www.dabs.comimicrosoft rmidanx( wpm

Microsoft
Black

Multimedia
Keyboard
A keyboard that

maximises your digital
experience! with

one -touch buttons

£22.32 (£19.00 ex VAT)
Collect 22 Dabspoints

www.dabs.com/microsoft 4", kirk:2PKWPIO

Microsoft"
Wireless

Optical
Desktop Elite

fop Performance
Total Style in a

Wireless Desktop

£59.99 (£51.06 ex VAT)
Collect 59 Dabspoints

=2:11:1=M1=1
(I;;

Logitech

MX900 Optical
Mouse

Bluetoothrm
8 convenient buttons
and a Cruise Control'"

scrolling system.

£69.32 (£59.00 ex VAT)
Collect 69 Dabspoints

L sited

Cordless Click!
Optical Mouse
SB or P5/2 connection

for PC and Mac
Fits either hand

5 -year guarantee

£34.07 (£29.00 ex VAT)
Collect 34 Dabspoints

www.dabs.com/logitech kir,X 20111P1/11

CURRIRAIR4P

CymOtiOn Master
Xpress Keyboard

Featuring 29 Additional
keys, inc. 10 patented side

mounted Xpress Keys
for instant access

£27.02 (£23.00 ex VAT)
Collect 27 Dabspoints

www dabs corn/cherry quxkhnx 2wap,

The UK's Nol IT and Technology online retailer 9



dabs com
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GeForce Ti 5200 cards from £56.50 (£48.09)
ACP Video Cards

L=a AOPEN GeForce FX
2902PW MX400-32 32MB DDR

30L8PW MX4000 VO 64MB DDR

2509PW FX5200-V128 DVI VU 128MB DDR

2W69PW FX5600XT 128M8 DOR

2W6BPW FX5600XT 256MB DOR

2W6TPW F05700 128MB DDR

2W6VPW FX5700 Ultra 128MB DDR

30MMPWFX5900XT DVI VU 128MB DDR

2W6WPWFX5950 Ultra 128MB DDR

CONNECT 3D

2W4HPW Radeon 7000 VO 32MB SDR

2DB9PW Radeon 7000 VO DVI 64MB DDR

2RXFPW Radeon 92005E VO 64MB DOR

2RXGPW Radeon 9200SE VO 128MB DDR

209XPW Radeon 9200 DVI VO 64MB DDR

2G9YPW Radeon 9200 DVI VU 128MB DDR

2RXSPW Radeon 9200 DVI VO 256MB DDR

2VDPPW Radeon 9600SE DM VO 128MB DOR

2UMPW Radeon 9600 DVI VO 128MB DDR

2RXRPW Radeon 9600 DVI VO 256MB DDR

2VDRPW Radeon 9600 XT DVI VO 128MB DDR

31G5PW Radeon 9600 XT DVI VO 256MB DDR

2G9ZPW Radeon 9800 Pro DVI VO 128MB DDR

2VDSPW Radeon 9800 XT DVI VO 256MB DDR

2W4KPW All -in -Wonder 9200SE 64MB DDR

2VDTPW All -in -Wonder 9600 Pro 128MB DDR

2RMVPW All -in -Wonder 9800 Pro 128MB DDR

HERCULES

2LHBPW Radeon 7000 DVI VO 64MB DDR

2LHCPW Radeon 7500 DVI VO 128MB DDR

2QJ5PW Radeon 9200SE VO 128MB DDR

2LK0PW Radeon 9200 DVI VO 128MB DDR

25C8PW Radeon 9600SE VO 128MB DDR

2Z3KPW Radeon 9600SE+Game X111 128MB

Inc VAT

22.50

32.50

46.50

7750

9450

113.00

136.00

199.00

318.00

24.50

30.00

3650

39.00

47.00

5450

61.00

65.50

8100

86.50

121.00

130.00

236.00

365.00

125.00

179.00

345.00

33.00

4300

52.50

67.0)

86.00

87.00

2QJ8PW Radeon 9600 0VI VO 256MB DDR 113.00

2019PW Radeon 9600 PRO DVI VO 128MB DDR 149.00

2WR6PW Radeon 9600XT + Half Life 128MB DDR 149.00

2RX9PW Radeon 9800 DVI VO 128MB DDR 206.00

es VAT

19.15

27.66

39.58

65.96

80.43

96.17

11575

16937

270.64

20.86

2554

31.07

33.20

40.00

46.39

5182

55 75

68.94

73.62

102.98

11084

200.86

310.64

106.39

15234

293.62

28.09

36 60

4469

57.03

73.20

71.00

9617

126.81

126.81

175 32

2LK3PW Radeon 9800 Pro DVI VO 128MB DDR 251.00 21362

2SC9PW 61W Radeon 98005E (NI VIVO 128MB DDR168.00 142.98

2TFGPW Radeon 9800 XT 256M8 DDR 349.00 297.03

Sound Cards
MEE CREATIVE
27RYPW SoundBlaster 41 Digital OEM 13.25

2S1DPW SoundBlaster Live 5.1 Digital 26.00

18C2PW SB Extigy 126.00

2UTPW SB MP3+ USB 34.50

2S20PW Audigy LS 51.50

2S2RPW Audigy 2 ZS 85.50

2S2SPW Audigy 2 ZS Platinum Pro 167.00

252TPW Audigy 2 NX 83.50

HERCULES

2217PW Gamesurround Muse LT 10.00

2SCIPW Gamesurround Muse 51 DVD r HeadSet 16.50

2WJKPW Muse Pocket USB 36.50

25DHPW Gamesurround Fortissimo 167.1 30.50

2FMLPW DIGIFIRE 7.1 47.00

2SC6PW DJ Console USB 128.00

2SC3PW 16/12 FW 330.00

PURE DIGITAL

282YPW SonicXplosion RP

2830PW SonicXplosion DVD RP

Networking
EC= DABSVALUE
2J7TPW 5 Port 10/100Mbps

2J7VPW 8 Port 10/100Mbps

1Y3OPW 16 Port 10/100Mbps

1Y31PW 10/100 RJ45 PCI

28V1PW 10/100 CardBus

28V3PW 10/100 0382

2MBCPW 802.11b 11Mbps PCMCIA

202ZPW B02.11b 11Mbps USB Stick

2SPFPW 802 11b 11Mbps PCI

2W03PW Bluetooth Class 2 USEi

208MPW Bluetooth Class 1 USB

Inc VAT

40.00

60.00

Inc VAT

11.50

13.00

35.00

5.75

11.50

15.00

20.25

55.00

85.00

15.50

22.00

sx VAT

11.28

22.13

107.24

29.37

43.83

72/7
142.13

71.07

6.51

14.05

31.07

2596

40.00

10884

280.86

34.05

51.07

ex VAT

9.79

11.07

29.79

490
9.79

12.77

1724

4681

72.34

13.20

1873

Modems/ADSL
OEM DABSVALUE

14X9PW 56k PCI Soft Conexant

14X6PW 56k PCI Controllerless Voice Intel

14XFPW 56k Serial Voice Intel

25BWPW External US8

86LPW PCMCIA

14XKPW ADSL PCI Conexant

17P6PW ADSL USB

17P8PW ADSL Conexant Router 4Port

2LPZPW 802 11b ADSL 4 Port Router

Inc VAT ex VAT

9.25 7.88

10.00 051

17.00 14.47

16.00 13.62

21.50 1E30

21.00 17.88

19.00 16.17

39.00 33.20

69.00 58.73

ATI RADEON" 9800 Pro
Visual Processing Unit
quicklinx 2Z22PW

www.dabs.com/creative

cnr-ATivE

 Output connections to analog
monitor (up to 2048x1536), TV (up
to 1024x768) & digital LCD panel

 Dual integrated 10 -bit per channel
400 MHz DACS

 Compliant with Direct(' 9.0 & the
latest OpenGL® version

 HYDRAVISION- multi -monitor
management software Support
AGP 8X/4X/2X

geCREATIVE Radecn Inc VAT es VAT

9200SE 128MB DDR AGP VO 128MB 42.50 36.17

well 9600 256MB DDR ASP VO 256MB 99.00 84.26

Hauppauge
Media MVP
quicklinx 2S93PW

www.dabs.com/hauppauge
Hauppauge's mediaMVP is a
network media player device
which bridges personal
computers with TV and A/V
equipment via local area
networks. It takes high quality
digital audio (mp3 music) digital
video (MPEG-1 or MPEG-21 and
digital pictures (JPEG or GIF)
from computer to video
equipment such as TV sets, TV

../26EmalLi monitors, plasma monitors and
home theatre A/V systems.

3D Blaster FX5600 XT
quicklinx 2T9YPW

www.dabs.com/creative

CREATIVE 2A5G6pM8B,

SB Audigy 2 ZS
quicklinx 2S2RPW

www.dabs.com/creative

CREATIVE

e85!,?
E72.7

 24 -Bit
 100db
 SNR audio quality
 5131394"

connectivity

Studio AV/DV
Deluxe Version 9
quicklinx 3115PW

www.dabs.com/pinnacle

P PINNACLE
SYSTEMS

Dabsvalue Radeon
9800XT DVI Video Card
(114Winx 3OR DW

www.dabs.com/value

dabsOalue
3D Blaster 5 FX 5950 Ultra
quicklinx 2T9XPW

www.dabs.com/creative

 256 -bit graphics
architecture

 AGP 8X support
 Memory

CREi TIVE configuration
256MB of DDR

SB Audigy 2 ZS Platinum Pro
quickhrix 2S2SPW

www.dabs.com/creative

A new level of
audio excellence at
Your fingertips!
Sound Blaster
Audigy 2 Platinum
ZS Pro is a dream
come true with a
studio quality

CRE/LVTIV.-17
Avuodmi goyd2ulEexte rnal

Pinnacle Studio AV/
DV Deluxe is the
top -of -class solution
from Pinnacle to
capture video from
almost any source in
order to easily create
spectacular movies
using powerful and
creative
functlonalities.

 256MB DDR AGP VO

DABSVALUE GeForce/Radeon Inc VAT ex VAT

10MNPW GeForce 2 MX 400 64MB AGP 23.00 19.58

30RFPW Radeon 7000 DM VO 64M8 DOR ACP 23.00 19.58

30R1PW Radeon 9200SE DVI VO PCI 128MB 24.99 21.27

30RHPW Radeon 9200SE DVI VO 128MB DDR 34.00 28.94

2ZZWPW GE MX4000 VU 128M8 DDR AGP 35.00 29.79

20M9PW GE F05200 DM VO 128MB AGP 40.00 3405

30N5PW CF FX5700 DV VO 256MB DDR AGP 95.00 80.86

30RRPW Radeon 9600XT DVI VO 256MB DDR 108.00 91.92

3ORTPW Radeon 9800 Pro DVI VO 128MB DOR 215.00 182.98

2WF9PW CF FX5950 Ultra DVI VNO 256MB DDR 279.00 237.45

0F FX5950 Ultra 256MB
quicklinx 2W02PW

www.dabs.comimsi

 Nvidia Geforce FX
5950 Ultra Chipset

 256MB DDR SDRAM
 TV -out Is -Video

connector)
 DVI Connector
 Video_in

(Composite Video)

ADSLRouter/Wireless
quicklinx 2LPZPW

www.dabs.com/value

 Full Rate ADSL
 802.1 1b limbos

Wireless ADSL
Router

dabs(Dalue  4 Port 10/100
Ethernet Switch

ADSL USB PSU+Fitter
cil.)ickfinX 17P6PW

www.dabs.com/value

dabsOalue

What if you were
able to connect to
the internet up to
25 times faster
than with a
standard modem,
never miss a
phone call and
never log off.

802.11b USB Stick
quicklinx 2Q2ZPW

www.dabs.com/value

J
dabsOalue

With our full line
of 802.1lb
Wireless solutions,
you will have the
ability to network
any computer in
your home or dabsQalueoffice.

802.11b 11Mbps CardBus
quicklinx 2MBCPW

www.dabs.com/value

With our full line
of 802.1 lb
Wireless solutions,
you will have the
ability to network
any computer in
your home or
office.

10 See our website for latest prices



External Dual Format DVD Writer
 DVD420e  Stores up to 4.7GB
 New 8x Speed
www.dabs.com/hp quicklinx 31Q3PW

£174.99

£148"

LrTEN 01
16x DVD 40x CD
quicklinx 2G9FPW

ricmicklinx >shop faster -) r dabspoints with every purchase! iwww.dabs.colii
700MB CD -R disc 50 pack just £10.64 (C12.50)

!omega
ZipCD USB2
quicklinx 2FV6PW

www.dabs.com/iomega

.a
'omega

48x Writing CD/DVD Write
Speed, 48x CD/DVD Read,
24x CD/DVD Re -Write

 PC/Mac compatible

=1113 (OMEGA WC VAT ex VAT

3024PW 32847 IDE DVD,R/RW/RAM 4x 165.00 140 43

27."46PW 32890 USB2 DVD,R/RW/RAM 4x 140,00 119 15

FX-50 8x DVD+-R/RW
Ext USB2 & Firewire
qt. -101111x 3012P

www.dabs.com/freecom

This Hi -speed external USB-2 and
FireWire drive connects to your PC
via the USB-2 or FireWire port and
can be installed and working within
seconds without opening your
computer.

 8x DVD+R & DVD+RW
 USB2.0 & Firewire (ieee 1394)

11 FReecom Connections Included
 Burn a Full DVD just under 10 mins

Dabsvalue CD -R 50pk
(linckThInX 2T25PW

www.dabs.com/value

dabsOalue
DVD+-R/RW 8x
cmickTinx 2VC8PW

 Dabs value
Silver 80min
700MB CD -Rs

 CDs on spindle
(no jewel cases)

 52x Rated
 Just 17p each

(ex VAT)

www.dabs.com/Iiteon

 SMART -BURN
avoiding Buffer
Under Run error

 Auto adjusting
writing strategy
& running OPC

 SMART -X Smart
Monitoring &
Adjusting Read
speed Technology

www.dabs.com/pioneer

 lb

Pioneer

e265°
E22

Pioneer new media
technologies inc.
is dedicated to
bringing the very
best of leading
edge technology
to market.

 IDE/EIDE
 40x CD/16x DVD

Lacie Firewire & USB2
4.7GB DVD +/-R/RW
quicklinx 30FBPW

www.dabs.com/lacie

8x 4x 24x
Fully hot-pluggable,
simply connect via either
FireWire or USB 2.0.

Automatically configured

MEP LACIE
29WNPW D2 52x52x24x USA 2.0 + Firewire

25D6PW P5 USB2 CD-RW 52x32x52x

USB 2.0 4.7GB DVD+/-RW 4x2x12x
- i,sB 2 10 DVD-RW 2x1x18x

lec VAT

91.00

59.92

127.00

185.00

ex VAT

77.45

51.00

108.09

157 45

DVD-RW/DVD+RW
Multi Format Drives
cmcklinx 2VQGPW

www.dabs.com/sony

SONY
DVD+-R/RW 8x
quickhnX 2ZD6PW

www.dabs.cominec

NEC
DVD+-R/RW IDE
quicklinx 30QLPW

 Int IDE OEM
 DVD+-R/RW 8x

www.dabs.com/pioneer
 Writes and reads

DVD-R/RW, +R/RW
and CD R/RW
formats

 Bx writing speed
o for DVD-R / 4x

writing speed for
DVD-RW 8x
writing speed for
+R / 4x writing
speed for +RW

16xDVD 52r52w24rw

upto
8x

writing speed

Pioneer
quicklinx 2M9ZPW

www.dabs.com/samsung

 CD-RW & DVD-ROM
in one mechanism

 Adopting
Superlink (Buffer
Under Run Proof
Technology)

 Supporting
DVD-R, DVD-RW,
DVD-RAM Discs
Read: Multi Read

Sony Dual RW Drives
support the recording of
both of the two competing
and incompatible DVD
formats - DVD+RW and
DVD-RW. Why choose one
format over another when
you can have it all? Get the
best of both worlds - with
Sony Dual RW Drives.

Emig SONY

2VQGPW DRU-530A DVD+/-RW/DVD+RW

2V0HPW DRX-53001 DVD+/-RW External

lie VAT ex VAT

146.87 125.00

222 07 189.00

CD-RW 52r52w32rw
dui klinx 2PF9PW

www.dabs.com/Iiteon

MEC 01

 52X (CAV) Record,
32X (CLV) Re -Write

g I & 52X ICAVI Read
technology

 E-IDE Interface,
support up to
Ultra -DMA mode 2

 Innovated SMART -
BURN technology

CRW5232 Chamelon Pack
quicklinx 2RXVPW

www.dabs.com/aopen

 Just Link and Just
Speed Technology

 52xr52w32rw
 Firmware

upgradable
 Digital audio

output (SPDIF)
supported

 Industry standard
E-IDE (ATAPI)

IFtjj

AOpen

E1925

DVD+-R/RW/RAM 8x
quicklinx 300YPW

www.dabs.com/Ig

iy=1111 lie _-

LG

r,

 Writes to DVD+R
18x1, DVD-R (4x1,
DVD+RW 14x1, DVD-
RW 12x), DVD-RAM
13x), DVD-ROM
(12x), CD -R (24x) &
CD-RW 116x)

 Interface E-IDE/
ATAPI

 2MB buffer mem.

Optical Drives
OZRZI AOPEN INC VAT ex VAT

12NTPW CD -956E PRO Retail IDE 56xCD 14.75 12.56

2RY0PW COM4824 IDE 16xDVD 49r 48w 24rw 41.00 3490

XX9PW DVD-1648 Bonus IDE 16x040 49xC0 24.50 20.86

3053PW DVD-1648 Multicol IDE 16x040 48xCD 25.50 21.71

28PBPW EHW-52240 Bonus USB2 52r 52w 24rw 49.99 42.55

2PSDPW DRW-4410 Pro IDE DVD+R/RW 4x 69.00 58.73

ASUS

2J6NPW CRW-5224U USB2 52r 52w 24rw 49.00 41.71

LITEON

2179PW LTN-526502VYC IDE 52xCD 14.25 12.13

30M6PW 0-1-10-166 Retail IDE 16xDVD 48xCD 23.50 20.00

30M7PW Retail IDE 16xDVD 52r 52w 32rw 45.50 38.73

30M8PW Retail 0582 MN 24r 24w 12rw 105.00 89.37

2Z3NPW LDW451S Retail IDE 000+-R/RW 4x 74.00 62.98

20C6PW SDW209DX Retail USB2 DVD+-R/RW 2x 149.00 126.81

30M9PW LOW-S411SX Retail USB2 DVD+-R/RW 4x 135.00 11490

2Z3PPW LDW-851S Retail IDE DVD+-R/RW 8x 95.00 80.86

LC

2BHJPW GRD-816168 OEM IDE 16xDVD 48xCD 2310

295MPW GRD-81616 RP IDE 16xDVD 48xCD 28.00

30V8PW GRD-8161 Black IDE 160/0 48xCD 22.00

2121PW GCE -8525B IDE 52r 52w 32rw 32.00

30NOPW GCE -85258B OEM IDE 52r 52w 32rw 25.00

2019QPW GSA -40408 IDE DVD+-12/RW/RAM 4x 81.00

2WVTPW GSA -40408 OEM IDE DVD+-R/RW/RAM 4x 79.00

300YPW CSA-40818 OEM IDE 040+-R/RW/RAM 8x 90.00

30P8PW GSA -40818 IDE DVD,R/RW/RAM 8x 95.00

MSI

2M3PPW C52 IDE 52xCD 14.00

2M30PW C52 -Black IDE 52xCD 14.00

2M3MPW D16 IDE 16xDVD 48xCD 21.50

2M3NPW D16 -Black IDE 16xDVD 48xCD 21.50

207PPW CR52-M IDE 52r 52w 32rw 25.50

2YYBPW CR52 Active Panel IDE 52r 52w 32rw 27.50

2TDJPW CR52-M-Black IDE 52r 52w 32rw 25.00

2WHOPW CRE52-M EXT USB2 52r 52w 24rw 50.00

2R86PW X48 -A IDE 16xDVD 48r 48w 2400 38.00

2T31PW DR4-A IDE DVD,R/RW 4x 7500

2THBPW DR4-A Black IDE DV10+-R/RW 4x 75.00

2Z9TPW DR8-A IDE DVD+-R/RW 8x 89.00

2ZBVPW DR8-A Black IDE DVD+-R/RW 8x 9500

NEC

2HVGPW ND -1300A OEM IDE DVD-F-R/RW 4x 70.00

30SKPW ND -1300A Black IDE DVD+-R/RW 4X 70.00

2ZD6PW ND -2500A IDE DVD+-12/RW 8x 8900

3095PW ND -2500A Black IDE DVD+-R/RW Bx 89.00

OPTORITE

30M2PW CD -5205 IDE 52r 52w 24rw 22.50

30M3PW DC -4801 IDE 16xDVD 48r 48w 24rw 36.00

30M4PW DD -0201 IDE DVD+R/RW 4x 78.00

30M5PW DD -0401 IDE DVD+12/RW 8x 9899

PHILIPS

2CCTPW JR32RWDVK US82 12xDVD 40r32w1Orw 125.00 106.39

PLEATOR

2LSHPW PX-54TA/T3 IDE 54xCD 1E00

2VPOPW PX-116A/T3 IDE 16xDVD 48xCD 32.50

2WKFPW PX-W5224T/V13C IDE 52r 52w 32rw 4600

2LSRPW Premium/T3 IDE 52r52w32rw 81.00

2LSSPW Premium/T3B IDE 52r52w32rw 81.00

2LSTPW Premium-U/T3UK USB2 52r52w32rw 124.00

2WKGPW PX-W40125E External SCSI 40r40w12rw 228.00

2FOYPW PX-504A IDE DVD+R/RW

2THWPW PX-7081/1313 Black IDE DVD+-R/RW 8x

2S17PW PX-7081/03 IDE DVD,R/RW Be

2THXPW PX-708UF USB2 DVD,RAW 4x

PIONEER

2DH6PW 090-120IDE 16xDVD 40xCD

2RW7PW DVD-121 IDE 16xDVD 40xCD

269FPW DVD-1205 IDE 16xDVD 40xCD

2NB5PW DVR-106 IDE DVD+-R/RW 4x

2NB6PW DVR-A06 IDE DVD+-12/12W 4x

2VRRPW DVR-106 Black IDE DVD+-R/RW 4x

SAMSUNC

ZZDPW SC-152AEB OEM IDE 52xCD

2GZFPW SC-152LRBS Retail tDE 52xCD

2DDJPW SC-152AE88 Black IDE 52xCD

2X5FPW SD -6160E8 OEM IDE 16x040 48xCD

83.00

142.00

142.00

255.00

2500
26.00

26.50

80.00

105.00

85.50

13.25

13.50

15,00

21.00

2ZZHPW SD616EEBB BLACK IDE 16xDVD 48xCD 23.00

22/GPW SD-616ERP IDE 16x900 48xCD 25.00

2VHHPW SW252FEAB Black OEM IDE 52r52w32rw 22.50

2VHCPW SW252FEN OEM IDE 52r 52w 32rw 21.50

2VHDPW SW252FRNS RP IDE 52r 52w 321w 26.00

2HTMPW SM352BRNS IDE 16xDVD 52r52r24rw 45.00

2M92PW SM352BEN OEM IDE 16xDVD 52r52r24nv 38.00

2N28PW SM3528EAB OEM IDE 16xDVD 52r52r24rw41.50

SONY

2T3DPW CD-RW 52x32x52x Int IDE OEM 2937

2W4RPW CD-RW 52x32x52x Int Black 30.55

2W04PW CD-RW 52x32x52x Int IDE Retail 38.77

2VCJPW CRX-300E-B2 Combo Black OEM 41.12

2T3FPW CRX-300E Combo Int IDE OEM 41.12

2P4PPW Portable DVD player CD Burner 186.82

19.58

23.83

1873

27.24

21.28

68.94

67.24

76.60

986

11.92

11.92

18.30

1830

21.71

23.41

21.28

42.56

32.34

6383

63.83

75.75

80.86

5958

5858

75.75

75.75

19.15

30.64

66.39

85.10

13.62

2766

39.15

68.94

68,94

119.00

194.05

70.64

120.86

120.86

217.03

21.28

22.13

22.56

68.09

89.37

72.77

11.28

11.49

12.77

17.

19.58

21.28

1915

18.30

22.13

38.30

3234

35.32

25.00

26.00

33.00

3500

35.00

159.00

The UK's No.1 IT and Technology online retailer 11



dabs com
your questions answered at www.dabs.com/help "tune in to www.dabs.tv

AMID AthlonTM XP from only £43.50 (£37.03)
ATA Hard Disks

imami EXCELSIOR Inc VAT

25Q0PW 40GB UDMA100 2MB 7200rpm 37.00

2BDNPW 60GB UDMA100 2MB 7200rpm 42.50

2Q1)8PW 80GB UDMA100 2MB 7200rpm 46.00

HITACHIABM Deskstar

27THPW 180GXP 120GB UDMA100 2MB 7200rpm 60.00

27121PW 1806XP 120GB UDMA100 8MB 7200rpm 69.00

2PH7PW 7K250 40GB UDMA100 2MB 7200rpm 4150

en VAT

31.49

36 17

39.15

51.07

58.73

35.32

300PPW 7K250 60GB UDMA100 2MB 720Orpm 44.50 37.88

2PH8PW 7K250 80GB UDMA100 2MB 720Orpm 46.50 39.58

2PH9PW 7K250 80GB SATA150 8MB 720Orpm 54.00 45.96

2PHDPW 7K250 120GB UDMA100 2MB 7200rpm 6150 5234

2PHFPW 7K250 120GB UDMA100 8MB 7200rpm 69.00 5873

2PHLPW 7K250 120GB SATA150 8MB 7200rpm 76.00 6469

2PHMPW 7K25016018 UOMA100 2MB 7200rpm 74.50 63 41

2PHNPW 7K250 1600B UDMA100 8MB 7200rpm 80.50 68.51

2PHPPW 7K250 160GB SATA150 8MB 7200rprn 8E00 73/0
2VN3PW 7K250 200GB UDMA100 8MB 7200rpm 121.00 102.98

2PHQPW 7K250 250GB UDMA100 8MB 7200rpm 148.00 12596

2PHRPW 7K250 250GB SATA150 8MB 7200rpm 184.00 156.60

SAMSUNG Spin point P80

2002PVV 80GB UDMA133 2MB 7200rpm 48.00 4086

2ZDNPW 80GB SATA150 8MB 7200rpm 55.00 46.81

2S0TPVV 120GB UDMA133 2MB 7200rpm 64.50 54E0

2ZDPPW 120GB UDMA133 8MB 7200rpm 66.50 56.60

2ZDQPW 120GB SATA150 8MB 7200rpm 70.50 80.00

2S6SPW 160GB UDMA133 2MB 7200rpm 79.50 6766

2ZDRPW 160GB UDMA133 8MB 7200rpm 83.50 71.07

2ZDTPW 160GB SATA150 8MB 7200rpm 85.50 72.77

WESTERN DIGITAL

2WPVPW Caviar 120GB UDMA100 2MB 720Orpm 63.50 5405
2WPWPW Caviar 120GB UDMA100 8MB 7200rpm 69.50

59.15

18HFPW Caviar 120GB UDMA100 8MB 7200rpm 69.50 59.15

2N5BPW Caviar 120GB SATA150 8MB 7200rpm 77.50 65.96

12NMPW Caviar 160GB UDMA100 2MB 7200rpm 82.00 6939

2W01PW Caviar 160GB UDMA100 2MB 7200rpm 82.00 69.79

2W04PW Caviar 160GB UDMA100 8MB 7200rpm 86.50 73.62

2J7ZPW Caviar 160GB UOMA100 BMB 7200rpm 86.50 73.62

25T3PW Caviar 200GB UDMA100 2MB 7200rprn 104.00 88.51

2WQ9PW Caviar 200GB UDMA100 2MB 7200rpm 104.00 88.51

2WQBPW Caviar 200GB UDMA100 8MB 7200rpm 111.00 94.47

2515PW Caviar 200GB UDMA100 8MB 7200rpm 111.00 94.47

2WQCPW Caviar 250GB UDMA100 2MB 7200rprn 15700 13362

2WQDPW Caviar 250GB UDMA100 8MB 7200rpm 187.00 159.15

2N7DPW Caviar 250GB SATA150 8MB 7200rpm 168.00 142.98

2GKZPW Raptor 36GB SATA150 8MB 0000mm 92.50 78.73

External Hard Disks
MEM MAXTOR int VAT

2LYRPW 3000DV 80GB FW 2MB 7200rpm 89.50

2LYTPW 5000DV 160GB U2/FW 8MB 7200rpm 147.00

2VDGPW One Touch 120GB US82 2MB 7200rpm 115.00

2VDHPW One Touch 200GB U2/FW 8MB 7200rpm 178.00

2VDKPW One Touch 250GB U2/FW 8MB 7200rpm205.00

2VDLPW MAC 250GB Fire 8MB 7200rpm 18200

2vDMPW One Touch 30008 U2/FW 2MB 5400rpm 22800
LACIE

30FHPW PocketDrive 60GB 4200rpm FW & US82 19E00

2BDSPW PocketDrive 60GB 5100rpm FW & US82 222130

2M7DPW PocketDrive 80GB Firewire & US82 264.00

30FNPW Data Bank 20GB 0582 150.00

30FPPW Data Bank 40081 US82 191.00

30FJPW Data Bank 20GB Firewire & 0582 173.00

30FMPW Data Bank 40GB Firewire & US82 229.00

28DVPW Mobile 20GB USB2 9550
280WPW Mobile 40GB USB2 132.00

255PPW d2 80GB 7200rpm Firewire 114.00

255LPW d2 120GB 7200rpm USB2 119.00

255QPW d2 120GB 7200rpm Firewire 125.00

2G6PPW d2 160GB 7200rpm Firewire 144.00

2ZD7PW d2 160GB 7200rpm Firewire800 & USB2 162.00

2G6LPW d2 200GB 7200rpm Firewire 173.00

2ZD8PW d2 200GB 7200rpm Firewire800 & USB2 191.00

2G66PW d2 250GB 7200rpm Firewire 19800

2Z09V d2 250GB 7200rpm Firewire800 & U582 211,00

2ZDKPW d2 320GB 7200rpm Firewire800 & U582 258.00

2N9FPW d2 3206B 720Orpm Firewire 245.57

2ZDLPW d2 40068 7200rpm Firewire800 & USB2 35000

2G6MPW d2 4000B 7200rpm Firewire 360.00

2ZDMPW d2 5000E 7200rpm Firewire800 & USB2 42000

2G61PW d2 500GB 7200rom Firewire

2SDHPW P3 40GB U5B2

2SDJPW P3 80GB LIM

2SOLPW P3 80GB Firewire

2SDKPW P3 80GB 7200rpm U5B2

2SDMPW P3 80GB 7200rpm Firewire

2SDNPW P3 250GB 7200rpm Firewire

421 82

84.00

92.00

86.95

120.00

122.20

180.95

ex VAT

76 17

125.11

97.88

151.49

174.47

154.90

194.05

168.51

188.94

224.69

12766

162.56

147.24

194.90

81.28

112.34

97.03

101.26

106.36

122.56

137.88

147.24

162.56

16851

179.58

219.58

209.00

297.88

306.39

35745

359.00

71.49

78.30

74.00

102.13

104.00

154.00

The Crucial Memory Selector Tool
-=1=10r7

=W.." 64,61%. leaN. of* alMble too 301,t

12mtop*ntan

.fint.1
m.g1.1

...... 1.111.

3111.1n01.1

5040.1,0.0 =WC 1.41,1.4.11CC

SIAM. KISS INC.A.fcln P10-1.0.4

The Crucial memory you buy from dabs.com is the very
same high quality product used by the world's largest
PC manufacturers in their systems and comes complete
with a limited lifetime warranty. When chosen with
the help of the Crucial Memory Selector tool, you're
guaranteed 100% compatibility with your system and
complete satisfaction with your purchase!

CRUCIAL MEMORY

VVWLPW 256M13 184Pin

SHWPW 256MB 168Pin

SHHPW 128MB 168Pin

1713JPW 512MB 184Pin

SGTPW 12888 168Pin

SHVPW 256M8 168Pin

()NM PC2100

DIMM PC133

DIMM PC133

DIMM PC2100

DIMM PC100

DIMM PC133

DDR RAM Non -Parity

SDRAM Non -Parity

SDRAM Non -Parity

DDR RAM Non -Parity

SDRAM Non -Parity

SDRAM Non -Parity

CL2.5

CL2

CL2

CL2 .5

CL2

CL3

visit our website for latest prices www.dabs.com/crucial

(omega Desktop 120MB
External Hard Drive
quicklilx 30PFPW

www.dabs.com/iomega

i omega

V138-°°,.

£1171.7

48x Writing CD/DVD Write Speed,
48x CD/DVD Read, 24x CD/DVD
Re -Write

 PC/Mac compatible

azia i0MEGA

2SC2PW Desktop PCI 3278? BDIAS8 60 11

2QBDPW Desktop 32729 80 1.12

2QBFPW Desktop 32730 120 U2/Fire

2QB0PW Desktop 32856 250 U2/Fire

30PBPW Host Powered 32938 40 112

30PCPW Desktop 32939 80 U2

3012FPW Desktop 32941 120 U2/Fire

30PGPW Desktop 32940 250 U2/Fire

Inc VAT

2 114.00

94.50

16700

257.00

128.00

112.00

138.00

227.00

en VAT

9703

8043

142.13

218.73

108.94

95.32

117.45

193.20

DiamondMax PIus9 80.0
SATA150 8MB 7200rpm
9gicklinx ")D9XPVV

www.dabs.com/maxtor

£63.??c

£53.62
Expand your computer's storage
capacity with the high performance
DiamondMax Plus 9 hard drive.
=El
24THPW

2LVNPW

2P3JPW

24YDPW

24YFPW

24YHPW

259JPW

259XPW

259YPW

259ZPW

25B0PW

MAXTOR S 1r._^,j, IL.S 8/9

Preball3 40GB UDMA133 2MB 5400

MaXtrne112503 UDMA133 2MB 5400

MaXLine II 300GB UDMA133 2MB 5400

40GB UDMA133 2MB 7200rpm

60G8 UDMA133 2MB 7200rpm

80GB UDMA133 2MB 7200rpm

80GB UDMA133 8MB 7200rpm

80GB SATA150 8MB 7200rpm

120GB UDMA133 2MB 7200rpm

120GB UDMA133 BMB 7200rpm

12029 SATA150 8MB 7200rpm

Inc VAT

40.50

152.00

188.00

40.00

49.50

51.00

54.50

58.00

64.00

69.50

75.00

en VAT

34.47

129.37

160.00

34.05

4128

43.41

4639

4E37

54.47

59.15

63.83

Barracuda 7200.7
120GB SATA150 7200rpm
cmick111X 2FZWPW

www.dabs.com/seagate

Es Seagate

£761?
E65.1e.1,

 8MB Cache/Buffer Size
 9.0ms Average Seek Time
 Interface type Serial ATA-150
mum SEAGATE U Series X/Barracuda lec VAT

250DPW 20 2068 UDMA100 2MB 5400rpm 38.00

2C24PW 54001 40GB UDMA100 2MB 5400rpm 39.50

2FZNPW 72007 40GB UDMA100 2MB 7200rpm 42.50

2FZQPW 7200.7 80GB UDMA100 2MB 7200rpm 5200
2FZRPW 7200 7 80GB SATA150 8MB 7200rpm 59.00

2FZSPW 72007 1200B UDMA100 2MB 7200rpm 65.00

2FZVPW 7200.7. 120GB UDMA100 8MB 7200rpm 70.00

2FZWPW 7200 7 120GB SATA150 8MB 7200rpm 76.00

2FZYPW 7200.7 160GB UDMA100 2MB 7200rpm 82.00

2G00PW 7200.7,160G8 UDMA100 8MB 7200rpm 87.50

2G01PW 7200.7 160GB SATA150 8MB 7200rpm 96.00

u VAT

3234

33.62

36.17

44.26

5022

55.32

59.58

64.69

69.79

74.47

81.71

(omega Zip 250 USB
Host Powered
ricixklinx 13LYPW

www.dabs.com/iomega

;omega

Selecting the
right memory
product for
your desktop,
laptop or
server has
never been...

easier
ifaster
iquicker

crucial

£57-57

e49-??

The quick way to save,
share and manage your
information.

 Connects to any USB
port or notebook PC

 Hot-swapable
 Media not included

Freecom FHD-1
USB 2/Firewire 120GB
civickhnx 2PLGPW

www.dabs.com/freecom

EISOT
£127!,

dpMaximum performance, storage
capacity and reliability.
a= FREECOM Li Series XiBarracuda Inc VAT en VAT

2PLDPW FHD-1 40GB 18017 USB 2 96.00 81.71

2PLFPW FHD-1 80GB 18018 USB 2 114.00 97.03

2LK5PW FHD-2 20GB 20155 USB 2 104.00 88.51

2LK9PW FHD-2 40GB 20156 US8 2 140.00 119.15

2LK7PW F1-10-2 60GB 20690 USB 2 190.00 161.71

2NO1PVV FHD-2 20GB 20686 U2/Fire 123.00 104.69

2NO2PW FHD4 40GB 20688 U2/Fire 157.00 133.62

2NO3PW FHD-2 60GB 20403 U2/Fire 202.00 171E2

30X2PW FH0-2 PRO 2068 21841 438 2 113.00 96.17

30X3PW FHD-2 PRO 40GB 21842 LLB 2 137.00 116.60

30X4PW FHD-2 PRO 800B 21844 USB 2 232.00 197.45

30X5PW 'HD XS 20GB 20404 USB 2 139.00 118.30
IIFRe,!C:9M

LaCie Mobile Hard
Drive 20GB USB 2
quidKlilx 2SCWPW

www.dabs.com/lacie

Made with a durable exterior to
Airwithstand life on the go, this
portable drive lets you safely travel
with up to 20GB of personal

It information, including MP35, audio
tracks and photos.

Imam LACIE

2SCWPW Mobile Hard Drive 20GB USB2

25D5PW Mobile Hard Drive 20GB FireWire

2SCYPW Mobile Hard Drive 40GB USB2

2506PW Mobile Hard Drive 40GB FireWire

2SCZPW Mobile Hard Drive 80GB USB2

2SD7PW Mobile Hard Drive 80GB FireWire

Inc VAT

81.07

92.82

110.45

11632

234.00

234.00

ex VAT

692
79.00

94.00

9E00

199.15

199.15

12 See our website for latest prices



Quiet PC
ont2,

the noise elimination products
you've been waiting for...

visit www.dabs.com/quietpc

rqyjcklinx >shop faster ( dabspoints with every purchase! www.dabs.corri
Socket A motherboards from £27.00 (022.98)

Intel® Pentium® 4
3.2 1MB S478 800FSB
quicklinX 3146PW

www.dabs.com/lntel

Intel

Intel® Pentium® 4 pr
designed to deliver
across applications
end users can truly

EMI INTEL
2HNKPW Pentium 4 2.4 512K8

2HNLPW Pentium 4 2.6 512KB

2HNMPW Pentium 4 2.8 512KB

2HNNPW Pentium 4 3.0 512KB

2PFGPW Pentium 4 3.2 512KB

2WOYPW Pentium 4 3.2 EE 2MB

313ZPW Pentium 4 3.4 512KB

3141PW Pentium 43,4 EE 2MB

3144PW Pent'um 4E 2.8 1MB

QM!?
£17788
ocessor is
performance
& usages where
appreciate it.

inc vAT

120.00

130.00

139.00

169.00

209.00

649.00

309.00

699.00

139.00

ex VAT

10213

110 64

118 30

143.83

177.88

552.34

262 98

594.90

118-30

Gigabyte GA-K8N
Motherboard
wlcklrxig128161riii

www.dabs.com/gigabyte

Image for illustrative
purposes only

GIGABYTE
TECHNOLOGY

MUM GIGABYTE Inc VAT

2LLWPW GA-8KNXP ULTRA Intel 875P 50478 ATX 245.03

2LLXPW CA-8KNXP Intel 875P Socket 478 AD( 151.00

2WICPW GA -81875 Intel 875P Socket 478 ATX 100.00

2W1DPIN GA -81875 ULTRA Intel 875P So478 AD( 123.00

2LLYPW GA -81K1103 Intel 875P Socket 478 ATX 91.03

2L12PW GA-8PENXP Intel 865PE Socket 478 ATX 130.00

2LMOPW GA-8IPE1000 PRO Intel 865PE So478 ATX 74.50

2Vil1FPVV GA-8IPE1000 PRO 2 Intel 865PE So478 81.00

2M2KPW GA -811,61000L Intel 865PE So478 MATX 65.03

21M5PW GA-8IPE1000MK Intel 865PE So478 MATX 6550

2LM6PW GA -8161000 PRO Intel 8656 So478 ATX 82.50

2LM9PW GA -8101000 Intel 8650 Socket 478 ATX 68.50

2LMPPW CA-81G1000MK Intel 8650 50478 MATX 7100

2W1HPW GA-81865G4MK Intel 8656 So478 MATX 57.50

ex VAT

2106.51

12E51

8511

10469

77.45

11064

63.41

68.94

55 32

5575

70.22

58.30

6043

4894

SoA VIA KT400A ATX A L
quicklinX 2R62PW

www.dabs.com/aopen
 Memory Slots:

DIMM x 3
 Chipsets: VIA

Apollo
KT400+VT8235

 CPU Bus Clock :
400Mhz (EV6)

 AGP 8X/ DDR400*/
5.1 channel/
ATA133/ LAN
on -boardAOpen

Sonata Ouiet Mid Tower
quicklinx 2QJCPW

www.dabs.comiantec
 3.0 GHz

Compatible
 TruePower

380Watt ATX12V
power supply with
single fan design
for enhanced
quietness

 Front mounted
USB & IEEE 1394
(FireWire,Rntec

1,11.

VW°

AMD AthlonTM 64
3400+ Processor
cmckhnx 2ZBKPW

www.dabs.com/amd

AMD11
MSI K8T Neo-FIS2R
Motherboard

£299
£254.47

Only AMD64 technology runs today's
32 -bit & tomorrow's 64 -bit software.

MEE Amo
213P7PW 2000+ 1.67Ghz 256Kb SoA 266Mhz

2WPXPW 2200+ 1.80hz 256Kb SoA 266Mhz

2VD4PW 2400+ 2Ghz 256KB SoA 266Mhz

2826PW 2700+ 2.176hz 256Kb SOA 333Mhz

2CYGPW 2500+ 1.836hz 512Kb SoA 333Mhz

2CYHPW 2600+ 512Kb Socket A 333Mhz

2CYKPW 2800+ 2.08Ghz 512Kb SoA 333Mhz

2CYLPW 3000+ 2.17Ghz 512Kb SoA 333Mhz

2N71PW 3000+ 2.10hz 512Kb SoA 400Mhz

237270 3200+ 2.2Ghz 512Kb SoA 400Mhz

Inc VAT a VAT

45.00 38.30

49.00 41/1
58.00 4937

82.00 69.79

62.00 52.77

66.00 56.17

9500 80.86

135.00 114.90

140.00 119.15

159.00 135.32

44-11cklinx

www.dabs.com/msi

5478 Intel 875P ATX A L R
clyickhrix 2R5HPW

www.dabs.comiaopen
 Chipsets: Intel

875P
 Max Bus Speed :

800Mhz
 Supports DDR

SDRAM
 Storage

Controlleer: IDE
(DMA/ATA-133
)ultra) -Fast
intergrated

c125m
LIN!!

A Open°
Minuet Slimline PC Case
qylckbrix

www.dabs.com/antec
 SmartPower

220Watt ATX12V
power supply

 Front mounted
USB & IEEE 1394
(FireWire,
ports

 Front Audio ports
 3 Drive Bays in

easy to install Flip -
UP Drive Cage1.-4fF

Midi Tower KOB-24
cluRklrix 14WQPW

www.dabs.com/value
AIM

dabsOalue

 3x Ext 5.25"
 2x Ext 3.5"
 lx Int 3.5"
 AMD/P4 PSU

 VIA K8T800
 Socket 754

IMMEIMSI Inc VAT

31G8PW KT6V-LSR 0600+ Socket A ATX 51.50

2PV9PW 06 Delta-F1SR VIA 0600 SoA ATX 65.00

207SPW 06 Delta-LSR VIA 0600 SOA ATX 54.00

2223PW MS -6378-L VIA KLE133 SoA MAD( 32.00

2HZRPW KM2M Combo -L VIA KM266 SoA MATX 38.00

30JSPW KM4M-L VIA KM400 Socket A MAD( 41.50

24)(EIPW KT4AV-L VIA KT400A Socket A ATX 42.50

28DKPW K7N20-L nForce 2 Socket A AD( 69.00

2HZVPW K7N2 Delta -15R nForce 2 SoA ATX 75.50

2M3GPW K7N2 Delta -L nForce 2 Socket A ATX 53.50

2R4MPW K8T Nee-FIS2R VIA K8T800 So754 AD( 93.50

ex VAT

4333

55.32

45.96

27.24

32.34

35.32

36.17

58.73

64.26

4554

79.58

S478 Intel 865PE ATX A
quickbrix 2J34PW

www.dabs.com/aopen
 Memory Slots:

DIMM x 3
 Chipsets: VIA

Apollo
KT400+VT8235

 CPU Bus Clock :
333Mhz IEV6)

 AGP 8X/ DDR400*/
5.1 channel/
ATA133/ LAN
on -boardFLI Open

Super LANBoy EU
quicklinX 2WG8PW

www.dabs.com/antec

RntecII" tv

LanFire ATX Midi Tower
quicklinX 2SJSPW

www.dabs.com/thermaltake

 Case Dimension:
H440)(W180xD460mm

 Ultra -light: only
4kg (8.8 Ib)

 Drive Bays: 5.25"x3,
3.5"x2 (external),
3.5"x2 (internal)

 Thermaltake EL
flash fire ball in
front panel

 Durable anodized
aluminium finish

 clear side window
 Front ports: 2x

audio, 2x USB
 One low -speed

120mm fan (rear)
 One low -speed

120mm blue LED
fan (front)

A600B Super Tower
ciVicklInX 2BK9PW

www.dabs.com/aopen

A

 Black
 350W
 ATX/microATX/Full

AT 5.25" x 4/0,
3.5" x2/1
(external/internal)

 3.5" HDD cage x2
(Option)

Processors

EE2SLNPW

2S3JPW

2X4ZPW

215KPW

2154PW

24SCPW

2HNHPW

2PFDPW

2PFFPW

2VCKPW

2VCLPW

AMD

Duran 1.4Ghz

Duron 1.6Ghz

Duron 1,8Ghz

INTEL Celeron Boxed

Celeron 1.7GHz

Celeron 1.8GHz

Celeron 2.0Ghz

Celeron 2 4Ghz

Celeron 2.5Ghz

Celeron 2.6Ghz

Celeron 2.7Ghz

Celeron 2.8Ghz

Inc VAT

25.00

29.00

34.00

46.50

45.00

47.00

saw
6000

63.03

79.00

85.00

en VAT

21.28

24.69

28.94

39.58

36.30

40.00

42.56

51 07

53.62

67.24

7234

Motherboards
Main
204ZPW

2TCWPW

20RXPW

2TCYPW

2ORZPW

2050PW

28J9PW

293RPW

2BRSPW

2051PW

2TCZPW

30XMPW

30XNPW

30XPPW

30)NPW

30XWPW

30)(4PW

30XZPW

30VOPW

3041 PW

30V2PW

30V3PW

30V5PW

30Y6PW

30V8PW

3049PW

30YBPW

30YCPW

285SPW

20P6PW

2NLWPW

2W2WPIA

2024PW

2M2XPW

20PDPW

2W2ZPW

20PKPW

2QPNPW

2H3VPW

3166PW

30.IMPW

30JPPW

293YPW

2H4OPW

3107PW

2H42PW

ABIT inc VAT 1

1C7-MAX3 Intel 875P Socket 478 ATX

12x51A96T

A17 -Guru Intel 865PE Socket 478 ATX 8050 6851

157-V Intel 865PL Socket 478 ATX 55.00 46.81

AN7-Guru nForce 2 Socket A ADC 79.00 6724

KD7-A VIA KT400A Socket A ATX 40.00 34.05

KV7 VIA 0600 Socket A ATX 5150 43.83

NF7 nForce 216D Socket A ATX 56.00 47.66

NIF7-S nForce 2 18D Socket A ATX 71.50 60.86

NF7-M nForce 2186 Socket A ATX 67.50 57.45

VA -10 VIA KM400 Socket A MAD( 38.00 32.34

1(48-MAX3 VIA K8T800 Socket754 ATX 118.00 100.43

BIOSTAR

P4TCA-Pro Intel 875P 5478 AD( 124.00 105.54

P4TSE-D2 Intel 865PE 5478 AD( 52.50 44.69

P4TS4 Intel 8650 5478 uATX 57.00 48.51

U8798 -Pro VIA P4X400 5478 ATX 31.50 26.81

U8668 -D VIA P4M266A 5478 MAD( 33.00 28.09

M7411.GRAND VIA 0600 SoA ATX 37.50 31.92

M7412 VIA KM400 SoA uATX 3750 31.92

M7410 VIA KM266 SoA uATX

3M7VIG-Pro-0 VIA KM266 SOA uATX 33.003W °92286..09

M741W-D VIAKT266A SoA ATX 28.50 24.26

M75C0 nForce 2 SOA AD( 3750 31 92

M7NCD-Pro nForce 2 SoA ATX 45.00 38.30

M7500-400 nForce 2 SoA uATX 45.00 3830

K8NHA-Pro nForce 3 5754 ATX 61.00 51.92

K8NHA-M nForce 3 5754 uATX 56.50 48.09

K8VHA-Pro VIA K8T800 5754 ATX 61.00 51.92

K8VHA-M VIA K8T800 S754 uATX 56.50 48.09

GIGABYTE

GA-7DXE AMD 761/41A Socket A ATX 35.50 30.22

GA-7N403EL nForce 2 Socket A AIX 50.03 42.56

GA-7VT600L VIA 0600 Socket A ATX 46.50 39.58

GA-74KMPP VIA KM266 Socket A MAD( 40.50 3447

GA-74M400M VIA KM400 Socket A MAD( 44.50 37.88

GA-74M400MFP VIA KM400 Socket A MAD( 49.50 4213

GA-K8N nForce 3 Socket 754 ATX 67.00 57.03

GA-8NNXP-940 nForce 3 Socket 940 ATX 148.00 125.96

GA-K6VT800M VIA K8T800 Socket 754 MATX 59.50 50.64

GA -K841800 VIA K8T800 Socket 754 ATX 67.00 57.03

MICROSTAR

8757 Neo-FIS2R Intel 875P Socket 478 ATX 116.00 9873

875P Neo-FISR Intel 875P Socket 478 ATX 106.00 90.22

865PE Neo2-PFISR Intel 865PE Socket 478 ATX86 00 7320

865PE Neo2-PFS Intel 865PE Socket 478 ATX73.00 6213

865PE Neo2-FIS2R Intel 86578 Socket 478 ATX101.00 85.96

865PE Neo2-LS Intel 865PE Socket 478 AT)( 76.50 65.11

8650 Neo2-PLS Intel 8650 Socket 478 ATX 72.03 61/8
8656 Neo2-15 Intel 865G Socket 478 ATX 77.50 65.96

= AOPEN
29KOPW H700A 350W AT)( 12V

2L05PW 670013 350W ATX 12V

21097W H700C 400W

2LQBPW A600A 350W AT)( 12v

14P1PW H600A Super Tower 300W ATX12V

2PYBPW 66009 Black Pearl 350W ATX 12v

21GDPW 11500A 300W ATX12V

2LOCPW 65008 300W ATX12V

2LQDPW 65000 300W ATX12V

THERMAL TAKE

2N15PW 41000+ Xaser III Black

2N16PW 41000A Xaser III Black -Win

2N17PW 410000 Xaser Ill Blue

2N19PW 41000D Xaser III Blue -ten

25187W 42000+ Xaser III Silver

2N1CPW 42000A Xaser III Silver -Win

2SJSPW VM2000A LanFire Silver

3178PW VM1000A LanFire Black

2SJTPW VM3000A Skull Silver

3179PW VM1000C Romeo Silver

lac VAT a VAT
75.00 6383

75.00 63.83

90.00 76.60

109.03 9217

59.00 50.22

79.00 67.24

49.00 41.71

5500 46.81

48.00 40.86

7500 63.83

79.00 67.24

79.00 6724

79.00 67.24

99.00 84.26

99.00 84.26

69.99 59.57

67.50 57 45

85.00 72.34

55.00 46.81
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dabs c°rn141.
your questions answered at www.dabs.com/help tune in to www.dabs.tv

check our website for over 2000 software lines
PC Software

CEO ACCOUNTING At VAT

2CCKPW Intuit OuickBooks 2003 Regular 146.87

2CCLPW Intuit QuickBooks 2003 Professional 233.82

2CWYPW Quicken XG Suite 34.07

2CWWPW Quicken XG

22.50

2NX2PW MS Money 2004 Standard 24.67

2NX3PW MS Money 2004 Financial Suite 45.82

2R4SPW Sage Instant Accounts v10 116.32

2R4RPW 98aPI181115102117t0 81.07

2H9BIRIN McAfee TVD Suite 5 user Pack 198.57

2H9KPW McAfee TVD Suite 10 user Pack 410.07

2SSYPW McAfee VirusScan Home v8 29.37

2SSZPW McAfee VirusScan Pro v8 41.12

2NYRPW Symantec Norton AV Small Business Su 175.07

2PSYPW BA-0111.tPc Norton Internet Secutity 04 4488

2HROPW Dantz Retrospect Pro 06,5 76.37

2NWJPW Symantec GoBack 29.37

248BPW Symantec Norton Ghost 2003 3760

2MNMPWCAD Powerquest Drive Image v7

35.00

2DOZPW AutoCAd LT 2004

2M5FPW AutoDesk Volo View v3

1586PW 60106tErNICAMONS

2G1QPW IMSI TurboCAD v9 Standard

2VP4PW Laplink Gold v11.5

2LWDPW woe mitriAftfAtf0119+12 v11
LG9PW Symantec WinFax Pro v10

2RZ3PW MS Outlook 2003

244TPW DITICBASES

244VPW Act v6 5 User

22STPW Filemaker Pro v6

2RYFPW O66OIS8IB003

2H01PW MS Visual FoxPro Pro v8

2RZMPW OTM Standard 2003

2RZKPW Visio Professional 2003

2Z5OPW Adobe FrameMaker v7.1

2SOVPW Adobe InDesign CS (v3)

2LSZPW Adobe Publishing Collection v13

2RZFPW COIREIViSter 2003

2N13PW Quark Xpress v6

2GBJPW Adobe Acrobat v6 Standard

2GBKPW Adobe Acrobat v6 Professional

25OSPW Adobe Illustrator CS

2SYRPW Adobe Photoshop CS

236RPW Adobe Photoshop Elements v2

2PG7PW Adobe Premiere v7

2ZWNPW Corel Draw! V12 Graphics Suite

2F90PW Jasc Paint Pro v8

2BZKPW Macromedia Freehand MX

2RZ4PW MS Powerpoint 2003

2C7VPW ROSNERNIMISOMROCIEBtOBEICE

24PCPW Ulead Photo Impact v8

2N12PW Ability Office

2G9LPW

2Q4NPW

2RYTPW

2RYVPW

2596PW

2S95PW

22YSPW

2QCQPW

Corel Wordperfect Office v11

Corel Wordperfect Family Edition

Office 2003 Standard

Office 2003 Standard Upgrade

Office 2003 Small Business

Office 2003 Professional

OSIWorks v7

MS Works Suite 2004 inc Word

2R52PW Abbw fine Reader Pro v7

2VZHPW Bateastd0CntAPIDEPPIo v14

21YIPW Scansoft TextBridge Pro v11

804.87

175.07

146.87

64.62

81.07

146.87

52.87

92.82

116.32

574.57

245.57

186.82

515.82

ex VAT

125 00

19900

2900

26.43

21.00

3900

99.00

69.00

169.00

349.00

25.00

3800

149.00

38.20

65.00

25.00

32.00

41.12

685.00

149.00

125.00

55.00

69.00

125.00

45.00

79.00

99.00

489.00

209.00

15900

439 00

163.32 139.00

393.62 335.00

821.33

692.07

981.12

135.12

1126.82

252.62

386.57

487.62

539.32

81.07

546.37

327.82

76.37

339.57

186.82

41.12

64.62

37.60

210.32

57.57

339.57

193.87

351.32

393.62

57.57

92.82

76.37

327.82

45.82

2FTQPW MS Windows Server 2003 5 Clients 797 82

2SL3PW MS Windows SOS 2003 468.82

JLQPW MS Windows 2000 server 856.57

JLRPW MS Windows 2000 Server Professional 269.07

2G8GPW Red Hat Linux v9 Professional 99.87

29.8PW PROCLRAMPORersonal 2467

2SLBPW SuSE Linux v9 Professional 45.82

ZPJPW MSDN Universal Subscription

ZPJPW MSDN Professional Subscription

2FT4PW MS Visual Basic .NET 2003 Std

2FT8PW MS Visual C+*.NET 2003 Std

2FT6PW MS Visual C# .NET Standard 2003

2NPTPW MS Visual Studio .NET Pro 2003

699 00

589.00

835.00

115.00

959 00

215.00

329.00

41500

45900

69.00

465.00

279.00

65.00

28900
159.00

3500

55.00

32.00

179.00

49.00

289.00

165 00

299.00

335.00

49.00

79.00

65.00

279 00

39.00

67900

399.00

729.00

229.00

85.00

21.00

39.00

2196.07 1869.00

938.82 79000

88.12 75.00

12 75.00

12 75.00

863.62 735.00

Windows XP
Home Edition Upgrade
gylckhnx ZL5PW

www.dabs.com/microsoft

.77

.,&mH

034.!?
£72-!?

Unlock the full potential of your
personal computer with Windows
XP home edition.

Windows XP home edition gives you
the freedom to experience more
than you ever thought possible with
your home computer and the
Internet.
IMMO MICROSOFT Ric VAT ex VAT

ZL4PW Windows XP Home - Full Version 16450 140.00

Microsoft
ZL6PW

ZL7PW

Windows XP Professional

Windows XP Professional Upgrade

252.62

163.32

215.00

139.00

Norton Internet
SecurityTM 2004
gtifickhnx 2PSYPW

www.dabs.com/symantec

InOnternet Security

symantec.

AntiVirus 2004
gmcklinx 2PQRPW

Symantec's Norton Internet
Security- 2004 provides essential
protection from viruses, hackers,
and privacy threats. Powerful yet
easy to use, this award -winning
suite now includes advanced
spam-fighting software.

Encarta 2004 Premium
Suite DVD-ROM
cfiickbrix 2NX8PW

www.dabs.com/microsoft

Discover the ultimate learning resource...

Encarta Premium Suite 2004 combines
its award -winning encyclopaedia with a
range of research and learning tools
that deliver a complete reference
resource for school or home use.
These Include homework tools such as
project starters, Dictionary, Thesaurus,
Literature Guides and Chart Maker,
which together create a
comprehensive research centre that
helps students to achieve greater

Microsoft success at school or college.

lid SYMANTEC Inc VAT ex VAT

2PSZPW Norton Internet Security 2004 Upgrade 29.37 25 00

www.dabs.com/symantec

AntiVirus

symantec.

Works Suite 2004
qucklanx 2QCOPW

Symantec's Norton
AntiVirus 2004 is
the world's most
trusted AntiVirus
solution. It defends
against both known
and emerging
threats, removing
viruses
automatically.

www.dabs.com/microsoft

Works Suite
includes six popular
Microsoft home
products in one,
easy -to -use
package that helps
you manage family
finances, household
projects and

Microsoft hobbies.

Paint Shop Pro v8
ggicklinx WIWI  TAIM

www.dabs.com/jasc
 Retouch, repair,

and edit photos
 Create and

optimize Web
graphics

 Design cool
animations

 Easily add custom
images

 Share photos
electronically

Pant Shop Pro 8

Jasc Software.

£88
£75°?

tiyiscrOs *lens

Adobe
Acrobat 6 Standard
ccicklinx 2GBJP

www.dabs.com/adobe

iobc
\ crobat eu

StmuLvd

Adobe

HyperOs 2003
quick -Jinx 7VPW

www.dabs.com/hyperos

HyperOs is a simple
OS multiplier and a
simple OS manager.
Keep your existing
Windows installation
and clone several

OW° more, or add up to
10 more copies of
95 OSR2, 98, Me, 2k
and XP.

SUSE Linux O. Professional
gclickhnx MI=
www.dabs.com/suse

f252-9
£21500

Adobe° Acrobat® 6.0 Standard
software enables business
professionals to easily convert any
electronic or paper document -
even a Website - to a reliable
Adobe Portable Document Format
(PDF) file for exchange and review
with colleagues and customers.

GAINEI ADOBE
2013KPW Acrobat 6.0 Professional

Mc VAT ex VAT

386.57 329.00

Photoshop Elements
guickhnx P

www.dabs.com/adobe

includes
Photoshop
Album 2.0

Adobe

SUSE Linux 9.0
delivers all the
applications you

NI need for Internet,
WI office, multimedia,
'IR and home

networking. Its
installation routine
is now almost fully
automated.

Ahead Nero 6
qtricklinx 22MPPW

www.dabs.com/ahead

tler06

AH-ZADseir wxl

Adobe' Photoshop®
Elements 2.0 plus
Photoshop Album
2.0 software
provides everything
you need to
creatively enhance
your photos,
share them anyway
you like.

ViaVoice Pro 10.0
quickly -ix 2Q4XPW

www.dabs.com/scansoft

..A
sender

t.J1k

N ialloirc

Designed for
people who view
speech recognition
as a powerful
productivity tool,
viavolce Pro offers
improved accuracy,
command and
control.

Nero 6 is now the
name for a whole
suite of
applications for
burning DVD-Video,
photo, data, audio
or backing up
your PC.

Easy CD/DVD Creator
quicklinX 2C7TPW

www.dabs.com/roxio

EASY CD& Dy.D

r2Xio

Easy CD/DVD Creator
6 gives you the
creative control to
capture photos and
video, create DVD
movies or photo
slide shows, music
library, fix photos
or save important
documents on CD
or DVD.

14 See our website for latest prices



Microsoft Office 2003
For users who require the core desktop productivity tools. Oa
www.dabs.com/office2003 caOffice

qyjcklinx >shop faster 1 r dabspoints with every purchase! www.dabs.corri
great software - great prices!

macromedia
VirusScan 8.0
Home Edition
cciddinx 'SYPW

www.dabs.com/mcafee

MCAFEE*

Macromedia
Contribute 2 (1,ncklitlX 2P8WPW

www.dabs.com/macromedia

Now anyone can easily update content on existing
websites in minutes without knowing HTML. For web
professionals, this means less time spent updating web
content while retaining control over website design,
permissions and code.

ES= MACROMEDIA

2PWBPW Dreamweaver MX 2004

2PWGPW Fireworks MX 2004

2PWCPW Flash MX 2004

2PWDPW Flash MX 2004 Professional

2PWFPW Studio MX 2004

2PW9PW Studio MX 2034 -,Flash MX Professional

inc VAT

36307

292.57

457.07

581.62

821.32

938.83

ex VAT

309.00

249.00

389.00

495.00

699.00

799.00

McAfee' VirusScan" stops
viruses at all entry points
to your PC including the
synchronization process
with your PDA, thus
ensuring your computer
is fully protected against
viruses!

awn MCAFEE Inc VAT ex VAT

2SSZPW McAfee VirusScan 8.0 Professional 41.12 35.00

2H9BPW Total Virus Defense Suite - 5 User 222.07 16909

Autodesk
AutoCADLT 2004
quicklinX 22OZPW

www.dabs.com/autodesk

autodesk
retailer

Affordable 2D CAD software with a
streamlined interface, new
productivity -enhancing tools, and an
optimized DWG file format to support
an efficient design process. In
addition, Digital Signatures and the
enhanced DWF" (Design Web
Format") format make data sharing
more secure. AUtOGAD LT' 2004 is
100% compatible with AutoCAD- 2004.

Ewa AUTODESK
2D11PW Autodesk LT2004 Upgrade

inc VAT ex VAT

25732 21900

PowerQuest
PartitionMagic 8
quicklinX 25 PW

www.dabs.com/powerquest
PartitionMagic0 helps you resize,
create, move, split, merge, undelete
and convert partitions on your hard
drive for storing valuable
information. Step-by-step wizards
allow you to view changes before
applying them. Includes BootMagic0
which enables you to safely run
multiple operating systems on the
same computer. Supports Windows'
XP, 2000, Me, NT and 98/95.
CEZEI POWERQUEST inc VAT ex VAT

2MNMPW Drive Image v7 41 12 38 CO

£3271!
£279!?

COreIDRAW® Graphics Suite
12 introduces smart
design tools that
dramatically increase
productivity.

Comprehensive, powerful
and compatible, it is the
ideal graphics suite for
Windows0.

MEM COREL Inc VAT ex VAT

22WPPW Draw! Graphics Suite v12 Upgrade 163.32 139.00

Intuit
Quicken XG Suite
cpIcklinx 2185

www.dabs.com/intuit

'''.Intuit
CorelDraw®
Graphics Suite 12

.08

£69-.9?

To see the full
range check out
www dabs.com/
macromedia

macromedia

c
2004

Simplifies your finances - makes your
money work harder! Easy -to -use software
enhances the performance of:

 ONLINE BANKING  HOME BUSINESS
 HOME FINANCES  INVESTMENTS

Includes TaxCalc 2003 - the fastest and
easiest way to complete your self
assessment tax return.

2DTSPW Quicken X0

2CCKPW OuickBooks 2003 Regular

2CCLPW Ouickbooks 2003 Professional

2078 24.50

1146.87 125.00

233.82 199.00

cmckbnx 2ZWNPW

www.dabs.com/corel
mra

CorelDRAW
Graph., soar 12

CORO-

MEM TOP 5 PC CD-ROM GAMES SOFTWARE

2QLSPW Tron 2.0

2M5SPW Flight Simulator 2004

2QCKPW 13F1942: Secret Weapons

2LKPPW Halo: Combat Evolved

2QPFPW FIFA 2004

inc VAT en VAT

17.62 15.00

40.68 34.62

15.86 13.50

25.85 2200

25.85 22.00

PC Software
ISMIZI REFERENCE inc VAT ex VAT

2NX9PW MS Encarta 2004 Standard 2467 21.00

2NX5PW MS Encarta 2004 Plus 41.12 35.00

2NX7PW MS Encarta 2004 Premium DVDROM 4582 39.00

2808PW MS Encarta 2004 Premium CDROM 45.82 3900

ROUTING

2NXOPW MS AutoRoute 2004 41.12 35.00

2M8PPW Route 66 Britain 2004 29.37 25.00

SPEECH RECOGNITION

2FSFPW Scansoft Dragon Nat Speaking Pref v7 111.62 95.00

2040PW IBM ViaVoice Pro 010 81.07 69.00

SPREADSHEETS

2RYHPW MS Excel 2003 198.57 169.00

UTILITIES

297VPW Hyoer0s2003 R3 11832 99.00

297wPW Hyper0s2003 R4 175.07 149.00

297yPW Hyper0s2003 R6 22207 189.00

22MPPW Nero v6 5207 4500

YPVPW PowerQuest DriveCopy v4 3172 27.00

2MNMPW PowerGuest Drive Image v7 41.12

35.00

2529PW PowerQuest Partition Magic v8 45.82 39.00

2c7TPW Ramo Easy CD Creator v6 41.12 3500

248bPW Svmantec Norton Ghost 2003 3760 32.00

2SOZPW Symantec NAV/NPF Bundle 45.82 3900

2S8ZPW Norton Systemworks 2004 Std 57.57 4900

2S91PW Norton SystemWorks 2004 Pro 69.32 59.00

15V5PW wompftROCESSING 34.07 29.00

2QCQPW VIDSCADOMG 2004 inc Word 92.82 79.00

2PG7PW Adobe Premiere Pro v7

308PW Pinnacle Studio v9

2ccVPW Roxio VideoWave v5 Power Edition

30ZWPW LASIVKIMAISMIKO/MtOMS3

2P8WPW Macromedia Contribute v2
WYDDIN LAC Frnnt02na own

54837

52.87

69.32

24.67

465.00

45.00

59.00

21.00

81.07 69.00

15005 1AS

Student Software
=al SOFTWARE Inc VAT ex VAT

2PWNPWMicrosoft Office 2003 111.62 95.00

2594PW Symantec Norton SystemWorks 2004 29.37 2500

258EIPW Macromedia Studio 2004 MX 18882 159.00

Mac Software
CEO APPLE
2bNKPW Final Cut Express

2BNMPW Keynote

3068PW iLife '04

2SXZPW Apple Max OS X v10.3 Panther

See our full range of Mac software ati

Inc VAT ex VAT

64.62 55.00

76.37 65.00

64.62 55.00

88.12 75.00

Microsoft
Office 2003

eiviabgial Student
Student/Teacher Version

Word/Excel/
Powerpoint/Outlook

£111.62 (£95.00 ex VAT)
collect 111 Dabspoints

www.dabs.cOm/microsoft quIcklInx 2RZaPW

MOM GAMES SOFTWARE - ALL FORMATS

25GOPW Battlefield 1942

2M4CPW The Sims Superstar

27.15PW The Sims: Deluxe Edition

2D62PW GTA: Vice City

2D31PW Tomb Raider: AOD

2QNMPW Freedom Fighters

2011IBPW Rugby 2004

20NYPW Tiger Woods PGA Tour 2004

2QLYPW XIII

2R55PW PS2 -Cohn McRae Rally 04

203RPW XBOX - Star Wars KOTOR

2QPZPW PS2 - Soul Calibur II

2008PW PS2 - SSX3

2009PW PS2 - FIFA 2004

200XPW XBOX - FIFA 2004

20SBPW NGC - FIFA 2004

PC GAMES CONTROLLERS

28YFPW X45 Joystick & Throttle

2LPVPW Cyborg Evo

2P3RPW P880 Twin Analogue Pad

2BXHPW Cyborg 3D Gold

Inc VAT

28.20

1528

27.19

22.58

21.74

25.85

2585

25.85

24.68

3055

32.31

32.31

3231

3231

3231

32.31

58.75

28.20

15.86

22.33

ex VAT

24 00

13.00

23.14

19.22

1650

2200

22.00

2200

21.00

26.00

27.50

27.50

27.50

27.50

27.50

27.50

50.00

24.00

13.50

19.00

The UK's No.1 IT and Technology online retailer 15
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Swann DIY
Security Range

The Swann DIY Security range is easy t
install and use, providing you with a lo

cost and convenient solution f 
monitoring your home or business

IY Doorbel resVideo Phone
Intercom
 SEE, HEAR & SPEAK to visitors before opening

the door
 2nd camera option
Also available in the DIY range - electric door strike

Wireless
Secureview
2.4Ghz
Monitoring
System
(3 channel)
 Complete WIRELESS audio/visual Infra -Red

surveillance system
 2 extra cameras optional (wired or wireless)
 Ideal for monitoring your home or office

5e139.9Inc

e119.exc11

qylckhnx 2WZ3PW

'; 1 :# :I

ncam & Handheld
onitor Combo

 Pocket sized LCD colour monitor with unique Pen Camera
 Wireless 2.4Ghz, with up to 50m transmission range
 100's of uses for business or pleasure!

e499?,
L425 4c

qvickhriX 2X06PW

_:,)4r=.) 1)1:sLf-',51
 PC based video surveillance for home and office
 Motion detects and alerts using email, SMS or MMS
 Includes software and video capture card

 #

E891!
e76.e5x6c

quicklinX 2W6LPW

e1592c
e136l3,

Day/Night
Indoor L'o_L)!Jr
Camera
Keep your eye on the kids
whilst you're watching TV, or
blind -spots in your shop - it has
many potential uses.

2X3XPW

e41?r5

L35'1
qirticklinx 2W6HPW

 Quality colour lens, Infra -red LEDS for night -vision
and audio

 Easy mounting to wall or ceiling
 Connects to TV, VCR or Swann Monitor (above)

see the complete range at... www.dabs.com/swann



savastore.com
a division of WATFORD electronics

Your One Stop Shop. Top Brands Lowest Prices

NE
Microsoft
CERTIFIED

Partner

Intel

premier

mow=

Apar

itt
Windows

W PRICING

Aries PC'S
from Only

E399 Inc VAT

www.savastore.com/ariesoffer

vavastore
rr

'0,1) rs

/Pe'
I 6Arie1YEAR

94/Optin

Quality PC Systems at unbelievable prices, exclusively from Aries

Aries. Perfecto 2445 Aries Performa 2455+
 Intel Pentium 4 2.6GHz + HT 800MHz Processor

 MSi RS3M-IL Motherboard (New Launch)

 512Mb DDR400 Ultra Fast Memory

 120Gb UDMA 7200rpm Ultra Fast Hard Drive with 8Mb buffer

 16x DVD ROM Drive

 52x32x52 'Burn Proof Technology' CD-RW Drive

 128Mb ATI Radeon 9100 AGP Graphics (SMA) with TV -Out Port

 15" Slimline TFT LCD Monitor

 5.1 Surround Sound -6 Channel Audio

 5.1 Channel Surround Sound Speakers (add £29.95)

 56K Data/Fax/Voice Modem

 4 x Hi -Speed USB 2.0 Ports and an IEEE 1394 Firewire Port

 10/100 Fast Ethernet ready Network

 Aries EasySpace Internet Keyboard & Optical Scroll Mouse

 Ability OFFICE SUITE

*MS Windows Xp Homes

 Aries 6 year Warranty*

£599.9? 2704 99
Personalise your own specification visit www.savastore.com/perfecta2445

 AMD Athlon° XP2800+ Processor

 512Mb DDR 3200 Fast Memory

 160Gb 7200rpm UDMA-133 Fast Hard Drive

 16x DVD ROM Drive

 52x24x52 CD-RW Drive with 'Burn Proof' Technology

 128Mb NVidia GeForce4 128 bit 3D AGP Graphics (SMA)

 17" SlimLine TFT LCD Monitor

 5.1 Channel Surround Sound Audio

 5.1 Channel Surround Sound Speakers (add £29.95)

 56K Data/Fax/Voice Modem

 Hi -Speed USB 2.0 Ports & Firewire port
Windows

 10/100 Fast Ethernet ready Network

 Aries EasySpace Internet Keyboard & Optical Scroll Mouse

 Ability OFFICE SUITE

 MS Windows Xp Home*

 Aries 6 year Warranty*

AMD671
Athlon xr

£599-9? £7049
Personalise your own specification visit www.sovastore.com/performa2455+

Apr 04

Partade10273908

E92E11911AT £114 VAT

www.savastore.com

r

PartCode10273753

E1 ZE9x5VAT £,152In1c VAT

Portable
178Mb USB Drive
PartCode10234419

£22ENAT E2 6.: VAT

GreenPages Is a
Wafford Electronics
Publication.
Established 1972

0 I 0 gje

11971
As No.1 FOR OVER 30 YEARS

"941 ROW



Aries

Aries 5100 Pro Range
 Inter Pentium' 4 or AMP Athlon Processor

 MSI RS31M-1L (Intel) or Nvidia nForce2 (AMD) Motherboard

 256Mb DDR 3200 Ultra Fast Memory

 80Gb UDMA Fast Hard Drive with buffer

 16x DVD ROM Drive (Combo)

 52x24x52 'Burn Proof Technology' CD-RW Drive (Combo)

 128Mb NVidia GeForce 4 128 bit 3D AGP Graphics (AMD System)

128Mb ATI Radeon 9100 (SMA) with TV -Out (Intel System)

 5.1 Surround Sound 6 Channel Audio

 56K Internet/Data/Fax/Voice Modem

 USB Ports;10/100 Ethernet LAN

 1.44Mb Floppy Disk Drive

 Aries EasySpace Keyboard & Mouse

 Ability OFFICE SUITE

 MS Windows XP Home

 6 year Aries Warranty *

Aries Pertorma 5100 Pro AMD Athlon XP2400+

£299 95 2352"
Aries Perfecto 5100 Pro Inter Pentium° 4 2.8GHz

£379:95 £446"

POWERED HY

GRAPHICS

AMDZI
Athlon XP

Personalise your own specification visit www.savastore.com/5100pro

of Peace

3 Aries
YEAR

%barns.*

savastore.co
loin

Aries 5000 Range
 Inter Celeron' or AMP Athlon Processor

 MSI Motherboard

 256Mb PC2700 DDR Ultra Fast Memory

 40Gb UDMA Hard Drive

 128 bit 3D AGP Graphics solution with
upto 32Mb (max) frame buffer

 52x CD ROM Drive

 3D Sound Blaster compatible Sound

 56K Internet/Data/Fax/Voice Modem

 USB Ports;10/100 Ethernet LAN

 1.44Mb Floppy Disk Drive

 Aries EasySpace Keyboard & Mouse

 Ability OFFICE SUITE

 6 year Aries Warranty *

Aries Palermo 5000 AMD Athlon XP2400+

£209.95. £246:!
Aries Pedecta 5000 Intel Celeronx2.4GHz

£209.95 £246(.69A,

celeron-

AMDCI
Athlon-xP

Personalise your own specification visit www.savastore.com/5000

Aries 5100 Ultra Pro Range
 Intel" Pentium' 4 or AMP Athlon Processor

 MSI RS31M-11. (Intel) or Nvidia nForce2 (AMD) Motherboard

 512Mb DDR 3200 Ultra Fast Memory

 120Gb UDMA 7200 rpm Hard Drive

 16x DVD ROM Drive

 DVD Re -Writer Multiformat +/- Drive (also, CD-RW)

 128Mb NVidia GeForce 4 128 bit 3D AGP 8x Graphics iAisc system;

128Mb ATI Radeon 9100 (SMA) with TV -Out (Intel System)

 5.1 Surround Sound 6 Channel Audio

 56K Internet/Data/Fax/Voice Modem

 Hi -Speed USB 2.0 Ports; 10/100 Ethernet LAN

 1.44Mb Floppy Disk Drive

 Aries EasySpace Internet Keyboard & Mouse

 Ability OFFICE SUITE

 MS Windows XP Home

 6 year Aries Warranty *

Aries Pertorma 5100 Ultra Pro

AMD Athlon XP3000+

£459:9! £5402
Aries Perfecto 5100 Ultra Pro

Intel Pentium 4 3.0GHz

£499;95 £587:

n v 1)1

G -FORCE"
FX sosoo

AMD1
Athlon xP

if!

Personalise your own specification visit www.savastore.com/5100ultra

HIGHLY
COMMENDED

4

COMPUTER:f

...another Award for Aries PC's from Watford Electronics
PCW Verdict, April 2004 - HIGHLY COMMENDED Award Winner Overall Score - 4 out of 5

"What impressed us a great deal about the Aries Performa was its sheer Value for Money.
Suiting those who want top performance but need to keep an eye on the amount
they spend." Aries-

Ordering Aries PC's just gets better!
visit www.savastore.com/aries or Call PC Sales Now on 0810 027 09011

See Page 6 for Terms and Conditions 'Monitor not included, see monitor options opposite
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AMDZ1
Athlon XP

Aries 6100 Ultra Pro Range
 Intel' Pentium' 4 or AMD® Athlon® Processor

 MSI RS31M-11. (Intel) or Nvidia nForce2 (AMD) Motherboard

 512Mb DDR Ultra Fast Memory

 160Gb UDMA 7200 rpm Hard Drive

 16x DVD ROM Drive

 DVD Re -Writer Multiformat +/- Drive (also, CD-RW)

 128Mb NVidia GeForce 4 128 bit 3D AGP 8x Graphics ,

128Mb ATI Radeon 9100 (SMA) with TV -Out

 17" TFT LCD Monitor

*5.1 Surround Sound 6 Channel Audio

*Creative Inspire P580 5.1 Surround Sound Speakers + Sub -Woofer

 56K Data/Fax/Voice Modem

 US8 2.0 Ports; 10/100 LAN

 1.44Mb Floppy Disk Drive

 Aries EasySpace Internet Keyboard & Mouse

 Ability OFFICE SUITE

*MS Windows XP Home

 6 year Aries Warranty *

Aries Performa 6100 Ultra Pro AMD Athlon XP3000+

Aries Perfecto 6100 Ultra Pro Intel Pentium 4 3GHz 800MHz

£7 99..(9.5T 293991,
Personalise your own specification visit www.savastore.com/6100ultrapro

Aries Performa 9100
 AMD Athlon 64 3200+ Processor

 MSI K8T Neo FIS2R Motherboard

 512Mb PC3200 DDR Ultra Fast Memory

*160Gb UDMA 7200 rpm Hard Drive

 16x DVD ROM Drive

 8xDVD Re -Writer Multiformat Drive (also, CD-RW)

*256Mb NVidia GeForce FX5600 (DDR, TV -Out, DVI)

 19" TFT LCD Monitor

 5.1 Surround Sound 6 Channel Audio
 Creative Inspire P580 5.1 Surround Sound Speakers + Sub -Woofer

 56K Data/Fax/Voice Modem
 USB 2.0 Ports; Gigabits LAN

 1.44Mb Floppy Disk Drive

 On -Board RAID

 Aries EasySpace Internet Keyboard & Mouse
*Ability OFFICE SUITE,

*MS Windows XP Home

*6 year Aries Warranty *

Aries Perternia 9100 AMD Athlon 64 3200+

£97995 2115114
Personalise your own specification visit www.savastore.com/performa9100

11 Monitor Options for ALL Aries PC Systems
MIME Ex VAT Inc VAT

10010828 Aries 17" CRT Monitor 69.00 81.08

10010834 Aries 19' CRT Monitor 96.00 112.80

10263493 Aries 15" IC Slimline 189.00 222.08

10261717 NEC 1501 15" TFT 199.00 233.83

10268144 Samsung SM152V 15" Ivory TFT .199.00 233.83

10268154 CTX S501A 15" TFT 203.00 238.53

0233519 liyamo AX3835U 19' TFT 303.00 356.03

LiEf11311 Ex VAT Inc VAT

10224223 Aries 17" TFT Slimline .229.00 269.08

10264471 liyama 8430 17" TFT .285.00 334.88

10268079 ADI A715 17" TFT 309.00 363.08

10273752 BENQ FP74717" TFT .229.00 269.08

10264034 CTX PV722E 17' TFT 432.00 507.60

10264989 Aries 19" TFT Ursine 369.00 433.58

10270626 Hansol H950 19" Slyer 1FT 357.00 419.48,

Microsoft
MN 2003 Standard for Mats & Teachers

Only Ear. £105.,69.,
Fantastic Savings for Students, Teachers and Parents

c3paim..,

7

COMM NO I0

Over 12 Mouths

4=0 0/0

FINANCE
BUY NOW PAY LEER

NO INTEREST
Typical example:Cash price fA50 inc Vat, 5X

deposit £23.03, then PAY NOTHING for 12

months. then pay the total amount of £427

INTEREST FREE. Gr pay 36 monthly installments

of L19.28 (APR 29.8011 Finance subject to Ac

As. Mitten details on request.

sir

COMPUTE
SHOPPER

SpaceCube 3100
 2.4GHz Intel® Celeron® Processor

celeron

 512Mb PC2700 DDR Fast Memory (upg. 2Gb)

 80Gb UDMA-133 Fast Hard Drive

 16x DVD ROM Drive (Combo)

 CD-RW Drive 52x24x52 + BurnProof Technology

 MS Windows Xp Home*

*6 year Aries Unique Warranty®

£379:95 2446'44
www.savastore.com/spacecube3100

SpaceCube 3500 AMDZ1
Athlon xe

 AMD Athlon" XP2400+ Processor

 512Mb PC2700 DDR Fast Memory (upg. 2Gb)

 120Gb 7200rpm UDMA-133 Fast Hard Drive with
8Mb buffer

 16x DVD ROM Drive (Combo)

 CD-RW Drive 52x24x52 + Burn Proof Technology

 MS Windows Xp Home*

*6 year Aries Unique Warranty*

£419:88. 2493 36
www.savastore.com/spacecube3500

SpaceCube 4500
 Intel® Pentium®4 2.8GHz 533MHz FSB

Processor 512K Cache

 512Mb PC2700 DDR Memory (upg. 2Gb)

 120Gb 7200rpm UDMA-133 Fast Hard Drive
with 8Mb buffer

 16x DVD ROM Drive (Combo)

 CD-RW Drive 52x24x52 + Burn Proof Technology

 MS Windows Xp Home*

 6 year Aries Unique Warranty*

rift

£499T! 2587,24
www.savastore.com/spacecube4500

SpaceCube PC's Include:
 128 bit high performance 3D Graphics.

 5.1 Channel Surround Sound System.

 5.1Channel Surround Sound Speakers.

 56K v92 Internet/Fax/Voice Modem +FREE Internet Access.

 10/100 Fast Ethernet ready Network with Wake -On LAN.

 4xUSB 2.0 Ports (2xFront mounted),
3xFirewire ports (1xFront mounted),

2xSPDIF-Out (Front mounted).

 Aries EasySpace Internet Keyboard & Mouse.

 Ability OFFICE SUITE (Word processor,

Spreadsheet, Database & Drawing).

Additional features:

 Aluminium Case, S-Video/Composite TV port, PS/2 Mouse

port, 2xSerial Ports, Mic In Speaker Out and 1xAGPSIot.

 DVD Movie Playback software.

Monitor Optional Extra

Aries PC Systems I Year on -site Pans and Labour. Five Years Return to Base Labour Only. Specfications may change due fo circumstances beyond ourcontrol, pictures are for illustrative purposes Only.

011
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The Akr1 es Precision Notebook Range
With everything you need, whatever your requirements - everything but the hefty price tag!

Aries Precision 2736
 Intel® Pentium° 4 3.2GHz processor

 512Mb Hi -Speed DDR RAM, upgradeable to 1Gb

 15" SXGA TFT Display

 60Gb Ultra ATA-100 Fast Hard Drive

 DVD / CD ReWRiter ROM Drive

 ATI Radeon 9600 (M10) with 128MB video memory Graphics solution

 5.1 Surround Sound Spport, built in Stereo Speakers

 MS Windows XP Home

 Ability Office Suite

 3 Year RTB Warranty

I
Windows

POWERED BY

GRAPHICS

 10 Ports & PCMCIA Type 2  4 x USB, Parallel  Fast Infra -Red IrDA  TV -out port  IEEE1394a Firewire Port

 S -Video Out and external CRT monitor connector  56Kbps V90 Modem with FREE Internet Access

 AC Adapter 75 watts, Universal  12 Cell Lithium -ion Battery  10/100 Ethernet Network LAN Adapter

 ACPI Power Management  Weight:- about 3.4Kg  Dimension:- 332.0 x 281.0 x 39.7/44.7mm

E949:78 £1115!
Personalise your own specification visit www.savastore.com/precision2736

Aries Precision 2200
 Inter Pentium' 4 2.8GHz 533MHz Processor

 256Mb Hi -Speed DDR RAM, upgradeable to 1Gb

 15.1" SXGA+ Enhanced TFT Display

 40Gb Ultra ATA-100 Fast Hard Drive

 DVD / CD-ReWriter ROM Drive

 ATI Mobility Radeon M9 64Mb DDR AGP Graphics

 5.1 Surround Sound Support, built-in Stereo Speakers

 MUSIC CD Control Panel (Play CD Music without
powering the machine on!!)

 Email/Internet access via Hot Keys

 MS Windows Xp Home

 Ability OFFICE SUITE

 3 Year RTB Warranty

3 10 Ports & PCMCIA Type 2  4 x USB, Parallel  Fast Infra -Red

IrDA 0 TV -out port  1EEE1394a Firewire Port  S -Video Out and

external CRT monitor connector  56Kbps V90 Modem with FREE

Internet Access  AC Adapter 75 watts, Universal

 12 Cell Lithium -ion Battery  10/100 Ethernet Network LAN

Adapter  ACPI Power Management

£779:x95 2916-41
Personalise your own specification visit
www.savastore.com/precision2200

Aries Precision 213 3
 Intel® Pentium®4 2.4GHz Processor

 256Mb Hi -Speed DDR RAM upgradeable to 1Gb

 15" TFT SGA Display

 30Gb Ultra ATA-100 Fast Hard Drive

 DVD / CD ReWRiter ROM Drive

 ATI Mobility Radeon M9 64MB DDR AGP Graphics

 5.1 Surround Sound Spport, built in Stereo Speakers

 MS Windows XP Home

 Ability Office Suite

 3 Year RTB Warranty
H YEAR

Warranty'

 I/O Port USB 2.0 x2 I Parallel  CRT connector 3 RJ-11 I RJ-45

 FIR  1394A  MIC4n  S -video 0 TV -out  Headphone jack

 Type II PCMCIA I 56Kps V90 Modem with FREE Internet Access

I AC Adapter 90 watts, Universal I Lithium4on 8 Cell Battery

 10/100 Ethernet Network LAN onboard

 Size: 332,0 x 281.0 x 39.7/48.0 mm

£649;£763L
Personalise your own specification visit
www.savastore.com/precision2733

Aries Precision 1855
 AMD Athlon XP1800+ 1.53GHz Mobile Processor

 256MB Hi -Speed DDR RAM, upgradeable to 1Gb

 15" TFT Display

 20Gb Ultra ATA-I00 Fast Hard Drive

 DVD/CDRW Combo Drive

 ATI Mobility Radeon 9000 64Mb

 MS Windows XP Home

 Ability Office Suite

 3 Year RTB Warranty

aawarin

Feb 2004

 I/O Port USB 2.0 x2  Parallel  CRT connector  RJ-11  RJ-45

 FIR  1394A  MIC-in  S -video  TV -out  Headphone jack

 Type II PCMCIA 56Kps V90 Modem with FREE Internet Access

 AC Adapter 90 watts, Universal  Lithium -ion 8 Cell Battery

 10/100 Ethernet Network LAN onboard  See 339.4 x 282 x 48mm

£519:x®, £609;!T

Personalise your own specification visit
www.savastore.com/precision1855

AMMI
Athlon X P

*wanly



Enjoy the freedom to 11111111 from couch to café
Pick up a Aries wireless notebook PC with Intel° Centrino" Mobile Technology, and your friends can pick up the email messages, photos or

MP3's that you send from your nearest Wi-Fi* hotspot. Visit http://intel.com/unwire for a list of hotspots.

Aries Precision 5553
 Intel Centrino Mobile 1.4GHz Processor with 1Mb Level II Cache

 256Mb Hi -Speed DDR RAM, upgradeable to 2Gb

 14.1 SXGA TFT Display

 20Gb UltraATA Fast Hard Drive

 DVD/CDRW Combo Drive

 Intel 855GM Dynamic 64MB SMA Video

 Intel Integrated Wireless LAN (802.11b) Card

 5.1 Surround Sound & built in Stereo Speakers

 MS Windows XP Home

 Ability Office Suite

 3 Year RTB Warranty*

I I/O Port 2x USB2.0 I Parallel port I VGA ports RJ-11 I RJ-45 I FIR
I IEEE 394a Firewire Port I TV -Out I head phone(SPDIF)

I Type II PCMCIA slot I Li -Ion battery  10/100 Base -T LAN

I Fax/modem V.90/V.92 I Weight 2.3Kgs

 Size: 326(W) x 258(D) x 25.3(H) mm/32mm (front/back)

II 11E II
Personalise your own specification visit www.savastore.com/precision5553

L.

MOBILE
TECHNOLOGY

", /111111.iif it, if 11 1 ,1 Li__1±
1

Aries Precision 5551
 Intel' Centrino` Mobile 1.4GHz Processor with 1Mb Cache & SpeedStep Technology

 512Mb Hi -Speed DDR RAM upgradeable to 1Gb

 15.1" SXGA+ Enhanced TFT Display

 40Gb Ultra ATA-100 Fast Hard Drive

 DVD/CD-ReWriter ROM Drive

 ATI Mobility Radeon M9 64Mb DDR AGP Graphics

 Intel Integrated Wireless LAN (802.11b) Card

 MS Windows Xp Home

 Ability OFFICE SUITE

 3 Years RTB Warranty'

 10/100 Wireless Network LAN  IEEE] 394a Firewire Port  Lithium -ion Battery  2 x USB  Parallel,
Fast Infra -Red IrDA  TV -out ports  S -Video Out and external CRT monitor connector  PCMCIA
Type II Card Slot  ACPI Power Management

TECHNOLOGY

£899E95 £1057,44
Personalise your own specification visit
www.savastore.com/precision5551

Aries Precision 5556
 Intel Centrino Mobile 1.6GHz Processor with 1MbLevel II Cache

 512Mb Hi -Speed DDR RAM, upgradeable to 2Gb

 15 SXGA+ TFT Display

 60Gb UltraATA Fast Hard Drive

 DVD/CDRW Combo Drive

 ATI Mobility Radeon M11 128Mb DDR AGP Graphics

 Intel 855GM Dynamic 64MB SMA Video

 Intel Integrated Wireless LAN (802.11b) Card

 5.1 Surround Sound & built in Stereo Speakers

*MS Windows XP Home

*Ability Office Suite

 3 Year RTB Warranty'

centring, -

MOBILE
TECHNOLOGY

 I/O Port 2 X USB2.0  Parallel Port  VGA port  RJ-11 I RJ-45
II FIR  1394a  TV -Out  head phone(SPDIFI  Type II PCMCIA slot
 Li -Ion battery  10/100 Base -T LAN  Fax/modem V.90/V.92+802.11b on board Intel' PRO/Wireless
2100/2100A I MiniPCl solution)  Size : 326(W) x 258(0) x 25.3(H) mm/32mm (front/back)

£999-95. 211749.4.0
Personalise your own specification visit www.savastore.com/precision5556

AriesN Notebook Range, exclusively from...

savastore.com
a division of WATFORD electronics

"re -installed for your convenience. Upgrade option to CD version amiable at additional charge on most PC systems. Mes Notebooks 'I Yee Reim -to -Base Pals & labour. 2 Yeas

Return -to -Base Labour criii.Prertsioled fa you convenience. Upgrade opfion to CD version wobble at additional charge on most PC systems. Specificafions correct at timeof print-

ing. In some instances these may change due to circumstances beyond our control Ridges for illustrative purposes only.

Wireless connectivity and some features may reroute you to purchase additional software. services a external hardware. Avoikiblity of public wireless LAN access points Rbted. System
perfamonce measured by MobleMak 2002 System pert conance. battery life. wireless performance and functionality MI vary depending on your specific hardware and sof-brae

configurations.

oi



savastorecorrt
a division of WATFORD electronics STIR

'..delivery has been speedy and customer services a joy in dealing with my problems'
RD, London

sho s: computers

Welcome to the April edition of the Green Pages, as always packed full with all the latest product
offerings horn top brands at great prices. Don't miss our great Easter savings on all the Aries PC systems
- prices have been even further reduced! (see pages 1-2).

At www.savastore.com the Easter Eggshavaganza is upon us once again!!!

No! Stop ill Not If I was to tell you where they were, everyone would want to know!

I am of course talking about eggs. Not the normal yolky variety, but Easter Eggs of the colourful variety.
Simply visit www.savastore.com and find the eggs hidden around the site. Find six eggs, answer a few questions
and you could win an eggcelent prize!

So go on - go egg hunting and you could win anything from a Lexmark X1 150 printer, a copy of the New
Quickbooks 2004 regular from Intuit or even a Palm Zire 71! But hurry, the eggs will disappear on
Friday 16th April!

On a more serious note I do value your feedback about us, our products and our performance so if you have
any comments please feel free to contact me personally at: sfalwatford.co.uk

Shiraz Jess° Managing Director

Contact Information
Sales: - : xi( customer Services:
Technical Services:,  watford.co.uk Ades PC Support:::._support4wafford.co.uk

For further Information visit: www -0contactus
For store opening times visit: www .... )rn/openingtimes
For full terms and conditions of sale visit www.savastore.com/terms

For location map please see www.savastore.com/contactus

Call: p870 027 0900 Fax: 0870 027 0901

Online www.savastore.com

SONY
Clie TJ25 Colour
The new PEG -T.125 CLIE handheld provides everything

you need to stay organized and entertained. The high -
resolution color screen shows images in full details and

color with amazing clarity.

v 16MB High Resolution TFT Display, 2110MI-tz Processor

4 Super -slim aluminum body
 Center Jog Dial navigator
 Memory Stick° media expansion slot
 tithi um -ion polymer rechargeable battery (internal[

£110.60. Vjr
ode 10271875

g129.96,c.

ZIRE 71
The Zire" 71 handheld, with rich
multimedia features, is ideal for everyday
personal use.

Its just the thing for students, young professionals
and even busy mums who want to keep their con-
tacts, appointments and software all in one place,

share images with family and
friends, and listen to MP3
music 1 on the move.

Canon
Powershot A75
The PowerShot A75 is easy to use yet fully equipped to
explore the world of digital photography. Experiment
with 13 shooting modes, frame creatively with the 3x
optical zoom, shoot fun movie clips and check out the
range of accessories. Canon Visionary Technology
delivers breathtaking results at an affordable price.

 3.2 Megapixels for detailed prints up to A4 sae

 3x optical zoom (approx. 10x combined)

 9 -paint AiAF auto -focus system and large 1.8" LCD

£163"901x VAT

£177." Inc VAT

tow

BenQ
DC -050 Digital Camera

Eunee4
. 40

Ex Vr..4j

k
1£164.971j

iPAQ h2210 ra.The small and sleek HP IPAQ Pocket PC
h2210 has the optimal combination of
features, performance, and expandability that
allow individuals and mobile professionals use of
their pocket pc seven days a week -at home, at
work, and on the go.

Integrated Bluetooth- for wireless communication
with other Bluetooth' devices.

£185Fx VAT

 Excellent image [5MP CCD + HIT tech.]

 Most compact PAS mode (Programmable / Aperture
Priority / Shutter Speed)  12X zoom (3X optical zoom / 4X
digital zoom)  Movie clips with sound

 Voice recording on image

% £239..

£280"Inc VAT

For the complete Benq range.
Visit www.savastore.com/benq

Nikon
CoolPix 5700
Powerful 8x Optical Zoom equivalent range of
35mm-28(mm. Extra -ow Dispersion lens elements for
crisp, clear shots -even as close as 1.2 inches. 5.0
Megapixel CCD, maximum resolution of 2,560 x 1,920
pixels. Electronic Viewfinder with 180,000 -dot polysNcon
anti -reflective TFT LCD.

'1 FUJIFILPA ol DigitalDIGITAL IMAGING ......

010
Fun -sized, ultra -portable digital camera that's
affordable for everyone

1.92 million effective pixels

1/2 CMOS sensor with 2.0 million total pixels

044

 Automatic flash with red -eye reduction
 Lens equivalent f = 45mm on a 35mm camera
 1.45" colour TFT LCD screen, 161,600 pixels)

 Focus -Normal: 120cm to infinity, macro: 60- 120cm
File format: JPEG (Exit Ver 2.1), movie AVI

01114

 8MB internal memory & optional xD-Picture Card"

£71.70I Ex VAT

041

Pert IiiRiiit--,
E84.25

Inc VAT

FinePix S7000 Zoom

04
6.3 million effective pixels, delivering 12 Million recorded
pixelsIs

. V. 4

0% al37Compact Flash rriedia

£462.95

High capacity: avaieble in 64,128, 256, 512MB formats.

F om £17.!°,1
p,,c ;.,e 10260712

£394,,.1
V-)

P PINNACLE
Se5TtleS

Instant PhotoAlbum
Quickly organize Your Digital photos and Video clips into

interactive, High -Resolution slideshows, bum them onto

CD or DVD and watch them On Your TV with instant

PhotoAlbum. Instant PhotoAlbum quickly turns Your

photos into exciting Productions

that you can share and enjoy

with friends and family

£15. VAT

Kodak
EasyShare CX6230

E89.33H

1£104."Inc VAT

PENTAX
Optio S4
 Smallest & lightest 4mp'e, Patented Sliding Lens System
 Aluminium body milled fresh v Improved shutter delay

 3x optical and 4x digital zoom.
 Super macro 6cm to 20cm w 4x digital zoom.
 Infinity landscape mode.
 Manual focus 6cm to infinity, with LCD magnifier

 8 modes - program, picture, night scene, movie,
panorama assist, 3D image, Digital filter, User setting.

Optio 555
 Precision 5MP Digital Camera

Aluminium alloy body  5x Optical zoom

L
£313. VAT

PartCocie 10273844

£36 738Inc VAT

[£20561nc VAT

CASIO.
S3 Pocket Camera

£188.99Ex VAT

Code 10271067

£222.06Inc VA

CASIO.
Z4 Pocket Camera

£223.50Ex VAT

10273334

E262.62 Inc VAT

Visit our
Luton Showroom
Watford Electronics LTD Jessa House,
Finway, Luton, LU1 1WE

13313 Ex VAT Inc VAT

10261923 Aces n20 Pocket PC Handheld 64Mb 31634 371.70

10262575 Brother P -Touch 220 Hand held & Carry 7400 86.95

10273125 IPAQ H4I50 400MHz 64MB Bluetooth 220.00 258.50

10273124 IPAQ H1930IEN 32MB WPC 16400 192.70

10268193 iPAQ H1940 200MHz 32/64 SOO Bluetooth 1552 182.13

10268195 iPAQ H5550 400tAliz Intel X -Stole 335.00 393.63

10273195 Tungsten W - Dragonball VI 338.99 39831

10271874 Palm tungsten E PDA/Handheld 32Mb 119.00 139.83

10268307 Palm Tungsten 12 Colour Handheld 32Mb 18900 7!2.53

10272026 Palm Tungsten T3 Colour Handheld 64Mb _218.50 256.74

10273198 Sony Cie 1J35 Colour Palm 13510 158.63

10265245 Sony Cie TG50 Colour Palm 214.93 252.04

10268234 Sony Cie 1473 Handheld 29910 339,58

10271876 Sony Cie LIX50PDA/Handheld 435.00 511.13

10248354 Toshiba PocketPC e740- Wireless 33910 398.33

10266623 Toshiba PocketPC e750- WiFi 425.00 499.38

DIGITAL CAMERAS

man RENO
0266264 DCI016 I6MB USB

0266262 DC2410

Ex VAT Inc VAT

27.00 31.73

105.00 123.38

0271237 DC3410 Silver 75.99 89.29

0273131 DC C50 239.00 280.83 I

CANON
0275098 IXUS 500 .27831 32701

0275099 IXUS 430 231.68 27222
027tba IXUS Ils 192.00 21.5.60

0270551 Powershot A80 231.00 271,43

0275101 Powershot 0310 113.03 132.81

CASIO
0271066 N-S2000A Eelim 135.99 159.79

0273335 EX -642000A Ezilim 169.00 198.58

0271068 EX-13D0A Evilim Inc Cradle 176.00 206.87

027tba 00-1241 3x Zoom 4MP 199.99 234.99

EPSON
0268608 PhotoPC L 300 153.00 179.78

0270552 Pho1oPC 1-400 190.00 223,25

FUJI

0262428 FrePe A204 132.99 156.26

0272487FinePix A205 79.99 93.99

0268530 AnePix A210 98 00 115.15

0268190 FinePe 0310 157.00 184.48

0272488 FinePe 53003 159.00 186.83

0268531 FinePe 55003 216.50 25439

HEWLETT PACKARD
0270370 PholoSmart 635 9900 116.33

0268183 Pholosmarl 735 129.00 151.58

0265330 Photosmart 935 199.00 233.83

KODAK
0268598 046200 EasyShore 62.99 74.01

0268599 DX6440 EasyShare 174.99 205.61

0273674 EasyShare 046499 242.99 3551
0268600 DX4530 EasyShare 17200 202.10

MINOLTA
0272490 Dimage Al 514.00 603.95

0272491 Dimage 81 213.00 250.28

0272492 Dimage X20 9500 111.63

0267628 Dimage S414 216.00 25320

NIKON
0268189 Cool& SO 24300 285.53

0275102 Coolp82200 3x Zoom 2MP 111.66 131.20

0275103 Coolp8 NCO 3x Zoom 328P 171.18 11.14
0275106 070 Digital SLR 1St 793.83 932.72

OLYMPUS
0263881 Mju-C300 174.00 204.45

0275108 C-770 IN loom 4.2MP 347.43 40823
0275109 0-360 3x loon 3.3MP 127.98 15038

PENTAX
0273842 Oplio 33 -LE 3,x Zoom 3.2MP 159.00 186.83

0273843 Opts 33-WR 3.2MP Weather -Proof 209.03 245.58

0273845 Optic 550 5x Zoom 5MP .311.00 365.43

0273946 Opt 450 Sr /corn 4MP 27800 326.65

SAMSUNG
0273702 Digimax V3 174.00 204.45

0271112 Digimox V4 199.00 233.83

SONY
10265393 DSC-P10 5 Megapttel 249.00 292.58

10268233 DSC-PI2 5 Megaaxel 276.11 324.43

10271957 DSC-1130 Cybershot - Silver 124.43 146.21

6 Buy On-line Now, Pay in 12 Months*
m order value £35:  www.savastore.com/finance for more information



BUY LATER savastore.comlfinance
savastore.com
a division of WATFORD electronics

Once again thanks, for the good service. I have no doubt I will be using your services in
the future with a new confidence!' FB, London

computers

TOSHIBA
Keep your life and business on track with Toshiba s entry-level professional notebooks.
The Toshiba Range offer great -value notebooks which bring added power, mobility
and performance to everyday tasks.

TOSHIBA NOTEBOOK RANGE

10275125

10275126

10266376

102607
10260917

10273827

SATELLITE RANGE
Ex VAT Inc VAT

SateAte Pro A10 - C2.5/256MB/30GB/14.1"/DVD/XP Home 599.00 703.83

Sateite Pro A10 - C2.5/256MB/30GB/14.1"/Combo/XP Pro 648.00 761.40

Sateite Pro A40 - P4 3.06/256MB/40GB/Combo/15'/XP Pro 849.00 997.58

Sateite Pro M30 - P -M 1.5/256MB/40GB/Combo/I5.4'/XP Pro 1099.00 1291.33

TECRA RANGE
Teaa M2- P -M 1.6/256/40/Combo/14"/Wid64/MH/XP Pro 1399.00 1643.83

Teaa M2- P -M 1.7/512/10/Combo/I4EnVid64/WiR/XP Pro 1499.00 1761.33

PORTEGE RANGE

Portege RICO- PM I GIV256/40/12.1"/Win/XP Pro 1366.63 1605.05

Portege MI CO - PM 1.2GHz/256/40/DVD/12.1"/WE/XP Pro 1265.00 1486.38

Portege 3503- Tablet PC - Pill 1.33/256/40/127LAN/WiF/XP 1199.00 1408.83

Portege M20D- Tablet PC - P -M 1.6G-1z/256/60/I2'/LAN 1599.00 1878.83

SONY
Whether you are looking for power, connectivity or just want to sit back
and explore countless multi -media possibilities, the VAIO Series has an
all -in -one model with everything you need.

NMI
18271423

10271871

10271424

10271872

10268333

10265205

10273889

Ex VAT Inc VAT

GRT8165 - P4 2.8GHz / 512MB / 80Gb /DVD+/-RW / 16"/ XP Home 1367.90 1607.28

GR1896SP - Intel P4 2.8Ghz/ 1Gb / 80Gb / DVD+/-RW / 16.1"/ XP Pro 1986.00 2333.55

GRT896HP - P4 2.8GHz / 512MB / 60Gb / DVD+/-RW / 16.1" / XP Pro 1340.00 1574.50

\isn't? - Centrino 1.6Ghz / 512MB / 40GB / CD-RW/DVD / 12.1"M / XP Pro 1165.63 1368.88

GRT796SP -MP42.5GHz / IGB / 80GB / 16" TFT / XP Pro 2255.00 2649.63

GRX616SP - Intel P4 2.4Ghz / 1Gb / 60Gb / DVD+/-RW / 16.1"/ XP Pro 1960.00 2333.00

FR4155 - Intel P4 2.8GHz / 15' / 60GB / 512MB / XP Home 998.00 1172.65

Not only are Samsung's range of Notebook computers leading edge for fea-
tures and functionality, they are also great looking and wonderfully portable.

Ex VA1 Inc VAT

V30 - MP4 2.66GHz / 256m8 / 30G8 / DVD/CDRW / 15.1" / XPH 825.00 969.38

102732e2 V30 - MP4 2.8GHz / 512MB / 30GB / DVD/CDRW / 15.1"/ XPH 895.00 1051.63

10273108 P30 PM 1.4GFtz / 256MB / 30GB/ DVD/CDRW / 14.1 XGA / XP Pro 1080.00 1269.00

10273111 X05 PM 1.4GHz / 256MB / 30GB/ DVD/CDRW / 14.1 XGA / XP Pro 940.00 1104.50

10273113 X15 PM 1.4GH0 / 256MB / 30GB/ DVD/CDRW / 15 XGA / XP Pro 1039.00 1220.83

10273116 X10 PM 1.6Gtiz / 512MB / 40GB/ DVD/CDRW / 14.1 XGA / Win 2000 1325.00 1556.88

10273877 M30- MP4 2.8GHz / 512MB / 60GB / DVD-RW / 15.4' / XPH 1440.00 1692.00

Portege A100
 Intel Pentium Mobile 1.4GHz Processor  256Mb Ram
 40Gb Hard Drive  DVD/CDRW Combo Drive
 12.1" Screen  Microsoft Windows XP Pro

E939.. £11 OWv,,
PartCode 10274121

Tecra M2
 Intel Pentium Mobile 1.4GHz Processor  256Mb Ram
 30Gb Hard Drive  DVD/CDRW Combo Drive

 14" Screen  WiFi  nVid32  Microsoft Windows XP

£109

Vaio FR4156

9E% VAT £129 I
INC VAT

.33

PartCode 10275124

 Intel° Celeron° Processor 2.8GHz  512MB DDR SDRAM

 40Gb Hard Disk Drive  CDRW/DVD Combo
 15" TFT Screen  Microsoft Windows XP Home

E718.,AT
PartCode 10273887

Vaio FR415M
 Intel° Pentium° 4 Processor 2.8GHz  512MB DDR SDRAM

 40Gb Hard Disk Drive  CDRW/DVD Combo
 15" TFT Screen  Microsoft Windows XP Home

E87 8E% VAT 21 031 :N65A,
PartCode 10273888

 Intel' Celeron° Processor 2.4GHz  256MB DDR SDRAM
 30GB Hard Disk Drive  DVD  14.1" XGA Screen
 MS Windows XP Home

E639E.T 2750.81
PartCode 10273880

M10
 Inter Pentium Mobile Processor 1.6GHz  512MB DDR SDRAM
 40GB Hard Disk Drive  DVD/CDRW Combo
 14.1" XGA Screen  MS Windows XP Pro

 Integrated Biometric Fingerprint Security
 ONLY 1.0Kg weight 8 30mm thin

E1295E £1521
PartCode 10273115

invnt
NX9010 Business
Notebook

Designed for growing
businesses, this ultimate value

notebook provides superior
scalable performance and
flexible connectivity at the
lowest possible price.

Fr m£662e.

£778 "Inc VATW
G131131 Ex VAT Inc VAT

10274394 P401 2.8081 /256MB/40GB/15'1H/

DVD-CDRW / EP Pro 819.00 962.33

102163*. P4 DT 3.6GH7 /256MB/40GB/15IF1/

DVD-CDRW I XP Pro 919.00 1079.83

acer Aspire 1350 Range
Complete Entertainment and Business Advantages %It
the best of Work and Leisure worlds

Perfect Multimedia for Thrilling Entertainment

Freedom over your Workplace
Convenient
Connectivity for
the Office and Home

10275162 Aspiel3SSXC AMD 2603i /256M8/30GB1

IF IFT/ DVD-CDRW I XP Hone 565.00

10275163 Aspire 13SSLC AMD 26001/512838/40GE/

IF TFT/DVD-CDRW I HP Home 605.00

663.88

710.88

JOYBOOK 5000 BenQ
Get it all. The latest InterCenthne mobile computing
technology for wireless networking when and where
you want. See it all. A 6 -hours battery life means the
pleasure lasts longer. Do it oil. A simmer and lighter
design matches your on -the -go, never slow lifestyle.

Enhanced 3D gaming and movie viewing

The joybook 5000 will take your eyes on a ride they
won't forget. With a unique ultra bright 200 -nit LCD
screen, images are crisper with more details.

 Intel Centrino 1.6GHz /60Gb / 512Mb / DVD/CDRW/
14.1' LCD / XP Pro

I £1021,,d

£1199",

MP -X9731 JVC
JVC s incredibly light, small 1GHz Cenhino Mini -Note for
powerful on the go, always in control computing. Just
905 grams of ample strength bursts the desktop shackles
and hamesses the turbulent information flood.

XP -731

Centrino 1GHz/ 40Gb / 256Mb/
XP Pro / TFT

£1389..
PartCode 10273101

£1632.07 VAT

M111111111111111111111111111
acrs Ex VAT Inc VA1

10270957 095230 - Intel P34,6 933Mhz/

128MB/20Gb/8.7'TFT /XP Pro 972.00 1142.10

USB 2.0 4 Port BE lailliboTh Mini Optical
Economy Hub Mouse

E16.90Ex VAT

PartCode 10272317

£19.861nc VAT

Aries Notebook Carry Aries
Case

E4.97Ex VAT

PartCode 10264095

£5"Inc VAT

£9"Ex VAT

£11.141nc VAT

Deluxe Carry From
Case

,fusi-
£49. VAT

£57 "In, VAT
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Duron 1.4GHz + Fan

+ Motherboard + 256 RAM

rwww.savastore.com/motherboards 9EX VAT £92.83_ Inc VAT

p ps. drop

Would I recommend you to anyone else. I already have. Thanks again! PH, Yorkshire

Savastore.com Customer Survey

soakecseizido

tow.ossembled

shoes: computers

Motherboard Kit
UpgradeOptions

iu ori6i,r I

Aries
ATX Midi Tower Case
with 300W + Flood
Light Strips

£19.75AT £23.2,1 vAT

PortCode 10272793

,
DW-U18A
8x Int IDE DVD/ DVDRW
+/- Drive

£75E, VAT £88.131nc VAT

/artCode 10274478811V

Geforce FX5700
128Mb AGP + DVI + TV Out

£795x VAT £92.83,nc VAT

PartCode 10272014

SONY
CDRW/DVD Combi
Drive 48x24x48x16x DVD
Oem + Software

f2695AT f:31 .67Inc VAT

PartCode 10266698

Aries
Cordless Mouse
+ Charging Station

£11'. VAT £13.57,,,,.
PartCode 10264099

Duron 1.4Ghz + Fan
MSI 6738 MotherBoard
256Mb DDR Memory

AMDC1
1r.Wop

Athlon" XP2400
Athlon XP2400 + Fan
MSI KT4 MotherBoard
256Mb DDR Memory

AMDCI
Athlon XP

Athlon" XP2600
Athlon XP2600 + Fan
MSI KT4V-L MotherBoard
256Mb DDR Memory

ONY.(.
Athlon" 64
Athlon XP3200 + Fan
MSI KT8 MotherBoard
512Mb DDR Memory

AMD71
Athlon XP

Celeron° 2.4GHz
Celeron 2.4GHz + Fan

MSI MS-6533GL MotherBoard

256Mb Memory

ceieron

Pentium° 4 2.4GHz
Intel P4 2.4GHz 800MHz + Fan

MS -6585 MotherBoard

256Mb Memory

ink

Pentium° 4 2.66GHz
Intel P4 2.66GHz 800Mhz + Fan

MS -6585 MotherBoard

256Mb DDR Memory

ink
pant nun 4

Pentium° 4 3.0GHz
Intel P4 3.0GHz + Fan

MS -6585 MotherBoard

256Mb Memory

Duron" 1.4Ghz
£92.83,c,
PartCode 10273890

READY TO INSTALL!!

£88.99_ _ Ex VAT

£104.56. VAT

PartCode 10273891

£110 VAT

£129.25 Inc VAT

PartCode 10261462

READY TO INSTALL!!

£119.99,, VAT

£140.99..
Pa rtCod e10261463

£115. VAT

£135.131,,c VAT

PortCode 10268196

READY TO INSTALL!!

£124.99,.
£146.8 7Inc VAT

P.MCode 10268197

READY TO INSTALL!!

£299,, VAT

£351.33..
PartCode 10273146

£99. AT

£116.33..
PortCode 10272022

READY TO INSTALL!!

£108.99,, VAT

£128.07,,,c VAT

PartCode 10272023

£159, VAT

£ l86.83_ Inc VAT

PartCode 10268632

READY TO INSTALL!!

£168.99,, VAT

£198.561nc VAT

PortCode 10268633

£179 VAT

53£210  _ _ Inc VAT
PartCode 10268634

READY TO INSTALL!!

£188.99,..
£222.06..1
PartCode 10268635 )
£209_ Ex VAT

£245.581nc VAT

PartCode 10253124

READY TO INSTALL!!

£218.99..
£257.31 Inc VAT

PartCode 10268639

11111111111111.1114

ASUS Socket A Ex VAT Inc VAT

10266146 A7V13X 81400 Skt A MX AGP 8x AD k 133 ..... 38.10 44.77

1027tba A1V8K El Det se/GD K1432 Ski A 0133 SataIRW .... 71.50 84.01

0210522 K8V/Deluxe Skt 754 K81803 SATA /Raid 90.95 106.87

10270525 A708X-MX Skt A KM400 8K LAN 35.30 41.48

10268523 A7V620KT60000R 400 51.10 60.04

Socket 478
10267926 P4PeC0 Ski 478 AIX AGP Pro ATAI33 LAN RW 69.20 81.31

10270529 P4513009VIA VT8237 800FSB 2. LAN SATA 40.85 48.00

10266138 P45533 -MX SDR/DDR Skt 478 AGP 4x ATAI00 _34.95 41.07

10270517 P4C800-E/Deluxe Inte1875P 820fSB Intel Lon 119.00 139.83

10267925 1458005064890 8xAGP 0012403 LAN ATAI33 39.50 46.41

INTEL

10267130875 5478 Dual Channel 8x SATA AIX 99.00 116.33

10267131 865 5478 2Chl 84 10/100 Lan SATA RAID 58.10 68.27

10267133 8655478 Dual Channel DDR400/3331266 ex 59.80 70.27

1067137 845 6178 10/100Lan DDR 266 Spot 400 FSB 48.03 56.44

MSI Socket A
10242819 K14AV-L Vie 0420A DORM AGP LISB2.2+ tAN AIX 39.50 46.41

10255660 K7N2 Delta- SR 400Mhz FSB nAldia C I8D Sound/

SATA RAID/1394 8X AGP AIX 66.50 78.14

10267967 K7N2 Delta -IL 400Mhz FSB nVda Clush180 Sound/..

ieee139413K AGP AD( 4620 54.29

10272004K7N2 Delta -I. 403Mhz FSB MK& DushleD Sound 59.00 116.33

10272105 06Delta-LSR 400FSB Via KHOO SATA UN 5.ICh AIX 47.90 56.28

10272206881 Neo-F6211, Athlon64, YOKED GB LANSAW

IDE RAID,ieeel 394 70.00 82.25

10272006 K81 Neof1S2R, Athlon64, VioK81800 GB LAN.

SATA, IDE RAIDTecie1394 . 70.20 82.25

102711ba KM4M-L, 333FSB,Via KM400audio/VGA, IAN , cal call

SOCKET 478

10271tba 651M-158651 14 M CPU DDR 533Mhz Auzio/

Graphics USB2.0 + IAN u-AIX

102609168451E Moil P4 HI CPU COR 533Mhz Auk+ MHO

10248378 64BENee-1. P4 DORM/11v Au& + LW% AGP APA

10267945 875P Neo2-FIS2R P4 8110MhzFSB/audio/SATA/

ieee1394/GbitLAN APA 11400

10267947 651E Neo2-13 04 830416581ou1all46I/SA112 69.00

10271tba 848P Neo-15 P48510Mhz Inle1843p LAN, SAA RAID coll

10272008 P4MAM-L P4 8/a P4M266A DDR 533mhz audio+

LAN u-ATX 46.00 5405

cal col

.572 66.98

.48,99 57,56

133,95

81.08

call

A7V600 Skt A DDR400 KT600
8X Audio/Lan/SATA MB
The ASUS A7V600 is the only solution that flawlessly

combines the VIA KT600 chipset, DDR 400 memory
support and 400MHz FSB to deliver excellent performance

at an attractive price. Also included are Gigabit LAN,
Serial ATA and AGP 8x for
high-speed data transfer
and peripheral
connectivity.

£55.20. VAT

£64.861nc VAT

865PE Neo2-PFS
SIM

- Inter 865PE Chlaset
Supports FSB 800/533/4400(Northwood only)M1-12.-

46 Supports AGP 8X interface.
Supports Dud Chwati DDR 400/333/266 ',unary interface

- 6 USB 2.0 ports I another 2 for upgrade I
Gigabits LAN on board, ieee 1394 on board
Support SATA

Prescott CPU Ready!

£69Ex VAT

Ex VAT Inc VAT

10303628 32Mb Memory Stick .24.50 28.79

10263923 64Mb Merry:4y Stick 23.20 27.03

10283924 128Mb Memory Slick 32.45 38.13

10265862 256Mb Memory Stick 69.00 81.08

128Mb Memory
Stick £39..

PartCode 10263924

£4582Inc VAT

CARD READERS & ADAPTERS

GEM Ex VAT he VAT

10264476 Smart Media PCMCIA Adapter 1835 21.56

10264477 Compact Hash Type Ito PCMCIA 8.50 9.99

10260715 Smart Media reader USB 1.1 930 10.93

10260714 Compact Flash reader USB 1.1 9.30 10.93

10264478 Sdcord reader USB 1.1 1220 14.10

10264479 Memory Slick reader USB 1.1 1220 14.10

10268100 Hash 6 in I USB2 Reader 23 10 27.14

home entertainment
MEMORY SDRAM

[NEI Ex VAT Inc VAT

SDRAM PC133

10011129 128Mb 168 Pinto( 133MHz Bus 19.00 22.33

10011167 256Mb 168 Pin for I33MHz Bus 2920 34.08

10005879 512Mb 168 Pin for 133MHz Bus 42.00 49.35

256Mb SDRAM PC133

1 £29."

£3513 JJ

Kirliq.81Q10
rEmtl RAM

VolueRAM is Kingston's high quay ine of generic
memory designed with the price -conscious system
balder, assembler and white box markets in mind.

For configuration, product and pricing information
visit www.SavosTOre.com/kingston

£11.55Ex VAT

From Only

MEMORY DDR

DDR PC2100 184 PIN

10011772 128MB PC2100 DDR RAM Nor -Parity 13.50 15.86

10011773 256MB PC2100 DDR RAM Non -Parity 19.99 23.49

10214019 5126116 PC2100 DDR RAM Nan -Parity 48.60 57.11

DDR PC2700 184 PIN

10234397 256MB PC2700 DDR RAM Non -Parity 20.95 24.62

10234398 512M8 PC2700 DDR RAM Non -Parity 37.95 44.59

10262320 IGB PC2700 DDR RAM Non -Parity 169.20 198.58

DDR PC3200 184 PIN

10263982 256mB PC3229 DDR RAM Non -Parity 25.50 29.96

10263983 512MB PC3200 DDR RAM Non -Parity 5500 64.63

SO DIMM DDR

10248110 128mb 200 Pin DDR for Notebook 19 99 23.49

10248111 256Mb 220 Pin DDR for Notebook 28.99 34.06

10273895 512Mb 20aPin DDR for Notebook 69 95 82.19

256Mb DDR PC2700

£21 E vArl

L£24.68 j

10234418 Diddisk 64mb U513 Hash Drive 16 50 19.39

10234419 Disfickk 1213mbUSB Flash Drive 22 50 26,44

10234420 Dickisk 256mb USB Flash Drive 36 90 4336

10266789 Dicfizisk 512mb U58 Rash DOre 76.86 9031

SMART MEDIA RAM

113261835 32Mb SmadMecia Cord 299 10.56

10263906 64Mb SmortMeda Cord 13.99 16.44

10263907 128Mb SmartMedia Card .22.50 26.44

SECURE DIGITAL MEMORY

10263911 64Mb Secure Digital MultiMecia Cord 1810 21.15

10263912 128Mb Seam 1  ol MulliMeda Card VW 3525.

MULTIMEDIA

10263908 32Mb MtitiMeot Memcry Cad 1250 14.69

1026p 6444ta MulliMeda Memory Card 14 99 17.61

128Mb MultiMedid Memory Card 23.00 27.03

COMPACT FLASH

10011547 64Mb Compact Rash 13.25 15.57

10248106 128Mb Compact Flash 19.90 23.38

10244323 256Mb Compact Flash 3400 39.95

10263903 512Mb Compact Rash Cord 69.50 81.66

10263904 lap Compact Flash Card 149.20 175.08

Aries
7 -in -One Card Reader

E9.99Ex vAri
£11 " J

8 Buy On-line Now, Pay in 12 Months*
'Minimum order value £35, itisit www.savastore.com/finance for more infoi motion. 9 and 6 month trerms also available
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inteJ
2.6GHz Pentium 4 Processor
Now available at 2.6GHz, is the next
evolutionary step for desktop processor
technology and is without question the fastest
desktop processor on the market.

06.50Ex VAT

PartCode 10265375

L125.18 J

GEES
533MHZ

10265375 26Ghz Socket 478 512Kb ........ 106.50 125.14

10255652 2.8C6v Socket 478 512Kb 106.54 125.18

10274231 2.84Ghz Socket 478 1Mb 125.00 146.88

10260915 3.06Ghz Socket 478 512Kb 139.45 163.85

Ex VAT Inc VAT

i Mei
3.0GHz Pentium 4 Processor

I £139ExAT

LE 163 32

800MHZ

10265377 2.8Ghz Socket 478 512Kb 109.22 12833

10274232 2.8EGhz Socket 478 1Mb 118.00 138.65

10265378 3.06Ghz Socket 478 512Kb 139.00 163.33

10274233 3.0EGhz Socket 478 IMb 146.00 171.55

10269627 3.2Ghz Socket 478 512Kb 176.03 206.00

19274234 3.2EGhz Socket 478 IMb 199.00 233.83

10274235 3.4Ghz Socket 478 512Kb 259.98 39548

10274236 3.4EGhz Socket 478 IMb 262.98 30903

2.8GHz Celeron
_Processor

INTEL CELERON PROCESSORS

EcVAT Inc VAT

10265380 2.4GHz Skt478 FS8400 I28kb 42.95 50.47

10266564 2.5GHz Skt478 100400 I28kb .51.05 59.98

10261565 2.6GHz Skt478 FSB400 I28kb 53 55 62.92

10271845 2.7GHz Skt478 F5B400 I28kb 61 50 72.26

10271846 2.8GHz Skt478 FSB400 128kb 69 95 82.19

II
Ex VAT Inc VAT

10311766 300W PSU for ATX Motherboard 10.99 12.91

10244340 400W PSU for AT+ Motherboard 14.99 1761

--- Aries Midi 300W
ATX Tower
PSU + Front USB

E15."Ex vAT

[E "

11113 Ex VAT Inc VAT

18810562 Desktop 300W PSU 4 boy 26.25' 2+3.8 34.00 39 95

10010763 full Tower 300W PSU 7 boys 6+5.25' 3x3.5' 39.00 45.83

10310764 Midi Tower 300W PSU 4 bow 2,52.5" 2 3.5" ....16,99

10272791 Mid Tower Case with 33OW Sher Front U.513 _18,99

10272792 Mdi Tower Block 30OW PSU Mikan 1+52.5' _17.99

10272790 Midi Tower 303W PSU Clear Side Panel Window17.99

10262172 Cold Ccathode Ruoresent tamp .5.99

10266187 Case Fan - 801nm With Red LED Ught 245

19.96

22.31

21.14

21.14

704

2.88

'..delivery has been speedy and customer services a joy in dealing with my problems'
RD, London

ho: computers

Athlon XP2400 Processor
Designed to bring a balanced
level of proven technology and
value to basic PC desktops.

E46.99.4
PartCode 10255653

AM DO x£55.21 VAT j
AMD ATHION XP PROCESSORS

II EMEI AMD Ex VAT

10229933 XP2000+ Thoroughbred ScktA OEM 38.75

10247927 XP2200, Thoroughbred ScktA OEM 39 99

10255653 XP24034 Thoroughbred ScktA OEM 46 99

10271825 XP2500+ Barton SocketA OEM 52 75

10255654 XP2600+ Thoroughbred ScktA OEM 57.00

10271826 XP2609+ Barton SocketA OEM 56 16

10261466 XP2700+ Thoroughbred ScktA OEM 6899

10264493 4P2800-i Barton SocketA OEM 75.98

10264494 XP3009+ Barton SocketA OEM 9599

10267636 032031+ Barton SocketA OEM 164.50

Inc VAT

45.53

46.99

55.21

61.98

66.98

65.99

81.06

89.28

112.79

193.29

LEM Ex VAT Inc VAT

10271047 Duran 1.6 Ghz Socket A 200mhz FSB CPU ..23.95 28.14

10275078 Duron 1.8 Ghe Socket A 200mhz FSB CPU . 24.95 29.32

AMDCI
Retail Packs
Athlon 64 3200
Processor
XP 3200+

Processor
Heatsink & Fan

E 199 F x /AT

E233."
ATHION PROCESSORS

III ATHLON64 OEM Ex VAT Inc VAT

10271843 Albion 64 3203+ OEM 165.99 195.04

10271844 Athlon 64 0-51 OEM 4E6.00 549.90

XP 2600 Processor
XP 2700+ 1.47GHz Processor
Heatsink & Fan

E62.99Ex VAT

[E74.°1

XP 2800
Processor
XP 2800+ 1.47GHz
Processor
Heatsink & Fan

XP 3000
Processor

Aar

E713.99Fx VAT

J

£122.95,A

XP 3000+ 1.47GHz
Processor I £ i44.47
Heatsink & Fan

121:33 AMD Ex VAT Inc VAT

10261480 Albion XP201+ Thoroughbred I .67Ghz ..41.90 4923

10261482 Allah XP2203+ Thoroughbred I.8Ghz ...42.99 50.51

10261483 Athlon 9P2400+ Thoroughbred 2.0Ghz ... 48.95 57.52

10271812 Athlon XP2509+ Barton 54.50 64.04

10261484 Athlon XP2600+ Thoroughted 2.C6Ghz 62.99 74.01

10261485 Athlon XP2703+ Thoroughbred 2.17Ghz 72.99 85.76

10264495 Athbri XP2809+ Barton 78.99 92.81

10264496 Arlon XP3000+ Barton 12295 14047

10267993 Athlon +P3201, Barton 129.95 152.69

10271823 Athlon 64 3200+ 199.03 23193

10271824 Athlon 64 ADAFXSI+ 47150 556.36

10263606 Athlon MP2200+ 8286 97.36

10271813 Athlon MP2400+ 80.85 95.00

10268164 Athlon MP2600+ 126.10 148.17

10271814 Athlon MP2800+ 137.45 161.50

Deskstar 7K250

7200RPM 120G 

E59.,ATI

[E69.",,AT

IBM HARD DRIVES

EMI Deskstar 7200RPM Ex VAT Inc VAT

10268838 7K250 E0Gb 2Mb Cache DE .39.50 46.41

10268539 71250 120Gb 2Mb Cache IDE .59.00 69.33

10269540 7K250 160Gb 2Mb Cache IDE 69.90 82.13

10268541 7K250 120Gb 8Mb Cache IDE 6200 72.85

10268542 71250 160Gb 8Mb Cache IDE 7300 85.78

10268543 7K250 250Gb 8Mb Cache IDE 138.031 162.15

10268544 70250 83Gb 8Mb Coche SATAI50 5255 6175

10268545 7K250 120Gb 8Mb Cache SATA150 69.00 81.08

10268546 7050 160Gb 8Mb Cache SATA150 79 20 93.06

10268547 7K250 250Gb 8Mb Cache 5014150 189.00 222.08

Samsung 160Gb
Hard Disk 7200rpm

£69.1

LE81 Mtric j

10264984 40Gb UDMA100 7200pm 8.9ms 3195 3989

10268107 80Gb U0MA133 7205pm 8.9ms 4020 4724

10268406 120Gb 8mb cache UDMA133 7200pm 56.50 66.39

10268407 160Gb 8Mb cache UDMAI 33 7200rpm 69 00 81.08

10274122 80Gb SATA 150 UDMA133 7200 46 50 54.64

10274123 120Gb SATA 150 UDMAI33 7200 59 95 70.44

10273144 168G6 Skis 150 UDMA133 7200 72 00 84.60

Seagate 80Gb
8Mb Cache SATA

£64.51

1£64.05 J &Seagate

ii52:31 BARRACUDA 7200RPM Ex VAT Inc VAT

10214112 313400144 40Gb Ultra ATA 10C F. 2ms 32.05 37.66

10262267 5T382011 A 80Gb Ullra A1A 111 8.2ms 3899 45.81

10264497 ST31200234 120Gb 2Mb 103 8.2ms 5095 66.92

10270187 S131200264 120Gb 8Mb 100 8.2ms 53 55 62.92

10265361 0T31603214 160Gb 2Mb 100 8.2ms 61 75 72.56

10268213 ST31600234 1600b 8Mb 100 8.2ms 69.50 81.66

10263521 ST3E0023A2 80Gb 8Mb 7200RPM 5051 64.05

10267056 ST380023AS 120Gb 8Mb 7200RPM 60.99 71.66

10268212 5131023A1 160Gb 8Mb 7200RPM 72 09 84.71

Maxtor 120Gb
Hard Disk 7200rpm

E52.95Ex VAT

PartCode 10257560

[E62.22.c. Maxtor
MAXTOR HARD DRIVES

MEI PLUS 9 7200RPM Ex VAT Inc VAT

10250133 40GB UDMAI 33 12ms 32.35 3831

10257559 80GB UDMAI33 12ms 4095 48.12

10260217 80GB 8Mb UDMAI33 12ms 44.95 52.82

10251560 120GB UDMAI33 12ms 52.95 62.22

10260218 120GB 8Mb UDMAI33 12rns 54 45 63.98

10260219 16,068 UDMAI 33 12ms 69 85 8207

10268551 200GB U0t40133 12ms 9250 108.69

10265143 250GB 00164133 12m 138.95 16327

10268548 80GB SATA ISO UDMA133 46 95 55.17

10265147 120GB SATA 150 UOMAI33 59.50 69.91

10268550 160GB SATA ISO UDMAI33 72 10 84.72

10261517 200GB SATA 150 UDMAI33 95 95 112.74

10269549 250G6 OATH 150 UDMAI33 139.99 164.49

120Gb 8Mb Cache 7200RPM

:ZinTaL"

E59.50EX VAT PAIPartCode 10234830 .

ft.E69." Inc VAT

WESTERN DIGITAL HARD DRIVES

III 7200RPM Ex VAT Inc VAT

10251316 WD4006B 40Gb Ultra ATA 9m 31 25 36.72

10248530 WD4002 40Gb 8Mb Ultra ATA 9nt 34 25 40.24

10003031 WD800BB 80Gb Ultra ATA 9ms 36 55 42,95

10248075 WD830.19 80Gb 8Mb litho ATA 9ms 41.95 49.29

19234835 WD1203436 128Gb 264b Ultra ATA 9ms 51.95 61.04

10234830 WD12001B 120Gb 8Mb Ultra ATA 9ms 55 95 65.74

10265310 WD16036B 160Gb 2Mb Ultra ATA 9ms 59 25 69.62

10265311 WD1601111 160Gb 8Mb Ultra ATA 9ms 64.95 76.32

10248528 WD20034B 200Gb Ultra ATA 9ms 87.95 103.34

10248529 WD2093.1B8 203Gb 8Mb Ultra ATA 9ms 93.95 110.39

10265312 WD2588JBB 250Gb 864b Ultra ATA 9ms I39.50 163.91

19266690 W036000 36.7Gb 8Mb Sata150 7850 92.24

10273868 WD360GD 36.7Gb 8Mb Sat 150 154.95 182.07

10273869 WD12001D 120Gb 8Mb SRA I 50 65 90 7743

10273870 WD1603.1D 160Gb 8Mb SATA150 75 25 88.42

10273871 WD20001D 288Gb 8Mb SATA150 98 95 116.27

10273872 WD2500.11)25006 8Mb SA14150 13129, 154.87

2,5" IDE HARD DISKDRIVES

FUJITSU

10009431 IBM Travebtar 2.5" 30Gb 72.00 84.60

10234691 IBM Travelstar 2.5" 40Gb 79.00 92.83

10267434 IBM Traventar 2.5 83Gb 129.00 151.58

FUJITSU

10204453 Fujitsu 30.0Gb 2.5' 12 ms 420Orprn 5900 69.33

10266097 Fujitsu 40.0Gb 2.5" 12ms 4200ipm 7500 88.13

10266098 Fujitsu 60 0Gb 2.5 12ms 42550pm 99 00 11033

VIM LACIE Ex VAT Inc VAT

10273569 320GB ext Rewire USB2 HDD 7200iprn ....219.50 257.91

10273570 403GB ext Frewire U582 HDD 7200rpm ....297.85 349.97

10273571 5COGB ext Frewire USB2 HDD 7200rpm ....35720 419.71

WESTERNAL EXTERNAL HDD

10273748 WD 80gb 7200.pm USB 2.0 78 10 91.77

10266691 WD 200gb 7200pm USB 2.0 14522 170.63

10273750 WD 2130a USB 2.0 8 FrevAre bit 7208pm 144.50 169.79

10273751 WD 250Gb USB 2.0 8 Frewire Ext 7208pm .179.00 210.33

MAXTOR ONE TOUCH EXTERNAL HDD

10274756 83GB USB 2.0 7203ipm 2MB Cache Ex! 79 95 93.94

10271E07 120GB USB 2.0 7200rpm 2MB Cache Ext 94.95 111.57

10271 20008 USB 2.0 + FireWie 7200pm BM .143.00 168.03

10271809 250GB USB 2.0+ FireVike 7200pm EIM 36560 194.58

10271810 250G8 FreWre 72COrpm 8MB External .153.95 180.89

10271811 31Xl3B USB 2.0 + FireWke 540Orpm 2M 192.95 226.72

OneTouch'
The Maxtor OneTouch" drive simply smarter storage
with push-button backup. Just press the button and
your files are backed up. With 800B, you have ample
room to store your photos, music, videos, files, and
more. The drive features a
7200 RPM hard drive and is

equipped with a USB 2.0/1.1

interface. For PCs.

Maxtor OneTouch" button
the easy way to make backup
copies of your files. Ideal for
photos, music and video.

I -.v' A95
Whisper -quiet fluid dynamic Fx VAT

and 1.1 compafible
with up to
480 Mb/sec data
transfer rates.

Ei
10011337 Socket A Athlon/Duron/S370/Skt7 8 Heatsink ..4.00 4.70

10311811 Coolermaster ScktA upto AMD XPI 953 498 5.85

10234416 Coolemaster ATA100/133 Round IDE Cable ..12.00 14.10

10234417 Coolermaster Round Floppy Cable Retail 3.75 4,41

10234415 Gookerrnoster Thermal Compound Kit Retai 200 2.35

10213971 P4 Socket 478 2.0Ghz Heatsink + Fan 650 7.64

03.94

Ex VAT Inc VAT

0

0

For our latest deals visit www.savastore.com 9
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'As a first-time customer I was impressed and delighted by your efficiency. I obtained goods at an
excellent price, carefully and quickly delivered' AL, Malvern, Worcs

Savastore cam

sho  s:

GEM Ex VAT Inc VAT

10000953 Aries 56x EIDE CD ROM Ogre 1100 19.98

10268290 Amocom CD 44 Drive arty 68.00 79.90

10265461 Benq 56x IDE Iota/40M Retci OM 12.69

10267113 Lite-On 52x CD Rom IDE Retal 12.99 15.26

10263477 Mies CDRW 5214x52t Internal IDE .21.00

10270333 Amacom E/CDRW 4E01(48 117.50

10272969 Benq CDRW 52x -5232W IDE Red 2400

10262477 Archos Cesar CDRW Fat844 13300

10262481 Archos 16x10Q4 Mini CDRW 79.50

10271027 Freecom FX-5 CDRW 520452 79.50

10267074 FreecomFX-1 CD-RW 525041.52 74 50

10264272 lomega CD-RW Chive 54424x52 Ext 49.00

10273612 Lacie Frewie 5162x51( CDRW 6933

10268363 Lite-on 52r24x52x Int Ide CDRW 21.30

10265897 Plea 32(52x524 ODE CDRW 64.80

10270999 Sony 5214x52 IDE Internal 20.95

10271029 Lite-on 24x12(24x9i ext USB2 Slimline 79.00

10267112 Lite-on DVD/CDRW 48x24x48 16x DVD 35.99

10261910 Phihps jack rabbP 3100x4C12 99.03

10265368 Samsung DVD I CDRW 5244152i16x 37.50

10267994 Samsung CDRW I DVD 52r24x5 42.00

10263495 Sony 16x DVD/40x DDUI621 ht IDE OE . 19.50

10273627 Lacie USB2 DV011-RW 2x P Sin 198.50

I I

10263932 Amocom DVD 8x32 Drive Only 118.03

10262532 Archos Mkt DVD 8x 120.03

10213964 Mies 16x DVD Interal IDE 17.50

10011336 Pioneer 160 Int DVD Drive ATAP1 25.65

10214093 Plexta 16x EDE intemol DVD-ROM 20.90

10270354 Reda DVD Combo +I- Ita DVD IDE 118.95

10265369 Samsung 16x 48x DVD Internal IDE E.50

DVDRai + DVD-RW

10267087 heecom DVD Multiformat +/-/R/RW 4x 89.130

10274419 8x DVD+/-/R/RW IDE Internal OEM 98.49

10267093 Freecom DVD Multlloonat +/-/R/RW 4x 94.25

10271034 Freecom Classic 4x DVD+/-R/RW Ext 119.86

10272700 Lite-On ex Dual DVD +/- R/RW IDE Int 73.50

10265927 NEC ND-1303ASW DOD +/-R/RW OEM 57.50

10267976 Philips DVD ReWriter DVD+R/RW Int 9500

10274104 Sony DVD +/- RW Drive 8x4r4 Int 11300

24.68

138.06

28.20

156.28

93.41

93.41

87.54

57.58

81.08

25.03

76.14

24.62

92.83

42.29

116.33

44.06

49.35

22.91

23314

138.65

141.00

20.56

30.14

24.56

139.77

27.61

104.58

103.98

98.99

140.84

86.36

67.56

111.63

132.78

10262464 Benq 80Min 70084b 48x 101 sim case _2.95 3.47

10273774 Benq 80Min 73Mb 52x 50 pk spindle 10.00

10305115 Memorex CD Label Stager Kit 6.80

10266441 Mender 700MB 80min 52icertified 904

10247921 Blank DOOR Media 4.7Gb 100pk 3903

10265015 Datamite h DVD-R 4.7gb 25pk spindle 14.95

10266169 Aries Single DVD Blank Case 0.15

10266573 DVD 4.7GB Re -Writable plus General 3.50

10270917 Datasafe DVD-RW 4.7GB media 100 9.99

10263781 CD/DVD printer Black ink cassete 490

10270915 DVID+RW 4.7GB media 10 pack 17 99

10273576 Lacie 120GB 72017rpm ed USB 2 101.25

10273593 Lacie FreWre/USB2 Pockarge 40GB 139.3

10273600 Lode RreVfre mode 20GB Had dove 79.3

10212697 lomego Zip ICOMb USB External Drive 39.3

10205857 lomega hp 250MB Porde Port Ext 49.3

10271061 Freecom FDH-I 40Gb 723 rpm Ed 75.38

10271017 Freecom FDH-I 90Gb 7200 rpm Ext 107.20

10269268 Amon EZ-2-Disk Enclave 593

10197393 Amacom EZ Disk 40Gb Ext USB 119.3

10268251 Amacom Fhp2Disk 20GB 147.00

10270537 Amacoml0Disk 20GB 95.00

10272518 BEND Joybee 120 - 128Mb Sher 772

10273120 BENG Joybee 150 -128Mb Sher 94.3

10270970 Creative Moto Squared I.5GB 144.45

10271575 Creative Muvo Squared X -Trainer 512MB 140.40

10274298 Creative Jukebox Zen %ITO 40GB 239.3

10271576 Creche Jukebox Zen N%Xha 60GB 25000

10262690 Arches Jukebox Multimedia 20Gb 253.3

10274443 Archon AV140 40GB USB2.0 Multimedia 369.3

10274444 Archon A0380 3GB USB2.0MP4/MP3 _579.00

11.75

7.99

10.62

4683

17.57

0.18

4.11

11.74

5.76

21.14

118.97

163.33

9193

45.83

57.58

88.57

125.96

69.33

139.83

172.73

111.63

9948

110.45

169.73

164.97

280.83

293.75

297.28

433.58

693.33

computers
DiViD Burner
The Complete Solution For Creating,
Copying and Writing DVDs and CDs.
Create professional home movies and slide shows to
play in your home DVD player or computer.

Copy all your CDs and DVDs including the latest
Hollywood DVD movies.

*Dual Format Drive - DVD+R/RW and DVD-R/RW

" Integrated Interfaces - IEEE1394 Frewire & USB 2.0

Quick to Install - Plug and Play

 Complete Solution - Includes Software Worth £229

£ 95fx VAT

ii

£229 Zinc VA

FReecom

AMACCIPat Classic DVD+/-RW
Multitalented external drive supports all disk types
allowing you to burn DVDs/CDs with complete
confidence
Latest generation DVD+/-RW drive that now write
to DVD+RDVD+RW, DVD-RW and DVD-Recordable
discs

Great for DVD movies, MP3, Video CDs and images

$ Including DVD authoring software suite

Installs in seconds without opening your computer.

'Two year warranty

PHILIPS
Jack Rabbit 4
Portable DVD/CD Burner & Player

Create, watch and share CDs & DVDs anywhere!
Set-up and use in minutes on any laptop or PC

* Premium software package included
 Burn video, audio, and images onto DVD or CD
 Plug & Play DVDs directly to your TV
Play audio and MP3 CD's on your TV

went',
[

*18213 .1
SONY
DRU-530A DVD+/-RW
The hot new DRU-530A is Sony's 4th generation
dual format DVD burner. What's new? How about
ultra fast 8X DVD+R burning that will burn an entire
disc in about 10 minutes. Also, CD-R/RW burning
has been enhanced, the DRU-530A drive can burn
CD -Rs at 400, and CD-RWs at 24X!

£113E. VAT

£132.78,,

13oconer
DVR-107 DVD-R/DVD-RW
The Pioneer DVR-107 drive enables high-speed
recording at 8x on both DVD-R and +R media.
In addition to the improved performance, the DVR-
107 is a multiple format drive, supporting the DVD
Forum's DVD-R and DVD-RW disc formats, the +R and
+RW formats and DVD-RAM.

The drive records
high-speed DVD-RW and
+RW media at up to
4x speed, and CD -R
and CD-RW media
at up to 24x speed.

£88'Ex VAT

03.971rATJ

D416G Internal PHILIPS
DVD+RW
OEM + Software

NEC
ND2500A 8x DVD+/-R/RW
OEM + Software £68.

LITE CZI
LDW8115-
8x DVD Dual Drive
Fast access time and high data transer rate,
could be vertially mounted (optional). SMART -
BURN to get the best burning quality & avoid
buffer under run. SMART -X to get the fastest CD-
DA/VCD/DVD data extrahon speed by request.

ET2.50Ex VAT

£86." VAT

E PLEXTOR

PX-708A DVD Combo +/-
8x DVD
Writes DVD's at 8 -speed, rewrites at 4 -speed using the

DVD plus format. With the DVD minus format, this drive

writes at 4x and rewrites at 2x. The PX-708A reads DVD-

ROMs at 12x.

£118.95E4 vAT

to".1110, PartCode 10270354

-,400111.' £139" Inc VAT

USB2 DVD+/
-RW & CD-RW LACIE

m.rwie rt., rd...
LaCie USB2 DVD+/'RW 4.7GB Bx4x24x + CDRW Drive with

PC DVD Authoring software & USB cable.

- DVD-RW and DVD+/-R formats

 Burn customized video DVDs

 Store photos, MP3s, videos

 Comes with PC authoring software

NM*
USB2.0 160GB Ext. Hard disk

1£1 07.90.;

£126.7°Inc VAT

LaCie 1 60GB 7200 rpm external USB 2.0, hard drive

with USB2 cable. 28MB/s sustained transfer rate.

Available with Hi -Speed USB interface, the LaCie Hard
Drive offers fast data transfer rates (up to 480Mbits/s) that

are required for substantial jobs like downloading digital
photos or saving MP3s.

Up to 160GB of storage Save photos, MP3s, data files
Stackable to save desk space

- Hi -Speed USB connection

Bock up valuable information

home entert
CREATIVE:
I-Trigue' 1-3450 2.1 System
The ultimate expression of style and performance.
Built to the highest standards, it incorporates some
of the most advanced technology available. Each
9 Watts RMS satellite has two premium titanium
micro -drivers, complemented by the innovative,
side -mounted Lateral Firing Transducer which adds
to the sound stage as well as improving mid -range
impact.

£82.30Ex VA1

E9 6.70 j

CREATIVE
Jukebox Zen Xtra
The Creative' Jukebox Zen Xtra gives music lovers the
power to enjoy up to 16,000 songs, anywhere. A massive
30Gb had disk with USB 2.0 connectivity. Navigate using
the icon -based interface and scroler control wilts the het
of the extra -loge blue baclat display. The rechargeable,
removable illium-ion battery offers up to 14 hours play-
fime per charge, and high-qui:My Neodymium stereo

earphones complete this versatile
system, which can also store photos,
documents and other data les.

£199,x VAT

L£233"inc VAJ

CREATIVE
MuVo NX 128Mb
From the inventor's of USB MP3 come's the latest MP3

innovation. The greatest gadget for active people.

128MB store's 2 album's of music.

Ship's with free armband carrier and additional
coloured MuVo NX case

 Bitmap LCD screen
 Voice recording function
 Support for folder's

BenQ
DW800A DVD/RW
The BenQ DW800A is the fastest DVD writer in the
market. With speeds of 8x for DVD write on DVD+R
formats and 4x DVD rewrite on DVD+RW, the
DW800A, in conjunction with DVD+RW technology,
delivers superior functionality and performance
over other DVD recording formats. It boasts an 8MB
internal buffer for
seamless writing of DVDs.

The DW800A also features

 12x DVD rea
 24x CD -R write

10x CD-RW rewrite X'

 40x CD read speeds

a
L.,

£69,xwAT

£81.081, vnr

ARCHOS Gmini220
MP3, WMA & WAV (PCM) Player 8 Recorder
 Photo Wallet

 2.5 gray -scale LCD

 User-friendly graphical interface t

 20 GB Hard Disk(1)

 USB 2.0 high-speed interface

 ARCUbrary to organize & synchronize
your music



savastore
a division of WATFORD electronics

'Fantastic service - from initially going on to your web site and finding my way round it to the confirmation
emails and then the delivery' GCH, Oxford
Savastore.c om shoes:

CREATIVE
SoundBlaster° Audigy 2 ZS
The Sound Blaster Audigy 2 ZS with THX certification is
built on a 24 -bit ADVANCED HD engine to deliver
stunning surround audio up to 7.1 for games and
movies. It supports EAX Advanced HD, Dolby Digital
EX, DTS-ES, DVD-Audio, and Windows Media 9.
Musicians benefit from its true 24-bit/96kHz
recording and low latency ASIO 2.0 support.

E7OEx VAT

PartCode 10270921

£75, VAT

computers
128Mb ATI Radeon
9600XT

Ai
 Full support for Directr 9.0 and the latest OpenGL°

functionality

 Supports the AGP 8X and AGP 4x standard

 Highly Optimized 128 -bit 2D engine with support for
new WindowsXP GDI extensions

 3rd Generation Visual Processing Unit (VPU) comprised
of 4 rendering pipelines and 2 geometry engines

 Fully compliant with PC 2002 requirements

CRE-A T1VE
Radeon 9800XT
Total excellence for serious gaming.

The ultimate graphics card for the ultra -gamer.
Designed to set the pace in cutting -edge 3D
performance, it gives a totally immersive and
cinematic performance with today's leading games
technologies. With its unique 8 -pipeline graphics
throughput, 256MB DDR memory, 256 -bit interface
and legendary Radeon Visual Processing Unit.

GAINWARD FX PowerPack!

Ulira/1100XT TV-DVI
 128 MB of the latest high-speed DDR memory
 Gainward's unique powerful cooling Heat Sink
 Support two monitors simultaneously, enabled by
the NVIDIA nView Mufti -Display Technology for
office applications, 3D gaming.
 Supports 8x, 4x, and 2x AGP.
 TV -out support (NTSC/PAL) TV system

£115. VAT

PortC013e 10270979

CREATIVE
Radeon 9200SE
The Creative Radeon 9200SE is the 3D graphics card for
users who want performance and value. It delivers
high -quality images in home entertainment, games and
office applications thanks to its 128MB DDR memory,
advanced quad -pipe architecture and support for
graphics platforms up to AGP 8x. H comes with a
portfolio of powerful tools such as SMARTSHADER" for
Directr 9.0 feature sets and cinema -quality Rghting.

g427 Verto GeForce
FX5200 AGPX8 128Mb DDR
 250 MHz Core Clock  256 -bit Graphics Core

 400 MHz effective memory clock
 Memory Interface 64 -bit
 Dual VGA + TV -out
 NVIDIA CineFX engine : Delivers film -qualify

effects and studio -quality colour for every application.
Unique 5 year manufacturer warranty

£47. VAT

PartCode 10268625

E5R.81
VICV.. VAT

LT EC 2100 2.1 Speakers
26wrms with remote control

£44. VAT
PartCode 10263801

(TE RRATEC'..101 DMX 6Fire 24/96
Sound System

dq4.).
1 £ 133Ex VAT.4.4i; 

111190' :L4

1111111b£ 156 .28 ,c VAT

PINNACLE ShowCenter

128Mb ATI Radeon
9600SE
Makes short work of todays most demandiag mutlimedia
and gaming applications but absent is the sharp
crushing pain in your chest that is often induced by
the sight of our competitors pricetag

 Supports the new AGP 8X standard, providing
a high-speed link between the graphics board and
the rest of the PC (2.0 GB/sec)

 Full support for Directr 9.0 & the latest
OpenGlf functionality

£55..1
PartCode 1027389

£64"
FX5950U-VTD256
The winner of Editor's Choice Award
by PC Mag-Greece

 GeForce FX5950 Ultra chipset
 256MB DDR Memory

 TV-Out/DV1-(/Video-In
 Live VGA BIOS/Driver update
 TwinFlow cooling

£289. VAT

PartCode 10272011

£339 1.5I1VAT

connect3D 9600XT Radeon
128Mb

Explore stunning new worlds of cinematic gameplay
with the unprecedented combination of power,
performance, and Microsoft° Directr 9 optimised
support featured in RADEON' 9600X1 visual processors.
Maximize your long-term entertainment value with its
Quad -pipe architecture and high precision cinematic
shaders that will upgrade expectations for devoted
garners and casual fans alike - and push the most
compelling nerd -generation games to their limit.

Includes Half Life 2.

1-£95".d

£112'
0271879

BenQ Joybee 120
Everyone needs a little joy in their lives, and at 57 x 38
x 12mm, the BenQ Joybee 120 is certainly little. The
MP3/WMA is available with 128MB of Rash
memory The music player also includes FM stereo
radio, voice recording, FM recording and a language
teaming function that allows rolling playback of a
recording. The rechargeable Lithium -Ion battery
provides up to 16 hours of power, with a room fa up
to 60 songs. Available in Autumn leaf, Lime Green and
Sitver.

256MB VERSION AVAILABLE

£77.d0272518

[£90'48incw j

PHILIPS
A3.610 Acoustic Fusion 610
High Power 5.1 Channel Soft Flat Panel Audio System

 Active 200 Watts (RMS) HiEi Multi -Channel Hat
Panel Speaker System

 5.1 channels for Dolby" & EAX" multichannel
reproduction

 Soft Flat Panel speakers incorporating 3 Philips
patents to produce incredibly spacious sound.

£2&:1
£29.37

Watch all of your digital media files on your TV
ShowCenter supports a wide range of formats,
including the latest DivX formats

 ShowCenter intelligently searches your PC for all
media content and organizes them by type

 Create playlists with mixed media
 Wired ready & wireless b network compatible

11E3E211
PartCode 10275152

£17038 1.

WinTV PVR-USB 2
WinTV PVR-USB 2. Watch and Record TV/video on your
PC. Playback to your TV (s -video to scarf output),
Free 1 year EPG+DVD authoring software

Watch TV, Record, pause and burn DVDs, 5 -Video

to scat output, Stereo, FM radio, remote control.
Comes with Ulead Movie factory DVD authoring
software and 1 year Bectronic Program Guide (EPG) to
schedule automatic recording to had drive.

\\ £89.,r
PartCode 1027

£104.58VC VAT

r MediaMVP
New from Hauppauge - Media MVP network to video
out net player . Playback all your Mp3 music, digital
videos and digital Pictures to your TV through our
Media MVP net player.

Product Description: Watch Videos and pictures and
Eaten to your MP3's on your TV through our Media MVP

net player, R145 network
multimedia player. Comes with
remote control and all network
and Scarf cables.

£69.A
Code 10274612

131.081ec VAT

ome entertainment
10UND CARDS

PCcde Ex VAT

Creative Labs Somali:Isla Aucigy ZS 69 98

0170932 Creative Labs SoundBlaster Audgy 2 NX ....73.60
0263605 Mips psc605 sonic edge 5.1 2850

0170971 Phips psc81.5 Atrium External USB .55.00

0163825 Terraria knew 5.1 Sky PCI .59.00

026382 'errata Aureon 7.1 Space PCI 6900

0262233 videdosicSatiaplosion 34.47

0161234 Videolagic ScnicXplosion END 51 92

ine VAT

8223
8668
33.49

64.63

6933
81.08

40.50

61.01

0263825

0263E0
0263804

027032
0270322

0270495

0261299

0259841

0247935

027052
027430C

0273302

0255651

026609/

0262236

0257767

0263994

Altec2202pc 20 SYMMS 14 99

Ntec 21 3pc 2.1 25WRMS 2800

ARec 251 6pc 5.1 45WRMS 5700

Creative ltigue 2.1 L3450 82.30

Creative I-Trigue 2.1 13500 .88.90

Creotfie Insure P580 44/0
Creative Labs InSpie 5.1 5500 94 45

Creative Labs MegaWals120(212500 9810
Creative Labs Travelsound 3800

Creative Insure 7.1 17700 34.75

Creative Inspke 107700 189.00

Creative TravelSound MP3 I28Mb 39.00

Philips A2.310 Rhythmic Wave 310 25.00

Phips A.51030 Seismic Power 600 6660
Videctogic Cigtheare AR 127.31

Videologic Digifirealre LXR 72 30.00

Ydeologic PKR-550 Real .55.00

17.61

32.90

66.98

96.70

10646

51.94

110.98

115.86

44.65

99.58

222.09

104.59

29.38

75.91

149.59

3525

6663

CARDS

CONNECT3D
0268365 Radeon 9200 SE 64Mb DDR

0268366 Rodeon 92COSE I28Mb DDR + TV

2880

29.95

0268367 Radeon 9200SE 64Mb DDR +DV1+Pii 29.00

0268368 Radeon 9200SE 128Mb DDR + DV1+ IV 3250

0267620 Radeon 9200 64MB DOR + CM+ TV 3900

0267619 Radeon 92(0 128M8 DOR + DVI + 1V 45.00

0268369 Radeon 9200 256MB DOR + DVI +1V 490)
0271878 Radeon 96008E 121314 DOR + DVI + IV 542
02676I8 Radeon 9600 128MB DOR + N 64.2
0268370 Radeon 9600 256MB DDR + DVI + TV 69.03

0271879 Radeon 96002 128MB DOR + DV1 + 1V 95 45

0275141 Radeon 96002 256MB DOR + DV1-1+N I05.00

0264979 Radeon 9800 Pro 128MB DOR + DA +N _1792

0271 Radeon 9800 2 256MB DDR + DVI + 1V ... 28900
0274167 AI -in -Wonder 92006E 128MB No Remote 9400

0275142 AVinWonder 9600 Pro 128M8 No Remote .144.00

0268371 Atin-Wonder 9800 Pro 128M8 DDR 259.00

CREATIVE
0274521 3D8 9200SE 128MB DOR AGP8X190 392
0274512 3DB9600 256MB DDR AGP8X NINO 89 00

0274523 308 981202 256MB DDR AGP8X DVI/NO 319.03

GAINWARD
0271652 FX PverniU/1800 XP GS FX59501.1 256M8

0271653 FX thrift! U/1800 XP, FX5950U, 25628

0268350 FX PwrPk!U/1600 XP GS FX59001 256MB

0268351 FX Pvnit U/I200XP GS FX5900 128MB

0270401 FX NOV Uft 300 11/0/1 05900 256MB

0270979 FX PwrPk!U/11CON-D2 FX5900 128MB

0271656 FX Peek! U/980Pro DVI FX5700 256MB

0273134 FX Perth! 019601V -DVI 9357000 25628

0271659 FX PwrPH U/860 TV-DVI FX5700 128MB

0276501 FX PorPldU/760 XP GS LE FX5603 128M8

0265397 FX P2611! D/760 XP GS FX5600 128MB

MSI
0272011 Nvida05950 Ultra 256Mb. DA/N-Out 28900

0268521 NW:lick159C0 128Mb, DAITV-Cut 237.00

0272013 NvidaFx5700Utha 128Mb. DV1/IVOR 125.00

0272014 N22005700 I28Mb, DVIIN-Out 99.00

0272016 NvicsaFX5673XT 256MB DA/Nat 7900

0272017 Nvida FX5600 I28MB DVI/ 1V out 69 00

PNy
0265922 Verto Geface 052M I28MB DOR PCI 58.50

0273874 Veto GF FX56002 128MB DDR 8X AGP 79.00

0275151 Verto GeFace FX 59002 I28MB BX AGP 139.00

0268150 Verto GF FX5900 1 28ti4B DDR 8X AGP 209.00

0273376 Veda GF 195950 Ultra 256MB DDR 80 AR 299.01

0266213

0275147

0268468

0273897

0268604

0275148

0271459

0275149

0271460

0275150

0266215

0271456

0271457

0274250

0272021

0271458

275.2
.2452
239.00

199.00

199.00

115.00

129.01

110.03

342
.121.00

114.00

SAPPHIRE
128Mb Radeon 922 DDR VIVO N 0 lite ... 69.00
256Mb Radeon 9200 DDR TV Out DV1 50.00

128Mb Radeon 9600 DDR DVIN °Lite 65.00

128Mb Radeon 96026E DOR DVI N Out 55 00

256Mb Radeon 9600 DDR DVIN Out Ute 65.00

256Mb Roc/eon 9600 PRO DDR N 0 DVI-1 95.00

64Mb Ai in Wonder Radeon VE Pro -PO 80.00

128Mb All In Wonder Radeon 9600 Pro 1292
128Mb AR in Wonder Radeon 9800 Pro .... 242.00

128MB Radeon 980OSE 061 N Out 109.00

128Mb Radeon 9800 Pro DOR NI NO 189.00

128Mb Radeon 980D Pro UR DDR WINO .250.00

256Mb Radeon 9800 Pro Ult DDR DA NO .239.00

128Mb Radeon 9E0D XT DDR NNW 0 _10900
256Mb Rodeos 9600 XT DOR DVH P/ 0 _310.00

256Mb Radeon 9800 XT DDR DAN° ....287.00

3184

35.19

34.08

3819

4533

5238

57.58

63.35

7520

81.08

112.15

123.38

210.33

339.58

110.45

169.20

304.33

4583

104.58

37433

323.13

28738

280.83

233.83

233.83

135.13

15158

12925

9070

142.18

13195

339.58

278.48

14&88

116.33

9283

81.03

6874

9233

163.33

24538

351.33

S7.58

58.75

76.38

64.63

76.38

111.63

94.12

151.58

284.35

128.09

22108

293.75

339.58

128.08

12925

337.2

/ TV CARDS

0270984 Hauppauge %IV Expires 2270
0010137 Hauppauge WinN PRIMIO FM 4030
0224822 Hauppauge WinN USB FM 37.75

0247955 Hauppauge Win TV PVR250 PCI TV 7900

0263776 Hauppauge Win N PVR350PCIN 103.00

0198098 Hauppauge WinTV Nova -t PCI 6800
0198170 Hauppauge WNW Nova -I USB 7020

0011911 Hauppauge WinN Nova 89.03

0010135 Hauppauge WinTV DVB-s 48.00
209776 Hauppauge DV Wrad Pro 90 00

027200 Hauppauge DECIOCOt Digital Silver 62 30

0249851 Hauppauge DEC2000t ' al 9200

0248065 Pinnacle PCN Rave PCI IV Teletext 242
0270050 Pinnacle PCN Stereo 39 00

0260226 Pinnacle PCN Pro PO Card .52.00

0268372 Pinnacle PCN Sat CI 93 45

0263449 Pinnacle PCN Deluxe External TV PVR 119.00

26.67

47.35

44.36

9283
121.03

79.90

82.49

104.58

173.90

105.75

73.20

108.10

2020
45.

61.1083

109.80

139.83

For our latest deals visit www.savastore.com
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'Item arrived exactly as promised and I am very happy to recommend Watford and its
Savastore.com on-line order system to others' BT, Horsham, W Sussex
Savastore.com .:

sho  s:

EMP-S1 Projector EPSON
Best value -for -money multipurpose projector

1200 ANSI lumen, fully featured SVGA

 Ultra quiet 33db
 2000hrs lamp life
* Brand new stylish silver design

Presentation remote control kit

Electronic keystone correction
* Fast start-up and shut down time
 New user-friendly menu

BenQ
PB8220 Projector
"State of the Art Technology"
The latest digital projector from the BenQ line of
digital media products. Supporting the latest DLPTM
DDR, DCMS (Dynamic Colour Management System),
the BenQ P88220 delivers high contrast digital
images, consistently producing flawless pictures and
maintaining its original clarity for true reliability.

£1285.d
doCode 10270338

£15091q
PHILIPS
bClever -
Multimedia Projector
Enduringly economical
Positioned in an affordable price bracket, the
provides users with all the functions they are likely to need.

. Brilliant picture quality (1100 ANSI Lumens)

 Ultra long lamp life (6000 hours)

Ultra dent operation (29 dB)

Ultimate ease of use

High connectivity

£699Ex VAT

:411.ij8-

£82133Inc VAT

TOSHIBA
MT100 SVGA Projector
the MT100 is a dud purpose projector that complements
the home cinema market as well as appealing to the
business user on a budget.

 DIP SVGA (800x600) resolution

 Fcroudja DCDi Video Processor buff -in

 1000 ANSI lumens

2000:1 Contrast Ratio

 3.1 kg
 16:9 or 4:3 switchable

£999,,,;

£1173.53 -J

PLC-XW20 XGA SANYO
LCD Projector
 11!X1 Ansi Lumens brightness

 Ultra compact design - weighing only 2.8kg
 Super quiet operation - just 37dB

ti Component inputs for DVD
°Automatically adjusts for 16:9 images
XGA data resolution

 Free softcase  Built-in speaker
 Bectronic keystone correction

V10911, VAT

JrtCode 10263399

£12905mc VAT

computers

M:3 BENQ Ex VAT Inc VAT

10271480 PB2120 DLP SvGx 698.99 821.31

10265324 DX650 1603 Msi SVGA 1073.30 1261.13

10271484 P843120 DLP SVGA 972.16 1142.29

10270336 P88140 2200 Are XGA 1285.00 1509.85

CANON
10263208 1.x1350 1643.00 1930.53

EPSON

10270919 Epson EMP-PNIO Home LCD 785.90 923.43

10271492 Epson EMP-54 LCD 1175.03 1380.63

10264049 Epson EMP-73 LCD 1298.50 1525.74

10271495 Epson EMP-74 LCD 1779.00 2020.33

10258813 Epson EMP-720 LCD 1814.00 2131.45

NEC

10274675 LTIO D440 XGA 1103 ANSI 1945.00 2285.38

1027476 12170 DMD XGA 1500 ANSI 1495.00 1756.63

10274479 V46 LCD SVGA 1200 ANSI 649.00 762.58

10274680 304100 LCD SVGA IV 04451 945.00 1110.38

PHILLIPS

10265848 Fhips bSure SV2 1503 ANSI SVGA 1084.00 1273.70

10271151 Phips bSure XG2-8ffitionce XV ANSI XGA 1965.03 2308.88

10271152 Nips bSure SV2-Briance 2500 ANSI SVGA 1501.00 1763.68

10271896 Philips bClever SV1 - SVGA 1100 ANSI 699.00 821.33

SANYO
10263398 PLC -9410A 1103 Ansi SVGA 989.00 1162.08

10263399 PLC-XVI204 1103 Ansi XGA + FREE LAMP 1098.03 1290.15

10264913 PLC -X1140 2000 Artsi XGA 2009.00 2360.58

10264975 PLC -X046 2500 ANSI XGA .2419.00 2842.33

TOSHIBA

10272570 TLP SID LCD 1200 ANSI, SVGA 73300 857.75

10272571 OP SAO LCD 1600 ANSI, SVGA 90900 1066.90

10172572 TLP S41 LCD 1603 ANSI, SVGA 121600 1428.81

Projector Accessories available
for ALL BRANDS. Visit

www.savastore.com

01=11111111111111
CANON

0271032 455 Bubble Jet 6200

0265909 147C0 Bubble Jet USB 9900
0271033 4750 Bubble Jet 99.03

0268587 -660 Bubble Jet 106.95

0271034 1865 Colour Bubble JM 118.00

0271279 19050 Colour Bubble Jet 19900

0271461 i965 Cobs Bub* Jet 197.03

EPSON
0267921 Stylus C44118 37 00

0270326 Style C64 51.10

0270327 SMus C84 Photo 77 00

0038850 Spin Cola 1160 19280

0008851 Stykis Cola 1520 315.00

0274562 Syus Photo RIO 76.00

0272500 Shit us Photo R300 Marta Edslion ILCO
0274532 Sh4L6P9040 1803 229.00

0255656 SlYus Photo 12905 233.40

HEWLETT PACKARD
0257178 Deskjet 450ci 11900

0270381 DeskLef 5850 15600
0268237 DeskJet 3550 3900
0268238 DeskJet 3653 46 80

0248344 Photosmort 7150C 97 50

0270382 PhotaSmat 7260 6800
0270383 PhotoSrhat 7660 11400

0270384 PhotoSm047960 190.98

0271147 Business Desidet 9650 27500
0273823 Bushes DesVJet 9670 325.03

0274506 Business DesfrJet 9680 449.00

LEXMARK
0267125 8601 USB

0267623 0605 USE

0273824 1703

0266111 1705

2399
32.00

4200
4500

0267126 P706 Photo 39.03

0275070 P707 59.00

72.85

116.33

116.33

125.67

138.65

23383

23148

43.48

60.04

90.48

225.60

370.13

89.X
143.35

269.08

274.25

139.83

16130

45.83

54.99

114.56

79.90

133.95

224.40

32313

381.88

52758

28.19

37.60

49.35

52.88

45.83

69.33

MULTIFUNCTIONAL PRINTERS

BROTHER
0268241 DCP-4020C 11950

0274507 MEC-32200 9003

0274588 MFC-34200 119.00

0264065 MFC-890 184.95

0262609 MFC-9070 23910
0262603 MEC-9180 275.00

0268191 MFC-48200 41.95
0262564 MFC-9660 299.00

0262607 MEC-9880 30303

CANON
0268301 WO Photo 169.03

0268008 647930 Photo 235.03

0245406 PC1210DDicild Loser 456.00

0245407 PC1230D Dk;ital loser 49600

0265474 940C190 119.03

EPSON
0260126 Style CX3203 74.03

0272479 Stylus Photo C05400 98.40

0272480 Style Photo CX6400 121.25

0272481 Stylus Photo RX500 17200

HEWLETT PACKARD
0264027 PSC 1205 7800

0271148 PSC1350 10000

0268347 PSC 2175 117.05

0271149 PSC2410 18700

0271150 PSC2510 25500

140.41

105.75

139.83

217.32

283.83

323.13

190.29

351.33

363.08

198.59

276.13

535.80

582.80

139.83

86.95

115.62

142.47

20210

91.65

117.50

137.S3

219.73

299.63

Ames
GEM

0268184 OfficeJet 4110

10264024 OfficeJet 5110

0274510 OfficeJet 5510

0264025 Officalet 6110

0264026 OfficeJet d125

LEXMARK

Ex VAT Inc VAT

118.95 139,77

134.95 158.57

156.03 183.30

190.03 223.25

229.00 26906

0271427 61150 49 00 57.58

0275072 P3150 79 00 9183

0275074 95150 Mdlifunction 76.00 89.33

0264064 X125 Mdtfunction diet 94 00 110.45

0274511 X5190 Professional 129.00 151.58

0275075 X6150 Professiond 159.00 186.83

0275076 06170 Professional ............ 199.00 233.83

0274512 96190 Professional 249.00 292.58

PANASONIC
0268204 UF490 Business 241.00 283.18

0268206 U9590 Business 415.00 487.63

0198523 Worbo DP -188 729.00 85658

0198524 Wakio DP-Isap 965.00 1133.88

0234441 65-908751 289.00 339.58

SAMSUNG
0264078 SCX-1150f Muttfunction 208.00 244.40

0264079 5E430 Colour 198.50 233.24

0264081 SCX-4116 Multifunction 212.75 249.98

0264082 SCX-4216F Mulfifundion 289.20 339.81

02603 SCX-5112 Multifunction 398.93 468.24

BROTHER
0268614 40-1430 99.00 11633

0274117 HL -5133 126.68 148.85

0274118 41-5140 149.20 175.31

0262122 115-1850 31100 365.43

0274112 111.4050 275.45 323.65

0263964 111-7050 549.00 645.08

CANON
0259825 Laser Shot LBP-1120 9/03 116.33

0249655 Loser Shot LBP-1210 186.00 218.55

EPSON
0272494 EPL-6200 209.00 245.58

0273812 Effi-N30130 67300 797.83

0261751 AcuLaser C900 339.00 398.33

0261770 AcuLaser CI900 679.00 797.83

0247410 Colour Laser Aculaser C4003 769.00 903.58

HEWLETT PACKARD
0270378 Lcsedet 1015 165.00 193.88

Connect and Go with the
(3=1) Cable Wizard

Inni.sanstoro.Wien
0264562 LaserJet 1330 209.00 245.58

026465 Loserlel 2300 369.03 43358
0260161 LaserJet 4200 585.03 687.38

0260165 LaserJet 4300 83900 985.83

0265317 LaserJet 1500 499.00 586.33

0257166 Losedet 2500 Cob's 639.00 750.83

0273818 Colour LaserJet 3500 494.00 580.45

KONICA MINOLTA
0268456 Mogicolour 2300 449.90 528.63

0268455 Mogicola 2300W Colour 335.00 393.63

0271103 Mogicda 2350 144.72 875.05

LEXMARK
0266112 E321 149.50 175.66

0266113 8323 199.00 233.83

0266115 1630 479.00 56283
0266118 1632 649.00 762.58

0266122 1634 95900 1126.83

PANASONIC
111 KX-P1100 139.03 16333

1.(11 3 01P-7105 121.00 14218

0268383 KX-CL503 Coiour 650.00 763.75

0268384 KX-CLSIOCciour 850.00 998.75

SAMSUNG
0264072 646-1710 114.95 135.07

0264073 645-1750 110.00 129.25

0247774 88-1450 240.80 282.94

8034805 CLP-501391 A4 Colour .510E0 599.25

ACER
027t481 5291 53C Onelouch 44.50 52.29

0268535 52W 54500 USB 55.00 64.63

0265319 Scanitt 2740S Fim 219.95 258.44

CANON
0259818 Conoscan ME 20 601203dpi 35 48 41.69

0260123 Conoscan IDE 30 12011400dpi 41.99 49.34

0262243 Canoscan UDE 50 1202403dpi 53.35 62.69

0259817 ConoScon 500 102.12 119.99

0259819 ConoScan 800E 148.90 174.96

026415 ConoScon 990 228.90 268.96

EPSON
0270328 Perfection 1670 60.00 70.50

0270329 Perlectico 1670 Photo 69.03 81.03

0248126 Perfection 2403 Photo 99.03 11633

0270330 Perfection 3170 Photo 149.00 175.08

0262108 Perfeclion 3203 Photo 191.01 224.43

0272960 G1-150 A3 688.05 808.40

HEWLETT PACKARD
0268246 HP Scanjet 2488 3900 45.83

0270387 HP Scabet 3670C 53.95 6139

0270388 HP Sconjet 3690C 61,95 72.79

0270389 HP Sconjet 3970 7600 8930

0271155 HP Sconjet 46030 111.95 131.54

0271156 HP Sconjet 4670C 13235 156.22

0271157 HP Sax*, 5530C 151.95 178.54

0249900 HP Scor4et 55502 209.95 246.69

home entertainment
P707 LEXM,SRK
Digital Photo Printing
r Print resolution Up to 4800 x 1200 dpi
 Print speed up to A6 photo in about 60 secs
 USB connectivity
 Max. paper weight up to 270 gsm
 Input / Output tray 100 sheets / 25 sheets
 True Edge to Edge printing
 Automatic Cartridge Alignment
 Automatic Media Type Sensor

PLUS!! Free Adobe Photoshop Albulm and one pock of Lexmark
Premium Photo Paper FREE! See www.lexmark.co.uk for full

details and Ts and C's (Until 31st March 2004)

L54501a VAT

£64.04Arc VAT

T630 VE/T630n VE
Outstanding performance for high volume printing.
 Print speeds up to 35ppm
 8.5 seconds time to first page
 Wide variety of paper handling options
 Multifunction upgrade available
 Ships with 5K toner cartridge

PLUS!! Free 250 -sheet drawer until 310 March 2004.

I s arid C s apply. Visit www.smblexrnark.co.uk fa full decals.

7111F Frcfm £389. VAT

--t7gBI411.41441*

KONICA MINOLTA

PagePro 1300W
The PagePro 1300W offers true 1200 x 1200 dpi printing.

16 pages per minute print speeds, 150 -sheet
standard input feeder, 8MB standard RAM.
Windows- compatibility, USB and Parallel interfaces

and very low running costs. If you're looking for a
high performance personal laser printer, you won't
find a better deal than the one Konica Minolta is

offering.

£76.50Ex VAT

£89."

411:EM
ML -1510 Series

One touch Toner save

 14 ppm, SPL, 600 x 600cipi
 66MHz, 2MB Memory
 250 -sheet cassette

1 -sheet by-pass

 50 -sheet Face -Down
I -sheet Face -Up

1 £84 25Ex VAT

£98." VAT

CLP-500 / CLP-500N
Best in class entry level colour laser printer with
duplex as standard.

 2Oppm Mono / 5 ppm Colour
 Duplex as standard
 350 sheet capacity as standard
 1200 dpi resolution  Network version available

£396. VAT

PartCode 10274504

£465"Inc VAT

12 Buy On-line Now, Pay in 12 Months*
a available.
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computers
OfficeJet 6110
The HP Officejet 6110 provides a
complete home office solution with
exceptional photo quality printing
and scanning, combined with walk-up faxing and
copying - no need to switch on the PC - for a
great combination of value and versatility.

£190,y VAT

Deskjet 5150
The HP Deskjet 5150 is a fast and versatile printer,
offering hue -to -fife photo quality - with or without
borders - at up to 4800-opfimised dpi colour.
Prints screenshots at the touch of a button. Print cancel
button halts unwanted print jabs. On -screen ink -level
indicator warns you when you run low on ink.

Laserjet 1300
Get the most from compatibility in any environment
and support for a range of operating systems.

 Compatible in most environments supporting HP PCL
Se, PCL 6 and HP Postscript level 2 emulation.

 Supports many operating systems including
Windows° 95, 98 and higher, Mac° OS 8.6, 9.x
and OS X, Linux, UNIX°, and MS-DOS.

'Many thanks for your
efficiency and by you
Savastore.com _

OfficeJet PSC1205

prompt and courteous reply. I am impressed both by your
r competitive prices.' EPH, Dublin

shoes:

Cost conscious home users who enjoy having high
quality colour printing, scanning and copying faciities
at thee fingertips in one reliable and easy -to -use unit.

Up to 4800 -optimised dpi printing.
Photo quality printing for true-to-life results.
Designed for maximum office -use.

£78,.. VAT

i '2640

£91.95 ;AT

DeskJet 3650
Designed for families and individuals who are looking
for an affordable, easy -to -use and productive printer.
True-to-Nfe photo quality and crisp black text.
 True-to-ife photo quality at up to 4800 -optimised dpi
color'  Optional 6 -ink colour printing. Compact, reli-
able, and fast . Up to 17 ppm in black, 12ppm in
colour Innovative tools and features to save time and
money . On -screen ink -level indicator lets you know
when it's time to replace ink cartridges.

£46.80E" VAT

LE54.99

ScanJet 3690
1200 dpi/48-bit colour means great image quality while
the builffin Transparent Materials Adapter (TMA) enables
scanning from slides and negatives.

 Scan 3D objects such as framed pictures and nunumbi-
ia with CCD technology.  Sleek translucent We id rim -
paroles builffin adapter  From simple, fun tools to more

advanced creative projects.

£6 1 .95Ex VAT

brOthei. NEW! HL -5130
Mono Laser Printer
* Print speed up to l7ppm

240) x 600dpi resolution
 250 sheet universal paper cassette
e 8MB standard memory
 USB 2.0 and Parallel conectivity
* Windows° 98/Me/2000/ XP Mac' OS 8.6-9.1,

OSX 10.1compatible

FREE 2nd a 3rd YEAR

WARRANTY AVAILABLE

Panasonic
KX-P7105 Duplex
A loser printer which supports advanced PCL 6 emula-
tion. Higher resolution printing (Max. 1200dpi x 600dpi),

faster 10 )MHz ROC processor and standard 16MB RAM
will assure higher quality printing for you at up to I 4ppm.
As standard interfaces, it has IEEE 1284 parallel and USB

1.1 port. FREE 1 year warranty as standard

brothel
NEW! HL-5170DN Network
Mono Laser Printer
 Up to 2Oppm monochrome printing
 Up to 1200dpi resolution  133MHz processor

 32MB standard memory, expandable to 160MB

 Network ready  Automatic Duplex Printing
 PCL6 and BR -script 3

FREE 2nd a 3rd YEAR

WARRANTY AVAILABLE

Panasonic
OF -490 Home/Office Fax
33600 KBPS Modem. 20 Page Document Feeder.
60 Page Standard Memory. 5 Second Per Page Quick
Scan. 100 Speed Dial Numbers. Intelligent Redid,
Distinctive Ring Detection. Pin Code Access, Fax
Code Access, Fax Forwarding. 150 Sheet Paper
Supply. 400 DPI Copier @ 5 CPM (Zoom 70%-100%).
600 DPI Printer @ 5 PPm'. 200 DPI Scanner @ 5,0 SPP

i475D Bubble Jet Printer
Direct photo printing the fastest, simplest way

PC -free photo printing has never been easier or quicker.
Simply print your photos directly from memory card, via
the built-in card reader slot. Or you can even print died
from a PictBridge or Bubble Jet Direct compatible digital
camera or camcorder - and show off your favourite
prints almost instantly.

Canon
£99,x VAT

Par7Cooe 10271033

£11623hc vu

Stylus C64
Mid range, general purpose inkjet printer

New DURABrite'" ink fa exceptional image and text

quality on speciaist photo media through to
uncoated plain paper

USB and Parallel ports for maximum connectivity options

Badedess printing up to 10 x 15 cm - great for photos

Stylus Photo R300
Premium quality photo printer - personalise, print
and save your memories with or without a computer

Borderiess printing and resolution up to 5760 optir
m'ned dpi for highly durable photo -lab style prints
 6 individual ink cartridges for economical printing -
only replace the ink used
 Print directly from your USB DIRECT -PRINT a
PictBridge compatible Digital Camera

Stylus Photo RX500
All In One home photo centre - Premium Quality
Photo Printing, scanning and copying fa your digital
and analogue photo needs

* Premium quality photo printer using advanced ink
and head technology to provide high definition and
economic lab style photos

 High resolution scanner and integrated TPU
enables users to digitise, restore and save film and
photo archives

 Standalone copying and scan to memory card
functions allow quick photo reproduction and
storage without the need for a PC

Perfection 1670
. Class leading, high resolution scanning up to
1600dpi  High -Speed USB 2.0 connection Brighter

internal lamp producing scam up to 3 times faster
Than similar models  Improved EPSON Scan 120E
software featuring advanced colour restoration and
dust removal tools  Powerful image editing and
scanning suite

Also available as Photo version

Only £69,.y. £811pc VAT.08

EPL-6200L
Personal high speed and affordable mono laser printer
fa professional printing

 Fast and affordable - great personal desktop printer

 Highly productive 2Oppm output

 Professional 600dpi print quality

 150 sheets paper capacity for flexible use

 Advanced EPSON print confroler fa superb Throughput

 PC and Mac compatible with both USB and
Parallel interfaces

 Pre -installed consumables for instant operation

 Easy to use with simple maintenance and live
status information

£135,..
10272493

£158-63 Iric VAT

£143 35

Perfection 3170

Stylus C84PE EPSON
High end, multipurpose inkjet
printer. As an advanced multipurpose printer, it is
ideal for all types of applications horn home projects
and photo printing to business documents and
presentations.

 New DURABrite'" ink for exceptional image and text
quafty on speciaist photo Frieda though to uncoated
plain paper
 Cost efficient separate DURABrite" ilk callidges-
only replace the ink you use
 Bordedess printing up to A4-great for photos
 Optimised 5760 dpi and 3pL variable droplet size for
crisp text and vivid colour prints
* 6 in 1 USB Card reader for easy data transfer

£90.481Est VAT

Stylus Photo R800
. New EPSON UltraChrome Hi -Gloss pigment ink for
outstanding photo quality and durability . Borderiess
printing and resolution up to 5760 x 14.40 optimised
dpi for outstanding photos reproduction.
 Advanced connectivity with IEEE 1394 (FreWre) &
USB 2.0 Hi -Speed  High -resolution direct printing onto
CDs and DVD's

Stylus Photo CX6400
High quality All In One packed with latest advanced
features for home, office and photo printing

 New DURABrite ink for exceptional image and text
quality  Memory card slots for direct printing capa-
bilty and scanning  Index Print Feature for printing
directly from memory card. No PC connection
required  Fast 22ppm black & 12ppm colour printing

"22

Exceptional quality, high speed, flatbed film scanning
solution with new EPSON Photo Restoration features

 3200dpi resolution  EPSON Scan tool including
Color Restoration and Dust Removal  Built-in
Transparency Unit also supports 12 x 35mm frames
or medium format film  Includes Adobe
Photoshop" Elements 2.0, NewSoft Presto!

I £149

£175"

Ex VAT

Aculaser C900\900N
The perfect compact colour laser solution for the
small workgroup or business

 Extremely efficient printing speeds of 16ppm
mono and 4ppm colour  Superb 2400dpi photo -
like print quality  Outstanding value with low
operating costs

Purchasers of the AcuLaser C900/N can receive an

CX5400FREE
'Cali EPSON for efrrE and conditions.

Offer applies to Nl purchases of Acura*,
CeCONCON on all purchases between
1st October 2CO3 - 3Ist March 2004.

£339:x

098.33

For our latest deals visit www.savastore.com 13
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'I've already been singing your praises to anyone and everyone and will certainly purchase
from you again as/when I need anything' CS, London

Sava5tore com

shoes:

15" LCD Monitor
15' TFT LCD Display Super Sim Design

Plug -n -Play Speakers x 2 Audio input jocks.

-£189.66Ex VAT

PoriCode 10273909

17" LCD
Monitor £269.".

S762A 17" Sil/Blk Audio LCD
* 17 viewable size LCD Panel - TN Active Matrix TFT LCD

 R/G/B Sub -pixels in vertical stripes

 1213Ck1024 array moat( (SXGA)

 16 milion colours  Full saeen image at all resolution

0.264mm / 0.264mm pixel pitch

TCO-99

£269.vA
PartCode 1027

£31648,,,4

Pow owywry CawaywaP

computers

A715 17" Multimedia LCD
Look beyond the stylish finish of the A715 and you will
find a high specification unit with USB hub, DVI input
and speakers, makign this model a complete
multimedia package.

NEC
LCD1760NX 17" LCD
The 17 NEC MultiSync LCD1760NX, a flat -panel monitor
featuring a thin -frame design, enhances your visual
experience with superior screen performance,
advanced technologies and comforting design
elements. This model's digital and analog inputs ensure
compatibtity with today's and tomorrow's computer

systems, and Rapid Response delivers
virtually uninterrupted and
undistorted full -motion video.

1 EMI:kw
63548

£364.25kx VAT

IZEP P922E 19" LCD
The P922E has a native resolution of 1280 x 1024. high

contrast ratio of 91:1, low response time of 25ms and
wide viewing angles of 170i in both d'rections. However,
the P922E doesn t just produce outstanding pictures
time after time. Its Movie Mode, DVI compatibility,
USB2.0 hub and built in speakers adds functionality to
performance.

£432 Ex VAT

£507.6°-,

PHILIPS ToUcam Fun II
Flicker -free video up to 30 frames per second

* Pin -sharp SVGA picture quality  Built-in digital
microphone  Perfect webcam for broadband
Internet  14P Plug & Play' *The ToUcam FUN II
packs a great performance webcam into a stylish
housing to help you get the best from fast broad-
band Internet connection  Flicker -free video up
to 30 frames per second  Experience flicker -free

on-line chatting and live video
thanks to natural video with 30
frames per second refresh rate

I £39.95,- J

gar
17" SM753S CRT

I E7OEx VAT

A904 (4.9"
19" DVI TFT

£395.v
PartCode 10273760

L£464.134

Ilvama
VisionMaster Pro 454 19
 19' (18' viewable) DiamondTron M2
 Horizontal sync: 30-132kHz
 Max resolution: 2048 x 1536 @ 80Hz

or 1600 x 1200 @ 100Hz

 Integrated USB hub & speakers

 TCO-99
 3 year on -site, swap out warranty

FF

£205Ex VAT

1E240.88ioc VAT

CREATIVE
WebCam- NX Pro
For outstanding video and stills horn a
versatile all-round system, choose the
Creative' WebCam" NX Pro. Its advanced 640x480
CMOS sensor it delivers full-size VGA video, or stills up
to 1024x768. Complete with separate microphone
that can be clipped to a monitor or clothing when

recording video clips or joining a video
conference. The WebCam NX Pro can
be mounted on a standard PC monitor,
clipped to notebook or desktop flat

panel LCD.

GP
RECOMENIZI

PartCode 10270356

Ex Vd£244°

1E283°. J

17" tiger
SM172V LCD

I £2513.d

aft £303.s,,cvAiJ

Aries
19"Slimline TFT

£229.v;

L£26911.4

games
Benak, FP791 17" LCD
* Flaunt it with style  Vision comes to life
 SRS Surround Sound  16ms fast response lime:
now makes TFT great for Games.Video & DVD
 Super bright 500 cd/m2, high 450:1 contrast
 Includes built in digital photo frame, fix viewing &
downloading media cards

44111411.

PHILIPS
180B2S 18" LCD

.PCW May 2005

£339,d

£398.33.,_

 17" Silver and Black LCD monitor with excellent
display performance  VGA Analog inputs
 Embedded AC power supply  Adjustable tilt
function  User installable bezel for optional
protective cover choice  Standard Base,
 Multimedia/Ergo base optional

£352.v.
PariCode 10248607

£41360

SONY.
21" Trinitron 0.24 FST
The G520 is ideal for the demanding corporate
professional. The virtually flat, high resolution FD
Trinitron CRT combined with a 0.24mm aperture grille
pitch delivers superior image clarity and brighter
colours making it perfect for everything from spread-
sheets and finely detoiled graphic presentations to
browsing the Internet and gaming.

£575.A
PattCode 1019 806

1£675.63.0 v.J

ITERRATECL*

TerraCAM USB
Capture Photos and Videoclips

 Send E -Mail Photos and Videoclips

 Internet Video Conferencing

 Video Observation Software
 24Bit Colour (1 6.7M colours)

 352 x 288 Stil Image Capture Resolution

 30fps Digital Video Capture Speed

111P
£22s, VAT

PcrrtCode

£251161nc VAT

PHILIPS
190B4CS 19" LCD

£457.v.1
PartCode 0270 76 --1

[£536-98,4

Aries Silver
19" Swivel TFT

£310.,,AT1
PartCode 10268308

[£364-E5v. J

FA VAT Inc VAT

ACER

10272928 5' A1.1512M Multi-Medio - White 199.00

10264170 IT AL707

233.83

333.70

ADI
10264490 MicroScon 550015' -Black 189.00 222.08

10268077 MicroScon 6701 17' - Silver/Biack 246.00 28905

10273760 Microscan A90417' Multimedia DVI 415.03 481.63

BELINEA

10264455 10171517' Analogue 265.00 31138

W264460 10191019' Digital/Analogue 445.00 52288

SENO -

10273768 FP557544 IF -Beige 21910 25733

10271244 FP731 17 -Silver 259.00 14.33

10271248 FP991 19' 439.00 515.83

CIX
10268154 5501A I5 Beige Mulfimecia 233.00 238.53

10271142 S7006 lr Beige Multimedia 253.00 297.25

10272972 S962A 19" - Block/Silver 38910 457.03

HANSOL

10270626 495019' Slyer 357.00 419.48

10271597 HW1710 lr Silver TV 407.00 478.23

IIYAMA
10233517 15" AX3819U 21100 252.63

10233521 1r 6543150 36610 430.05

10249915 2765482101 5102 599.25

10271552 19" E481 Profile 375.03 440.63

10274485 20" C51015 with Buit in TV Tuner 6202 728.50

NEC

10272533 151501- hay

10263482 17' 1701 - black/Silver

10233709 18" 188019 hack

10248599 I9" 1920NX

PHILIPS

10267935 Philips 150P4CG 15" 239.00

10267939 Philips 17054FG 1r 2552
10248607 Philps 18082518.1" 352.00

10270976 Philips 19084CS 19' Siva 457.00

SONY

10271946 19" SDM-591 - Black 479.00

10271944 15' SDM-8531-1 268.00

10271935 IT SDM-5738 -Black 335.03

SAMSUNG

10214003 IT SM751MB DFL 299.03 351.33

10271591 17' SMI92N Silver swivel 40903 480.58

10271595 21" SmIlOODF hay Flat 275.00 323.13

VIEWSONIC

10268327 VG500 15' - silver/black 221.00

1026E028 VE700 IT- sher/block 27910

18500

285.00

565.00

53910

217.38

334.88

663.88

633.33

2E83

299.63

413.60

536.98

56283

314.90

393.63

259.68

327.83

CRT MONITORS

AOC
0010312 15 EnergyPro 592 69.33

0010828 17 Energyfto 69.00 81,08

0010834 19" EnergyPro 96.00 11280

ADI
0268533 MicroScan 95715" 52.99 62.26

0268534 MiaoScon V7717 592 69.33

0264487 rviaoScan P90319' 127.78 150.14

CTX

0197544 VL700 IT 69.00 81.08

0009938 VL 950T 19 102.00 119.85

017443 PRIO5F 1T FD Trinities 115.00 135.13

0054167 CTX EX700F I T Flat 79.99 9339

IIYAMA
0212294 15' VisionMaster 1352 7200 84.60

0224855 I r Vision Mosta Pro 413 117.00 137.48

0265765 19" Vbion MST Pro 455 Block 157.00 184.48

0265766 21" Vision Master Pro 514 365.00 428.88

0274478 22' ribion MST Pro 513 3152 370.13

PHIUPS

0266485 17 107E51151 7810 91.65

0272520 17' 109850 FST-NF 141.03 165.68

0000360 20164021" 29900 35133

SONY
0233839 Sony CPD-E530 21' FD .24 495.00 581.63

04514 Sony GDM-FW900 24" FD Trinities 1136.99 1335.96

SAMSUNG
0212314 SM753S 17 DynaFlatX 7000

0263566 SM957P 19" DynaAat 116.00

0265894 0M120)4F 27 3322
0271596 21"SMI100DF 27510

VIDEO CONFRENCING

8225

136.30

460.60

32113

10268009 Creative PC -CAM 852 99.88

10270355 Creative Webcam NX 17.40 20.45

50270356 Creative Webcom NX Pro 2650 28.79

10270357 Creative Webcom Notebook 25.90 30.43

10257544 Logitech Quick Cam Messenger USB 2.5.00 2933

10263509 Logitech QuickCom for Notebooks Pro 49.00 57.58

10270972 Phrips Toucan II PVC820K 22.00 25.85

10270973 Rips ioucom Fun II PK833K 34.00 39.95

10270974 Philos Toucan Pro I PVC840K 4900 5758

10263828 Terratec TerraCom USB noo 25.85

10263830 Terratec TertaCam 2 move 1.3 68.00 79.90



Duron 1.4GHz + Fan

+ Motherboard + 256 RAM

VAT 9 In VAT

savastore.com
a division of WATFORD electronics

'Once again thanks, for the good service. I have no doubt I will be using your services in the
uture with a new confidence!' FB, London

Savastore com Customer Survey

Intuit
Quickbooks Regular 2004
Gives you fast and easy tools to help save time,
Organise information in one place and manage
business finances with confidence. Save time on

routine tasks, like invoicing
customers, paying bills and
tracking expenses.

QuickBooks

Regular 2w4

) VAT

Ex VAT Inc VAT

10275155 Quickbooks Professional 211.00 247.93

10275157 Quickbooks Premier 31760 372.48

Perfect PA
the CRM Solution for SME's

Manage your contacts quickly and easily
Instantly access previous communications for each contact

Keep up to date and hack individual projects
Quickly produce targeted maPings by post, e-mail & fax
Automatically records outgoing letters, emails & faxes
Manage contacts by category
Powerful postcode map fa targeted marketing activities

4- pit £169. VAT

f t

£198"Inc VAT1--
srnantec. Norton AntiVirus

2004
n.t,v,7

shoes:

r £106..

£124.55

£29.d

£3408 J

Acrobat 6.0 Standard

ro 1,4,
Adobe a.dc baud

epricalrallerTI--;4,4

[1Z252.63nc vati

WIRELESS NETWORKING

liE13
10261504 Mes Wieless Broadband Router

Ex VAT Inc VAT

5295 62.22

10261505 Aries Wireless Bdbnd Lan USB Adaptor 17.99 21.14

10261506 Aries Wiless Brdland Lan PCMCIA Adph 14 50 17.04

10272973 Disk Wieless Brdbnd Internet Gateway 42.58 50.03

10249757 Drink Wreless Brdbod Internet Gateway 61 00 71.68

10274377 [kink Wireless Beslbed Internet Gateway 117.00 137.48

10271327 Dhnk Wreless Brdbnd Internet Gateway 5900 69.33

10261438 22Mb Wireless Router 55.00 64.63

52 00 61.10

10257765 22Mb Wreless PC Card 27.50 32.31

10257766 22Mb Wreless PCI Cad 31.50 37.01

10274540 Office Connect Wreless Gateway / 51Mbps 69.00 81.08

10274541 Office Connect Wreles Gateway / 11Mbps 54.00 63.45

10274544 Office Connect Wieless LAN lig PC Card 39.00 45.83

10274545 Office Connect Wireless Ilg USB 3800 44.65

10257764 22Mb Wreless Access Pont

Consumer Sales and Terms
On -Line
Shop from the comfort of your armchair 24 hours a day. 7
days a week by logging on to www.savostore corn

Telephone Sales
Telephone: 0870 027 0900 Fax: 0870 027 0901

Fax and Post
Available 24 hours a day. Please provide your order details
name of the credit cardholder. credit card number, expiration
and billing address and fax us on OB70 027 0901.

Orders by post are accepted. Please post your requirements to
- Watford Bectranks Ltd, Jessa House. Finway, Luton, LUI I WE.

Order & Colect - Showroom Collection
You can now place orders anise with Watford Electronics
and collect from our Retail Shop. Place your order on
www.savastore.com and simply click the "collect from shop"
option at the end of the order processing. You will be
emailed once your order is ready for collection; all you need
to do then, is pop in and collect.

computers
Microsoft
Office 2003
Microsoft Office Standard is designed for users
who require only the core desktop productivity
tools, integrating productivity innovations through-
out its programs to transform the traditional Office
suite into a smarter overall work experience. By
simplifying productivity, enabling collaboration for
everyone, and extending Office beyond the desk-
top, Office Standard streamlines processes and
makes it easier for everyone to create and share

important information.

I £285. VAT

titriKIPOnlill).'4[11Y4

Ili:3341.68Inc VATj

OVID Ex VAT Inc VAT

10271039 Office 2033 Standard Fug ..285.03 334.58

10271040 Office 2033 Standard upgrade ........................165.00 193.88

10271041 Office 2033 Professional Ful product ._...........340.00 399.50

10271042 Office 2033 Prolessiceol ..215.03 252.63

10271043 Office 2003 Small Business Edition Full...... ..299.03 351.33

10271044 Office 2003 Small Business Edition upgde ....I85.00 217.38

Microsoft
Encarta Reference Library 04

£39.vd

£45."
symantec. Norton AntiSpam

2004

[ £21..

24.68

Microsoft Office 2003
Student Standard

£89.95.d

£105.69 j

Ilbilabotics 802.11g Wireless
Turbo Portfolio with 100 Mbps
Accelerator Technology
54 Mbps accelerated to 100 Mbps performance!'
Includes 256 -bit WXed Equivalent Privacy (WEPJ
encryption. Greater compatibility with
all 54 Mbps 802.1 lg. 22 Mbps, and
11 Mbps 802.1 lb wireless products
to ensure the fastest speeds
possible. Installs in three
simple steps!

MO 802.11g WIRELESS
10272628 Access Pant / Route(

Ex VAT Inc VAT

67E0 78.73

10273059 Turbo Multi -Function Access Pdint 89.50 102.81

10268495 Turbo PCI Adapter 39 50 46.41

10268460 Turbo PC Card 38.50 4523

Payment Method
We accept all major credit/debit cards. You will not be
charged until your order has been dispatched.
Optional finance. Buy Now Pay in 2004 available on all order
over £400; subject to terms, see website for details

Business/Corporate Information &
Payment Terms
Corporate/Business Orders
Sales and New Account Opening: Please call our Business
sales team on 0870 027 0888. They can help you with all your
company U requirements from replacement cartridges to fully
networked systems and software licensing.

Orders received from the Public Sector. Educational
Establishments and approved companies are welcomed.
Official Purchase Orders can be posted to our Mail Order
address or faxed to 0870 027 0889.

Payment terms
30 Days net credit terms are available subject to status. Tel:
0870 027 0888 Fax 0870 027 0889.

ames movies
autodesk°
AutoCAD LP 2005
With AutoCAD Lr 2005 you can easily create, plot,
publish, and share your 2D designs. You get more

done in fewer steps with a streamined plotting interface
and drafting features that boost your productivity.

And intuitive collaboration tools enable you to shore
data more convenientY, using less time and effort.

£680. VAT

P99Inc vat j

la PINNACLE
SYSTEMS

Studio AV/DV Deluxe v9
The ultimate solution for connecting analogue
and digitial video devices to your PC

 Includes NEW! Studio v9 editing software
 Internal firewire/analogue card
 Desktop breakout box for easy connection
* Capture from an analogue or digital source

1/ PINNACLE
_a. SYSTEMS

Studio MovieBox USB v9
The complete solution for easily connecting
analogue video devices to your PC

Easy to install on Hi -speed USB 2.0 and USB 1.1
Use any video source
Store and share your home movies
External device, no need to open your PC
Includes NEW! Studio v9 software

D -Link
High Speed 54Mbps ADSL
wireless router for Home/
SOHO with built-in 4 port
10/100 switch
The DSL-504T is an ADSL Router designed for the small

office and home. This router lets you quickly and easily
connect to highspeed broadband Internet and share
your ADSL line. With a built-in ADS!. interface, 4

10/ICOBASE-TX Ethernet switch ports and advanced

router functions.'
£65Ex vAii

E16.38inc VAT

Business leasing available. We can offer competitive rates,
subject to status. Please call on 0870 027 0888.

Terms & Conditions of Sale
ALL PRICES QUOTED IN THIS ADVERT ARE EFFECTIVE FROM

01.04.04 TO 30.04.04. Some specifications may change after
01.01.04.

For the latest and most up-to-date prices, Please check our
web site www.savastore.com

Some prices may change due to circumstances beyond our
control. Whilst we endeavor to provide pricing which is
correct at the time of going to press, please confirm prices at
the time of ordering. A full copy of our Business Terms and
Condition is available upon request. Except where stated
otherwise, all prices exclude VAT and Carriage. E80E. All
pictures. unless otherwise stated, are for illustrative purposes
only. Calls may be monitored for training purposes and
ensuring a high level of service.

Delivery & Insurance Charge
Once dispatched, please allow up to 3 days for delivery,
unless a premium service has been selected. Any delivery

MYOB BusinessBasics
The introduction of Business8asics extends the range
and provides the ideal solution for start-ups and sole
traders. MYOB offers powerful functionality in a quick
to set up, easy to use application.

Invoicing VAT Management
Job Costing Quotes & Estimates £,jA

,E56..., j

Profit & Loss

Sales Ledger

121311 Ex VAT Inc VAT

10264736 Accounfing 159E0 186.83

10261737 Accounfing its 235.00 276.13

11/41Indlet

MindManager® X5 Pro
Maximize Individual and Team Productivity
MindManager X5 Pro helps business professionals and
teams run more effective meetings, increase project
success rates and accelerate decisions.

Brainstorming Sessions
Project Planning
Meeting Organization

IfIeehmerr

£233"
Partition ,.. -.,,!

arkdoc,
Magic v8 wir""

£33."Exvd

*39.36 1

Photoshop Album v2
,,,,,,,,
PhrisnExii Albtun !A o -

Adobe 1 £31.5°Ex v]

1,1:37.01 j

OM, ADSL Modem with
Built -I 11g Wireless Router

07.60
Ex VAT

£114.571nc VAT

Aries
Broadband Wireless Router

1 £52.95,,,

£62.21,, .,

address re -directions must be made via Customer Services
only.

Savastore Carriage Charges to Customers Ex Vat

Order Value 4.5Kg >5.0Kg >10Kg >20Kg >35Kg 4.35Kg

Up to £30 £1.75 £3.99 P4.00 £5.50 £7.95 £8.25
Up to f125 £3.75 £3.99 £4.50 £4.95 £8.25 £8.50
Up to £350 £4.15 £4.50 £4.99 15.50 £8.50 £8.75
Up to £600 £4.59 £5.03 £5.50 £5.99 £8.50 £8.75
E600s £5.99 £7.00 £7.49 £7.99 £8.50 £8.75

Surcharge after 20Kg add another 25p a Kilo

The above excludes PC s which are charged as follows

First PC n £35.03 ex and every PC after that IS on additional £5.00

Other servkes (additional Surcharge)
Next day am
Next day Pre 10.00am
Next day Pre 9 00am

Saturday Delivery 8 Northern Ireland
Scottish Island, Isle of Wight, Isle of Scilly
Channel Island. Southern Ireland

For further details www.savostore.com/dellvery

t Ex VAT

£12.00
£15.00
£20.00

£15.00
£20.00
£20.00

For our latest deals visit www.savastore.com 15



savastore
a division of WATFORD electronics

AMP

_Cant iek.n-iftlAiokyiss

'I have ordered frequently from yourselves and have been almost completely satisfied with the
Service you supply. Well Done and keep up the good work :-)' SP, Bedfordshire
Savastare.com

shoes: computers

Connecting people with technology
For the complete range of Belkin products in networking,

desktop accessories, mobile accessories and power protection.

Visit www.savastore.com/belkin

NE -01 Notebook Case
8400 nylon exterior construction

Custom -designed, co -molded rubber & steel ripper pulls

Rugged-yet-fightweight design

Laptop Dimensions: 145 x 12.0' x 2.0'

Comes with a Belkin Limited Lifetime Warranty

Case Weight: 4.4lbs

£29.78.,

£3499

Power
Protection

Visit

www.savastore.com/belkin

2 Meters 6 -Socket
SurgeMaster
Superior Series withTelephone

Protection
The Superior Series offers surge protection for your general

electronics, home appliances, and more. this model

boasts 1940 Joules, 45,000 Maximum Spike

2 Amperage, 6 -sockets, and $103000

Connected Equipment Warranty.

) 100-

11131)
NE -TI Top Loader Case

Closed cell with high -density foam

Quick -access compartment, business -card holder

Expanding, rear -section file compartment

Laptop Dimensions: 14.5' x 11.25' x 2.0'

Comes with a Belkin Limited Lifetime Warranty

Case Weight: 5.0Ibs

E34113Ex VAT

£39.98

ALM
Universal UPS 800VA

Provides up to 45 minutes backup time.

Battery capacity bad: 800VA 1450 Watts)

Provides 6 Outlets: 4 battery backup outlets w/surge
protection and 2 outlets w/surge protection only

Serid/USB Ports. I Out RJ45/12111 jack with surge protection

$150,003 Connected Equbment Warranty

3 Year Product Warranty

£127.66Ex VAT

rts17:11fliIet-.Tirjo-,

Ca,
Universal UPS 1000VA

Provides up to 75 minutes backup time.

Battery load capacity: 1CODVA (550 Watts)

Provides 6 Outlets: 4 battery backup outlets w/surge
protection and 2 outlets w/surge protection only

SeriaVUSB Ports. 1 Out IR145/RJ11 jack with surge protection

$300.000 Connected Equipment
Warranty

t 3 Year Product Warranty

£169.36Ex VAT

£198."

NE -L01 Leather Case
Fine -grade, Genuine -leather exterior crafting

Quick -access pocket, Pens, disks & accessories storage

Tough -protection. honeycomb construction

Laptop Dimensions: 14.5' x 12.0' x 2.0'

Case Weight: 5.4lbs

£59."..
£69.99 Jr

NE -MC Notebook Bag
Notebook cell with hgh-density foam

Pen, disk, and accessories storage

Quick -access pocket. Back -side holey strap

Microfiber exterior construction

Laptop Dimensions: 14.5' x 11.5'x 2.0'

Case Weight: 4.0bs

£29."Ex VAT

£34."

KVM Switch
Configuration

Visit

www.savastore.com/belkin

4M0
Bluetooth USB Printer
Adapter
Adds Bluetooth connection capability to your USB printer

. Works in conjunction with computing devices enabled
with Bluetooth v1.1 technology

Instals easily with Wig -and -Play convenience

(-Port ode 0275112

£59."Inc VAT

2 Meters 8 -Socket
SurgeMaster
Superior Series with
Telephone Protection
The Maximum Series offers hrgh-end surge protection for

your advanced computers, peripherals, phone/fax,

DSL/cable modems, and more. This model boasts

1 2700 Joules, 75,000 Maximum Spite

Amperage, 8 -sockets, and a lifetime

£1 75,000 Connected Equipment Warranty.

180
Ei8.50

Ex VAT

£21."

(MO
Universal UPS 1200VA

Provides up to 100 minutes backup time.

Battery load capacity: 1200VA 1670 Watts)

Provides 6 Outlets: 4 battery backup outlets w/surge

protection and 2 outlets w/surge protection only

Serial/USB Ports. I Out RJ45/RJ11 jack with surge protection

$500,000 Connected Equipment Warranty

3 Yea Product Warranty

1E2 11.91Ex VAT

g248."

Bluetooth Combo Card
Adds Bluetooth wireless technology to your PDA or

notebook computer eliminating the necessity for
a cable

Offers built-in security using 128 -bit encryption and

authentication, allowing you to securely access any
Bluetooth device without wires

Provides effortless wireless communication among

computing devices & peripherals through user-friendly
software

I £46.8°Ex VAT

PortCode 10275113

£54."Inc VAT

home entertainment

4100
NE -102 Leather XL Case

Honeycomb Frame Protection

Quick -access pocket

Rear -section file compartment

Genuine Nappa leather exterior with Neoprene Shop

Laptop Dimensions: 14.5' x 12.0' x 2.0'

Case Weight: &Bibs

Efig.10V Ex VA1

Executive Women s Tote
A design that blends stybh lines with sturdy construction,

the NE-WT7's lightweight comfort is sue to appeal to the

woman executive. Featuring long, sturdy handles for
either shoulder- or hand -carried transport, its top -load

notebook access provides extraordinary ease for working
as you travel by plane, bus, train, or car. Geared to

ensure the best protection fa your
notebook, NE gives you lots of
storage for muttiple accessories.

£34."inc VAT

Wireless RF Keyboard &
Optical Mouse

Offen slender and easy -to -connect design

Allows you to identify usage patterns with

2 conveniently located LEDs for Keyboard and Mouse

Works seamlessly for right- and left-handed users

Gives you 14 hot keys

fa one -touch access
to htemet
and muti-medlo
functions

£38.28vd

1E44.98

Mini -Wireless Optical USB
Mouse

Works from up to 3 feet from your notebook or desktop

Comes with an ON -OFF Switch

Provides 27MHz frequency fa worldwide compatibility

Offers precision hacking and RF operation - wkelessty

Includes 3' USB extension cable

£29.78,.

4r£34."

16 For our latest deals visit www.savastore.com



innovating digital storage
For over ten years, Amacom has been pioneering
portable digital storage. Our products are highly regarded
for their reliability, price and performance, offering real
solutions for the digital user.

store - play - view
video still images music business and personal data

DiViD Burner - Make backup copies
of your Hollywood DVD movies.

Amacom's new DVD burner
does everything you could
ever want from a DVD or CD
rewriter. It can create DVDs
and CDs of professional
home movies, picture slide
shows, audio and MP3
music. It can copy any
disc including all the latest
Hollywood DVD movies, and
it can burn them to all the
major media types including
DVD-R/RW, DVD+R/RW,
CDRW and CD -R.

The DiViD has both USB2 .0
and FireWire interfaces and
with over £200 of software
from Pinnacle and 321
Studios offers unbelievable
value. The DiViD Burner is
unbeatable as the complete
solution to Create, Copy and
Burn.

Currently available at the
special offer price of £199
inc. VAT

.;\

-z2disk MiniStor 10disk Flip2disk
SB2 and Firewire external portable hard USB2 Flash Memory drive the size of a car Pocket sized Hard Drive with integrated USB Now up to 80GB

. rive key with password protection and/or 128bit 2.0 interface The ultimate in portable data storage and

opacities of up to 250GB

Robust and stylish aluminium enclosure

software encryption at folder or file level

Capacities of up to 1GB and rising
No mains power required

Capacities of up to 80GB

complete with disaster recovery & backup
software 'FlipBack'

.rovides excellent heat dissipation and shock No mains power required Supplied with stylish carry case.
Connectivity: Choose from a selection of
intelligent interface options

bsorbency Total security Prices from £95.00 Shock and vibration resistant material
Prices from £119.00 Prices from £24.00

No mains power required & includes carry
case

No excuses: backup, transfer, and secure
your data today!

Prices from £147.00

   IfiGNME7
tIVERY

NB NINO Iwo
For more information or to purchase visit

www.amacom-tech.com
or call 020 8993 7373

AMACOM®



power
computing ltd

opening hour
mon - fri 9 - 6pm
sat 10 - 4pm
sun closed

All prices include VAT/ 01234 85150

Power Cracker, 00
1.8GHz DDR PC

ATX Midi Tower Case 350 watt PSU

Socket A M/board 266 FSB

1 x AGP 3x PCI 4x USB 2.0 lx Parallel 266 FSB

2x Front USB 2.0

AMD Duron 1.8GHz Socket A CPU

256MB DDR PC2700

A/C 97 On -Board Sound Card

40GB UDMA 133 EIDE 7200RPM HD

1.44MB Floppy Disk Drive

52x CDROM Drive IDE

Integrated 3D Graphics Card

(Can share Up -To 32MB)

Integrated 10/100 Network Card

56.6K V92 Modem

2 Year Parts & Labour Warranty

Free Software Installation Manual

Monitor & Software (OS) not included

Change CDROM to CDRW
for only £20.00 Extra!

Or CDROM to DVDRW +/-
for only £100.00 Extra!

Power Euo Athl
XP2400+ DDR PC

ATX Midi Tower Case 350 watt PSU

ASUS-A7V8X-MX M/board

lx AGPx8 3x PCI 4x USB2.0 lx Parallel 333 FSB

2x Front USB 2.0

AMD Athlon XP 2400+

256MB DDR PC2700

On -Board 6 Channel Audio

40GB UDMA 133 EIDE 7200RPM HD

Logitech Internet PS/2 Keyboard

Logitech 3 Button Wheel Mouse

1.44MB Floppy Disk Drive

ASUS (Burnproof) 52x24x52 CDRW

Nero CD Burning Software

Integrated UniChrome 3D Graphics

Integrated 10/100 Network Card

56.6K V92 Modem

2 Year Parts & Labour Warranty

Free Software Installation Manual

Monitor & Software (OS) not included

Change CDRW to DVDRW
+/- for only £70.00 Extra!

29.95 6s1136NowE29 195

ay&

Inc VAT

Power Gamer
XP2600+ DDR PC 095'

ATX midi Tower case 350W PSU

ASUS A7N8X-X M/board Skt A DDR 400 FSB

5x PCI lx AGPx8 4x USB 2.0 lx Parallel

2x Front USB 2.0

AMD Athlon XP2600+

512MB PC2700 DDR RAM

On -Board 6 -channel Audio

120GB ATA133 7200rpm Hard Drive

Logitech Internet PS/2 Keyboard

Logitech 3 -button Wheel Mouse

1.44MB Floppy Disk Drive

MSI CDRW/DVD Combo Drive

MSI FX5900XT 128MB DDR AGPx8 Inc TV

Out,Video-In

Integrated 10/100 Network Card

56.6K V92 Modem

2 -year Parts and Labour warranty

Free Software Installation Manual

Monitor & Software (OS) not included

Change CDRW/DVD Combo
Drive to DVDRW +/- for only

£50.00 Extra!

6;s96E54NOW

Inc VAT

Power Intel P4
3Ghz DDR PC NEN"!

S'c,.0

ATX Midi Tower Case 350W PSU

ASUS P4V800 M/board Skt 478 DDR 800 FSB

5x PCI lx AGPx8 4x USB 2.0 lx Parallel

2x Front USB 2.0

Intel P4 3Ghz Hyperthreading enabled

512MB DDR PC3200

On -Board 6 -channel Audio

80GB ATA133 7200rpm Hard Drive

Logitech Internet PS/2 Keyboard

Logitech 3 -button Wheel Mouse

1.44MB Floppy Disk Drive

MSI CDRW/DVD Combo Drive

ASUS V9520 Magic GeForce FX5200 128MB

8xAGP Inc.TV Out

Integrated 10/100 Network Card

56.6K V92 Modem

2 -year Parts and Labour warranty

Free Software Installation Manual

Monitor & Software (OS) not included

Change CDRW/DVD Combo Drive
to DVDRW +/- for only £50.00

Extra!

WAS

99sNovvE49

2 YEARS PARTS & LABOUR WARRANTY
ON ALL SYSTEMS

Power NForce
11P2600+ DDR PC

ATX Midi Tower Case 350 watt PSU

ASUS-A7NBX-VM M/board

lx AGPx8 3x PCI 4x USB2.0 lx Parallel 333 FSB

2x Front USB 2.0

Aron Athlon XP 2600+

256MB DDR PC2700

On -Board 6 Channel Audio

80GB UDMA 133 EIDE 7200RPM HD

Logitech Internet PS/2 Keyboard

Logitech 3 Button Wheel Mouse

1.44MB Floppy Disk Drive

ASUS (Burnproof) 52x24x52 CDRW

Nero CD Burning Software

Integrated Nvidia GeForce4 Graphics

Integrated 10/100 Network Card

56.6K V92 Modem

2 Year Parts & Labour Warranty

Free Software Installation Manual

Monitor & Software (OS) not included

Change CDRW to DVDRW
+/- for only £70.00 Extra!

WAS

NOWE34

Millennium Black
XP2600+ DDR 333 PC

ATX Midi Tower Case 300 watt PSU

ASUS A7V8X/LAN M/board Skt A DDR 333 FSB

lx AGPx8 6x PCI 4x USB 2.0 lx Parallel

2x Front USB2.0

AMD Athlon XP 2600+

256MB DDR PC2700

On -Board 6 Channel Audio

80GB UDMA 133 EIDE 7200RPM HD

Black Logitech Internet PS/2 Keyboard

Black 3 Button Wheel Mouse

15" TFT Black Flat Panel Monitor inc speakers

1.44MB Floppy Disk Drive

MSI Black 16x DVD 48xCD

MSI Black (Burnproof) 52x24x52 CDRW

Nero CD Burning Software

ASUS V9520 Magic GeForce FX5200

128MB 8xAGP Inc. TV Out

Integrated 10/100 Network Card

56.6K V92 Modem (Rockwell Chipset)

MS Windows XP Home, MS Works, Word,

Money, Auto Route, Encarta, Photo Standard,

Anti Virus Software (Worksuite 2004)

2 Year Parts & Labour Warranty

Change CDRW and DVD to DVDRW
+/- for only £40.00 Extra!

£

Inc T

NOW

Complete

System

Power FX o
XP2600+ DDR x81101, PC

ATX Midi Tower Case 350 watt PSU

ASUS A7V8X-X M/board

lx AGPx8 6x PCI 4x USB 2.0 lx Parallel 333FSE

2x Front USB 2.0

AMD Athlon XP 2600+

512MB DDR PC2700

On -Board 6 Channel Audio

80GB UDMA 133 EIDE 7200RPM HD

Logitech Internet PS/2 Keyboard

Logitech 3 Button Wheel Mouse

1.44MB Floppy Disk Drive

ASUS (Burnproof( 52x24x52 CDRW

Nero CD Burning Software

ASUS V9520 Magic GeForce FX5200 128

8xAGP Inc. TV Out

Integrated 10/100 Network Card

56.6K V92 Modem

2 Year Parts & Labour Warranty

Free Software Installation Manual

Monitor & Software (OS) not included

Change CDRW to DVDRW
+/- for only £70.00 Extra!

WAS

f449-16

NOW

Power Stopper
1.8GHz DDR PC

ATX Midi Tower Case 350 watt PSU

Socket A M/board 266 FSB

1 x AGP 3x PC14x USB 2.0

2x Front USB 2.0

AMD Duron 1.8GHz Socket A CPU

256MB DDR PC2700

A/C 97 On -Board Sound Card

40GB UDMA 133 EIDE 7200RPM HD

Logitech Internet PS/2 Keyboard

Logitech 3 Button Wheel Mouse

Speakers

1.44MB Floppy Disk Drive

MSI CDRW/DVD Drive

Integrated 3D Graphics Card (Can share

Up -To 32MB)

Integrated 10/100 Network Card

56.6K V92 Modem

MS Windows XP Home, MS Works,

2 Year Parts & Labour Warranty

Monitor not included

ONLY £349.95
Inc VAT

We Custom Build PC's to your specification - please call



FREE UK MAINLAND DELIVERY on all ON-LINE
ORDERS when you spend £50.00 or more

No Surcharge on Credit Cards!

www.powerc.com
1-rjj I -11

Hard Drive Upgrades
MAXTOR 40GB 7200RPM UDMA 133 IDE HD £45.95

MAXTOR 80GB 7200RPM UDMA 133 IDE HD (57.95
MAXTOR 120GB 7200RPM UDMA 133 IDE HD(2MB CACHE) . ..f 79.95

MAXTOR 120GB 7200RPM UDMA 133 IDE HD(8MB CACHE) 189.95

MAXTOR 120GB 7200RPM SATA HD(8MB CACHE) £89.95

Removable HardDrive Bay UDMA 133 IDE Twin Fan £19.95

PCI Ultra ATA 100/133 IDE Raid Conroller 129.95

External CDRom11-10 Case 139.95

ASUS Serial SATA Dongle £14.95

UDMA 133 Rounded HD Cable £5.95

128MB USB2.0 Memory Pen... £39.95

256MB US82.0 Memory Pen f59.95

Motherboards (Retail Boxed)
Motherboards AMD Socket A

ASUS A7V8X-VM VGA1AudiolLanIUSB2.0 AGPx8. £49.95

ASUS A7V8X-X Audio Ilan 1USB 2.0 £49.95

ASUS A7N8X-X AudiolLanIUSB2.0 f 59.95

ASUS A7V600AudiolLanISATAIUSB2.0 f 59.95

ASUS A1N8X-VM NForce2 VGA AudiolUSB2.01AGPx8 £79.95

ASUS AINI8X Deluxe Audiol2xLanIFirewireISATAIUSB2.0 £89.95

Motherboard Intel P4

ASUS P4V800-X AudiollanIFirewireISATA1USB2.01Raid £49.95

ASUS P4R800-VM Audiollan1VGA RadeonIUS112.01Raid f 71.95

ASUS P4P800 Gold 865PE AudichanIUSB2.0 .......................... £86.95

ASUS P4P800 Deluxe 865PE AudiolLan1FirewireISATAIUSB2.0 ..............1104.95

ASUS P4C800 Gold 875P AudiolLanWSB2.0.... ..... ............ ......... ...... .1119.95

ASUS P4C800-E Deluxe 875P AudiolLanIFirewireISATAIUSB2.0.............1 149.95

Graphics Cards (Retail Boxed)
ASUS V9180/1 MX440 64MB DDR AGPx8 Inc.TV Out 139.95

ASUS V9520 FX5200 128MB DDR AGPx8 Inc.TV Out 154.95

ASUS V9520/TD FX5200 128MB DDR AGPx8 Inc.TV Out & DVI £69.95

ASUS V952ONS FX5200128MB DDR AGPx8 Inc.TV Out Video In £79.95

ASUS V95201HT FX5200 128MB DDR AGPx8 Inc.TV Out Video In.1119.95

ASUS V9560/TD FX5600 128MB DDR AGPx8 Inc.TV Out & DVI £104.95

ASUS V9560N5 FX5600 128MB DDR AGPx8 Inc.TV Out Video In 1129.95

ASUS A9800XT/TVD ATI Radeon 9800XT 256MB DDR AGPx8

Inc.TV Out Video In & DVI 1399.95

ASUS ATI Radeon 9200 SE 64MB DDR inc TV out 142.95

ASUS ATI Radeon 9600 SE 128MB DDR inc TV out/DVI 199.95

MSI FX 5600XT 128MB DDR AGPx8 inc TV out & DVI Dual VGA £94.95

MSI FX 5600XT 256MB DDR AGPx8 inc TV out & DVI Dual VGA....f 104.95

MSI FX 5700 128MB DDR AGPx8 inc TV out & DVI Dual VGA 1134,95

MSI FX 5700 Ultra 128MB DDRII AGPx8 inc TV out & DVI

Dual VGA £164.95

MSI FX 5900XT 128MB DDR AGPx8 Inc.TV Out Video In & DVI _1189.95

MSI FX 5950 Ultra 256MB DDR AGPx8 Inc.TV Out Video In & DVI

Dual VGA £359.95

Speakers
XPro Speakers £14.95

Harman Kardon HK395 2x Satelite lx Sub Woofer £49.95

Altec Lansing ADA-745 4.1 Speakers 169.95

Creative T7700 7.1 Speakers £109.95

Sound Cards
Soundblaster 4.1 PCI £16.95

Soundblaster Live! Player 5.1 £29.95

Soundblaster Audigy 2 Player £69.95

Creative Audigy 2 ZS (Retail boxed) £99.95

Soundblaster Audigy 2 ZS Platinum Pro (Retail boxed) f 179.95

Ports
USB 2.0 4 Port Internal PCI £19.95

PCI I/O Port 2x Serial 1x Parallel £29.95

Front USB 2.0 & Firewire PCI Card Included £29.95

ASUS USB Smart Card Reader 6 inl internal £24.95

ASUS USB Smart Card Reader 7 inl external £29.95

Firewire Card incl software & cable 139.95

CDROM/CDRW/DVD drives
ASUS CDROM 52x £14.95

ASUS 16x DVD 48xCD(UDMA 100) £29.95

MSI 16x DVD 48xCD (Black) £29.95

ASUS 52x24x52 CDRW Inc.Nero £34.95

ASUS 52x24x52 CDRW Inc.Nero (black) £34.95

MSI 52x24x52 CDRW Inc.Nero (black) £39.95

MSI CDRWIDVD Combo £49.95

ASUS 52x24x52 External USB 2.0 179.95

MSI DR8-ADVDPlusRIRW-RIRW Writer (Retail boxed) £114.95

ASUS DVDRW-1+ 4xDVD+R (Retail boxed) (99.95

DVD-R Media f 1.00

W3-1111..Pli-111.1 -15jjJ
Colour Monitors

Hansol 17" .20Pitch Dynaflat (730ED) £99.95

Hansol 19" .26Pitch (920P) E139.95

Hansol 19" .25Pitch (920D) £189.95

14" ADI TFT Monitor (Beige) f 199.95

15" AOC TFT Monitor (Silver & Black) £249.95

AOC 17" TFT (LM721A) (Silver Inc.Speakers) £319.95

AOC 19" LM919 TFT Monitor DVI (Silver & Black) £499.95

Modems & Network
56.6k V92 Internal PCI Modern (Rockwell Chipset) £14.95

56.6k V90 External Serial Modem £29.95

56.6k V90 PCMCIA Modem f 39.95

10/100 11145 PCI Network Card £14.95

PCMCIA 10/100 Network Card £29.95

ADSL PCI Card £39.95

ADSL Splitter £9.95

8 Port switch hub £29.95

Netgear DM602 ADSL Modem USB Router 1xLAN 10/100 £64.95

Netgear DG834 ADSL Modem/Router 4xLAN 10/100 £94.95

Netgear DG834G ADSL Modem Wireless 540 Router 4xLAN 101100....£129.95

Netgear RP614 DSL Router 4xLAN 101100 144.95

Netgear WGR614 DSL Wireless 540 Router 4xLAN 10/100 179.95

Netgear WG311 PCI Card Wireless £49.95

Netgear WG121 U582.0 Wireless 54G £49.95

Netgear WG511 PCMCIA Wireless 54G f49.95

CPU's
AMD DURON 1.8GHz f34.95
AMDATHLON 2400+ (Retail Box Inc.Heatsink & Fan) £59.95

AMDATHLON 2600+ 640 cache (Retail Box Inc.Heatsink & Fan) £74.95

AMD ATHLON 2800+ 640 cache (Retail Box Inc.Heatsink & Fan) £94.95

AMDATHLON 3000+ 640 cache (Retail Box Inc.Heatsink & Fan). .f 129.95

AMDATHLON 3200+400 FSB (Retail Box Inc.Heatsink & Fan) (169.95
INTEL PENTIUM 4 2.8GHz 800FSB (Retail Box Inc.Heatsink & Fan) £139.95

INTEL PENTIUM 4 3.0GHz 800FSB (Retail Box Inc.Heatsink & Fan) £169.95

INTEL PENTIUM 4 3.2GHz 800FSB (Retail Box Inc.Heatsink & Fan) £219.95

Cases
ATX Midi Tower Case with Front USB 350 Watt £39.95

Chieftec Silver Fox ATX Midi Tower incl 300 Watt PSU f 59.95

Chieftec BX-02 Full Tower Case No PSU £69.95

CoolerMaster Praetorian Aluminium No PSU 1119.95

CoolerMaster Wave Master Aluminium No PSU 1139.95

300 watt PSU £24.95

400 watt PSU.. £59.95

Case Modifications Now in Stock - Please Call!
Keyboards & Mice

Logitech 3 Button Wheel Mouse £9.95

Logitech Optical Wheel Mouse f 14.95

Chieftec Wireless Optical Keyboard & Mouse (silver/black) £34.95

Logitech Internet Keyboard £14.95

Logitech Internet Keyboard & 3 Button Wheel Mouse f 19.95

Logitech Cordless Desktop MX with MX Mouse £89.95

Cherry Cymotion Master Solar Wireless Keyboard & Mouse (silyeriblack)189.95

Memory
256MB PC2700DDR 184PIN 333mhz f29.95

512MB PC2700DDR 184PIN 333mhz f59.95

256MB PC3200DDR 184PIN 400mhz f29.95

512MB PC3200DDR 184PIN 400mhz

Motherboard Bundles (assembled)
ATX Midi Tower Case with Front USB 350 Watt

Socket A Motherboard 266 FSB

lx AGP 3x PCI 6x USB2.0 lx Parallel On -board Sound & 101100 LAN & Modem

On -board SIS 3D Graphics Card (can share up to 64MB)

AMD Duron 1.8GHz Socket A CPU Inc. Fan & Heatsink

256MB PC2700 DDR RAM f144.95

ATX Midi Tower Case with Front USB 350 Watt

ASUS A7V8X Audio LAN DDR 333 FSB

UDMA 133 1x AGP x8 5x PCI 4x USB2.0 lx Parallel

On -board Sound 6 channel audio

AMD Athlon XP 2400+ (266MHz FSB) Inc. Fan & Heatsink

256MB PC2700 DDR f 179.95

ATX Midi Tower Case with Front USB 300 Watt

ASUS-A7V8X-MX M/board

1x AGPx8 3x PCI 4x USB2.0 1 x Parallel 333 FSB

On -Board 6 Channel Audio

Integrated UniChrome 3D Graphics

Integrated 10/100 Network Card
AMD Athlon XP 2600+ (333MHz FSB) Inc. Fan & Heatsink

256MB PC2700 DDR £199.95

MSI DR8 DVD/RW+/-

8x DVD+R

All prices include VAT.
All power computing pcs are subject to availability and come with 2 year return to base, parts

labour warranty (free collection & retum) unless otherwise specified by manufacturer. industry

standard practice is to quote a monitor crt size. the actual size is one inch less details correct at

lime of going to press. prices. specifications subject to change without notice. all sales are subject

to power computing ltd terms and conditions. a copy of which may be obtained on request all

trademarks are acknowledge& all prices include vat E & OE
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Laptops
now in stock!
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Memory Sale
256MB PC2100
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184PIN
266 mhz

WOWPRICEIC29 .95
512MB PC2100 184PIN

266 mhz

owWPRICE159 .95
256MB PC2700 DDR

wpRoIcwE129.95

512MB PC2700 DDR
184PIN
333 mhz

wpRoICEIC59 .95

256MB PC3200 DDR
184PIN
400 mhz

1/V1.1=1E29.95

512MB PC3200 DDR
184PIN
400 mhz

VVPIRoICE!E5995

SEE WEBSITE FOR MORE GREAT
OFFERS!

winnm.Powerc_com
Most Major Credit

Cards Accepted z 11,4.,3 LTA
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ULTRA LIGHT MINI NOTEBOOK

MP-XP731
JVC's incredibly light, small 1GHz Centrino"^
Mini -note PC for powerful "always on the go,
always in control" computing. Weighing just 905g,
the Mini -note PC has rewritten the Rule Book when it
comes to defining work on the move. Wireless connectivity
anywhere there's public wireless LAN service, and up to 9.5 -hr
extended battery life. Advanced software pre -installed for content
creation and enjoyment. You may never go back to your desktop!

MP-XP731 SPECIFICATIONS
CPU
Pentium -M Centring 1GHz

Bus clock
400MHz Bus

is,r4BoIrchceache

Main memory
Standard 256MB
On board 246MB
Max 512MB

Hard disk
40GB

Pn7eI'L'L`5%f:74::',.phics

Built-in monitor
Screen size 8.9" Low Temperature Poly Silicon
TFT liquid crystal (backlit)
Resolution 1024x600, 16M colors
External monitors 800x600 - (2048x1536
Panning), 16M colors

Sound
Built-in stereo speakers

Interface
Mini VGA port x 1
RI -11 phone jack x 1
USB port x 2(USB2.0)
IEEE1394 port 1
LAN Jack 1(10BASE-T/100BASE-TX)
Microphone -in jack x 1
Headphone -out jack 1(stereo)
PC card slot x 1(TypeII)
Other interfaces
SD card slot 01

Keyboard
Key pitch I6.mm
Key stroke 1.5mm

Pointing
Stick type

Zeldr:vT?PSXr.otfelional (Service Pack1)

Dimensions
(W)225mrn x (H)28.0/29.5mrn x (D)152mm

Weight
approx.905g (apprpx.I245g with extended battery)

Additional software
Applications
Pinnacle STUDIO 8 SE
PIXELA ImageMixer Ver1.1
PD -TS Decoder(MPEG-2 TS decoder)
Windows Media Player9
Windows Media Encoder9
Windows Movie Maker2
Norton AntiVirus 2003
Acrobat Reader
Real Player 8 Basic
CC Converter
Microsoft Outlook Express6
Mlcrosft Internet Explorer6
Windows Messenger
Windows NetMeeting

Utilities
USB Driver(Mass Storage/Stream)
G.726 Decoder
ISP sign-up tools

Accessories Included
MP-WDX2E Ext DVD-CDRW drive
MP-PRX1B Port replicator
MP-VGX2E External display adapter
Extra Standard Li -ion External battery pack
Application CD-ROMs
AC adapter
modem cable
telephone adapter
Two stick caps
Instruction manual
Removable USB SD card reader/writer

MOBILE
TECHNOLOGY

£1349.99 (Ex VAT)
£1586.24 (Inc VAT)

ALSO AVAILABLE

MP-XP5320

Pentium PIII-M 933MHz
8 9' TFT display
128MB RAM
20GB HDD
Ext CD drive
WIN XP Pro
Now with FREE JVC mini digital camera

Ex VAT Inc VAT

£989.99 £1163.24

00870 766 1785
Laptopshop I.T. Ltd, 17 Faraday Close Trading online since 1998

Gorse Lane Business Park, Clacton, Essex. C015 4TR
Callers welcome by appointment only Credit Cards + 1 5%. Amex + 3%
Opening times Mon -Fri 9am  5.30pm Prices Exclude shipping.
Debit, switch & Solo cards No charge, All trade marks acknowledged. E & OE
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Wireless
Centrino
Laptops

From
Ex Vat Inc VAT

From £709.99
£709.99 (£834.24)

£759.99 (£892.99)
£849.99 (£998.74)

£1239.99 (£1456.99)
£1129.99 (£1327.74)
£829.99 (£975.24)

£859.99 (£1010.49)

£939.99 (01/51.49)

£979.99 (£1/16.24)

£999.99 (£1174.99)

£1049.99 (£1232.58)
£1149.99 (£1351.24)
£1139.99 (£1339.49
£1029.99 (£1210.24)
£899.99 (£1057.49)

£1059.99 (£/245.49)

TravelMate 291XCi P -M 1.4Ghz 256MB130GB114.1" TFT/DVD-CDRW/56K/10.100/Wi-Fi/XP Pro

TravelMate 291LCi P -M 1.4Ghz 512MB/30GB/15" TFT/DVD-CDRW/56K/10.100/Wi.Fi/XP Pro
TravelMate 291LMi P -M 1.4Ghz 512MB/30GB/15" TFT/DVD-RW/56K/10-100/Wi.FilXP Pro
TravelMate 302XMi P -M 1.6Ghz 512MB/60GB/15" TFTIDVD DUAL-DRIVE/56K/BI/XP Tablet Edition

TravelMate 371TMi P -M 1.4Ghz 512MB/60GB112.1" TFTIDVD Dual Drive/56K/10-1001Wi-Fi/XP

TravelMate 661XC P -M 1.4Ghz 256MB/3008114.1" TFTIDVD-CDRW/56K/10-100/Wi-FilXP Pro

TravelMate 661LCi 1.4Ghz 256M8/30GB115" TFTIDVD-CDRW156K110-100/Wi-Fi/XP Pro

TravelMate 661LMi P -M 1.4Ghz 512MB140GB115" TFT/DVD.RW156K/10-1001Wi-Fi/XP Pro

TravelMate 800LCiB P -M 1.3Ghz 512MB/40GB/15" TFTIDVD-CDRW156K110-1001Wi-Fi1BT/XP Pro

TravelMate 801LCI P -M 1.4Ghz 512MB/40GB/14.1" TFT/DVD-CDRW/56k/10-100(Wi-Fi/XP Pro
TravelMate 803LCiB P -M 1.6Ghz 512MB/40GB/15" TFT/DVD-CDRW/56K/10-10011Ni-Fi/BT/XP Pro

TravelMate 803LMi P -M 1.6Ghz 512MB/40GB/15" TFT/DVD-RW156K/10-1001Wi-FilBTIXP Pro

TravelMate 804LCi P -M 1.7Ghz 512MB/60GBI15" TFT/DVD-CDRW156/010-100/Wi-Fi/BT/XP Pro
TravelMate C111TCi P -M 1Ghz 512MB/40GB110.4" TFT/DVD-CORW/56K/10-1001Wi-Fi/BT/XP Pro

Aspire 2001 WLCi P -M 1.4Ghz 512MB/40GB/15.4" TFT/DVD-RWMi-Fi/XP Home
Aspire 2003 WLMI P -M 1.6Ghz 512MB/60GB/15.4" TFT/DVD-CDRW/Wi-Fi/XP Home

C116- lf111`,11
SIEMENS From £1079.99

Lifebook S6120 P -M 1.4Ghz 256MB/40GB/13.3' TFT/DVD-CDRW/56kM/in2000
Lifebook 56120 P-M1.4Ghz 256MB/20GB/13.3" TFT/DVD-CORW/56k/XP Pro
Lifebook E 4010 P -M 1.6Ghz 512MB/60GB/15.1' TFT/DVD-CDRW/56k/10-100/Win2000

Lifebook E 4010 P -M 1.6Ghz 512MB/60GB/15" TFT/DVD-CDRW/56k/10-100/VVi-FiNVin XP Pro

Lifebook S 6120 P -M 1.6Ghz 512MB/40GF3/13.3' TFT/DVD-CDRW/56k/10-100/Win2000

Lifebook S 6120 P -M 1.6Ghz 512MB/60GB/13.3' TFT/DVD-CDRW/56k/10-100/Wiin XP Pro

Lifebook T 3010-004 P-M1.4Ghz 256MB/40GB/12.1" TFT/56k/10-100/Wi-Fi/XP Pro
Lifebook T 3010-005 P-M1.4Ghz 512MB/60GB/13.3" TFT/DVD-CDRW/561d10-100NVi-Fi/XP Pro

Ex Vat Inc Vat
£1079.99 (£1268.99)
£1079.99 (£1268.99)
£1579.99 (01856.49)

0579.99 (01856.49
£1079.99 (£1261-

£1494.99 (£1 756. b;

£1199.99 (£1409.99)

£1279.99 (01503.99)

COMPAa From £1269.99
Ex Vat Inc Vat

NX7000 DG705T P -M 1.5Ghz 512MB/40GB/15.4" TFT/DVD-CDRW/56k/10-100NVi-Fi/BT/XP Pro

NX7000 DG70137 P -M 1.6Ghz 512MB/60GB/154' TFT/DVD-CDRW/56100.100/Wi-Fi/XP Pro

Evo 620C DE262A P -M 1 3Ghz 256MB/30GB/14.1" TFT/DVD/56k/10-100/Wi-Fi/XP Pro

Evo 620C DE264A P -M 1 4Ghz 256MB/40GB/14.1' TFT/DVD/56k/10-10ONVi-Fi/XP Pro

Evo 620C DE271A P -M 1 5Ghz 512MB/60GB/14.1" TFT/DVD-CORVV/56k/10-100AWFi/XP Pro

Evo 620C DJ101S P -M 1.4Ghz 512MB/40GB/14.1" TFT/DVD-CDRW/56k/10-100MA-Fi/XP Pro

£1269.99 (£1492.23)
£1529.99 (£1797.74)
£1299.99 (01527.49)
£1289.99 (£1515.74)
£1699.99 (£1947.49)
£1679.99 /£1973.991

From £749.00
Dell Latitude D500 P -M 1.3Ghz 256MB/20GB/14.1" TFT/DVD Drive/56k/XP Pro
Dell Latitude D800 P -M 1.3Ghz 256MB/30GB/154" TFT/DVD-RW/Wi-FiNVIinXP Pro

Ex Vat Inc Vat
£749.00 (£880.08)

£899.99 (£1057.49)

011 _erififfiffp
0;7.. k"". ,r-

X05 XTC P -M 1.4Ghz 256MB/30G8/14.1' TFT/DVD-CDRW/56k/10-100/Wi-FU XP Pro
X05 XTC P -M 1.5Ghz 256MB/30GB/14.1' TFT/DVD-CDRW/561(/10-100/VVi-Fi/XP Pro

X10160011 P -M 1.6Ghz 512MB/40GB/14.1- TFT/DVD-CDRW/56k/10.100/Wi-Fi/XP Pro

From £949.99

X10 1700 P -M 1.7Ghz 512M8/60G8/14.1" TFT/DVD-CDRW/56k/10-100/Wi-Fi/Win 2000

X15 LVC P -M 1.4Ghz 256MB/30GB/15* TFT/DVD-CDRW/56k/10-100/Wi-Fi/XP Pro NEW

X15 HVC P -M 1.5Ghz 512MB/30GB/15" TFT/DVD-CDRW/561U10-100/Wi-Fi/XP Pro NEW
P30 LTC P -M 1.4Ghz 256MB/30GB/14.1' TFT/DVD-CDRW/56k/10.100/Wi-Fi/XP Pro NEW

P30 MVC P -M 1.5Ghz 512MB/40GB/15.1" TFT/DVD.CDRW/561(110-100/1M-Fi/XP Pro NEW
P30 HZM P -M 1.7Ghz 512MB/60G8/15.1* TFT/DVD-RW/561(./10-100Nifi-FAP Pro NEW

£1599.99

£1049.99

£1299.99

£1089.99

£1269.99

£1699.99

Ex Vat Inc Vat
£949.99 (£1116.24)

£1199.99 (£1409.99)
£1299.99 (£1527.49)

(£1879.99)
(£1233.74)

(£1527.49)

(£1292.49)
(£1492.24)

(01997.49)

ak SONY
vor \f\ 10 From £1079.99

Ex Vat Inc Vat

V505CP P -M 1.6Ghz 512MB/60GB/12.1' TFT/DVD-CDRW/56k/10-100/VVi-Fi/XP Pro NEW £1079.99 (01268.99)

Z1RSP P -M 1.7Ghz 512MB/60GB/14.1" TFT/DVD-CDRW/56k/10-10O1Wi-Fi/BT/XP Pro £1529.99 (£1821.24)

TR1MP P -M 900Mhz 256MB/30GB/10.6" TFT/DVD-CDRW/56k/10-10ONVi-Fi/BT/Camera/XP Pro £1379.99 (01621.49)

wr TOSHIBA From £919.99
Ex Vat Inc Vat

Portage A100 P -M 1.4Ghz 256MB/40GB/12.1" TFT/DVD-CDRW/56k/10-10ONVi-Fi/XP Pro

Portage M100 P-M1.2Ghz 256MB/40GB/121" TFT/DVD/56100-100/Wi-Fi/XP Pro
Portege R100 P.M 1Ghz 512MB/40GB/14.1" TFT/56k/10-100NVi-Fi/XP Pro NEW

Tecra M1 P.M 1.4Ghz 256MB/40GB/14.r TFT/DVD/56k/10-100M/i-FAP Pro

Tecra M1 P.M 1 6Ghz 512MB/60GB/14.1' TFT/DVD-CDRW/56k/10-100/Wi-Fi/XP Pro

Tecra M1 P -M 1.7Ghz 512MB/80GB/14.1' TFT/DVD-CDRW/56k/10-100/Wi-Fi/XP Pro

Satellite Pro M30 P -M 1.5Ghz 256MB/40GB/15" TFT/DVD-CDRW/56k/10-100/VVi-Fi/XP Pro NEA
Satellite Pro M30 P -M 1.7Ghz 256MB/60GB/14.1" TFT/DVD-RW/56k/10-100/Wi-Fi/XP Pro NEW

£919.99 (£1080.99)

£1249.99 (£1468.74)
£1329.99 (£1562.74)

£1059.00 (01245.49)
£1349.99 (£1586.24)
£1449.99 (01703.74)
£1059.99 (01245.49)
£1354.99 (£1592.11)

Acer TravelMate 291XCi
£709.99 + VAT (£834.24 inc)

Fujitsu -Siemens S6120
£1079.99 + VAT (£1268.99 inc)

HP Compaq NX7000
£1529.99 + VAT (£1797.74)

Acer 291LCi
£759.99 + VAT

Samsung X05 1.4GHz
£949.99 +VAT (£1116.24)

Sony Vaio Z1RMP
£1279.99 + VAT E1503.99)

Toshiba Tecra M1 1.4GHz
£10.59 + VAT (£1245.46 inc)

Wireless Networking
& Broadband Access

We have range of wireless access points,
some with ADSL modems built-in for direct
connection to a ADSL enabled phone line
and are available as the 11Mbps (Wi-Fi
802.11b) and high speed 54Mbps (54g
802.11g).
For more info about these call our sales
line on 0870 766 1785

Netgear DG834G
54Mbps (802 11g)
ADSL Modem
4 x 10/100 LAN ports
£129.99

Netgear WGR614
54Mbps (802.11g)
Broadband Router
4 Ethernet Ports
10/100 Mbps
£74.99

DLink Di774
11/54Mbps Router
802.11a/b/g
Tri-mode, Dual Band
4 x 10/100 LAN ports
£229.99

/zn VI;

Belkin F5D7630uk4A
54Mbps (802.119)
Backwardly
compatible with
11Mbps (802.11b)
4 x 10/100 LAN ports
£129.99 El 5 2.74)

Netgear WG511
54Mbps (802.11g)
PCMCIA card
£49.99 (£58.74)

Belkin F5D6020U
11Mbps (802.11b)
PCMCIA card
£39.99

Belkin F5D7010uk
54Mbps (802.119)
PCMCIA card
£49.99

Stock availability and prices are liable to change at any time. All offers are available at the time of advert creation.
Please call 0870 766 1785 or see our website www.laptopshop.covk for up to date listings and prices. 1911212003

® 0870 766 1785
www. Laplopshop.co.uk

TECHNOLOGY
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Latest PC Suer Deals
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Lomputer

Intel Celeron 2.4Ghz
Processor

 256Mb SD Ram
40Gb Hard Disc Drive
52x32x52 CD Writer
3.5" 1.44Mb Floppy Disc
Drive

 17" SVGA Colour Monitor
Integrated Savage Pro
Graphics

 On Board Sound

Image shows PC with
optional 17" TFT monitor

 Mains Powered Speakers
 56K V90 Modern
 4 x USB Ports

PS2 Keyboard and Mouse
 MS Windows XP Home

EX VAT

INC VAT £399.00

r --

II.

SMA DISPAYS

PANASONIC Ex VAT Inc VAT
DTH42PWD6BX 42" CALL CALL

DTH42PHD6BX 42" £3,200 £3,760.00
DTH5OPHD6BX 50" f4,495 f5,293.33

FUJITSU Ex VAT Inc VAT
P42VCA3OEH 42" £2,109 £2,478.08

P42HHA3OES 42" £2,739 £3,218.33

P5OXCA11EH 50" £4,215 £4,952.63
P5OXHA1OES 50" £4,199 £4,933.83

PIONEER Ex VAT Inc VAT
PDP433MXEV 43" £2,735 £3,213.63

PDP434HDE 43" £3,479 £4,087.88
PDP503MXEV 50" £4,216 £4,953.80
PDP503MXEVS 50" (4,219 £4,957.33

SAMSUNG Ex VAT Inc VAT
PPM42S3 42" £1,899 £2,231.33
PPM50H3 50" £4,115 £4,835.13
PPM63H3 50" £4,219 £4,957.33

MZ-60PZ14 60" £7,999 f9,398.83

MON - FRI 9AM - 6PM
SAT 9AM - 1PM

1 r

a

1

a

Nsus
Ultimate P260(

Intel Pentium 4 2.66Ghz
Processor

 512Mb DDR Ram
 120Gb 7200rpm HDD
 Combined DVD/CDRW
 On Board VGA Card
 10/100 Network
Interface Card

 4 x USB Ports, 56K
Modem

 4 in 1 Multimedia Card
Reader

 Cordless Keyboard and
Mouse

rL

On Board Sound
 TV Out, IEEE13 94 Port,
S -video Out

 Philips A3.300 Speaker
System

 Difusion EA17 17" TFT
Monitor

 MS Windows XP Pro

EX VAT

INC VAT £949.00
a

Samsung VM25
Intel Pentium 4 2.4Ghz
Processor

 512MB PC133 Ram
 30Gb Hard Disc Drive
 DVD/CDRW Drive

15.1" X VGA TFT Display
Internal 10/100 Network
Interface

E835-?0
Internal 56K Modem
Internale8usB Ports

EN

Norton Anti Virus
 Weight 2.9Kg

£ Ex VAT £ Inc VAT

INC VAT £981.13
+ SONY DEALS..
Vaio FR 4158 C2.8, 512Mb, 40Gb,

DVD/CDRW, 15" TFT, XPH

739.00 868.33

Vaio FR495EP, C2.8, 512Mb, 40Gb, CALL CALL

DVD/CDRW, 15" TFT, XPP

Vaio FR415M, P4 2.8 DT, 512Mb,

40Gb, DVD/CDRW, 15" TFT, XPH

899.00 1056.33

Vaio FR4155, P4 2.8 DT, 512Mb, 1059.00 1244.33

60Gb, DVD+-RW, 15' TFT, XPH
Vaio GRT995MP, P4 2.8 DT, 512Mb,

60Gb, DVD/CDRW, 1.5' TFT, XPP

1139.00 1338.33

Vaio GRT896HP, P4 2.8 DT, 512Mb, 1489.00 1749.58

60Gb, DVD+RW, 15" TFT XPP

&BCI

To Burnley I

To Preston

r

IL

Intel Pentium 4
 2.66Ghz Processor
 512Mb DDR Ram

 80Gb 7200rpm
Hard Disc Drive

 Combo DVD/CDRW

Drive

 Integrated Graphics
 Samsung SM152T
15" TFT Monitor

 On Board 5.1 Sound
 TV Tuner Card with
TV Recording
 10/100 Network

Interface Card
 56K V90 Modem

 4 x USB Ports, IEEE
1394 Firewire Port

 Built In Multimedia
Card Reader

AM/FM Radio With
MP3 Player

 Remote Control
 Philips A2.310
Speaker System

 Cordless Keyboard
and Mouse

 MS Windows XP
Home

INC VAT £929.00

r

SM 7535 17" CRT

SM 957P 19" CRT

SM 1100DF 21" CRT

SM152V 15" TFT Sil/Blk
SM152N 15" TFT, Silver

SM172V 17" TFT Sil/BLK
SM173B 17" TFT, Silver

5M192V, 19" TFT, Silver
SM193T, 19" TFT Silver
SM213T, 21" TFT, Silver
SM241MP, 24" TFT Silver

SM403T, 40"" TFT Silver

CML152XW2 15"TFT
CML154XW 15"TFT
CML174SXW 17"TFT
CML175SXW 17"TFT

CML190SXW 19"TFT
CML200UXW 20"TFT

£ Ex VAT E Inc VAT

69.00 81.08
119.00 139.83
245.00 287.88
205.00 240.88
219.00 257.33

255.00 299.63
285.00 334.88
405.00 475.88
449.00 527.58
879.00 1032.83

1929.00 2266.58
3199.00 3758.83

185.00 217.38

197.00 231.48
297.00 348.98
309.00 363.08
429.00 504.08
849.00 997.58

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE YOUR ORDER CALL

01254 505 505
EMAIL SALES®JAVELINCOMPUTEkS.COM

or shop online www.javelincomputers.co

NEW SHOWROOM NOW OPEN!
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Canon

 Up to 22 ppm mono, up to lb ppm colour
 Prolesskhal quality, [peerless photo printing

Advanced MicroFine 0000101 Technology

4800 a 1200 dpi resolution and 2p1 MoroiNoules
 Single Ink technology
 PictEddge and Bubble Jet £'1.09.0°EX VA1

Direct compatible

INC VAT £128.08

i865
ummaC a1114111

 4800 x 1200 dpi with advanced MicroFine Droplet Technology1M,
2p180ro-000les

 ContrastPLUS for high contrast photo printing

 0100010 spend: up to 23ppm mono,
16ppm colour

 Single Ink technology
 Windows & Mac compatible dos

business options

EX VAT

INC VAT 1153.93

i70('anon

 4800 a 1200 dpi resolution with
permanent 5p1 drop se

 Fast print speeds up to 13ppro
in mono & 9ppm in colour

 Bubble Jet camera direct functionality
 Advanced Microfine Droplet Technology

 High colour inks
 04. 5" a 7" & 4"x 6" bordedess

printing

 VOA and USB connectivity
ER VAT

INC VAT f 188 00

('anon

 Full A4 photo in approx. I minute

 6 odour. 4800 x 2400 dpi with advanced Moraine Droplet
TeehrkeeTM & 2PI Micro -Routes

 SOME Ink lechndogy
 Fast Cheerless 8 COTT printing
 ProtBridge and Bubble Jet Direct
 Windows and Mac tompalide

INC VAT /264.38

MV600i
 Mlni Otr 19" CCO 800K
 18x optical/360 a digital zoom
 25" Colour LCD =MI and colour vie
 Electron& Image Stabiliser
 Night mode & Addeo Dubbing
 Deout (1E6E1394 compatible)
 Manual Focus
 DV messenger
 DV 10116E91394 compatible)
 Analogue In
 Analogue - Digital Converler

der

Canon

MVX10i
 Super slim, visionary. vertical deign
 2.2 Megapixel CCD
 Compact 10x optical/200x digital rem le
 Buh-in Cet guide flash
 Digital Camera functions including AFB.

Selectable AF frame, continuous shooting Cane.
 FIGTI Pnmary Colour Filter

 DOC DV
 169 High Resolution Mode
 2.5" colour LCD and viewfinder
 Direct Pet and PictBridge

compatible ino PC required for photo poeng
 Network Functions, DV Messenger 20

INC VAT £891.83

f Ex VAT
Asus A7N 266-VM Skt A. Nvidia. DDRRam, AGP 4X 3500
Asus A7V8X Skt A, Via KT400, DDRram, AGP 8X, ATA133 40.00

Asus P4533 -MX Skt 478. SIS 651. FSB533, DDR 8u SDRam, AGP 4X. ATA133 36.00
Asus P4S800, Skt 478, SIS 648FX, FSB 800, SDRam, AGP 8X, ATA133 47.00
Asus P4P800-VM, Skt 478, Intel 865G. FSB 800. DDRram, AGP 8X, SATA 6500
Asus P4P 800D Skt 478, Intel 865PE, FSB800, DDRRam, AGP 8X, ATA133 90.00
MSI K7N 2 Delta, Skt A, Nvidia, DDRRam, AGP 8X, ATA133 50.00
MSI KM4M Skt A, Via VT8235, DDRRam, AGP 8X,
MSI 645, Skt 478, SIS645. DDR/SDDram, AGP 8X, ATA133 41.00
MSI 848P Neo. Skt 478, Intel 848P. FSB 800. DDRRam, AGP 8X. SATA 60.00
Gigabyte GA-7VKMP. Skt A, Via KM266. COPPam. AGP 4X. Lan 40 00

Inc VAT

4113
47.00
4230
55.23

76.38

105.75

58.75
48.18
48.18
70.50
47.00

J

PR ORS

Intel - boxed product
Pentium 4 3.2GHz
Pentium 4 3 OGHz
Pentium 4 2.8GHz
Pentium 4 2.6GHz
Pentium 4 3.06GHz
Pentium 4 2.8GHz
Pentium 4 2.67GHz

Celeron 2.8GHz
Celeron 2 7GHz

Celeron 2.6GHz
Celeron 2 4GHz

FSB 800
FSB 800
FSB 800
FSB 800
FSB 533
FSB 533
FSB 533

Cache 512k
Cache 512k
Cache 512k
Cache 512k
Cache 512k
Cache 512k
Cache 512k

FSB 400
FSB 400
FSB 400
FSB 400

Cache 128k
Cache 128k
Cache 128k
Cache 128k

£ Ex VAT Inc VAT

269.00 316.08
180.00 211.50
145.00 170.38
125.00 146.88
16500 193.88
129.00 151.58

115.00 135.13

81.00 95.18
71.00 83.43

60.00 70.50
49.00 57.58

r

f Ex VAT f kic VAT

Artec DVD 16X Retail

Lite-On DVD 16X Reail

MSI CR-52M 52x32x52 CD-RW Retail

Asus DVDRW +/- 4X Retail

19.50 22.91

20.50 24.08

24.50 28.78

71.00 83.45

Pioneer DVR-A06 DVD+/- DVD Writer Retail 89.00 104.58

Samsung Comb) 52x24x52 CDRW/16X DVD Retail 39.00 45.83

All top brands available...
IN111 ,,hone for late-i

- ,v prices
HP
HP Ink Black 51645A
HP Ink Black C6615D
HP Ink Black 51626A
HP Ink Black C6628A
HP Ink Black C8727A
HP Ink Colour 51649A
HP Ink Colour C6657A
HP Ink Colour C6578D
HP Ink Colour C51641A
HP Ink Colour C6625A
HP Ink Colour C1823D

£ Ex VAT £ Inc VAT
18.50 21.74
1800 2115
19.00 2233
18.00
12.50
19.50
21.00
21 00
21.00
18.50
2100

2115
14.69
22.91
24.68
24.68
24.68
2174

24.68

JAVELIN HOUSE

3 GREENBANK BUSINESS PARK

DYNELEY ROAD  BLACKBURN

LANCS  BB1 3AB

EPSON f Ex VAT/Inc VAT
Epson Ink Black 1028 19.00 22.33
Epson Ink Black T015 2100 24.68
Epson Ink Black T040 21.00 24.68
Epson Ink Black 1019 19.00 22.33
Epson Ink Black 1007 15.00 17.63
Epson Ink Black T003 19.50 22.91
Epson Ink Black 1036 12.00 14.10
Epson Ink Colour 1008 12.00 1410
Epson Ink Colour T041 19.00 2233
Epson Ink Colour T018 15.00 17.63

Epson Ink Colour T016 24.00 28.20
Epson Ink Colour T020 17.00 19.98
Epson Ink Colour 1027 14.00 16.45
Epson Ink Colour 10009 16.00 18.80
Epson Ink Colour 1005 4100 2820

VISA -41344

r

Ir

1 r

f Inc VAT E Ex VAT

Cooling Ram Sink CRC -U01 6.00 7.05

Cooling Ram Sink ARC -U01 4.00 470
Heat Sink Grease PTK-001 4.25 4.99

Cable 3.5"" Round TTC-F18-E1 5.00 5.88

Cable IDE ATA100 RCA24BE 4.00 470
Cooling Fan Aero 7, ASB V73 17.00 1998
Cooling Fan Aero 7 Lite CP5-8J71F 10.00 11.75

Cooling Fan Aero 4 Lite D14-7J74F 10.00 11.75

Cooling Fan Alps HHC-L61 20.00 23.50
Cooling Aero Gate 1 ALD-V01 20.00 23.50

Cooling Muskateer LLC-UO2 25.00 29.38

Cold Cathode Green/Red/Purple/Blue 800 940
JIM 4n4 .1114 11111. 111.......10 TR WIN I= MIR I. IR MR IOW .11

rIMIII1111111111114

Inc VAT £ Ex VAT

Midi Tower 8870 ATX 350W PSU 21.00 24 68

Midi Tower 9980 ATX Window 400W PSU 29.00 34.08

Desktop ZO1 ATX 350W PSU 22.00 25.85

Midi Tower CI -6066 350W PSU 42.00 49.35

Zorro Silver Eye -T Window 450W Case Fan 46.00 54.05

Zorro Black Eye -T Window 450W Case Fan 46.00 54.05

Maxtor 40Gb 7200

Maxtor 80Gb 7200

Maxtor 120Gb 7200

Maxtor 160Gb 7200

Maxtor 200Gb 7200

Western Digital 40Gb 7200

Western Digital 80Gb 7200

Western Digital 120Gb 7200

Western Digital 180Gb 7200

Western Digital 200Gb 7200

Freecom Ext 40Gb 7200

Freecom Ext 80Gb 7200

=reecom Ext 120Gb 7200

f Ex VAT f Inc VAT
3200 37.60

4200 49.35

5200 61.10

7800 91.65

119.00 139.83

3800 44.65

46.00 54.05

6000 70.50

130.00 15275

139.00 163.33

89.00 104.58

109.00 128.08

149 OT 175 08

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE YOUR ORDER CALL

) 01254 505 505

. 11
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Internet

code MCF 010

McAFEE
INTERNET SECURITY

SUITE 6.0
The full power of all McAfee's

security and privacy software in
one box.

Current versions of VirusScan
Home, Firewall, SpamKiller and

the leading McAfee Privacy
Service to help keep your family

safe when online.

99£39  iNc VAT £10

vIrusscan

code MCF 006

McAFEE
VIRUSSCAN

HOME 8.0
VirusScan is your 'always on'

first line of defence against virus
threats, scanning emails, attach-

ments and instant messaging.
It automatically detects viruses
and kills them before they hit

your PC, allowing you to contin-
ue working with peace of mind.

£24.99VAT

£10

MUSICAL JOEY
Computerised piano & software for PC
Enjoy stimulating music lessons and chal-
lenging games. Compose and arrange your
own compositions using different instruments
Includes dedicated keyboard - no extra leads
or batteries are required. Suitable for
children
age 5+. £19 " INC VAT

£30

MICROSOFT AUTOROUTE 2004
ope!

Microsoft® AutoRoute 2004 is the great value all -in -one travel and
mapping solution that delivers a comprehensive array of town and
country maps, points of interest and driving directions for the UK and
Europe. If you want to locate the closest post office, cash machine,
hotel or restaurant, AutoRoute 2004
helps you find it. Save

INC VAT

Encarta'ir

AutoRoute

code MIC 001

MICROSOFT L.10...Ati I FKLIVIIUIVI i01.14
Available as CD ROM or DVD ROM
Discover the ultimate learning resource. This award -winning encyclope-
dia delivers a complete reference resource for school or home. It pro-
vides instant access to information including excellent articles, images,
videos, animations, maps and other tools. (Please specify whether you
require CD ROM or DVD ROM). £54.99

CD code MIC 014 INC VAT

DVD code MIC 021

MICROSOFT OFFICE 2003 - STUDENT AND
TEACHER
If anyone in your household is in full time education (whatever age)
you can save over £200 on the price of MS Office by buying this stu-
dent edition. Includes fu ll versions

99of Microsoft Word, MS Excel, MS £109.
Outlook and MS PowerPoint. INC VAT

Photoshop Album 211

Adohe
Pho,hopElemenr,

e 4P e, I
114. -

MORE DIGITAL IMAGING AND UTILITIES SOFTWARE FROM MEDIASHAK

Code Product Price Save Code

mcf 007 McAfee VirusScan Pro 8.0 £29.99 £10.00 dal 001

mcf 008 McAfee Personal Firewall + 5.0 £19.99 £10.00 act 001

mcf 013 McAfee SpamKiller 5.0 £19.99 ado 002

mcf 009 McAfee QuickClean 4.0 £19.99 £10.00 ado 003

pin 007 Instant CD/DVD V8 £39.99 £10.00 dig 003

sym 003 Norton Internet Security £49.99 mag 005

sym 001 Norton Anti Virus 2004 £39.99 pin 005

sym 004 Norton Personal Firewall £39.99 pin 006

sym 002 Norton System Works £59.99 pin 001

pow 002 Partition Magic £49.99 rox 002

exe 001 Disc Keeper £24.99 mic 022

rox 001 Roxio Easy CD & DVD £44.99 £5.00 cor 001

ms 004 Roxio Creator 7 £59.99 £10.00 mic 023

Product

CD Label Maker

ACT

Photoshop Elements V2

Photoshop Album

Paintshop Pro V8

Video Deluxe 2.0 Plus
Pinnacle Instant Photo Album

Pinnacle Instant Video Album

Pinnacle Studio V9

Roxio Photosuite 7

Microsoft Digital Image V9.0

Corel Printhouse 6.0

Microsoft Publisher

Price Save

£19.99

£119.99 £10.00

£59.99 £30.00

£39.99 £10.00

£84.99 £15.00

£29.99 £10.00

f19.99 £0.00

£24.99 £5.00

£54.99 £5.00

£44.99 £5.00

£59.99 £10.00

£29.99

£149.99 £50.00

MAGIX AUDIO CLEANING LAB DELUXE 2004
Restore and burn your vinyl LP's to CD -with FREE connecting
cable. Connect your record player to your PC and record. Restore the
tracks by eliminating background hisses,
then burn them directly to CD in your £24.99
chosen order.

INC VAT
code MAG 001

SCANSOFT PDF
CONVERTER
Convert PDF files into fully -
formatted and editable
Microsoft Word documents,
using the applications that
you use every day. Now you
can view and edit PDF files
in Microsoft Word, without the
need for Adobe® 99
Acrobat®!

INC VAT

code SCA 001

£5

SCANSOFT
PAPERPORT
DELUXE 9.9
The easiest way to
turn piles of paper
and photos into
organised digital files
that you can quickly
find, use and share.

99£34
INC VAT

£5

code SCA 002

£5

£10

£15

code MIC 015

ADOBE PHOTOSHOP ELEMENTS & PHOTO
ALBUM BUNDLE
Save money by buying the bundle!
In addition to Photoshop Elements you get Adobe® Photoshop®
Album software helps you instantly organize and find your digital
photos so you can share your memories and experiences with vir-
tually anyone, anywhere.

code ADO 001
"£69  INC VAT

ART EXPLOSION - 600,000 CLIP ART
The ultimate clipart collection. An endless resource
for enhancing documents.

£49.99
INC VAT

£10

£70

Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss

Address

Postcode

Tel email

Code Product QTY Price

Plus postage on all orders

All prices are inclusive of VAT Total

£2.50

I enclose a cheque payable to Mediashak Ltd, value

or debit my MastercardNisa/Switch card

Card No

Expiry Date Start Date Issue No

Signature Date

Post to: Mediashak, 14 The Hollies, Newton, Rugby CV23 ODD
or fax on 01788 860899 or visit our website*

MedIasoliRkc.,___Ara
FILL IN THE COUPON, CALL OUR CREDIT CARD HOTLINE OPEN 9AM TO 9PM ON

01788 860899 OR VISIT
www.mediashak.com

Instock items are delivered within 2-3 working days of receiving order. Delivery price applies to UK and ROI only. Payment must be in pounds sterling.
or overseas orders and further enquiries please contact enquiries@mediashak.com



BULK CD -R 80Min/700Mb
100 x iMATION £23

BULK DVD-R 4.7Gb/Ver.2
25 x Verbatim 2x £30
25 x Verbatim 4x £35
unirtnit io
VC TDK i SONY MD -74M E1..:

MD-RXG 80M £1.15

:D/DVD cam a time. 50's 100'.
'LASTIC SLEEVES with FLAP £5
EWEL CASE for Single -CD Ell
EWEL CASE for Double -CD £18
)VD CASE for Single-DVD £20

ffi
£18
C32
£35

DVD(Verbattm,TDKAtaxelliMation) Each
Verbatim (sulk 2,510DVD-R 2x -Speed £30.00
Verbatim DVD-R 4.70Gb £2.00
Verbatim (Printable) DVD-R 4.70Gb £2.25

Verbatim
Verbatim

DVD-RW 4.70Gb £3.25
DVD+R 4.70Gb £2.00 CanonTDK/Sony DVD-R 4.70Gb £2.50 Verbatim

mit,TDK,Sony DUD+ R 4.70Gb £2.50 ....
TDK/Maxell DVD+RW 4.70Gb £3.50 ags £30 £35
iMation/Maxell DVD-Ram 4.7Gb £6.50 50 £55 £65
iMation/Maxell DVD-Ram 9.465 £10.50
Check the Format of your DVD Writer Recorder 100 £100 £120 inkjet Supplies

NEW! LOWER PRICES!!

1i I1

Prr ALL WITH ICCO PI PIP JEWEL CASES

74miN / 650MB 10+ 50+ 100+

OlkTDK 55p 5" 46p

maxell 55p 50p 46p
SONY 55p 50p 46p

LOWER PRICES J
BOMIN / 700MB 10+ 50+ 100+
iMation/SAMSUNG 48p 44p 40p

SONY
nverbaiim

52p
52p

48p
48p

44p
44p

NVerbalint-printabie 56p 52p 48p

BRUM
BOM1N / 700MB

,/Verbatim
iMATION tt. -

:TDK
SONY (4x -10x)
UNBRANDED 650Mb (10x)

CONSUMER AUDIO CD -R
JVC CD -R80

iMATION CD -R80

1-9

£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

£1.10
£1.00

10+
99p,
99p

L
10-24

90p
90p
90p

£1.00
90p
50+
95p
95p

,..
25+
80p
80p

80p
90p

80p
100+

89p
89p

CD Labelling Each
'RESS-1T CD Labelling Kit £11.50
OMPATIBLE LABELS

,RESS-IT CD Labels White (zoos) £12.00
.RESS-1T CD Labels Glossy (sam £12.00
AVERY CD Labels White (200'8) £12.00
NEAT° CD Labels White (20001 £12.00

DDS TAPES 1-4 5+
SONY DG4'120M DDS2 12 eGb) C4.50 f4
SONY DG4/125M DDS3 1)22055) £5.50 f5
SONY DG4/150M DD54 (20.40Gb1 E9.50 f9
SONY 4MM CLEANING TAPE 0 50 GLEANS) £6

DLT / AIT1 TAPES 1-4 5+
SONY DLT IV (20 ao - 35 70Gb) £25 £24
SONY Super DLT 000-120 1.32005)E65 £62
SONY DLT Cleaning Cartridge 025
SONY AIT1 135Gb - Long Length) f36 £35
SONY AIT2 150Gb - Long length) £41 £39
SONY AIT3 (100Gb - with Remote Chip) C42 £40
SONY AIT Cleaning Cartridge £25

ZIP & LS120 1-9 10+
OMEGA ZIP 1 00Mb frl £7
OMEGA 21P 250Mb Z9 CE1

SUPERDISK LS120 £7 £6

3.5" HD DISKS PACK PRICE
SONY I TDK / MAXELL 100 £18
IMATION (3M) 100 f22
ACCESS+ HP (Compatible Toners) Each
HP Laseret 41..4ML4P/4MP (92274A C30
HP Laser et 11P9P+4IP/IIIPS (922754 £25
HP Laser et 1111D/111111D (92295A £25
HP Las:trio, 4/4M/5'5M5N (92298A) C28
HP 51.6L:3100/3150 (C39064) £28

HPLas 511/5MP)6P/6MP (C3903A) C32
HP 1100,1100A (C4092A) £30
HP 2100/2200 (C40964 £48

(C4127 £84'

Canon Inkjet Cartridges Black Colour
(BC01) £14

BJ200/E/X/230 (BCO2) £14
BJC210/240/250
BJ30/BJC50/70/80/85

(BCO2/BC05) £14.. £18
(BC10E) £22

BJ30/BJC50/70/80/85Tanks 3's (BC110) £12
BJC50/70/80/85 (BC11E) £25
BJC50/70/80/85 Tanks 3's (BCI11) £10 .. £13
S200/5300 (BC124BK/BCI24C) ... £6 .. £11
S200/S300 TWIN Pk(BC124BK/BCI24C) £11 .. £20
BJC2000/4000/5000sories (BC20E/21£) £21 .. £28
BJC2000/4000/5000serioarank. (BCI21) ... £5 .. £12
BJC3000/5400 (BC33) £38
BJC3/6000/5400nok.(8038/3C/SM/SY) ... £7 .... £6
BJC6000/6100/6200/6500 . (BC30/31) £26 £29
BJC7000/7100 (BC60/61) £26.. £28
BJC7000/7100 Colour Ink Tank (BCI61) £18
BJC7000/7100 Photo Can (BC62) £39
BJC7000/7100 . Photo Ink Tank (BCI62) £24
S800/BJC8200 Photo Ink Cart (BC50) £75
S800/13.1C8200Tanks(BC16BK/6C/6W6Y) ... £8 £8
S800/BJC8200 Photo Ink (BCI6PC/6PM) £8
Canon Inkjet Paper Media A4 A3
Coated Paper (200) (LC101) £22.. £42
High Resolution (200/20) (HR101) £22 ....£6
Glossy Paper..(20) (GP301) £9 £15
Photo Paper Pro (8200) .. (15) (PR101) .

Photo Paper Pro 4"x6" .. (20) (PC101) . VO
Glossy Photo Card 4"x6" (20) (FM101) ... £6

Compatible Cartridges

Apple LNVnter Select 300/310/360 .. (196,o) . £65
Apple Personal L/W 300/320/4-600 .. (2045) . £56
Apple LaserWriter 12/640PS (4683) . £85
Apple LaserWriter Pro 16/600/630/800(2473) £65
Apple LaserWriter 8500 (5893) £165
Brother HL730/760/FAX-8/9000 . (161/DR200) . £18 £89
Brother HL820/1051/1060 (TN/DR300) . £18 £89
Brother HL1240/50/70 m-rem(TN6600/DR6000) . £49  £89
Brother HL1650/5030 mirmd(TN7600/DR7000) £52 £99
Epson Aokoser C900/1900 (50100/99C/98W97Y) Plarm £105
Epson AcuLaser C1000/2000(50033/34Y/35M/36C)£49CM £98
Epson AcuLaser 04000 .... (50091/88Y/89M/90C) £38cm £139
Epson AcuLaser 04100 .... (50149/46C/47M/48Y) £99c m £179
Epson AcuLaser 08000/8200(50019/16Y/17M/18C)£65c m £119
Samsung ML1650/1651 (ML1650) . £79
Samsung ML2150/2151N/2152W(ML2150) £79
Samsung ML4500/ML4600 (ML4500) . £49
Samsung ML6040/6060 (ML6060) . £69

TDK
CD -R90

90Min / 800Mb
RECORDABLE
£8.50 for 10

Dilation
CD -R23
8Cm / 23Min

RECORDABLE
£3.50 for 5

Compatible Inkjet Cartridges Black Colour
Epson 400/600 (JT093/JT089) £5 £8
Epson 800/1520 01108/J1089) £6 ....£8
Epson 440/640 (JT187/JT191) ... £5 £8 A3 Colorlife Photo
Epson 740 (JT189/JT191) £6 £8 Professional Brochure/Flyer (50%C.eaca/216) £9 £18 A3 Premium Glossy
Epson 480/580/C20/40 (J10130614) ... £5 .... £8 Premium Inkjet (A4.2000.3 -100)(51634/1856A) . £14 .. £22 A3 Premium Semi -Gloss
Epson 680 VT017/0018) £9..£12 Premium Photo . (64-15)A3-20)(G8040/59A) .. £7 .. £29 A3 Glossy Photo Weight
Epson 880 (JT019/JT020) ... £6 £9 Bright White .. (A4-500/A3-200)(G1825/1659A) £7 .. £10 A3 Glossy Film
Epson P 790/870/890 .. (JT007/JT008) £9 £8 HP A3+ Proofing Paper Media Pack Price A3 Photo Glossy
Epson Photo 810 (11-026/J1027) .. £9 . £11 Proofing Semi Gloss (150gsm) (7864A) ...50 £96 A3 Photo Paper
Epson C42 (ST036ar037) ... £5 £8 Proofing Gloss & Proofing Matte POA A3 Archival Matte Paper
Epson C60/C61 (JT028/JT029) £9..£11 Other Inkjet Supplies A3 Matte HeavyWeight ... 50..

A3 720/1440 Dpi Photo Quality . (41068) 100 .. £26Epson C62/CX3200 p-ro4o4n-o4u ... £9 .. £11
Epson C70/80 (JT032140/C24/M34/Y44) £14 .... £7 Apple/Lexmark/Olivetti Black Colour A3+ Professional (Pro -5500) ..... (41457) ... 20 .. £49
Conqueror Colour Plus (Inkjet) A4 A3 A3+ Apple S/Writer I/11/1200 (8041) £16 A3+ Water Colour Radiant White ((4411335216)) ... 20 .. £20

... 20 .. £31Brilliant White Glossy (127gsm) 50's £20 £34 .. £38 Apple S/Writer 1500 (8041/4609) £16 £20 A3+ Premium Glossy
Diamond White Mari 0 low., so.. £14 Apple S/Writer 2200 & 2400/2500 .. AS CANON A3+ Premium Semi -Gloss (41328) ... 20 .. £32

Diamond White Matt (ilookmo Ion £11 £17 Lexmark 150/1000/2000 (13400/1361 9) £20 .. £22 A3+ Glossy Photo Weight (41347) ... 20 .. £29

Brilliant White Satin ocooso6 29's .... £11 Lexmark 32/50/7000/Z11 (A1970/1980) £19 .. £22 A3+ Glossy Film (41074) ... 10 .. £48
Color Copy Paper (Laser) A4 A3 Aix Lexmark Z42/43/251/52(A1s7o/M0120) £19 .. £24 A3+ Photo Glossy (41133) ... 20 .. £20
Ultra Smooth (100gsm) 500's .. £12 £24 .. £26 Lexmark X73/X83/X85 (A1970/M0120) £19 .. £24 A3+ Photo Paper (41143) ...20 .. £25
Ultra Smooth (120gsm) 500's .. £15 £29 .. £32 Lexmark Z12/Z22/232... (17G0050/60) £20 .. £20 A3+ Archival Matte Paper (41340) ... 50 .. £30
Ultra Smooth (160gsm) 250's .. £19 £22 .. £24 Lexmark Z13/23/33/X75 0 ON0016/26) £19 .. £22 A3+ Matte HeavyWeight (41264) ...50 .. £28
Ultra Smooth (200gsm) 250's £24 Lexmark Z55265/Z65N (18L0032/42) £21 .. £25 A3+ 720/1440Dpi Photo QuWity(41069) 100 .. £30
Ultra Smooth (200gsm) 200's £18 £24 Olivetti JP170/190/360/450 Mono/Col £24 £32 A2 Photo Glossy (41123) ... 20 .. £35

LASER PRINTER SUPPLIES A2 720/1440 Dpi Photo Quality. (41079) ... 30 .. £24

TONERS CM If TONERS DRUMS PHOTOCONDUCTORS DEVELOPERS FUSERS
PHOTOCONDUCTOR / FUSER / TONER / DRUM PHOTOCONDUCTOR / FUSER / TONER / DRUM

HP Laserjet 4 / 4M / 5 / 5N / 5M (92296A) . £56
HP Laseget 5L / 6L / 3100 / 3150 (=tea) . £37
HP Laseget 5P / 5MP / 6P / 6MP (C39034) . £47
HP Laseget 1010 / 1012/1015 030,2,LIMA)

£37£46HP Laserjet 1100 / 1100A
HP Laseget 1150 (02624N . £45
HP Laser et 1200 / 1220 (C7115A) . £37
HP Laser et 1200 / 1220. High Yield (C7115X) . £49
HP Laseget 1300 High Yield (02613A) . £44

(C40964) . £60HP Laserjet 2100 / mit.)
HP Laserjet 2300 (02610A) . £72
HP Laserjet 4000 / 4050 .. High Yield (C4127)) . £75
HPIAserjet 4100 High Yield (C8061%) . £75
HP Laserjet 42,30 High Yield (01338A) . £91
HP Laserjet 4300 High Yield (01339A) POA
HP Laserjet 5Si / 5SiMX / 8000 (C,3909A) £105
HP Laserjet 5000 / 5000N/50006N (C4129%) . £95
HP Laserjet 8100 / 8150/M320 (c,41 Bog £112

HP & EPSON PRICE BUSTERS
SAVE £2 with Black & Colour Sets

EPSON Stylus 440/640/660/670/P750 (20187/191
EPSON Stylus 740/760/860/1160 (20189/191
EPSON Stylus Photo 1270/1290 007/T009
EPSON Stylus Photo 2100 (T341/2 3/4/5/6/7/8
HP Deskjet 930/950/970/1220/G55/85/95..
HP Deskjet 920/940N40N45/PSC750/950 15D/78D
HP Deskjet 610/612/640 14D/49A

.. £29

.. £30

.. £30

..£80

.. £36

.. £36

.. £35

Dauer soma EPSON

[ha HEWLETT
PACKARD

nkjet Cartridges BlackColour
Stylus All Older Models POA . POA
Stylus 440/460/640/660/670 (187/191) £15 .. £16
Stylus 740/760/860/1160 ... (189/191) £16 .. £16
Stylus 480/580/C20/C40 . gotsrrovo £11 .. £14
Stylus 680/680T (1017/10181 £20 .. £17
Stylus 880 (T019/1020) £20 .. £17
Stylus 900/980 (12203/111105) £20 .. £24
Stylus P 790/870/890/915 (T007/1'008) £15 .. £12
Stylus Photo 1270/1290. (T007/1009) £15 .. £17
Stylus Photo 810/830/925 0026/T027) £19.. £16
Stylus Photo 950 (1331/2/3/4/5/8) £1 0tH £10
Stylus Photo 2100 .. (T341/3/4/5/6/7/8) £1 1cm £11
Stylus Photo 2000P (1015/T016) £22 .. £25
Stylus Photo R200/300 (1481/2/3/4/5/6) £10cm £10
Stylus Photo R800 .. (f57? ALL 6 COLS) £10cm CIO --
Stylus Photo RX500/700(1481/2/3/4/5/6) £10cm £10

£18 £19 Stylus C42/C44 (1036/1037) £12 .. £15
£18 .. £19 Stylus C60/C61 cronfrom £22 .. £18
£18.. £19 Stylus C62/CX3200 (1040/1041) £22 .. £18
£18 .. £20 Stylus C70/80 .. (1321/C322/M323/324) £23 £11
£18 .. £19 Stylus C82/CX5400 (T321/422/423/424) £23 £11
£18 .. £20 Stylus C64 (144?/C442/M443/Y444) £10 £10
£18 .. £20 Stylus CM (7441/C442/M443/Y444) £23 £10
£19.. £20 Stylus CX6400 7441/C452/M453/Y454) £23 E10
£18 .. £20 Stylus Pro5000 (118B/147C/143M/122Y) £38 £38
£18 .. £20 Stylus Pro5500 (T486/487Y/488M/489C) £49 £49
£18 .. £20 Stylus Pro7000 (All 6 Cols - Price Each) £31 £31
£18 .. £20 Stylus Pro7500 (All 6 Cols - Price Each) £38 £38
£18 .. £20 Stylus Pro7600/9600Standard(Ak Cols) £32 £32
£22 .. £23 Stylus Pro7600/9600 rtioCap(Aii Cols) £49. £49
£22 .. £23 Stylus Pro9000 (All 6 Cols - Price Each) £47 £47
£22 .. £23 Stylus Pro9500 (All 6 Cols - Price Each) £60
£12.. £14 Epson Stylus Paper Media Pack Price
£14 .. £20 Premium Glossy Photo Roll looinru(41303)1X8M . £12

£18 Premium Semi -Gloss Roll loorom (41330)1X8M .. £13
£14 £18 Premium Glossy PhotoRoll 21Ornm (41377)1X1 Om £30
£28 £28 Premium Semi -Gloss Roll 21oram (41338)1x10m £32

£23 Premium Glossy PhotoRoll 329mm (41379)1%10m £42
Premium Semi -Gloss Roll 32worn (41338)1%10m £44
A4 Colorlife Photo (41560) ... 20 .. £15
A4 Premium Glossy
A4 Premium Glossy
A4 Premium Semi -Gloss
A4 Glossy Photo Weight
A4 Photo Glossy
A4 Photo Glossy
A4 Photo Paper
A4 Photo Paper
A4 Archival Matte Paper
A4 Matte HeavyWeight
A4 Matte H/W Double Sided (41569) .. 50 .. £14
A4 720/1440 Dpi Photo Quality . (41061) 100 .. £10

(41063) 30 .. £36
(41561) ._ 20 .. £40
(41315) .. 20 .. £24
(41334) ... 20 .. £25
(41350) ... 20 .. £23
(41073) ... .. £40
(41125) 20 .. £18
(41142) ... 20 .. £21
(41344) _. 50 .. £23

(41287) ... 20 .. £11
(41624) ... 50 .. £24
(41332) ... 20 .. £11
(41349) -. 20.. £10
(41126) ... 20.... £8
(41620) ... 50 .. £18
(41140) ... 20 .. £10
(41622) ... 50 .. £22
(41342) 50.. £11
(41256) 50 .. £10

HP Inkjet Cartridges Black Colour
Deskjet 500 Series (51826A/25A)
Deskjet 600/660/670/690/695(29/49A)
Deskjet 610/612/640 (6614D/49A)
Deskjet 810/PSC500 (6615D/23D)
Deskjet 816/825/840/845 (6615D/25A)
Deskjet 920/940N40N45 (150/65780)
Deskjet PSC750/PSC950 (150(85780)
Deskjet 820/50/70/1100 (45A/41A)
Deskjet 720/815/890/1120 (4559230)
Officejet T45/T65/R45/R65 (450/230)
Deskjet 930/950/970/1220 (45AT780)
Deskjet G55/85/95/K60/80 (4504780)
PhotoSmart P1000/P1100 (45A/7130)
Deskjet 2000/2500 (44A/41C/42Y/43M)
Deskjet 2200/2250 (44A/36C/37M/38Y)
Deskjet CP1700 (44A/36C/37M/38Y)
Deskjet 3320/3420 (87270428A)
Deskjet 5550/PS7000 Series (56A/57A)
Deskjet 5550/PS7000 .. Photo (6658A)
CP1160/0J 7110/D Series (50110/10D)
CP1160/OJ 7110/D . (Printhead No.14)
Des ignjet 10/20/SOPS (36C/37M No.11)
Designjet 10/20/SOPS .. (84K/C/M/82Y) £29 .. £29
HP A4 Paper Media Pack Price
Premium+ Glossy Photo ... (C70404) ...50 £19
Premium+ Photo Glossy ... (C68324) 20 .. £13
Premium+ Photo Matte (C6951A) ...20 £14
Premium Glossy Photo (01992A) ...10....£7
Premium Glossy Paper (C3831A) ...10 £9
Premium HeavyWeight 2 -Side (C1853A) 100. £12
Photo Quality Inkjet Paper (C6984A) . 20 £6
Premium Transparency (C3832A) . 20 £14
Iron -On T -Shirt Media (C6050A) ...10 £13
HP 10x15cm Paper Media Pack Price
Glossy Photo 10x15cm (C7894A) ... 60 .. £10
Glossy Photo 10x15cm (C7891A) ... 20 £4
Premium+ 10x15cm Photo (01991A) ...20 £7
HP A3/A4 Paper Media A4 A3

HEWLETTPACKARD - TONERS Black Colour
HP Color Laserjet 15/2500 (9700NO1N034/ 1 £56 CM £68
HP Color Laserjet 3500 (02670N71N734/ ) £79 cm £79
HP Color Laserjet 3700 (02670A/81A/33A/ £79 cm £ -

HP Color Laserjet 4500 (C4191A/92A/93N ) £55 cm £79
HP Color Laserjet 4600 (C9720A/2iN 1230)£99cm £139
HP Color Laserjet 5500 (C9730N31N33A/ )£149cm £209
QMS Toner Kits Toner Kits - All 4 Toners
QMS MagicColor 330 Toner Kit £345
QMS MagicColor 22002210 Toner Kit £275
QMS MagicColor 2300 Toner Kit £216
QMS MagicColor 3100 Toner Kit £297
QMS MagicColor 6100/6110 Toner Kit £520
QMS MagicColor 330 (BIC/CYAN/MAC,/ ) £45cm £115
QMS MagicColor 2200(BKicTAN/mooi ) £49 CM £90
QMS MagicColor 2300(13(ecTAN/mao/ ) £55 cm £50
QMS MagicColor 3100(13K/CvANNAG/ £32 cm £99
QMS MagicColor6100(3K/cYANNAG/ )£115cm £150
QMS MagicColor 7300(3K/Gyasi/ ) £65 cm £105

ALL PRICES SUBJECT ovt, Colleges, Univs, Schools, Councils Official Orders Welcome
TO V.A.T @ 17.5% Please Note: Westiakes Does Not Sell Hardware or Components

440 HIGH ROAD, WEMBLEY MIDDX. HA9 6AH  Tel: 020 8902 2392  Fax: 020 8902 1780 Email: sales@westlakes.uk.co
CARRIAGE: U.K MAINLAND MAX. 25K5S £5.00 (5 (ANOARD). 25 50 (NIX I SAY)  00111 lb ICUS L(0.11U (2 lANLIArtU) L 14.110 INCA I SAT)  OUTSIDE U.K. MAINLAND: P.O.A.

AER ff wwww.wes a es.uk.cons

GI

Terms 8 Conelltees: TRADING HOURS 9 PM -530 PM (MON SAT) PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPY ALL ORDERS. CREDIT CARD ORDERS ARE NORMALLY DISPATCHED THE SAME or
PLEASE ALLOW 5 WORKING DAYS FOR CHEQUES TO CLEAR. GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON A TRIAL BASIS. AM-EX,VISA, MASTERCARD.ACCESS. DELTA & SWITCH ACCEPTED.

NO CREDIT CARD SURCHARGE. PRICES B SPECIFICATIONS MAY CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE (ALL TRADEMARKS ACKNOWLEDGED). GOODS OFFERED SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. ALL PRICES EXCLUDE DELIVERY & V.A.!. (E&O.E.)
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SPECIALISTS
32,

 FREE DIAGNOSIS

 No Fix No FEE PoucY
 24hr COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE

 IN -LAB RECOVERY OPTIONS

 CLEAN ROOM FACILITIES

Tel: 0845 2009241
Fax: 023 9263 9664
E-mail: sales@dq-int.co.uk
Website: www.dq-int.co.uk

NEW!
Now supports
Dashed lines,
Bezier curves,
lined Hatches,
Arrows,
OCR and more!

Regular
£179.78

Pro
£297.28

Convert scanned drawings
to CAD

Scan2CAD v7 converts scanned drawings
into accurate DXF files for fast and efficient
editing in CAD. Its intelligent vectorization

gets the job done tidier and quicker.

..SOFTCOVER www.softcover.corn.
Tel: 01223 424342

DvD & CD Duplication
* DvD-ROM
*DvD-R
*Creditt5rd CDS.
*80 mm Mini CDs
*Standard 120 mm CD4,

 Mastering
Copying

 Packaging
 Paper Parts

Fulfilment
 Mailout
 Any Quantity

Short run DvD-R,
Volume DvD, D

.Competitive p
High Quality
Fast Delive
No Quibble

Tel/fax 0 6
194 Red Lion Roa on KT6 7RA

In ouse.com
www.friendlymouse.COMpany ltd

Index >»
Hardware

284 Computer Bargains

275 Computer Battery

278 Sterling Management

Systems

282 River Pro Audio

Software

275 Digital Data

273 i2 mobile solutions

270 Softcover

Peripherals & Accessories

284 Computer Bargains

275 Computer Battery

278 Sterling Management

Systems

282 River Pro Audio

273 Weast

Office Furniture

274 West England Furniture

277 Denovo Interiors Ltd

Memory

272 Offtek

Web Hosting / Sevices

274 Web Fusion

Consumables & Disk Media

274 Cartex

276 Choice Stationery

270 Friendly Mouse

280 Inkcycle

279 Inky Pinky

271 Manx Print Care

272 Offtek

281 Pricestorm

271 Squire International

272 Tonezone

275Touchstone

Data Recovery

270 Dataquest International

Business Services

275 Digital Data

270 Friendly Mouse

PDA's & Mobile Comms

279 Shirt Pocket

Duplication Equipment

282 Riverpro Audio

Home Entertainment

277 Electric colours
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DISKS CD -Rewriters CD -R media Hard Drives INK + TONERS

LOWEST PRIM
CD -R META

__,L EX L I V4T -e
Un-Branded I -row
CDR media 8pdop
ON SRI Ni DLE.see Hero,

Order Online full ran le of Inks and Toners 4®,

'131q5fri,

We Sell CD Duplicators
iR JEWEL t ASES ADP I ;pp,- CD I 50 I (5210 Duplwarors 1290

1 00+Un-Branded:£0.18 I to 5 (52X1 Duplicators: 550

300+Un-Branded:£0.17 l to 7 (52X) Decpliator: 1594
All these are Stand Alone

600+Un-Branded:£0.16 Duplicators will copy anything.

1.1, 111.4.1.tet.

Intenso CD -R:181, DVD D,PLICATORS
AUDIO ONLY CD's: 35p

CD Printing services 1 TO 1: £429
1,016tinl
(,5 Tji
PRI 8(1 NI in

59+ : £0.40
100+:£0.39
200+:0.37
690+:0.35

LOWEST PRICES

I.I. Price's EXCLUDE VAT & DeliYers''

1 TO 5: £999
1 TO 7: £1350
Branded ix DVD.R: £0.59

erbatim DVDR I+R: £1.80

DVIRW: £2 DVD+RW:call

200 WHITE BRANDED CD -R -S
200 CD WALLETS

 - FREE DELIVERY

Awe if 01H It 11(1(

SPECIAL OFFER 3
100 DVD-R BRANDED 4 SPEED +
100 DVD CASES + DVD MARKER

+ FREE DELIVERY

CODE

92274A

92275A

92291A

92291X

92295A

92298A

92238X

4,3900A

C39133A

C3906A

C3909A

C3909X

C41392A

C4096A

C4127A

C4127X

C4129X

C4182X

C3102A

C3103A

C3104A

C3105A

C4149A

C4150A

AE, 079OFFER PRICE

HP Of igioal Laser Toners

EPP Series 4L4ML1114MP Toner Cartridge

EPL Series IIPOIPo Toner Cartridge

EPN SenesIllSit4St Toner Cartndge

HP 3siToner Cartridge High Capacity

EPS Sexes 2 Toner Cartridge

EPE Series 4 41,55M Toner Cartridge

EPE Series 4 - Maximum Capacity

EPB Series 4V14MV Toner Cartridge

Price

57

62

72

76

61

59

61

76

EPV Senes 5P45MPI6Pt6MP Toner Cartridge

EPA Bones 51.16L Toner Cartridge

EPW Series 5si Toner Cartridge

EPW Series 5si High Capacity Toner Cartridge

Lasenet 1100 Toner Cartridge

Laserjet 2100 Toner Cartridge

Lase et 4000 Toner Cartridge

49

38

105

111

36

62

62

Laserjet 4000 High Capacity

Laserjet 5000 Toner Cartridge

Lasenet 81001Mopier 320 Toner Cartridge

Color Laserjet 5 Toner Bottle - Cyan

Color Laserjet 5 Toner Bottle - Yellow

Color Laserjet 5 Toner Bottle - Magenta

Color Laserjet 5 Toner Bottle - Black

Color Laserjet 8500 Black Toner Cartridge

Color Laserjet 8500 Cyan Toner Cartridge

78

102

115

26

26

26

7

70

INTERNATIONAL

SAO
SQUIRE INTERNATIONAL LTD, UNIT G2, SKILLION HOUSE
HARBET ROAD, LEA VALLEY TRADING EST., LONDON, N18 3BP

Special Offer Buy
1 Black + 1 Colour

£.9 1NC VAT and Delivery
For Epson 400.441040.670.740:160

Free Delivery on Spend of E30
on corn at Cartridge, Bulk Ink.

INK JET REFILL KITS

We have all types of inks to till any

cartridge. Best prices on this Planet.

B ILK INK: Black

125m1: £9

250m1: £13

500m1: f I g

Oiss,AiLL

Liteon 51 X CDRIE32

Pioneer 106 DVD

REWRITER: £CALI

SPECIAL OFFER 2
100 VERBATIM CD -R'S

96 CD CARRY C
FREE DELIVE

3
OFFER PRI( I- INT I_ S VAI

194

SPECIAL OFFER 4
100 WHITE BRANDED CD -R'S

100 CD LABELS -t
FREE DELIVERY IF

CODE

C4151A

51),F=J:AT
HP Original Laser Toners

Color Laserjet 8500 Magenta Toner CartrA

Price

C4152A Color Laserjet 8500 Yellow Toner Cartridge 10B

C4153A C0101 Laserjet 8500 Nun P01 98

C4154A Color Lasenet 8500 Transfer Kit 248

C4156A Color Laserjet 8500 Fuser 200

C4191A

04192A

C4193A

Color Laserjet 4500 Black Toner Cartridge

Color Laserjet 4500 Cyan Toner Cartridge

Color Lasenet 4500 Magenta Toner Cadmic

53

77

77

C4194A Color Laserjet 4500 Yellow Toner Cartridge 76

C4195A Color Laserjet 4500 Onus NI 71

C41%A Color Laserjet 4500 Transfer KO 132

C4198A Color Laserjet 4500 Fuser Krt 157

C7115A Laserjet 1200 Toner Cartridge 38

C7115X

C9361A

Laserjet 1200 Toner Cart High Capacity

Laserjet 4100 Toner Cartridge

48

61

csosix
C8543X

Laserjet 4100 Toner Cad  High Capacity

Laserjet 9000 Toner Cartridge

78

170

C9700A HP Color Laserjet 2500 Toner  Black 51

C9701A HP Color Laserjet 2500 Toner - Cyan 60

C9782A

C9703A

HP Color Laserjet 2500 Toner  Yellow

HP Color Laserjet 2500 Toner - Magenta

60

60

C9704A HP Color Lasenet 2500 Imaging Drum 107

C9720A IV Color Laserjet 4500 Black Cartridge 96

0

cn

0
z

Cn

C
ui

0

co

0

0

C9721A HP Color Laserjet 4600 Cyan Cartridge 130

TEL G 020-8345 7474,
FAX : 020-8345 7373
EINAR 1-:(3oodPricesCieSquire.co.uK

SALES HOTLINE 0800-698 7474 4,
24 HR ONLINE SHOP \\ N. LIII C.L Li. Li

m

0

www.printconsumablesam

PRINTER CARTRIDGES DIRECT
FROM Manx Print Care

CHEAPEST EPSON

COMPATIBLES IN THE UK

OUR 10TH YEAR AS THE SPECIALISTS FOR ALL

MAKES AND MODELS ...*
MANUFACTURERS, REMANUFACTURERS & ,OP -

SUPPLIERS OF QUALITY PRINTER PRODUCTS TO

THE UK, IRELAND & BEYOND. DISCOUNTS FOR

BULK TO TRADE

buy online

www.printronsurnables.com

-: BUSINESS PUBLIC SECTOR HOME USER ':

Preferred supplier to Government Users

OVERNIGHT DESPATCH ON WIDE RANGE OF TONER CARTRIDGES

- COMPATIBLE AND ORIGINAL

KEENEST PRICES ON QUALITY TONERS BAR NONE. WE SUPPLY OUR

REMANUFACTURES TO MAJOR PLCs, AND THEY STAY WITH US1 ENOUGH SAID.

SUPPORTING HP LASERJET/CANON/NEC/BT 8. MANY OTHERS - RING FOR

QUOTE - YOU WILL BE BACK FOR MORE!!

JETTMANX THE SUPERB REFILL INKS & KITS

SPECIFICALLY FORMULATED FOR YOUR PRINTER

one 'UNIVERSAL' INKS? NO GOOD? TRY JETTMANX!)

FOIL RANGE COVERING HP/CANON/EPSON/APPLE/LEXMARK/OLIVETTI

INDIVIDUAL FORMULA FOR EACH MODEL

OVER 30 STARTER KITS AND OVER 70 INKS. Specially made for

your printer. BUY THE BEST. Starter kits from 610.95 Mcl with

full dear instructions give between 3 to 9 fills wording to

model. Bulk inks available from 60m1 upwards.
Inks now available for new Lexmark printers and

HP2000/2500 printers and Canon DK 3000/6000
VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR INK LISTINGS AND SEE WHY THERE IS

NO SUCH THING AS "UNIVERSAL" INK. ABOUT 80% OF OUR INK

ORDERS ARE REPEATS OR PERSONAL RECOMMENDATIONS.

TEL or FAX FREE on TEL 0800 0 19 06 07
FAX 0800 0 56 66 10

OVERSEAS: (+44) 1624 801159
E-Mak info@printconsumobles.com

Mail: Clods Tower Industrial Park, Foxdale IM4 3HF

* SURESHARP PAPERS * REFILL TONERS

* NEW! COMPATIBLE COLOUR TONERS

QUALITY RIBBONS TO SUIT DOT MATRIX PRINTERS,

POINT OF SALE MACHINES, ETC. HUGE RANGE.

OUR REPUTATION IS YOUR GUARANTEE

MicroMart
To advertise in MicroMart

please contact

Pritie on 020 7316 9223 /
pritie_patel@vnu.co.uk

Please mention PCW - Micromart when responding to adverts MAY 2004 www.pcw.co.uk 271
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www.ToreZoneUK.com 0870 800 1 800
Lithium Batteries

2032 / 2025 / 2016 89p
Alkaline button cells

AG13 35p
AG10 35p
AG4 35p

CDR products
25 spindle CDR -80 52x speed £7.49
25 spindle DVD-R 4x speed £26.95
25 spindle DVD+R 4x speed £36.95
10 spindle DVD-RW lx speed £14.95
Shaped fun CDR's, in slim case £1.49
190MB mini CDR with clear wallet 39p
Clear CD wallet with flap x 100 £4.95
Ring binder double CD wallet x 100 £4 95

Print -Rite Qualify Non -Chipped Compatibles

Black El .69
Colour £2.69
Print -Rite Quality Chipped Epson Compatibles

Black £3.49
Colour £4.49

C70, C80, C82,(colours) Photo 950 £4.95 eacl

Remanufactured BT Paperjet-50/60/55/65 (blk) £19.95
BT Paperjet 100/200 black ORIGINAL £41.95

6 in 1 memory card reader £15.95
USB-2 4 way hub (with adapter) £15.95

USB-2 to ethernet adaptor £24.95

NiMh 2300mah AA Batteries x 4 £10.95

USB cables 2m(A-B, A -A, B -B, 2m Ext) £1.79 each

Genius headset & mic £5.95 Mic & stand £3.95

USB Wizard pen 3x4 tablet £24.95 USB - IrDa

Basic Mouse (PS2] £1.99 Scroll mouse (PS2) £2.49

Wireless optical mouse (USB)£1 9.95

Hewlett Packard Originals Lexmark Originals
C8727A £12.95 C501 ODe £21.95
C8728A £15.95 C5011 De £16.95

1 361 9HC £24.95
10N0016 £19.95

1 3400HC £21.95
C661 4A £18.95 C6656A £13.95 1 2A1970 £20.95 10N0026 £21.49

C661 5D £18.95 C6657A £22.95 1 2A1 980 £24.95 10N0217 £13.49
Cl 823D £21.49 C6658A £17.95 1 2A1 990 £22.95 10N0227 £14.49
C6625A £20.95
C6578D £22.95
C6578A £39.95

51629A
51645A
51649A

£19.95
£19.95
£20.95

1 5M01 20

1 7G0050
1 7G0060

£24.95
£19.95
£20.49

181.0032

181.0042

£20.49

£23.95

Canon
Compatibles

BCI-21 blk £1.75 BCI-3 blk £2.95
BCI-21 col £2.65 BCI-3 col £2.79
BCI-24 blk £2.29 BCI-6 blk £2.79
BCI-24 col £2.95 BCI-6 col £2.79

BCI-10 blk £3.69
BCH 1 blk £3.89
801-11 col £5.49
BCI-1 5 blk £1.95
BCI-1 5 col £2.95

Remanufactured C6578 (Hi -cap.) colour £15.49

RernanufacturedC 18231 C6625 colour £15.95

Remon. 51645 black £10.95, C6615 black £11.95

Batteries

CR-0016/2025/2032 89p CR-1616/1620 95:
CR-123 £2.19 CR-2 £2.69 2CR5 £3.69
LR-23A 12v £1.29 1R-1 1.5v £1.29

ek, Company, pro= are wand names rsieta are the property at ther respect only for reference purposes

Prices include VAT
Free UK delivery on orders £10 and over

(Delivery only £1 for orders under £10)

www.tonezoneuk.corn
Tel. 0870 800 1 800

Fax 0870 800 2 800

ToneZone Consumables
8 - 10 LO

Thomas-a-B

tlehampton Road

ecket, Worthing

Callers welcome West Sussex, BN13 1 QE

Order online at www.offtek.co.uk
and take Advantage of FREE UK Delivery!

offtek
Notebook Memory

Prices from 64MB 128MB 256MB 51V
f25 £25 E42 £69

Desktop Memory

Prices from ?MAP 64MB f 28MR 256MB 512A*
72 Pin Simms E25 £69
168 Pin Dimms f26 £28 £51 £69
184 Pin DDR Dimms £20 £26 £33 £49
Rambus Rimms £42 £74 094

Workstation/Server Memory
Dell PowerEdge, Sun Enterprise, Compaq Proliant,
IBM Netfinity, HP Netserver & many more!
For prices and available upgrades please visit our website
at: www.offtek.co.uk or call our Freephone Salesline

Flash Memory
Prices from `1B 64MB 128MB 256MB
Compact Flash f 16 £18 f24 f37
Smartmedia £16 £18 £24
Multimedia E16 £21 £31

Secure Digital Card 419 £22 £34 £46
Memory Sticks £27 £37 £75

Also, USB based cord readers for all types of cards from E24.00

Free UK delivery for online orders!
Over 30,000 memory products for Desktops,
Notebooks, Printers, Servers, Workstations,

MP3 Players, Network Routers, Handheld PC's
Digital Cameras, and much more...

wApple COMPAQ AST TOSHIBA
EPSON Canon [4] PACE DOLL SONY

Memory for virtually all makes and models!
Installation guides and memory faq's available online at www.offtek.co.uk

Need extra income? Earn commission selling
OFFTEK products. See our website for details.

All OFFTEK memory carries a lifetime warranty and is guaranteed 100% compatible.
OFFTEK memory is manufactured using Premium brand chips which ensures the

highest level of reliability and compatibility.
JOur large stock holding ensures that the majority of our products are held in stock
Free telephone support with identifying and installing your memory.
/Official orders are welcome from plc's, government and educational establishments.

Freephone
0800 698 4100

Tel: 0121 722 3993 Fax: 0121 743 9845
Brymar House,Walford Drive, Solihull, West Midlands, B92 9DW.

All Trademarks ce Registered Trademarks acknowledged.
Prices subject to change without notice.

Est OE. Prices ex VAT P&P 15.00

No surcharge on Credit or Debit Cards.

272 MAY 2004 www.pcw.co.uk Please mention PCW - Micromart when responding to adverts
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Mobile Solutions is one of the UK's leading

specialist suppliers of portable data systems, from bar

code readers and hand held terminals to RF wireless

products and bespoke solutions. Our customers range

from dynamic SMEs to famous multinationals - in fact all

sorts of organisations wishing to streamline key processes

and increase productivity and profits.

We offer a number of user -configurable software packages,

as well as a comprehensive range of market leading

hardware at highly competitive prices. If you are

unsure about what your application requires, please

call us for an obligation -free chat with one of our

qualified systems consultants. We make

innovative mobile solutions more accessible

than you might have thought.

mobile
S

1-4-11111r111111C goods receiving/picking

stock monitoring

ticket issuing

insurance assessment

field merchandising

van sales

market research

field force management

asset tracking

Call for product guides and L.-
case studies brochure repo

nuts WM

MIMIb1.44.M.
VIM PIM

=======NOMMTIO

13.9.0 7 0 4034.4
bonsvvwwiZmobilesolutions.corn
121Vlobile Solutions Limited Paradigm House

Basil Hill Road Didcot Oxfordshire OX11

ii

Bring IT from EastTM
WE Are Together®

We bring you the best brands from east
with the highest quality and services.

Since the invention of OnlyDisk back in 1999.

Weast was the first company to bring Netac and its

products into UK market.

With Netac's revolutionary patent technology, users

can easily plug OnlyDisks directly into their PCs or

Macs via USB ports arid use OnlyDisks as removable

data storage media.

Further with Netac's exclusive DOS Bootable

model, which can boot the computer system into DOS,

OnlyDisk finally declares the end of an era for floppy

disks. Many PCs now simply get rid of floppy drives.

As the leader of the USE flash memory industry,

Netac's full product ranges include Ultra Stable Mini,

Ultra Stable Secure, DOS Bootable, USB 2.0 OnlyDisks,

USB CF Cards, USB MP3 players and many more.

With its strong R&D team and product quality

control, Netac is chosen by many world famous

companies as their partners, including IBM, DELL. HP

and TOSHIBA etc.

Netac's products are available to buy in nationwide

computer stores and IT resellers throughout the UK.

With the success of OnlyDisks, we are now bringing

more and more products from east into UK, including

the most famous MP3 player by Aigo.We believe Aigo's

MP3 players are among the best in the market.

For updated product ranges, please call 020

88159988 or visit:

www.weast.co.uk

Netac's Product Ranges
 OSA - Ultra Stable Mini OnlyDisk
 ODI - Ultra Stable Secure OnlyDisk

 ODH - DOS Bootable OnlyDisk
4. U2C - USB2.0 (Read 8Mb/s, write 7Mb/s)

 C620 - Mini USB MP3 player

 UCF - CF card with USB port

Aigo's MP3 Players
DSY - SD Expandable/One Button Record

- FM/Line-in for Hi-Fi/Mic/Telephone

 F008 - Famous design by Baris Griswell

 DIY -Anti-scratch glass material

Our products are tested with Quality and trusted by customers

Inspired by technology, brought to you byWEA
Weast Limited, 297 Osier Crescent, London N 10 IRD

Tel: 020 88159988 Fax: 020 88159966 Email: mail@weast.co.uk Web: www.weast.co.uk
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Britain's Leading Centre for Quality

REPRODUCTION
FURNITURE

lir--

Including: SOLID OAK for FREE BROCHURE
TRADITIONAL and MAIL ORDER call

LEATHER SETTEES MAIN SHOWROOM
BESPOKE BOOKCASES 01935 706331

WEST OF ENGLAND REPRODUCTION FURNITURE
YEOVIL BA22 8RU Fax: 01935 432238

NORTHAMPTON 01604 620789 WARWICK 01926 492378

www.reproductionfurniture.com

Holt
Europe

seriously easy web hosting

Seriously Easy Web Hosting For Home Use

05 WebFusion
Entry ANEW!

PER MONTH
Elf 600MB Lightning -Fast UK Web Space
Wr 7GB Data Transfer (Bandwidth) per Month

MyServerWorld 10.0 Control Panel
WI FREE and UNLIMITED Phone and

E-mail Support
WI Extensive On-line Help
ET Unlimited E-mail Forwarding. Mailing Lists

and Autoresponders
ET Webmail
WI ASP & Real Audio Support

"The all new Entry account
from WebFusion, more

WS Automatic Graphical Access
Statistics

ET 300 POP3 E-mail Boxes
FTF' Access

ET 50 Sub -domains
Eli Regular Server Backups
WI 30 day Money Back Guarantee
E6 Terminate Anytime
EA' Spam Filtering

SAME HOUR SETUP

of everything for less."
Philippa Forrester

TV presenter and technology expert

sales hotline:

0870 333 0256
order on-line:

www.webfusion.co.uk
e-mail us:

sales@webfusion co.uk

-40 ©

even cheaper
inkjet cartridges

Epson Compatibles From HP Recycled From Lexmark Recycled From
Non Chipped 51625 Col £07.04 10N0016 Bk £14.08
Black £01.75 51626 Bk £05.86 10N0026 Col £14.08
Colours £02.34 51629 Bk £05.86 12A1970 Bk £09.39
Twin Packs £03.51 51633 Bk £05.86 12A1975 Bk £10.56
Chipped Compatible 51641 Col £08.21 12A1980 Col £09.39
Black £01.75 51645 Bk £05.86 12A1985 Col £10.56
Colours £02.93 51649 Col £09.38 12A1990 Photo £11.74
Twin Packs £04.10 C1823 Col £09.38 13619HC Col £09.39

BT Paperjet From C4844 Bk £14.08 13400HC Bk £09.39
PJ55M Bk £29.36 C5010 Col £10.56 15M0120 Col £10.56

Canon Compatible / C5011 Bk £08.21 15M0125 Col £11.74
Recycled From C6578 Col £10.56 17G0050 Bk £09.39

BCI-15 Bk £04.10 C6614 Col £05.86 17G0060 Col £09.39
BCI-15 Col £05.86 C6615 Bk £07.03 18L0032 Bk £14.08
BCI-15 Bk / Col £08.80 C6625 Col £10.56 18L0042 Col £15.26
BCI-3 Bk £02.34 C6628 Bk £10.56 Twin Packs From
BCI-3 C, M or Y £01.75 C6656 Bk £09.38 10N0016/26 £27.01
BCI-6 Bk £01.75 C6657 Col £14.08 12A1970/80 £18.79
BCI-6 C, M or Y £01.75 C6658 Photo £11.74 12A1970/120 £18.79
BCI-21 Bk £01.16 C8727 Bk £11.74 12A1975/85 £19.96
BCI-21 Col £02.34 C8728 Col £14.08 13400/619 £19.96
BCI-24 Bk £01.75 Twin Packs From 17G0050/60 £17.61
BCI-24 Col £02.34 51626/25 £12.91 18L0032/42 £28.19
BC1-24 Bk / Col £03.51 51629/49 £14.08 Ink Refill Kits From
BC -01 Bk £05.86 51645/41 £12.90 Black & Colour £09.39
BC -02 Bk £05.86 51645/C1823 £14.08 Black £04.69
BC -05 Col £07.03 51645/C6578 £15.26 Colour £05.86
BC -02/05 Bk / Col £11.74 C5011/5010 £18.79 Photo £04.69
BC -20 £07.03 C6614/51649 £14.08 Chip Resetter £12.91

Xerox From C6615/1823 £16.44 Bulk Ink From
8R7971 Bk £03.51 C6615/6625 £16.44 60m1 Black £03.51
8R7972 C £02.34 C6615/6578 £16.44 250m1 Black £09.39
8R7973 M £02.34 C6656/6657 £23.49 60m1 C, M or Y £03.51
8R7974 Y £02.34 08727/8728 £25.84 250m1 C, M or Y £11.74

Free delivery when you order online - No minimum order
Inkjet & laser cartridges available for all manufacturers from Apple to Xerox

For unbeatable deals on ALL printer consumables, order online @

cartex.co.uk
or call 0870 243 5610 (12 lines open Mon - Fri)

All prices INCLUDE VAT ©17.5./o

MicroMart

To advertise in MicroMart

please contact

Pritie on 020 7316 9223
pritie patelgvnu.co.uk
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www.computerbattery.co.uk
r

Acer, Apple, Compaq, Dell, IBM,
Sony, Toshiba and many others

Use the Quick Selector on our web site to find the power
products available for your Laptop. We have a massive

range of Batteries and AC Apapters always held in stock.
or call us on 0870 872 6730

0 Laptop Batteries
0 Power Adapters
0 Car & Airplane

Adapters
0 PDA Batteries

Ink Digital Camera
Batteries

FAST, FREE
Delivery to Europe

Usually next day delivery to mainland UK

POWER
LOP.' Compaq aoz7 TOSHIBA

Apple MIL SONY rig
a 15. ema 5 ac rlOW ge

CD/DVD SERVICES
Contact Digital Data for full details on all aspects of Short run duplication, Thermal Printing,
Screen & Ink jet printing, Credit Card CDs, Design, Pressing, Packaging, Printers,

DVD/CD DUPLICATION:
Rapid turnaround on CD & DVD-R colour thermal printing & duplication. No minimum
quantities. Screen printing, pressing & fulfillment also available. Please ask for a free
personalised sample.
DUPLICATORS:
CD & DVD tower duplicators available: from a 3 burner CD unit at £549 to a 7 burner DVD unit
at £1426. See our website for specifications & full pricing information.
ADOBE ACROBAT:
We are expert at converting your existing paper and electronic material to Acrobat format, ask
for a free sample conversion of your data.

Digital Data Ltd
T:01732-460421 - -70 F: 01732-740992

E: sales@d-data.co.uk sooner or later you need digital data W: www.d-data.co.uk

MicroMart
To advertise in MicroMart

please contact

Pritie on 020 7316 9223 /
pritie patel@vnu.co.uk

www.printcartridge.net
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND DELIVERY. NO HIDDEN CHARGES

AMAZING PRICES ON CHIPPED EPSON COMPATIBLES
FOR ALL THESE PRINTERS:-
Photo810/830/820/870/890/895/790/795
1290/1270/680/C60/C62/C42/C44
CX3200/915/925
Now only £2.99 Black £3.99 Colour
UNBEATABLE VALUEPACK 2 BLACK + 2 COLOUR
ridiculously cheap at £12.99mm

PLUS + PLUS + PLUS + PLUS + PLUS
 NEW Epson Compatible C64/C84

Black £5.99 Colours each £4.99 Full set £18.99
 Epson Compatible C70/C80/C82

Black £4.99 Colours each £3.99 Full set £14.99
 HP C6656A No 56 Black £13.95
 HP C6657A No 57 Colour £22.89
 HP C6615D No 15 40 ml Black £18.93

MASSIVE BUY ONE GET ONE FREE RANGE
of compatible Epson, Canon, Sharp and Xerox cartridges (See below)

EPSON COMPATIBLES CANON COMPATIBLES Black Colour

Black Compatibles for: BJC 2000/4000/5000 Series £2.98 £4.99

400/440/460/480/500/580/600/640/660/C20 S200/300 Series £3.98 £4.99

C40/670/Photo/700/740/750/760/800/860/880 BJC 3000/6000/6500/S400
S450/S4500/S600/S630 £4.99 £4.99

900/1160/1200/1520/2000/2500/EX ONLY £2.99

Colour Compatibles for: XEROX COMPATIBLES Black Colour

XJ4C/XJ6C/450C
C6/C8

200/300/400/440/460/480/500/580/600/640
£4.99
£4.99

£4.99
£4.99

660/700/740/750/760/800/860/880/900/980 M750/760/940/950 £4.99
1520/EX/C20/C40 ONLY £4.99 - Hi Yield Black £6.99

Fantastic deals

refill kits vaikon JR Inkjet

Refill your cartridges up to 10 times -
with this easy -to -use Universal kit.
Full instructions, tools and a free 30m1
of Printhead cleaner supplied.

 Black Refill Kit - 3x30m1 bottles only £5.99
 Colour Refill Kit - 1x30m1 each of
Cyan, Magenta & Yellow only £7.79
 Bundle kit - 2x25m1 Black, 25m1 of
each colour plus tools only £9.99
 Bulk Black- lx 60 ml bottle only £3.99
 Bulk Cyan, Magenta & Yellow --
1x60 ml bottles each only £4.99
 JR Inkjet Flush (printhead cleaner) only £2.78
 JR Inkjet Zap -It Chip Reprogrammer -
now you can refill Epson chipped cartridges! Refill
your cartridges & reset the ink levels using the
Zap -It chip. Use with your Epson original cartridges
to obtain up to 38% more pages* only £9.99
*Which? report 2003 (see website for further info)

Order online or call us for the best prices on Lexmark, Epson, Canon & HP original cartridges

08451 303 760 10 lines Mon -Fri 8.30am to
5.30pm (local rates) E&OE

HS -ONE

Unit 6, Cypress Court,

Harris Way, Sunbury -on -Thames,

Middlesex, TW16 TEL
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Giving you more...

EPSON

Choice
Stationery Supplies

100%
No Quibble
Guarantee

On All
Our Products!

All Our Prices Include VAT!
FREE Delivery -
Same Day Despatch!
No Minimum Order! -
Free Technical Advice!
All Major Credit Cards Accepted -
No Surcharges!

Compatible_These Epson compatible cartridges are made to 1609000 standards and are guaranteed to be
equal to, if not better quality, and have the same amount of ink as the manufacturer's original.

Multipacks available for most of the Epson Stylus non -chid including:-
C20/C40/2001300/400/440/460/480/5001580/600/640/660/670PhotoppeEX/700/range740/750/760/8001
850/860/880/1160/1200/1520/Pro/Pro XI/Pro XL+/Color11/11s/SCAN2000/ 2500/more.

TWIN 1 Black & 1 Colour£ 4.29

MONO 5 Black Free Bloc, £ 7.99

D QUAD 4 Black & 4 Colour £14.49

QUAD 2 Black & 2 Colour £ 7.50

COLOUR 5 Colour £12.99

MEGA 8 Black & 8 Colour £28.49

Multipacks available Epson Stylus chipped range including:- C42/C42+/C42UX/
C44/C44+/C44WUC50/C60/C62/C64/CX3200//680/777/PhotoC64/790/810/830/830u/870/875/
890/895/900/915/925/935/950/1270/1290/RX500 & lots more.

TWIN 1 Black & 1 Colour £ 6.99

MONO 5 Black £16.99

D QUAD 4 Black & 4 Colour £25.49

QUAD 2 Black & 2 Colour £12.95

COLOUR 5 Colour £21.99

R300 Black & 5 Colours £29.95

0
O

40

"We constantly monitor our prices to ensure we offer you the best value, should you happen to
find any of our Epson compatible cartridges cheaper elsewhere, we will beat it by up to 10%!"*

Call / visit website for prices: C70/C70+/C80/C82./CX5200ICX5400ICX6400 carts.

We operate a freepost empty cartridge return system. Return your empty Canon or HP cartridge and we
will credit you up to E** against your next replacement purchase.
All cartridges are professionally recycled. **Call or visit web site for trade in prices. 'Terms coriddions apply

I CANON Compatibles HP Compatibles
BCO1 Black BJ10E/BJ10EX/BJ10SYJBJ10v/BJ20
BCO2 Black BJ200/200e/220e/220ex/230/
BC05 Colour BJC150/210/240/250/1000
BC20 Black BJC2000/2100/2110/4000/4100/4200/
BX02 Black FAX 8320/3410
BX03 Black FAX B100/110/MP10
BJC4000 Twin 2000/4000/5000 (BCi21B 8 BCi21C)
BJC3000/6000 Black
BJC3000/6000 Each Individual Colour

9.35 51626A Black
£ 9.35 51625A Colour
£12.75 51629A Black
£11.99 51649A Colour
£ 9.99 51645A Black
£ ggg 51633A Black
£ 3.00 C6614ABlack
£ 2.78 C6615ABlack
£ 2.78 C1823AColour

C6578AColour
C6625AColour
C6656Black
C6657Colour
C8727Black
C8728colour

500/510/520/540/550C/560C
310/320/340/540/550/560
600/660/690C/695C
600/6100/612C/660C/690C/695C
710C/720C/820CX1/850CX1/870CX1
310/320/340
610C/612C
810C/840C/8430
710C/720C/810C/815C/820C/895C
970CX1/930C/950C/1220C/P1000
840C/843C
HP 56
HP 57 (tri-colour)
HP 27
HP28

All Our Inkjet Specialist Papers are 2880 dpi Quality!

1 x 150g instant dry photo satin
1 x 1409 coated math
1 a 140g instant dry gloss /
1 x 180g instant dry gloss /
1 x 1409 coated man /
2 x 210g coated matt /
1 x T -Shirt transfer / 2 0 7 x 5 Photo cards /
1 x Business card sheet /1 x CD Labels /
1 x A5/A6 Greeting Card

Pack contents may vary from time to time.

(3=23po Photo Gloss
Photo Gloss

Instant Dry Satin
Instant Dry Gloss
Instant Dry Gloss
Instant Dry Gloss
Instant Dry Gloss

Instant Dry Gloss Self Adhesive
Double Sided Gloss

705 Photo Cards

41.732:10 Coated Matt
Coated Matt
Coated Matt
Coated Matt
Coated Matt

EDITOR'S CHOICE NOMINATIONS
Choice Stationery Supplies: This company has
been extremely popular with readers and the vast
majority of feedback we get on Choice
highlights the company's prompt and inexpensive
service. It remains competitive in a tough market.

James Harding, Editor, Computeractive
Computeractive Reader Awards, 200319

Best
Retailer

2003
uteractive logo is a trademark of VNU Business Publications

`Terms 8 conditions apply.

Prices can fluctuate, please call or visit web site for up to date price offers. All Trademarks ere recognised E d OE

Weight Quantity Price
140 gsrn 20 sheets £ 4.49
140 gsm 50 sheets £10.99
150 gsm 20 sheets £ 5.99
160 gsm 20 sheets £ 5.49
180 gsm 50 sheets £12.99
210 gsrn 20 sheets £18.99
254 gsrn 20 sheets £ 9.99
190 gsm 20 sheets £ 6.49
190 gsm 20 sheets £10.99
160 gsm 25 pack £ 4.99

100 gsm 100 sheets £ 5.99
100 gsrn 200 sheets £11.75
140 gsrn 100 sheets £ 7.49
160 gsm 100 sheets £ 9.75
210 gsrn 100 sheets £11.45

FREE
Delivery

£ 8.95
£11.75
£ 9.15
£13.49
£ 8.50
£10.45
£ 9.39
£10.29
£13.89
£15.49
£14.89
£15.49
£16.49
£15.49
£16.49

of
the Mon4/ Epson

Mono Pack
(5 black)

`non -chipped'
compatible

+ Free
Black

High Quality CD -R
80 minute 24 speed

25 x CD -R 9.99 50 x CD -R E18.99 100 x CD -R E34.99

13619HC Colour 1000/1020/11013/2030/2030PE/2050/ £16.46
2050PE3000

13400HC Black 1000/1020/1100/2030/2050/3000/ £15.06
4076/Execjet 11/11C

12A1980 Colour 3200/5000/5700/5770/7000/7200/ £16.46
Z11/Z31/243

12A1970 Black 3200/5000/5700/5770/7000/7200/ £15.06
Z11/231/242/251/Z52/253/X73/X133

15M0120 Colour Z42/243251/252/253/Z83/X73/X83 £17.46
17G0050 Black Z12/Z22/Z32/IJ600 £15.06
17G0060 Colour Z12/222/232/1J600 £16.46

O{
the Morioit

Buy a
Colour

Refill Kit.
Get a Black

FREE!

Applies only to JR Universal Colour Refill Kit
and only while stocks last.

Please call or check website for details.

VAT
Inclusive

Prices

OICESTATIONERY.COM

WINNER:
Best

Specialist
Consumable

Supplier.

Personal Callers Welcome at our retail store
Wessex Direct, 11 Friday Street, Minehead

Postal Orders to: Choice Stationery Supplies Ltd,
Smithyard Terminal, Watchet, Somerset, TA23 ONB.

.

All Feces are correct at time of pont 8 are subject to change.

- . . .
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MicroMart

To advertise in MicroMart

please contact

Pritie on 020 7316 9223
pritie patel@vnu.co.uk

Stylish,
innovative

furniture for the
home or office.
Direct from the
Manufacturer

 Save 50% on normal retailers prices
 Delivered and Assembled FREE

in the room of your choice

Visit our website to view our innovative range of accessories.

Ring our hotline to request a brochure 0845 6001392

To build your own online exclusive office, visit our secure website

www.createmy .com

.com
www.electriccolours.com
Online orders only

We are the cheapest trust its
Specialists In:

 Home Entertainment
 Plasma Tv's
 Sim Free Mobile Phones
 Car Navigation

and much more

100% Customer Fraud Protection, with our secure website
Discount when you pay by cheque, this is to protect

50/ us and the customer against credit card fraud, also
O we get charged 5% for a credit card transaction which

we pass on to the customer.

Fantastic gear, great prices ...z

Online orders only

Tel: 0870 285 4771
Fax: 0870 285 4773

enquiries@electriccolours.com
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for full list
of products WWW .STERLINGX5 . CO . UK .0°NR-2.ME

COMPAQ ARMADA
COMPAQ ARMADA M700

Intel Pentium II 366MHz processor

192mb ram

6gb hard disk

Internal CD -Rom

Swappable/external 3.5" fdd

14.1" 1024x768 TFT screen

UK keyboard

Trackpoint pointing device

56k modem

Network interface

2 x Type II PCMCIA slots

Serial, parallel & USB ports

IR, VGA & PS2, TV out ports

Li -ion battery & ac adaptor/charger

Compaq refurbished

90 -days RTB warranty

M700 HP PAVILION 15" WITH CORW/DVD

ex vat

.£ 2 1 9.99

£258.49

IBM THINKPAD T22 DVD
IBM THINKPAD T22
Intel Pentium III 900MHz processor

256mb ram, 20gb hd
1024x768 14.1" TFT screen

Integral DVD, 'Hot swappable' fdd

UK keyboard, Trackpoint

56k modem

USB, parallel, VGA and PS2 ports

2x Type II PCMCIA slots

Li -ion battery & charger

Windows 98 with COA

Refurbished

Balance of IBM warranty

3 months warranty on battery

ULTRA SMALL

HP PAVILION ZE4547

Intel Celeron Mobile 2.4 GHz processor

256mb ram

40gb hard disk

CDRW/DVD combo drive

US keyboard layout

Trackpad pointing device

15.1" TFT screen

64mb graphics

56k modem & 10/100 n/w interface

2x USB ports, PS2 port

2x PCMCIA slots

Serial, parallel, S -Video & VGA ports

Li -ion battery & ac adaptor

WinXP Home with restore disks

HP factory refurb as new

1 year RTB warranty

ex -vat

£569.99
inc-vat

6 6 9 74

IBM THINKPAD DVD SPECIAL HP OMNIBOOK ULTRA -SLIM
IBM THINKPAD 600E

Intel Pentium II 366MHz processor

128mb ram. 6gb hd

Internal DVD ROM drive

US keyboard layout with Trackpoint

1024x768 13.3" TFT colour screen

2x Type II PCMCIA slots

USB port, IR port

Serial, parallel, PS2, monitor ports

Li -ion battery and AC adaptor

Slim & light - only 38mm & 2.2kg!

Refurbished with 90 -days RTB warranty

DESKTOP

£269.99

£3172,

HP OMNIBOOK 500 ULTRA SLIM NOTEBOOK
Small and light for maximum portability
Intel Pentium III 600MHz processor
128mb ram, 10gb hard disk
12.1" 1024x768 TFT screen
UK keyboard, Trackpoint pointing device
56k modem, Network interface
1 x Type II PCMCIA slot

Win 2000 Professional pre -loaded with COA

Complete with Doddng base with: -
CD -ROM, 3.5" 1.44mb fdd
Serial, parallel, 2x USB ports
VGA and S -Video ports

PS2 mouse & keyboard ports
Refurbished, 90 -days RTB warranty

COMPUTER - THE SMALLEST YOU HAVE SEEN?

At only 150x106mm and 880g this could be the best solution for anyone working

from home and office - simply take your computer! Also ideal for users with space

limitations - in a flat, boat, caravan etc. - the Espresso's extremely compact size

means that it will fit almost anywhere. This computer has a 900MHz processor,

64mb ram, 4.3gb hd, trackpad with scroll buttons, sound, 2x USB ports and TV -

out, mouse, keyboard and monitor ports. Also supplied is the docking unit with

CD-ROM & 3.5" fdd, serial port and parallel printer port. Brand new and retail

boxed with driver disk, user's guide, carry pouch, and 1 -year RTB warranty.

Suitable for Windows 98/ME/NT/2000/XP.

NOTEBOOK PCMCIA CD-ROM
Portable, external PCMCIA CD-ROM drive

Slimline, lightweight case

Easy to install

24 speed

Slot powered

PCMCIA interface

New, with 1 -year warranty

ideal for machines without cd,

or for computers with swappable CD

and floppy where you require to

use both at once.

£39 99

£46.99

I -FRIEND 1 7GHZ CDRW
Intel Celeron 1.7GHz processor

128mb ram, 40gb hard disk

40u CD-RW, 3.5" 1.44mb fdd

56k modem, Soundcard, speakers

2x USB, lx serial ports

Parallel port, Midi/game port

UK keyboard and mouse

Windows XP Home with restore CD

New and boxed with system manual

1 -year 'collect & return' warranty

£259.99 f305,9

Nitioo
£349.99
£411.24 - -

£149 99

£176.24

THINKPAD STUDENT SPECIAL
IBM THINKPAD 600
Intel Pll 300MHz processor

128mb ram, 5gb hard disk

Internal CD ROM drive

US keyboard layout

Trackpoint pointing device

1024x768 13.3" TFT screen

56k internal modem
2x Type II PCMCIA slots

USB port, IR port

Serial, parallel, PS2, VGA ports

Li -ion battery & AC adaptor

IBM refurbished

90 -days RTB warranty

£199.99

£234.99

Updated daily, don't forget to check out our website for full list of currently available products!

terlin Sterling Management Systems Ltd Tel: 01483 301331 PLACE YOUR ORDERSgXS 13-15 Barrack Road, Guildford ON-LINE OR BY
Surrey, GU2 9ZW Fax: 01483 533079 PHONE, FAX OR POST!

Prices exclude delivery at Initial City link standard rates by weight. Goods have a 1 -year RTB warranty unless otherwise stated. Credit card payments are subject to a 2.5% surcharge,
no surcharge for Switch, Delta or Solo. All trademarks acknowledged. Stocks are finite - please telephone before travelling to confirm availability Photos for illustration only E&OE.

www.sterlingxs.co.uk

II
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111 Bulk buy your compatible inkjets online and make amazing savings.

Sameday despatch - No hidden extras - E&OE -24 Hr secure website.

All prices below are for a pack of 3 cartridges and include VAT and delivery!

Epson
Black Unchipped £4.20
400/440/460/480/500/580/600/640/660/C20/C40/670/Photo 700/740/750/760/800
860/880/900/1160/1200/1520/2000/2500/EX
Black Chipped £7.99
680/790/870/890/1270/1290/C42/C44/C60/C62/Photo 810/820/830/925/935/CX3200
Colour Unchipped £6.99
200/300/400/440/460/480/500/580/600/640/660/700/740/750/760/800/860/880/900
980/1520/EX/C20/C40
Colour Chipped £10.99
680/790/870/890/1270/1290/C42/C44/C60/C62/Photo 810/820/830/925/935/CX3200

3 PACK PRICE

T0321 Black C70/C80/C82

10322,323,324,422,423,424
Cyan, Magenta, Yellow
Full set (1 of each)

£12.16

£10.49
£14.99

Canon 3 PACK PRICE

BCI-3e Black
BCI-3e Cyan,
Magenta, Yellow
Full set (1 of each)
BCI-21 Black
BCI-21 Colour
BCI-24 Black
BCI-24 Colour

Xerox

£7.45

£7.45
£9.93
£4.23
£5.69
£5.95
£7.45

8R7971 Black
8R7972 Cyan
8R7973 Magenta
8R7974 Yellow
Full set (1 of each)

£9.99
£8.25
£8.25
£8.25
£11.58

Sharp Zaurus SL-C750/C860
From Japan, Now Available In The UK

"Wonderful, bright, clear, sharp, and "This is the best screen I have
colorful display. The resolution is ever seen on a handheld device."
extremely good and looking at photos
on the C760 is a real joy."

"The keyboard is surprisingly
good for such a little device."

"The MP3 sound quality
is excellent though the
headphones."

*Quotes From "The Gadgeteer" & "BargainPDA"
Reviews. See Website For Further Details & Links.

Amazing 640 x 480 Screen, Full Keyboard,
Word/Excel Compatible, Presentation,

PIM, Web Browser, Video, MP3
And It Fits In Your ShirtPocket

For A Wide Range Of PDAs/Accessories
Pay Us A Visit

ASP

..110111P. 9,`

o )r

awl..snr. Imola .pmiortree 4ffe
T. aer.

Oa 0
9tale I 10P.4

PO Tool

Park

Soo. ibtle Ssocing
Fwus ales is,* 1.9./

r- tes.rs ,Kelv NM. lag.
F; kw,

Bedfte/Optieris
Pae-CruinOpileos
*Mg

501. vsn ;

Caftnil 1001.

Z2_,1
,"17,.21.11110.

Li02111Q

I MITED
Tel: 0116 2201272

Email: salesdept@shirtpocket.co.uk
http://www.shirtpocketco.uk
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1

INKCYCLE
INKJET PRICES TO SHOUT OUT!

100% GUARANTEED
100% FULL OF INK
1000/0 RECYCLED BY US

>>Home

fill®
Denotes Maxfill® production
method. Cartridges contain up
to 300% more ink!
See website for details.

Now AvailablE
Latest additions

to our recycled

cartridge range

Lexmark

ION0016

ION0026

HP

C6656

C6657

C6658

SimplE Pricing

Epson Compatibles
Non -Chipped

Black

Colour

Chipped

Black

Colour

C70/C80 Range
Black

Colour

£1.38

f2.21

£2.91

£3.75

f4.13
f4.13

Price each when
bought in packs of 6

RECycI
Inkcycle pay up to £5 for every empty

ink jet cartridge sent to us for recycling

£5
Every cartridge that we recycle helps

reduce landfill and improves the

environment for everyone.

We recycle over 350,000

cartridges each year.

Details at www inkcycle co uk

All our pricEs
includE VAT

52 7085
FREE DEUVERY

SAME DAY DISPATCH

NO MINIMUM ORDER

,UICs LOWEST PRICES!
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

LL
SECURITY
GUARANTEEDo

I Help I Login I Contents I Checkout

Inkjet cartridges direct from the factory
CompatiblE CartridgEs REcyclEd CartridgEs
Epson ExamplEs:
5020187 black
5020189 black
5020191
1013
1014
1019
T020
T026
T027
T028
T029
TO36
TO37
T040
T041
TO321
10322
10323
TO324
T0422
TO423
T0424

colour
black
colour
black
colour
black
photo
black
colour
black
colour
black
colour
black
cyan
mag.

yellow
cyan
mag.

yellow

Canon Examples:
BCI21Bk black
BC12IC colour
BCI24Bk black
BCI24C colour
BCI3Bk black
BCI3C
BCI3M
BC13Y

cyan
mag.
yellow

1036 black
for Epson
C42

AS LOW AS

£2.5

6 Pack
£8.25
£8.25
£13.25
£8.25
£13.25
£8.25
£13.25
£17.45
£22.45
£17.45
£22.45
£17.45
£22.45
£17.45
£22.45
£24.75
£24.75
£24.75
£24.75
£24.75
£24.75
£24.75

6 Pack
£8.50
£10.00
£12.00
£17.00
£13.25
£13.25
£13.25
£13.25

(£1.38)
(£1.38)
(£2.21)
(£1.38)
(£2.21)
(£1.38)
(£2.21)
(£2.91)
(£3.75)
(£2.91)
(£3.75)
(£2.91)
(9.75)
(£2.91)
(9.75)
(£4.13)
(£4.13)
(£4.13)
(£4.13)
(£4.13)
(£4.13)
(£4.13)

HP Examples:
51625 colour
51626 black
51629 black
51633 black
51641'' colour
51645 black
51649 colour
CI816 photo
CI823*' colour
C4844 black
C6578** colour
C66I4** black
C66I5** black
C6625** colour
C6656 black
C6657 colour
C6658 photo

Each

£11.75

£9.00
£9.25
£9.25
£12.95
£8.75
£13.75
£15.94
£13.92
£14.95
£15.92
£9.49
£10.50
£14.92
£17.63
£18.80
£19.98

Lexmark ExamplEs: Each
ION0016 black £17.63
ION0026 colour £18.80
I2A1970 black £12.75
I2A1975 black £14.50
I2A1980 colour

(£1.42) I2A1985 colour
(£1.67) I2A1990 photo
(9.00) 13619HC colour
(£2.84) 13400HC black
(£2.30) I5M0120 colour
(f2.30) I5M0125 colour
(9.30) I7G0050 black
(f2.30) 17G0060 colour

T0321 black
for Epsoo...,
C82

!4.4.

AS LOW AS

£14.25
£15.25
£16.50
£14.25
£12.75
£15.25
£16.70
£12.75
£14.25

C6578** 45m1

1111C
Now only

£15.92
/<:0or refilled cartridge had a 45m1 capacity and was supplied by Inkcycle. The extra

capacity made us expect a much bigger yield and we were not surprised by the
2052 pages it managed. The larger refill cartridge achieved over 1,300 extra printed
pages but cost £10 less than the smaller HP cartridge. The text quality was very
similar and we found it hard to tell the original and the third party prints apart."

Computer Active, Issue 121

WWW.INKCYCLE.CO.UK

Shopping Cart
Shopping Cart Ready...

Most Popular
01. Remanufactured C6578A
(No. 78) Colour (45m1)

02. Remanufactured C6615D
(No. 15) Black (42m1)

03. Remanufactured 51645A
(No. 45) Black (42m1)

SpEcial OffErs

WIN 6 DIGITAL
CAMERAS

We're giving away
6 OLYMPUS

digital cameras
WORTH OVER £1.000
to celebrate the launch

of our new website.

Enter

PrICE PrOMISE
Visit our website
for details of our

"Double -for -your -Trouble"

lowest price guarantee

Buy I GEt I FrEE
On-line when
you see
this sign

REMEMbEr!

DEliVEry IS

BROTHER I BT FAX I CANON I COMPAQ I EPSON I HP I KODAK I LEXMARK I OLIVETTI I SAMSUNG I XEROX
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inknte

nitrite RI 8007
Itlack

'Saving
originalvicartridgesb''dccostof

Save up to 85%* inkrlte

on high quality Epson and Canon mime

Compatible Cartridges

Inkrite Bundles, radioonk- each

3 x Colour cartridges
+ 3 x Black cartridges
only f17.99

Available for:
Epson Stylus Photo 790,870, 875DC, 810, 830, 890, 895,915, 925, 1270, 7290, Color
680, C42, C44, C60, C62, a3200.
Canon 5200, 520014 5300, 5330 Photo, 1250, 1320,1450, 14700/ Canon SmartBase
MPC190, MPC200 Photo.

FRI-COOS
Colour

it 6
Top

Quality
GUARANTEED

No quibble
returns

2 x Colour cartridges
+ 2 x Black cartridges
only f 17.99

Available for:
Canon 5400, 5450, 5500,5520, 55300,5600, 5630,5750, 54500,56300,1550, 1850,
i6500, BJC-3000,13.1C-6000, BJC-6100, BJC-6200, BIC-6500, Canon MuItiPASS C100,
SmortBase MP700, MP730, MPC400, MPC600F.

4 x Colour cartridges Available for:
+ 4 x Black cartridges only f 17.99 Epson Stylus Color 440,460,480, 580,640,660,670, 880, C20, C40, Photo 750,1200.

1 each of: Black, Cyan,
Magenta & Yellow only f /7.99

Available for:
Epson Stylus C64, C70, C70 Plus, C80, C82, C84, C84 Photo Edition, CX5200, CX6400.

1 each of: Black, Cyan,
Magenta, Yellow, Light Cyan
& Light Magenta only f17.99

Available for:
Canon 1950, 0100,5800, 5820D, 58300,5900,59000,81C-8200 Photo.

QlphaJer
Save up to 6096 on HP &

Lexmark Recycled Cartridges

/111970 35ml 12A1970 Black

AJ050 35m117G0050 Black
Bundle

£14.65

A115 42ml C6615 Black
,0,ffdoebr,es

£10.99

A145 42m151645 Black °^,,,,e 19.99
A.149 24rn151649 Tri-Colour £14.99

A178 39ml C6578 Tri-Colour £14.99

A123 39ml C1823 Tri-Colour £14.99

A156 19ml C6656 Black £10.99

A157 17m1 C6657 Tri-Colour
;1143.'9999AJC25 39ml C6625 Tri-Colour

for Hewlett Packard
51629A,51629G,C6614N,C6614D

51649A,51649N.
51645A,51645G C6615D,C6615N
Cl 823D, C1823G, C6625A

C6578A,C6578D

for Canon
BC -01 BC -02, 8X-2

BC20

12A1970,12A1975
12A1980,12A1985

12A1990

17G0050

17G0060

15M0120 15M0125

10N0016

44,22_
£8.99
17.99
£8.99
£9.99

£6.99
£5 .99

£8.99

£7.99

£8.99

£8.49
17.99
19.99
£9.99

JAN_

Grieatfkixeslimpaelkery010)Excules:
EPSON Genuine

TOSO 140 5020093/5020187)

T051140 (S0201085020189)

1052040 (5020089/5020191

1053040 (5020110/50201931

T003 Black

TOSS 3 Colour

1007 Black

T008 _ 5 -Colour

1009 5 -Colour

T013 Black

T014 3 -Colour

1017 Black

1018 3 -Colour

1019 Black

1020 3 -Colour

1026 Black

Ink (J
10344 Yellow £10.99

10345 Light Cyan £10.99Cartridges
10346 Light Magenta £10.99

£12.99 1027 5 -Colour
013.99 10347 LAIR Black (Grey) £10.99

£14.69 1028 Black £24.49
10348 Matte Black

Black

£9.49

£16.99 £17.49
1036 19.99

1029 3 -Colour
3 -Colour

111.99 £24.29
1037

1040

113.99
£24.9910321 Black Pigment Black

T0322113.99 Cyan Pigment £9.99
1041 3 -Colour £17.99

£26.99 Magenta PigmentT0323 £9.99
10422 £10.19

£12.69 T0324 Yellow Pigment £9.99 10423

_Clan _

Magenta £10.19
£17.49 T0331 Black 19.99 10424 Yellow £10.19
£15.99 10332 Cyan 19.49 10431 black £25.99

£9.49 T0333 Magenta 19.49 10441 Black (Low cap) 115.99
£13.69 T0334 Yellow £9.49 10442 Clan- 18.99
£17.49 10335 Light Cyan 09.49 10443

_

Magenta 18.99

£15.99 10336 Light Magenta £9.49 10444 Yellow

117.49 10341 Photo Black £9.49 10452 Cyan (Low cap.) 17.49

115.99 10342 Syl £10.99 10453 Magenta (Low cap.) £7.49

116.99 10343 Magenta £10.99 10454 Yellow £7.49

(Digital Memory 0
The UK's Best Value Digital Cards
SmartMedia Cards MultiMedia Card
16Mb 3.39 £5.99 32Mb
32Mb 3.3v CARMAII

SYEAR
£6.99 64Mb

64Mb 3.3v easztert 110.49 128Mb
128Mb 3.3v £25.99

CompactFlash Cards
32Mb 111.49

64Mb ALLMAN
STEM

112.59

128Mb IMMEMY 122.49

256Mb £38.79

'MEMOS
EK SYEM
EMAMEI

f11.69
(1419
127.19

Secure Digital Cards
16Mb £8.69
32Mb £12.59
64Mb MKSITAR £16.49
128Mb WASRAMY 130.39
256Mb £46.99

CompactFlash Type I PCMCIA/PC Card Adapter £5.99

SmartMedia PCMCIA/PC Card Adapter £17.99

Dual USB Reader/Writer CompactFlash/SmartMedia £14.99

6 in 1 USB Reader/Writer 117.99

(&i Ink Cartridges) (LEximmuc Ink Cartridges) (Canon ink Cartridge ( EPSON Paper
HP 51645A 42ml Black

HP 51649A 22.8m1 Tri-Colour

HP C1823D 30mITri-Colour

HP C6578A 38ml Tri-colour

HP C6615D 25ml Black

HP C6625A 15ml Tri-colour

HP C8727A 10m1 Black

HP C8728A 8mITri-colour

HP C6656A 19ml Black

HP C6657A 17m1Tri-colour

HP C6658A 17ml Photo

£17.99 10N0016 Black E17.99 BCI-248k Black 04.99 5041061 A4 Photo Quality Ink Jet Paper £7.99

£17.99 10N0026 Colour £17.99 BCI-24C Colour 19.99 5041126 A4 Photo Quality Glossy Paper £5.49

£22.29 10N0217

10N0227

_ _

Black 112.99
113.99
£17.99

BCI3eBk Black

Cyan

17.99
16.29
06.29

5041134 4'x 6' Photo paper with perforations 14.99

£40.49 Colour BCI3eC

BCI3eM

5041140

5041255

A4 Photo Paper 16.49

12A1970 Standard 30m1 Black Magenta 100 x 150mm Photo Paper 13.29

12A1980

15M01

12A1990
20

Standard 24m1 Colour 125.79 BCI3eY Yellow £6.29
£6.99
06.79

S041256 A4 Matte Paper - Heavyweight £8.59
£17.99

Photo Colour
24ml Standard Yield Colour

£27.99
£25.49

BCI6Bk Black 5041287 A4 Premium Glossy Photo Paper £9.79
£12.99 BCI6C Cyan 5041303 100mm x 8m Premium Glossy Photo Roll 111.99
£14.49 17G0050 Black £17.99 BC16M Magenta 06.79 S041332 A4 Premium Semigloss Photo Paper 110.49

£13.99 17G0060 Colour £17.99 BCI6Y Yellow £6.79 5041342 A4 Archival Matte Paper 19.99

121.99 18L0032 Black (No 82) 117.99 BCI6PC Photo Cyan £6.79 5041560 A4 ColorLifem Photo Paper 112.49

£16.99 18L0042 Colour (No 83) 124.99 BCI6PM Photo Mag £6.79 5041706 4" x 6" Premium Glossy Photo Paper £4.49

eoppliN.
.MMEN

MbreMenonlihej
PriceStorm sells exclusively to home users. All prices include taxes where applicable.
Registered office:26 Glategny Esplanade, StPeter Port Guernsey GY1 3XH.

Administrative office- no stock held no callers please.

Prices subject to change without notice gra. Please visit the website for the most
up to dote prices, All trademarks acknowledged.

OL,i4tigny,iletkidlf
bickwomawar

To offer you the best prices in
the UK we sell at low margins, so
prices can move up and down.

Call or check online.

order online anytime at

PriCeStOrMCOM
or call the hotline: 0870 050 1060
Fax: 0870 050 1080 Email: info@pricestorm.com
Phone lines open Mon -Fri 9am - 5.30pm. Calls charged at standard national rate

Vi=
740

r tgrIr policye
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RO AUDI
AUDIO SOLUT

ADAT TAPE OPEN REEL TAPE

CD -R 80 Silver/Silver

a.

Xix

* 700 mb / 80 min.
 Silver burn dye.
 4x - 52x compatible.
 Unbranded, bulk pack
 Perfect for low cost

CD duplication.
 100% Grade A

Premium Disc
*Dual Guaranteed.

Fantastic Value! 18 p

Leading Branded Media

ONY
GUANTEG

MBEEni
TAIYO YUIDEN

Taiyo Yuden
CDR 80

UK's LOWEST PRICE

Profess

020-7231-4805
media - duplication systems - consumbles - accessories

0: 7s

01Sli PRA)

CI V -± Ink Jet Printable CD -R

8X ND IN STOCK!

CALL NOW FOR RED.

OUR LOWEST PRICE! BI(O )voi.

4x prices
from only 64 p
CD Protection Spray

*Enhance your ink jet
disc prints.

*Extra protection.
 Increased durability.
*1000 disc yield per can.
*Protects against

moisture damage.

Price per can from:

Only £5.88

aiud @i3e3Din
Bravo Disc Publisher

Integrated duplication and printing

PRIMERA
TECHNOLOGY. INC.

 Automatic duplicator
and printer.

 25 disc capacity.
 Computer controlled
 Comes complete with

software.

 Stunning photorealistic
onbody printing.

111
PC

Automatic duplicator
and printer only

L' 1, 398.25

 700 mb / 80 min.
 Diamond bum surface.
 Grade A premium.
 Pro disc for high

quality presentations

and demo's etc.
 White or silver print

surface.

Best Value al
In The U.K gh.

Labelling kits & Refills

O
 Large range of Pressit

products in stock.

 UK Lowest Prices.

 Labels for all media
formats.

Pressit application kits from:

1E4 . 9 9
eatio

PRO TO CPA 5500
CD & DVD DUPLICATOR

 The worlds first automatic duplicator
for under E1000

Full unattended duplication of

up to 100 discs

 Stand alone operation no PC
required.  DVD Pronto

4xDVOR / 16xCDR
 CD Pronto

52xCDR
 Copy. Compare.

Verify and Emulate
functions.

Clo Version
NO VERSION

o " I Y

£CALl E. 9 9 9

MINIUM
-a

Irmo
CESSORIES

!Diamond CCP-I. 80
 True Silver burn dye.

 Looks like a shop CD.

The professional.

e presentation media.
41110 . 80min/700mb.* 1x- 52x compatible.

Only Available 23
From River

Media Packaging.

114111k.
 Wide range of packaging in stock.

U.K's Largest
Stockist.

So
CD & DVD TOWER DUPLICATORS

Et GP I
BURN PROOF- 52 SPEED LV STAND ALONE - NO PC REQUIRED

AUTOMATE FORUM' RECOGNITION -

The M -Tech Range of CD, DVD Duplicators offer quality and reliability at a sensible

price. With M.Tech's 'Load& Go' copying technology, duplicating CD's and DVD's

has never been simpler. Whether you are making just one copy or a thousand'

ht.Tech has the right solution for you.

Prices starting from only £294.26

Print Factory - The World's Fastest Ink Jet Disc Printer
 4800 dpi photo printing.
 Up to 200 discs per hour.
 50 disc autoloader.

Introducing the fastest ink jet disc printer yet! The Print Factory not only offers a throughput

of up to 200 discs per hour but also unrivalled 4,11pi photo pitting, Developed with HP Ont

technology you can use their standard ink cartridges as well.

50 disc auto printer ONLY £1, 750.75 pw/MICROBOARDS

www_riverproaudio.co_uk
Our team of trained technical staff can help you to make the right purchase to suite your needs offering
expert advice on all issues from media compatibility to complete professional audio solutions. Call now

on 020 7231 4805 for friendly helpful advice. All prices are inclusive of VAT unless stated otherwise.

Free UK mainland delivery on all orders over £150 Ex VAT

the inner city
award winners 2002 & 2003 0

...AUTHORISED DEALERSHIP....TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME...
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To advertise in MicroMart

please contact

Pritie on 020 7316 9223
pritie_patelgvnu.co.uk

even cheaper
inkjet cartridges

Epson Compatibles From HP Recycled From Lexmark Recycled From
Non Chipped 51625 Col £07.04 10N0016 Bk £14.08
Black £01.75 51626 Bk £05.86 10N0026 Col £14.08
Colours £02.34 51629 Bk £05.86 12A1970 Bk £09.39
Twin Packs £03.51 51633 Bk £05.86 12A1975 Bk £10.56
Chipped Compatible 51641 Col £08.21 12A1980 Col £09.39
Black £01.75 51645 Bk £05.86 12A1985 Col £10.56
Colours £02.93 51649 Col £09.38 12A1990 Photo £11.74
Twin Packs £04.10 C1823 Col £09.38 13619HC Col £09.39

BT Paperjet From C4844 Bk £14.08 13400HC Bk £09.39
PJ55M Bk £29.36 C5010 Col £10.56 15M0120 Col £10.56

Canon Compatible / C5011 Bk £08.21 15M0125 Col £11.74
Recycled From C6578 Col £10.56 17G0050 Bk £09.39

BCI-15 Bk £04.10 C6614 Cal £05.86 17G0060 Col £09.39
BCI-15 Col £05.86 C6615 Bk £07.03 18L0032 Bk £14.08
BCI-15 Bk / Col £08.80 C6625 Col £10.56 18L0042 Col £15.26
BCI-3 Bk £02.34 C6628 Bk £10.56 Twin Packs From
BCI-3 C, M orY £01.75 C6656 Bk £09.38 10N0016/26 £27.01
BCI-6 Bk £01.75 C6657 Col £14.08 12A1970/80 £18.79
BCI-6 C, M orY £01.75 C6658 Photo £11.74 12A1970/120 £18.79
BCI-21 Bk £01.16 C8727 Bk £11.74 12A1975/85 £19.96
BCI-21 Col £02.34 C8728 Col £14.08 13400/619 £19.96
BCI-24 Bk £01.75 Twin Packs From 17G0050/60 £17.61
BCI-24 Col £02.34 51626/25 £12.91 18L0032/42 £28.19
BCI-24 Bk / Col £03.51 51629/49 £14.08 Ink Refill Kits From
BC -01 Bk £05.86 51645/41 £12.90 Black & Colour £09.39
BC -02 Bk £05.86 51645/C1823 £14.08 Black £04.69
BC -05 Col £07.03 51645/C6578 £15.26 Colour £05.86
BC -02/05 Bk / Col £11.74 C5011/5010 £18.79 Photo £04.69
BC -20 £07.03 C6614/51649 £14.08 Chip Resetter £12.91

Xerox From C6615/1823 £16.44 Bulk Ink From
8R7971 Bk £03.51 C6615/6625 £16.44 60m1 Black £03.51
8R7972 C £02.34 C6615/6578 £16.44 250m1 Black £09.39
8R7973 M £02.34 C6656/6657 £23.49 60m1 C, M orY £03.51
8R7974 Y £02.34 C8727/8728 £25.84 250m1 C, M orY £11.74

Free delivery when you order online - No minimum order
Inkjet & laser cartridges available for all manufacturers from Apple to Xerox

For unbeatable deals on ALL printer consumables, order online @

cartex.co.uk
or call 0870 243 5610 (12 lines open Mon - Fri)

All prices INCLUDE VAT @17.5%

Mobilise your ke business processes
obile s is one of the UK's leading

specialist suppliers of portable data systems, from bar

code readers and hand held terminals to RF wireless

products and bespoke solutions. Our customers range

from dynamic SMEs to famous multinationals - in fact all

sorts of organisations wishing to streamline key processes

and increase productivity and profits.

We offer a number of user -configurable software packages,

as well as a comprehensive range of market leading

hardware at highly competitive prices. If you are

unsure about what your application requires, please

call us for an obligation -free chat with one of our

qualified systems consultants. We make

innovative mobile solutions more accessible

than you might have thought.

mobilelotions

goo s sr cervm pr mg
stock monitoring

ticket issuing

insurance assessment

field merchandising

van sales

market research

field force management

asset tracking

-2
Call for product guides and
case studies brochure L.4...iir

uPtizr="ri
111 I %III

MV OS
0.1....r.1101.

0E7 07 04034
vvww.i2mobilesolutions.com
Mobile Solutions Limited Paradigm House

Basil Hill Road Oldcot Oxfordshire OX11
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TRADE PRICES

I

Order On -Line at WWW,COM

I

uterba r ains.co.uk
COMPAQ

PRESARIO XP2400+
CD-RW PC

£299 £351.33
+VAT inc VAT

 Compaq Presario CD-RW PC
 AMD Athlon XP2400+ Process
 128MB RAM, 40GB Hard Driv
 CD-RW Drive with Record No
 56K Modem & Built in Network
 Integrated ProSavage Graphics
 6 USB ports, Serial, Parallel & PS2 Por
 Supplied with Microsoft Windows XP Home Software
 Norton Antivirus and MS Works Software
 Compaq factory refurb & supplied with 1 year warranty.

OPTIONS Ex.VAT Inc.VAT
17" SVGA Colour Monitor £85 ....£99.88
Matching 15" TFT Flat Screen Monitor £185 ...£217.38
Matching 17" TFT Flat Screen Monitor £235 . . .£276.13

v psi
ORDER NOW

FOR NEXT DAY

DELIVERY

HP COMPAQ
P4 2.4 CD-RW + DVD
15" TFT NOTEBOOK

£679 £79 7. 83
+VAT inc VAT

 HP Compaq Pavilion XT585R
 Intel Pentium 4 2.4Hz CPU
512MB DDR Ram exp.

 40GB Hard Drive
CD-RW + DVD Combo Drive
15.0" TFT 1024 x 768 Res TF
ATI Mobility Radeon AGP Graphi
Parallel, VGA, PCMCIA, Audio In &

*3.5" Floppy Drive, USB, Firewire and S -Video Ports
 Built in 56K Fax/Modem & Network Card
 Complete with Battery & Charger
 Supplied with Microsoft Windows XP Home Software
 HP Refurb stock and packaged as new 6 months wrty
 Notebook Carry Case add £20+VAT (£23.50i c)

51 2M8/40G
CD-RW+DVD
15" SCREE

.11

COMPAQ
XP 2400 CD-RW+DVD
WiFi 15" NOTEBOOK

£639 £750.83
+VAT inc VAT

 Compaq Presario 2175
 AMD Athlon XP 2400+ CPU
 512MB DDR Ram exp.
 40GB Hard Drive
 CD-RW + DVD Combo Drive
 15" TFT 1024 x 768 Res TFT Colour
 ATI Mobility Radion 3D Video Graphics o t
*Serial, Parallel, PCMCIA, VGA, Audio In & Out Ports
 Built in 56K Fax/Modem, Network, plus Firewire port
,Also includes built in 802.11 Wireless Network card
 Microsoft Windows XP Professional & Works Software
 HP Refurb stock and packaged as new 6 months wrty
 Notebook Carry Case add £20+VAT (£23.50inc)
 USB Floppy Drive add £30+VAT (£35.25inc)
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COMPAQ
2GHz CD-RW+DVD
15" TFT NOTEBOOK

£549 £64 .08
+VAT

7,717
 Compaq Presario 2170 Notebook
 Intel Celeron 2.0GHz CPU BUY NOW
 256MB Ram, 40GB Hard Drive PAY NOTHING
 CD-RW + DVD Combo Drive FOR 6 MONTHS
 15.0" TFT 1024 x 768 Res TFT CALL FOR
 ATI Mobility Radeon Graphics Co DETAILS
 PCMCIA, Serial, Parallel, USB,VGA,sorts
 Built in 56K Fax/Modem & 10/100 Network Card
 Complete with Battery & Charger
 Includes Microsoft Windows XP Home & Works software
 HP Refurb stock and packaged as new 6 months wrty
 Notebook Carry Case add £20+VAT (£23.50inc)
 USB Flo. Drive add £30+VAT (£35.25inc)

TOSHIBA
SATELLITE 2.4GHz
CD-RW +DVD NOTEBOOK

£565 £663.88
+VAT inc VAT

 Toshiba Satellite Notebook with Intel Celeron 2.4GHz CPU
 256MB RAM, 40GB Hard Drive, 15" TFT Colour Display
 Parallel, VGA & USB Ports. Built in Network & Modem
 Built in CD-RW + DVD Combo Drive, Battery and AC adapter
 Supplied with Microsoft Windows XP Home and Works S/W
 Toshiba factory refurbished stock, packaged as brand new

with manuals, disks etc and includes 1 year warranty.

DELL
LATITUDE CPX

PIII.650 NOTEBOOK

£369 £433.58
+VAT -

 Intel Pentium 111-650MHz CPU
 256MB Ram, 18GB Hard Drive
 14.1" 1024 x 768 Res Colour TFT
 314" Floppy Drive, CD ROM Drive and
 Serial, Parallel, VGA, PS2, IrDA and USB
 Includes battery and charger. Operating system extra
 Dell factory refurb stock & supplied with 6 months wrty
 Upgrade to CD, t'W + DVD add £85+VAT (£99.88inc)

71,

HANDSPRING
TRIO 270

SMARTPHONE PDA

£149 £175.08
+VAT Inc VAT

 Handspring Trio 270 PDA with built in Mobile Phone
 Full colour touch screen, Infrared port & MMC socket
 Fully featured SIM free, dual band GSM with GPRS
 Includes diary, contacts, to do, web browsing software
*Complete with software, cables, battery and charger

MINI PC,
900MHz

MINIBOOK PC

£179 £210.33'
+VAT inc VAT

1

This 900MHz Mini Book PC is an astonishing design of tiny
dimensions 150mm x 106mm x 32mm- postcard size. It is a
fully featured PC that is very easily transportable and fits
into the home and office environment and keeps your data
protected in a very easy way. The unit supports Intel 810
chipsets and is compatible with Microsoft Windows and
Linux based Operating Systems. Features as follows:-

* VIA C3 900MHz CPU with 64MB Ram & 10GB HDD
 3D Video Accelerator with VGA Port & TV Out Port
 Built in Sound with Speaker and Audio Sockets
*Connections for Keyboard and Mouse plus USB Port
 Supplied with Docking Station inc CD ROM and FDD
 Operating System available at extra cost
 Upgrade to 128MB/256MB Ram add £25/£40+VAT

IBM
THIN KPAD 600

PII-300 DVD NOTEBOOK

£259 +VAT £'304,.,
 IBM Thinkpad 600 Notebook
 Intel Pentium II-300MHz CPU
 128MB Ram, 4GB Hard Drive
 13.3" 1024 x 768 Res Colour TFT Scre
 Internal DVD ROM Drive plus Floppy Driv
 2x PCMCIA, USB,Serial, Parallel & PS2 Port
 Compete with Battery and AC Adapter plus Fax/Modem
 IBM refurbished with 6 months warranty.

iFRIEND
.2GHz 256MBI20GB
4.1" TFT NOTEBOOK

£475+VAT £'558,11

z

m
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 iFriend NC122i4 Notebook
 Intel Celeron 1.2GHz CPU
 256MB Ram exp, 20GB Hard Disk
 Built in 3.5" 1.44MB Floppy Drive
 Internal 24x speed CD ROM Drive
 SIS 630ST Video Controller
*14.1" 1024 x 768 Res Colour TFT Screen
AC97 Built in sound with stereo speakers
 USB, Parallel, VGA & PS2 Ports
*Supplied with Microsoft Windows XP Home Software

and includes recovery CD
 Battery, AC Adapter and Carry Case included
 Brand new & boxed with 1 year manufacturers collect

& return warranty with full Technical Support.

0474:tp4

O

HPICOMPAQ
PAVILION

2.4GHz 256/60GB
CD-RW + DVD PC

£329+vm£38
 HP Pavilion 526X CD-RW DVD PC
 Intel Celeron 2.4GHz Processor
 256MB DDR Ram expandable
 60GB Hard Drive, 3W Floppy Driv
 Separate CD-RW & DVD Drives
 56K Modem & Built in Network
 Intel Extreme Graphics with 64MB share
*6 USB Ports, Serial, Parallel, Audio and PS2 Ports
*Supplied with Keyboard & Mouse
 MS Windows XP Home, Wordperfect CDRW+DVD SAN
 HP Compaq factory refurb, factory sealed & packaged as

brand new. Supplied with 1 year collect & return warranty.
OPTIONS Ex.VAT Ine.VAT

Upgrade to 512MB Ram add £30 £35.25
17" SVGA Colour Monitor Brand New £85 £99.88
15" Matching Flat Sceen TFT Monitor ... £185 . £217.38
1T Matchin Flat Screen TFT Monitor ..1235 £276.13

256M8 RAM

6068 HARD DRIVE

CD-RW + DVD

COMPUTER BARGAINS
1 STAND LANE, RADCLIFFE, MANCHESTER, M26 1NW.

Mall Order 0870 757 2216 General Enquires Call: 0161 723 2222
Sales Call: Fax No: 0870 757 2219

Email sales computerbargams co id< ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS, GOVERNMENT Er EDUCATIONAL ORDERS ACCEPTED

COMPAQ
ARMADA E500

P111-500MHz NOTEBOOK

£325+VAT £38 Mt
 Compaq Armada E500 Noteboo

Intel Pentium III-500MHz. CPU
20MB RAM, 12GB Hard Drive

Supplied with Internal CD ROM, 3W Floppy
 13.3" 1024 x 768 Resolution TFT Colour Display
 Serial, Parallel, VGA, USB and 56K Modem
 Supplied with Battery & Charger
 Ex -Corporate & refurbished with 6 month

2.

COMPAQ PRESARIO
ATHLON XP2800+
DVD REWRITER PC

£450. £52&

z

m

C

AMD Athlon XP2800+ CPU
 512MB Ram & 80GB Hard Drive
 DVD-RW/CD-RW & DVD Rom Drive
 Nvidia GeForce 128MB graphics and bu
 3%" Floppy Drive, Keyboard, Mouse and p -

 56K Modem, Network, Serial, Parallel, USB & Firewire
 Microsoft Windows XP Home Microsoft Works Software

ompaq Factory refurb 1 year wrty. Monitor not included

iFRIEND
RTABLE DVD PLAYER

WITH 7" SCREEN

£199.. £233,82,
 i-Friend PL 207 Portable DVD Player
 Plays DVD's, Audio CD -R, CD-RW & M
 7" Widescreen 16:9 TFT Screen
 Dolby Digital DTS Surround Sound Pla
 Ulta slim & light weight design, dim 196
 2 built in speakers with virtual surround so
 Includes credit card size remote control unit
 Complete with battery, AC adapter and Car Adapter

01, 01

C,p04
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C

CALLERS WELCOME TO OUR SHOWROOM
PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM AVAILABILITY

OPENING TIMES
MON-FRI 9am-6pm SAT 9am-12pm

or visit our website at
www.computerbargains.co.uk

411 TradorrrarNs Acknowledged. E 00E
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5 full programs
Movie maker, font expert and more Disc notes

Ci'Ater Disc
Five pages of workshops, special offers and more

On the CD
Sonic MyDVD for CD 5

Font Expert 2003 5

Form Artist Presto 3.2

Blackice Defender 2.9

Ultralingua Express English Definitions

3:

wana. .S or.. ean.reliorsha 'Cr-*
Madam loft' 'UMW, 0.1Itere Urn,. :.
BLACKICE

0,1,NOIRM
Prors;:ono vtn:ngen Penteettm for rem:, offm.,

On the DVD
Sonic MyDVD for CD 5

Font Expert 2003 5

Form Artist Presto 3.2

Blackice Defender 2.9

Ultralingua Express English Definitions

Alcohol 52% 1.4.8.1222

9 FULL PROGRAMS WORTH £143

Using the cover disc
The PCW cover disc uses a web -browser -style interface.

To get full functionality, you'll need to use Microsoft

Internet Explorer (version 5.5 or later). Unfortunately,

Netscape doesn't properly support this software.

However, we have also provided links to the featured

programs so that you can still copy them to your hard disk

or install them manually (the standard download dialogue

box will appear). Programs can be found in the \ software \

folder on the disc.

Starting the disc
The CD -Rom (or DVD) should auto -start. If it doesn't,

double-click the CD-Rom/DVD icon in My Computer, or

open the terms.htm file on the root of the disc.

Problems?
Please note that we cannot give support on individual

programs contained on this disc.

If you have problems running the disc or any of its content,

please note these guidelines:

FAULTY DISC > If the disc is physically damaged and will

not load, return it to this address for a replacement:

PCW May 2004 cover disc

ABT, 306 St Mary's Lane

Upminster, Essex RM14 3HL

quoting reference 'PCW Vol 27 No 5'

PROBLEMS INSTALLING/RUNNING THE SOFTWARE >

Check the support page on the disc, or check the

manufacturer's site.

GENERAL DIFFICULTIES > Call 08700 885 995 (9.30am

to 5pm Mon, Tues, Thurs & Fri; open until 8pm on Wed and

10am to 2pm Sat). Or go to www.vnusupport.co.uk.

Or email us at pcw@vnusupport.co.uk.

FULL SOFTWARE LISTING

CD
Full programs
Sonic MyDVD for CD v5
Font Expert 2003 v5
Form Artist Presto
Blackice Defender 2.9
Ultralingua English
Definitions Essentials

Featured section
Audacity
Digital Deluxe
FProt Antivirus
Grain Surgery v2
Image Doctor
Neat Image 3
Pockethub v2
Power Retouche Noise Filter

Trial versions
Cyberlink Cinema 3
Cyberlink PowerDirector 3
Director MX 2004

Freeware
AIDA 32 v3.90
Avast Antivirus 4.1.335
Crimson Editor 3.60
Firefly Softphone 1.4.3049
FreshUl 6.90
Girafa 2.10.23
HydraIRC 0.3
OE Tweaker 1.01
POP Monger
Powerbatch
Powersee 4
Shell Enhancer
Task Tracker

Utilkit DLUL Meter Free
Wallpaper Cycler 2.1
Windows Startup Inspector
Winro111.9
XML Fox1.1.2

DVD
Everything on
the CDs PLUS...

Full programs
Alcohol 52%
Open Office 1.1

Trial versions
Office suites trials
Ability Office 2002
Corel Wordperfect Office 11
Star Office 7

Thinkfree 2.2

Linux
Fedora Redhat Core
2 Test 1
KDE 3.2
KOffice 1.3
Phrealon Linux

Other
Adobe Illustrator CS Tryout
Corel Draw Suite 12
Adobe Indesign CS
602 Pro Suite 4

Resources
Dreamweaver MX 2004
Internet Explorer 6
MySOL
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Disc notes

Sonic MyDVD for CD 5
Put home movies on CDs that can be played in most home DVD players

Need to know

System requirements
Windows 98SE or later (2000 or XP for the
full video editor), Media Player 7.1 or later,
Internet Explorer 5 or later, 128MB of Ram,
66MB of disk space for installation

Information
www.sonic.com

Registration
http://sonic.com/VNU

Limitations
mpeg2 (DVD) codec not included in
MyDVD for CD

Just about every CD burner comes
with bundled mastering software,
so why try anything else? There may

be no reason if you only ever perform simple
tasks, such as creating an audio CD or
backing up a few files, but creating video CDs
is much more complex. For that you need a
specialist movie management tool, and Sonic
MyDVD is one of the market leaders.

The program can capture footage directly
from your digital camcorder, for instance,
or other video and audio sources. There are
settings to tweak recording quality or
capture length, along with an automatic
scene detection mode.

Your existing movie files aren't forgotten,
and the program can import lots of
different file formats. mpeg-1, mpeg-2, avi
(but not DivX) and wmv files (unless
they're copy -protected) are fully supported.
Mov and mpeg-4 files may also be used if
you've got the free Quicktime Player
version 6 installed.

Or perhaps you'd like to share your best
digital photos with friends? There's a built-
in slideshow creation tool, which accepts
images using all the main graphics formats.
You can have an audio track playing in the
background while each slide is displayed,
and optionally archive the original pictures
on the disc as well.

MyDVD for CD is supremely easy to use.
When you're beginning a VCD project, for
instance, there's no need to specify lots of
complex, technical settings. Just locate your
files in Explorer, then drag and drop them
onto the MyDVD screen.

If the movie file is raw and unedited,
then this may not make for the best
presentation. It would be much better to

convert it into scenes, and make each one
a separate chapter, so viewers can jump
straight to the bit they'd like to see.

Once again, MyDVD makes this very
straightforward. Right -click a movie file,
select 'Edit video', and you'll be taken
straight to the Scene Editor. Click 'Detect
scenes' and MyDVD will try to pick out the
individual scenes for you.

If this doesn't work properly, select
Change Settings and increase Detection
Sensitivity (move the slider to the right).
Or just manually pick out the transition
frames yourself, and click Mark Scene for
each one in turn.

MyDVD then presents each scene in a
timeline, and lets you further trim their
start and end positions. So if you started
filming too early, you can cut the dead
portion from the beginning of your scene
and the viewer will jump right in where
the action starts.

You may also choose to add a backing
track, a narration), or titles, apply filters
or special effects, or use special fades or
dissolves from one scene into another.

By now you've sorted out your video
files, but there's still one problem to address:
their on -screen presentation. You probably
won't want to use the file names as chapter
titles, for instance, so just click on them and
type an appropriate caption.

The default Allegro menu probably isn't
going to appeal either, so click 'Edit style'
and pick something new (including fancy
motion menus). If you don't like the
themed options (birthday, wedding etc)
then customise your own style, by
changing text, background and music to
whatever you like.

Key features
 Creates 650MB or 700MB Video CDs

 Capture video and audio to your hard drive

 Import movie files in common formats

 Automatic scene detection

 Edit scenes, apply special effects and more

 Add a new soundtrack and titles

 Build slideshows from digital photographs

 Choose or customise a menu template

 Supports NTSC and Pal/Secam standards

 View your work on standalone DVD players

286 MAY 2004 www.pcw.co.uk



Disc notes

L

Author a classy Video CD in minutes
17-

Mg0V0 Welcome to Sonic MyDVD!

Select a proAct type.
Mode, a Veber:0 iNeie.
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1
By default Sonic MyDVD displays the
project wizard when it first loads. Do

you want to create a video CD, edit one,
or capture video directly? Make your
selection here, or click Tutorial if you
need some help. (Select File > Preferences
and clear 'Show the wizard...' for more
manual control).

A Now trim the length of a scene by4 clicking on it, then adjusting the
green (start point) and red (end point)
sliders. Drag a fade or dissolve to the
icon between scenes to add a transition,
or apply special effects directly to each
scene. The text tool is ideal for captions
and titles.
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No matter what option you chose in2 the wizard, it's still possible to import
files from other sources. To read in
existing movie files, for instance, click
'Get movies', then navigate to and select
the files you need. (But beware, you
can't mix Pal and NTSC files within the
same project).

5 Normally MyDVD uses the first
frame of each clip as its 'button', the

image that displays on the CD menu.
That's probably not the best choice, so
right -click on this and select 'Set button
image' to change it. Scroll through the
movie until you find a still you like, then
click Set.

If your movie needs a little work3 before it's ready for prime -time,
right -click its icon and select 'Edit video'.
Click 'Detect scenes' and MyDVD will scan
through the video footage, picking out the
transitions from one scene to another.
Click the 'Add to storyboard' button when
you're happy.

I/4 5 I r90 0

SoPaci,* ryp hudo ,

170:pse-71 No.r.

6 You don't have to put up with
MyDVD's standard menu, either.

Click 'Edit style' and find something
more suitable (including stylish motion
menus under the 'Default styles' list).
Or customise the existing menu to
produce the effect you need. Click OK,
then Burn to create your finished CD.

Upgrade offer MyDVD Deluxe & Studio
New features
>> Video editing
» DVD movie -style menus
» Dolby Digital encoding
» mp3 ripping & music library
» DVD player and label maker
» Disk copying and archiving

To work with DVDs as well as CDs you'll
need to upgrade. The basic version of
MyDVD 5.2 can burn DVDs, but doesn't
include the integrated video editor.

MyDVD 5.2 Deluxe adds video -editing,
DVD movie -style menus and Dolby
Digital encoding.

And MyDVD Studio Deluxe 5.2 includes
extras, such as mp3 ripping, a music

library, disk copying
and archiving, a
DVD player and
label maker.

Normally the prices
range from £27.74 to £55.49,
but you can get 10 per cent off by quoting
the coupon code VNUPUB10. Place your
order at www.estore.sonic.com.

a
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Disc notes

Font Expert 2003 5

Need to know

System requirements
Windows 98 or later, 1.5MB disk space

Information
www.proximasoftware.com

Registration
www.proximasoftware.com/vnu

Limitations
None

Keep your fonts in order with this typeface manager

How many fonts are installed on your
PC? Don't worry if you have no
idea, most people don't. Fonts are a

forgotten side of Windows, and usually left
to manage themselves. That's a shame,
because taking just a little time to explore
installed fonts can make a big difference to
your system.

In its initial display Font Expert 2003
acts as a detailed font viewer. Choose a
font of interest from the Workspace or
Font Face list, and you'll see a table of all
the characters it makes available. Apart
from being a useful visual aid, this may
also point out potential problems. Not
every font supports all the regular printable
Ascii characters, so making the wrong
choice in an application may produce some
odd effects.

It's also entirely likely that you have some
fonts you don't really need. This can result
in a performance penalty as Windows and
applications may keep font information in
memory, as well as cycling through the list
of available fonts every time they load.

If you locate fonts you don't need in Font
Expert, highlight them and select Edit >
Uninstall. Font Expert makes backups of
uninstalled font files for you, so it's easy to
add them back later. Click Tools > Options >
General to locate this backup folder, or point
it somewhere else.

Even if you have no interest in font
management, it's worth installing Font
Expert 2003 for access to its Dr Fontson
diagnostic tool. This utility scans installed
fonts looking for technical problems, then
helps you fix them with one mouse click.

Become an instant Font Expert
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1You're looking for a new font to suit
I your latest document, but which one is

best? Launch Font Expert for a quick text
preview, and a table of all the font's
characters. Click on any character with
the left mouse button to see it full -screen,
or right -click to copy it to the clipboard.
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2The Workspace view initially displays
an alphabetical list of all your fonts.

You may also view all the Arabic, Cyrillic,
Greek or other font groups by making a
new selection at the top of the screen.
It's even possible to create font groups of
your own (right -click, 'Add to Group').
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3Missing font files and related Registry
problems can have strange effects,

including crashing applications. Click on
Tools > The Advice of Dr Fontson and Font
Expert 2003 will scan your system for
problems, then offer recommendations
(and, usually, a one -click solution).

r

I.

Upgrade offer
New features

» Font Faces view displays more fonts
» Create font catalogues
» Groups can include child folders
» Improved printing capabilities
» Smart renaming of fonts

Font Expert 6
If you appreciate the control offered by Font Expert 2003, just
wait until you see what's coming up in the next version. The new
Font Faces view will display all font files in the selected folder or
group; you can create font catalogues; groups can include child
folders; a Worklist view allows you to save an arbitrary list of
fonts in a file and open it again later; you get improved printing
capabilites, and loads more.

The new version is yours for $35 (around £19), and you can
find out more at www.proximasoftware.com/vnu.

a
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Disc notes

Form Artist Presto 3.2
Need to know

System requirements
Windows 98 or later, 43MB disk space

Information
www.quask.com

Registration
Visit www.quask.com/purchase, click the
Presto purchase button (you won't be
charged), and enter the coupon code
PCWUK (which is case -sensitive)

Limitations

Home Page

1

2.

S

ilLICAri 3.

4.

£0
Place Order

Forms are constructed from objects

Gof a website? Then bring it to life with
some interactive content. Personal
sites benefit from polls and surveys

(everyone loves to share their opinion), while
businesses can learn a lot from employee
feedback forms and market research.

Form Artist Presto makes it easy for
anyone to create web forms, and we don't
just mean basic multiple-choice pages.
Complete control over layout, background
and graphics means you'll have the best -
looking surveys around.

Don't worry if you're artistically
challenged, colour blind, or totally lacking
in any web design skills, Form Artist Presto
comes with a sizeable library of predesigned

r

a.

forms, so it's just a matter of picking one of
these, and customising it to suit your needs.

Customisation in Form Artist means
more than adding an extra text box.
Scripting support lets you validate user
selections, introduce question -skipping
logic, and much more. You can enter
Javascript code directly, or use the
program's own dialogue -driven system.

The finished form can be deployed via
email, by link to a pop-up window, or
embedded inside a web page (no server -side
database support is required). Forms work
on all major browsers, are easy to fill in, and
the results are automatically emailed back
to you for analysis.

Upgrade offer Standard/Pro version
Form Artist Presto is great at creating forms, but database management and statistical
reporting tools make the Standard version better for larger surveys. Quask is offering it
for £104.58, that's £47 off the regular price.

The Professional version integrates with software such as ACT, Goldmine and MS-
CRM, and features advanced exports like SPSS and HTML. Normally £645.08, you get it
for a special price of £351.33.

Visit www.quask.com/purchase and enter the coupon code PCWUK.
a

Blackice Defender 2.9

Need to know
System requirements
Windows 98 or later, 6.5MB disk space

Information
www.guildsoft.co.uk

Registration
Enter offer code 403GUPCW1 at
www.quildsoft.co.uk/cmp/4O3GUPCW1

Limitations
None
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The History tab quickly displays recent
clusters of hacker attacks

Keeping yourself safe online can
be complicated, with lots of
firewall rules to create and

manage. Blackice Defender offers a different
approach. Rather than purely managing
ports (block traffic here, let it through
there), the program monitors all your
network packets for the tell -tale signs of
an intrusion attempt.

When Blackice detects suspect behaviour,
it performs a back trace to find out more
about the possible attacker. Their IP, DNS
and MAC addresses may all be collected.
Double-click the Blackice system tray icon,
then select the Intruders tab to view any
information that's been collected recently.

P

a.

You don't have to do this, of course, and
one of the benefits of Blackice is it's very
low maintenance. Just leave the program
running in your system tray and you'll stay
protected. But there are tweaks available,
which may come in useful if Blackice blocks
legitimate traffic.

Choose Tools > Edit Blackice Settings >
Firewall, for instance, to adjust the
Protection Level and allow Netbios traffic.

If your system is on a local network, then
the options at Tools > Advanced Firewall
Settings could be particularly useful. Here
you can choose to allow traffic by IP
address, so you can let local PCs access
your system, but block everything else.

Upgrade offer Blackice 3.6
New name, new features - Blackice PC Protection 3.6 now comes with built-in
Application Protection. This looks for and blocks your PC from Trojans, worms and
other threats, whether they're delivered by email, instant messaging, or even your
browser. Communications Control now checks outgoing connections, too, so only
authorised applications can get online. Interested? Enter offer code 403GUPCW1
at www.guildsoft.co.ukkmp/403GUPCW1 to upgrade for only £19.95.
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Disc notes

Ultralingua Express
Need to know
System requirements
Windows 98 or later, 12MB disk space

Information
www.ultralingua.com/en

Registration
www.ultraiingua.com/en/promo/pcw.html

Limitations
None

the Edt Da. bale

E: I Well A

2.1. English Dafinkiana

Infectiousness fn.]
1. The quality of being infectious

...,

Infective (adj.(
1. Able to cause disease, 'infective agents.'

highly (dadlase (adj.]
1. Of a microorganism) Extremely infection, 'a highly
infective organism'

Infelicitous [adj.(
1. Marked by or producing unhappiness. 'infelicitous
circumstances`, 'unhappy caravans, straggling afoot through
swam.s and canebrakes' - American Guide Series.
2

hofftlicitmonhe tarty I

Right -click on any selected text if you want
to copy it to the clipboard

Are you known for your infelicitous
lexical decisions? Is your
articulation up to the standards

of a colloquy, or do you inevitably resort to
the vernacular? And what, exactly, are we
talking about?

The next time you're confused about a
word definition, don't go off to search
online, or reach for that dictionary on the
bookshelf. There's no need, because
Ultralingua Express English Definitions
contains all the definitions you'll need.
It's also supremely easy to use, and you'll be
looking up information within seconds.

Start by typing your word at the top of
the screen. Not sure how to spell it? That

r

doesn't matter, the program dynamically
updates its list as you type. So typing 'infeli'
is enough to bring up 'infelicitous', for
instance, because it's the only word
available that begins with those six letters.

Once you've found the right word,
Ultralingua can help make sure it's spelled
correctly. Click on the word to highlight it,
right -click and choose 'Copy', then paste it
into your document.

And don't miss the History feature.
Click the arrow to the right of the word
entry box, and you'll find a list of all
the terms you've searched for recently,
particularly handy for quickly locating
a definition again.

Upgrade offer >' Ultralingua Pro
Move on from Ultralingua Express and you'll benefit from tens of thousands more
terms, as well as powerful new search tools to help track them down. Automatic verb
conjugation is available for thousands of verbs, and you can even customise the
dictionary with your own entries.

The Pro upgrade for English Definitions costs £14.99, while other languages may be
added for £19.99. Find out more at the Ultralingua site
(www.ultralingua.com/en/promo/pcw.html).

Alcohol 52%1.4.8.1222
Need to know
System requirements
Windows 98 or later, 3MB disk space for
software, plus additional space for each
emulated drive

Information
www.alcohol-soft.com

Registration
Not required

Limitations
None
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The Image -making wizard has the tools to
copy just about any CD or DVD

Look around the average desktop and
you'll see CDs littered everywhere,
often not even in their cases. Why?

Because many packages need their CD in
your drive before they'll run, so you're
always switching discs.

If you're tired by all this, then Alcohol
52% can help clear away all your desktop
clutter. The program reads your key discs,
then creates an emulated CD or DVD-Rom
drive to hold each drive image. The
application then reads from the Alcohol
52% drive, instead of the real one, so your
disc can stay safely in its box.

There's another big advantage to the
emulated drives - they're based on your

r

I.

hard disk, therefore performance is far
higher than a regular CD or DVD.
Applications that regularly access these
emulated drives should run much more
quickly than before.

Much of the program's work is carried
out in the Image -making wizard, which
creates the drive image for you. In
principle this is very straightforward,
and you can begin the imaging process
with a couple of mouse clicks. But if you
have problems later, there are a number
of tweaks that may help you get a fast,
accurate copy. Choose the disc you're
copying from the 'Datatype' list to set
these up correctly.

Upgrade offer Alcohol 120%
Although 52% is great, Alcohol 120% ships with a host of extra features. There's an
image burner (CD or DVD), direct CD or DVD copying tool, and an erase tool for wiping
CD-RW, DVD-RW, DVD+RW or DVD-Ram discs. It supports a wide range of image
formats, including MDS, CCD, BIN, CUE, ISO, CDI, BWT, BWI, BWS, BWA, too.

All this emulation and burning power is yours for £26.40. Visit the Alcohol
Software website to order your copy of Alcohol 120%, or find out more at
www.alcohol-software.com.
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COMPUTER

Next Month
on sale 22 April 2004
If you've got
a new PC
and want to
transfer all
your data,
our guide to
migrating
Windows
will tell you
all you need
to know

Microsoft

oney2004

We put some of the best
accountancy software
on trial in our group test

Pentium 4
motherboards
on test

Reconditioned PCs
Increasing numbers of vendors are offering refurbished PCs
at knock -down prices, but should you be tempted by them?
We investigate exactly what's on offer from the major outlets
and see whether the bargains are all they're cracked up to be.

Intel motherboards
In the first of a two-part group test, we put the latest crop
of Pentium 4 motherboards head to head in the labs.

Accounting software
Whether you're a home or a small business user, managing your
finances is a task that's hard to escape. We review the best packages
for both home and office use to see which one takes away most of
the pain.

Migrating Windows
Buying a new PC is great fun - until you have to move all your data
and applications from your old system. Our special expert guide
will show you how to accomplish this with the minimum of fuss.

There's lots more
in June's PCW,
don't miss it...
Reserve your copy now! Newsagent Order Form

Guarantee a copy of PCW by handing this form to your local newsagent.

Please reserve me a copy of Personal Computer World every month

Personal details

Name:

Address:

Postcode:

Daytime phone:
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Columns Backbiter

Ulterior motives
and misinformation
Backbiter reveals why MSN is scrapping pop -ups, how

Claranet upset some journalists, and much more
backbiter®pcw.co.uk

h, the jubilation! Microsoft's net arm
MSN has announced that it is to scrap the
use of pop-up adverts on a number of its
European home pages. And it's not just
the pop -ups that are for the chop: pop-

unders will also be barred from the firm's web portal.
Hallelujah! Apparently, years of research has resulted in
the same conclusion conjured up by just a moment's
common sense - that web surfers hate these annoyances.

MSN's approach is seemingly laudable and the world's
media organisations have been quick to praise the
initiative. But hold on a moment. Sooner than you can
say 'hidden agenda', Backbiter has figured out Microsoft's
true intentions. The company has good reason to want to
rid the portals of pop-up adverts, as it has discovered an
even more infuriating way to vex visitors - so-called 'rich
media' commercials. Rather than relying on easily closed
(not to mention software-blockable) pop -ups for its ad
revenue, MSN is offering advertisers TV -style commercial
slots. These hog the middle of the browsing window for
up to 30 seconds before the user can
read the content obscured beneath. You
can experience this horror yourself by
visiting http://adyertising.msn.com/
adproducts/3rdpertyrichmedia.asp.
Pop -ups were never this bad. Still,
Microsoft's marketing people had most
of the media fooled for a moment.

From MSN to misinformation, and
the question: which highly respected
Internet service provider seems to have
been misleading would-be customers
with a promise of an email service unbounded by
restrictions on attachment size? Enter industry veteran
Claranet. Backbiter can exclusively reveal that the company
seems to have been leading subscribers up the garden path
for some time. The company's website boasts that: 'If you
are sending an attachment and it is large, ensure that the
person at the other end will be able to retrieve it. Some
Internet service providers impose a limit on the size of their
customers' mailboxes and will not allow them to go over a
certain size. This is not the case with Claranet customers.'
Except that it is the case - and Claranet knows it.

In fact, in common with many of its contemporaries,
the firm imposes a limit of 50MB on received attachments.
Backbiter knows that at least two subscribers have been
taken in by Claranet's assurance, only to discover that the

service isn't as described, and therefore useless for
their purposes. The customers in question happened to
be journalists and duly brought the problem to the
company's (oh, and Backbiter's) attention, whereupon
the firm promised to alter the service description at 'the
earliest opportunity'. Backbiter is now tempted to label
the firm Claranot.

Prompted by my lambasting last month of Coca Cola's
flat launch of its legal -music -downloads service,
Mycokemusic, a Stateside reader informs me that our
American cousins are bubbling with excitement over an
Itunes-related promotion run by rival drinks seller Pepsi.
No sooner had the buy -a -bottle -for -a -free -song giveaway
begun, than canny Itunes users were applying a nifty
hack to download dance, jazz and rock without paying
for Pepsi's pop. For once, though, it's not fancy -but -
flawed web technology that's let the side down, but good
old-fashioned stupidity. Why, many Itunes devotees
pondered, pay good money for a bottle of Pepsi when
simply peering through the bottle to view the promotion

code under the lid will suffice? The
answer's hardly the Pepsi challenge, is
it? Let's hope the firm repeats the low -
tech danger on this side of the pond,
should us Brits ever be fortunate enough
to have access to Apple's Itunes service.

With freebies in mind, PC owners who
use or are considering switching to the
Linux operating system might want to set
aside a few hundred quid to pay for it.
I beg your pardon? Pay? As mentioned
previously in this column, the open -

source OS that's considered to be a not -for-profit giveaway
by its creator, Linus Torvalds, and the rest of the sane world,
is currently the subject of conflicting claims of ownership.
The latest twist in this saga of corporate silliness is that SCO
has set up an 'Intellectual Property Licence' scheme,
requiring Linux users to cough up for continued use of the
operating system without fear of legal action. For desktop
users, the fee is $199 for a permanent licence, more than
the cost of an upgrade to Windows XP Home. Is it any
wonder that Distributed Denial of Service attacks have
intermittently rendered SCO's website (www.sco.com)
inaccessible? Backbiter wonders when the perpetrators of
these electronic assaults will realise that SCO has set up a
new online home at www.thescogroup.com, which is
functioning just fine. For now.

'Sooner than
you can say

"hidden agenda",
Backbiter figured
out Microsoft's
true intentions'

If you have any moans, groans or gossip that you think might interest
Backbiter, you can email him at: backbiter®pcw.co.uk
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When it comes to that all
important moment, do you

make the right choice?
If you want to share your broadband connection,
SMC Networks has the right product for you.

Take a look at our award winning BarricadeTM product range and you will find the

ultimate in quality, great value for money, at the cutting edge of technology.

BarricadeTM routers not only allow you to share broadband access, but also give you

peace of mind with a built-in firewall, free technical support and limited lifetime warranty.

ADSL guide said "the configuration via the web interface is easy and intuitive",

so you don't even need to be a techie to install a BarricadeTM product.

So, aim and shoot at:

www.smc-europe.com/rightchoice

email: uk.sales®smc-europe.com

/10
SMC7204BRA

/SMC7401BRA V.2
2/4 port ADSL Barricade'.

with Annex A ADSL modem

SMC7404WBR
4 port ADSL Router with

11Mb/s wireless access point

SMC7804WBR
4 port ADSL Router with

54Mb/s wireless access point

*4011,
SMC2804WBRP-G

4 port Router with USB
printer server and 54Mb/s

wireless access point

SMC®
Networks



the freedom of a
colour printin

There's a new world of high -impact, colour print
applications waiting to enrich your business. Kyocera Mita

delivers the complete spectrum of colour printing, for a tiny
price per page. Our colour printers are the most cost-effective

in their class, in both mono and colour, thanks to our unique
ECOSYS technology. Visit www.businesscolour.co.uk and discover a new world of affordable
colour printing for every aspect of your business.

ECosins
KYOCERA MITA Corporation - www.kyoceramita.com

KYOCERA MITA UK - Phone: 08457 103 104 - www.kyoceramita.co.uk

THE NEW VALUE FRONTII
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